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Foreword

This report constitutes the proceedings of the ninth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-9)

held in Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 13-16, 2000. The conference was co-sponsored by

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA), and the Advanced Research and Development Agency (ARDA).

Approximately 175 people attended the conference, including representatives from seventeen

different countries. The conference was the ninth in an on-going series of workshops to

evaluate new technologies for text retrieval and related information-seeking tasks. Sixty-

nine groups submitted retrieval results to one or more of the workshop's tracks.

The workshop included plenary sessions, discussion groups, a poster session, and demonstra-

tions. Because the participants in the workshop drew on their personal experiences, they

sometimes cited specific vendors and commercial products. The inclusion or omission of

a particular company or product implies neither endorsement nor criticism by NIST. Any
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in the individual papers

are the authors' own and do not necessarily relect those of the sponsors.

The sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Defense is gratefully acknowledged, as is the

tremendous work of the program committee and the track coordinators.

Ellen Voorhees,

Donna Harman

October 3, 2001
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Abstract

This report constitutes the proceedings of the ninth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-9)

held in Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 13-16, 2000. The conference was co-sponsored by

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA), and the Advanced Research and Development Agency (ARDA).

Sixty-nine groups including participants from seventeen different countries were represented.

TREC-9 is the latest in a series of workshops designed to foster research in text retrieval and

related technologies. The previous eight TRECs each had an "ad hoc" main task through

which eight large test collections were built. In recognition that sufficient infrastructure

exists to support researchers interested in this traditional retrieval task, the ad hoc main

task was discontinued in TREC-9 so that more TREC resources could be focused on building

evaluation infrastructure for other retrieval tasks (called "tracks"). The seven tracks included

in TREC-9 were web retrieval, cross-language retrieval, spoken document retrieval, query

analysis, question answering, interactive retrieval, and filtering.

The conference included paper sessions and discussion groups. This proceedings includes

papers from most of the participants (some groups did not submit papers), track reports

that define the problem addressed by the track plus summarize the main track results, and

tables of individual group results. The TREC-9 proceedings web site also contains system

descriptions that detail the timing and storage requirements of the different runs.
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Overview of the Ninth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-9)

Ellen M. Voorhees, Donna Harman
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

1 Introduction

The ninth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-9) was held at the National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology (NIST) on November 13-16, 2000. The conference was co-sponsored by NIST, the Information

Technology Office of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA/ITO), and the Advanced

Research and Development Activity (ARDA) office of the Department of Defense.

TREC-9 is the latest in a series of workshops designed to foster research in text retrieval. The workshop

series has four goals:

• to encourage research in text retrieval based on large test collections;

• to increase communication among industry, academia, and government by creating an open forum for

the exchange of research ideas;

• to speed the transfer of technology from research labs into commercial products by demonstrating

substantial improvements in retrieval methodologies on real-world problems; and

• to increase the availability of appropriate evaluation techniques for use by industry and academia,

including development of new evaluation techniques more applicable to current systems.

The previous eight TRECs each had an "ad hoc" main task through which eight large test collections

were built [17]. In recognition that sufficient infrastructure exists to support researchers interested in this

traditional retrieval task, the ad hoc main task was discontinued in TREC-9 so that more TREC resources

could be focused on building evaluation infrastructure for other retrieval tasks (called "tracks"). The seven

tracks included in TREC-9 were Cross-Language Retrieval, Filtering, Interactive Retrieval, Query Analysis,

Question Answering, Spoken Document Retrieval, and Web Retrieval.

Table 1 lists the groups that participated in TREC-9. Sixty-nine groups including participants from 17

different countries were represented. The diversity of the participating groups ensures that TREC represents

many different approaches to text retrieval.

This paper serves as an introduction to the research described in detail in the remainder of the volume.

The next section provides a summary of the retrieval background knowledge that is assumed in the other

papers. Section 3 presents a short description of each track—a more complete description of a track can be

found in that track's overview paper in the proceedings. The final section looks forward to future TREC
conferences.

2 Text Retrieval

Text retrieval, also called information retrieval or document retrieval, is concerned with locating documents

that are relevant to a user's information need. Traditionally, the emphasis in text retrieval research has been

to provide access to natural language texts where the set of documents to be searched is large and topically

diverse. Since the documents are free text and not specially structured for access by computers, standard

database technologies are not effective solutions to the problem.

The prototypical retrieval task is a researcher doing a literature search in a library. In this environment

the retrieval system knows the set of documents to be searched (the library's holdings), but cannot anticipate
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Table 1: Organizations participating in TREC-9

Australian National University/CSIRO NTT DATA Corporation

Alicante University Oregon Health Sciences University

AT&T Labs Research Pam Wood
BBN Technologies Queens College, CUNY
Chapman University New Mexico State University

Chinese University of Kong Kong RICOH Co., Ltd.

CL Research RMIT University/CSIRO

Carnegie Mellon University (2 groups) Rutgers University (2 groups)

Conexor Oy Sabir Research

CWI, The Netherlands Seoul National University

Dipartimento di iniormatica, Pisa Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI

Dublin City University Southern Methodist University

Fudan University State University of New York at Buffalo

Fujitsu Laboratories, Ltd. Sun Microsystems

Hummingbird Communications Syracuse University

IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (2 groups) Trans-EZ Inc.

IIT/AAT/NCR TwentyOne
Imperial College University of Alberta

Informatique-CDC TT • - , r /--*, »/• t~> l l

University of California, Berkeley

IRIT/SIG University of Cambridge

Johns Hopkins University University of Glasgow

Justsystem Corporation University of Iowa

KAIST TT" *. f Tt K 1 1 1 1 T"\ 1

University of Maryland, College Park

Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen University of Massachusetts

KDD R&D Laboratories/Waseda University University of Melbourne

Korea University Universite de Montreal

LiMSI (2 groups) University ot INortn Carolina, L/iiapel rliil

Microsoft (2 groups) Universite de Neuchatel

MITRE University of Padova

MNIS-TextWise Labs University of Sheffield

MuliText Project USC-ISI

National Taiwan University Xerox Research Centre Europe

NeurOK, LLC

the particular topic that will be investigated. We call this an ad hoc retrieval task, reflecting the arbitrary

subject of the search and its short duration. Other examples of ad hoc searches are web surfers using

Internet search engines, lawyers performing patent searches or looking for precedences in case law, and

analysts searching archived news reports for particular events. A retrieval system's response to an ad hoc

search is generally a list of documents ranked by decreasing similarity to the query.

In a document routing or filtering task, the topic of interest is known and stable, but the document

collection is constantly changing [3]. For example, an analyst who wishes to monitor a news feed for items

on a particular subject requires a solution to a filtering task. The filtering task generally requires a retrieval

system to make a binary decision whether to retrieve each document in the document stream as the system

sees it. The retrieval system's response in the filtering task is therefore an unordered set of documents

(accumulated over time) rather than a ranked list.

Text retrieval has traditionally focused on returning documents that contain answers to questions rather

than returning the answers themselves. This emphasis is both a reflection of retrieval systems' heritage

as library reference systems and an acknowledgement of the difficulty of question answering. However, for

certain types of questions, users would much prefer the system to answer the question than be forced to
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<num> Number: 451

<title> What is a Bengals cat?

<desc> Description:

Provide information on the Bengal cat breed.

<narr> Narrative:

Item should include any information on the Bengal cat breed, including description, origin,

characteristics, breeding program, names of breeders and catteries carrying bengals.

References which discuss bengal clubs only are not relevant. Discussions of bengal tigers

are not relevant.

Figure 1: A sample TREC-9 topic from the web track.

wade through a list of documents looking for the specific answer. To encourage research on systems that

return answers instead of document lists, TREC introduced a question answering task in 1999.

2.1 Test collections

Text retrieval has a long history of using retrieval experiments on test collections to advance the state of

the art [5, 10, 13], and TREC continues this tradition. A test collection is an abstraction of an operational

retrieval environment that provides a means for researchers to explore the relative benefits of different

retrieval strategies in a laboratory setting. Test collections consist of three parts: a set of documents, a set

of information needs (called topics in TREC), and relevance judgments, an indication of which documents

should be retrieved in response to which topics.

2.1.1 Documents

The document set of a test collection should be a sample of the kinds of texts that will be encountered in the

operational setting of interest. It is important that the document set reflect the diversity of subject matter,

word choice, literary styles, document formats, etc. of the operational setting for the retrieval results to

be representative of the performance in the real task. Frequently, this means the document set must be

large. The TREC test collections created in previous years' ad hoc main tasks used about 2 gigabytes of text

(between 500,000 and 1,000,000 documents). The document sets used in various tracks have been smaller

and larger depending on the needs of the track and the availability of data.

The TREC document sets consist mostly of newspaper or newswire articles, though there are also some

government documents (the Federal Register, patent applications) and computer science abstracts
(
Computer

Selects by Ziff-Davis publishing) included. High-level structures within each document are tagged using

SGML, and each document is assigned an unique identifier called the DOCNO. In keeping of the spirit of

realism, the text was kept as close to the original as possible. No attempt was made to correct spelling

errors, sentence fragments, strange formatting around tables, or similar faults.

2.1.2 Topics

TREC distinguishes between a statement of information need (the topic) and the data structure that is

actually given to a retrieval system (the query). The TREC test collections provide topics to allow a wide

range of query construction methods to be tested and also to include a clear statement of what criteria make

a document relevant. The format of a topic statement has evolved since the beginning of TREC, but it has

been stable for the past several years. A topic statement generally consists of four sections: an identifier, a

title, a description, and a narrative. An example topic taken from this year's web track is shown in figure 1.

The different parts of the TREC topics allow researchers to investigate the effect of different query lengths

on retrieval performance. The "titles" in topics 301-450 were specially designed to allow experiments with

very short queries; those title fields consist of up to three words that best describe the topic. (The title field
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was used differently in topics 451-500, this year's web track topics, as described below.) The description

field is a one sentence description of the topic area. The narrative gives a concise description of what makes

a document relevant.

Participants are free to use any method they wish to create queries from the topic statements. TREC
distinguishes among two major categories of query construction techniques, automatic methods and manual

methods. An automatic method is a means of deriving a query from the topic statement with no manual

intervention whatsoever; a manual method is anything else. The definition of manual query construction

methods is very broad, ranging from simple tweaks to an automatically derived query, through manual

construction of an initial query, to multiple query reformulations based on the document sets retrieved. Since

these methods require radically different amounts of (human) effort, care must be taken when comparing

manual results to ensure that the runs are truly comparable.

TREC topic statements are created by the same person who performs the relevance assessments for that

topic (the assessor). Usually, each assessor comes to NIST with ideas for topics based on his or her own

interests, and searches the document collection using NIST's PRISE system to estimate the likely number

of relevant documents per candidate topic. The NIST TREC team selects the final set of topics from among
these candidate topics based on the estimated number of relevant documents and balancing the load across

assessors.

This standard procedure for topic creation was changed for topics 451-500. These topics were to be

used in the web track, and participants were concerned that the queries that users type into current web

search engines are quite different from standard TREC topic statements. However, if participants were

given only the literal queries submitted to a web search engine, they would not know the criteria by which

documents would be judged. As a compromise, standard TREC topic statements were retrofitted around

actual web queries. NIST obtained the log of queries that were submitted to the Excite search engine on

December 20, 1999 1
. A sample of queries that were deemed acceptable for use in a government-sponsored

evaluation was given to the assessors. Each assessor selected a query from the sample and developed a

description and narrative for that query. The assessors were instructed that the original query might well be

ambiguous (e.g., "cats"), and they were to develop a description and narrative that were consistent with any

one interpretation of the original (e.g., "Where is the musical Cats playing?"). They then searched the web

document collection to estimate the likely number of relevant documents for that topic. The "title" field of

topics 451-500 contains the literal query that was the seed of the topic. Unlike other TREC topics and the

description and narrative fields of these topics, the title field contains all of the spelling and grammatical

errors of the original Excite query.

2.1.3 Relevance judgments

The relevance judgments are what turns a set of documents and topics into a test collection. Given a set

of relevance judgments, the retrieval task is then to retrieve all of the relevant documents and none of the

irrelevant documents. TREC almost always uses binary relevance judgments—either a document is relevant

to the document or it is not. To define relevance for the assessors, the assessors are told to assume that they

are writing a report on the subject of the topic statement. If they would use any information contained in

the document in the report, then the (entire) document should be marked relevant, otherwise it should be

marked irrelevant. The assessors are instructed to judge a document as relevant regardless of the number of

other documents that contain the same information.

Relevance is inherently subjective. Relevance judgments are known to differ across judges and for the same
judge at different times [11]. Furthermore, a set of static, binary relevance judgments makes no provision for

the fact that a real user's perception of relevance changes as he or she interacts with the retrieved documents.
Despite the idiosyncratic nature of relevance, test collections are useful abstractions because the comparative

effectiveness of different retrieval methods is stable in the face of changes to the relevance judgments [15].

The relevance judgments in early retrieval test collections were complete. That is, a relevance decision

was made for every document in the collection for every topic. The size of the TREC document sets makes
complete judgments utterly infeasible—with 800,000 documents, it would take over 6500 hours to judge the

entire document set for one topic, assuming each document could be judged in just 30 seconds. Instead,

: Jack Xu of Excite released this log on his ftp site at ftp.excite.com/pub/jack.
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TREC uses a technique called pooling [12] to create a subset of the documents (the "pool") to judge for a

topic. Each document in the pool for a topic is judged for relevance by the topic author. Documents that

are not in the pool are assumed to be irrelevant to that topic.

The judgment pools are created as follows. When participants submit their retrieval runs to NIST, they

rank their runs in the order they prefer them to be judged. NIST chooses a number of runs to be merged

into the pools, and selects that many runs from each participant respecting the preferred ordering. For each

selected run, the top X documents (usually, X = 100) per topic are added to the topics' pools. Since the

retrieval results are ranked by decreasing similarity to the query, the top documents are the documents most

likely to be relevant to the topic. Many documents are retrieved in the top X for more than one run, so the

pools are generally much smaller the theoretical maximum of X x the-number-of-selected-runs documents

(usually about 1/3 the maximum size).

The use of pooling to produce a test collection has been questioned because unjudged documents are

assumed to be not relevant. Critics argue that evaluation scores for methods that did not contribute to the

pools will be deflated relative to methods that did contribute because the non-contributors will have highly

ranked unjudged documents.

Zobel demonstrated that the quality of the pools (the number and diversity of runs contributing to the

pools and the depth to which those runs are judged) does affect the quality of the final collection [20]. He also

found that the TREC collections were not biased against unjudged runs. In this test, he evaluated each run

that contributed to the pools using both the official set of relevant documents published for that collection

and the set of relevant documents produced by removing the relevant documents uniquely retrieved by the

run being evaluated. For the TREC-5 ad hoc collection, he found that using the unique relevant documents

increased a run's 11 point average precision score by an average of 0.5 %. The maximum increase for any

run was 3.5 %. The average increase for the TREC-3 ad hoc collection was somewhat higher at 2.2 %.

A similar investigation of the TREC-8 ad hoc collection showed that every automatic run that had a mean
average precision score of at least .1 had a percentage difference of less than 1 % between the scores with and

without that group's uniquely retrieved relevant documents [16]. That investigation also showed that the

quality of the pools is significantly enhanced by the presence of recall-oriented manual runs, an effect noted

by the organizers of the NTCIR (NACSIS Test Collection for evaluation of Information Retrieval systems)

workshop who performed their own manual runs to supplement their pools [9].

While the lack of any appreciable difference in the scores of submitted runs is not a guarantee that

all relevant documents have been found, it is very strong evidence that the test collection is reliable for

comparative evaluations of retrieval runs. Indeed, the differences in scores resulting from incomplete pools

observed here are smaller than the differences that result from using different relevance assessors [15].

2.2 Evaluation

Retrieval runs on a test collection can be evaluated in a number of ways. In TREC, all ad hoc tasks (i.e., all

tasks that involve returning a ranked list of documents) are evaluated using the trec_eval package written

by Chris Buckley of Sabir Research [4]. This package reports about 85 different numbers for a run, including

recall and precision at various cut-off levels plus single-valued summary measures that are derived from

recall and precision. Precision is the proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant, while recall is the

proportion of relevant documents that are retrieved. A cut-off level is a rank that defines the retrieved set;

for example, a cut-off level of ten defines the retrieved set as the top ten documents in the ranked list. The
trec_eval program reports the scores as averages over the set of topics where each topic is equally weighted.

(The alternative is to weight each relevant document equally and thus give more weight to topics with more

relevant documents. Evaluation of retrieval effectiveness historically weights topics equally since all users

are assumed to be equally important.)

Precision reaches its maximal value of 1.0 when only relevant documents are retrieved, and recall reaches

its maximal value (also 1.0) when all the relevant documents are retrieved. Note, however, that these

theoretical maximum values are not obtainable as an average over a set of topics at a single cut-off level

because different topics have different numbers of relevant documents. For example, a topic that has fewer

than ten relevant documents will have a precision score less than one after ten documents are retrieved

regardless of how the documents are ranked. Similarly, a topic with more than ten relevant documents
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must have a recall score less than one after ten documents are retrieved. At a single cut-off level, recall

and precision reflect the same information, namely the number of relevant documents retrieved. At varying

cut-off levels, recall and precision tend to be inversely related since retrieving more documents will usually

increase recall while degrading precision and vice versa.

Of all the numbers reported by trec.eval, the recall-precision curve and mean (non-interpolated) average

precision are the most commonly used measures to describe TREC retrieval results. A recall-precision curve

plots precision as a function of recall. Since the actual recall values obtained for a topic depend on the

number of relevant documents, the average recall-precision curve for a set of topics must be interpolated to

a set of standard recall values. The particular interpolation method used is given in Appendix A, which

also defines many of the other evaluation measures reported by trec.eval. Recall-precision graphs show the

behavior of a retrieval run over the entire recall spectrum.

Mean average precision is the single-valued summary measure used when an entire graph is too cum-

bersome. The average precision for a single topic is the mean of the precision obtained after each relevant

document is retrieved (using zero as the precision for relevant documents that are not retrieved). The mean
average precision for a run consisting of multiple topics is the mean of the average precision scores of each

of the individual topics in the run. The average precision measure has a recall component in that it re-

flects the performance of a retrieval run across all relevant documents, and a precision component in that

it weights documents retrieved earlier more heavily than documents retrieved later. Geometrically, mean
average precision is the area underneath a non-interpolated recall-precision curve.

The (reformatted) output of trec.eval for each submitted run is given in Appendix A. In addition to

the ranked results, participants are also asked to submit data that describes their system features and timing

figures to allow a primitive comparison of the amount of effort needed to produce the corresponding retrieval

results. These system descriptions are not included in the printed version of the proceedings due to their

size, but they are available on the TREC web site (http://trec.nist.gov).

3 TREC-9 Tracks

TREC's track structure was begun in TREC-3 (1994). The tracks serve several purposes. First, tracks act

as incubators for new research areas: the first running of a track often defines what the problem really is,

and a track creates the necessary infrastructure (test collections, evaluation methodology, etc.) to support

research on its task. The tracks also demonstrate the robustness of core retrieval technology in that the

same techniques are frequently appropriate for a variety of tasks. Finally, the tracks make TREC attractive

to a broader community by providing tasks that match the research interests of more groups.

Table 2 lists the different tasks that were in each TREC, the number of groups that submitted runs to

that task, and the total number of groups that participated in each TREC. The tasks within the tracks

offered for a given TREC have diverged as TREC has progressed. This has helped fuel the growth in the

number of participants, but has also created a smaller common base of experience among participants since

each participant tends to submit runs to fewer tracks.

This section describes the tasks performed in the TREC-9 tracks. See the track reports elsewhere in this

proceedings for a more complete description of each track.

3.1 The Web track

The purpose of the web track was to build a test collection that more closely mimics the retrieval envi-

ronment of the World Wide Web. In creating such a collection, a variety of web retrieval strategies were

also investigated. The task in the track was a traditional ad hoc retrieval task where the documents were a

collection of web pages.

The web track was coordinated by David Hawking and his colleagues at CSIRO and the Australian

National University. They obtained a snapshot of the web from 1997 from the Internet Archive, and produced
several subsets of that spidering. A 10 gigabyte subset known as WTlOg was used for the main task in the web
track [1]. There was also a separate large task in the web track that used the 100 gigabyte VLC2/WT100g
collection and a set of 10,000 queries selected from Electronic Monk and AltaVista query logs. See the web
track report in these proceedings for more details about the large web task.
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Table 2: Number of participants per task and total number of distinct participants in each TREC.

Task

TREC
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s q

Ad Hoc 18 24 26 23 28 31 42 41

Routing 16 25 25 15 21

Interactive 3 11 2 9 8 7 a

Spanish 4 10 7

Confusion 4 5

Database Merging 3 3

Filtering 4 7 10 12 14 15

Chinese 9 12

NLP 4 2

Speech 13 10 10 3

Cross-Language 13 9 13 16

High Precision 5 4

Very Large Corpus 7 6

Query 2 5 6

Question Answering 20 28

Web 17 23

Total participants 22 31 33 36 38 51 56 66 69

The topics used in the main web task were TREC topics 451-500. As described earlier, these topics were

created especially for the track. Three-way relevance judgments (not relevant, relevant, and highly relevant)

were used. In addition, assessors were asked to select the best document from among all the documents

in the pool for each topic. While the official results of the task were scored by conflating the relevant and

highly relevant categories, the additional information collected during assessing can be used to develop other

evaluation schemes for web retrieval.

Twenty-three groups submitted 105 runs to the main task of the web track. Twelve of the runs used

manual query construction techniques, 40 of the runs were automatic runs that used only the original Excite

query, and the remaining 53 runs were automatic runs that used some other part of the topic in addition

to the Excite query. Runs using the description field of the topic were always more effective than the

corresponding run using only the original Excite query. (Remember that the description field corrected the

spelling errors of the original query. Seven topics had some sort of error in the original Excite query, five of

which were serious. Examples of serious errors are the one-word queries "nativityscenes" and "angioplast7".)

The order of systems ranked by average effectiveness differed depending on whether the evaluation used

both relevant and highly relevant documents or highly relevant documents only. This finding implies that

retrieving highly relevant documents is a different task from retrieving generally relevant documents, at

least to the extent that different retrieval techniques should be used. More research is needed to determine

precisely which techniques work better for which task and why.

The motivation for distinguishing between highly relevant and generally relevant documents is a wide-

spread belief that web users will be better served by systems that retrieve highly relevant documents. Taking

this reasoning a step further, some have argued that web search engines should actually be evaluated on

their ability to retrieve the very best page. However, the results of the web track demonstrate that using

the best page as the single relevant document is too unstable to be a reliable evaluation strategy.

Once the web track assessing was complete, NIST gave the set of relevant documents (both highly relevant

and generally relevant) to two additional assessors and asked them to select the best page. In all cases the

definition of best was left up to the assessor. There was significant disagreement among the assessors as to

the best page for a topic: all three assessors disagreed with one another for 17 of the 50 topics, and of the

13 topics for which all three assessors picked the same page, 5 topics had three or fewer pages in its relevant

set. Furthermore, unlike traditional retrieval system evaluation [15], best document evaluation is not robust

against changes caused by using different assessors to select best documents. The Kendall tau correlation
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between system rankings produced by using different assessors averaged only about .75 when using best

document evaluation as compared to over .9 for traditional evaluation.

3.2 The Cross-Language (CLIR) track

The CLIR task is an ad hoc retrieval task in which the documents are in one language and the topics are in a

different language. The goal of the track is to facilitate research on systems that are able to retrieve relevant

documents regardless of the language a document happens to be written in. The TREC-9 cross-language

track used Chinese documents and English topics. A Chinese version of the topics was also developed so

that cross-language retrieval performance could be compared with the equivalent monolingual performance.

The document set was approximately 250 megabytes of news articles taken from the Hong Kong Com-
mercial Daily, the Hong Kong Daily News, and Takungpao. The documents were made available for use in

TREC by Wisers, Ltd. Twenty-five topics were developed by NIST assessors. The assessment pools were

created using each group's first choice cross-language run and first-choice monolingual run (if any), using

the top 50 documents from each run.

Fifty-two runs from 15 different groups were submitted to the track. Thirteen of the runs were monolin-

gual runs. Only one run (a cross-language run) was a manual run.

The effectiveness of cross-language runs is frequently reported as a percentage of monolingual effective-

ness. In the CLIR track, the cross-language run submitted by the BBN group was not only better than their

monolingual run (as measured by mean average precision), it was better than all the submitted monolingual

runs. While BBN has since produced a monolingual run that is better than the best of their cross-language

runs [19], the effectiveness of English to Chinese cross-language retrieval remains high.

3.3 The Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) track

The SDR track fosters research on retrieval methodologies for spoken documents (i.e., recordings of speech).

The task in the track is an ad hoc task in which the documents are transcriptions of audio signals.

The SDR track has run in several TRECs and the track has had the same general structure each year.

Participants worked with different versions of transcripts of news broadcasts to judge the effects of errors

in the transcripts on retrieval performance. The reference transcripts were manually produced and assumed

to be perfect. (For TREC-9 the reference transcripts were a combination of human reference transcripts,

closed captioning transcripts, and automatically-combined (using NIST's ROVER algorithm) automatic

transcripts.) The baseline transcripts were produced by one automatic speech recognizer and made available

to all participants. There was one TREC-9 baseline transcript, which was the "B2" transcript used in

the TREC-8 track. This transcript was produced using NIST's installation of the BBN Rough 'N Ready
BYBLOS speech recognizer. The recognizer transcripts were produced by the participants' own recognizer

systems. The recognizer transcripts of the different participants were made available to one another so that

participants could perform retrieval runs against their own recognizer transcripts as well as others' recognizer

transcripts
(
cross-recognizer runs). The different versions of the transcripts allowed participants to observe

the effect of recognizer errors on their retrieval strategy. The different recognizer runs provide a comparison

of how different recognition strategies affect retrieval.

The document collection used in TREC-9 was the audio portion of the TDT-2 News Corpus as collected

by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). This corpus contains 557 hours of audio representing 1,064 news

shows, which were segmented into approximately 21,500 documents. Two different versions of 50 new topics

(numbers 124-173) were created for the track. The "standard" version of the topics was a one sentence

description, while the "terse" version of the topics was just a few words. As in the TREC-8 track, the

TREC-9 track focused on the unknown boundary condition, that is, retrieving documents from the audio

stream when the system was not given the story boundaries.

Three groups participated in the track, submitting a total of 64 runs. Overall, the retrieval results

were excellent: the systems could find relevant passages produced by a variety of recognizers on the full

unsegmented news broadcasts, using either the terse or longer standard queries. Indeed, for each of the

participants, retrieval from the transcripts created by their own recognizer was comparable to the retrieval

from the human reference transcripts.
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Table 3: Runsets submitted to the TREC-9 query track.

Participant Runsets Description

Hummingbird

Microsoft

Sabir Research

Sun Microsystems

Univ. of Massachusetts

Univ. of Melbourne

hum*
ok9u

Sab*

SUN, SUNl
IN7*

UoMd, UoMl

7 variants of SearchServer

Okapi run with no query expansion

3 variants of SMART
2 variants of Nova

3 variants of INQUERY
2 variants of MG

3.4 The Query track

The task in the query track was an ad hoc task using old TREC document and topic sets. The focus in

the track was not on absolute retrieval effectiveness, but on the variability of topic performance. A variety

of research (for example, see [2]) has shown that the difference in retrieval effectiveness for a given retrieval

system on different topics is much greater on average than the difference in retrieval effectiveness between

systems for the same topic. The development of query-specific processing strategies has been hampered

as a result because the available topic sets (of size 50 for most TREC collections) are too small to isolate

the effects caused by different topics. The query track was designed as a means for creating a large set of

different queries for an existing TREC topic set as a first step toward query-specific processing.

Six groups participated in the TREC-9 query track, with each group running each of 43 different querysets

using one or more variants of their retrieval system. A queryset consists of one query for each of 50 topics

(TREC topics 51-100) where each query is from the same category of queries. Three different query categories

were used.

1. Short: 2-4 words selected by reading the topic statement.

2. Sentence: a sentence—normally less than one line—developed after reading the topic statement and

possibly some relevant documents.

3. Sentence-Rel: a sentence developed after reading a handful of relevant documents. The topic statement

was not used for this category of query.

Relevant documents from TREC disk 2 were used to construct the queries. Twenty-one of the querysets

were developed for the TREC-8 query track, and the remaining 22 querysets were developed for the TREC-9
track.

A runset is the result of running one version of a retrieval system on all 43 querysets against the documents

on TREC disk 1. Eighteen runsets were submitted, for a total of 774 (18 x 43) runs submitted to the track.

Table 3 gives a short description of each runset, while Table 4 gives the average, minimum, and maximum
mean average precision score computed over the 43 different querysets. As can be seen from wide range

of scores for each system, the individual query formulations again had a pronounced effect on retrieval

performance.

3.5 The Question Answering (QA) track

The purpose of the question answering track was to encourage research into systems that return actual

answers, as opposed to ranked lists of documents, in response to a question. Participants received a set of

fact-based, short-answer questions and searched a large document set to extract (or construct) an answer

to each question. Participants returned a ranked list of five [document-id, answer-string] pairs per question

such that each answer string was believed to contain an answer to the question and the document supported

that answer. Answer strings were limited to either 50 bytes or 250 bytes depending on the run type. Each

question was guaranteed to have an answer in the collection. An individual question received a score equal to

the reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct response was returned, or 0 if none of the five responses
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Table 4: Average, minimum, and maximum Mean Average Precision scores for each query track system

computed over the 43 different querysets submitted to the track. Each queryset contains queries created for

TREC topics 51-100.

Average Minimum Maximum Average Minimum Maximum
TN7aL<i (a D 1 7QQ n im 7 TToMl\J LUVll U. ±OOj 0 D812 f) 20QQ

IN7e 0.2288 0.1456 0.3168 hum4 0.1713 0.0907 0.2580

IN7p 0.1848 0.1095 0.2593 humA 0.1741 0.0912 0.2482

SUN 0.0572 0.0062 0.1247 humB 0.1732 0.0908 0.2420

Sunl 0.0677 0.0268 0.1152 humD 0.1771 0.0897 0.2508

Saba 0.1924 0.1089 0.2665 huml 0.1736 0.0910 0.2418

Sabe 0.2516 0.1481 0.3202 humK 0.1713 0.0863 0.2425

Sabm 0.2321 0.1347 0.3057 humV 0.1648 0.0788 0.2453

UoMd 0.1612 0.1010 0.2091 ok9u 0.1917 0.0963 0.2608

contained a correct answer. The score for a submission was then the mean of the individual questions'

reciprocal ranks. Question answering systems were given no credit for retrieving multiple (different) correct

answers, or for recognizing that they did not know the answer.

There were several changes between the TREC-9 track and the initial running of the track in TREC-8. In

TREC-9, the document set was larger, consisting of all the news articles on TREC disks 1-5. The test set of

questions was also much larger, consisting of 693 questions rather than 200. A more substantial difference was

the way in which the questions were created. Instead of using questions created especially for the track, which

tended to be back-formulations of a sentence in some document in the collection, questions were selected from

query logs. Some questions were taken from a log of questions that had been submitted to Encarta and were

made available to NIST by Microsoft. Other questions were created by NIST staff using the Excite log from

which the web track queries were selected for suggestions. In all cases, the questions were created without

reference to the document set. Once the questions were created, NIST assessors searched the document set

to find which questions had answers in the test document set. Five hundred questions were selected from

among the candidate questions that had an answer in the document set. In a separate pass, NIST assessors

were given a subset of the questions (but not their answers) and were asked to create equivalent, re-worded

questions. For example, the question "How tall is the Empire State building?" might be re-worded as "How

high is the Empire State building?" , "What is the height of the Empire State building?" , "The Empire State

Building is how tall?", etc. A total of 193 question variants were added to the set of 500 to make the final

question set of 693 questions.

Human assessors read each string and decided whether the answer string contained an answer to the

question. If not, the response was judged as incorrect. If so, the assessor decided whether the answer was

supported by the document returned with the string. If the answer was not supported by that document,

the response was judged as "Not Supported". If it was supported, the response was judged as correct. The
official scoring for the track treated Not Supported answers as incorrect.

Twenty-eight groups submitted 78 runs to the track, with 34 runs using the 50-byte-limit and 44 runs using

the 250-byte-limit. The best performing system, from Southern Methodist University, was able to extract a

correct answer about 65 % of the time by integrating multiple natural language processing techniques with

abductive reasoning [6]. While the 65 % score is a slightly worse result than the TREC-8 scores in absolute

terms, it represents a very significant improvement in question answering systems. The TREC-9 task was

considerably harder than the TREC-8 task because of the switch to "real" questions (which tend to be far

more ambiguous than the questions constructed for the TREC-8 task). The SMU system found an answer

about a third again as often as the next best system (66 % of the questions vs. 42 % of the questions).
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3.6 The Interactive track

The interactive track was one of the first tracks to be introduced into TREC. Since its inception, the high-

level goal of the track has been the investigation of searching as an interactive task by examining the process

as well as the outcome. One of the main problems with studying interactive behavior of retrieval systems is

that both searchers and topics generally have a much larger effect on search results than does the retrieval

system used.

The task in the TREC-9 track was a question answering task. Two different types of questions were

used:

• find any n Xs (for example, "Name 3 US Senators on committees regulating the nuclear industry."

)

• compare two specific Xs (for example, "Do more people graduate with an MBA from Harvard Business

School or MIT Sloan?")

Human searchers were given a maximum of 5 minutes to find the answer to a question and support that

answer with a set of documents. A total of 8 questions was used in the track.

The document set was the set of documents used in the question answering track (the news articles

from TREC disks 1-5). The track defined an experimental framework that specified a minimum number of

searchers, the order in which searchers were assigned questions, and the set of data to be collected. This

framework did not provide for a comparison of systems across sites, but did allow groups to estimate the

effect of their own experimental manipulation free and clear of the main (additive) effects of searcher and

topic.

Six groups participated in the interactive track, with some groups performing more than the minimum
number of searches. Of the 829 responses submitted to TREC across all topics and groups, 309 (37 %) found

no correct answer, suggesting that the 5-minute time limit made the task challenging. The percentage of no

answer found was roughly the same for the two types of questions (36 % for the find any n questions and 39

% for the comparison questions).

3.7 The Filtering track

The filtering task is to retrieve just those documents in a document stream that match the user's interest as

represented by the query. The main focus of the track was an adaptive filtering task. In this task, a filtering

system starts with just a query derived from the topic statement (for TREC-9, the system also received a

few (< 5) relevant documents), and processes documents one at a time in date order. If the system decides

to retrieve a document, it obtains the relevance judgment for it, and can modify the query based on the

judgment if desired. Two other, simpler tasks were also part of the track. In the batch filtering task, the

system is given a topic and a (relatively large) set of known relevant documents. The system creates a

query from the topic and known relevant documents, and must then decide whether or not to retrieve each

document in the test portion of the collection. In the routing task, the system again builds a query from

a topic statement and a set of relevant documents, but then uses the query to rank the test portion of the

collection. Ranking the collection by similarity to the query (routing) is an easier problem than making a

binary decision as to whether a document should be retrieved (batch filtering) because the latter requires a

threshold that is difficult to set appropriately.

The document set for the TREC-9 filtering task was the OHSUMED test collection [8]. The test docu-

ments were the documents from 1988-1991, while a set of documents from 1987 were available for training

(if the particular task allowed training). There were three topic sets: the queries from the OHSUMED test

collection, a set of almost 5000 MeSH headings that were treated as topic statements, and a subset of 500

MeSH headings. Since the track used an existing test collection, no relevance judgments were made at NIST
for the track.

Research into appropriate evaluation methods for filtering runs (which do not produce a ranked list and

therefore cannot be evaluated by the usual IR evaluation measures) has been a major thrust of the filtering

track. The earliest filtering tracks used linear utility functions as the evaluation metric. With a linear utility

function, a system is rewarded some number of points for retrieving a relevant document and penalized a

different number of points for retrieving an irrelevant document. Utility functions are attractive because
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they directly reflect the experience of a user of the filtering system. Unfortunately, there are drawbacks

to the functions as evaluation measures. Utilities do not average well because the best possible score for

each topic is a function of the number of relevant documents for that topic, and the worst possible score

is essentially unbounded. Thus topics that have many relevant documents will dominate an average, and

a single poorly performing topic can eclipse all other topics. Furthermore, it is difficult to know how to

set the relative worth of relevant and irrelevant documents. For example, one of the utility functions used

in the TREC-8 track rewarded systems with three points for retrieving a relevant document and penalized

systems two points for retrieving an irrelevant document. This actually defines a very difficult filtering task:

using this utility function, the average behavior of each of the TREC-8 filtering systems was worse than

the baseline of retrieving no documents at all. The TREC-9 track used a bounded utility function as one

measure and introduced a new "precision-oriented" measure, T9P. The bounded utility function rewarded

systems two points for a relevant document and penalized systems one point for an irrelevant document, and

in addition set a limit on the worst possible score a topic could receive. The idea of the precision-oriented

measure was to penalize systems for not retrieving a sufficient number of documents, which for TREC-9 was

50 documents. Thus,

j,gp _ number of relevant retrieved

max(number retrieved, 50)

Seventy-five runs from 14 different groups were submitted to the filtering track. Forty-one of the runs

were adaptive filtering runs, 19 runs were batch filtering runs, and 15 runs were routing runs. Unlike

TREC-8, several TREC-9 adaptive filtering systems obtained good average utilities while retrieving an

adequate number of documents. In addition, the adaptive filtering scores were relatively close to the scores

for the much easier routing task, as demonstrated by comparing the scores from the new T9P measure to

the average of precision at 50 documents retrieved for the routing runs.

4 The Future

The next TREC, TREC 2001, will see a few changes in the tracks that are offered. The spoken document

track has met its goals and will therefore be discontinued. A new track that will focus on content-based

access to digital video will continue TREC's interest in multimedia retrieval. The query track will cease to

be a track and evolve into a "station." That is, the TREC web site will serve as a repository for both query

statements and retrieval results produced from those queries. This will allow the research of the track to

continue without the time pressures of the TREC deadlines.

The remaining tracks will continue, though the specific task involved in the track will likely change. The

web track will include so-called navigational topics [14] in addition to the informational topics TREC has

traditionally used. The cross-language track will focus on retrieving Arabic documents using English, French,

or Arabic topics. In addition to the fact-based, short-answer questions used in the first two years of the

question answering track, the 2001 track will feature a pilot study using questions that require information

from multiple documents to be combined to form a correct answer. The task in the interactive track will

most likely involve observing subjects using the live web to accomplish a specific task. The observations

made in the track will be used to inform the definition of a task with a metrics-based evaluation plan for the

following year's track, as suggested by the SIGIR Workshop on Interactive Retrieval at TREC and Beyond [7]

held after SIGIR 2000. The filtering track will continue to focus on adaptive filtering using a new collection

of data released by Reuters (see http://about.reuters.com/resecirchaiidstandards/corpus/).
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Abstract

Sixteen groups participated in the TREC-9 cross-language information retrieval track which

focussed on retrieving Chinese language documents in response to 25 English queries. A variety of

CLIR approaches were tested and a rich set of experiments performed which measured the utility

of various resources such as machine translation and parallel corpora, as well as pre- and post-

translation query expansion using pseudo-relevance feedback.

1 Introduction

For TREC-9 the cross-language information retrieval task was to utilize English queries against Chinese

documents. This aspect of multilingual information access at TREC-9 was the seventh year in which

non-English document retrieval was tested and evaluated, and the fourth year for which cross-language

information retrieval has been experimented with. In TREC-3, retrieval of 25 queries against a Mexican

newspaper corpus was tested by four groups. Spanish language retrieval was evaluated in TREC-3,
TREC-4 (another 25 queries for the same Mexican corpus), and TREC-5 (where an European Spanish

corpus was used). In TREC-5 a Chinese language track was introduced using both newspaper (People's

Daily) and newswire (XinHua) sources from People's Republic of China and 25 Chinese queries with

an English translation supplied. The TREC-5 corpus was represented with the GB character set for

the simplified Chinese language of PRC. Chinese monolingual experiments on this collection were done

in TREC-5 and TREC-6 and sparked serious research into Chinese text segmentation methods using

dictionary methods as well as statistical methods using measures such as mutual information. Compar-

isons have been made with simple overlapping bigram segmentation methods for monolingual Chinese

retrieval. TREC conferences TREC-6, TREC-7 and TREC-8 has cross language tracks which focussed

upon European languages (English, French, German, and later Italian). Following TREC-8 the venue

for evaluating European language retrieval moved to Europe with the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum
(CLEF) first held in Lisbon in September 2000 [9].

2 Task Description

As in past TREC cross-language information retrieval evaluations, the task for each group was to match

topics in one language (English in this case) against documents in another language (Chinese) and return

a ranked list of the top 1000 documents associated with each topic. Multiple runs were allowed for each

group but one run using only the title and description field was required. Evaluation then proceeded by

pooling ranks and manual examination of the pools by human judges who decide upon the relevance or

irrelevance of each document in the pool. Once relevance judgments were established the usual measures

of recall and precision could be computed upon the ranked list of each entry.
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2.1 Topics

Twenty-five topics in English (numbers CH55-CH79) were created at NIST. Two typical topics are Topic

56 (human rights violations) and Topic 79 (livestock in China):

<top>
<num> Number: CH56
<title> human rights violations

<desc> Description:

What human rights violations have occurred in countries

outside of China according to the Chinese press.

<narr> Narrative:

Reports of human rights violations in China are not

relevant.

</top>

<top>
<num> Number: CH79
<title> livestock in China

<desc> Description:

What kinds of livestock are being raised in China?

<narr> Narrative:

A document that discusses livestock farming in China,

but is not specific about the kind of livestock is

not relevant.

</top>

These topics demonstrate two kinds of difficulty. For topic CH56, the limitation of relevant human
rights violations to 'countries outside China' is one of discrimination between human rights news stories

concerned within China and those whose focus is other than China. Topic CH79 illustrates the use of a

general term (livestock) while requesting specificity (e.g. pigs) within the documents returned.

2.2 Documents

The corpus for TREC-9's CLIR evaluation consisted of 126,937 documents (188 megabytes in size) with

newspaper sources from Hong Kong for the periods 1998-1999. In distinction from the earlier TREC
Chinese corpus, these sources were written in the richer traditional Chinese character set, encoded in

the BIG5 encoding. In particular the source documents came from:

• Hong Kong Commercial Daily (Aug 11, 1998 - Jul 31, 1999)

• Hong Kong Daily News (Feb 1, 1999 - Jul 31, 1999)

• Ta kung pao (Oct 21, 1998 - Mar 4, 1999)

3 Participants and General Approach

Sixteen groups participated in the TREC-9 Chinese evaluation, listed here in alphabetical order:
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BBN Technologies

Fudan University (PRC)

IBM T.J. Watson Research Center

Johns Hopkins University (Applied Physics Laboratory)

Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology

Microsoft Research, China

MNIS-TextWise Labs

National Taiwan University

Queens College, CUNY
RMIT University (Australia)

Telecordia Technologies, Inc.

The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Trans-EZ Inc.

University of California at Berkeley

University of Maryland

University of Massachusetts

The majority of approaches utilized word or phrase translation from English to Chinese by lookup in

bilingual dictionaries or word lists. A number of groups used the Linguistic Data Consortium's English-

Mandarin word list of approximately 120,000 pairs of words. Other dictionaries included the CETA
(Chinese-English Translation Assistance) dictionary and the KingSoft online bilingual dictionary as well

as local (proprietary) dictionaries.

Other approaches (in particular BBN) made use of statistical association models to create bilingual

dictionaries from the alignment of parallel English-Chinese Corpora. Corpora used for development of

resources or pre/post query expansion included:

• LDC parallel Hong Kong SAR Law

• LDC parallel Hong Kong SAR News

• Academica Sinica Balanced Corpus (ASBC)

• TREC-6 (People's Daily and Xinhua News Agency)

• Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) data

• Bilingual data harvested from the WWW

• Other local (proprietary) mono and bilingual corpora

In addition a few commercial machine translation software packages were used and coupled with

other resources.

Extensive experimentation was done by some groups with query expansion, both before query trans-

lation from English to Chinese and after translation using blind feedback from the top ranked documents

of an initial retrieval.
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4 Experimental and methodological details by group

This section provides a summary of experiments run and methodological approaches tested by the eight

groups with best-performing English-Chinese crosslingual runs, according to the official results (see

Results section below). Experiments and approaches which seem unique are given more description in

this section. Readers are directed to the individual papers for more detail.

4.1 BBN
BBN [12] extended the hidden Markov model (HMM) for monolingual retrieval to cross-language retrieval

by incorporating into the model the word translation probabilities. Two manually created lexicons (i.e,

the LDC wordlist and CETA) and two parallel corpora (i.e, the Hong Kong News and Hong Kong
Law) were used to translate English query words into Chinese. The parallel texts were first aligned

at the sentence level iteratively using WEAVER, a statistical machine translation toolkit developed

at Carnegie Mellon University. Then WEAVER was applied to the sentence-aligned parallel texts to

estimate word translation probabilities. When the translation resources were used individually, the

Hong Kong News corpus yielded the best performance, probably because of similarity in copies covered

in the test documents and the Hong Kong News corpus. However when all four translation resources

were combined, the overall precision was substantially better. Unlike many participating groups of the

cross-language track, BBN did not attempt phrasal translation and disambiguation of translation terms.

A number of retrieval runs were performed to test the impact of query expansion for three levels of

query length. The results showed over 10% improvement for overall precision for both pre-translation

and post-translation query expansion when either one was applied alone. But when both pre- and

post-translation expansion were applied, the post-translation expansion did not further improve the

overall precision execept for the short queries consisting of only titles. In their official monolingual

run, the Chinese text was segmented into words using the built-in segmentor in BBN's IdentiFinder.

The monolingual performance was slightly lower than the best cross-language retrieval performance.

However later it was found that when the bigrams and unigrams were used in indexing, the monolingual

performance increaded from .2888 to .3779.

4.2 Microsoft Research, China

Microsoft Research China group used a slightly modified version of SMART as their retrieval system

[4]. A series of experiments were carried out to test the impact on retrieval performance using different

indexing units and their combination. The results show that combining word-indexing and character-

indexing works well for Chinese monolingual retrieval. They also used NLWin, a natural language

processing system developed by Microsoft, to identify multi-word phrases and unknown words in the

Chinese texts. They developed a co-occurrence based method to disambiguate translation terms, and a

phrase detection and translation technique which improved the retrieval performance over the primitive

dictionary-based translation. The phrases were identified using NLWin, and complex phrases were

translated into Chinese based on a statistical model that maximizes the probability of phrase translation

patterns and bigram probabilities estimated from a bigram language model trained on a large Chinese

corpus. An interesting feature of the phrasal translation was that the Chinese words were put in the

approriate order which may differ from the order of the source English words. About 125 MB of Chinese

and English parallel texts were automatically mined from the Internet. A statistical translation model

which is a variant of the IBM model was applied to the sentence-aligned parallel text to estimate word

translation probabilities. When translation disambiguation and phrasal translations were augmented by

statistical translation, the cross-language retrieval performance was as good as that obtained using IBM
HomePage Dictionary 2000, a commercial Engish-Chinese machine translation system. The best cross-

language retrieval run MSRCN2 combined bilingual lexicon, parallel texts mined from the Internet, and
the machine translation system. Both pre- and post-translation query expansion were tried, however the

pre-translation query expansion did not improve the overall precision.
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4.3 Fudan University, China

The document scoring function used by Fudan University group was based on the maximum likelihood

ratio formula developed by MIT. A number of rule-based named entity extractors were used to identify

words that are not in the segmentation dictionary. In addition, the occurrence frequency and mu-
tual information between characters of unidentified strings were used to identify unknown words. The
translation resources used for query translation consist of three dictionaries: a general English-Chinese

dictionary, a technical terminology dictionary, and an idiom dictionary. The translated queries were

further expanded using a Chinese thesaurus of nearly 70,000 entries. The best cross-language run was

the one without pseudo relevance feedback [11].

4.4 Chinese University of Hong Kong

The CUHK group translated the queries into Chinese by considering two adjacent words each time.

Among all possible translation pairs found in a bilingual dictionary, the one with the hightest similarity

was chosen as the final translation for the source adjacent words. They experimented with pre- and

post-translation query expansion using Rocchio relevance feedback within the SMART retrieval system.

The pre-translation query expansion improved the overall precision from .1862 to .2642, an increase of

42% over the baseline run. However the post-translation did not gain any further improvement [5].

4.5 Queens College, New York

The Queens College group used a commercial machine translation software named HuaJian and the

LDC wordlist augmented with an additional 6,000 translation pairs extracted from the Hong Kong Laws

corpus to translate the queries. For dictionary lookup, up to six translation terms were kept for each

query term. An equal weight was assigned to each translation terms of the same source query term.

The final result for a cross-language run was produced by combining the result using the MT-translated

queries and the result using the dictionary-translated queries. The best cross-language run named HxD
combined MT and augmented LDC wordlist translations with pre- and post-translation query expansion

and Chinese collection enrichment [6].

4.6 University of Massachusetts

The University of Massachusetts group used their INQUERY system with Local Context Analysis (LCA)

technique for query expansion. The Chinese queries were translated into English by looking up multi-

word phrases or words in a bilingual dictionary built by merging two Chinese-English dictionaries with

an English-Chinese dictionary. Multiple translations were retained and treated as synonyms. Both

pre- and post-translation query expansion using LCA were tried. The post-translation query expansion

gained very little improvement [1].

4.7 IBM Research

The IBM group used a character-based statistical model to translate the English queries into Chinese,

and a word-based statistical model supplemented with the LDC dictionary to translate the Chinese

documents into English, both models being trained on Hong Kong News and Hong Kong Law parallel

corpora. Their official run was a merging of the results from three runs based statistical query translation,

commercial MT-based query translation, and statistical document translation [3].

4.8 Korea Advanced Institute for Science and Technology (KAIST)

The KAIST group experimented with query translations using bilingual dictionaries and machine trans-

lation systems. The cross-language run using two bilingual dictionaries of 50,000 and 15,000 entries

respectively outperformed the one using two machine translation systems. They observed that some of

the proper names in the queries are spelled out in Chinese Pinyin (e.g., Daya Wan) and attempted to
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obtain the Chinese names based on a Chinese pinyin table and the occurrence statistics of the characters

in the Chinese collection [7].

5 Relevance judgments and pool contributions

In order to create a pool of documents for each topic for human evaluation of relevance, each participating

group was invited to nominate a single entry run from the monolingual and/or cross-lingual tasks to

be included in the judgments. This produced 39 cross-lingual runs and 13 monolingual runs. All but

one of the runs was automatic. The top 50 ranked documents were taken from each nominated run

and added to the pool to be evaluated. As usual duplicated documents from runs with overlap are

removed to produce a unique list of documents for each topic. The resulting document pools had mean
size of 598 documents (39 percent of the maximum pool size) to be read by the judges. The relevant

documents over the pools came from the component run-types as follows: thirteen percent were only

found by monolingual runs, twenty-eight percent came from crosslingual runs only, while the remaining

59 percent were found in both monolingual and crosslingual runs. Figure 1 shows the number of unique

documents contributed by site.
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Figure 1: Unique Relevant Documents by Site

The only groups which contributed more than 20 relevant documents to the pool were Fudan Uni-

versity [11] and Berkeley [2].

6 Results

Figure 2 displays the recall-precision graph for the top eight best-performing crosslingual sites (the

figure shows only the best run from each site). Although some groups seem to have clearly outperformed
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others, readers are cautioned that the evaluation only covered twenty-five queries, and it is unlikely

that sufficient statistical signficance could be attained to confirm the rankings. The team from BBN
outperformed all others with their hybrid combination of methods using a hidden markov ranking model,

parallel corpora, and query expansion.

Crosslingual results (top 8 sites)
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Figure 2: TREC-9 Cross-Language Retrieval Results

The reporting in the graph mixes run modes, since three runs used only title and description, while

the others used the narrative portion of the topic as well.

The monolingual results for the top eight sights are displayed in figure 3. While they show very-

little difference between sites, two sites, Johns Hopkins - apl9xmon [8] and TextWise - TWmono [10]

clearly performed significantly better on their monolingual than crosslingual runs. On the other hand,

the best precision at 0.0 recall of 0.7079 from Berkeley (BRKCCA1) exceeded the best official CLIR run

of 0.6078 by BBN. Finally, the overall average precision of the best official monolingual run (apl9xmon -

0.3085) trails the best crosslingual run (bbn9xla - 0.3485). BBN noted this discrepancy and attributed

it in part to lack of query expansion in other bigram-based methods (BBN's official monolingual run

used word-based indexing). BBN later implemented a bigram/unigram based monolingual algorithm

with query expansion and achieved an overall monolingual precision of 0.3779 [12].

7 Summary and Outlook

The TREC-9 crosslingual information retreival task focussed this year on English-Chinese retrieval. Ma-
jor experiments were undertaken using combinations of machine-readable dictionaries, machine transla-

tion software, and parallel corpora of news stories, legal documents, and bilingual sites mined from the

WWW. These were coupled with a variety of pre and post query expansion techniques. Many partic-

ipating groups ran experiments which showed the contribution to overall precision of each component
in the combination. The best performance was achieved by combining many of these techniques and by
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Monolingual results (top 8 sites)

Figure 3: TREC-9 Monolingual Chinese Results

extensive use of the supportive resources.

In 2001 the TREC cross-language track will move from Chinese experiments to retrieving from a

collection Arabic documents using either English or French queries. However, CLIR experiments with

Chinese collections will continue with the NTCIR evaluation organized and hosted by the National

Institute of Informatics of Japan (http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/workshop/work-en.html).

We are grateful to Paul Over of NIST who supplied the basic information contained in our figures.

His original Powerpoint presentation provided the basic outline from which this overview was written.
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Abstract

The TREC-9 filtering track measures the ability of systems to build persistent user profiles

which successfully separate relevant and non-relevant documents. It consists of three major

subtasks: adaptive filtering, batch filtering, and routing. In adaptive filtering, the system begins

with only a topic statement and a small number of positive examples, and must learn a better

profile from on-line feedback. Batch filtering and routing are more traditional machine learning

tasks where the system begins with a large sample of evaluated training documents. This report

describes the track, presents some evaluation results, and provides a general commentary on

lessons learned from this year's track.

1 Introduction

A text filtering system sifts through a stream of incoming information to find documents relevant

to a set of user needs represented by profiles. Unlike the traditional search query, user profiles

are persistent, and tend to reflect a long term information need. With user feedback, the system

can learn a better profile, and improve its performance over time. The TREC filtering track tries

to simulate on-line time-critical text filtering applications, where the value of a document decays

rapidly with time. This means that potentially relevant documents must be presented immediately

to the user. There is no time to accumulate and rank a set of documents. Evaluation is based only

on the quality of the retrieved set.

Filtering differs from search in that documents arrive sequentially over time. The TREC filtering

track consists of three subtasks: adaptive filtering, batch filtering, and routing. In adaptive filtering,

the system starts with only a user profile and (in TREC-9) a very small number, two or four, of

positive examples (relevant documents) . It must begin filtering documents without any other prior

information. Each retrieved document is immediately judged for relevance, and this information can

be used by the system to adaptively update the filtering profile. In batch filtering and routing, the

system starts with a large set of evaluated training documents which can be used to help construct

the search profile. For batch filtering, the system must decide to accept or reject each document,

while routing systems can return a ranked fist of documents. The core tasks have remained the

same in TREC-7 through TREC-9.
Traditional adhoc retrieval and routing simulate a non-interactive process where users look

at documents once at the end of system processing. This allows for ranking or clustering of the

retrieved set. The filtering model is based on the assumption that users examine documents period-

ically over time. The actual frequency of user interaction is unknown and task-dependent. Rather

than create a complex simulation which includes partial batching and ranking of the document set,

we make the simplifying assumption that users want to be notified about interesting documents as
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soon as they arrive. Therefore, a decision must be made about each document without reference to

future documents, and the retrieved set is ordered by time, not estimated likelihood of relevance.

The history and development of the TREC Filtering Track can be traced by reading the yearly

final reports:

• TREC-8 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec8/t8_proceedings.html (#3 - 2 files) [5]

• TREC-7 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec7/t7_proceedings.html (#3 - 2 files) [4]

• TREC-6 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec6/t6_proceedings.html (#4 and #5) [3]

• TREC-5 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec5/t5_proceedings.html (#5) [7]

• TREC-4 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec4/t4_proceedings.html (#11) [6]

Information on the participating groups and their filtering systems can be found in the individual

site reports, also available from the TREC web site.

2 TREC-9 Task Description

The basic filtering tasks in TREC-9 have not changed from TREC-8, nor even from TREC-7, with

two exceptions. These are: (a) the provision of a few positive training examples for the adaptive

filtering task; and (b) the introduction of a new evaluation measure. The corpus and topics are

also somewhat different from those used previously. In this section, we review the corpus, the three

sub-tasks, the submission requirements, and the evaluation measures. For more background and

motivation, please consult the TREC-7 track report [4]

.

2.1 Data

The TREC-9 filtering experiments went outside the usual TREC collections and used a slightly

modified version of the OHSUMED test collection compiled by, and available from, Bill Hersh [1].

This consists of Medline documents from the years 1987-1991 and a set of requests (topics) and

relevance judgements. The modified dataset used for filtering may be described as follows.

The entire collection contains about 350,000 documents. Actually these are bibliographic

records containing the usual fields including abstract, although only about two thirds of the records

contain abstracts. They also have a field containing MeSH headings, that is human-assigned index

terms. These are assumed to arrive in identifier order, at a rate of approximately 6000 documents

per month. The 1987 data (equivalent to about 9 months' worth) was extracted from the dataset

to provide training material, as discussed below; the test set is therefore the 1988-91 data.

Sixty-three of the original OHSUMED topics were selected for filtering (they were selected to

have a minimum of 2 definitely relevant documents in the training set)
1

. These 63 topics form the

OHSU set. In addition, the MeSH headings were treated as if they were topics: the text of the

topic was taken from the scope notes available for MeSH headings, and assignments of headings to

documents were regarded as relevance judgements. Again they were selected, to have a minimum
of 4 relevant documents in the training set and to have at least one in the final year; also very

Relevance judgements for OHSUMED topics were made on a 3-point scale, not relevant, possibly relevant and
definitely relevant. The training documents for adaptive filtering were definitely relevant. Systems were free to make
use of the graded relevance judgements in any way they saw fit, but the final evaluation was based on treating both

possibly relevant and definitely relevant as relevant.
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rare and very frequent headings were excluded. 2 The remaining 4903 MeSH headings formed the

MSH topic set. Finally, because of the size of this topic set which made it difficult to process in its

entirety, a random sample of 500 of these was made, to form the MSH-SMP set.

2.2 Tasks

The adaptive filtering task is designed to model the text filtering process from the moment of profile

construction. In TREC-9, in contrast to previous TRECs, we model the situation where the user

arrives with a small number of known positive examples (relevant documents). Subsequently, once

a document is retrieved, the relevance assessment (when one exists) is immediately made available

to the system. Unfortunately, it is not feasible in practice to have interactive human assessment

by NIST. Instead, assessment is simulated by releasing the pre-existing relevance judgement for

that document. Judgements for unretrieved documents are never revealed to the system. Once
the system makes a decision about whether or not to retrieve a document, that decision is final.

No back-tracking or temporary caching of documents is allowed. While not always realistic, this

condition reduces the complexity of the task and makes it easier to compare performance between

different systems.

Systems are allowed to use the whole of the training set of 1987 documents to generate collection

frequency statistics (such as IDF) or auxiliary data structures (such as automatically-generated

thesauri). Resources outside the OHSUMED collection could also be used, as could the OHSUMED
topics and MeSH headings excluded from the filtering task, with all relevance judgements on the

1987 documents, for system training. As documents were processed, the text could be used to

update term frequency statistics and auxiliary document structures even if the document was not

matched to any profile. Groups had the option to treat unevaluated documents as not relevant.

In batch filtering, all 1987 documents and all relevance judgements on that set of documents

are available in advance as a training set. The 1988-91 documents form the test set. As in adaptive

filtering, systems may use the relevance judgement from any retrieved document to update the

filtering profile (if these are used it becomes batch-adaptive filtering). For routing, the training

data is the same as for batch filtering; systems return a ranked list of the top 1000 retrieved

documents from the 1988-91 set. Batch filtering and routing are included to open participation to

as many different groups as possible.

2.3 Evaluation and optimisation

For the TREC experiments, filtering systems are expected to make a binary decision to accept

or reject a document for each profile. Therefore, the retrieved set consists of an unranked list of

documents. This fact has implications for evaluation, in that it demands a measure of effectiveness

which can be applied to such an unranked set. Many of the standard measures used in the evaluation

of ranked retrieval (such as average precision) are not applicable. Furthermore, the choice of primary

measure of performance will impact the systems in a way that does not happen in ranked retrieval.

While good ranking algorithms seem to be relatively independent of the evaluation measure used,

good classification algorithms need to relate very strongly to the measure it is desired to optimise.

Two measures were used in TREC-9 for this purpose (as alternative sub-tasks). One was

essentially the linear utility measure used in previous TRECs, and described below. The other was

new for TREC-9, and is described as a precision-oriented measure.

2The reason for excluding those MeSH headings not represented in the final year was to avoid headings which had

been dropped out of MeSH (which undergoes continual modification) during the period.
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Precision-oriented measure

The idea of this measure is to set a target number of documents to be retrieved over the period of

the simulation; the target was set at 50 documents for each topic (the same for all topics). This

situation might be said to correspond roughly with cases where the user indicates what sort of

volume of material they expect / are prepared for / are able to deal with / would like to see.

Clearly a fixed target is a simplification of such cases (each of which is a little different from the

others), but may be seen as an acceptable simplification for experimental purposes.

The measure is essentially precision, but with a penalty for not reaching the target:

Number of relevant retrieved documents

T9P =

Max (Target, Number of retrieved documents)

Target = 50 documents

This may be regarded as something akin to a "precision at [target] documents" measure. The

relationship is discussed further below.

Linear utility

The idea of a linear utility measure has been described in previous TREC reports (e.g. [5]). The
particular parameters being used are a credit of 2 for a relevant document retrieved and a debit of

1 for a non-relevant document retrieved:

Utility = 2*R+ - N+ —> retrieve if P(rel) > .33

Filtering according to a utility function is equivalent to filtering by estimated probability of

relevance; the corresponding probability threshold is shown.

When evaluation is based on utility, it is difficult to compare performance across topics. Simple

averaging of the utility measure gives each retrieved document equal weight, which means that the

average scores will be dominated by the topics with large retrieved sets (as in micro-averaging).

Furthermore, the utility scale is effectively unbounded below but bounded above; a single very poor

query might completely swamp any number of good queries. In TREC-8 we experimented with

a range of scaled utility functions for averaging purposes. This year we have taken a simpler ap-

proach, which deals crudely with the unboundedness but not with the micro-averaging: a minimum

(maximum negative) score is applied. Thus:

T9U = Max(2*R+ - N+, MinU)

MinU = -100 for OHSU topics, -400 for MeSH topics

Other measures

In the results presented below, and in the official results tables, a number of measures are included

as well as the measure for which any particular run was specifically optimised. The range is as

follows:

For adaptive and batch filtering:

MnT9P The mean value of the T9P measure over topics
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MacP Mean set precision over topics (macro average = average of ratios)

MacR Mean set recall (similar)

MnT9U The mean value of the T9U measure (unnormalised) over topics

MnSU Mean normalised T9U. The T9U value for each topic was divided by the maximum possible

for that topic, i.e. 2*(total relevant) before taking the mean

Zeros The number of topics for which no documents were retrieved over the period

For routing:

AveP Mean average uninterpolated precision

P@50 Precision at 50 documents retrieved

In the official results tables, in addition to the above, total retrieved and relevant retrieved over

all topics are given. For the routing runs, the full output of trec_eval is given.

2.4 Submission Requirements

Each participating group could submit a limited number of runs, according to the following table:

OHSU MESH MSH-SMP

(A) Adaptive filtering runs 4 12
(B) Batch filtering runs 2 11
(C) Routing runs 2 11

Any of the filtering runs could be optimised for either T9P or T9U. There were no required

runs, but participants were asked if possible to provide an adaptive filtering run on the OHSU
topics with T9P optimisation.

Another variable allowed in the guidelines was between automatic, manual and manual with

feedback for the initial query formulation. However, all groups opted to do automatic runs.

Groups were also asked to indicate whether they used other parts of the TREC collection, or

other external sources, to build term collection statistics or other resources. It was also possible to

use the MeSH field of the original records when running OHSU searches (not, for obvious reasons,

when running MSH searches) - again, groups were asked to declare this.

3 TREC-9 results

Fourteen groups participated in the TREC-9 filtering track (the same number as in TREC-8) and

submitted a total of 75 runs (substantially more than last time). These break down as follows:

Topics: OHSU: 53 runs

MESH: 10 runs

MSH-SMP: 12 runs

Tasks: Adaptive filtering: 42 runs

Batch: 19 runs (of which 8 adaptive)

Routing: 14 runs
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Measures

:

T9P:

T9U:

(undeclared) :

32 runs

27 runs

2 runs

The total of 61 under 'Measures' represents the 61 Adaptive filtering or Batch runs. The two whose

optimisation measure was undeclared were evaluated for both measures.

Here is a list of the participating groups, including [abbreviations] and (run identifiers). Par-

ticipants will generally be referred to by their abbreviations in this paper. The run identifiers can

be used to recognize which runs belong to which groups in the plotted results.

• Carnegie-Mellon University, Ault & Yang [CMU-Y] (CMUCAT)

• Carnegie-Mellon University, Zhang & Callan [CMU-C] (CMUDIR)

• Queens College CUNY [CUNY] (pirc)

• Fudan University [Fudan] (FDU)

• Informatique-CDC - Groupe Caisse des Depots / ESPCI [ICDC] (S2RN)

• University of Iowa [Iowa] (IOWAF)

• IRIT / University of Toulouse [HUT] (Mer9)

• Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology [KAIST] (KAIST)

• KDD R&D Laboratories [KDD] (kdd)

• Microsoft Research - Cambridge [Microsoft] (ok9)

• University of Montreal [Montreal] (reliefs)

• University of Nijmegen [Nijmegen] (KUN)

• Rutgers University [Rutgers] (ant)

• Seoul [Seoul] (scai)

3.1 Summary of approaches

These very brief summaries are intended only to point readers towards other work. A few of the

groups do not have papers in this volume.

Carnegie-Mellon (CMU-Y) have adapted a k-nearest-neighbour text categorization algorithm

to the filtering task. In their paper in this volume, they also present arguments against the T9P
and T9U measures.

The other Carnegie-Mellon group (CMU-C) used an incremental Rocchio algorithm for query

adaptation, and introduced some modifications into this algorithm and their idf term weighting.

CUNY ran last year's adaptive filtering system without modification.

Fudan used a Rocchio-like algorithm, with feature selection using mutual information.

ICDC (routing task) used a neural network without hidden neurons, but with strong feature

selection (very few features per topic), with local context.

Iowa used an approach based on dynamic, two-level clustering: each topic has a single first-level

cluster, within which further clusters develop.
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IRIT's method involved a profile of the non-relevant documents for each profile.

KAIST combined query zoning, a support vector machine and Rocchio's algorithm.

KDD also used a non-relevant document profile, and pseudo-relevance feedback.

Microsoft used limited term selection, and a complex threshold adaptation regime.

Montreal combined the 'document implies query' relevance probability with the reverse impli-

cation, and used word conjunctions.

Nijmegen used a method of threshold adaptation based on score distributions, with a Rocchio

algorithm. Relevant documents are treated differently according to their date.

Rutgers used Boolean expressions based on the Logical Analysis of Data.

Seoul used a boosted naive bayes method.

3.2 Evaluation results

Some results for the various participating groups are presented in the following tables. Tables

1-4 show the adaptive filtering results on OHSU and MSH-SMP topics, for the two optimisation

measures. Various measures are shown in the tables, in addition to the optimisation measure used.

Figures 1-4 show the same result sets broken down by year. In the case of the T9P optimised

results, we cannot calculate T9P itself for each year, because the target number of documents

applies only to the whole period. Instead, precision is shown. Similarly, it is not appropriate to

apply the minimum utility value used in T9U to each individual year - in this case, unadjusted

utility is used.

The year graphs for precision might be a little misleading. It would clearly be possible for a

system to set its threshold too high at the beginning, so that it obtained good precision but not

enough documents; it would then have to relax its threshold in order to retrieve enough documents,

but probably get lower precision.

Tables 5-8 show the batch filtering and routing results.

Table 1: Adaptive filtering - OHSU - best T9P results

MacR MacP MnT9P MnT9U Zeros

Microsoft 38.8 29.4 29.4 -6.3 0

CMU-C 41.4 27.9 27.9 -5.3 0

Fudan 30.1 27.3 26.5 -7.0 0

Nijmegen 29.3 25.8 25.8 -7.3 0

CMU-Y 38.0 27.8 22.4 -22.1 0

Montreal 17.7 28.0 16.8 -1.5 0

Iowa 16.3 19.5 13.8 -11.4 5

Rutgers 33.2 15.3 10.2 -43.6 7

OHSU topics

Runs optimised for T9P
Best runs from each group

3.3 Some comparisons

The new T9P measure provides an interesting opportunity to compare the results of filtering runs

with traditional ranked-retrieval runs. The evaluation program trec_eval for ranked retrieval cal-

culates P@n values - precision at n documents retrieved - for various values of n. T9P is a sort of
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Table 2: Adaptive filtering - OHSU - best T9U results

MnT9U MnSU MacR MacP Zeros

Nijmegen 17.3 0.06 23.1 36.7 0

Microsoft 10.7 0.01 21.2 33.0 0

CMU-C 10.1 0.04 19.0 42.6 0

Fudan 9.6 0.00 18.1 31.9 0

Montreal 1.1 -0.08 12.0 32.1 1

Iowa -5.9 -0.16 12.9 19.8 6

Rutgers -32.3 -1.75 27.0 14.3 12

KDD -35.3 -0.90 8.3 10.2 0

CUNY -55.7 -11.20 22.2 10.8 0

OHSU topics

Runs optimised for T9U
Best runs from each group

Table 3: Adaptive filtering - MSH - best T9P results

MacR MacP MnT9P MnT9U Zeros

MSH topics

Microsoft 18.5 41.9 41.9 14.8 0

CMU-C 18.5 35.9 35.9 19.2 0

Fudan 13.9 35.8 35.1 4.5 0

CMU-Y 21.0 35.9 30.3 -40.8 105

MSH-SMP topics

Microsoft 18.9 43.0 43.0 16.5 0

CMU-C 18.9 36.3 36.3 17.5 0

Fudan 14.2 36.3 35.6 5.6 0

CMU-Y 21.4 36.4 30.4 -37.4 10

Runs optimised for T9P
Best runs from each group

Table 4: Adaptive filtering - MSH - best T9U results

MnT9U MnSU MacR MacP Zeros

MSH topics

CMU-C 20.3 0.07 9.8 47.9 0

MSH-SMP topics

Microsoft 46.5 0.10 18.2 43.6 0

Fudan 29.3 0.04 15.4 34.6 0

CMU-C 26.7 0.08 13.7 47.1 0

Iowa 12.9 0.0 11.5 52.5 52

Runs optimised for T9U
Best runs from each group
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Table 5: Batch filtering - OHSU - best T9P results

MacR MacP MnT9P MnT9U Zeros

Batch-adaptive

Fudan 37.9 32.2 31.7 -1.1 0

Microsoft 38.8 30.5 30.5 -5.3 0

Non-adaptive

CMU-Y 57.4 28.7 26.1 -26.9 1

KAIST 22.7 42.1 20.0 12.2 0

OHSU topics

Runs optimised for T9P
Best runs from each group

Table 6: Batch filtering - OHSU - best T9U results

MnT9U MnSU MacR MacP Zeros

Batch-adaptive

Nijmegen 19.4 0.03 41.0 37.6 0

Fudan 13.6 0.05 24.5 39.0 0

Non-adaptive

hut 7.5 -0.22 21.6 46.5 5

Nijmegen 5.0 -0.15 22.6 40.0 3

Seoul 2.8 0.02 3.7 80.8 33

OHSU topics

Runs optimised for T9U
Best runs from each group

Table 7: Batch filtering - MSH - best T9P & T9U results

MacR MacP MnT9P MnT9U Zeros

MSH topics - adaptive - T9P
Fudan 16.1 42.2 41.8 14.6 0

MSH topics - non-adaptive - T9P
CMU-Y 26.0 53.1 43.6 4.9 97

MSH-SMP topics - adaptive - T9P
Fudan

Microsoft

17.6

18.7

45.0

43.3

44.0

43.3

19.4

16.9

0

0

MSH-SMP topics - non-adaptive - T9P
CMU-Y
KAIST

25.7

24.5

54.6

54.3

44.3

41.9

11.2

86.4

9

0

MSH-SMP topics - non-adaptive - T9U
MnT9U MnSU MacR MacP Zeros

Seoul 20.0 0.01 5.4 58.8 127

Best runs ifrom each group
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Table 8: Best Routing results

AveP
J

P@50 RPrec

OHSU topics

ICDC
Microsoft

Nijmegen

IRIT

Rutgers

0.385

0.326

0.237

0.235

0.182

37.0

33.6

28.2

27.9

21.5

39.5

35.1

28.6

27.8

22.9

MSH-SMP topics

ICDC
Microsoft

Rutgers

0.335

0.253

0.158

53.7

45.5

27.0

41.0

32.6

23.0

Best runs J:rom each group

P@503
.

Actually, the comparison between P@50 and T9P is slightly more complex. There are two

reasons why we might expect T9P figures to be somewhat lower than P@50:

1. In order to reach a target of 50, we have in fact to aim higher, as discussed above. We would

be substantially penalised for not reaching 50. However, going higher is also likely to penalize

us somewhat on precision.

2. Even supposing we were to retrieve exactly 50 over the period, they would not necessarily be

the best 50 - if we had to adjust the threshold at any stage to achieve the target number at

the end, for part of the period we would have retrieved documents in a range of scores which

we would have rejected in another part.

As against these arguments, of course, there is the possibility for improving the results through

adaptation. In table 9 we show P@50 values for some of the routing runs and T9P for some batch

and adaptive filtering runs. The following observations qualify this table: The ICDC and CMU-Y
runs made use of the MeSH field of the records. The CMU-Y run was batch non-adaptive; the

other two were adaptive. As indicated in the text, the routing and batch filtering runs could make

use of all of the relevant documents in the training set. Given that some topics have less than 50

relevant documents, the maximum possible P@50 is 68%.

Although it is clearly possible, for the reasons suggested above, to do better at P@50 than at

T9P, it seems that a good adaptive filtering system can overcome much of this handicap.

4 General Commentary

In this section last year, we made the following observation:

Following the progression of system performance from TREC-7 to TREC-8 (or lack

thereof!), it is becoming increasingly clear that the adaptive filtering task is too hard.

We believe, in contrast, that the TREC-9 adaptive filtering task was not too hard, and provided

a solid experimental test from which a number of systems emerged with good performances. We
may make the following observations in support of this claim:

3
trec_eval does not by default include n = 50; however, a simple modification of a header file allows it.
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Table 9: Comparing T9P and P@50
Routiner* Batch filtering: Adaptive filtering:

P@50 T9P T9P
ICDC 37.0 Fudan 31.7 TV)flpTYWItf\fl"IvLlKyl \Jo\JL Ki

99 4

Microsoft 33.6 Microsoft 30.5 CMU-LTI 27.9

Nijmegen 28.2 CMU-Y 26.1 Fudan 26.5

OHSU topics

Filtering runs optimised for T9P
Best runs from best 3 group

• In the linear utility version of the task, several systems with non-conservative strategies

achieved good positive average utilities.

• With the new precision-oriented measure, several systems achieved effectiveness levels close

to those reached in the less-demanding P@50 task in ranked-output retrieval.

It is not immediately clear which particular differences between the TREC-8 and TREC-9 tasks

brought about this change. Probably all of the following had some effect, but it would be necessary

to do some more diagnostic work to discover their relative importance:

• The use of a small number of positive examples for training;

• The greater number of relevant documents in the test collection;

• Improvements in the systems.
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Figure 3:
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Abstract

The TREC Interactive Track has the goal of inves-

tigating interactive information retrieval by examin-

ing the process as well as the results. In TREC-9
six research groups ran a total of 12 interactive in-

formation retrieval (IR) system variants on a shared

problem: a fact-finding task, eight questions, and

newspaper/newswire documents from the TREC col-

lections. This report summarizes the shared experi-

mental framework, which for TREC-9 was designed

to support analysis and comparison of system perfor-

mance only within sites. The report refers the reader

to separate discussions of the experiments performed

by each participating group — their hypotheses, ex-

perimental systems, and results. The papers from

each of the participating groups and the raw and eval-

uated results are available via the TREC home page

(trec.nist.gov).

1 Introduction

For TREC-9 the high-level goal of the Interactive

Track remained the investigation of searching as an

interactive task by examining the process as well as

the outcome. In particular, the track examined the

use of IR systems in a fact-finding task — searchers

had to find the answers to questions designed to re-

quire reference to multiple documents. There was a

strong desire to reduce the time per search (previ-

ously: 20 minutes), to reduce the overall search ses-

sion time per searcher (more than three hours), to use

different data from that used for the last several years

by the track (the Financial Times of London), and

to explore different types of questions from the sort

studied in the last several TREC interactive tracks,

ones which would require some simple organization of

the found information. In response to these goals a

common experimental framework was designed with

the following features:

• an interactive search task — question answering

• 8 questions — short answers
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• 16 searchers — minimum

• a newswire/newspaper article collection to be

searched

• a required set of searcher questionnaires

• 5 classes of data to be collected at each site and

submitted to NIST

The framework allowed groups to estimate the ef-

fect of their experimental manipulation free of the

main (additive) effects of searcher and topic. It was

also designed to reduce the effect of interactions, e.g.,

searcher with topic, topic with system, etc.

In TREC-9 the emphasis was on each group's ex-

ploration of different approaches to supporting the

common searcher task and understanding the rea-

sons for the results they obtained. No formal co-

ordination of hypotheses or comparison of systems

across sites was planned, but groups were encour-

aged to seek out and exploit synergies. Some groups

designed/tailored their systems to optimize perfor-

mance on the task; others simply used the task to

exercise their system(s).

2 Method

2.1 Participants

Each research group selected its own experimental

participants, known here as "searchers." There was

only one restriction: no searcher could have previ-

ously used either the control system or the experi-

mental system. Additional restrictions were judged

impractical given the difficulty of finding searchers. A
minimum of sixteen searchers was required, but the

experimental design allowed for the addition of more

in groups of eight and additions were encouraged.

Standard demographic data about each searcher were

collected by each site and some sites administered ad-

ditional tests.

2.2 Apparatus

IR systems

In addition to running its experimental system(s),

each participating site chose a control system appro-

priate to the local research goals.

Computing resources

Each participating group was responsible for its own
computing resources adequate to run both the con-

trol and experimental systems and collect the data

required for its own experiments and for submission

to NIST. The control and the experimental systems

were to be provided with equal computing resources

within a site but not necessarily the same as those

provided at other sites.

Questions

Questions from the non-interactive TREC-8 Question

and Answer Track were considered for use, but proved

too easy for an interactive task. A number of candi-

date questions were developed by the participating

research groups inspired more by the data at hand

than any systematic considerations. Four sorts were

considered and tested to gauge their suitability:

• Find any n Xs, e.g., Name three US Senators on

committees regulating the nuclear industry.

• Comparison of two specific Xs, e.g., Do more

people graduate with an MBA from Harvard

Business School or MIT Sloan?

• Find the largest/latest/... n Xs, e.g., What is the

largest expenditure on a defense item by South

Korea?

• Find the first or last X, e.g., Who was the last

Republican to pull out of the nomination race to

be the candidate of his/her party for US presi-

dent in 1992?

In the end, eight questions were chosen, four of each

of the first two types. Questions of the last two sorts

were difficult to find/create and, given their "superla-

tive" nature, seemed less likely to be doable in the
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five minutes alloted to each search. All the questions

called for very short answers.The first four required

the searcher to respond with an answer that has from

one to four parts. This was a bounded version of the

instance retrieval type of question used in TREC-5
through TREC-8 interactive tracks. The second four

required the searcher to decide which of two given

answers is the correct one. Here are the questions:

1. What are the names of three US national parks

where one can find redwoods?

2. Identify a site with Roman ruins in present day

France.

3. Name four films in which Orson Welles appeared.

4. Name three countries that imported Cuban

sugar during the period of time covered by the

document collection.

5. Which children's TV program was on the air

longer: the original Mickey Mouse Club or the

original Howdy Doody Show?

6. Which painting did Edvard Munch complete

first: "Vampire" or "Puberty"?

7. Which was the last dynasty of China: Qing or

Ming?

8. Is Denmark larger or smaller in population than

Norway?

Searcher task

The task of the interactive searcher was to find and

record the answer to the question and identify one

or more documents that supported the answer — all

within the five minutes allotted for each question.

The question creation process guaranteed that each

question could be answered based on documents in

the collection.

Document collection

The collection of documents to be searched included

the following TREC collections:

1. Associated Press (disks 1-3)

Table 1: Minimal 16-searcher-by-8-question matrix

as run.

Searcher
Block 1

System: Questions
Block 2
System: Questions

1 B 4-7-5-8 A 1 -3-2-6

2 A 3-5-7-1 B 8-4-6-2

3 A 1 -3-4-6 B 2-8-7-5

4 A 5-2-6-3 B 4-7-1 -8

5 B 7-6-2-4 A 3-5-8-1

6 B 8-4-3-2 A 6-1-5-7

7 A 6-1 -8-7 B 5-2-4-3

a B 2-8-1 -S A 7-6-3-4

9 A 4-7-5-8 B 1-3-2-6

•to B 3-5-7-1 A 8-4-6-2

1

1

B 1-3-4-6 A 2-8-7-5

12 B 5-2-6-3 A 4-7-1-8

13 A 7-6-2-4 B 3-5-8-1

14 A 8-4-3-2 B 6-1-5-7

1 5 B 6-1 -8-7 A 5-2-4-3

1 6 A 2-8-1-5 B 7-6-3-4

2. Wall Street Journal (disks 1-2)

3. San Jose Mercury News (disk 3)

4. Financial Times from (disk 4)

5. Los Angeles Times (disk 5)

6. Foreign Broadcast Information Service (disk 5)

2.3 Procedure

Each searcher performed eight searches on the docu-

ment collection using the eight interactive track top-

ics in a pseudo-random order. Each searcher per-

formed 4 searches on one of the site's systems and

then 4 on the other to avoid the extra cognitive load

of switching systems with each search. Table 1 shows

an example ordering of searches for two systems,

eight questions, and sixteen searchers. Instructions

on the task preceded all searching and a system tu-

torial preceded the first use of each system. In addi-

tion, each searcher was asked to complete a question-

naire, prior to all searching, after each search, after

the last search on a given system, and after all search-

ing was complete. The detailed experimental design

determined the pseudo-random order in which each

searcher used the systems (experimental and control)

and topics.
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Table 2: Basic 2-by-2 Latin square on which evalua-

tion is based.

Searchers

S1

S2

System.Topic

combinations

E.Tx

C,Ty

C,Ty

E,Tx

The minimal 16-searcher-by-8-topic matrix can be

rearranged and seen as 32 2-searcher-by-2-topic Latin

squares. Each 2-by-2 square has the form shown in

Table 2 and has the property that the "treatment ef-

fect," here E — C, the control-adjusted response, can

be estimated free and clear of the main (additive) ef-

fects of searcher and topic. Participant and topic are

treated statistically as blocking factors. This means

that even in the presence of the anticipated differ-

ences between searchers and topics, the design pro-

vided estimates of E — C that were not contaminated

by these differences.

However, the estimate of E — C would be contami-

nated by the presence of an interaction between topic

and searcher. Therefore, we replicated the 2-by-2

Latin square 8x4 times to get the minimal 16-by-

8. design for each site. The contaminating effect of

the topic by searcher interaction was reduced by av-

eraging the thirty-two estimates of E — C that are

available, one for each 2-by-2 Latin square. This is

analogous to averaging replicate measurements of a

single quantity in order to reduce the measurement

uncertainty. Each 2-by-2 square yields one within-

searcher estimate of the E — C difference for a total

of thirty-two such estimates for each 16-searcher-by-

8-topic matrix.

In resolving experimental design questions not cov-

ered here (e.g., scheduling of tutorials and searches,

etc.), participating sites were asked to minimize the

differences between the conditions under which a

given searcher used the control and those under which

he or she used the experimental system.

2.4 Data submitted to NIST

Five sorts of data were collected for evalua-

tion/analysis (for all searches unless otherwise speci-

fied) and are available from the TREC-9 Interactive

Track web page (www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/t9i).

• sparse-format data — list of documents saved

and the elapsed clock time for each search

• rich-format data — searcher input and signifi-

cant events in the course of the interaction and

their timing

• searcher questionnaires on background, user sat-

isfaction, etc.

• a full narrative description of one interactive ses-

sion for a question to be chosen by each site

• any further guidance or refinement of the task

specification given to the searchers

Only the sparse-format data were evaluated at

NIST. Each each response, i.e., each attempt to an-

swer a question, was assessed using two questions:

• Does the response contains all, some or none of

the items asked for by the question?

• Do the documents cited fully support all, some

or none of the correct items in the response?

Note that in the case of the "Is it A or B" questions

(5-8), the response can contain at most one item, so

the answer to the first assessment question can only

be "all" items (i.e., one), or "none", and similarly

for the second question. Counts for partial responses

and partial support are thus not present in the next

section's assessment outcome figures for this sort of

question.

3 Results and Discussion

This section presents the raw results aggregated

across all sites and systems by question. The total

number of responses per question varies since not all

sites submitted complete results. Each table presents
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the number of responses in each assessment category.

All the questions of type "Is it A or B?" are presented

first with their reduced set of possible outcomes; oth-

erwise the tables are presented in order of decreasing

success. Discussion of the supporting documents is

limited to those submitted with the responses; no

exhaustive search of the document collection was un-

dertaken to find all possible supporting documents.

3.1 Questions

Question 7 had 23 different documents submitted in

support of answers to it (see Figure 1.) and the as-

sessors found all to be supportive. Twelve of the doc-

uments provide the dates for the Qing dynasty only,

seven for the Ming only, and four the combined dates

without allowing one to say which came first.

Question 5 had only seven documents saved in sup-

port of it (see Figure 2.) and all were supportive to

some extent. Four provided the dates for the Howdy
Doody Show and three for the Mickey Mouse Club.

So, one document of each sort was needed for a fully

supported answer.

Question 6 had only two supportive documents (see

Figure 3.) — one for "Vampire" and one for "Pu-

berty" . Seven documents were submitted as support-

ive.

Question 8 (see Figure 4.) was answered in part

by ten documents that provided the population of

Denmark and five that included the number for Nor-

way. There were no documents that included both

numbers.

Question 4 (see Figure 5.) had 54 documents sub-

mitted as supportive but the assessors found only

39 to be so. Possible answers (with the number of

documents providing them in parentheses were In-

donesia (23), Khazakhstan (19), South Korea (19),

former Soviet Union (3), Soviet Union (16), Russia

(10), China (5), Canada (3), Japan (3), Latvia (2),

Britain/UK (1), Caricom (1), Eastern Europe / E.

Germany (1), Iran (1), Italy (1), Mexico (1), Por-

tugal (1), and Socialist Bloc (1). Seven percent of

all responses contained no answer. Twenty percent

of all responses contained an incorrect answer (15%

contained 1 wrong answer, 4% contained 2, 1% con-

tained 3).

Figure 1: Responses to question 7 by assessment out-

come.
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Figure 3: Responses to question 6 by assessment out-

come.
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Figure 4: Responses to question 8 by assessment out-

come.
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Figure 7: Responses to question 1 by assessment out-

come.
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Figure 6: Responses to question 3 by assessment out-
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For question 3 (see Figure 6.), 40 documents were

saved as supportive but only 17 were judged to be

so. Possible answers were Citizen Kane (4), Third

Man (4), Catch-22 (2), Othello (2), Some to Love

(2), Chimes at Midnight (1), Lady from Shanghai

(1) , and MacBeth (1). The collection contained a

number of references to films which Welles directed

but did not appear in. In the haste of the moment,

some searchers may have overlooked this important

distinction. Five percent of all responses contained no

answer. Forty-nine percent of all responses contained

an incorrect answer (33% contained 1 wrong answer,

9% contained 2, 7% contained 3). "The Magnificent

Ambersons" accounts for 80% of the responses with a

single wrong answer. This film was directed by Welles

and his was the voice of the narrator. The assessor

did not consider this an appearance.

For question 1 (see Figure 7.), 24 documents were

submitted, of which only 13 were supportive. Pos-

sible answers were Redwood National Park (5), Se-

quoia National Park (5), Yosemite National Park

(5), Kings Canyon National Park (4). California

Six Rivers National Park (1), and Lassen National

Park (4). The collection contained many references

to state parks with redwoods and some of these

were submitted as answers but were not counted as

valid. There may also have been some question about

whether a sequoia is redwood and whether a national

monument or national forest should count as a na-

tional park. The assessors answered "yes" to all those

questions. Fifteen percent of all responses contained

no answer. Forty-two percent of all responses con-

tained an incorrect answer (9% contained 1 wrong

answer, 8% contained 2, 24% contained 3).

Finally, for question 2 (see Figure 8.), 27 docu-

ments were submitted as supportive but only 7 were

found to be so. Possible answers found were am-

phitheater in southern France (2), arena at Nimes

(2) , ruins in Aries (2), arena of Lutec (1), ruins in

Orange (1), ruins near Frethun (1), and ruins near

Perigord, North Dordogue (1). Forty-eight percent of

all responses contained no answer. Thirty-four per-

cent of all responses contained an incorrect answer.

The question required only one item per answer.

3.2 Approaches

The approaches taken by each group are summarized

in the following paragraphs. For more details on the

approaches and information on the results, the reader

is directed to the site reports in these proceedings or

on the TREC web site (trec.nist.gov).

• Chapman University (Vogt, in press) investigated

the use of a rich transcript of user actions to

predict relevance of documents viewed.

• Glasgow University (Alexander, Brown, & Joe-

mon, in press) looked at the value of summaries:

- indicative, query-biased document sum-

maries

- full text of documents

• Oregon Health Sciences University (Hersh et al.,

in press) asked whether techniques which are ef-

fective in batch IR are also effective in an in-

teractive setting. Their work compared Okapi

weighting with tf.idf weighting.

• Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology-

CSIRO (D'Souza, Fuller, Thorn. Vines, & Zo-

bel, in press)compared the use of two different

document surrogates:

- document title plus the first twenty words

from the document

- document title plus the three "best" sen-

tences

They used two measures of system effectiveness:

number of responses complete and fully sup-

ported and number of requested items correct

and fully supported.

• Rutgers University (Belkin et al., in press) ex-

amined two interfaces for question answering:

- 10 titles plus the text of the top document

plus suggested terms

- 6 scrollable documents showing the "best

passage"
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They evaluated the systems in terms of number

of responses complete and fully supported.

• Sheffield University (Beaulieu, Fowkes, & Joho,

in press) studied a known system's (Okapi) per-

formance on the new task.

3.3 Future work

Results from the TREC Interactive Track have shown

over the last few years that interactive evaluation,

while complicated, is possible and can generate in-

formative results. There is agreement among most of

the track participants, however, that there is room

for methodological improvements within the basic

TREC setting. A workshop was held at SIGIR

2000 to explore such possible improvements (Hersh &
Over, 2000). The recommendations are listed below.

They will be the basis for the design of the TREC-
2001 Interactive Track, which will comprise focused

observational studies of Web searching. It is hoped

that from the observations will come the germs of hy-

potheses which can be implemented and tested in a

more controlled experimental setting for TREC-2002.

The SIGIR workshop's recommendations are as fol-

lows:

• Relieve some of the pressure on participants by

running the track on a 2-yr cycle with interim

results reported after the first year

• Move the search task closer to everyday search-

ing, where for example duplication of informa-

tion, recency, authority, etc. matter, by using

live Web data and deal with the implications of

its heterogeneous and dynamic nature for evalu-

ation, etc.

• Define Web search tasks in four domains chosen

based on surveys of popular web usage - tasks

experimental searchers should be able to iden-

tify with based on a simple cover story: finding

consumer medical information on a given sub-

ject, buying a given item, planning travel to a

given place, collecting material for a project on

a given subject.

• At least for the first 2-yr cycle (TREC-2001/2)

allow participants to undertake mainly observa-

tional studies during the first year, but designed

to support metrics-based comparison of systems

during the second year. This might involve col-

lecting web documents during year 1 for use as

a static collection in year 2.

• Alter the experimental design (probably only for

use in year 2) to allow for more statements of

information need e.g., questions (circa 25). A
given searcher would only search a small subset.

It might still be based on the 2-topic-by-2-search

Latin square to retain blocking by searcher and

topic.

4 Authors' note

The design of the TREC-9 Interactive Track matrix

experiment grew out of the efforts many people, who
contributed to the discussion the track discussion list,

suggested questions, and helped test them.
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Abstract

There is a reservoir of knowledge in data from the TREC evaluations that analysis of precision

and recall leaves untapped. This knowledge leads to better understanding of query expansion as

this paper demonstrates. In many TREC tasks, the system response required is an ordered list of

1000 document identifiers. Instead of just using the identifiers to determine the positions of

relevant documents in each list, we extract from each list the identifiers of the relevant

documents and compare document ordering in these sub-lists. In other words, we consider the

return order of relevant documents. We use Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation to

compare sub-lists and multidimensional scaling to display the comparisons. Applying this

methodology to data from the TREC Query Track, specifically, to system responses to twenty

restatements of each of four topics, we show how two systems with query expansion differ from

four systems without. We observe return-order variations caused by topic restatement and

determine how query expansion affects these variations. For some topics, query expansion

reduces the sizes of these variations considerably.

1. INTRODUCTION
Progress in information retrieval (IR) depends on understanding how search results vary with IR

system inputs, in particular, the topic (the information need) and the query (the natural language

statement that conveys the topic to the IR system). In pursuit of this understanding, TREC
evaluations of IR systems elicit system responses (the TREC 1000-document lists) to a variety of

topics and for each topic, a variety of queries. TREC data include responses from IR systems

with different features and thus, reflect the dependence of feature-related response differences on

system inputs. Understanding this dependence can lead to better IR systems. This paper

introduces an approach to studying this dependence and applies this approach to comparison of

IR systems with and without query expansion.

Computing a performance value from each system response is the customary first step in a TREC
analysis. The basis for this is a defining statement of the topic which an assessor then uses to

designate some of the documents in the collection as relevant. The document identifiers in the

ordered list show the positions in the list occupied by relevant documents. These positions are

all that is needed to compute precision and recall measures of performance. In fact, because
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there is no designation of degree of relevance for documents in the collection beyond the

relevant-irrelevant dichotomy, a performance measure cannot depend on anything except these

positions. However, it is not necessary to start with performance values in the analysis of TREC
data. Performance values are convenient in that they allow averaging for summarization.

Nevertheless, when studying the dependence of system responses on inputs, limiting one's

options by insisting on use of a performance-based analysis may hamper the study.

New avenues for analysis are opened when one allows, as the first step, computation of a

measure of dissimilarity for each pair of system responses (Banks, et al., 1999). A dissimilarity-

based analysis does not preclude a performance-based analysis since the absolute difference

between two performance values is a dissimilarity. However, a dissimilarity measure can be

computed from the order in which particular documents occur in either the entire list or in the

relevant-document part of the list. For example, as detailed in the next section, one can eliminate

the irrelevant documents from each list so that one has ordered lists of relevant documents and

then compute dissimilarities from these reduced lists by taking into account the actual identifiers

in the lists. Such a dissimilarity can be said to depend on the return order of relevant documents.

Because such a dissimilarity does not depend on the positions of irrelevant documents in the

original list, it is clear that this dissimilarity may reflect aspects of the TREC data that are not

portrayed by precision and recall measures.

We apply our dissimilarity-based analysis to the Query Track data of TREC-8 and TREC-9 for

the purpose of studying query expansion (Buckley and Walz, 2000). The Query Track data are

unique in that they consist of system responses to several restatements of each of 50 topics. As

implemented in a well-regarded class of information retrieval systems, the response is computed

by first deriving a weighted set of terms (key words) from the original statement of the topic and

then matching this query set against the terms in the document collection. The first step may
involve a procedure that adds terms to the original query set by examining documents judged

particularly relevant in an initial search of the document collection. This procedure is intended to

uncover terms pertinent to the need for information that are not in the original statement of this

need. Selecting additional terms for the query set may be done by the user in which case the

procedure is called relevance feedback (Berry and Browne, 1999) or may be done automatically

in which case the procedure is called blind feedback or (automatic) query expansion. Because

they include systems with query expansion, the Query Track data allow us to see how systems

with and without query expansion handle restatements of information needs.

In thinking about the performance of query expansion, one might suppose that when a system

with more effective query expansion is applied to alternative statements of the same need for

information, the lists returned would vary less. Query expansion that leads to less variation

might be seen in two ways. First, such query expansion should improve performance in terms of

precision and recall by bringing to the fore relevant documents that do not include the same

terminology as the original query. Second, such query expansion should make document order in

the relevant-document subsequences less dependent on the particular terminology used in the

query. In terms of a dissimilarity measure that reflects the ordering of relevant documents, query

expansion should reduce the dissimilarities among responses to alternative statements of the

same information need. In this paper, we pursue this second manifestation.
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Discussion of the approach introduced in this paper begins in the next section with specification

of the dissimilarity measure. Analysis of the dissimilarities thus computed requires

multidimensional scaling for graphical presentation as illustrated in Section 3. Finally, future

work needed to take full advantage of the approach is discussed in Section 4.

2. DISSIMILARITY MEASURE
The dissimilarity measure used in this paper leads to fresh insights from the TREC 1000-

document lists. Since two such lists can be compared in many ways, there are alternative

measures. It is a contribution that we have found an effective measure although it may not be the

most effective. We begin this section by specifying our dissimilarity measure and then review

alternatives.

For each TREC topic, there is available a set of documents that assessors have determined to be

relevant to the topic. For the topic under consideration, let there be nR documents in this set, and

let these documents be indexed by i = 1,..., nR . In a TREC 1000-document list, let n be the

number of relevant documents returned, and if relevant document i is returned, let

r. (1 < r. < 1000) denote its position in the list.

As the basis of our dissimilarity measure, we let R
i

denote the position of document i in what is

left of the list when the irrelevant documents have been removed. In other words, we let R
denote the rank of r. among the positions of the relevant documents, rp ..., r . Thus, if

r. = min(rlv .., r
n),

then R
{

= 1 , that is , document i is returned first among the relevant

documents. To the relevant documents not returned, we assign the same Rr the average of ranks

n + 1 to nR . Thus, if relevant document i is not returned, we let R
i

= (nR
+ n + l)/2. Our

dissimilarity measure is based on the R
i
thus defined. Note that irrelevant documents positioned

in different ways in a 1000-document list can lead to the same Rv ..., Rn
. The irrelevant

documents influence our dissimilarity measure only through n , the number of relevant

documents returned.

Our dissimilarity measure is obtained from Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation (Gibbons,

1985). Consider two 1000-document lists with n (p) relevant documents returned in the first and

n {q) in the second and with relevant document return order R{ ,..., Rn
(p) for the first and with

R[q
\..., Rn

((?) for the second. Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation adjusted for the relevant

documents not returned is given by

4 - nR - 6E - R
i

9)

)
2

- ( u(p) + u(q))'2

S
pq

i

y[«R " nR - U&Knl - nR - U®]

where

= (nR
- n^)3 - (nR

- n^)

U (q) = (nR
- n (9)

)
3 - (nR

- n {q)
).
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Converting s , which is a similarity measure, to our dissimilarity measure, we obtain

To develop an understanding of this dissimilarity measure, one might consider the case in which

all the relevant documents are returned in both lists. In this case, s is just the product-moment

correlation coefficient computed from the ranks /?•,,..., R (p) and R.\
q)

,..., R {q)
. Moreover, 8

is proportional to

The contribution of relevant document i to this quantity is the difference R^ - R; , the

difference between the two lists in the relevant-document rank of document i . Thus, 8
pq

measures dissimilarity in terms of the relevant documents at the fore in each list.

To put our dissimilarity measure in context, we consider its relation to performance measures and

to other dissimilarity measures. Because the dissimilarity between two lists can be defined as the

absolute value of the difference between the performance measures for the two lists, one can see

how to turn a performance measure approach into a dissimilarity approach. The reverse is not

generally possible in the sense that one usually cannot find a univariate performance measure that

gives the dissimilarities among several lists. This is not surprising since one would expect that

description of the differences among 1000-document lists would require many dimensions.

A popular performance measure is average precision. One can calculate it by first sorting the

relevant document positions rp ..., r
n

to obtain r
(n)

, where r
(1)

< r
(2)

< ... < r
(n)

and then

computing

1
n

1 1

nR M r
(0

Note first that this performance measure involves only the distinction between relevant and

irrelevant documents and nothing else derived from the document identifiers. Other performance

measures based one way or another on precision and recall have this same property. It is

moreover true that because the documents in the collection are not graded according to relevance,

there is no way to define a performance measure that involves more than the relevant-irrelevant

distinction. This immediately shows that our dissimilarity measure involves a novel aspect of

system responses. Performance measures involving precision and recall are generally measures

of how well irrelevant documents are rejected. On the other hand, our dissimilarity measure

makes different use of the document identifiers and thereby opens up the possibility of new
insights from TREC data.

There are dissimilarity measures other than the one specified in this paper and those based on

performance measures. One might invent a dissimilarity measure that reflects the difference
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between the irrelevant documents in two lists. One might compare the return order of relevant

documents by computing Kendall's tau instead of Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation. It

is possible that use of a few more dissimilarity measures would give further insight into TREC
data.

3. DISPLAY BY MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING
Say that one wants to compare a group of system responses (1000-document lists) and that one

computes a dissimilarity for each pair in the group and thus the dissimilarity matrix for the group.

As argued in Section 2, this might lead to insights that cannot be obtained from any performance

measure. However, looking at the dissimilarity matrix is unlikely to produce much insight.

Rather, insight can be obtained from a dissimilarity matrix through multidimensional scaling

(Cox and Cox, 1994; Kruskal and Wish, 1978; Rorvig, 1999). This technique produces points on

a plane, one point for each system response, arranged so that the Euclidean distances between the

points approximate the dissimilarities. Thus, one obtains the system responses laid out in a two-

dimensional configuration with more dissimilar responses farther apart. The configuration can

then be further interpreted. The multidimensional scaling algorithm we use is Kruskal' s isotonic

multidimensional scaling, which is named "isoMDS" by Venables and Ripley (1999).

In this paper, we consider four topics that are interesting in themselves and illustrate the kinds of

results one can obtain. For each topic, we compare six systems in terms of their responses to

twenty queries. Thus, for each topic, we apply multidimensional scaling to a 120 by 120

dissimilarity matrix. The six systems are "IN7a," which is a version of the INQUERY system

from the University of Massachusetts; "Saba," which is a version of the SMART system from

SablR Research; "humA," which is a Hummingbird system; "ok9u," which is a version of the

Okapi system from Microsoft; "IN7e," which is another version of the INQUERY system; and

"Sabe," which is another version of the SMART system. The first four systems do not employ

query expansion whereas the last two do. (Further description of these systems is found

elsewhere in this publication.) The twenty queries for each topic are, after removal of duplicates,

the best performing according to a criterion based on recall-at-1000 values (given by n/nR ) for

the six systems. Our criterion is a weighted combination of the six recall values with weights for

the expansion systems twice as large because the number of expansion systems considered is half

the number of non-expansion systems. The use of exactly this criterion is not essential to the

results in this paper.

Multidimensional scaling gives a plot with a point for each query-system combination. As our

plotting symbols, we combine a query symbol with a system symbol. The query symbols for the

21 queries carried over from TREC-8 are A, B, U, respectively; and the query symbols for the

22 queries new in TREC-9 are v, w, a, b, t, respectively. The system symbols are 1,2, 3, 4, *,

and #, respectively.
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Figure 1. System "ok9u" Points for Topic 100.

Our first example is multidimensional scaling for topic 100. We do not begin by showing all 120

responses, however. In Figure 1, we show only the 20 points that correspond to the system

"ok9u." We have blanked out the points corresponding to the other systems. Each point in this

figure corresponds to a query. The meaning in this figure is obtained from relative distances

among points. For example, we see that R4 is closer to h4 than to t4. In other words, R4 and h4

are less dissimilar than R4 and t4 or h4 and t4. Looking at the queries, we see that this is

reasonable since R4 is "cocom control export," h4 is "America enforcing the terms of the

COCOM agreement," and t4 is "policy, regulation or control of high technology transfer."

Essentially, R4 and h4 are closer together because they share the term "cocom." Because Figure

1 shows only relative distances, the configuration of points can be shifted, scaled up or down by

the same amount on each axis, and rotated without affecting the meaning. This is the reason why
no values are attached to the axis tick marks.
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Figure 2. Selected Query Words at the "ok9u" Points for Topic 100.

Figure 2 is a somewhat subjective association of query texts with all the points in Figure 1.

Because space on the figure prohibits printing the entire texts, we have selected a few words

from each query. The word "export" appears in all the queries so we have omitted this word

except in the one case in which the entire query is "strategic exports." What we see in Figure 2

are two axes that give meaning to the configuration. Horizontally, we see that the queries vary

from reference to laws and regulations on the left to reference to control on the right. Vertically,

we see that the queries vary from reference to general threats on the bottom to communist threats

on the top. Thus, we see the variations in query wording that lead to the major differences in the

response of the "ok9u" system.
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Figure 3. Topic 100 Points for the Non-Expansion Systems.

For topic 100, these query-wording axes hold for all the systems that do not employ query

expansion. Figure 3 shows this. For a particular letter, the points with numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4

generally close together. There are exceptions such as the distance t2 is from tl, t3, and t4.

Nevertheless, if we were to associate query text with points for systems "IN7a," "Saba," or

"humA," the resulting figures would be much like Figure 3. Thus, for this topic, the queries

provide system-independent meaning to the space created by multidimensional scaling.
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Figure 4. Topic 100 Points for Systems with Query Expansion.

Figure 4 shows that for Topic 100, query expansion is effective in the sense that it reduces the

variation in system response due to query-to-query variation. In comparison of Figure 4 with

Figure 3 (which both have the same scale), we see that the scatter in the responses of systems

"IN7e" and "Sabe" is much less. Thus, query expansion as incorporated in these two systems

makes the system response less dependent on the particular words chosen to express the topic,

the need for information. In particular, there is less dependence on whether the query uses

"control" or "regulation" and whether or not the query includes the term "communist."

One might question the point in Figure 4 labeled "m*." The response to this query is apart from

the other responses in this figure. This point is the response of the system 'TN7e" to the query

"U.S.'s controlling of international exports." Given this query, this system was unable to retrieve

documents that were retrieved by system "Sabe" with this query and documents retrieved by both

systems with other queries. Noting an occurrence such as this could lead to insight into how a

system can be improved.
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Figure 5. Multidimensional Scaling for Topic 100, All Points.

Figure 5 shows the configuration given by all 120 responses. Note that Figures 1-4 are all based

on this configuration, that is, Figures 1-4 each exhibits only some of the 120 points but these at

the locations shown in Figure 5. This figure is the one that actually gives the multidimensional

scaling result that we use to interpret Topic 100. This figure gives an overview of all six

systems. With the introduction provided by Figures 1-4, this overview might be helpful. As a

place to start the analysis of a topic, a figure such as Figure 5 may require considerable effort

before a reasonably complete interpretation can be obtained.
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Figure 6. Selected Query Words at "ok9u" Points for Topic 78.

In our presentation of Topic 78, we begin with terms from the queries positioned at the points

given by the system "ok9u" as shown in Figure 6. Because the 20 queries we consider all include

the term "Greenpeace," we have omitted this term except in the case of the query that consists of

the single word "Greenpeace." One way to interpret Figure 6 is to regard the horizontal axis as

distinguishing Greenpeace regarded as a protest organization on the left and Greenpeace regarded

as an environmental organization on the right. A proper interpretation of the vertical axis is less

clear. Maybe the vertical axis distinguishes queries that refer to the actions Greenpeace takes

from queries that refer to the targets of Greenpeace actions.
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Figure 7. Topic 78 Points for Non-Expansion Systems.

Figure 7 shows that the most influential query terms affect the other non-expansion systems,

"IN7a," "Saba," and "humA," as they do "ok9u." Generally, for each query, the four points for

these four two systems lie close to each other. There are some exceptions such as the points g4,

14, and J4. Nonetheless, variation over the space portrayed by multidimensional scaling has

meaning beyond the response of a particular system. This is the same observation that we made

about topic 100 in conjunction with Figure 3.
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Figure 8. Topic 78 Points for Systems with Query Expansion.

Figure 8 shows the part of the configuration for Topic 78 produced by the systems with query

expansion. Here, compared to Figure 7, we see less scatter in the vertical direction. Variation in

the horizontal direction seems to have two properties. First, we see that for a query, the point for

the system "Sabe" generally lies to the left of the point for the system "IN7e." One might say

that the system "Sabe" tends to regard Greenpeace as a protest organization and that the system

'TN7e" tends to regard Greenpeace as an environmental organization. What characteristics of the

query expansion algorithms this reflects is an interesting question. Second, it seems that each

system reduces the scatter in the horizontal direction but that this reduction is not toward the

same point on the "protest" - "environmental" axis.

Because what can be learned has largely been shown in Figures 7 and 8, we omit the figure

showing the entire configuration for Topic 78. This omitted figure does provide a better basis

than Figures 7 and 8 for observing that the tendency of "Sabe" to regard Greenpeace as a protest

organization is true with respect to the non-expansion systems as well as 'TN7e."
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Figure 9. Selected Query Words at "ok9u" Points for Topic 59.

In our presentation of Topic 59, we again begin with terms from the queries positioned at the

points given by the system "ok9u." These terms, which are shown in Figure 9, do not include the

word "deaths" because this term occurs in almost all queries. Rather, we have indicated queries

that do not include the word "deaths." In the horizontal direction, Figure 9 shows a clear

separation between "storms" and "weather." The phrase "storm-related deaths" is equivalent to

the phrase "weather-related deaths." Yet, as we will see, all of the systems respond as though

these two phrases have different meaning.
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Figure 10. Topic 59 Points for Non-Expansion Systems.

Figure 10 shows the part of the configuration given by the non-expansion systems. These four

systems respond similarly to each query. The scatter in this figure is largely query related, not

system related. We see that the relative locations of query terms shown in Figure 9 apply to the

other non-expansion systems as well.
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Figure 11. Multidimensional Scaling for Topic 59, All Points.

Figure 11 shows all 120 points in the topic 59 configuration. We see that although the query

expansion systems move points associated with some queries, neither expansion system offers

much reduction in the query-to-query scatter. Moreover, the "storm-related" - "weather-related"

dichotomy also exists for these systems. One could draw a line just to the left of points U#, R#,

and q* which would separate these two categories for all six systems. Thus, Topic 59 provides

an example of failure of query expansion, failure to associate "storm-related" and "weather-

related."
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Figure 12. Multidimensional Scaling for Topic 86, All Points.

Results for Topic 86 cannot be summarized in the same way as the other topics discussed above.

We begin with the entire configuration, which is shown in Figure 12. Study of this figure shows

that whereas for topic 59, query differences are generally much greater than system differences,

the situation for topic 86 is less clear. To show this, we compare the responses of "ok9u" with

those of "Sabe."
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failures

banks failing

. .. failures cnir

failures

. .
.fails... insurance

failure insurance

fed. dep. insurance

Fed. Dep. Insurance

Figure 13. Selected Query Words at "ok9u" Points for Topic 86.

failJltfljr^K FDIC
FDIC

failures FCfiglC

FDIC

fails.. insurance

[failed banks]

fed. dep. insurance

Fed. Dep. Insurance

Figure 14. Selected Query Words at "Sabe" Points for Topic 86.

Figure 13 shows terms from each query at the "ok9u" locations. Consider the queries in three

groups, those containing the term "FDIC," those containing the phrase "Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation," and those that do not refer to the FDIC in either way. All the queries in

this third group contain the word "bank." Figure 13 shows that "ok9u" does not associate

"FDIC" with the phrase spelled out although it should. In fact, none of the six systems do. The

queries with "FDIC" form a tight cluster. The other queries are more spread out.
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Figure 14 shows the same query terms as Figure 13 but at the "Sabe" locations. We see that

"Sabe," an expansion system, brought some but not all of the queries in the third group closer to

the "FDIC" queries. One would guess that this is caused by other terms in the queries but which

terms is not clear. For topic 86, variation across the space defined by multidimensional scaling

involves both query effects and system effects. Thus, interpretation of the configuration for topic

86 is difficult.

It is possible to summarize results from these four topics. For topic 100, query expansion

reduces the variation due to restatement of the topic as one would hope. For topic 78, query

expansion also reduces the variation due to restatement but the two expansion systems do this

differently. For topic 59, query expansion does not recognize one equivalence in the query

statements, the equivalence between "storm-related" and "weather-related." For topic 86, query

expansion fails in a more complex way.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The claim in this paper is that beyond differentiation of relevant and irrelevant documents, more

insight can be obtained from the document identifiers that are part of the TREC system

responses. In particular, we consider the return order of relevant documents compared by means

of Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation. We have supported our claim by showing that for

specific topics, the return order of relevant documents can help us understand the difference

between systems with and without query expansion. This paper opens the door to many more

possibilities for insights.

Our claim is not that a dissimilarity matrix computed from the return order of relevant documents

is a substitute for a performance measure of the precision and recall variety. One important way

of going beyond the analysis in this paper is extension to an analysis of both the dissimilarities in

this paper and a selected performance measure such as average precision. Computing a new

dissimilarity measure from the two is a possibility but perhaps not the best idea. Rather, one

should realize that there may be topics for which the performance measure does little to

distinguish the system returns but the return order of relevant documents is much more

informative. There may be topics for which the converse is true. These are the topics for which

further insight can be obtained by considering in addition to the usual performance measures, the

return order of relevant documents.

One possibility would be to compute the performance difference between expansion and non-

expansion systems for all the topics and use this series of numbers to pick topics to be looked at

in terms of the return order of relevant documents. Such an approach seems necessary because

looking individually at all 50 topics seems overwhelming in light of the four or five figures that

each topic requires for interpretation. Thus, the return order of relevant documents would be the

basis for analysis of the failures of query expansion.

One would like to summarize what is shown by our return order of relevant documents over all

50 topics. This is not as easy as with a performance measure that can be averaged over the

topics. One can however, think of quantifying what is observed in the topics discussed above. In

the case of Topic 100 in particular, one can think of a measure of scatter that would one could

use to evaluate the effectiveness of query expansion. One could then compute such a measure
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for each topic and use it to summarize over topics. One could then rank topics by the

effectiveness of query expansion and investigate a sampling of topics in detail. Such an

investigation could be the next step.
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Abstract

The TREC question answering track is an effort to bring the benefits of large-scale evaluation to bear

on the question answering problem. The track has run twice so far, where the goal both times was to

retrieve small snippets of text that contain the actual answer to a question rather than the document

lists traditionally returned by text retrieval systems. The best performing system in TREC-9, the Falcon

system from Southern Methodist University, was able to answer about 65% of the questions (compared

to approximately 42% of the questions for the next best systems) by combining abductive reasoning

with various natural language processing techniques. The 65% score is slightly less than the best scores

for TREC-8 in absolute terms, but it represents a very significant improvement in question answering

systems. The TREC-9 task was considerably harder than the TREC-8 task because the TREC-9 track

used actual users' questions rather than questions constructed specifically for the track.

The TREC-9 question answering (QA) track was the second running of a QA track in TREC. The goal

of the track is to foster research on systems that retrieve answers rather than documents in response to

a question, with an emphasis on systems that can function in unrestricted domains. While the subject

matter of the questions is not restricted, the type of questions the systems are expected to process is limited.

Questions are restricted to fact-based, short-answer questions such as How many calories are there in a Big

Mac?. The answers to such questions are usually entities familiar to information extraction systems. In this

way, the track provides an opportunity for the information retrieval and information extraction communities

to work on a common problem.

The first QA track in TREC-8 established two facts. First, since the best systems in TREC-8 were able

to answer about 70% of the questions, the task is at the right level of difficulty for the current state of

the art—challenging, but not impossible. Second, the evaluation methodology used in the track is valid.

Although different people's opinions as to whether a retrieved string constitutes a correct answer differ even

for this simple type of question, the relative quality of different systems remains stable regardless of whose

opinions are used[7]. The TREC-9 track therefore used the same task as in TREC-8 (with some minor

differences described below) to provide stability and allow confirmation of the retrieval results observed in

TREC-8.
This paper gives an overview of the TREC-9 track. The next section defines the task in detail. Section 2

presents the retrieval results and summarizes the approaches taken by the participating systems. Section 3

examines the effect a particular way a question is phrased had on system processing, and section 4 looks at

the prospects for building a reusable QA test collection. The final section discusses the future of the QA
track.

1 The TREC-9 QA Task

As mentioned above, the TREC-9 QA task was essentially the same as the TREC-8 task. Participants were

given a large corpus of newspaper/newswire documents and a test set of questions. The questions were

closed-class questions of the type shown in Figure 1. Each question was guaranteed to have at least one

document in the collection that explicitly answered it. The answer was guaranteed to be no more than 50

characters long.

Participants returned a ranked list of five [document-id, answer-string] pairs per question such that each

answer string was believed to contain an answer to the question. All processing was required to be strictly
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• How much folic acid should an expectant mother get daily?

• Who invented the paper clip?

• What university was Woodrow Wilson president of?

• Where is Rider College located?

• Name a film in which Jude Law acted.

• Where do lobsters like to live?

Figure 1: Example questions from the TREC-9 question answering track.

automatic (i.e., there could be no human intervention of any kind in producing an answer), and participants

were not permitted to change their systems once they received the test questions. Answer strings were

limited to either 50 or 250 bytes depending on the run type. The strings could either be extracted from the

corresponding document or automatically generated from information contained in the document. Human
assessors read each string and decided whether the string actually did contain an answer to the question in

the context provided by the document.

Given a set of judgments for the strings, the score computed for a submission was the mean reciprocal

rank (MRR). An individual question received a score equal to the reciprocal of the rank at which the first

correct response was returned, or 0 if none of the five responses contained a correct answer. The score for

a submission was then the mean of the individual questions' reciprocal ranks. Note that with this scoring

metric systems are given no credit for retrieving multiple (different) correct answers. Also, since the track

required at least one response for each question, systems could receive no credit for realizing they did not

know the answer.

While the same basic task was performed in the TREC-8 and TREC-9 tracks, there were some differences

between the tracks. Both the document set and the test set of questions was larger for TREC-9, as shown

in Table 1. A more substantive difference was the source of the questions used in each TREC. Some of the

questions used in TREC-8 were drawn from a log of questions submitted to the FAQ Finder system, but

most of the questions in the log did not have answers in the document collection. As a result, the majority

of questions used in TREC-8 were developed by either the participants or NIST assessors specifically for the

track. Questions created for the track were often back-formulations of statements in the documents, which

Table 1: Data used in the two TREC question answering tracks.

TREC-8 TREC-9

number of documents 528,000 979,000

megabytes of document text 1904 3033

document sources TREC disks 4-5: LA Times,

Financial Times, FBIS,

Federal Register

news from TREC disks 1-5:

AP newswire, Wall Street

Journal, San Jose Mercury

News, Financial Times,

LA Times, FBIS
number of questions released 200 693

number of questions evaluated 198 682

question sources FAQ Finder log, assessors,

participants

Encarta log, Excite log
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made the questions somewhat unnatural and also made the task easier since the target document contained

most of the question words. For the TREC-9 track, NIST obtained two query logs and used those as a source

of questions. An Encarta log, made available to NIST by Microsoft, contained grammatical questions. The
other log was a log of queries submitted to the Excite search engine on December 20, 1999. Since the Excite

log contains relatively few grammatically well-formed questions, the log was used as a source of ideas for

NIST staffwho created well-formed questions from query words without referring to the document collection.

NIST assessors then checked whether each candidate question had an answer in the document collection,

and a candidate question was discarded if no answer was found.

The TREC-9 question set contained 500 questions drawn from the logs, plus an additional 193 questions

that were syntactic variants of an original question. The purpose of the syntactic variants was to investigate

whether QA systems are robust to the variety of different ways a question can be phrased. Once the first 500

questions were selected, NIST assessors were given a subset of the questions and asked to create "natural"

variants of the question. The intent was that the variant should have the same semantic meaning of the

original, as well as be phrased in a way that a native English speaker might ask the question. For example,

the test set contained four variants for the question What is the tallest mountain?: What is the world's

highest peak?, What is the highest mountain in the world?, Name the highest mountain., and What is the

name of the tallest mountain in the world?. The 193 variants included variants for 54 different original

questions, with a range of one to seven new questions per original.

Another difference between the TREC-8 and TREC-9 tracks was the addition of an "unsupported"

judgment in TREC-9. There were a number of instances during the TREC-8 judging when an answer string

contained the correct answer, but that answer could not possibly have been determined from the document

returned. For example, the correct answer for Who is the 16th President of the United States? is Abraham
Lincoln. One of the answer strings returned contained Abraham Lincoln, but the associated document

discussed Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. The document does not even mention that Lincoln was president,

let alone that he was the sixteenth president. Since the TREC-8 task did not specifically require that the

document returned with the answer string support the string as the answer, these cases were judged as

correct in TREC-8, even though the assessors were uncomfortable doing so. In TREC-9, the track guidelines

required that the document returned with the answer string actually support the answer contained in the

string. If the answer string did not contain a correct answer, the response was judged incorrect. If the

string did contain a correct answer, but the document did not support that answer, the response was judged

unsupported. Otherwise, the response was judged correct. Two scores were computed for each TREC-9
run, a strict score in which unsupported answers were considered incorrect, and a lenient score in which

unsupported answers were considered correct.

Since the TREC-8 track showed that single-opinion judgments are comparable to adjudicated, multiple-

opinion judgments for the purpose of comparing question answering system effectiveness [7], each TREC-9
question was judged by only one assessor. The savings resulting from using only one judge per question

permitted the increase from 200 to 693 questions in the test set. Unfortunately, subsequent analysis has

shown that the judgment set for the TREC-9 QA track contains a somewhat higher error rate (i.e., judgments

that are just plain wrong rather than differences of opinion) than expected. The cause of the increased error

rate is not clear. The TREC assessors were asked to do a lot of judging of different types for TREC-9,

and it could be that some assessors confused tasks. It is also likely that real users' questions, being more

ambiguous than the constructed questions used in TREC-8, are more difficult for humans to judge.

Strings were judged in the same way as they had been in TREC-8: the string did not have to provide

justification of the answer, but was required to be responsive to the question. Being responsive includes such

things as not containing distracting information, containing appropriate units, and pertaining to the entity

asked about rather than replicas or imitations of the entity. Voorhees and Tice give a detailed description

of answer string judging in [8]. Each individual variant in a variant question set was judged as a separate

question, though the entire set was judged by the same assessor and variants were judged consecutively.

2 Track Results

Both the TREC-8 and TREC-9 QA tracks offered two experimental conditions: answer strings limited to 250

bytes, and answer strings limited to 50 bytes. Participants were permitted to submit up to two runs for each
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condition (four runs total), where a run consisted of a ranked list of up to five [document-id, answer-string]

pairs for each question in the test set.

Twenty-eight organizations participated in the TREC-9 question answering track. A total of 78 runs was

submitted, 34 runs using the 50-byte limit and 44 runs using the 250-byte limit. Table 2 gives the mean
reciprocal rank (MRR) and number of questions for which no correct answer was found (# not found) using

strict evaluation for 20 runs for each run type. The table is split between the 50-byte and 250-byte runs and

is sorted by decreasing mean reciprocal rank within run type. Only one run for each organization within run

type is included in the table.

Two main conclusions can be drawn from Table 2: scores are generally lower than the best scores from

TREC-8, and the best performing system (from Southern Methodist University) did substantially better

than the other systems. Despite the drop in the absolute value of the evaluation scores, the performance

of the TREC-9 systems represents a significant improvement in question answering technology. The switch

to "real" questions, rather than questions created especially for the track, made the TREC-9 task much
more difficult than the TREC-8 task. The motivation for using actual user questions was the belief that

constructed questions are easier for QA systems because the question and answer document share the same

vocabulary. However, the difference between the TREC-8 and TREC-9 question sets was larger than just

vocabulary issues. TREC-8 questions had been restricted to those with an "obvious" answer. While the

subsequent differences in opinion during judging demonstrated that there is no such thing as an obvious

answer, the questions were still far less ambiguous than the questions mined from logs. Real users ask vague

questions such as Who is Colin Powell? and Where do lobsters like to live?. These questions are substantially

harder for both the systems to answer and the assessors to judge.

The differences between the TREC-8 and TREC-9 questions also meant that that the TREC-8 questions

were not a representative training set for the TREC-9 task. The problem can be best illustrated by "who"

questions. In TREC-8, all of the questions that began with "who" asked for the name of a person or

organization such as Who is the prime minister of Japan?, and most systems could answer this type of

question very accurately. In TREC-9, a sizable fraction of the "who" questions were requests for information

about a person such as Who is Colin Powell? and Who was Jane Goodall?. Information requests are a much

more difficult type of question to answer.

The improvement in TREC-9 QA systems came from refinements to the individual steps of the general

strategy used by TREC-8 systems rather than entirely new approaches. The general strategy used in

TREC-8 was as follows. The system first attempted to classify a question according to the type of its answer

as suggested by its question word. For example, a question beginning with "when" implies a time designation

is needed. Next, the system retrieved a small portion of the document collection using standard document

retrieval technology and the question as the query. The system performed a shallow parse of the returned

documents to detect entities of the same type as the answer. If an entity of the required type was found

sufficiently close to the question's words, the system returned that entity as a response. If no appropriate

answer type was found, the system fell back to best-matching-passage techniques. TREC-9 systems were

better at classifying questions as to the expected answer type, and used a wider variety of methods for finding

the entailed answer types in retrieved passages.

Many TREC-9 systems used WordNet [1] as a source of related words for the initial query and as a means

of determining whether an entity extracted from a passage matched the required answer type. Results from

Queens College, CUNY demonstrated that high-quality document retrieval in the initial step is helpful [5].

This group used comparatively simple answer extraction techniques, yet performed relatively well,' especially

in the 250-byte condition.

The Southern Methodist University system, called Falcon [2, 4], classifies questions by expected answer

type, but also includes successive feedback loops that try progressively larger modifications to the original

question until it finds an answer that can be justified as an abductive proof. The system first parses the

question and recognizes entities contained in it to create a question semantic form. The semantic form of

the question is used to determine the expected answer type by finding the phrase that is most connected to

other concepts in the question. The system uses an answer taxonomy that contains WordNet subhierarchies

and thus has broad coverage. Falcon next retrieves paragraphs from the corpus using Boolean queries and

terms drawn from the original question, related concepts from WordNet, and an indication of the expected

answer type. The paragraph retrieval is repeated using different term combinations until the query returns
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)le 2: Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and number of questions for which no correct response was found

not found) using strict evaluation for top TREC-9 QA track submissions.

Run Name Participant MRR # not found

LCCSMU2 Southern Methodist U. 0.58 229 (34%)
ISI0A50 ISI, U. of So. California 0.32 385 (57%)

uwmt9qas0 MultiText, U. of Waterloo 0.32 395 (58%)
IBMKR50 IBM (Prager) 0.32 402 (59%)

ibmhlt0050 IBM (Ittycheriah) 0.29 394 (58%)

pir0qas2 Queens College, CUNY 0.28 401 (59%)
SUT9bn3c050 Syracuse U. 0.25 436 (64%)

NTTD9QAa2S NTT Data Corp. 0.23 439 (64%)

ALI9C50 U. de Alicante 0.23 451 (66%)
xeroxQA9s Xeroc Research Centre Europe 0.23 453 (66%)

ICrjc99a Imperial College 0.23 454 (67%)
KAIST9qal KAIST 0.21 468 (69%)

shef50 U. of Sheffield 0.21 470 (69%)

msq9L50 Microsoft Research, Ltd. 0.20 475 (70%)

FDUT9QS2 Fudan U. 0.20 495 (73%)

UdeMshrt U. de Montreal 0.18 486 (71%)

ualberta U. of Alberta 0.18 497 (73%)

lcat050 LIMSI 0.18 499 (73%)

clr00b2 CL Research 0.14 550 (81%)

Scai9QnA2 Seoul National U. 0.10 577 (85%)

a) Runs with a 50-byte limit on the length of the response.

LCCSMU1 Southern Methodist U. 0.76 95 (14%)

ibmhlt00250 IBM (Ittycheriah) 0.46 263 (39%)

pir0qal2 Queens College, CUNY 0.46 264 (39%)

uwmt9qall MultiText, U. of Waterloo 0.46 265 (39%)

IBMKA250 IBM (Prager) 0.42 294 (43%)

lcat250 LFMSI-CNRS 0.41 307 (45%)

NTTD9QAalL NTT Data Corp. 0.39 299 (44%)

SUT9p2c3c250 Syracuse U. 0.39 319 (47%)

ICrjc99b Imperial College 0.39 348 (51%)

UdeMlng2 U. de Montreal 0.37 325 (48%)

KUQA250a Korea U. 0.37 338 (50%)

ALI9C250 U. de Alicante 0.36 321 (47%)

xeroxQA91 Xerox Research Centre Europe 0.35 349 (51%)

shef250p U. of Sheffield 0.34 335 (49%)

INQ9AND U. of Massachusetts 0.34 344 (50%)

SunToo Sun Microsystems 0.34 362 (53%)

FDUT9QL1 Fudan University 0.34 369 (54%)

KAIST9qa2 KAIST 0.33 362 (53%)

qntua02 National Taiwan U. 0.32 376 (55%)

clr00s2 CL Research 0.30 386 (57%)

b) Runs with a 250-byte limit on the length of the response.
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a number of paragraphs in a pre-determined range. The retrieved paragraphs are parsed into their semantic

forms, and a unification procedure is run between the question semantic form and each paragraph semantic

form. If the unification fails for all paragraphs, a new set of paragraphs is retrieved using synonyms and

morphological derivations of the previous query. When the unification procedure succeeds, the semantic

forms are translated into logical forms, and a logical proof in the form of an abductive backc&aining from

the answer to the question is attempted. If the proof succeeds, the answer from the proof is returned as

the answer string. Otherwise, terms that are semantically related to important question concepts are drawn

from WordNet and a new set of paragraphs is retrieved.

3 Question Variants

Question variants were introduced into the test set to explore whether systems' question processing

—

especially the determination of the expected answer type—could handle different formulations of the same

basic question. While the intent had been for each variant to have identical semantics, assessment demon-

strated that this was not always the case. Sometimes rewording a question caused the focus of the question to

change slightly, so that some answer strings were acceptable for some variants but not others. For example,

the assessor accepted "November 29" as a correct response for What is Dick Clark's birthday?, but required

the year as well for When was Dick Clark born?. Similarly, the question Where is the location of the Orange

Bowl? had many more acceptable responses than did What city is the Orange Bowl in?.

The change in the focus of a question sometimes resulted in a variant for which the guarantee of an

answer in the document collection could no longer be made. For example, Who invented silly putty? had

an answer of "a General Electric engineer". That answer was not acceptable for the variant What is the

name of the inventor of silly putty?, so the variant was removed from the test set during evaluation. Eleven

questions in all were removed from the test set either because of the change in focus or because the assessor

who did the judging disagreed with the answer that was accepted during the candidate question verification

phase.

Systems that parsed questions into a common representation generally had fewer differences in their

responses to question variants than did systems that relied on templates to classify questions by answer

types. The Falcon system cached responses to questions and returned exactly the same response for a

question that was sufficiently similar to an earlier question.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the average score for each question in a variant set. The average score for a

question is the mean of the reciprocal rank scores averaged over the 33 runs that used the 50-byte limit on

responses and using strict evaluation. The y-axis in the plot is the average score and the x-axis represents

the different variant sets. The variant sets are identified by the question number of the original question

that was used to generate the variants.

Many variant sets show little variability in the average score. Generally, the average score for each of these

variants is low, indicating that the underlying information being sought was difficult to obtain no matter

how the question was phrased. A few variant sets did have a wide range of average scores. Frequently the

difference was caused by different word choices in the variants. For example, the variant set generated from

question 413 asked for the location of the U.S. headquarters of Proctor & Gamble. The variant with the

lowest average score was question 725 which used "corporate offices" instead of "headquarters". For the

variant set generated from question 440, the original question was Where was Poe born?, which had a much

higher score than any of the variants that all asked for Poe's birthplace. The unintentional change in focus

of some variants also made differences in average scores. "New Jersey" was an acceptable (and common)

answer to Question 448, Where is Rider College located?, but it was not acceptable for the variant Rider

College is located in what city?.

4 Question Answering Test Collections

The primary way TREC has been successful in improving document retrieval performance is by creating

appropriate test collections for researchers to use when developing their systems. A document retrieval test

collection consists of a set of documents, a set of information needs, and a set of relevance judgments that

list the documents that are relevant to (i.e. should be retrieved for) each information need. Obtaining an
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Figure 2: Average reciprocal rank for each question variant computed over 33 50-byte runs using strict

evaluation. The x-axis represents different variant sets, identified by the question number of the original

question from which the variants were generated.

adequate set of relevance judgments for a large collection can be time-consuming and expensive, but once

a test collection is created researchers can automatically evaluate the effectiveness of a retrieval run. One
of the key goals of the QA track was to build a reusable QA test collection—that is, to devise a means to

evaluate a QA run that uses the same document and question sets but was not among the runs judged by

the assessors.

Unfortunately, the judgment sets produced by the assessors for the TREC QA track do not constitute a

reusable test collection because the unit that is judged is the entire answer string. Different QA runs very

seldom return exactly the same answer strings, and it is quite difficult to determine automatically whether

the difference between a new string and a judged string is significant with respect to the correctness of the

answer. Document retrieval test collections do not have this problem because the unique identifiers assigned

to the documents makes it trivial to decide whether or not a document retrieved in a new run has been

judged.

As an approximate solution to this problem, NIST created a set of perl string-matching patterns from

the set of strings that the assessors judged correct [7]. An answer string that matches any pattern for its

question is marked correct, and is marked incorrect otherwise. The patterns have been created such that

almost all strings that were judged correct would be marked correct, sometimes at the expense of marking

as correct strings that were judged incorrect. Patterns are constrained to match at word boundaries and

case is ignored.

The pattern sets for three questions are given in Figure 3. An average of 1.7 patterns per question

was created for the TREC-8 test set, with 65% of the questions having a single pattern. The TREC-9 set

averaged 3.5 patterns per question with only 45% of the questions having a single pattern. The increase

in the number of patterns per question for the TREC-9 set is another indication that the TREC-9 test set

was more difficult. For example, there are a variety of acceptable answers to the question Who was Jane

Goodall?. The complexity of a pattern set is also affected by the particular answer strings that were judged.

The question Where is the location of the Orange Bowl? has a complicated pattern set because many of

the incorrect answer strings talk about football teams, including the University of Miami, that played in the

college bowl game known as the Orange Bowl.

Using the patterns to evaluate the TREC-8 runs produced differences in the relative scores of different

systems that were comparable to the differences caused by using different human assessors. The differences

in relative scores for TREC-9 were larger, especially for the 50-byte runs. Using Kendall's r as the measure
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Who invented Silly Putty?

General\s+Electric

Where is the location of the Orange Bowl?
A\s*Miami\s*$ A\s*in\s+Miami\s*\ . ?\s*$

to\s+Miami at\s+Miami

Miami\s*
'
\s*s\s+downtown Orange . *\s+in\s+ . *Miami

Orange\s+Bowl\s*
,
\s*Miami Miami\s* ' ?\s*s\s+Orange

Dade County

Who was Jane Goodall?

naturalist expert\s+on\s+chimps

chimpanzee\s+specialist chimpanzee\s+researcher

chimpanzee\s*-?\s*observer ethologists?

pioneered. *study\s+of\s+primates anthropologist

ethnologist primatologist

animal\s+behaviorist wife . *van\s*Lawick

scientist\s+of\s+unquestionable\s+reputation

most\s+recognizable\s+living\s+scientist

Figure 3: The pattern sets for three TREC-9 questions. Each pattern is a perl string-matching pattern. A
response is considered correct if any pattern matches the answer string and incorrect otherwise.

of association between system rankings [6, 7], the r over all runs for TREC-8 was .96, while for TREC-9 the

r was .94 for 250-byte runs and only .89 for 50-byte runs. This smaller correlation is probably the result of

several factors. The TREC-8 human judgment scores were produced using an adjudicated judgment set that

was a combination of three different assessors' judgments, and therefore was of particularly high quality. As

mentioned above, the TREC-9 judgment set is known to contain more errors than the TREC-8 judgment set,

and these errors could reduce the correlation with the pattern judgments. The more ambiguous questions

in the TREC-9 test set were also harder to create patterns for.

Answer patterns are not a true solution to the problem of building a reusable test collection for ques-

tion answering. Unlike differences of opinion between human assessors, patterns misjudge broad classes of

responses—classes that are the cases that are difficult for the original systems being evaluated. For example,

patterns cannot recognize when a correct answer is given in the wrong context and do not penalize systems

that engage in answer stuffing. Nonetheless, the patterns can be useful for providing quick feedback as to

the relative quality of question answering techniques provided their limitations are understood.

5 The Future

A roadmap for question answering research was recently developed under the auspices of the DARPA TIDES
project [3]. The roadmap describes a highly ambitious program to increase the complexity of the types of

questions that can be answered, the diversity of sources from which the answers can be drawn, and the

means by which answers are displayed. The roadmap also includes a five year plan for introducing aspects

of these research areas as subtasks of the TREC QA track.

The QA track in TREC 2001 (TREC-10) will include the first steps of the roadmap. The main task

in the track will be similar to the task used in TRECs 8 and 9, but there will be no guarantee that an

answer is actually contained in the corpus. Recognizing that the answer is not available is challenging, but

it is an important ability for operational systems to possess since returning an incorrect answer is usually

worse than not returning an answer at all. The track will also contain a subtask in which each question will

require information from more than one document to be assembled to produce the answer. For example, a

list question such as Name the countries the Pope visited in 1994- will require finding multiple documents

that describe the Pope's visits and extracting the country from each. The system will also need to detect
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duplicate reports of the same visit so that countries are listed only once per visit.
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1 Introduction

The Query Track in TREC-9 is unlike the other tracks in TREC. The other tracks attempt

to compare systems to determine the best approaches to solve the particular track

problem. This comparison is normally done over a given set of topics, with a single

query per topic. The Query Track, on the other hand, compares multiple queries on a

single topic to determine which queries perform best with which systems. There is no

emphasis on system-system comparisons: none of the participating systems were even the

most advanced system from that particular participating group. Instead, the goal is to try

and understand how the statement (query) of the user's information need (topic) affects

retrieval.

Information Retrieval is a somewhat odd discipline. It's one where a human can do much
better than any IR system, given infinite time and patience. Given any particular

information need and some representative relevant documents, a user can often find an

automatic retrieval strategy that does much better than an IR system. But, as any

experienced IR system designer knows, implementing such a strategy may improve

performance on this query and/or topic, but end up hurting performance on other types of

queries and/or topics. Humans are remarkably adept at finding different ways to express

similar ideas in both queries and documents; this variability is the heart of the difficulty

ofthe information retrieval task.

The Query Track is an attempt to isolate some of the issues dealing with query and topic

variability. Automatic IR systems perform tremendously differently across a typical IR

task such as in the Web Track, but much of this variability is concealed by the evaluation

averages. What is often quite surprising, especially to people just starting to look at IR, is

the large variability in system performance across topics as compared to other systems.

In a typical TREC task, no system is the best for all the topics in the task. It is extremely

rare for any system to be above average for all the topics. Instead, the best system is

normally above average for most of the topics, and best for maybe 5%-10% of the topics.

It very often happens that quite below-average systems are also best for 5%-10% of the

topics, but do poorly on the other topics. The Average Precision Histograms presented

on the TREC evaluation result pages are an attempt to show what is happening at the

individual topic level.

One of the major purposes of the Query Track is to try to understand how much of the

system variability is due to issues ofhow the user's information need is being expressed
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(the query syntax), and how much is due to what the information need is (topic

semantics).

1.1 Query vs Topic

For the purposes of this track, a topic is considered an information need of a user. It

includes a full statement of what information is wanted as well as information the user

knows that pertains to the request. A query is what the user actually types to a retrieval

system. It is much shorter than a topic, but is the only direct information from the user

that the system has. Topic 5 1 (the first topic used in the Query Track) is given below. A
query corresponding to Topic 5 1 might be something as simple as "Airbus subsidies".

TOPIC 51

<top>

<head> Tipster Topic Description

<num> Number: 051

<dom> Domain: International Economics

<title> Topic: Airbus Subsidies

<deso Description:Document will discuss government assistance to Airbus Industrie, or mention a trade dispute between Airbus and a

U.S. aircraft producer over the issue of subsidies.

<smry> Summary:Document will discuss government assistance to Airbus Industrie, or mention atrade dispute between Airbus and a

U.S. aircraft producer over the issue of subsidies.

<narr> Narrative:A relevant document will cite or discuss assistance to Airbus Industrie by the French, German, British or Spanish

government(s), or will discuss a trade dispute between Airbus or the European governments and a U.S. aircraft producer, most likely

Boeing Co. or McDonnell Douglas Corp., or the U.S.government, over federal subsidies to Airbus.

<con> Concepts):

1. Airbus Industrie

2. European aircraft consortium, Messerschmitt-Boelkow-BIohm GmbH, British Aerospace PLC, Aerospatiale, Construcciones

Aeronauticas S.A.

3. federal subsidies, government assistance, aid, loan, financing

4. trade dispute, trade controversy, trade tension

5. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) aircraft code

6. Trade Policy Review Group (TPRG)
7. complaint, objection

8. retaliation, anti-dumping duty petition, countervailing duty petition, sanctions

<def> DeOnition(s): ._

1.2 Issues to Examine

There are a number of issues that we wish to examine in both last year's and this year's

Query Track data, and in the future with the NIST Query Station. They include

• Can we distinguish between easy and hard queries/topics?

o Are queries hard or are topics hard?

o Even ifwe can distinguish this from the results, can NLP analysis of a

query distinguish this before-hand?

• What categories of queries can potentially yield performance differences?

• Where do query performance differences come from?

o Examine system vs topic vs query.
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• Can we easily create test collections with large numbers of queries with

judgments?

Ifwe can answer these questions, then we may make it possible to improve retrieval

systems dramatically.

2 Query Track Test Collection Creation

The construction of the Query Track test collection consists of 2 sub-tasks. In the first

sub-task, groups take each of topics 51-100 from TREC 1 and create one or more queries

based on the topic. In the second sub-task, each group runs one or more versions of their

system on all the queries from all the groups. The results are then evaluated and analysis

can begin!

2.1 Query Creation Sub-Task

Groups create one or more versions of each ofTREC topics 51-100 in categories

• Very short: 2-4 words based on the topic and possibly a few relevant documents

from TREC disk 2.

• Sentence: 1-2 sentences using topic and relevant documents.

• Sentence-Feedback only: 1-2 sentences using only the relevant documents. The

aim is to increase vocabulary variability.

This is the second (and final) year of the Query Track. Last year there were five

participating groups who produced 23 Query Sets. Each query set consisted of 50 queries

corresponding to topics 51-100. Two of the Query Sets were not natural language (lists of

weighted terms) and were not re-used. The other 21 Query Sets were used again this

year. To this we added another 22 Query Sets, giving us a total of 43 Query Sets from 6

groups.

APL INQ Sab Acs Pir Uof M

Johns

Hopkins

Umass Sabir Acsys Queens Melbourne

Expert Students Expert Expert Expert Expert

1 short

1 sent.

10 short

10 sent

10fdbk

4 short

1 sent

1 fdbk

1 short 1 short 2 short

1 sent
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Several versions of queries for topic 51 are given below. It was quite surprising how few

duplicate queries there were. There were 2150 original queries. Of those, 1982 were

unique after removing spaces, extra punctuation, and capitalization. After that, if

hyphens were removed there were 1973 unique queries left. Every topic had at least 33

unique queries (out of the 43 possible.)

Sample of queries for Topic 51

•5101 recent airbus issues

•5 1 02 Airbus subsidies dispute

•5 1 03 Airbus subsidy battle

•5 1 04 Airbus subsidies dispute

•51 05 U.S. Airbus subsidies

•5 1 06 What are the reactions ofAmerican companies to the trade

dispute and how the dispute progresses?

•51 07 What are the issues being debated regarding complaints

against Airbus Industrie?

•5 1 08 News related to the Airbus subsidy battle.

•5 1 09 U.S. and Europe dispute over Airbus subsidies

•51 10 Is European government risking trade conflicts over issue of

Airbus subsidies?

2.2 Retrieval Sub-Task

After the Query Sets were constructed, they were distributed to all the groups to run one

or more retrieval runs on the TREC Disk 1 document collection (about 510,000

documents). Six groups performed 18 retrieval runs:

INQ: 3 runs

o only query terms

o query terms plus structure

o query terms plus structure plus blind feedback

SUN: 2 runs

o Used two slightly different versions of their Question Answering Track

engine

Sab: 3 runs

o query terms plus adjacency phrases

o query terms plus phrases plus 7 terms expansion from blind feedback

o query terms plus phrases plus 60 terms expansion

UoM: 2 runs - no expansion

hum: 7 runs

o baseline, linguistic morphology

o spelling correction (for words occurring in less than 10 documents)

o no keywords in documents

o varying idf weight (squared normally, but not here)

o keep high frequency terms (normally dropped)

o old version of software

ok7: 1 run - no expansion, base run
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The groups submitted the results (top 1000 documents retrieved for each query) to NIST
for evaluation. There were a total of 774 runs: 1 8 system variants times 43 queries.

The runs were evaluated at NIST using trec_eval, concentrating on Mean Average

Precision. The results of the initial evaluation were given to the six groups. This

included

• Rankings of all documents (1.7 Gbytes in size)

• MAPs of all groups on all queries

• Various averages and standard deviations

These results are now publicly available at NIST on the TREC web site.

We can now compare systems on 2000 queries, making a qualitative difference in

possible investigations. It has proven to be great tool for analyzing systems. Some of the

differences among queries of a single topic pinpoint weaknesses in stemming, phrasing,

hyphenation, and spelling correction. Other differences show that some systems are able

to handle an entire topic better than other systems, while being worse on other topics.

This comparison of differences due to syntax (queries) and semantics (topics) should

prove very interesting.

The short-term goal of the Query Track has been to gather raw data for analysis. The

long-term depends on you, the members of the community. You can both contribute

more data, submitting runs of your system to the Query Station, and contribute your

analysis.
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Abstract

TREC-9 marked a broadening of the range of of search task types represented in the Web track and

a serious attempt to determine whether hyperlinks could be used to improve retrieval effectiveness on

a topic-relevance ad hoc retrieval task. The Large Web Task compared the ability of systems to locate

online service pages within the 18.5 million page VLC2 collection. In this case the question is not

whether the page is relevant to the topic, but whether it provides direct access to the desired service.

In contrast, the Main Web Task compared link-based and non-link methods on a task involving topic

relevance queries and a 1.69 million page corpus (WTlOg) which was carefully engineered to ensure

a high density of inter-server links and (relative) ease of processing. The Main Web task topics were

in TREC Ad Hoc form but were reverse engineered from query logs. Ternary relevance judgments

were obtained and, in addition, assessors were asked to identify "best" documents for each topic.

As in TREC-8, no significant benefit associated with the use of link information in a topic-relevance

retrieval task was demonstrated by any of the participating groups, whether or not additional weight

was given to highly relevant documents.

1 Introduction

The TREC-9 Web Track activities centred on two tasks: the Main Task and the Large Task. The latter

made use of the 100 gigabyte, 18.5 million webpage VLC2 collection described in the 1998 VLC Track

overview [Hawking et al. 1998]. The former worked with a 10 gigabyte, 1.69 million document subset of

the VLC2, distributed on five CD-ROMs as the WTlOg collection. [Bailey et al. 2001].

A final Web Track activity was the invited talk to a TREC-9 plenary session by Dr Andrei Broder,

Chief Scientist at the Alta Vista search engine company. Slides from an updated version of that talk,

presented at the 2001 Search Engines Meeting, by Andrei's colleague Bob Travis, are available online

[Travis and Broder 2001].

2 Main Web Task

None of the participants in the TREC-8 Small Web Task, using a two gigabyte corpus (WT2g), managed

to demonstrate any benefit whatever from using hyperlink methods in that particular retrieval task.

Given that most commercial Web search engines exploit hyperlinks to apparently great effect, this result

may seem surprising.

Accordingly, a new task was devised for TREC-9 which removed possible impediments to good link-

based performance which were perceived to be inherent in last year's task.

"The author wishes to acknowledge that this work was carried out partly within the Cooperative Research Centre for

Advanced Computational Systems established under the Australian Government's Cooperative Research Centres Program.
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2.0.1 Main Web: Task Summary

Corpus: A new test corpus was deliberately constructed in such a way as to dramatically increase the

density of inter-server hyperlinks. Full details of the construction of the new corpus (known as WTlOg)
are documented elsewhere [Bailey et al. 2001]. WTlOg was defined and initially distributed by the

ACSys Cooperative Research Centre. Following the demise of ACSys in September 2000, WTlOg has

been distributed by CSIRO 1
, which was one of the ACSys partners.

Note that, although WTlOg is a subset of VLC2, documents in WTlOg are assigned different document
numbers to enable easy extraction of the document. However, they include the original document numbers
within <D0C0LDN0> . . . </D0C0LDN0> tags.

Topics: Test topics were reverse engineered from queries selected from real Web search engine2
logs,

rather than being generated with respect to the Ad Hoc corpus. The topics were presented in traditional

Ad Hoc form with title, description and narrative fields. The title field contained the unedited query

from the original log. The description and narrative fields were a statement of a particular interpretation

of the query to be used in judging. For example, the polysemous query cats might have been interpreted

as Who wrote and who acted in the musical "Cats"?. Documents relating to other meanings such

as bulldozers and domestic pets would be judged as irrelevant.

Misspellings were a feature of several queries chosen as topics. An example was the single word query

angioplast7. Not surprisingly, there were no occurrences of this word in the collection. Successful

processing of the title-only version of this topic thus required either spelling-correction, approximate

matching, or n-gram methods.

Results required: Participants were required to return a top 1000 (or fewer) list of documents for

each topic, ranked in order of decreasing estimated relevance to the topic.

Judments: Ternary (irrelevant/relevant/highly relevant) rather than binary judging was adopted.

Judges were also asked to identify best documents from among the highly relevants. Two additional

judges were later asked to examine the relevant and highly relevant documents for each topic and to pick

what they considered to be the best one (or possibly more than one.)

Focus: The principal focus of the Main Web Task was to re-attempt last year's question, in more

favourable circumstances:

• Can link information in Web data be used to obtain more effective search rankings on a topic-

relevance Ad Hoc retrieval task than can be obtained using page content alone?

2.1 Types of Run

A strong distinction must be drawn between automatic, title-only (short) runs and the rest (notshort). In

real Web search, search engines only have access to the query recorded in the title field. The underlying

information need is known only to the searcher and not to the search engine. Thus, only the short runs

are representative of real Web search.

Despite this, notshort runs were encouraged because they add value to the test collection by increasing

the number of known relevant documents. They also give some idea of what level of performance may
be possible on each task and allow groups to continue work on longer queries.

The notshort category includes: interactive manual, blind manual, and automatic runs which used

any part of the topics other than the title.

2.2 Judging pools

The number of runs judged was 59, giving a maximum pool size of 5900 (per topic). The mean actual

pool size was 1401, 23.8% of the maximum, while the mean number of relevant documents over the 50

topics was 52.34, or 3.7% of the number of documents judged.

1 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, an Australian government agency,

(mailto : //test_collections<Sact . cmis . csiro . au)
2eXcite
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53.3% of the relevant documents were returned by both automatic and manual runs. 10.4% of the

relevants were found by manual runs only, and another 15.3% were found by notshort runs only. Thus,

if all runs other than the short ones were excluded, one quarter of the relevant documents would have

been lost. Automatic runs (only) contributed 68.5% of the pools, manual (only) 15.6% of the pools, and
so 15.8% of the pools were contributed by runs of both types.

Twenty-three groups submitted at least one run to the main web track, but only 21 submitted in

time for runs to be judged. All of the 21 groups retrieved at least eight relevant documents in the top

100 across all 50 topics that no other group retrieved (unique relevants). The group that found the most

unique relevants was Illinois Institute of Technology, with 212 over all topics. 162 of the 212 came from

their manual run. The group with the next highest number of unique relevants was Hummingbird with

57 (over all topics). Justsystems and CUNY each had 55, with no one else having more than 50.

A total of 105 runs were submitted. Of these, 78 were content-only and 27 were content-link. There

were 12 manual runs, 50 automatic short runs, and 53 automatic notshort runs.

2.2.1 Pool completeness - 1

NIST recently conducted experiments to determine what the effect of pooling fewer documents from each

run would have been. Two cases were compared with official pools were based on the top 100 documents:

top 50, and top 75.

Here are the results of that investigation:

Pool Average pool size Average number relevant

Top 100

Top 75

Top 50

1401.44

1077.12

743.20

52.34(100%)

46.52 (88.88%)

39.64 (75.74%)

NIST have decided on this basis to continue basing topic relevance pools on the top 100 documents.

The drop in number relevant for 75 is not serious, but the pool size isn't reduced enough to be worthwhile

(and one topic that had only 3 relevant would have lost 1). The drop in number of relevants for the top

50 case was considered too severe.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to reliably quantify what the effect of increasing the number of

documents in the pools would have been. The following table shows how the probability that a pooled

document will be judged relevant depends upon the rank at which it was retrieved.

Rank range docs judged relevant

1-50

51-75

76-100

5.33%

2.06%

1.70%

Based on the very crude approximation to this data shown in Figure 1, we estimate the probability

of documents in the 101-200 range being judged relevant if they had been included in the pool as 0.97%,

suggesting that doubling the depth of judging might have increased the number of relevant documents

per topic by an average of about 13 (about 25%).

It therefore seems almost certain that there are unjudged relevants within the collection. However,

averaged over 50 topics, these are unlikely to affect relative system rankings.

2.2.2 Pool completeness - 2

Another way to look at pool completeness is to see how much judged runs' evaluations differ when

using qrels with and without that group's unique relevants. NIST ran this computation for the TREC-
9 web track (using both levels of relevant as "relevant") and mean average precision. The results are

encouraging.

The largest percentage difference in mean average precision (MAP) is 10.3, but that run had poor

effectiveness (MAP of .0174 using original qrels) and the absolute difference was only .0018. The next

highest percentage difference was 6.1, again for a poor run. The third highest percentage difference was
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Figure 1: Decline in probability of document being judged relevant with increasing rank at which it was retrieved,

shown with the y = b + c/x line of best fit.

5.2 for the IIT manual run, the run which contributed the most unique relevants. For runs with a MAP
of at least .1, the percentage difference was almost always less than 2%, except for some TNO runs that

actually improved by around 3% when evaluated without their own unique relevants! When the process

was repeated using P@10 instead of MAP, 38 of the 59 runs showed no change whatsoever. The biggest

percentage difference was 7.72 for the IIT manual run.

2.2.3 Pool completeness - 3

How much of a problem is the presence of unjudged relevant documents in a test collection? Zobel [Zobel

1998] conducted various tests to try to determine how incomplete TREC collections relevance judgments

are. He found that there were unjudged relevant, that the number of unjudged relevant was highly skewed

by topic (the more relevant in early ranks, the more relevant there continues to be), and that the quality

of the pools (diversity of systems contributing to the pools and depth in the system's ranking) did affect

the quality of the resulting collection. But he also found that the TREC collections he looked at were

quite acceptable for comparing retrieval systems - the errors he observed due to incompleteness were

smaller than the differences occasioned by using different relevance assessors.

2.3 Properties of WTlOg

In summary, WTlOg is considerably larger than earlier TREC ad hoc collections and WT2g. However,

ease of processing was improved by elimination of many of the binary and Non-English pages normally

found in Web crawls. Most importantly, WTlOg includes a very much higher density of inter-server hy-

perlinks than did WT2g. Readers are referred to [Bailey et al. 2001] for full WTlOg collection properties.

Table 1 compares the densities of known relevant documents for the TREC-9 Main Web topics with

that of other recent TREC collections. Naturally, there may be considerable variation from one topic to

another.

2.3.1 Connectivity data

Nick Craswell's software for extracting hyper-link connectivity information from collections was run over

WTlOg and the resulting connectivity matrix was distributed with the collection on CD-ROM.
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Table 1: The density of known relevant documents (across 50 topics) in WTlOg for the TREC-9 topics compared
to that in earlier tasks.

Judgments Collection Density of relevant docs

T7 VLC2 6482/18.5M = 0.03 %
T8
T8

WT2g
Ad Hoc

2279/247491 = 0.92 %
4728/528155 = 0.90 %

T9 WTlOg 2371/1.69M = 0.14 %

2.4 Summary of participation

Tables 2 and 3 list the official runs submitted in the Short and Notshort categories. Runs which made
use of link information are marked with the word LINK. Table 4 summarises the methods used by the

Main Web participants.

2.4.1 Link v. Content

JustSystem Some pairs of runs showed an advantage arising from the use of anchor text on some
measures. The biggest advantage was a few percent superiority for the jscbt9wll2 run against

the jscbt9wcll baseline on all three measures. However, JustSystem conclude from a large set of

unofficial as well as official runs that the benefit is small and inconsistent.

U Waterloo A minute gain on average precision was reported from the use of an unspecified link method

for the T+D runs. In all other cases, use of links caused harm.

AT&T Use of relevance feedback attOOlOgbt harmed both early precision and average precision. The

runs attOOlOglf and attOOlOglv, which used anchortext, performed worse on these measures

than all the content-only runs except the relevance feedback run. Interestingly, there is no drop in

performance for attOOlOgbt when runs are compared using DCG[100]. Upweighting query words

in title fields (attOOlOgbe) was beneficial on all measures.

Other Runs Inspection of Tables 2 and 3 reveals no other indication of benefit achieved from use of

link-based methods.

It is clear that this data and participant reports confirm last year's observation that no consistent

benefit was gained from the use of links in this topic-relevance ad hoc retrieval task.

This seems to be also true, even when highly relevant documents are valued very highly.

2.4.2 Resilience to Query Misspelling

The effect of misspelled query words should be most noticeable in the short category. The five top-

performing groups on that category used the following approaches:

JustSystem If insufficient results were returned in response to the original query, the query was auto-

matically expanded to include spelling variations.

Hummingbird If an original query term occurred in fewer than ten documents, then Soundex-matching

approximate match terms from the collection, with up to 2 edit errors were added. If the number

of documents affected was still less than ten, then non-Soundex approximate matches were added.

If necessary, trailing letters were dropped until the ten-document criterion was satisfied.

U Waterloo They found that 4-gram indexing worked better than words partly because of misspelling

resilience but also because of conflation of morphological variants.
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Table 2: All official runs submitted in the short (automatic, title-only) category, presented by group. Groups are

ranked in order of decreasing average precision of their best run. The DCG[100] figures represent the discounted

cumulative gain (described in the text) when a highly relevant document is considered to be worth 100 times as

much as a relevant one. Natural logarithms were used (6 = e) and the cutoff was at rank 100. The number of

groups was 19 and the number of runs submitted was 40.

/- -

Group Run tag Ave. prec. P@10 DCG[100] Type
JustSystem jscbt9wcsl 0.2011 A OOO0.238

1 A^7 AO A107.024

jscbt9wlsl U.ZUUU A O COU.252 1 1 A A07
11U.U2 I

T TT\T'Lr

• LiA 1 —Ojscbtywlsz a i o o o
0.1838

A OA A
0.224 96.319 LINK

TT t_ * JHummingbird hum9te 0.1970 0.254 118.725

U Waterloo uwmt9wl0g0 A 1 i2 C A0.1654 A OOO0.238 A c con95.620

uwmtywlUgz U.lool U.2ob AC OCC95.356 T TTVTlVLINK
uwmt9w 10g4 n i ei oU.lolz ft o/inU.Z4U y4.ooo

— — uwmt9w 10g5 U.l /y4 U.z4U AO <}/\-\yo.o4i T TTVTiV

Twenty-One +« m + A-*- Otnoutytz n i omU.loUl A Ol AU.214 1 A7 7/1 CMil . /40

tnout9t2lcl0
A 1 /? OA
0.1630

A 0 1 A
0.214

1 A^» OOO
106.238 LINK

tnoutytzicoU U.loo/ ft 1 oou.iyo i no molUz.ozo T TTVTiV

tnout9t21k50 0.0488 A AOO
0.032

OA Al O29.912 T TTVTT^LINK
Ricoh ric9tpx n 1 7Q7U.l /o/ U.z 10

1 1 O AO 1lio.yoi

U iNeucnatel INEjtm n i 7C/iU.l/ 04 n oi oU.zlz 1U4.4S4

IN LilNrvtm U.l r4o n oneU.zUo i fti ill

in HiiN rttmijpas n i 7°.f?U.l / oo n one.U.zUo im 9i/ilUO.Zl'i T TMV

queens uuivi piruw 1

1

n 1 7c.nU.l / OU n oi aU.zlo yy.y / o
TTHP /A A /\;pn
111 /AA1 /1NCK iitOOt U.1627 A OCA0.250 1 AA O109.718
ATTAl 1 attuuiugb U.lo41 n onnU.zUU QQ 1 ft/1sy.iu4

attuuiugoe n i ap.aU.1404 n oofiU.zzo 1(11 OOllUl.OOl

attuuiugbi U.looU n on/tU.zU4 Q C OAOoo.oUo

attOUlOgbt nil ooU.lloz A 1 70U.l / 2 OA 07A

aituuiugii ft 1 OKC\U. 1ZOU n i aoU.loZ OQ C7Qoy.o < y T TTVTiVJ_i11N J\

attUUlUglv
A -\ OOOU.lzoo n i nnu.iyu Oft OSQyu.yao T TTVTiV

Fujitsu Labs r laoyatiN ft i QfinU.lOOU n iu.iy4 i no sfiilUZ.oOl
TTTT T / A DTJHU/AFL apI91t

A 1 A£?00.1062 A 1 1 C0.11b C A OA 1b4.2yi T TTVTiVLINK
apiyt A 1 070U.1Z < z U.104 77 110

/ ( .iiy

SABIR Research O 1_ A 1_ 1Sab9webl a i o/? c
0.1265

A TOO
0.182

AO 1 OA98.120
TT> Trp
Ittll ivleryW tu

A nnncu.uyyo ft 1 OSU.lzo CC OfiC.OO.ZoO

MEr9Wtl 0.0114 0.070 14.546

Seoul National U Scai9web3 0.0915 0.154 83.513

U Padova PuShortAuth 0.0591 0.136 72.266 LINK
PuShortBase 0.0654 0.142 74.769

PuShortWAuth 0.0637 0.138 73.591 LINK
UNC isnnwt 0.0225 0.058 28.626

iswt 0.0240 0.076 38.807

Pam Wood UCCS1 0.0181 0.052 15.037

UCCS2 0.0169 0.052 16.792

CWI cwiOOOO 0.0176 0.066 13.609

cwiOOlO 0.0125 0.024 9.428
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Table 3: Measures as for Table 2. All official runs submitted in the notshort (manual, interactive, or non-title-only

automatic) category, presented by group. Groups are ranked in order of decreasing average precision of their best

run. The number of groups was 22 and the number of runs submitted was 65.

Run tag Ave. prec. P(S>1 ft Type
TIT /A AT/NPRlily rtrt. A / Jl KjEll yj . — i. j ^ 0 350 1 u

iitOOtde 0.2217 0.346 TD
ittOOm11 tUvlll 0.3519 0.518 172.199 M—

t
— —:

Justoystem jscbt9wcl 1 ft 9fiS37 ft 9d9 1 or QQ 0
1 U1N

jscbt9wlll 0.2659 0.344 132.645 TDN/LINK
jscbt9wll2 0.2801 0.358 144.059

Ricoh ric9dpn 0.2616 0.338 1 SI ?2fi1 - J I . j - u TD
ric9dpx 0.2267 0.322 136.544 TD
ric9dsx 0.2201 0.324 137.191 TD
ric9dpxL 0.2257 0.316 135.891 M

U Neuchatel NEnm 0.2499 0.342 142.946 TDN
NEnmLpd,s 0.2488 0.340 142.417 TDN /LINKJ- i—' 1 1 / 1)1. ' ! 1

NEnmLsB. 0.2185 0.332 136.446 TDN/T INK
ANU/CSIRO acsys9mw0 0.2486 0.384 144.506 M
Slummingbird numytu** n ^fts 1 z / .OOo Tn

hum9td6 ft 991 7 ft 9Q4 101 nfl^ 1 U
hum9tdn ft T^9 1 UIN

OiiPPns CUNY nirOWtd'2 0.2164 0.302 122.122 TD
pii U VV b IU 0.2097 0.318 92.404 TD
pnu VV I 1 1J 0.1418 0.180 92 404 TD /T TMK"

nirOWatd 0.2209 0.298 1 *30 067X \J\J . \J\J 1 TDN
Twenty~Onc tnout9fl 0.2178 0.290 132.224 TDN

IX £\ III)
A 9ftfi,l 0 282 TTilSJ

n 9i 7*?U. 4 1 1 O U. OZD 1U1M
NRKselO 0.1960 0.272 117.767 TDN
NRKsp20 0.1642 0.234 1 OS OSS TDN

C ARID R/ii-oTrrh jduywcDa ft 91 99 U. o*±U 1 UlN
ft 91 ft 7Afi loo.oyo

CahQwph4 0.2091 0.342 1 J i . J J O TDN
Sab9web5 0 2018 0 314 1 9fi Sfi

1

? TDN /T INK"

1 HI I / A PT apiy cu n iQi7 ft TAft 1 9H Td7 1 u
apiyau ft 1 Q/lfl ft 9 1 AU.o 14 1 J-/1N

dpi C71 UUIl 0.1494 0.232 98.921 TDN /T INK
0.1785 0 286 115 197 TDN

Fi I itfCil l.ah? FlahnAtd2N 0.1877 0.302 132.741 TD
0.1816 0.298 1 jj.O — 'J TD

F ld.UJd.LUll 0 1923 0.316 1 ?Q ?90 TDN
SUNY Buffalo xvsmmain 0.1521 0.214 110.224 TD

vvc nrt" 1 1 1 £>AVoiiiiniv, 0.1278 0.184 92 268 TN
AV3I1I IU i 1 0.1694 0.238 113.566 TDN
A V OlllillO.il 0.1785 0.260 119.496 M

Dublin City U dcuOOca 0.1519 0.278 117.162 M
ULUUUla 0.1450 0.274 111.980 M /TJNKIVi, / Ij 1 . '1 I\

HruOfllh 0.1324 0.244 102.915 M/LINK
dcuOOlc 0.1387 0.258 107.824 M/LINK

u vvatenoo uwmt9wlOgl n i "3*}

i

U. loo 1 U. .SOU 87 252 TD
uwmt9wl0g3 0.1336 0.262 87.860 TD/LINK

~~C Pm =

T Toeoul INational U ocaiy weDi ft c\qa i ft 1 ^9 OA OO70*1.00 /
TFl1 J_J

jLai J vv c u - 0.0934 0.138 82.733 TD
OC<£lc7 WcD^ ft ftQAfi 0 146 84 214 TD

R MIT/CSTRO rm i +"Mku uro t"»
I 1 1 1 1 I j.

v
i i \J wCU 0.0707 0.088 5fi 950 M

rmitNFLweb 0 0702 0.090 54.944 M
rmitWFGweb 0.0040 0.010 11.663 M
rmitWFLweb 0.0341 0.044 27.193 M

U Padova PuLongAuth 0.0648 0.172 81.156 TD/LINK
PuLongBase 0.0666 0.180 83.536 TD
PuLongWauth 0.0660 0.178 83.144 TD/LINK

UNC iswtd 0.0325 0.110 42.449 TD
iswtdn 0.0412 0.084 32.362 TDN

CWI CWI0001 0.0174 0.054 14.872 TD
CWI0002 0.0122 0.038 8.110 TDN

IRIT Mer9WtdMr 0.0154 0.090 15.548 TD
Mer9Wtnd 0.0140 0.092 14.758 TDN

Pam Wood UCCS3 0.0000 0.000 0.000 D
UCCS4 0.0000 0.000 0.000 D
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Twenty-One Fuzzy matching?

Ricoh No reported correction.

2.4.3 Value of Query Expansion

Again considering only the short runs, the five top-performing groups reported the following:

JustSystem Found consistent improvement in average precision using both reference database feedback

and pseudo-relevance feedback on WTlOg. The combination achieved a gain of 16-17%.

Hummingbird An expansion method similar to Rocchio produced very small gain when evaluation was

based on all relevant documents and caused harm when only highly relevants were considered.

U Waterloo No feedback employed.

Twenty-One Training with WT2g revealed that blind feedback caused harm due to large numbers of

typographical errors in documents.

Ricoh In the official runs, query expansion caused harm. However, subsequent unofficial runs with a

modified expansion method showed an improvement of 8% in average precision.

2.4.4 Short vs. Notshort

Table 5 compares the performance of the group of short runs versus the group of automatic notshort

runs. As can be seen, there are substantial differences in favour of the notshort group. Comparing the

medians for the groups, notshort is 49% better than short on P@10 and 44% better on average precision.

Best performance overall was achieved by the manual run iitOOmfrom IIT/AAT/NCR. Its P@10 score

was 88% better than the best P@10 score for a short run (ric9tpx, submitted by Ricoh). Its average

precision score was 75% better than the best for a short run (jscbt9wcsl, submitted by JustSystem).

Note that the best possible P@10 score was 0.878, due to topics with less than 10 known relevant

documents.

2.4.5 Evaluation by Highly Relevant Documents

Voorhees [Voorhees 2001] found that WTlOg system rankings based on Highly Relevant judgments were

non-trivially different from those based on Relevant and Highly Relevant combined. Because the numbers

of Highly Relevant documents are relatively small she recommended the use of the Discounted Cumulative

Gain (DCG) method proposed by Jarvelin and Kekalainen [Jarvelin and Kekalainen 2000] to combine

information from both categories of relevance, but with higher weight to the Highly Relevants.

Tables 2 and 3 report DCG scores for the Main Task runs with a heavy bias toward Highly Relevant.

2.4.6 Evaluation by Best Documents

Voorhees [Voorhees 2001] found little agreement between judges about which pages were the best resources

on a topic. She found that best page judgments did not lead to stable measures.

However, the best page judgments give the opportunity to look at whether the best resources on a

topic tend to be: a) site homepages, b) close to the root of a directory tree, c) documents with higher

than average in-link count. The following analysis uses the union of the sets of bestpage judgments for

each of the three judges.

Site homepages: I examined each of the 130 documents identified by one or more of three judges

as the best for a topic. I classified only one of them as a site home page (a small site published by the

Rainbird Company about the Rose Parade). There were also three Yahoo! directory pages but most of

the best documents were individual pages which presented detailed information on the topic.

Depth in directory hierarchy: On average, the best pages were 2.61 levels deep within the directory

hierarchy, compared with an average of 2.96 levels for all pages in the collection.
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Table 4: Style of link exploitation methods used by groups participating in the Main Web Task. In many cases,

the methods actually employed represent modifications of the basic method listed.

Group Methods

ATT Anchor Text Propagation

Dublin City U Inlink Count

Dublin City U Spreading Activation

Dublin City U HITS/Co-citation

JHU/APL Inlink Count

JustSystem Anchor Text Propagation

Queens College CUNY Inlink Count

SABIR Not Stated

Twenty-One HITS
Twenty-One Co-citation

U Neuchatel Spreading Activation

U Neuchatel Probabilistic Argumentation

U Neuchatel HITS
U Neuchatel PageRank
UPadova HITS
UPadova HITS/Similarity

U Waterloo Not Stated

Table 5: Comparative performance of short v. notshort runs (excluding manual runs).

Measure Short Notshort

P@10 (best)

P@10 (median)

0.276

0.198

0.358

0.296

Ave Prec (best)

AvePrec (median)

0.2011

0.1341

0.2801

0.1936
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Directory depth 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

No. of Bests 32 32 38 14 13 1

Xn-link counts: Based on the in_links.gz file distributed with WTlOg, there are 8,062,918 inlinks

across the 1,692,096 documents in the collection, giving an average number of inlinks per page of 4.77.

Nick Craswell has computed inlink counts for each of the judging categories.

Docs Judged Docs Judged Docs Judged

Category- All docs Irrelevant Relevant Highly Rel. Bests

Mean Inlinks/page 4.77 8.48 5.26 4.80 4.67

Median Inlinks/page 1 1 1 1 2

The inlink distribution for the collection is very heavily skewed, with a high peak at one. The fact that

documents judged to be irrelevant show a much higher inlink density than the average for the collection,

probably results from the unsuccessful use of link-based methods by participants. It is quite interesting

that relevant and highly relevant documents are not distinguished from randomly chosen documents by

their inlink count. Indeed the fact that the median for both groups is 1 indicates that more than half of

them have 1 or fewer inlinks.

Superficially, it may seem that there is an exploitable difference between the inlink counts for the best

pages and for pages in general. The raw average inlink count for best pages is 9.78, however that figure

is grossly distorted by an extreme outlier with 337 incoming links. That single page accounts for 53%
of all incoming links to best pages. Excluding it reduces the average to 4.67, the figure reported in the

table. In fact, the median score for the bests is barely above one.

It appears that best pages are not distinguishable in any useful way from pages in general or from

less relevant pages on any of the three attributes considered.

2.5 Main Web Task discussion and conclusions

Evidence is already available [Bailey et al. 2001] that WTlOg is in fact large enough and contains sufficient

links to demonstrate a dramatic advantage to a link based method on a homepage finding task. It seems

reasonable to conclude that link methods can be beneficial in some forms of retrieval task, even over a

small test collection like WTlOg.
However, no such advantages have been found for topic relevance tasks. Even though consideration of

multiple degrees of relevance does change relative system rankings, it still does not allow demonstration

of any worthwhile advantage to link methods. Indeed, even the best resources for a topic appear not to

be usefully distinguishable by frequency of incoming links.

3 Appropriate Web Evaluation Methodology

Following robust and mutually beneficial debate at the Infonortics Search Engines 2000 meeting3
, the

Web Track organisers became convinced of the need to significantly extend TREC Ad Hoc evaluation

methodology to accommodate different types of retrieval task and to use appropriate judging instructions

and measures for each type.

TREC Ad Hoc retrieval exercises (including previous VLC and Web tasks) have concentrated on topic

relevance tasks in which a searcher is assumed to be looking for a range of documents which are relevant

to a particular research topic. Such retrieval tasks are definitely represented in Web search engine query

streams but form only a small proportion of the total.

Following the Search Engines 2000 meeting, CSIRO/ANU have proposed a taxonomy in which search

tasks are classified at the top level by how many results the searcher expects:

3http://wvv. infonortics . com/ The debate particularly involved David Hawking and Chris Buckley representing TREC
evaluation and (among others) Larry Page of Google, Eric Brewer of Inktomi and Andrei Broder of Alta Vista, representing

Search Engine companies. David Evans was the moderator.
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• a part document (eg. Q&A),

• a single document (eg. known-item and homepage search),

• a selection of documents (This class may include topic relevance and online-service location tasks),

and

• all documents matching a criterion (eg. metadata search, such as all documents authored by a

particular person).

CSIRO/ANU have conducted evaluations of public search engines using on-line service location (se-

lection of pages) and homepage finding (single page) [Hawking et al. 2001; Hawking et al. 2001; Craswell

et al. 2001] as well as topic relevance tasks. On-line service evaluation was also used in the TREC-9
Large Web task.

In his TREC-9 talk, Andrei Broder presented an alternative taxonomy ofWeb search, dividing searches

into:

• Informational,

• Transactional, and

• Navigational

classes, each of which require different evaluation methods.

The TREC-2001 Web Track includes a homepage finding task.

4 Large Web Task

In the past, participation in the VLC track and the Large Web track was limited by the difficulties of

processing 100 gigabytes of data. This year however, the number of participants declined, due to the fact

that 18.5 million pages (100 gigabytes) no longer constitutes an interesting challenge to those seriously

pursuing scalable, large scale retrieval. At the time of the TREC-9, major Web search engines were

indexing around 30 times as many pages as are contained in the VLC2 collection.

A number of different objectives were pursued by the individual participants. They are summarised

as follows:

ACSys Comparing anchor text and PageRank resorting methods with Okapi BM25.

AT&T Testing the new retrieval system Tivra. Comparing anchor text with content only.

Fujitsu Labs Engineering to achieve a good balance between speed, effectiveness and cost.

Hummingbird Evaluating an experimental version of Fulcrum SearchServer on large data. Testing

approximate search.

U Waterloo Repeat of TREC-8 runs.

4.1 Large Web Task: Topics and assessments

The 10,000 "natural language" queries from the TREC-8 Large Web task were re-used. They were

obtained by random selection from combined large Alta Vista and Electric Monk search logs and were

numbered 20001-30000.

Participants were required to process all 10000 queries and to submit top 10 rankings to ACSys for

judging. After submissions were received, the track coordinator (David Hawking, who was not an official

participant in the TREC-9 Large task) selected 106 of the topics which seemed to have been intended to

locate some form of online service. Four of these were used as practice by the judges. Sample accepted

queries are shown in Figure 2.
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The pooled documents for each topic were presented to the assessors in order of increasing document

length using the RAT (Relevance Assessment Tool [Hawking et al. 2001]) used in previous VLC track

experiments. This time however, a text-only web browser [Lynx ] was used to display documents in a

way which rendered references and tables in a reasonable way (minus images).

The four assessors were all University graduates from specialties other than Computer Science or

Librarianship. Two of them had served as VLC track judges in previous years.

During judging zero "good" documents were found for 18 queries, which are therefore excluded from

the following analysis.

The number of good documents found per query ranged from 1 to 72, with a mean of 24.1. The
number of queries for which fewer than five good documents were found was 14 and 21 had fewer than

10. A total of 6911 documents were judged.

4.2 Runs

All runs judged in the Large Task are listed in Table 6. The P@10 results are also shown graphically in

Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the tradeoffs between cost, speed, space and effectiveness for the runs for which

detailed information was provided.

The runs in Table 6 which are labelled with an asterisk were "submitted" by Nick Craswell who was a

PhD student in ACSys (to June 2000), then an intern at Microsoft Research, Cambridge (June-September

2000) and subsequently an employee of CSIRO. The acsys9* runs constituted an experiment in use of

hyperlink methods and were in fact judged blindly but cannot be fairly compared with those of other

participants.

Nick used the TREC-8 Microsoft Research run as a baseline. This was possible because TREC-8
Large Task participants had submitted results for all 10,000 queries, not just the 50 or so which were

judged in TREC-8. The run acsys9pr was a PADRE run in which the top 1000 documents were reranked

on the basis of PageRank scores computed for the VLC2 collection. The other two ACSys runs made use

of link anchor text. All links whose anchor text matched the query were included and documents were

scored on the basis of a count of incoming matching links. Run acsys91nkA included all matching links

whereas acsys91nkE excluded within-site links.

4.2.1 Large Web Notes

Hardware/OS AT&T, Fujitsu and Hummingbird all used single low-cost PC systems. AT&T and

Fujitsu used Linux and Hummingbird used Windows NT.

Cost Fujitsu set a new mark for the cheapest system used to run the Large Web task. With a SUS1700

dual-Celeron system (648 MB RAM, and 3 x 40gB disks) they indexed the data in just over 12

hours (including decompression) and were able to process queries in an average of 0.31 sec.

Comparison with TREC-8 The Microsoft run evaluated in both TREC-8 and TREC-9 achieved a

P@10 of around 0.56 in TREC-8 and a slightly lower figure of 0.52 in TREC-9. By contrast, the

University of Waterloo TREC-8 runs achieved 0.58-0.59 but identical runs in TREC-9 came in at

only 0.43-0.45. The differences between Waterloo and Microsoft on TREC-9 have not been subjected

to statistical significance testing but if the differences were significant it would be interesting to

investigate whether the algorithms used by Waterloo worked better on a topic relevance rather

than an online-service finding task.

Link methods AT&T were surprised to find no benefit from use of anchor text in this task. ACSys

also found no benefit from anchor text or PageRank reranking relative to the Microsoft baseline,

but the scoring methods used in the anchor text case were not very sophisticated.

5 Conclusions

No conclusive or consistent benefit from the use of link information was demonstrated on the Main Task,

despite a larger (10 gB) dataset, a relatively high density of inter-server links and the use of assessments
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25209 where can i find love songs?

25363 where can i find cd rom drivers

25418 any packaging business for sale?

25538 where can i find some frank frazetta wallpaper?

25744 mp3

25819 where can i shop for toys?

25861 where can i learn dutch

25989 where can i find mortgage rates

26070 precision engineering instruments

26075 where can i find html editors?

26161 where can i find an online translator?

26360 where can i download winnie the pooh and tigger

26465 how do i find someone's phone number

26487 how can i send flowers?

Figure 2: A sample of the judged queries used in the Large Web task.

Table 6: All official runs submitted in the Large Web task, presented by group. Groups are ranked in order of

decreasing average P@10 of their best run. The number of groups was 6 and the number of runs "submitted" was

15. Unofficial runs inserted by the organisers (see text) are marked with an asterisk.

Group Run tag P@l P@5 P@10
Microsoft* ok8vl 0.5000 0.5214 0.5083

AT&T attOOlOOgb 0.5357 0.5190 0.4964

AT&T attOOlOOglf 0.5476 0.5048 0.4738

ACSys* acsys91nkA 0.4524 0.4643 0.4583

ACSys* acsys91nkE 0.5119 0.4929 0.4905

ACSys* acsys9pr 0.3452 0.3167 0.2762

U Waterloo uwmt9wl00g0 0.4881 0.4500 0.4536

U Waterloo uwmt9wl00gl 0.4167 0.4262 0.4274

U Waterloo uwmt9wl00g2 0.4643 0.4548 0.4274

Fujitsu Labs Flab9bN 0.4405 0.4619 0.4452

Fujitsu Labs Flab9bsN 0.4524 0.4595 0.4381

Fujitsu Labs Flab9rN 0.4405 0.4548 0.4440

Hummingbird hum9wl 0.3095 0.3262 0.3250

Hummingbird hum9w2 0.3095 0.3143 0.3167

Hummingbird hum9w3 0.2857 0.3024 0.2940
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Figure 3: P@10 results for Large Task runs. Runs corresponding to the lighter coloured (orange) bars were

submitted by the organisers and should not be compared with the other runs.

based on multiple levels of relevance, including identification of best pages. This finding is specific to a

topic relevance task and is considered unlikely to apply to other forms of search task.

In the online service location task using the 100 gigabyte VLC2 collection, use of anchor text enabled

AT&T to retrieve one more good document at rank one but otherwise no benefit was demonstrated on

this task either. However, further work on this task is needed as the number of runs was small and there

was little opportunity for tuning.

Useful information regarding the differences between Web and other TREC data has been accumulated

through this year's Web track. Hopefully this will lead to increased participation in TREC-2001 and the

use of better tested code.
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The Ail-Round Best System
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Figure 4: The trade-off between cost, speed, space and effectiveness for the runs for which questionnaire responses

were received. Index size, indexing time and query processing times are scaled relative to the best values known

to have been achieved in either TREC-8 or TREC-9.
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Abstract

This year we come to TREC with a new retrieval system Tivra that we have implemented over the

last year. Tivra is based on the vector space model, and is mainly designed to do large-scale web search

with limited resources. We run Tivra on a cheap Linux box. It currently indexes around 14-15 gigabytes

of web data per hour, and allows sub-second web searches for 2-3 word queries on a 700 MHz Pentium

box. At the time of submissions Tivra was in its early development stages, and was not fully tested.

However, we still submitted runs for both the web tracks - 10 gigabytes and 100 gigabytes. The results

look quite reasonable for an untested version of the system. For the 10 gigabytes ad-hoc task, our results

are above median for majority of the queries. This is specially notable given that we use only the title

portion of the queries whereas the results pool contains results based on both long and short queries.

Our results are among the top results in the 100 gigabytes task.

1 Tivra

Over the last year, we have implemented a new retrieval system called Tivra. Tivra is designed to be a large-

scale web search engine which runs on relatively inexpensive Linux PCs. This year at TREC, we submitted

several runs for the web tracks using an early development version of Tivra.

Tivra maintains a full positional inverted index on the title and the body of a web page. In our last

measurements, Tivra indexed about 15 gigabytes of web data in an hour on a 700 MHz Pentium PC using

about 1 gigabyte of RAM. We use a short stop- list of 118 words/numbers. At the time of our TREC runs,

we did not use any stemming in Tivra. Since then, we have incorporated a plural stemmer into Tivra. We
store raw term frequencies, and the corresponding byte-offsets for words. All term weighting is done at query

time.

Tivra also builds indices for the anchor texts that point to a web page. In essence, each web page is

indexed as three different documents: the page itself, the off-site anchor texts for the page, and the in-site

anchor texts for the page. We maintain a distinction between the off-site anchor text (anchor text for in-links

coming from outside the web page's site) and the in-site anchor text (anchor text for in-links coming from

within the web page's site) to allow more emphasis on in-links from an outside host. The assumption here is

that if a page from a different site points to some page, than this in-link is a stronger recommendation for the

pointed-to page, as compared to an in-site in-link. The anchor index does not have positional information.

This was motivated by the fact that anchor texts are typically short and positional information, which is

mainly needed to enforce proximity, is not that important in this case. The total index size is roughly 15%
of the raw web data indexed.

At retrieval time, Tivra processes all the inverted lists in document-order. [1] The inverted list are stored

sorted by the document-ids. Tivra reads all the inverted list in one go and runs an efficient merge-sort

maintaining a heap of top documents. All term weighting is done at this time. Tivra can compute several

scores for a document, for example, a score based on off-site anchor texts, a score based on in-site anchor

texts, a global tfxidf score, proximity based scores, proximity in title, and so on. These scores can be

combined to get the final document score/rank.
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2 10 Gigabytes Web Task

We submitted six runs for the 10 gigabytes ad-hoc task. Four of them—attOOlOgb, attOOlOgbl, attOOlOgbt,

and attOOlOgbe—do not use any linkage information for the documents. The other two runs—attOOlOlf

and attOOlOglv—do use anchor text in their ranking. All runs use only the title portion of the

queries. We strongly believe that very short queries are in the true spirit of current web search engines.

We use dnb.dtn scoring scheme developed in our previous TREC work (see [3] for details). Here is a

description of our runs:

• attOOlOgb: This run places documents with all query terms ahead of documents which don't have all

query terms. If this strict boolean AND doesn't get us 1,000 documents, we add high scoring documents

that contain at least one of the two most uncommon (as measured by idf
) query terms.

• attOOlOgbt: This run is similar to attOOlOgb but it prefers documents with all query terms in the

title field ahead of all other documents.

• attOOlOgbl: This run is similar to attOOlOgb but it assigns an extra credit for locality of query terms

in the document body. Here locality is implemented as a window of query length (in bytes) + 50 bytes.

• attOOlOgbe: This run is our two pass query expansion run. This is an overly simplified version of our

query expansion run described in [3]. Here are the steps:

— Pass-1: Using dtn queries and dnb documents, a first-pass retrieval is done.

— Expansion: Top ten documents retrieved in the first pass are assumed to be relevant to the

query. Rocchio's method (with parameters a = 3, (3 = 2, j = 0, 7 is immaterial since we do

not have any non-relevance here) is used to expand the query by adding twenty new words with

highest Rocchio weights. [2] To include the ze//-factor in the expansion process, documents are dtb

weighted.

— Pass-2: The expanded query is used with dnb documents to generate the final ranking of 1,000

documents.

• attOOlOglf : This run incorporates anchor texts for a page into the scoring function. The final docu-

ment score is:

1.00 X off-site anchor text based score

0.25 X in-site anchor text based score +
1.00 X title based score +
1.00 X locality based score +
1.00 X global body score

We did not have a chance to train these parameters on any data and these are our best guess parameters.

• attOOlOglv: This is a variant of attOOlOglf and in this run the contribution on the anchor text is

reduced as the query gets longer. The thought is that short queries benefit from page recommendations

by others whereas the long one's don't. Something that the results don't support strongly.

The results are shown in Table 1. As we had expected given the early stages of development of our

system, these results are not spectacular but they are definitely reasonable. These results indicate that

linkage analysis (in form of anchor text based indexing) doesn't help the retrieval effectiveness. We would

not make this claim with certainty in the general web search environment. In all the testing we have done

in-house, linkage analysis improves the search precision notably on short queries. It is possible that the

results we obtain the TREC environment are in fact an artifact of the environment.
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Run Average Precision Best >= Median < Median

attOOlOgb 0.1341 0 27 23

attOOlOgbt 0.1182 1 24 25

attOOlOgbl 0.1380 0 32 18

attOOlOgbe 0.1464 1 27 22

attOOlOglf 0.1250 2 26 22

attOOlOglv 0.1288 0 29 21

Table 1: Results for 10 gigabytes task (title only queries)

Run P@l P@5 P@10
attOOlOgb

attOOlOglf

0.5357

0.5476

0.5190

0.5048

0.4964

0.4738

Table 2: Results for 100 gigabytes task (88 queries)

3 100 Gigabytes Web Task

We submitted two runs for the large web task—attOOlOOgb and attOOlOOglf . These runs are just the 100

gigabytes counterpart of the corresponding 10 gigabytes runs. The results in Table 2 are quite impressive

given that one of the runs is a plain tfxidf based run. It is quite promising that for over half the queries,

the very first document retrieved was judged relevant. Once again we notice that linkage analysis hasn't

improved effectiveness. We are still skeptical of this result and are doing a more elaborate test internally.

4 Conclusions

We are pleased by the reasonably good performance of our untested development version of Tivra, our new

search engine. Since the official submission we have removed several shortcomings of Tivra and we expect

its performance to improve as we test it further. Even though results show that linkage analysis doesn't

improve retrieval effectiveness, we are approaching this result with considerable caution. This result can

very well be an artifact of the TREC environment. We are currently running a more elaborate experiment

in-house to verify this result.
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1 Introduction

BBN participated only in the cross-language track at TREC-9. We extended the monolingual approach

of Miller et al. (1999), which uses hidden Markov models (HMM), by incorporating translation

probabilities from Chinese terms to English terms. We will describe our approach in detail in the next

section.

This report will explore the following issues:

1. Whether our HMM-based retrieval model is a viable approach to cross-lingual IR. This is answered

by its retrieval performance relative to monolingual retrieval performance.

2. The relative contribution of bilingual lexicons and parallel corpora.

3. The impact of query expansion on cross-lingual performance. We will use two types of query

expansion: using English terms and Chinese terms.

4. The impact of query length on retrieval performance. We will use three versions of queries: short,

which consist of only the title fields, medium, which consist of title and description fields and long,

which consist of title, description and narrative fields of the TREC topics.

5. Whether indexing English words in Chinese documents helps cross-lingual IR. Even though the

documents in the corpus are in Chinese, many of them also contain some English words. English

words in the documents can directly match the query words.

6. Dialect issues. The Chinese language has many dialects. Cantonese, which is used by the TREC-9

corpus, is one example. Since we had lexical resources for Mandarin (standard Chinese) and for

Cantonese, we could measure the impact of dialects on cross-lingual IR.

This report includes official results for our submitted runs and results for experimental runs that are

designed to help us explore the issues above.

2 A Hidden Markov Retrieval System for Cross-lingual IR

In our approach, the IR system ranks documents by the probability that a Chinese document D is relevant

given an English query Q, P(D is Rel \Q). Using Bayes Rule, and the fact that P(Q) is constant for a

given query, and our initial assumption of a uniform a priori probability that a document is relevant,

ranking documents according to P(Q\D is Rel) is the same as ranking them according to P(D is Rel\Q).

The approach therefore estimates the probability that a query Q is generated, given the document D is

relevant. A two state Hidden Markov model approximates the query generation process given a

document. One state is General English, denoted by GE, in which a term e is selected from the English

vocabulary. General English words do not describe the content of the document. They are chosen

simply because the user is creating a natural language query in English. The other state is the document

state D in which a Chinese term c from the document is selected and translated to an English word e.
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After a query is generated from a state, the HMM either stays at the current state or transits to the other

state to generate the next query term. The process continues until all query terms are produced.

The following parameters specify the model:

1. General English word probabilities P(e\GE), estimated by

P(e\GE) = frequency of e in English corpus/size of English corpus.

Here e is an English word. English news articles in TREC disks 1-5 are used as an English

corpus for this purpose.

2. Chinese word probabilities from the document D, P(c\D), estimated by

P{c\D) = frequency of c in D/size ofD

Here c is a Chinese word.

3. Translation probabilities from Chinese words to English words, P(e\c). We assume that translation

probabilities are independent of the document. This is not true, but reduces the number of

parameters. We used simple translation probabilities from a bilingual lexicon and more sophisticated

estimates from parallel texts.

4. Transition probabilities from one state to the other. We assume

P(GE->D) = P{D->D) = a and

P(D->GE) = P(GE->GE) = l-a.

Further we assume a is independent of the document. Using TREC-5/6 queries (Chinese track) as

training, we chose <2=0.3.

Note we did not use the standard EM (Expectation-Maximization) procedure for parameter estimation,

since using EM would require many training queries for each document.

In this model, we estimate the probability of a query given a document as

P(Q \D isrel)=
J~[

(aP(e
\
GE) + (1- a)P(e

|
D))

e in Q

and

P(e\D) = Jj
P(c\D)P(e\c)

all Chinese words c

Our monolingual retrieval approach is the one proposed by Miller et al (1999). It ranks documents

according to:

P(Q
|
D is rel)=Y\ (aP(c

|
GC) + (1 - a)P{c

\

D))
c in Q

where P(c\GC) is general Chinese probability for word c, which was estimated from the TREC-9

Chinese corpus itself.

3 Lexical Resources

Two manually created bilingual lexicons were used in our experiments:

• one dealing with the Mandarin dialect from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) and

• the CETA lexicon also dealing primarily with Mandarin.
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In addition, two parallel corpora were used to generate bilingual lexicons. The parallel corpora are the

Hong Kong SAR news (HKNews) and Hong Kong SAR laws (HKLaws), both from LDC. HKNews has

around 18,000 pairs of documents in English and Chinese and has 6.3 million English words. HKLaws
has 310,000 pairs of sentences in English and Chinese, with 6.6 million English words.

The following steps were taken to use each bilingual lexicon (whether manually generated or

automatically derived from parallel copora):

1 . Stem Chinese words via a simple algorithm to remove common Chinese suffixes and prefixes (such

as "DE" and "BEI").

2. Use the Porter stemmer to stem the English words (Porter, 1980).

3. Split English phrases into words. If an English phrase is a translation for a Chinese word, each word
in the phrase is taken as a separate translation for the Chinese word

1

.

4. Estimate translation probabilities.

The resulting lexicons consist of a number of English-Chinese word pairs together with translation

probabilities.

For those experiments where no parallel corpus was employed, we assumed a uniform distribution on a

word's translations. If a Chinese word c has n translations ei, £2. each of them will be assigned

equal probability, i.e., P{e\c)=l/n.

For those experiments where a parallel corpus was employed, we used WEAVER to automatically

extract additional translation pairs from the parallel corpora to improve the bilingual lexicons.

WEAVER is a statistical machine translation toolkit developed by John Lafferty at Carnegie Mellon

University. It has a component to automatically derive word translations based on sentence-aligned

parallel text. The Chinese texts in the corpora were segmented by BBN's IdentiFinder™, an information

extraction system with a built-in segementor. Since the HKNews corpus in its original form was only

aligned at the document level, we developed a sentence alignment algorithm to align it at the sentence

level. Our algorithm works by performing an initial alignment using a (potentially small) initial bilingual

lexicon (the LDC lexicon). A bilingual lexicon was induced from the initial alignment using WEAVER.
The induced lexicon supplements the initial lexicon in producing a better alignment, which in turn results

in a better lexicon. The process eventually converges and outputs a list of term translations with

translation probabilities.

The translations obtained by WEAVER are statistical in nature. In theory, any Chinese term can be

translated to any English term with some probability; for the vast majority of word pairs, the probability

approaches 0. For each Chinese term, we output up to 20 English terms and discard the rest, in order to

keep the size of the lexicon manageable and to save retrieval time. Table 1 shows some statistics about

the lexicons used in our experiments.

The lexicon used for our submitted runs is labeled "ALL" in Table 1. It is a combination of all lexical

resources described before, LDC, CETA, HKNews and HKLaws. The sets of English-Chinese word pairs

in the individual lexicons were unioned and the translation probabilities linearly combined, with

coefficients 0.2, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.1 for LDC, CETA, HKNews and HKLaws respectively. The weights were

chosen to reflect the value of each lexical source based on the training queries (TREC-5/6 Chinese). To
utilize English words in the documents for cross-lingual retrieval, we include an English word as a

1

This is incorrect, but greatly simplified implementation. The correct method would be to treat phrases

in the lexicon and in the queries as single tokens. Research in monolingual IR demonstrated that phrase

processing is prone to error and does not conclusively improve retrieval performance.
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translation of itself with probability 1 and add such "translations" to our lexicons. (Such translations are

not included in the statistics in Table 1).

T pviron IVamp # of Flnplish terms # of Chinese terms $ of translation nsiirs

LDC 86,000 137,000 240,000

CETA 35,000 202,000 517,000

HKNews 21,000 75,000 1,266,000

HKLaws 14,000 38,000 543,000

ALL 108,000 371,000 2,470,000

Table 1: Lexicon statistics. All = combination of all four sources

4 Indexing

One problem in indexing Chinese is segmenting the text, since Chinese has no spaces between words.

Instead of using a Chinese segmentor, we used a sub-string match algorithm to extract words from a

string of Chinese characters. The algorithm examines any sub-string of length 2 or greater and treats it as

a Chinese word if it is in our bilingual lexicons. In addition, any single character that is not part of any of

the recognized Chinese words in the first step is also treated as a Chinese word. Note that this algorithm

can extract a compound Chinese word as well as its components. For example, the Chinese word

"LiZhiWuLi" ("particle physics") as well as the Chinese words "LiZhi" ("particle") and "WuLi"

("physics") will be extracted. This seems desirable because it ensures the retrieval algorithm will match

both the compound words as well as their components. The reason for using substring match instead of a

more sophisticated segmentor is to improve the chance of mapping words in the Chinese document to an

English term via the bilingual lexicons. A segmentor may mis-segment (e.g., a segmentation unit may

cover the ending of one word and the beginning of another word). It may over-segment (e.g., producing a

compound word while the lexicon only defines the components). It may also under-segment (e.g.,

producing individual words not defined by the lexicon). Substring matching may result in spurious

matches, but we believe it is a less serious problem than being unable to map from Chinese to English

due to segmentation errors. Of course, Chinese stop words are removed.

5 Query Processing and Query Expansion Issues

Our first step in query processing is to remove stop words from the queries. These include functional

words such as "of and "the" as well as red herrings in TREC topics such as "relevant" and "document".

Our query expansion procedure works as follows:

1. For each query, retrieve 10 top ranked documents by an initial retrieval

2. Choose 50 expansion terms from the top ranked document. First, terms that only occur in one top

ranked document were discarded. Then expansion terms were ranked by their average tfidf weight in

the top ranked documents. The tfidfformula is the one reported in the UMass TREC6 report (Allan

et al, 1998). The top 50 terms were added to the query. The expansion terms, as well as the original

query terms were "weighted" by the formula

wt(t,Q) = wt
old

(t,Q) + 4/10 ^tfidf(t,d
l

)

1<=i<=10

Q is a query, wt0u(t, Q) is the weight of term t in the original query; tfidf(t, d) is the tfidf

value of t in document d; and dis are the retrieved documents. We interpret the "weight" of

a query term in the context of our HMM retrieval approach to be the frequency with which
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the term is generated by the user. Therefore, the weight was used as an exponent in the

retrieval function.

We submitted one monolingual run and three cross-lingual runs:

• BBN9MONO: a monolingual run with automatic query expansion. Final queries consist of the

original Chinese queries and 50 expansion terms, using the query expansion procedure above.

• BBN9XLC: Cross-lingual without query expansion.

• BBN9XLB: Cross-lingual run with automatic Chinese query expansion. An initial cross-lingual

retrieval was performed using the original English queries. Final queries consist of the original

English queries and 50 Chinese expansion terms.

• BBN9XLA: Cross-lingual run with English query expansion and Chinese expansion. English terms

were selected from top documents retrieved from an English corpus. Then the expanded English

queries were run against the Chinese corpus to get 50 Chinese expansion terms. Final queries consist

of the original English queries, 50 English expansion terms and 50 Chinese expansion terms.

The English corpus used for query expansion consists of news articles from TREC disks 1-5 (AP, WSJ,

SJMN, FT, L. A. TIMES and FBIS) and 400,000 recent articles collected by FBIS in years 1999 and

2000.

Note queries in BBN9XLA and BBN9XLB contain both English terms and Chinese terms. To score a

document against a query, two HMM scores were computed, one for the English query terms using the

cross-lingual retrieval function, the other for the Chinese terms using the monolingual retrieval function.

The two scores were multiplied to produce the final score for the document.

6 Official Retrieval Results

Table 2 shows the average precision for our submitted runs. What is striking is that all our cross-lingual

runs have a higher score than our monolingual run. The results demonstrate that query expansion

(BBN9XLA and BBN9XLB) improves retrieval performance, consistent with previous studies

(Ballesteros and Croft, 1997).

BBN9MONO BBN9XLA BBN9XLB BBN9XLC
0.2888 0.3401 0.3326 0.3099

Table 2: Retrieval results of submitted runs

7 Impact of query length and query expansion

Table 3 shows the impact of query expansion on cross-lingual retrieval performance. We show three

versions of queries, short, medium and long. Short queries only use the words in the title field of the

topics. Medium queries use title and description fields. Long queries use title, description and narrative.

Query expansion improves performance for all query lengths. As expected, query expansion is more

useful for short queries, and less useful for long queries. Three things are worth mentioning about the

results. First, query expansion seems to neutralize the effect of query length. Without query expansion,

the difference between short and long queries is 0.0669. After query expansion, it is reduced to 0.017.

Second, English query expansion adds more than Chinese; apparently the benefit of a far larger corpus

outweighs translation ambiguity. Third, while English expansion and Chinese expansion both improve

retrieval performance, their combination does not improve performance further, except on the short
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queries. In fact, it is worse than either English expansion or Chinese Expansion alone for the medium
queries. However, a query by query analysis shows that the surprising result is due to a statistical outlier

in the retrieval results. The retrieval performance for topic 62 is 1.000 using English expansion and

0.3333 using both English and Chinese expansion. That query alone causes a difference of 0.0267 in

average retrieval performance. Furthermore, topic 62 has only one relevant document; A small

perturbation in the ranked output can cause a big change in retrieval performance. Under these

circumstances, we cannot rule out the retrieval advantage of using both English and Chinese query

expansion.

No Only English Only Chinese Both English & Chinese

Expansion expansion terms expansion terms expansion terms

Short 0.2430 0.2991 0.2871 0.3231

Medium 0.2869 0.3282 0.3183 0.3038

Long 0.3099 0.3420 0.3326 0.3401

Table 3: Impact of query expansion on crosslingual retrieval performance

Table 4 shows the impact of query expansion on monolingual retrieval performance. As in cross-lingual

retrieval, query expansion improves retrieval performance, but the amount of improvement is smaller.

No Expansion Expansion

Short 0.2299 0.2469

Medium 0.2476 0.2668

Long 0.2618 0.2888

Table 4: Impact of query expansion on monolingual performance

8 Impact of lexical sources on retrieval performance

The lexicon we used in our official runs is a combination of 4 lexical sources. Table 5 shows the

contribution of each lexical source independently by reporting average precision without query

expansion. The results show that the lexicon derived from the parallel corpus HKNews is the single most

useful lexical resource; second is CETA, then LDC and last HKLaws. Each of these sources alone is

significantly worse than the combined lexicon.

The experiment shows that different lexical sources can complement each other nicely. For our HMM-
based approach, the results also show that the issue of lexicon completeness overrides that of translation

ambiguity. On average, the combined lexicon has more than 1,000 Chinese translations per English

query term. Even though this large figure is partly due to a few outliers, it does indicate there is a lot of

translation ambiguity. The results indicate this does not have a big negative effect on retrieval

performance.

LDC only CETA only HKNews only HKLaws only ALL
Short 0.1491 0.1517 0.1875 0.1386 0.2430

Medium 0.1839 0.1944 0.2285 0.1395 0.2869

Long 0.1725 0.2126 0.2418 0.1441 0.3099

Table 5: Impact of lexical sources on average precision of retrieval. These results are without query

expansion.
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Another way to determine the value of a lexical source is to measure how much it contributes to the

combined lexicon by removing the source from the combined lexicon and showing the impact on

retrieval performance. The remaining sources were given equal weight. Table 6 shows that the most

useful source is HKNews and the least useful HKLaws. In fact, removing HKLaws from the lexicon

improves retrieval performance slightly. We think the reason is the domain mismatch between HKLaws
and the TREC-9 Chinese corpus of news articles.

8.1 Comparing with TREC5 and TREC6 Queries

Although the TREC-5/6 Chinese corpus and TREC-9 corpus are both in Chinese, the former is in

standard Chinese (Mandarin) and the latter in Cantonese. There are many differences in vocabulary

between the two. As a result, using a bilingual lexicon for one dialect is sub-optimal for retrieval on a

corpus in the other dialect. This effect can be seen when we compare retrieval performance using TREC-
5/6 queries with TREC-9, as in Table 7. The LDC and CETA lexicons are better lexical resources than

HKNews for TREC-5/6 but the opposite is true for TREC-9, probably because of the difference between

the vocabularies in Mandarin and Cantonese. Had we had a bilingual lexicon for Cantonese, better

retrieval results on TREC-9 may have been possible.

ALL but LDC All but CETA ALL but HKNews ALL but HKlaws

Short 0.2400 0.2298 0.1967 0.2462

Medium 0.2816 0.2678 0.2252 0.2950

Long 0.2924 0.2802 0.2506 0.3100

Table 6: Impact of removing a lexical source on average precision of retrieval. These results are

without query expansion.

LDC only CETA only HKNews only HKLaws only

TREC-5 & 6 Medium 0.2897 0.3400 0.2496 0.1684

TREC-9 Medium 0.1839 0.1944 0.2285 0.1395

Table 7: Comparing TREC-5/6 and TREC-9

9 Utilizing English words in Chinese documents

Some Chinese documents in the TREC-9 corpus contain both English words and Chinese words. The

English words are very useful for retrieval, for two reasons. First, they provide additional information

about the content of the documents. Second, they can be utilized directly without translation, which

invariably introduces errors. Such words were used in our submitted cross-lingual runs in the hope of

improving retrieval. If we turned off this feature, the retrieval performance for BBN9XLC would be

0.3077 instead of 0.3099. Even though the difference is very small, we still think it is a desirable feature

that can make a difference in a retrieval environment where such documents are common.

10 Monolingual Retrieval using Bigrams and Unigrams

Our official cross-lingual results are significantly better than our monolingual results. This anomalous

result can be partly explained by the use of word-based indexing. As we discussed earlier, a word-based

index is geared toward maximizing cross-lingual performance. For monolingual retrieval in Chinese,

previous studies (Kwok, 1997) suggested that the best strategy may be to use bigrams. For comparison,

we indexed the TREC-9 corpus using bigrams of Chinese characters and unigrams. Assuming a Chinese

document is a sequence of Chinese characters, at each character position, we treat the bigram (current

and the next characters) as a token. In addition, we also treat each character as a token. The resulting

document is a bag of bigrams and unigrams. Stop words were discarded in the process. In a similar way.
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we processed the Chinese queries. Table 8 shows the monolingual results using Digrams and unigrams,

together with our submitted results. Using bigrams and unigrams results in a huge improvement in

monolingual performance. The results are also better than cross-lingual performance.

Bigrams. No
Expansion

Bigrams. Query

Expansion

BBN9MONO BBN8XLA BBN9XLB BBN9XLC

0.3362 0.3779 0.2888 0.3401 0.3326 0.3099

Table 8: Using bigrams for monolingual retrieval

11 Conclusions

Our work was based on a previously reported HMM for retrieval (Miller et al., 1999); we extended that

model from monolingual to cross-lingual retrieval. Several conclusions are suggested by the experiment:

1. As expected, query expansion improved short queries more than long queries. For this set of queries,

it is interesting that the query expansion reduced the gap in (cross-lingual) performance between

short and long queries from 25% relative without expansion to only 5% relative.

2. Quite surprisingly, with word-based indexing, all our cross-lingual runs were better than

monolingual; the best cross-lingual run was 118% of monolingual. If we had used bigram indexing

for monolingual performance, the best cross-lingual (word-based indexing) would have been 90% of

the best monolingual (bigram based indexing).

3. Not surprisingly, the best bilingual resource was the one closest in dialect (Cantonese) and genre

(news) to the document collection, even though it was automatically derived from a parallel corpus

and highly ambiguous.

4. For our probabilistic model, coverage of the bilingual lexicon seems far more important than the

degree of ambiguity in the lexicon.

5. Query expansion in English proved more valuable than query expansion in Chinese, in spite of the

added ambiguity, perhaps because the English corpus for unsupervised relevance feedback was so

much larger in English than for Chinese.
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Appendix

Table 9 summarizes monolingual results in this report.

Name Title Desc Narr

Query

Exp

Words
Bigrams

Avg

precision

BBN9MONO X X X X X 0.2888

X X 0.2299

X X X 0.2469

X X X 0.2476

X X X X 0.2668

X X X X 0.2618

X X X X 0.3362

X X X X X 0.3779

Table 9: Monolingual results. Words = Word-based index. Bigrams = index using bigrams and

unigrams of Chinese characters.
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Table 10 summarizes cross-lingual results in this report.

Name Title Desc Narr ChQE EnQE
LDC

CETA

09

X z

09

M *— CS

— — Avg

Precision

BBN9XLA X X X X X X X X A 0.3401

BBN9XLB X X X X X X X V
A. 0.3326

BBN9XLC X X X X X Y
A. YA 0.3099

X X X X X 0.2430

X X X X X Y^ 0.2991

X X X X X X 0.2871

X X X X X X 0.3231

X X X X X X 0.2869

X X X X X X YA 0.3282

X X X X X YA 0.3183

X X X X X X X 0.3038

X X X X X X X V 0.3420

X X X X X X X X 0.3326

X X 0.1491

X X 0.1517

X x 0.1875

X X 0.1386

X X X X 0.2430

X X X 0.1839

X X X 0.1944

X X X 0.2285

X X 0.1395

X X X X X X 0.2869

X X X X 0.1725

X X X X 0.2126

X X X x 0.2418

X X X x 0.1441

X X X X 0.2400

X X X Y 0.2298

X X X 0.1967

X X X YA 0.2462

X X X x x 0.2816

X X X X X 0.2678

X X X X X 0.2252

X X X X X 0.2950

X X X X X X 0.2924

X X X X X X 0.2802

X X X X X X 0.2506

X X X X X X 0.3100

Table 10: Crosslingual results. Title=the title field, Desc=the description field, Narr=the narrative

field, ChQE=Chinese expansion terms, EnQE=English expansion terms, LDC= the LDC lexicon,

CETA= the CETA lexicon, HKNews=lexicon extracted from HKNews, HKLaws=lexicon extracted from

HKLaws. A "x" indicates a topic filed, a lexical resource, or a query expansion type is used.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents work done at Cambridge University for the

TREC-9 Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) track. The CU-

HTK transcriptions from TREC-8 with Word Error Rate (WER)

of 20.5% were used in conjunction with stopping, Porter stem-

ming, Okapi-style weighting and query expansion using a con-

temporaneous corpus of newswire. A windowing/recombination

strategy was applied for the case where story boundaries were

unknown (SU) obtaining a final result of 38.8% and 43.0% Av-

erage Precision for the TREC-9 short and terse queries respec-

tively. The corresponding results for the story boundaries known

runs (SK) were 49.5% and 51.9%. Document expansion was

used in the SK runs and shown to also be beneficial for SU under

certain circumstances. Non-lexical information was generated,

which although not used within the evaluation, should prove

useful to enrich the transcriptions in real-world applications. Fi-

nally, cross recogniser experiments again showed there is little

performance degradation as WER increases and thus SDR now

needs new challenges such as integration with video data.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the ever-increasing amount of digital audio data being pro-

duced, it is becoming increasingly important to be able to access

the information contained within this data efficiently. Spoken

Document Retrieval (SDR) addresses this problem by requir-

ing systems to automatically produce pointers to passages in a

large audio database which are potentially relevant to text-based

queries. The systems are formally evaluated within TREC using

relevance assessments produced by humans who have listened

to the audio between previously established manually-defined

"story" boundaries. A transcription generated manually is also

provided for a reference run to give an approximate upper-bound

on expected performance.

The natural way to allow easy indexing and hence retrieval of

audio information is to represent the audio in a text format which

can subsequently be searched. One such method is to repre-

sent the speech present in the audio as a sequence of sub-word

* Now Sue Tranter, Dept. of Engineering Science, Oxford, 0X1 3PJ, UK :

sue . tranter@eng . ox . ac . uk
** Now at Laboratoire d'Informatique de l'Universite d' Avignon

pierre. jourlin@lia.univ-avignon. fr

units such as phones; generate a phone sequence for the text-

based query; and then perform fuzzy matching between the two.

(see e.g. [4, 17]) The fuzzy phone-level matching allows flexi-

bility in the presence of recognition errors and out of vocabu-

lary (OOV) query words can potentially find matches. However,

this approach still requires a method of generating phone se-

quences from the query words (usually a dictionary); it cannot

easily use many standard text-based approaches, such as stop-

ping and stemming; and performance on large scale broadcast

news databases, such as those used within the TREC-SDR eval-

uations is generally poor[8].

With the recent improvements in the performance and speed of

large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) sys-

tems, it is possible to produce reasonably accurate word based

transcriptions of the speech within very large audio databases.

This allows standard text-based approaches to be applied in re-

trieval, and means that a real user could easily browse the tran-

scripts to get an idea of their topic and hence potential rele-

vance without needing to listen to the audio, (see e.g. [27]).

The inclusion of a language model in the recogniser greatly in-

creases the quality of the transcriptions over the phone-based

approach, and the overall performance of word-based systems

has outperformed other approaches in all previous TREC-SDR
evaluations [8]. OOV words do not currently seem to present

a significant problem provided that suitable compensatory mea-

sures are employed [28] and rolling language models have been

investigated (see e.g. [3]) as a way to adapt to changing vocabu-

laries as the audio evolves.

Several methods to compensate for the errors in the automati-

cally generated transcriptions have been devised. Most of these

use a contemporaneous text-based news-wire corpus to try to

add relevant non-erroneous words to the query (e.g. [1, 12]) or

documents (e.g. [22, 23, 12]) although other approaches are also

possible (e.g. the machine-translation approach in [5]). These

methods have proven very successful even for high error rate

transcriptions [16], so the focus of SDR has generally switched

to trying to cope with continuous audio streams, in which no

"document" boundaries are given 1

. This story-boundary-unknown

(SU) task is the main focus of the TREC-9 SDR evaluation.

1 Or at least where topic boundaries are not available within the global bound-

aries of a newscast.
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Our overall approach involves generating a word-level transcrip-

tion and dividing it into overlapping 30 second long windows.

Standard stopping, stemming and Okapi-weighting are used dur-

ing retrieval with query expansion from a contemporaneous news-

wire collection, before merging temporally close windows to re-

duce the number of duplicates retrieved.

This paper describes the Cambridge University SDR system used

in the TREC-9 SDR evaluation. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 describe

the tasks and data for the evaluation in more detail. The problem

of extracting non-lexical information from the audio which may

be helpful for retrieval and/or browsing is addressed in section 2

and the transcriptions used are described in section 3. Devel-

opment for the SU runs is given in section 4, with results from

the final system on all transcriptions and query sets given in sec-

tion 5. The effects of using non-lexical information in retrieval

are investigated in section 6 and a contrast for the case where

story boundary information is known (SK) is given in section 7.

Finally conclusions are offered in section 8.

1.1. Description of TREC-9 SDR Tasks

The TREC-9 SDR evaluation [6] consisted of two tasks. For the

main story-boundary-unknown (SU) task, the system was given

just the audio for each news episode (e.g. entire hour-long news-

casts) and had to produce a ranked list of episode:time stamps

for each text-based query. The scoring procedure involved map-

ping these stamps to manually defined story-IDs, with dupli-

cate hits being scored as irrelevant, and then calculating Preci-

sion/Recall in the usual way2
.

The two differences from this task to the TREC-8 SDR SU eval-

uation task [8, 12] are firstly that for TREC-9, all the audio

was judged for relevance (including e.g. commercials) and sec-

ondly that non-lexical information (such as the bandwidth/ gen-

der /speaker-ED, or the presence of music etc.) that was automat-

ically detected by the speech recognition system could be used

in addition to the word-level output at retrieval time. A contrast

run (SN) was required without the use of the non-lexical infor-

mation, if it had been used within the SU run, to allow the effect

of this additional information to be seen.

Another contrast run where manually-defined story boundaries

were provided (SK) allowed the degradation from losing the

story boundary information to be evaluated. This is the same

as the primary task in the TREC-8 SDR evaluation. Sites had

to run on their own transcriptions (si), a baseline provided by

NIST (bl) and the manually-generated reference (rl) 3
.

1.2. Description of Data

The audio data for the document collection was the same as that

used in the TREC-8 SDR evaluation, namely 502 hours (~4.5M

words ) from 902 episodes of American news broadcast between

2 Precision and Recall were calculated with respect to whole stories, rather

than a more natural passage-based approach for logistic reasons.

3 See section 3 for more details.

February and June 1998 inclusive. The SK runs took a subset of

~3.8M words divided into 21,754 manually defined "stories" to

give an average document length of "170 words.

The queries used for development (TREC-8) and evaluation

(TREC-9) are described in Table 1. Two sets of queries were

used, namely short (corresponding to a single sentence) and

terse (approximately 3 key words). The query sets corresponded

to the same original information needs and thus the same rele-

vance judgements were used in both cases. The introduction of

terse queries was new for TREC-9, and was intended to model

the keyword-type query used in many WWW search engines.

Since there were no existing terse development queries, terse

forms of the TREC-8 queries were developed in house and thus

are not the same as those used by other sites.

Dev (TREC-8) Eval (TREC-9)

Num. Queries

Ave. # Words in Query

Ave. # Distinct Terms per Q.

Ave. # Rel Docs

49

13.6 (s) 2.4 (t)

6.6 (s) 2.3 (t)

37.1

50

11.7 (s) 3.3 (t)

5.6 (s) 2.9 (t)

44.3

Table 1 : Properties of query and relevance sets.(s=short t=terse)

The contemporaneous parallel text corpus used for query and

document expansion consisted of 54k newswire articles ( 36M
words) from January to June 1998. Although significantly smaller

than that used by some other sites (e.g. 183k articles in [24]), in

previous work we found that increasing the parallel corpus size

to approximately 110k articles did not help performance [16].

The corpus, summarised in Table 2, consisted of the (unique)

New York Times (NYT) and 20% of the Associated Press (APW)
articles from the TREC-8 SDR Newswire data enhanced with

some LA Times/Washington Post (LATWP) stories and was evenly

distributed over the whole time period.

Source LATWP NYT APW Total

Num. Stories

Ave. # Words in Doc.

15923

685

20441

885

17785

385

54149

662

Table 2: Description of the Parallel Corpus.

2. GENERATING NON-LEXICAL INFORMATION

Audio contains much more information than is captured simply

by transcribing the words spoken. For example, the way things

are said, or who said them can be critical in understanding di-

alogue, and many non-speech events (such as music, applause,

sudden noises, silence etc.) may also help the listener follow

what was recorded. Current speech recognisers can automati-

cally recognise many of these things, such as the speaker ID or

gender (e.g. [13]) and the presence of music, noise and silence

etc. (e.g. [21]), but the speech-recognition-transcription (SRT)

format used in the SDR evaluations does not support the inclu-

sion of such additional information. For TREC-9 a new Seg-

mentation Detection Table (SDT) file was allowed [6], which

represented various audio phenomena found during recognition

in a text-based format which could be used at retrieval time.
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There are two main uses for such non-lexical information, namely

to increase retrieval performance and to help navigation/browsing

in real SDR applications. The TREC-9 SDR evaluation only

allowed the former to be properly evaluated, but the latter is

equally important in real world applications, and tags should not

be thought to be irrelevant just because they were not used in the

retrieval stage of the system [18].

Non-lexical information can be used to help SU retrieval in two

main ways. Firstly some information about broadcast structure

including potential locations of commercials and story bound-

aries can be postulated from audio cues such as directly-repeated

audio sections, changes in bandwidth/speaker or the mean en-

ergy in the signal. Secondly properties such as the presence of

music, background noise or narrowband speech can be used to

identify portions of transcription which are potentially less reli-

able than normal.

Table 3 shows the tags generated, whilst the next section ex-

plains how these were produced and section 6 discusses their

effect on retrieval performance.

Tag

Number

(high)-Energy

19,882

Repeat

7,544

Commercial

5,194

Segment

142,914

Gender

57,972

Bandwidth

49,542

Nospeech

15,700

Table 3: Non-lexical tags generated for TREC-9.

2.1. Segment, Gender, Bandwidth and Nospeech

The first stage of our speech recognition system consists of an

audio segmenter. Initially the data is classified into wideband

speech, narrowband speech or pure music/noise, giving the

bandwidth and nospeech tags respectively. The labelling

process uses Gaussian mixture models and incorporates MLLR
adaptation. A gender-dependent phone recogniser is then run on

the data, and the smoothed gender change points and silence

points are used in the final segmentation, hence generating the

segment tags. More details can be found in [12] and [11].

2.2. Energy

Signal energy can help to indicate the presence of commercials.

The average normalised log energy (NLE)4
for the TREC-7 and

January TDT-2 data, given in Table 4, shows that in general

commercials have a higher mean energy content than news.

TREC-7 data January TDT-2 data

Br. Story Filler Comm. News Comm.
ABC -2.82 -2.82 -1.95 -2.98 -2.22

CNN -2.22 -2.21 -1.69 -2.27 -2.08

PRI -2.40 -2.63 -1.84 -2.61 -2.48

Table 4: Average normalised log-energy for TREC-7 and Jan-

uary TDT-2 data for Stories, Fillers and Commercials.

4NLE is related to the dB from the maximum energy in the episode by:

lnlO * dB = 10 * ( 1 - NLE •)

By windowing the audio and comparing the NLE for each 5s

window to a threshold, it is possible to generate a crude indi-

cator of where commercials might be occurring. Imposing a

minimum length restriction on the postulated commercials can

be used to reduce the false alarm rate. Table 5 shows the results

of applying such a system on the development (January TDT-

2) and test (TREC-9) data. Whilst the method does pick out

relatively more commercials than news stories, it is not accu-

rate enough in itself to be used during retrieval, and would need

to be combined with other cues for more reliable commercial

identification. Tags were generated using a threshold of lOdB

(NLE=-1.3), but these were not used in the retrieval system for

the reason mentioned.

9 ml ABC PRI CNN
-1.5 36.9@3.2 37.4@15.5 59.2@13.9

-1.3 22.0@1.5 27.6@ 9.5 44.9@ 7.0

-1.3 20s 9.5@0.2 15.6@4.1 23.0@ 1.3

a) Development data (January TDT-2) VOA
-1.5 39.3@3.4 49.2@26.1 53.0@13.7 18.8@4.8

-1.3 23.7@1.7 40.0@17.6 41.5@7.2 13.9@2.7

-1.3 20s 8.6@0.2 25.0@ 7.6 21.5@ 1.5 3.7@1.0

b) TREC-9 test data

Table 5: Percentage non-story @ story rejection when using a

threshold, 6, on the normalised log energy for 5s windows, in-

cluding restricting the minimum length, ml.

2.3. Repeat and Commercial

Direct audio repeats (i.e. re-broadcasts) were found using the

technique described in [14], by comparing all the audio (across

the entire 5 months) from each broadcaster. Commercials were

postulated in a similar way to that described in [12], by assum-

ing that segments which had been repeated several times were

commercials and that no news portion of less than some smooth-

ing length could exist between them. Table 6 shows the results

from applying the parameter set used in the evaluation (C-E) and

a less conservative run (C-2) as a contrast. The numbers for our

TREC-8 commercial detection system are given for comparison.

Time (h) TREC-8 TREC-9

Br. N-St St. C-E C-E C-2

ABC 19.5 42.9 65.5@0.02 79.8@0.01 83.3@0.13

CNN" 73.3 170 35.7@0.46 62.4@0.43 69.8@0.62

PRI 11.6 81.5 16.6@0.10 24.5@0.14 28.0@0.19

VOA 9.4 92.9 5.0@0.04 7.2@0.09 8.1@0.11

ALL 114 388 36.3@0.23 57.0@0.24 62.7@0.35

Table 6: Overall time and percentage of non-stories @ stories

rejected using both the TREC-8 and TREC-9 commercial detec-

tion systems with a less conservative C-2 run for comparison.

Detection performance with this strategy is very impressive, with

over half the adverts being identified for negligible loss of news

content. Removing these postulated commercials automatically

before retrieval was earlier shown not only to reduce the amount

of processing necessary but also to significantly improve perfor-

mance on the TREC-8 data [15]. The improvement from the
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TREC-8 to the TREC-9 commercial detection system is due to

the change in rules which allows both segments for any given

match to be noted within the SDT file
5

.

3. TRANSCRIPTIONS

3.1. si Transcriptions

The transcriptions used for our si runs were those we generated

for the 1999 TREC-8 SDR evaluation. A summary of the system

is shown in Figure 1 and a detailed description can be found

in [12]. The system ran in 13xRT6 and gave a Word Error Rate

(WER) of 15.7% on the November 1998 Hub4 eval data and

20.5% on the 10-hour scoring subset of the TREC-8 data.

Audio Data

Coding into MFCC and PLP

Elimination of Commercials 42.3hrs commercials

Segmentation and Classification 34.2 hrs music/silence

| Segment List NBAVB F/M labels

* cuhtk99-pl transcriptions
1st Recognition Pass (GI, NBAVB)

tri-phone, 60k vocab, 4-gram LM

Final Gender Determination,

Clustering and MLLR adaptation

2nd Recognition Pass (M/F NBAVB)

adapted 3-phone, 108k, 4-gram LM (cuhtk)-sl transcriptions

Figure 1: System used to generate transcriptions.

3.2. Other Available Transcriptions

Manually generated closed-caption transcriptions
7 were avail-

able for the stories within the SK part of the evaluation from

TREC-8 [8]. Word-level time stamps for these portions were

produced by LIMSI using forced alignment after some text nor-

malisation. Reference transcriptions were also made for the re-

maining untranscribed portions of the data by NIST using ROVER
on the available TREC-8 ASR transcriptions [7]. The subse-

quent reference rl was thus considerably different to the corre-

sponding set of reference transcriptions for TREC-8.

Additional transcriptions were made available for the TREC-
9 SDR runs. The baseline cases from TREC-8 SDR produced

by NIST using the BBN Rough'N'Ready recogniser [3] were

re-released with bl from TREC-8 becoming cr-nist99bl,

5
In TREC-8, the commercial detection was done pre-recognition in an on-

line manner i.e. you could not add information about past events retrospectively.

5On a Pentium III 550MHz processor running Linux.
7 Closed-caption transcriptions often use paraphrases or summaries hence

giving a significant WER.

whilst b2 from TREC-8 became the baseline bl for TREC-9.

The TREC-8 transcriptions from Sheffield [2] and LIMSI [9]

were re-released as cr-shef-sl and cr-lirnsi -si, whilst

both sites provided new (higher quality) transcriptions named
cr-shef-s2 [2] and cr-limsi-s2 [10] respectively. The
WER for these sets of transcriptions on the lOhr TREC-8 scor-

ing subset of the corpus are shown in Table 7.

Recogniser Corn Sub. Del. Ins. WER
rl 91.9 2.5 5.6 2.2 10.3

(cuhtk-)sl 82.4 14.0 3.7 2.9 20.5

cr-limsi-s2 82.1 14.2 3.7 3.3 21.2

cr-limsi-sl 82.0 14.6 3.4 3.5 21.5

cr-cuhtk99-pl 77.3 18.5 4.2 3.9 26.6

bl 76.5 17.2 6.2 3.2 26.7

cr-nist99bl 75.8 17.8 6.4 3.3 27.5

cr-shef-s2 74.6 20.0 5.4 3.8 29.2

cr-shef-sl 71.9 22.0 6.1 3.9 32.0

Table 7: WER on TREC-8 10 hour scoring subset of eval. data.

4. SU DEVELOPMENT

4.1. The Basic System

The basic framework for the SU system, shown in Figure 2,

is similar to our TREC-8 system [12]; but it does not enforce

boundaries at proposed commercial breaks, it uses a different

method of performing query expansion and is simpler in not

having part-of-speech query weighting, semantic poset index-

ing or parallel collection frequency weighting.

(Inscriptions^) (^on-lexical inf<

1 ) remove commercials

2) window by time

3) preprocess

4) index

1) normalise text

2) preprocess

3) index

(^pa^ndex^)

add index files

window recombination

r
C^final ranked~HsT^>

Figure 2: Framework for the SU system.

The transcriptions were first filtered, removing all words which

occurred within periods labelled as commercial in the non-

lexical file (see section 2.3). Windows of 30s length with an

inter-window shift of 15s were then generated to divide up the

continuous stream of transcriptions.
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Text-normalisation was applied to the query and parallel cor-

pus to minimise the mismatch between the ASR transcriptions

and the text-based sources. Preprocessing including mapping

phrases and some stemming exceptions, punctuation removal,

stop word removal and stemming using Porter's algorithm, for

all documents and queries. The stoplist included numbers since

some development experiments suggested this increased perfor-

mance slightly.

The retrieval engine was similar to that employed in TREC-

8 [12], using the sum of the combined-weights (CW) [20] for

each query term to give the score for any given document. For

all runs, the value ofK used in the CW formula was 1.4, whilst

b was set to 0.6 when story boundary information was present

(e.g. when using the parallel corpus) or 0 when no document-

length normalisation was necessary (e.g. on the windowed test

collection). The inclusion of both query and document expan-

sion before the final retrieval stage is discussed in section 4.2.

The final recombination stage pooled all windows which were

retrieved for a given query which originated within 4 minutes

of each other in the same episode. Only the highest scoring

window was retained, with the others being placed in descend-

ing order of score at the bottom of the ranked list. Although

this means that temporally close stories cannot be distinguished,

we assume that the probability that two neighbouring stories are

distinct but are both relevant to the same query is less than the

probability they are from the same story which drifts in and out

of relevance. Although alternative, more conservative strategies

are also in use (see e.g. [2]), this strategy proved effective in

development experiments [15].

4.2. Document and Query Expansion

4.2.1. Query Expansion

Blind Relevance Feedback (BRF) was used to expand the queries

prior to the final retrieval stage within our TREC-8 system [12].

The implementation of query expansion used for TREC-9 dif-

fers from this in two main ways. The first concerns which index

files to use for the expansion, and the second how to weight the

query terms after the expansion stage.

In previous work we ran blind relevance feedback first on the

parallel corpus only (PBRF), followed by another run on the test

corpus alone (BRF) before the final retrieval stage (e.g. [12]).

The idea behind this 'double' expansion was to use the larger

parallel corpus, which contained knowledge of story boundaries

and had no transcription errors, to add robustly related terms to

the query before running the standard BRF technique on the test

collection. Including both stages ofBRF was found to be helpful

to performance [16]. However, we have found it very sensitive

to the number of terms added, t, and number of documents as-

sumed relevant, r, for each stage. Recent work has used a single

stage of query expansion on the union of the parallel and test

collections (UBRF) before the final retrieval stage [28]. This

gives similar results but is less sensitive to the values of t and r

chosen and hence was used in the TREC-9 system.

The method of adding and re-weighting terms during query ex-

pansion was changed from TREC-8 to follow the specifications

given in [25] and [26] more strictly. All terms were ranked using

their Offer Weights (OW), but only those which did not occur in

the original query were then considered as potential terms for

expansion. The final matching score was obtained by using the

MS-RW formula as described on page 798 of [26]. Unlike in

previous years, both the original terms and the new expanded

terms were reweighted using their Relevance Weight (RW).

4.2.2. Document Expansion

Whilst document expansion has been shown to be beneficial for

the case where story boundaries are known [22, 23, 28], it does

not seem to have been explored for the SU case. We therefore

implemented a document expansion stage for our SU window-

ing system based on that used in our TREC-8 SK system [12],

namely:

1. Form a pseudo-query for each window containing more

than 10 different terms, consisting of each distinct term

2. Run this pseudo-query on the parallel collection, giving

equal weight to all terms

3. Find the top t expansion terms with the highest Offer Weight

from the top r documents

4. Add each expansion term to the window once (i.e. in-

crease the term frequency for each expansion term by 1)

Experiments varying the values of t and r showed that the best

performance was obtained for t = 100, r = 15 for the TREC-8

queries. This document-expanded index file was then used for

the final retrieval stage along with the queries generated before

document expansion.

4.2.3. Results

The results from including query and document expansion within

the SU system on TREC-8 queries are summarised in Table 8

and graphically illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

When there is no query expansion, document expansion increases

mean average precision by 25% and 15% relative for short and

terse queries respectively. For moderate query expansion (e.g.

t < 8), document expansion is beneficial for both short and terse

queries, but this advantage disappears as the level of query ex-

pansion increases. Although the best result for the short queries

is obtained when including document expansion (51.72% vs

51.53%), the best performance for the terse queries is consid-

erably worse when including document expansion (47.65% vs

50.56%) and thus it was not included in the final system.

The values of t = 20, r = 26 were chosen for the UBRF stage

despite the fact that they were not optimal for either the short

or the terse queries, since they provided more consistent perfor-

mance across the different query sets.
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Figure 3: Effect of Query and Document Expansion on TREC-8

short queries for SU task on si transcriptions.

r

Figure 4: Effect of Query and Document Expansion on TREC-8

terse queries for SU task on s 1 transcriptions.

DocExp QryExp Short Q Terse Q
t r t r AveP R-P AveP R-P

30.89 33.92 32.51 36.77

8 20 50.84 52.54 47.28 48.43

17 18 51.53 51.78 49.37 49.66

20 26 51.15 57.75 50.02 49.79

23 27 51.06 51.60 50.56 50.02

100 15 38.68 42.42 37.27 41.01

100 15 8 20 51.72 52.61 47.65 48.70

100 15 17 18 49.19 49.17 47.00 47.90

100 15 20 26 48.94 49.27 46.67 49.45

100 15 23 27 49.03 49.45 44.48 47.32

Table 8: Interaction of Query and Document Expansion on SU
task on si transcriptions.

4.3. Changing the Window Skip

Recent work at Sheffield [19] suggested that increasing the over-

lap between windows by decreasing the skip during window

generation could help improve performance. A contrast run

with their lower skip time was thus made to see if this would

have helped our system. The results, given in Table 9, show that

this would not have been beneficial to our system, which uses a

significantly different method of final window recombination to

that used in Sheffield's system.

Short Queries Terse Queries

Windowing System AveP R-P AveP R-P

length 30s, skip 15s

length 30s, skip 9s

51.15

48.35

51.77

50.27

50.02

47.25

49.79

48.67

Table 9: Effect of reducing the skip size in window generation

for si transcriptions for SU TREC-8 queries.

4.4. Summary

Thus to summarise, after our trials with the TREC-8 queries,

our TREC-9 SU evaluation system used windowing, filtering

of potential commercials, relatively simple indexing, query but

not document expansion, standard Okapi weighting and post-

retrieval merging. The query expansion was performed on the

union of the test and the parallel text collections.

5. THE FINAL TREC-9 SU SYSTEM

The results using the TREC-9 evaluation SU system on all tran-

scriptions are given in Tables 10 and 11 for the (development)

TREC-8 and (evaluation) TREC-9 query sets respectively, whilst

the relationship between performance and WER is illustrated in

Figure 5.

Transcriptions Short Q. Terse Q.

ID WER AveP R-P AveP R-P

rl 10.3 51.04 51.86 48.87 50.77

(cuhtk)-sl 20.5 51.15 51.78 50.02 49.79

cr-limsi2 21.2 50.90 51.07 49.76 50.03

cr-limsil 21.5 48.75
.
49.42 47.47 48.09

cr-cuhtk99pl 26.6 49.34 50.92 47.18 47.88

bl 26.7 48.08 48.92 48.17 48.89

cr-nist99bl 27.5 48.37 49.05 47.86 48.36

cr-shef2 29.2 48.30 50.42 47.69 47.45

cr-shefl 32.0 46.91 48.75 46.55 47.38

Table 10: Cross-recogniser results for (development) TREC-8

queries using the TREC-9 SU evaluation system.

The results confirm the conclusions from earlier work in SDR [8],

that the decline in performance as WER increases is fairly gen-

tle (-0.17%AveP/%WER on average here). The relative degra-

dation with WER for the TREC-9 and TREC-8 short queries is

almost identical (-0.21 vs -0.20 %AveP/%WER), showing that

this fall-off is not query-set specific
8

.

8TREC-8 terse queries have a slightly different degradation, but were gener-

ated in house with different people and restrictions to those for TREC-9.
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Transcriptions Short Q. Terse Q.

rn WFR AvpP R-P AveP R-P

rl 10.3 40.03 42.09 44.02 47.38

(cuhtk)-sl 20.5 38.83 40.36 42.99 45.02

cr-limsi2 21.2 37.24 39.28 41.62 44.12

cr-limsil 21.5 36.56 38.57 40.19 43.68

cr-cuhtk99pl 26.6 37.26 39.49 40.44 42.92

bl 26.7 37.08 39.91 40.75 43.87

cr-nist99bl 27.5 36.08 39.86 40.99 44.39

cr-shef2 29.2 37.03 39.48 39.83 42.65

cr-shefl 32.0 36.44 38.96 39.58 42.42

Table 11: Cross-recogniser results for the TREC-9 SU eval.

• TREC-8-Short
« TREC-8-Terse

TREC-9-Terse

o TREC-9-Short

Figure 5: Relationship between WER and AveP for the TREC-9
system on TREC-8 and TREC-9 queries. The ellipses represent

2 standard-deviation points.

The performance on the TREC-8 (development) queries is sig-

nificantly higher than that on the TREC-9 (evaluation) queries.

This may be in part due to three reasons, namely

1. The parameters were tuned for the TREC-8 queries, and

may thus be sub-optimal for the TREC-9 queries.

2. All commercials and "filler" portions (e.g. those which

summarise stories coming up) were also evaluated for rel-

evance in TREC-9, whereas they were assumed irrelevant

for TREC-8. Over the 50 TREC-9 queries, there were 93

instances of these portions being scored as relevant. Since

our system tries to remove portions such as these by auto-

matically removing commercials before retrieval and bi-

asing the post-processing towards removing fillers
9

, the

new relevance assessment procedure may have detrimen-

tally affected our score.

3. Natural variation in query difficulty may have meant the

TREC-9 queries were "harder" than the TREC-8 ones 10
.

9By finding only the most relevant portions within a short temporal span in

each episode.
10For the rl run, we got < 10% AveP for 8 TREC-9 short queries, but only 3

TREC-8 short queries.

To investigate point 2 further, the TREC-9 runs were re-scored

using the TREC-8 procedure, which assumed all non-news por-

tions were irrelevant. This increased Average Precision by 1 .9%

on average for the bl, si and rl runs for both query sets. This

is partly because our SU system tries to filter out the non-news

portions before retrieval.

The number of relevant stories from each episode for each query

was counted to investigate the validity of the assumption made
during post-processing, that the probability of a given episode

containing more than one relevant story for a given query was

small. The results illustrated in Figure 6 show that 72% of all the

relevant stories are unique to their episode and query, but there

remains the potential to increase performance by altering the

post-processing strategy to allow more temporally close distinct

hits
11

.

g 1000 -

Number of Stories per Episode per Query

Figure 6: Number of relevant "stories" from each episode for

each TREC-9 query

.

The expansion parameters were chosen so that the results for

the terse and short TREC-8 queries were similar, meaning sub-

optimal values were chosen when considering the short queries

alone. When compared to the (similar) system from Sheffield,

whose parameters were chosen based solely on the short queries,

we do more poorly on average for the short-query runs, but our

results are better for all terse query runs [19].

In addition, the parameters t = 17, r = 18 which gave the

best performance on the short development queries, give bet-

ter performance on the TREC-9 short queries (AveP=39.38% on

si), but worse on the terse queries (AveP=42.78% on si). This

suggests that the choice of parameters should take the expected

test query length into account and that performance over a wide

range of queries might be increased if the expansion parameters

were made to be functions of query length.

"For example, ql53 has 5 relevant "stories" from the episode

1 9980528.2000J2100-PRI.TWD, with start times: 235/371/810/1594/1711

seconds, but post-processing merging 4-minute portions means a maximum of

3 could be retrieved using this strategy.
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6. THE EFFECTS OF USING NON-LEXICAL
INFORMATION

As mentioned in section 1.1, non-lexical information automat-

ically derived from the audio could be used within retrieval in

the TREC-9 evaluation. Thus, as discussed in section 2, we

generated information for segment, gender, bandwidth,

nospeech, (high-)energy, repeat and commercial tags

directly from the audio.

For the SU system we used the commercial tags to filter out

words thought to have originated in commercial breaks, but we

made no use of the other tags. Thus for our required SN contrast

run, we ran the SU system without filtering out the commer-

cials
12

. As can be seen from Table 12, as well as reducing the

amount of data processing by around 13%, filtering out commer-

cials improved performance by a small, but statistically signifi-

cant
13 amount on both sets of development queries across all 3

transcriptions (rl , si , bl). For the TREC-9 evaluation queries

only the sl-terse and rl-terse comparisons were statis-

tically significant
14

.

Query Run Time Short Q. Terse Q.

Set ID Reject. AveP R-P AveP R-P

SN-rl 0 50.25 50.95 48.18 49.83

TREC-8 SN-sl 76.2h 50.77 51.20 49.93 50.12

SN-bl 0 47.86 48.37 47.96 48.85

SU-rl 65.8h 51.04 51.86 48.87 50.77

TREC-8 SU-sl 92.5h 51.15 51.78 50.02 49.79

SU-bl 65.8h 48.08 48.92 48.17 48.89

SN-rl 0 40.54 42.50 44.75 47.03

TREC-9 SN-sl 76.2h 39.00 40.35 42.65 45.11

SN-bl 0 37.81 40.44 42.17 44.77

SU-rl 65. 8h 40.03 42.09 44.02 47.38

TREC-9 SU-sl 92.5h 38.83 40.36 42.99 45.02

SU-bl 65. 8h 37.08 39.91 40.75 43.87

Table 12: Effect of automatically removing commercials (SU).

Contrast runs were also performed on the development queries

using the less conservative comm2 system and the manual bound-

aries derived from the SK case. As can be seen from Table 13

using either of these would have resulted in little difference in

performance for our own transcriptions, (none significant at the

2% level.)

Other experiments were run for fun on the TREC-8 queries to

see the effect of removing various parts of the audio using the

non-lexical information, such as high-energy regions, or partic-

ular bandwidth/gender segments. The results are given in Ta-

ble 13 for the si transcriptions, and plotted in Figure 7. The

12 Note that the si transcriptions already had 76.2hrs of audio filtered out

from the TREC-8 segmentation and commercial detection stages [12].

13 Using the Wilcoxon Matched-Pair Signed-Rank test at the 5% level, (see

[16] for discussion of the usage of this test.)

14 Using the TREC-8 scoring procedure, (non-news portions are assumed ir-

relevant), all TREC-9 SU runs performed better than the corresponding SN runs.

Transcriptions Short Q. Terse Q.

Comm Reiect ID AveP R-P AveP R-P

TRFP Q 11 Rh ri ju.oz J 1 .07 AS fsA
*r0.0'+ ^ i nsJ 1 .us

couirnz Qfi Ah si «1 Q1 AO 1Q
*fy. ly AQ <\Q

72.8h bl 48.21 49.25 48.31 49.07

manual 113.9h rl 51.18 52.75 49.37 51.46

comms 126.6h si 50.97 52.07 50.18 50.33

(ndx file) 113.9h bl 48.28 48.66 49.16 49.71

nn InnH\\\) 1UUU 1 1 1 ?hill ._n clo 1 4.0 fin Al ?Q Al

no nb 127 .4h si 46.39 48.52 45.56 46.20

no wb 450. lh sl 7.69 11.26 8.08 11.29

no male 347.9h si 25.25 30.02 25.28 30.64

no female 229.6h sl 32.59 37.33 31.74 36.69

Table 13: Effect of including non-lexical information for TREC-
8 queries, (sl reject times include time removed in TREC-8
commercial detection and segmentation stages.)

trend is roughly linear, with the best AveP to time-retained ratio

being 0.163%AveP/hr when removing all male speakers, whilst

the worst is 0.120%AveP/hr when removing female speakers.

60

50

No Loud >5*»

40

Q_

§30
<

20

10

No "Commercials"

Manual Labels

TREC-8 Short Qrys

TREC-8 Terse Qrys

No nb

No Female -'

- No Male

No Wideband

100

No Male or Female_^

200 300 400
Hours Rejected

500 600

Figure 7: Effect of removing data using non-lexical information

on TREC-8 queries for sl transcriptions.

7. THE STORY-KNOWN (SK) CONTRAST RUN

The SK system was similar to the SU system described in sec-

tion 4. The commercial-removal, window-generation and post-

merging stages were no longer necessary, since the known story

boundaries defined the documents in the collection, but the rest

of the system remained practically unaltered.

Document expansion was performed in the same way as de-

scribed in section 4.2.2 except that the pseudo-query for each

document was defined as the 100 terms from the document with

the lowest collection frequency. Different values of t and r

were investigated for the document expansion stage, but there

proved to be little difference between the results, so the values

of t = 200, r = 10 were chosen to be compatible with [28].

UBRF was performed as described in section 4.2.1, using the

un-expanded document file to expand the query which was then
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run on the expanded document file, and the values of b = 0.6, k =
1.4 were retained for all retrieval stages. Results for varying the

expansion parameters in the UBRF stage for the SK system are

illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 for the short and terse TREC-8

queries and are summarised in Table 14.

Figure 8: Effect of Query and Document Expansion on TREC-8

short queries, SK case, si transcriptions.

Figure 9: Effect of Query and Document Expansion on TREC-8

terse queries, SK case, si transcriptions.

The inclusion of document expansion improved performance

across both development query sets and all 3 transcriptions, with

the largest improvements when the level of query expansion was

low to moderate. This consistent improvement was not found for

the SU case. The difference is thought to be because the pseudo-

queries from windowing for the SU case may be multi-topic, and

cannot be as long as for the SK case, since the windows must be

kept small (e.g. around 30s) to obtain acceptable performance.

The values of t = 8, r = 22 were chosen for the UBRF stage for

the SK run to give good performance across both development

query sets when used in conjunction with document expansion.

The amount of query expansion for the SK case was thus chosen

to be less than that used for the SU case because of the interac-

tion between the query and document expansion devices.

The SK results on the TREC-9 evaluation queries are given in

Table 15. Since this used a subset of the data and hence also

DocExp QryExp Short Q Terse Q
Tr. t r t r AveP R-P AveP R-P

si - - - - 46.29 45.85 45.67 44.53

si - - 8 22 57.41 55.89 54.31 51.31

si - - 12 26 59.11 57.14 54.04 50.65

si 200 10 ~ ~ 50.76 49.42 52.91 51.67

si 200 10 5 22 60.06 57.62 57.48 55.15

si 200 10 12 26 60.21 56.84 56.48 54.88

rl " 48.19 47.69 47.44 46.28

rl
o
8 22 58.17 57.73 54.63 53.19

rl 200 10 • - 51.65 52.27 53.65 53.76

rl 200 10 5 22 59.04 57.31 56.95 56.20

bl - - 43.31 43.32 43.17 41.86

bl
o
0 22 55.19 54.10 53.04 50.52

U 1 200 10 49.56 48.94 50.86 49.46

bl 200 10 5 22 58.18 55.69 55.55 54.20

Table 14: Interaction of Query and Document Expansion on SK
task for TREC-8 queries.

Short Queries Terse Queries

SK SK SU SK SK SU
ID AveP R-P AveP AveP R-P AveP

rl(a) 49.60 47.05 52.68 49.26

sl(a) 49.47 47.83 51.94 50.26

bl(a) 48.31 47.38 50.44 48.85

rl(b) 47.44 45.74 40.04 50.99 48.20 44.02

sl(b) 46.42 44.93 38.83 49.18 48.40 42.99

bl(b) 46.55 46.52 37.08 48.56 47.62 40.75

Table 15: Comparison of TREC-9 SK and SU results, (a) is on

the 21,754 story subset, whilst (b) is on all the data, to allow a

fairer comparison with the SU case.

a different relevance file to the SU case, another SK run across

all the data was performed to allow a more direct comparison

between SK and SU cases.

Although our SU-SDR system has been improved by around

20% relative
15

since the TREC-8 evaluation [12], and the gap

between SK and SU has been reduced from 14% AveP to 8%,

there still remains a considerable performance gap between the

SK and SU cases.

8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described work carried out at Cambridge Uni-

versity for the TREC-9 SDR evaluation. The experiments con-

firmed that the relative degradation of Average Precision with

increasing recogniser error rate is gentle, and performance on

high-quality ASR transcriptions can be as good as that on a man-

ually transcribed reference.

Standard indexing techniques and Okapi-weighting provide a

good baseline system and adding query expansion using the union

15 Comparing AveP for si on TREC-8 short queries
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of the test and a contemporaneous parallel newswire collection

increases performance further. Including a windowing and post-

retrieval recombination strategy allows good performance even

when no story boundaries are known in advance. Document

expansion, which previously has been found to work well for

the SK case, was extended to the SU framework and shown to

improve performance for small to moderate levels of query ex-

pansion.

Non-lexical information derived directly from the audio, which

would not normally be transcribed, can be used to improve real

SDR systems. Audio repeats can accurately predict the pres-

ence of commercials, which can be filtered out before retrieval,

and some broadcast structure information can be recovered by

analysing cues such as bandwidth, signal energy and the pres-

ence of music in the audio. Browsing and understanding could

also be improved by including tags such as sentence boundaries

and speaker turns. Optimally integrating non-lexical informa-

tion within real SDR systems, using larger databases and in-

cluding other information such as video data provide interesting

challenges for the future.
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Abstract

We applied a multi-class k-nearest-neighbor

based text classification algorithm to the adap-

tive and batch filtering problems in the TREC-
9 filtering track. While our systems performed

well in the batch filtering tasks, they did not

perform as well in the adaptive filtering tasks,

in part because we did not have an adequate

mechanism for taking advantage of the rele-

vance feedback information provided by the fil-

tering tasks. Since TREC-9, we have made con-

siderable improvements in our batch filtering

results and discovered some serious problems

with both the T9P and T9U metrics. In this

paper, we discuss these issues and their impact

on our filtering results.

1. Introduction

We participated in the TREC-9 information filtering

track, submitting results for the OHSU and full MeSH
topic sets for the batch and adaptive filtering tasks. We
used a filtering engine based on the multi-class kNN al-

gorithm successfully applied to other text categorization

problems reported in the literature[6, 5]. In adapting

kNN to the TREC-9 filtering tasks, we faced the follow-

ing challenges:

1. Find the optimal per-category decision thresholds,

given that these thresholds vary with the quantity

and quality of the training data.

2. Take advantage of the relevance feedback informa-

tion provided by the TREC filtering tasks.

In our official submissions, we were somewhat successful

in meeting the first challenge, and not at all successful in

meeting the second. As a result, we did well in the batch

filtering tasks, but not as well in the adaptive filtering

ones.

Since TREC-9, we have accomplished the following:

1. Increased the performance of our system for the

batch filtering tasks by improving our threshold cal-

ibration methods and exploring alternative scoring

mechanisms.

2. Discovered problems with the T9U and T9P metrics

used for official evaluation in TREC-9.

3. Developed an effective mechanism for taking advan-

tage of relevance feedback information.

We discuss the first two accomplishments in this pa-

per. Although our new relevance feedback mechanism

is promising, we have just begun to experiment with it,

and so discussion of it is deferred to a future work.

This paper has five sections past the introduction. Sec-

tion 2 describes our filtering system, including the multi-

class kNN classifier and our threshold calibration mech-

anisms; section 3 summarizes our official TREC-9 sub-

missions, while section 4 discusses improvements to our

batch filtering results, and in section 5, we analyze the

problems inherent in the T9P and T9U metrics and sug-

gest an alternative metric for future evaluations. Sec-

tion 6 presents our conclusions and future research goals

for information filtering.

2. System Description

2.1 Multi-class kNN

We used the multi-class kNN algorithm previously ap-

plied by Yang et. al. to the OHSUMED[5] and Reuters

collections[6] for our document filtering experiments. We
chose this version of the algorithm over the single-class

algorithm used in our TDT work because of the large

number of categories in the MeSH topic set. Unlike the

single-class variants, the multi-class kNN algorithm ef-

fectively considers all categories "simultaneously" and is

much more efficient for large topic sets.

Documents are represented using the conventional vec-

tor space model in which each element is a weighted

term corresponding to a token (word) appearing in the

T (title), W (abstract), A (author), and S (source, e.g.

journal) sections of the document. A document is parsed

into a vector of term-weights by breaking the content of

the T, W, A and S sections into tokens 1

,
eliminating stop

A token is the longest occuring sequence of alphanumeric



words taken from a conventional list, stemming with the

Porter stemmer, and computing term weights using a

variation of the Okapi term-weighting formula[3, 1];

(t
* = tf{t,S)

x
log(0.5 + N - n(t))

0.5 + 1.5*^gL + t/M °- 5 + ^) (1)

where

w(t,d) is the weight of term t in document d;

tf(t,d) is the within-document frequency of term t;

N is the number of documents in the training set;

n(t) is the number of training documents in which t

occurs;

len(d) is the number of tokens in document d after stem-

ming and stop-word removal, e.g. Ylt^S^f^^

avgJen is the average number of tokens per document

in the training set, e.g
jj J2i=i teri'(tfc)

The values of N, n(t), and avgJen were computed from the

entire training set, but were not updated as the test set was

processed, because dynamic updating of training set parame-

ters slows down our current, soon-to-be-improved, document

indexing system.

The basic multi-class kNN algorithm has three steps:

1. Index the training set

2. For each document x to be classified, retrieve its k most-

similar documents from the training set (where A; is a

parameter of the algorithm). Call this set Kfe(x).

3. For each category C, compute its relevance to x as:

s(C,x)= sim(d,x) (2)

delRfc (i,C)

where Rfc(x, C) is the subset of documents in Rfe(x)

that are relevant to C.

We use the standard cosine-similarity metric to compute

similarity between the training and test documents (e.g.

sim(d,x) = cos(d,x) = -. if"* ). If we let

Ntrain be the number of documents in the training set

Nc be the number of categories being evaluated over

\v\ be the size of the training set vocabulary

v be the average number of words per document

c be the average number of categories per document

characters, dashes ("-"), or underscores ("-") followed by an

optional 's or 't digraph)

then step (1) takes 0(Ntrainv) time and space, step (2) takes

0( Ntr
\J\

>V
) time and no additional space, and step (3) takes

0{Ntraznlogk) + O(kc) time and 0(k + Nc ) space. Note that

these complexities do not include the time it takes to convert

a document to its vector space representation.

There are many ways to transform the scores s(C,x) for a
particular category-document pair into a YES/NO decision

on whether to assign that document to that category. In this

paper, we consider three methods which have been widely

reported in the text categorization literature, which we call

SCut, RCut and PCut respectively[6]:

• SCut: Assign to each category a threshold t(C). Assign

a document x to category C if s(C, x) > t(C). How the

category-specific thresholds t(C) are set for the multi-

class kNN algorithm is discussed in section 2.2.

• RCut: For each document x in the evaluation set, sort

its scores s(C, x) in descending order and assign the top

/?-ranking categories in this list to x, where R > 0 is an
integer parameter of the RCut scoring method.

• PCut: For each category C, sort the scores s(C, x) for

it in descending order. Assign to C the top Np(C)-
ranked documents x for that category, where Np(C) =
Ndoc x K x F(C), Ndoc is the number of documents in

the evaluation set, K is a user-specified parameter, and

P{C) is the estimated prior probability of category C.

In this paper, we tested our system on two different ways

to compute P{C):

- Uniform: P{C) = 1/NC

— Training Set Relative Frequency:

P(C) = Ntrain(C)/Ntra tn, where Ntrain(C) is the

number of documents in the training set assigned

to category C.

When necessary to distinguish the two variants, we call

the former "Uniform PCut" and the latter "Propor-

tional PCut."

The relative strengths and weaknesses of these three scoring

methods are investigated in a separate paper[7]. Because the

PCut method requires scores to be assigned to all documents

in the evaluation set before decisions about category assign-

ments are made, this method is not suitable for use in the

TREC-9 filtering track, given its constraint that category as-

signment decisions must be made on-line. We present results

for this scoring method only for comparison purposes with

the other two methods, RCut and SCut, both of which can

make category assignment decisions in real-time.

2.2 Parameter Calibration

Before the multi-class kNN algorithm can be used, the value

of k must be set. We used standard m-way cross-validation to

set this value; the OHSUMED-87 training data was split into

m partitions, with documents assigned randomly to each par-

tition. For each cross-validation run, m tr of these partitions

formed the training subset and mva(= m — mtr) partitions

the validation subset. Partitions were rotated between the

training and validation subsets so that each partition was

used m tT times for training and mva times for validation.

Performance was averaged over all m runs to produce a fi-

nal value used for comparison between different values of k.

In our experiments, we considered k = 10, 50, 100, 200 and

settled on k = 200.



Setting the values of t(C) for the SCut method is a little

more tricky, since these values depend on the number and
diversity of examples for each category in the training set, as

well as many other factors. For our TREC-9 experiments, we
explored four different methods for computing t(C):

1. Through Standard Cross- Validation

Use the same m-way cross- validation procedure used to

set k, and average the per-category optimal thresholds

obtained from each of the m cross-validation runs. If

the ratio of m tr to mva is large enough, then the train-

ing subset used for each cross-validation run should be

sufficiently representative of the complete training data

that the averaged thresholds will be sufficiently close to

the true optimal values.

2. Through Linear Regression with Respect to Training Set

Size

Perform m-way cross-validation with at least three dif-

ferent ratios ofmtT to m. For each category, fit a straight

line using linear regression to the (ratio, optimal thresh-

old) pairs for that category, and use this straight line to

predict the optimal threshold for the full OHSUMED-87
training set. If the thresholds for a category are not suf-

ficiently linear, use the threshold from the largest ratio

as a fallback value.

3. Through Linear Regression with Respect to Number of

Examples
Perform m-way cross-validation with at least three dif-

ferent ratios of mtr to m, and record the number of ex-

amples of each category in the training subset for each

cross-validation run. Fit a straight line via linear regres-

sion to the Nrattos x m data points for each category,

and use the straight line to predict the optimal threshold

for a category as a function of the number of examples

of that category in the complete training set.

4. Through a Modified Leave- One- Out Cross- Validation Al-

gorithm

Perform a variation of leave-one-out cross-validation on

the training data. For each document d in the train-

ing set, use every other document in the training set

to assign scores s(C, d) via the multi-class kNN algo-

rithm. Then set the values of t(C) to be those which

produce optimal performance over this set of scores.

This method has the advantage of deriving the values

of t(C) from a data set that is as close as possible to the

actual training data.

Only thresholding methods (1) and (2). had been developed

when the official submissions for the TREC-9 filtering track

were due, and hence our official submissions presented in sec-

tion 3 reflect the performance of these two methods. Thresh-

olding methods (3) and (4) were developed after the TREC-9
submission deadline to improve the performance of our batch

filtering systems, and their impact is discussed in section 4.

The values of R for the RCut scoring method and K for the

PCut scoring method can also be set using either method (1)

or method (4). Because of time constraints, we use method

(4) to set these values in this paper, and defer comparison of

the two methods to a later work.

3. Official TREC-9 Submissions

We submitted six runs for the TREC-9 filtering track, four

baseline and two combination runs. The baseline submissions

(runs CMUCATl-4 in Table 1) represent our best attempt
at tuning the parameters of our basic system, while the com-
bination runs (CMUCAT5 and CMUCAT6 in Table 1) are
an attempt to improve performance on the OHSU query set

by using a weighted linear combination of the output of the
multi-class kNN algorithm on two different views of the doc-
uments in the training and evaluation sets, one view in which
the abstracts were left unmodified, and another view in which
the abstracts had been replaced with the definitions of the
MeSH subject headings appearing in the .M section of the

document. All runs used k = 200 and the SCut scoring

method, but none of them, including those submitted for the

adaptive filtering task, made use of relevance feedback in-

formation; only the initial training data was used to filter

documents.

The following summarizes our official results

• Baseline Batch Filtering

Thresholds for the baseline batch filtering runs (CMU-
CAT1 and CMUCAT4) were set using method (2). The
poor performance of the baseline run on the OHSU
queries (CMUCAT4) can be explained by the lack of lin-

earity with training set size of the thresholds for these

categories. Of all 63 categories in this set, only 11 were

sufficiently linear with training set size to predict a good
threshold for the full training set. In contrast, 3790

(77%) of the 4904 MeSH topics were sufficiently linear

with training set size to predict a good threshold. If we
use method (1) with a mtr :mva ratio of 19:1, T9P for

CMUCAT4 leaps to 0.241, which is comparable to the

scores for the other runs.

• Baseline Adaptive Filtering Runs
Thresholds for the adaptive filtering runs (CMUCAT2,
CMUCAT3, and CMUCAT5) were set using a version

method (1) modified to account for the limited available

training data. This variation always keeps the adap-

tive filtering training documents in the training subset

and rotates the remainder of the OHSUMED-87 data

set through the validation subset.

• Comparison of Baseline Runs
Multi-class kNN performed better on the batch filter-

ing task than on the adaptive filtering one, which is

expected since the former has more training data than

the latter. The algorithm also performed much better

on the MeSH topics than on the OHSU queries. This

may also be because of the larger number of training

documents on average per category for the MeSH topics

than for the OHSU queries for both tasks (an average

of 236.82 documents/topic for MeSH vs. 50.87 docu-

ments/topic for OHSU for the batch filtering task, and
4 documents/topic for MeSH vs. 2 documents/topic for

OHSU for the adaptive filtering task).

• Combination Runs Combining scores from classifying

different views of a document seems to improve perfor-

mance by 1-2% in T9P over the corresponding baseline

run (when appropriate thresholding is used).

4. Improved Batch Filtering Performance

4.1 Improved Threshold Calibration For SCut

Increases in the performance of our batch filtering meth-

ods come from the development of improved threshold cal-

ibration methods for the SCut method and the applica-

tion of alternative transformations (RCut and PCut) from
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Table 1: Official Submissions by CMU-CAT for the TREC-9 Filtering Track

Run ID

Topic Use . 1V1 Single or

x asK r ieiu.

.

Combination?

Oct ten ivieoxi LNO Single U.40D
Ratrh MaQU cup Nn Single

A H Si T"»t 1 TfA^\Llcip 11 vc lvicijn Mo Single u.ouo

Adaptive M„OU CA/TPivieoii-bivir 1NO Single U.oU4

Adaptive OHSU No Single 0.213

Batch OHSU No Single 0.100

Adaptive OHSU Yes Combination 0.224

Batch OHSU Yes Combination 0.261

CMUCAT1
CMUCAT1*
CMUCAT2
CMUCAT2*
CMUCAT3
CMUCAT4
CMUCAT5
CMUCAT6
'The CMUCAT1 and CMUCAT2 runs were used

"sampled" MeSH topic sets; the CMU-CAT group

submissions for these two topic sets.

for both the full and

did not have separate

2.5

O 2 4 O 8 TO 12 U TO lO
Numow of •umpioe or OHSU40 in training «*i

Figure 1. Optimal threshold vs. number of examples in train-

ing set for OHSU40

data.

To compensate for this behavior, we have added fallback val-

ues to threshold calibration method (4). If the performance
of the "optimal" threshold computed by method (4) for a

category over its set of scores falls below a specified value,

then we use the score of the Nfb-th. ranked document for

that category as its threshold instead. How Nfb is computed
depends on the fallback method chosen. We examined three

fallback methods in our post-TREC-9 filtering work: FBR,
FBP and FBPcut.

1. FBR: Nfb(C) = y, where y is a constant rank specified

by the user for all categories. If y exceeds the number
of documents with scores for a category, the score of the

lowest-ranked document is used. This method is also

called "fallback to constant rank."

document-category pairs scores to assignment decisions for

that category. Figure 1 shows the motivation for thresh-

old calibration method (3). Most, but not all, categories

from both the OHSU and MeSH topic sets have optimal

thresholds which are linear with the number of examples

of that category in the training set. We can use the

(number of examples, optimal threshold) pairs gathered from

different cross-validation runs to build a linear predictor of

the optimal threshold for a category given the number of ex-

amples of it currently in the training set.

Threshold calibration method (4) was motivated by the ob-

servation that the larger the ratio of m tr to mva used for

threshold calibration method (l), the better the thresholds

predicted by this method. If we want to classify a docu-

ment in the training set, the most representative subset of

the training data we can use consists of every document in

the training set except the one being classified. After scoring

every document in the training set in this fashion, we can set

the per-category thresholds to be those which yield optimal

performance on these scores.

Sometimes this method computes very low thresholds that

perform very poorly on both the training and test data. This

typically occurs for categories that have few representative

examples in the training set, and thus those examples are

assigned low scores during the training set self-evaluation.

However, since any non-zero T9P, no matter how small, is

better than than a zero T9P, method (4) will set the "op-

timal" threshold for any such category to the score of its

highest-ranked positive example, even though that threshold

will recall far too many false-alarms when applied to the test

2. FBP: Nf b(C) = p*Ndoc (C), where Ndoc(C) is the num-
ber of documents in the training set with scores for cat-

egory C and p is a proportion between 0 and 1 assigned

by the user. This method is also called "fallback to pro-

portional rank."

3. FBPCut Nfb{C) = K * Ndoc * P(C) (e.g. the same
forumula used for the PCut scoring method), where Ndoc

is the number of documents in the training set, K is a

nonnegative user-specified constant, and P(C) is one of

the two distributions (uniform or proportional) used by

the PCut method in section 2.1. This method is also

called "PCut fallback."

Table 2 shows the potential gains possible from adding fall-

backs to method (4). For both topic sets, FBPcut and FBR
made similar gains in performance while FBP showed no im-

provement over the no fallback condition. Note that the pa-

rameters are the ones that produce optimal performance on

the test data rather than the training data, and thus repre-

sent potential rather than actual gains. The parameters for

FBP, FBR and FBPCut are sensitive to overfitting, and we

are exploring effective ways to set them from the training

data.

4.2 Alternative scoring methods RCut and
PCut

Until recently, we believed that SCut was the top-performing

scoring method regardless of the corpus or evaluation con-

ditions. Recent work by Yang[7] has shown that this is not
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Table 2: Comparison of Different Fallback Methods

Topic Optimal

Method bet Parameter(s) TOD

FBP OHSU p= 0.05 0.278
T"\ T"> T">FBR ATTf1 T TOHSU y= 10 0.313

r Dr^ui r>WQT Twriij U p— i ir — 1.1 U.oUO

FBP MeSH p= 0.05 0.462

FBR MeSH y= 10 0.475

FBPCut MeSH P= 4,TrainRF 0.474

true. Of the three common scoring methods (PCut, RCut
and SCut), which one is better varies with the corpus and

the desired ability to make trade-offs between recall and pre-

cision. Consequently, we applied the RCut and PCut scoring

methods to our TREC-9 batch filtering results to see if they

would produce better results than SCut. The results are

shown in Table 3.

4.3 Analysis

Except for RCut, all of the methods we explored in this sec-

tion outperformed SCut with threshold calibration method

(2) , which we used for our official batch filtering submissions.

RCut performed poorly because of its inability fine-tune the

number of assignments made by the system, forcing it to

draw too many false-alarms or not enough correct documents.

PCut performed extrordinarily well, outperforming our best

SCut thresholding strategy (method 4) by 7% for the OHSU
queries!

2
Unfortunately, as mentioned in section 2.1, PCut

cannot be used to make real-time assignments.

For the OHSU queries, threshold calibration methods (3) and

(4) give equal performance, even though they use very dif-

ferent means to compute the set of optimal thresholds. This

suggests that we have found the best possible thresholds from

the training data for categories with good performance, and
we need to concentrate our efforts on low-performing cate-

gories. The improvements in T9P from using fallback thresh-

olds with method (4) support this claim. On the other hand,

there is slight but significant improvement between methods

(3) and (4) for the MeSH categories, suggesting that further

improvement in threshold optimization is possible even for

well-performing categories in this topic set.

5. Problems with T9P and T9U
Systems participating in the TREC-9 filtering track were

evaluated by one or both of two measures, T9P or T9U, which

are defined for a category as:

T9P =
max(A + B, a)

(3)

B is the number of false-alarms for that category

a is a constant parameter indicating the desired number
of documents to be retrieved for that category. Systems

which retrieve less than a documents for the category

are penalized by having the remanining a — (A + B)
documents considered to be false-alarms.

minU is a constant parameter representing the mini-

mum value of the T9U measure. This is to keep large

negative utility scores from dominating the system-wide

average of T9U.

For TREC-9, a was fixed at 50 for all categories, and minU
was fixed at -100 for all categories in the OHSU query set

and at -400 for all categories in the MeSH topic set. The
overall value of T9P or T9U for a filtering system is the un-

weighted average of its T9P or T9U values for the individual

categories (also known as the macro-average of T9P or T9U
in the information retrieval literature).

Both T9P and T9U can be rewritten in terms of the num-
ber of relevant documents for the category (N+), and the

widely-known information retrieval metrics recall
3
(r) and

precision
4~ 4
(P):

T9P -

T9U = {min(N.\.r

Some vali

if r < £-0

(3 - j),minU) ifp>0
value in [minU, 0) if p = 0

(5)

(6)

(Note that if p = 0, A = 0 and the value of B becomes unre-

coverable; hence, in this case, T9U will have some negative

value not directly computable from r, p and N+)

5.1 T9P

Several problems with T9P are immediately visible from an

examination of equation 5 and the isocurves of T9P plotted

in figures 2 through 4 for a < N+, a = N+ and a > N+
respectively. Specifically:

T9U = max{2A - B, minU) (4)

where

A is the number of relevant documents assigned to that

category

2A program bug discovered at the last minute prevented

us from evaluating the MeSH topic set using the PCut
method.

• In spite of its name, T9P actually measures recall if

r < -^p, and thus the macro-average of T9P is ac-

tually a mix of recall and precision values, depending

3
Recall is defined for a category as the ratio of relevant

documents assigned to the category to the number of relevant

documents for that category, e.g. A/N+.
4
Precision is defined for a category as the ratio of relevant

documents assigned to the category to the total number of

documents assigned to that category, e.g. A/(A + B)
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Table 3: Improved Batch Filtering Results for TREC-9
Offical Method (3) Method (4) PCut

Topic Set T9P T9P T9P RCut Priors T9P
OHSU 0.100 0.277 0.278 0.013 Training 0.348

MeSH 0.436 0.441 0.463 0.292 Training *

was discovered the night the paper was due.

on where the operating point of each category lies in

recall-precision space!

• The isocurves of T9P impose a harsh tradeoff between

recall and precision. When the operating point lies

above the line r = jf^p, only improvements in preci-

sion will be of any benefit. When below this line, only

improvements in recall will have any effect.

• From figure 2, if a < /V+, then T9P imposes an effective

maximum recall of Increasing recall past this point

will be of no benefit to the system.

• Likewise, from figure 4, if a > N+, then T9P imposes

an effective maximum precision of Furthermore,

this value is also the maximum value of T9P for the

category, and so the macro-average T9P of a perfect fil-

tering system over a set that includes categories with

this property will not be 1.0, but some value possibly

much less. For example, the full MeSH topic set has a

maximum macro-average T9P of 0.99, but the OHSU
query set has a maximum of 0.73! This has strong im-

plications for comparisons of macro-average T9P across

topic sets.

• The properties of T9P are heavily dependent on the

number of relevant documents for a category and thus

are not consistent from category to category. This makes

the macro-average of T9P an especially confusing and

counter-intuitive metric.

Most of the problems with T9P come from the harsh, discon-

tinuous trade-off between recall and precision that occurs at

the line r = -S-p. A metric with a smoother trade-off would

not have these problems. While the other metric used for

TREC-9, T9U does have a smooth trade-off between recall

and precision, it has other problems, which we discuss in the

next section.

5.2 T9U

Figure 5 shows the isocurves for the T9U metric. Almost im-

mediately, one can see that T9U is a better metric than T9P
because its isocurves have a smooth continuous trade-off be-

tween recall and precision. Nor does T9U become insenstive

to changes in recall or precision except in two regions:

• When p= 1/3, T9U becomes insensitive to changes in

recall because for every correct document assigned, two

false-alarms are also assigned.

• In the region on or above the curve r =
(

minU '

N+ ")( 3p-l )

(if minU < 0) or in the region on or below that curve

(if minU > 0), T9U = minU regardless of the value of

recall or precision.

However, T9U is not without its problems, most of which are

discussed in the final report for the TREC-8 filtering track[2]

and summarized here:

• The minimum value of T9U (minU) is arbitrary

value reflecting a particular user's tolerance of poor-

performance by the system.

• The maximum value of T9U depends on N+, the num-
ber of relevant documents for a topic, which presents a

problem for macro-averaging across topics, since topics

with many relevant documents will dominate the aver-

age. While T9U could be scaled to fall within the same
range for all topics, such scaling has problems of its own,
which are discussed in [2].

• In the region where T9U is negative (p < 1/3), an in-

crease in recall actually results in a decrease in T9U,
making it possible for one system to have a higher T9U
than a second system which has higher recall and preci-

sion.

• A system which recalls no relevant documents (or any
documents at all) may have a higher T9U than a sys-

tem that recalls a few correct documents and many false-

alarms. However, if we assume that the user ignores any
category for which too many false-alarms are returned,

then a system which returns a few relevant documents
among many irrelevant documents, a system which re-

turns no relevant documents, and a system which re-

turns no documents at all are equally "useful" to the

user, and T9U should reflect this with an equal value

for for all three systems.

While one might attempt to avoid the problems with T9U by

setting minU = 0 and thus avoiding the entire region of nega-

tive utility where most of the problems occur, this would have

the undesirable side-effect of obscuring large performance dif-

ferences between systems. What is needed is a metric which

has the same smooth trade-off between recall and precision

in its isocurves that T9U has, but without the undesirable

behavior exhibited by T9U when it becomes negative. We
examine such a metric in the next section.

5.3 A Proposed Alternative To T9P and T9U

Figure 6 shows the isocurves for van Rijsbergen's F/3-measure

_ (P
2 + l)pr

0
,3

2p + r

with 0 — 1. Like T9U, Fp's isocurves have a smooth, contin-

uous trade-off between recall and precision. However, Fp has

several nice properties not found in T9P or T9U, specifically:

• Fp exhibits its smooth, continuous trade off throughout

the entire recall-precision space, never becoming com-
pletely insensitive to changes in recall or precision.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have made considerable progress towards applying the

multi-class kNN algorithm to the TREC batch and adap-

tive filtering tasks. We have developed improved threshold-

ing methods and a promising relevance feedback mechanism.

We have also discovered serious problems with the T9P and
T9U metrics, and proposed the use of the Fbeta metric in-

stead. Our efforts in the coming year will focus on explor-

ing the properties of our new relevance feedback mechanism
and discovering new ways to tune paramters for our fallback

thresholds.

Figure 4. Isocurves of T9P for alpha/N+ > 1

• By adjusting the value of (3, one can adjust the recall-

precision trade-off of the isocurves to favor recall (f3 > 1)

or precision ((3 < 1). Moreover, this trade- off will be

the same for all categories, regardless of the number of

relevant documents or other category-dependent prop-

erties.

• Expanding on the above item, the range and interpreta-

tion of Fj3 have no category-dependent properties, and
thus there are no problems in interpreting its macro-

average value.

• In contrast to T9U, systems which return no documents
and systems which return only irrelevant documents
both have the minimum Fp of zero.

• Fp with /3 = 1 is a commonly used metric in informa-

tion retrieval research, and thus the use of the Fp mea-
sure would make the results of the TREC filtering tracks

more comparable to other published results in the infor-

mation retrieval literature.
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ABSTRACT

We built a filtering system YFILTER this year, which

we used for experiments on profile updating and

thresholds setting. Our focus is using incremental

Rocchio for introducing new query terms and term

weighting. Although 1, 0.5, 0.25 is a widely used

Rocchio ratio for query expansion based on relevance

feedback, we found that the optimal setting for

information filtering is corpus and profile dependent. In

addition to a new Rocchio ratio, we tested a modified

idf measure for term weighting (ydf) that is biased

towards words with middle range term frequency.

Keywords
Information Filtering

1. INTRODUCTION
Given an initial description of a profile, a filtering

system must sift through a stream of information and

deliver the most relevant documents to the profile [19].

Filtering is more like a classification problem than a

traditional search problem, because of the threshold,

which makes it a binary decision process. Many text

classification algorithms, such as SVM, Rocchio,

Boosting and Naive Bayes, can be applied to filtering

[1, 4, 5, 6, 13, 15...], especially for batch filtering and

routing. However, as documents arrive sequentially over

time, it is unrealistic to use time-consuming algorithms

for online filtering. Our goal is to use a computation and

storage efficient algorithm, thus making adaptive

filtering possible in a normal environment, such as a PC,

while still maintaining reasonably good accuracy. Our

research interests caused us to adopt stricter constraints

than those imposed by the Filtering task [19]. Our

filtering system examines each document just once,

accruing a small amount of statistical information in the

process. The system does not accumulate or store

batches of documents, so it requires only minimal

storage and moderate computational resources.

A high performance information filtering system should

be effective and efficient. Although this is a general

requirement for all engineering systems, this year's 5000

MESH profiles make it a clear requirement. A system

must handle a large number of user profiles (such as

5000) and a large volume of information efficiently.

Previous experiments on text classification suggest that

the performance of most text classification algorithms is

relatively similar. We hypothesize this will also be true

for information filtering. Our starting point, therefore, is

to find an algorithm that can be implemented quickly

and then to refine it to perform well. We tried several

methods that can be implemented incrementally for

profile updating (including Rocchio, mutual information

and tf.idf). Based on experiments with TREC-8 and

TREC-6 filtering data, we used a refined version of the

Rocchio algorithm for our final run on this year's

OHSUMED data.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In order to achieve our goal, we built a new filtering

system, called YFILTER. YFILTER is architecturally

similar to InRoute [4] and consists of 3 major modules:

YParser, YClipset and YLearner, which we used to

support dealing with the input stream, filtering

according to the profiles, and learning from relevance

feedback, respectively. Different learning algorithms

for profile updating can be implemented in the

YLearner module.

YFILTER supports both structured Boolean and natural

language descriptions of initial profiles. For natural

language profiles, this system can automatically update

the profile according to user relevance feedback.

YFILTER processes text first by removing useless

symbols (such as punctuation, and special characters)

and fields (such as the .P field), excluding the 418

highly frequent terms listed in the default INQUERY
stop words list [3], and then stemming using the Porter

stemmer [16].

3. ALGORITHM FOR TREC-9
FILTERING RUNS

3.1 Initial Profile Setting

In all of our experiments, the initial profile is a list of

words from the Title and Description fields of the

corresponding TREC topic. The weight of each word is

its term frequency in the topic.
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for each document d
i

for each profile pk

if d
t
is filtered to pk and has feedback //update profile

update statistics;

if feedback is relevant

add all words in d
t

to pk 's candidate term Ust

calculate weight of each term in pk 's candidate term list according to the Rocchio formula

sort according to the weight, put the top words in the profile's word list

else thresholds max(maxstep, score(<f,- ,pk )-threshold)/sqrt(l+number of feedbacks of pk )

else //automatically decrease threshold

if(current delivery ratio (p <minimum delivery ratio <p )

if(performance( pk )>0)decrease_step=(Threshold-0.4)* q>

else decrease_step=(Threshold-0.4) *( (p-(p )

threshold=max(threshold-decrease_step, 0.400)

Figure 1: An outline of profile updating algorithm

Given 2 initial relevant documents, we update the

profile using the Rocchio algorithm [17], and then use

the new profile from these 2 initial documents to score

other documents without relevance feedback in

OHSUMED87. The initial threshold is set to allow the

top <p(M + 5) documents in the training dataset to pass.

(p is an estimate of the expected minimum delivery

ratio we want to achieve. 8 is used to make the initial

threshold a little lower, so that we can filter more at the

beginning, thus obtain more feedback for learning. We
arbitrarily set 5 = 2 in our experiment.

3.2 Scoring Method

We used the BM25 tf.idf formula [18] for scoring. Idf is

initialized based on OHSUMED87 and updated over

time as documents are filtered.

3.3 Profile Updating

YFILTER has profile-specific anytime updating. That

is, it updates a profile immediately whenever feedback,

positive or negative, is available for that profile (Figure

1).

3.3.1 Threshold Updating

The TREC9 T9P metric is defined as

R+ /max(MinD,(R+ + N + )[19]. T9P demands a

minimum number of documents (MinD) be delivered to

each profile. MinD is set at 50 documents over the 4-

year test period, thus approximately 1 per month. We
set our delivery ration accordingly. Each negative

feedback increases the threshold. Otherwise, the

threshold is always decreasing according to <p and the

current profile's performance. The magnitude of an

increase to a threshold is limited by maxstep , which is

empirically set to 0.005, so that a non-relevant

document with an extremely high score will not push the

threshold too high. Thus, we can avoid undue influence

of an outlier. For measuring the performance of a

profile, we arbitrarily used the utility F2 used in TREC-
8 [9]. If a profile's F2 utility is positive, we regard it as a

good profile, and, therefore decrease its threshold

comparatively faster (Figure 1). All of the parameters

are set based on TREC8 and TREC6 data. The intuition

is to filter more documents for good profiles, while

keeping the delivery ratio for bad profiles at least meet

the requirement set by the T9P measure.

For the T9U={2*R+ -N + if(2*R+ -N + )>MinU}

measure [19], if we filter by estimated probability of

relevance based on the score of the current document

only, the linear component of T9U is equivalent to the

retrieval rule:

Retrieve if P(rel
\

score) > 0.33

.

Unfortunately, the sparsity of positive relevance

feedback makes it hard to find the optimal threshold for

most of the profiles, especially for online searching

while doing information filtering. If we set the threshold

to the one that yields the best utility over the
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accumulated documents, while the current profile is

built from the same documents, we expect that the

resulting threshold is biased. We prefer the T9P
measure to the T9U measure, because when there are

no positive utilities, filtering no documents is usually

the best strategy. Our profile updating method is T9P

oriented, and our submission of a T9U oriented run is

just a small change of T9P optimization to make the

minimum delivery ratio cp 50 times smaller and to

decrease the threshold if the profile's precision is better

than average.

3.3.2 Updating Terms and Term Weights

In all of our experiments, each time a positive relevance

feedback arrives (including those in the training data),

all words in that document are added to the profile's

candidate list of terms. Then the weight of each word in

the candidate list is calculated according to the

incremental Rocchio formula:

Rocchio =aw
q
+P-wrel

-y-

w

mn_rd ( 1

)

Where

w„ (t) : max( term frequency of word t in original

topics, 0.5)

1

w
rel (0 =

rel _ set(t) + 1
Y,tf -belud *ydfub

dsrel_set(t)

ydflM =-idfl4 \og{idfl4 )-(X-idfl4 )-lo%0.-idft4 )

idf, d
= k log((Cd + 0.5) / dft4 ) I \og{Cd + 1 .0)

(2)

(3)

(4)

tf _ belt4 = tft4 l{tfl4 + 0.5 + 1 .5 • (dld I avg _ dld )) (5)

The meanings of the above parameters are:

tft d : Number of times term t occurs in document d

Cd : Number of documents arrived before document d

dld : Length of document d

adv _dl d : Average length of documents arrived before

document d

rel _ set(t) : Relevant documents after word t is added

to the candidate list of the profile

k : Parameter used to monitoring the query zone

In order to learn faster, we set a bigger /? than usual in

the relevance feedback formula to emphasize the

importance of relevant documents, and changed w
rel(t)

to emphasize the difference between important words

and noisy words.

Some researchers argue that words with middle range

term frequencies are more informative than rare words

and high frequency words [22], so we introduced a new
parameter ydf that favors those words. Ideally ydf is

a convex function that reaches its maximum at the

optimal query expansion zone. We arbitrarily calculate

ydf based on idf using Formula 3 & 4. Setting a

different K can move the query zone. Figure 2 shows

the effect of setting K to 0.75 and to 1.0. We first

introduced it while testing mutual information, because

mutual information favors rare words [23]. We also

found it helpful for Rocchio.

Figure 2: Using ydf to favor words with middle

range term frequency: the relationship between

document frequency and ydf

•idf

•ydf 1

ydf 0.75

'y <v b> <v> <b
v v <*v oi»

o- o- o-

log(df)/log(C)

cs.' <V t«
v

<d
v
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In order to avoid adding too many noisy words,

especially at the early stage, the number of words added

to a profile by its t th updating is at most 7 1 y .y

increases as the number of relevant documents

increases. We also set the maximum number of words

for each profile to 60, because our experiments on query

expansion for routing task shows that adding more

words than that does not improve the performance.

Generally speaking, for the number ( N fa ) of key words

in a profile ( Pk ) after the t th updating, we have:

<max(^
(r_ 1)

+ 7/A,60)

A = Jr+ +1 if current document that triggers profile

updating is relevant, otherwise 1 1 X was set to 0. R+ is

the number of relevant documents that have seen for this

profile.

4. ANALYSIS OF RESULT
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Topic

Optimized

for

Average

utility/

precisio

n

Percentag

e of

profiles

better than

or equal to

median

Average

median

utility

MESH T9P 0.359 0.50 0.41

MESH

SAMPLE

T9P
0.363 0.55 0.40

MESH
SAMPLE

T9U
lo. 1 U.j j

1 A 1 A34. 1U

OHSU T9P 0.267 0.68 0.24

OHSU T9U 9.3 0.97 -3.75

OHSU T9P 0.279 0.83 0.24

OHSU T9U 10.1 0.97 -3.75

Table 1: Submitted runs in TREC-9

4.1 Profile Updating

In order to optimize for the measures used for TREC-9,

we set the minimum delivery ratio

(p = MinD /(6000 * MinD + 50000) , where 50000 is the

approximate number of documents in OHSUMED87.
We have not performed a thorough study of the

relationship between (p and the actual delivery ratio

based on our algorithm For the T9P -oriented run, the

delivery ratio is about 1/5000 on OHSU topics, and

1/4400 on MESH topics. This is not surprising, because

we are expecting a higher delivery ratio for better

profiles (Figure 1). So for MESH topics, which contain

more relevant documents on average, the actual delivery

ratio is higher than our target. But for the same topic, a

higher delivery ratio usually results in lower precision.

In our experiments with TREC-6 and TREC-8, we

found that a higher /3 in the Rocchio formula results in

higher performance on both corpora. We guessed that

this is also true for other corpora if we have enough

number of relevance feedback and the positive feedback

itself best represents the corresponding topic. As a

result we set (a,j3,y)=(l,3.5,2) for the final run on

TREC-9. After submitting our results, we did the same

experiment on OHSU topics and the first 50 MESH
terms to measure the relation between ft and

precision. The result confirmed our hypothesis (Figure

3), and we did not observe any decrease on precision as

ft increases. In fact our setting of the Rocchio ratio was

a little conservative, although it is already quite different

from the widely used (1,0.5,0.25) setting.

Figure 3: Precision and setting

4.2 System Performance at Different

Stages

Filtering performance at different stages

—- -"- u ——— ——OHSU.M —
— —OHSU
— —MESH

145^90 195290 2^ ^"30 pn^TiQ

Number of documents filtered

Figure 4: Filtering performances at different stages:

Fl Metric

0.05

0 -I 1 1
1

145290 195290 245290 293856
Number of documents filtered

Figure 5: Filtering performances at different stages:

Precision Metric

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show our filtering performance

using macro average precision and Fl metrics. The

horizontal axis does not begin with 0 documents

because at the early stage some profiles have no

documents filtered to them and thus the early stage is
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not comparable with later stages. It is obvious that

filtering performance is improving during the whole

process in both measurements. This indicates that the

filtering system is learning while filtering. Notice that

the performance in Figure 4 and Figure 5 is accumulated

performance, so the actual snap shot of performance at

difference stages is higher than that was showed here.

4.3 Overall Performance in TREC-9

Our results on OHSU are satisfying, while our results on

MESH topics are not so good (Table 1). Possible

reasons are:

1. Many parameters are set from experiments on

TREC-6 and TREC-8. OHSU topics are more

like TREC-6 and TREC-8 topics in query

length and in number of relevant documents

per profile. For example, we set the maximum
number of words for each profile to 60, while

this should be different from query to query,

based on the number of original query terms.

Another example is the Rocchio ratio setting.

Further experiments show that a higher /?

setting, such as 9.7, has a very significant

improvement on MESH topics (Figure 3). We
believe for better performance, ft should be

set higher.

2. 7 groups submitted OHSU results, while only 4

groups submitted their MESH results.

3. In order to maintain a certain retrieval rate, we

introduced a minimum delivery ratio <p for the

threshold setting. But the actual delivery ratio

is higher than cp , especially for good profiles,

where the goodness is measure by the TREC-8
F2 metric. We have more good profiles in the

MESH runs, so the actual delivery ratio is

higher, thus a lower precision.

4.4 Defects and Explanation
Considering that there are too many non-relevant

documents for MESH topics, we did not update the

profile every time the system encountered a non-

relevant document. While the Rocchio accumulator is

inside the profile-updating module, thus the filtering

system did not accumulate information for non-relevant

documents. The effect is equal to y - 0 in Formula 1. In

fact we want to use 2 for y based on our experiments

on TREC-6 and TREC-8. After submitting the official

result, the bug was fixed, which improved recall from

0.363 to 0.376, and improved precision from 0.267 to

0.271 for OHSU. Further experiments show that when

P is set bigger, such as 9, the change of y has no

significant impact. One possible explanation is that non-

relevant documents are heterogeneous while relevant

documents are homogeneous.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We evaluated our new information filtering system

YFILTER by participating in the TREC-9 Adaptive

Filtering task. It takes about 10 minutes for YFilter to

filter 4 years of MEDLINE dataset for 63 OHSU topics.

The experimental results compared favorably with

results from other filtering systems. In order to maintain

a certain retrieval rate, we introduced a minimum
delivery ratio (p for threshold setting, and automatically

decreased the profile threshold if its delivery ratio is

below that. We found the difference between the actual

delivery ratio and (p is reasonable on TREC-6, TREC-8

and TREC-9 data, but further theoretical analysis is

needed for a more justifiable threshold setting

algorithm. We used incremental Rocchio with a quite

different Rocchio ratio setting plus a ydf measure that

favors middle range term frequency words for adding

new terms and term weighting. According to further

tests on OHSUMED data after submission of our runs,

we find that although our new ratio setting has improved

the system performance significantly, it is not optimal

for TREC-9. Further experiments show that the optimal

Rocchio ratio is corpus and profile dependant. For

profiles with more relevance judgments, a higher /? is

much better, so we think a possible solution is to learn

/? adaptively. As for the TREC-9 run, we found that

Rocchio ratios and the (p setting have a significant

influence on system performance. We also believe that

the idea of introducing ydf will improve performance

as well, but our function of mapping from df to ydf is

arbitrary, thus the improvement on TREC-9 runs is not

obvious. Further experiments can be focused on finding

more principled or more accurate functions for ydf

calculation.
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Abstract We report the results of a pilot study de-

signed to investigate the feasibility of collecting informa-

tion about user actions over the Web. By logging simple

events (queries, document views, redisplay of query re-

sults) and noting their relative timing, we hoped to be

able to predict relevance of viewed documents. Although

design problems cast doubt on the accuracy of our results,

analysis of the cleanest data reveals that clickthroughs

are not very predictive of relevance, but that viewing

times, when normalized by document length, are some-

what predictive.

1 INTRODUCTION

Collecting feedback regarding the relevancy of documents

from users is an expensive process. The amount of time

required can be prohibitive for large collections, even if

only the top-ranked documents are scored by humans.

Furthermore, in operational settings, users rarely want

to be bothered by having to explicitly mark documents

as relevant or nonrelevant.

The idea that users select documents for viewing

which they think are relevant is an attractive one - it

makes determining relevant documents a simple matter

of noting "clickthroughs.
7
' This idea has gained accep-

tance in the context of the Web and has also been used

in any context where determining relevant documents is

difficult [Dreilinger and Howe, 1997].

Our hypothesis is that clickthroughs are actually a

poor indicator of relevance, and much too coarse to be

of real use. Instead, we suggest that a finer view of the

user's actions needs to be used, one which takes into ac-

count, amongst other things, the timing of the user's ac-

tions. For example, a document which is viewed and
then immediately discarded seems much more likely to

be not relevant. Our experiments in the TREC9 inter-

active track were designed to make a first step towards
investigating the idea that a rich transcript of the actions

taken by a user might be used to more accurately predict

the relevance of the documents they have viewed.

The most relevant experiment relating to our hy-

pothesis comes from [Morita and Shinoda, 1994]. In this

study, users of a newsgroup reader were monitored, and
their reading time for each news article recorded. Morita

and Shinoda found that the length of time spent reading

articles was related to how interesting they were, but not

related to their length, their "density," or the amount
of backlog (unread articles). Their user task, however,

was significantly different from the one used for the inter-

active track at TREC9. Our subjects were not reading

the articles for pleasure, but were actively searching for

answers to specific questions. Thus, relevance should

play a key role in length of time reading. Furthermore,

the reason length of an article played such a small role

in the Morita and Shinoda study was that most articles

in their study were "uninteresting," so the user spent a

very small amount of time on them, regardless of length.

The articles that users in our study examined all had a

reasonably good chance of being relevant (since the user

chooses them based on a headline), so the secondary

factor of length could come into play.

2 METHOD
The details of the Interactive Track's experimental proto-

col are described elsewhere in these proceedings. We de-

scribe here only those portions of our experimental setup

which were left to individual experimenters to interpret.

2.1 System Designs

As required, we had two different search systems. There

is only one difference between our two systems (hereafter

cleverly referred to as System 1 and System 2), so we will

first describe the common aspects of both systems. We
proceeded bv indexing each of the 6 information sources

(AP, FBIS, FT, LA, SJM, and WSJ) using SMART'S
[Salton, 1971] "ltc" weighting scheme, no stemming, and
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the standard stop list. Each of these sources was indexed

individually. The results list shown to a user was the

result of combining the top 30 documents from each of

the 6 sources when the user's query was run against those

indexes. System 1 merely sorted these 180 (or fewer)

documents according to the RSV (retrieval status value)

reported by SMART. System 2 first multiplied the RSV
by a weight. This weight was the same for all documents

from a given source, but varied by query. The weights

were calculated based on half of the subjects' experiences

using System 1 in the following manner.

During the first week of the experiment, approxi-

mately half of the subjects answered their first four ques-

tions using System 1. Using these subjects' answers as

a guide, the experimenters assigned all documents that

had been viewed to a relevance category (a relevant doc-

ument being one which directly supported the correct

answer to a question). Weights were then assigned to

each source on a per-query basis based on the number
of relevant (Rs ) and nonrelevant (Ns ) documents viewed

from that source, normalized by the weights assigned to

other sources. The initial weight (w s )
given to a source

was:

ws = 5RS - Ns

Which was then normalized based on other sources to the

final weight, Ws :

(w* — min \— - + 1
Jmax — min /

Where max and min are over ws from all sources. Table

1 shows the final weights, which were used as multipliers

on all documents from a given source on a given question.

2.2 Subjects

The experiment was run entirely over the web. Subjects

logged on to a password controlled web site using what-

ever configuration they had at their disposal. As such,

the testing conditions for each subject were not uniform
- each used a different computer in a different setting

with a different type of internet connection. Users were

all volunteers - about half from the greater Chapman
community, and half being personal friends of the exper-

imenter. Education level varied from high school diploma

through Ph.D. Although over 32 people volunteered, only

30 actually logged any time, and only 25 attempted all 8

questions (with one more attempting 7).

Users were divided into two groups: Group 1 and
Group 2. The timeline of the experiment was as follows.

During the first week, users in Group 1 completed four

questions using System 1. Their results were then used

to create System 2, which users in Group 2 used dur-

ing the second week to answer 4 questions. During the

third week, all users answered their remaining 4 ques-

tions using the system they had not used for the first

four questions. Not all users in all groups adhered to this

schedule strictly. Users were allowed to log their sessions

at times convenient for them.

2.3 Logging User Actions

One of the main goals of this experiment was to investi-

gate the feasibility of monitoring user actions from afar.

To achieve this goal, the system was designed as a collec-

tion of CGI scripts (CSH and Perl). User actions would
thus be automatically recorded via the HTTP server used

to activate these scripts. The the user interface was de-

signed so as to try to maximize the number and kind of

events that would be recorded, without interfering too

much with usability. It was hoped that the relevance of a

document could be inferred from the pattern of browsing
events.

2.4 User Interface

An example of what the user interface looked like can

be seen in the Appendices. The system divided the Web
browser's working area into two frames. The upper,

smaller frame contained a textbox for the user's query

and a search button. It also contained a textbox for

the user's answer, a drop-down list for answer certainty

indication, and a Submit Answer button. The question

currently under consideration was also displayed in this

frame. This upper frame was always visible during the

search process. The lower, larger frame served a dual

purpose:

1. It displayed the list of results of a search, which con-

sisted of a sorted list of document IDs (in red) and
headlines (hyperlinks), along with how many times

each word in the query appeared in that document.

This word count was included to make scanning

though the list easier (and to let the user do a sort

of visual version of AND and OR, which were not

part of the query language).

2. When the user requested the full text of a document
(by clicking on its headline), this frame would then

display the full contents. In this configuration, the

lower frame was divided vertically into a left and

right subframes. The left subframe was narrow, and

contained only a "Back" hyperlink for returning to

the results list. The right subframe displayed the

contents of the document (again, with document ID

highlighted in red to facilitate cutting -and pasting

it into the answer window).

The full text of the instructions given to the user is also

included in an Appendix.

In order to facilitate user-action collection, the browser's

navigation buttons were disabled, but only for Netscape

users (due only to lack of knowledge on the experi-

menter's part of how to do so for Internet Explorer).

The five minute time limit per question was not strictly
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Question —>

Source

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

AP 200 200 183 112 200 200 200 135

FBIS 100 154 100 100 133 128 100 111

FT 100 145 116 162 133 171 109 100

LA 125 100 183 137 100 100 128 200
SJM 175 154 200 112 133 128 109 141

WSJ 100 163 200 200 133 128 152 135

Table 1: Multiplicative Weights for System 2, by Question and Source (largest weights per question in bold)

enforced. Rather, at the five minute mark, a dialog box
popped up asking the user to summarize their answer

and submit it. For technical reasons, users could actu-

ally continue to search after dismissing the dialog box,

but in the over 200 searches recorded, this only happened
at most 3 times.

3 RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The results and discussion for the experiment is broken

down into two parts: first, we will discuss the relative

efficacy of the two systems, then we will address the cen-

tral concern in this study - tracking user actions in an

attempt to implicitly identify relevance.

3.1 System 1 vs. System 2

Because System 2 was designed to uprank relevant doc-

uments directly (essentially placing documents with the

correct answers near the top of the results list for the

query formulations used during the first week), our hy-

pothesis is that it will outperform System 1 both in terms

of actual answers found by users and also in terms of user

satisfaction.

User Performance

We turn our attention first to actual user performance.

For comparison purposes, we will use two measures:

1. A binary measure which is 1 for each search session

where a user correctly and fully answers the ques-

tion and provides complete supporting evidence in

the form of document IDs, and 0 otherwise.

2. An adjusted measure, which assigns a score as fol-

lows:

• 4 if the user correctly identifies all answers and
fully supports them

• 3 if the user correctly identifies all answers and
partially supports them, OR if the user cor-

rectly identifies some answers and fully sup-

ports them

Binary Adjusted
Question Sys 1 Sys 2 Sys 1 Sys 2

1 0 .250 .018 .250

2 .071 0 .071 0

3 0 .200 .383 .425

4 0 0 .150 .375

5 .571 .417 .571 .417

6 0 0 0 0

7 .571 .583 .571 .583

8 .133 0 .133 0

Overall .167 .193 .239 .261

Table 2: Binary and Adjusted Measures per Query and
Overall

• 2 if the user correctly identifies some answers

and partially supports them

Table 2 displays these measures on a per-query ba-

sis, and also when calculated across all queries. On the

binary measure, System 1 does better than System 2 a

total of 3 times, and the reverse is also true. Overall,

however, System 2 does slightly better. On the adjusted

measure, System 2 beats out System 1 on a total of 4

question, whereas the opposite is only true for three ques-

tions. Once again, the overall measure favors System 2.

So, on both measures, System 2 eeks out a slight lead.

These differences still need to be statistically verified.

User Preference

As part of the experiment, users filled out many feed-

back surveys - one for each question, each system, and

an overall survey at the end. In response to the question

"Which of the two systems did you like the best overall?"

4 out of 26 subjects liked System 2 better, 1 liked Sys-

tem 1 better, and the rest indicated no preference. When
asked "Which of the two systems did you find easier to

use?" 3 indicated System 2, 1 indicated System 1, and
the rest said no difference. When asked "How different

did you find the systems from one another?" 17 found

no difference, 2 found little difference, and 6 indicated
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somewhat of a difference. These results corroborate the

performance results from the previous section, indicating

that System 2 is only slightly better than System 1.

3.2 Tracking User Actions

On both systems, user's actions were tracked via entries

in the HTTP daemon log on the server that implemented
the systems. There were three types of salient actions

that were recorded:

1. QUERY - when the user pressed the Submit but-

ton to issue a query. The user was then shown the

results list of document headlines, document IDs,

and term counts. The beginning of this list was dis-

played immediately, and the list continued to grow
until all documents were retrieved. This allowed

the user to browse the top ranked documents im-

mediately, to facilitate quick searches. This action

could be initiated at any time.

2. VIEW - when the user clicked on a document head-

line in the results list. The frame the results list

had been in was replaced with the contents of that

document. The user could only perform this action

when a results list was displayed.

3. RETURN - when the user clicked the specially gen-

erated Back button while viewing a document, thus

replacing the document text with the results list

from the previous query. The user could only per-

form this action when a full document was dis-

played.

Of course, these are only a small subset of all of the

user actions that could conceivably be recorded (see for

example, [Oard and Kim, 1998]), but represent what was

available using the given technology.

Problems

Unfortunately, three design flaws subjected the event logs

to a lot of noise when it came time to interpret them. In

increasing order of seriousness, they are:

1. Back Button. Although Netscape browsers had the

browser back button disabled, Internet Explorer

users were free to use it (although they were told

not to in the instructions, habits die hard). Thus,

the log file could be missing RETURN events. Al-

though it would normally be possible to infer these

events, the timing would be unknown, and as it

turns out, inferring them isn't possible due to the

problems described next.

2. Multiple Processes. Because the user was able to

request to VIEW a document before their QUERY
had finished processing, it was possible to still

have the computer process which was handling the

QUERY running at the same time as the process

handling the VIEW, which slowed things down a
little. This scenario wasn't really a problem, but
when the user swapped back and forth between
viewing and querying (every RETURN event also

initiated a new process to re-generate the results

list from scratch), the system could get very bogged
down. In and of itself, this would not be a prob-

lem for the logging of events, but due to the next

problem, it greatly complicated things.

3. End time stamp. Contrary to what one might as-

sume (and what the experimenter did assume), the

HTTP daemon does not log the start time of re-

quests, but the finish time. This would not be
a problem in a serial, one-process-at-a-time com-
puter. However, when coupled with the previous

problem, it nearly rendered the event logs useless.

We have attempted to compensate for the above three

flaws in two ways. First, event start times were approx-

imated based on first calculating run-times of processes

in standalone mode, and then using a simple algorithm

which works backwards from the end of the log, estimat-

ing start times based on number of processes running and
the standalone runtimes. Second, we combed through the

logs and tossed out any of those belonging to any users

who exhibited behaviors which resulted in logs that were

inconsistent with the constraints above (e.g., ones with

two VIEW events in a row or two RETURN events in

a row, etc.), on 4 or more of the questions. This left us

with the results from 13 users.

3.3 The Myth of Clickthroughs

One of our goals in this experiment was to find a way of

inferring which documents were relevant to a query based

on the user's actions, without explicitly asking the user

for feedback. One common simple assumption is that

when a user selects a document for display (an event

sometimes called a "clickthrough" in the context of the

Web), that document is more likely to be relevant (or, an

even simpler version of this heuristic is that the document
is relevant). In this section, we attempt to debunk that

idea. We propose a hypothesis that the amount of time

spent reading the document (when adjusted for the docu-

ment's length) is a more closely correlated with relevance

than just whether the document was clicked-through.

In this section, we only analyze the data provided by

the 13 "well-behaved" subjects described previously. We
are interested in how much time the users spent exam-
ining each document that they saw and how that cor-

responds to relevance. In this section, a document is

defined as relevant to a question if the NIST assessors

indicated that it supported (at least in part) a correct

answer to the question, otherwise it is nonrelevant. As
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Mean Std Dev
Relevant

Nonrel

0.01808 0.0467

0.00977 0.0159

Table 3: Mean and Standard Deviation of Normalized

View Time

a first step in debunking the clickthrough assumption,

we note that across all 13 users, a total of 181 VIEW
events occurred. Of these, only 66 (or about 36%) were

actually for relevant documents. This low number is par-

tially a result of the lack of information the users had to

go on: only about 2/3rds of the document's headline was
shown. Nevertheless, this argues that there is a very good
chance that clicked-through documents are not relevant.

Perhaps timing information will prove more informative.

Analyzing Normalized View Times

We hypothesize that a user's behavior when reading doc-

uments for this task is to scan the document quickly to

find an answer or partial answer to the question at hand.

They will encounter two kinds of nonrelevant documents,

ones which are obviously not relevant and ones which look

promising. Relevant documents will also look promising.

The amount of time spent on obviously nonrelevant doc-

uments will be very small on average. The amount of

time spent on promising but nonrelevant documents will

likely be a little bit longer than the time spent on relevant

documents, because the user will want to scan the entire

document to verify the absence of an answer. On the

other hand, they will stop scanning a relevant document
as soon as they find an answer. Of course, these times

will also depend a lot on the length of the document, so

we propose normalizing view times by document length.

Thus, we hypothesize that the distribution of nor-

malized view times for nonrelevant documents will be bi-

modal, with one peak for the obviously nonrelevant and
one for the promising but nonrelevant. On the other

hand, the distribution of normalized view times for rele-

vant documents will be natter, and likely have a higher

overall mean.
We have calculated the normalized view times by di-

viding the view time (in seconds) by the number of char-

acters in indexed sections of each document. Table 3

shows the mean and standard deviation for these two
distributions. As hypothesized, the average normalized

view time for relevant documents is higher than that for

nonrelevant. Also, since the distribution of relevant times

has a higher variance, it is more spread out, or flatter.

The question still remains as to whether the nonrelevant

distribution is bimodal or not.

Figure 1 shows two histograms of the nonrelevant nor-

malized view times, which are further normalized by the

total number of data points (115) to facilitate compari-

•Nonfl«mn»«_0.001* -

i. nn nn n n
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Figure 1: Distribution of Nonrelevant Normalized View
Times (bin sizes 0.001 and 0.005)

son to the histograms for relevant document view times.

Figure 2 mirrors this for relevant view times. Contrary

to our hypothesis, the nonrelevant distribution only looks

vaguely bimodal, but in keeping with our hypothesis, the

relevant distribution shows signs of normality. Currently,

the bins in these histograms have very few (on the order

of 10) data points. It is possible that a larger number of

data points would better show the true nature of these

distributions.

In the end, what matters is whether or not one can

distinguish relevant documents from nonrelevant using

normalized view time. Figure 3 shows the receiver oper-

ator characteristic curve for using normalized view time

as a predictor of relevance. Although the plot shows that

it does have some predictive value, the fact that it is not

that far from the plot of a random predictor (y — x)

shows that it is not a great predictor. Clearly, there are

other factors that need to be taken into consideration.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Relevant Normalized View
Times (bin sizes 0.001 and 0.005)

4 CONCLUSIONS and FUTURE WORK
If we assume that the steps we took to correct for the

errors in the design of our user action logging system were

indeed effective, then we have shown that clickthroughs

are not necessarily indicative of relevance. In fact, for this

experiment, where the preview of a document was quite

short (about 2/3rds of a headline), only about one third

of the clickthroughs were actually to relevant documents.
Clearly, this result depends heavily on our system, the

corpus, and the task assigned to the users.

We have introduced the idea of length-normalized

viewing time as a predictor of relevance. We have shown
that the distribution of this measure differs between rel-

evant documents and nonrelevant documents, although

not to such a great extent that it could be used as the sin-

gle predictor of relevance with real accuracy. Neverthe-

less, it is an important factor which can more accurately

predict relevance than clickthroughs alone.

In the future, we hope to correct the deficiencies of

this experiment by creating a better testbed which accu-

rately records event timing, and expands on the types of

events logged (e.g., scrolling, mouse-overs, highlighting,

etc.), possibly using the Java programming language. It

is our belief that a detailed log of user actions could very

accurately predict relevance, thus alleviating the need for

explicit feedback.
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6 Appendix

On the next few pages are the instructions given to sub-

jects, including an ASCII rendition of the Web interface.

Instructions

Please read these instructions carefully. Please reread

them multiple times until you feel comfortable with what
they say. You will not see these instructions again during

the course of the experiment. If you want, you can print

this page out and/or copy-and-paste it to another window
for reference when you're searching.

Overview of the Experiment
The goal of this experiment is to determine how well an

information retrieval system can help you to answer ques-

tions you might ask when searching newswire or newspa-

per data. The questions are of two types:

• Find a given number of different answers. For ex-

ample: Name 3 hydroelectric projects proposed

or under construction in the People's Republic of

China.

• Choose between two given answers. For example:

Which institution granted more MBAs in 1989 - the

Harvard Business School or MIT-Sloan?

You will be asked to search on four questions with one

system and four questions with another. These two ses-

sions might be separated by a period of up to a week.

You will have five minutes to search on each question,

so plan your search wisely (you will be shown the question

before you have to start searching). You will be asked to

answer the question and provide a measure of your cer-

tainty of your answer both before and after searching,

and to indicate which documents were helpful for deter-

mining the answer.

You will also be asked to complete several additional

questionnaires:

• Before the experiment - computer/searching expe-

rience and attitudes

• After each question

• After each four questions with the same system

• After the experiment - system comparison and ex-

periment feedback

System Details

The searching system you will be using is similar to the

typical Web search engine. You will type keywords into

a text box, press a "Search" button, and then view a list

of the titles of documents ranked according to how well

the document matches your search query.

The screen will be divided into two portions. In the

top portion, you will see the following elements: the ques-

tion you are looking to answer, a search textbox and but-

ton, an area for typing in your answer to the question.

and a drop-down list used to indicate how certain you are

of your answer. There is also a countdown timer that in-

dicates how long you have to complete your search (this

is also displayed in the status bar at the bottom of your
browser). The bottom half of the screen serves a dual

purpose:

• It displays the list of results of a search, which con-

sists of a sorted list of document IDs and titles,

along with how many times each word in your query
appears in that document.

• It also displays the full content of individual docu-

ments whenever you click on their title in the results

list.

An example of what the screen would look like at some
point in a search is shown on the last page of these in-

structions.

Every document in the database has a unique iden-

tifier, typically 2-4 letters which indicate the source

(e.g., WSJ for Wall Street Journal), followed by a pos-

sibly hyphenated series of numbers. These will be dis-

played in a red font for easy identification. For example,

WSJ911231-0122. It is very important that you in-

clude the document identifiers for those documents in

which you found supporting evidence as part of your an-

swer. Otherwise, we won't be able to verify your answer.

Verification of your answer will be done by human
reviewers. Unfortunately, you will receive no immediate
feedback as to whether your answer was correct, but we
will let you know how you did after the manual scoring

is done (some time this fall).

Hints and Special Requests

• Please do not use the navigation buttons
(Back, Forward, Reload, Refresh, etc.) on
your browser. Click only on buttons and links

that are in the main portion of your browser screen.

• Please observe the 5 minute time limit - when
the system tells you to submit your answer, do so

without delay. This is a scientific experiment, so

certain guidelines need to be followed by all sub-

jects to ensure the results are accurate. The time

you spend searching is logged, and if you spend sig-

nificantly more than 5 minutes, we can't use your

data.

• Some users of this system have noted the following

ideas for fast and efficient use of the system:

— Maximize the size of your browser window
(you can do that right now if you want).

- When you get through the initial questionnaire

and are on the search screen, scroll the top

frame of the browser window so you can see

both the search box and the answer box.
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- After issuing a query, the number of candidate Example screen (rendered in ASCII) begins on
documents might be quite large - you may have next page:
to do some scrolling to find what you're look-

ing for. To help you, a portion of the docu-

ment's headline will be displayed, along with
how many times each word in your query ap-

pears in that document. This should help you
quickly eliminate irrelevant documents.

- You don't have to wait for the whole results list

to be displayed before choosing a document
to examine - you can click on the document
headline at any time.

- Use the browser's "Find" feature to quickly lo-

cate relevant parts of a document that is cur-

rently being displayed in the lower half of the

screen (the keyboard shortcut for Find is usu-

ally Ctrl-F or Command-F)

- If one word is more important than others in

your query, repeat it multiple times (e.g. "dog
dog dog bones").

- It is often useful to modify your query by re-

moving bad keywords (i.e., ones that cause the

system to retrieve irrelevant documents) and
adding new keywords. When you're reading a

document, be on the lookout for specific terms

that you may want to add to your query. If

you're getting bad results, don't be afraid to

modify and re-issue a query.

- This search engine does NOT support any of

the fancy searching features you may be used

to (e.g., AND, OR, +, enclosing phrases in

quotes, etc.). It only allows you to type in

keywords

- Use your browser's copy-and-paste facilities to

copy document identifiers to the answer box
(usually, Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V)

You should have been mailed a four-character user-

name via email. Make sure you have about an hour's

worth of time available and a consistent and good inter-

net connection, and then enter your username to begin:

If you are having problems, please contact Chris Vogt
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3 : 14 Minutes Remaining
Please answer the following question by searching for relevant documents:

Which institution granted more MBAs in 1989 - the Harvard Business School or MIT-Sloan?
+ +

I harvard sloan mba I {Search}-

+ +

Enter your answer in the space below along with one or more documents

that supports the answer. (You must list at least one document that

answers the question.)
+ +

I MIT-Sloan FT944-15805 WSJ881104-0152 I

I I

I I

+ +

Please choose how certain you are about your answer:

o Extremely Uncertain

o Somewhat Uncertain

o Neutral

o Somewhat Certain

o Extremely Certain

{Submit Answer}

DocID mba harvard sloan Title

FT944-15805 124 3 -Survey of Business Schools - An A-Z Guide (

AP881017-0012 32 -Presidential Campaign Elevates Elite Rival

FT924-176 22 1 -Management: Successful to a degree - Critics

FT932-12256 18 1 -Survey of Business Schools (2) : Some employ

LA093090-0082 16 -ARTS FESTIVALS; IT'S SAN FRANCISCO'S TURN

LA113089-0061 14 6 -HARVARD-WESTLAKE MERGER IS FOCUS OF LAWSU

FT941-2127 12 6 -Survey of Management Education &amp; Trainin
WSJ881104-0152 1 14 -MIT's Sloan School Tries To Drop a Name

WSJ911007-0114 22 -Harvard Marks Down Speculative Fund by $

LAI 11989-0153 21 -COLLEGE FOOTBALL; THE SCENE AT ANOTHER RI

LA110289-0081 21 -PARENTS' REVOLT DELAYS MERGER OF 2 SCHOOL

LAI 13089-0094 12 -BATTLE GROWS OVER SCHOOLS' MERGER; EDUCAT

FT941-2136 16 -Survey of Management Education &amp; Trainin

FT932-12258 13 2 -Survey of Business Schools (1) : Horses for

WSJ900827-0138 10 3 -Manager's Journal: How Much Is an MBA Re

FT944- 14774 13 1 -Management : Degree of reluctance - George B

WSJ870615-0133 10 2 -Manager's Journal: The Value of Today's

FT922-13885 12 1 -Survey of Management Education and Training
FT944-9861 10 -Management : Pioneers and prophets - Alfred P
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Abstract

We investigated the dictionary-based query

translation method combining the translation

disambiguation process using statistic co-

occurrence information trained from the

provided corpus.

We believe that neighboring words tend to be

related in contextual meaning and have higher

chance of co-occurrence particularly if adjacent

words (two or more) compose a phrase. The

correct translation equivalents of co-occurrence

pattern in a source language are more likely to

co-occur in a target language documents than in

conjunction with any incorrect translation

equivalents within a certain range of contextual

window size.

In this work, we tested several methods to

calculate the degree of co-occurrence and used

them as the basis of disambiguation. Different

from most disambiguation methods which

usually select one best translation equivalent for

a word, we select the best translation equivalent

pairs for two adjacent words. The final translated

queries are the concatenation of all overlapped

adjacent word translation pairs after

disambiguation.

System Description

The well-known vector space modeled SMART
information retrieval system, Version 11, is used

as our platform. We adopted the weighting

strategy for documents and queries as Lnu.Ltu

[1,2], which has been proved more successful

than cosine normalization.

The queries were produced after query

translation and ambiguity resolution. We fed

them to the SMART system to get the retrieval

result.

Query Translation

Bilingual Dictionaries

A bilingual English to Chinese machine readable

dictionary (MRD) produced by Earth Village

(http://www.samli ght.com/ev/ensf) is used as

our translation resource. This MRD has many
entries exactly the same with those in the

bilingual dictionary edited by LDC
(http://morph.ldc.upenn.edu/Proiects/Chinese) .

The reason we chose Earth Village was that

Earth Village provided POS (parts of speech)

information. We thought it was useful at the

early stage of our experiments but ended up not

using it. For phrase translation purpose, we

combined three sources: a Chinese to English

MRD
(http://www.mindspring.com/~paul denisowski/

cedict.html) , Earth Village, and the one from

LDC. The Chinese to English MRD was

converted to English->Chinese and we extracted

all the phrase translations from the above

resources and complied a single phrase level

English Chinese MRD. From our previous

experiments, we found the more the number of

translations for a word, the higher the chance of

introducing extraneous translations for this word.

For this reason, we used only Earth Village

MRD as our word level translation resource.

There are 61729 entries, 2.3 translations in

average for each word. However, for the 25

queries in TREC-9, each word in the source

language (English) has 5 translations in Chinese

after the translation by Earth Village MRD.

Phrase level translation was performed before

word level translation. All English words were

morphologically transformed to its original word

root by using WordNet

(http://www.wordnet.com) . The root was used

as the key to search for its corresponding
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translations in the dictionary. To perform phrase

level translation, we created from Digrams to

five-grams composed by adjacent words first in

the queries. If a higher gram translation failed, a

lower one would be tried until bigram was

reached. If it still failed, word level translation

was adopted. Otherwise, phrase level translation

was performed and the same procedure starting

from the next word position was repeated.

Chinese Segmentation

The corpus and the translated queries were

segmented by using the perl coded software

developed by Erik Peterson

(http://www.mandarintools.com) . But we

replaced the original word list dictionary with

our own, a word list of Hong Kong style words.

Post processing after translation

After the initial translation, we did some pruning

based on our previous experience and some ad

hoc rules. Earth Village is basically a mainland

Chinese language style dictionary while the

corpus used is in Hong Kong style Chinese. For

the same concept, two styles may have totally

different representations in the bilingual

dictionary. For the translated segmented queries

(mainland style), we did the following pruning:

1. Delete the translations having longer than

five Chinese characters unless there's only

one translation: If a translation is too long

(exceed five characters for example), this

translation is highly likely the description of

the word meaning instead of direct

translation of the word.

2. Delete the translated entries being

segmented unless there's only one

translation. If a translated word is

segmented, very probably it is because (1)

there's no entry in the dictionary for the

word segmentation, (2) it has different

translations in China and Hong Kong.

3. Keep only the first three translations with

the highest term frequency (TF) in the

corpus. From our previous experiments,

translations with high term frequency in the

target language tend to have higher chance

of being the correct translations than rare

appearing ones.

After the above processing, each word has no

more than three translation candidates.

Disambiguation

There are several scenarios of resolving

translation ambiguity by using co-occurrence

(CO) information.

First, a NLP parser can be used to recognize all

the grammatical sub-components such as a

phrase. Then the CO information is used to

calculate the coherent values in the target

language among the composite words within a

phrase. The translation for this phrase is the one

that has the highest coherent values among all

the translation combinations for the phrase.

However, a parser is not always reliable. Further,

individual words which are not associated to any

phrases are isolated in meaning; we can do

nothing to resolve their translation ambiguity.

Second, ambiguity is resolved in sentence level

rather than phrase level like method one. We
create all the translation combinations in the

target language for a sentence and choose the one

that has the highest coherent values as the final

translation. Obviously, as a sentence is usually

much longer than a phrase, the number of

translation combinations in this method is much
larger and thus the computation cost can be too

high. Another problem with this method is that

when the corpus is not large enough, the

coherent values trained from it may be

misleading. The longer a sentence is, the more

costly is the computation and the larger the

corpus is required. The rate of increase of both

computation cost and size of the corpus required

is exponential.

Third, the disambiguation is done between two

adjacent words. Among all the translation

combinations between two words, we choose the

pair with the highest coherent values as the final

translation. The cost is low and the corpus size

requirement is much less restricted. We adopted

this method for its easy computation and the

corpus condition.

Co-occurrence information such as mutual

information (MI) [3] was used to calculate the

degree of cohesion between two words. MI
measure however strongly favors rarely

appearing words. We apply the methods to

calculate the similarity values between all

adjacent word pairs in queries to reduce the

translation errors.

If two words always co-occur within a particular

contextual range such as adjacent positions, a

sentence or even a whole document, they should

have similar distribution pattern within that
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contextual range throughout the document

collection. Higher similar distribution means

higher degree of co-occurrence pattern or

coherent values. The correct translation

equivalents of co-occurrence pattern in source

language is more likely to co-occur in the target

language documents than in conjunction with

any incorrect translation equivalents within a

certain range of contextual window size.

We calculate this degree of similarity as the inner

product of two vectors each representing a word

distribution in the collection. For disambiguation

purpose, a fine-grained context for a co-

occurrence scope is essential. We chose the

window size to be a sentence in target language.

The dimension of the vectors are the number of

windows (or the number of sentences in the

collection). The value of each dimension is 1 if a

word appears in that sentence and 0 otherwise.

We made two assumptions here: a word always

appears no more than once in a sentence and the

variation of sentence length can be ignored. By
considering only the distribution throughout the

corpus as the normalization factor, we assigns idf

value to each dimension of a vector of a word as

the weight, i.e.,

idf = log(N/N
c )

where N is the total number of documents in the

corpus and Nc is the number of documents where

the word appears. The similarity of two words by

their inner product is the sum of

tf{ab)*idf{a)*idf{b)

in each dimension where tf(ab) is the co-

occurrence indicator (1 or 0) in sentence scope

and idf(a), idf(b) are the Rvalues for words a

and b respectively.

We calculate similarity values for all possible

pairs of translation between two adjacent non-

stopword words in queries and select the

translated pairs with the highest similarity value

in the target language as the final translations.

The final translated queries are the concatenation

of all overlapped adjacent word translation pairs

after disambiguation.

Our method is different from others in that we

did not select the best translation candidate for a

word. We select the best translation pairs instead.

By considering all overlapping pairs, each word

in fact has two translations (except the first and

the last words in a sentence). But if a translation

has strong similarity value with the translation of

the word adjacently before and after it, two

translations should be the same.

There are several features for this arrangement:

First, no grammatical boundary such as phrase

boundary recognition is needed during

disambiguation. Second, even if two adjacent

words are not a phrase, many of them are related

in contextual meaning and have a higher chance

of co-occurrence. Overlapped concatenation

makes each word's translation be selected twice.

If two translations are the same, such a word

appearing in queries in the target language would

have higher weighting than a word having two

different translations when the TF value is

considered in query weighting. We believe the

former case would produce more correct

translations. If this is the case, more correct

translations would enforce higher weighting

values, which would help the retrieval

performance.

Experiments

We submitted two official runs. One was

monolingual and the other cross-lingual.

However, we will describe more runs here to

support our analysis.

We used all three parts of a query: title,

description and narratives. All our queries are

long queries. We used SMART Lnu.Ltu

weighting and SMART Rocchio query expansion

(mono run) before and after query translation

(xlingual run). Three parameters of expansion

were set to alpha=8, beta=16, gamma=8. For

monolingual query expansion, we added 35

terms extracted from the top 10 documents. From

our previous experiment, we trained the optimal

number of terms to be 10 terms. But as there

was a copyright statement at the end of each

document, we increased the number to 35 terms.

For the same reason, the number to be added for

cross-lingual run is increased from 20 terms to

50 terms from the top 20 documents. We also

did query expansion before query translation

using the corpus from TREC data vol. 5, the

Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS)

files. FBIS is more than 400 MB in size and

contains many international related documents.

The number of expanded terms were 10 terms

from the top 10 documents. The translation for

the added terms in the source language were

done by selecting the first two translations in the

dictionary. All the parameters mentioned above
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were trained from our previous experiments if

not otherwise stated.

Table IrOfficial run results

Run 1 1 -point Relevant R precision

CHUHK00CH1 0.2419 552 0.2524

CHUHK0OXEC1 0.2583 514 0.2618

Table 1 is our official run results.

CHUHK00CH1 is the monolingual run and

CHUHK00XEC1 is the cross-lingual run.

There are 663 relevant documents altogether in

TREC-9. Table 2 is the component result for

monolingual CHUHK00CH1 run and Table 3 is

the component result for

CHUHK00XEC1 run.

cross-lingual

Table 2: Monolingual component results

Run 1 1 -point

Lnu.Ltu 0.2288

above+expansion (top

10 docs, 35 terms)

0.2419

(+6%)

Table 3: Cross-lingual component results

Run 11 -point

Lnu.Ltu 0.1862

above+expansion before query

translation (top 10 docs, 10

terms)

0.2642

above+expansion after query

translation (top 20 docs, 50

terms)

0.2583

There are some interesting phenomena from the

results. Our final cross-lingual run exceeds its

corresponding monolingual run, the performance

ratio is 0.2583/0.2419=106.8%. However, if we

compare the performance before any query

expansions, that ratio is 0.1862/0.2288=81%.

For the cross-lingual run, the improvement of

query expansion (from 0.1862 to 0.2642) before

query translation is as high as 42%. We
contribute the drastic improvement to the

following reasons: First, the corpus "Foreign

Broadcast Information Service" seems to contain

many relevant documents to the queries in the

source language and thus it is ideal for the source

of blind relevance feedback. Second, selecting

the first two translations for the expanded terms

seems to be very successful in this context. Due
to the time limitation, we could not investigate

carefully on how to select the best translation

candidates for isolated terms.

By looking at the results produced from the final

query expansion, the improvement for

monolingual is 6% (from 0.2288 to 0.2419),

which is reasonable. However, the query

expansion after translation led to performance

degradation, from 0.2642 to 0.2583 even though

the retrieved relevant documents increased from

495 to 514.

Table 4 concludes our performance comparing

with other groups.

Table 4: Result comparison

Run best median worst

CHUHK00CH1(mono) 3 12 10

CHUHK00XEC1(xlingual) 2 16 7

Analysis

In this section, we present the results from more

runs to support our analysis. We aim to compare

our proposed method with other related ones

such as MI (mutual information) and highest

term frequency methods. To do this, we did the

following experiments.

1. The disambiguation is done by selecting the

translation pairs with the highest MI value

(denoted as sim_mi). MI is calculated as

I(a,b) = log.
P(x,y)

p(x,y)

The disambiguation is done by selecting the

translation candidate with the highest term

frequency appeared in the target corpus

(denoted as htf). The similarity measure

used in our official runs was used here

except idf normalization, i.e., the

disambiguation is done by selecting the

translation pairs with the highest value of

co- occurrence numbers (denoted as sim_tf).

Table 5 shows the retrieval results for the above

runs in average precision (11-point). These runs

were all done by query expansion before and

after query translation with the same parameters

used in our official cross-lingual runs.
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Table 5: Comparative results

Run
1 1 -point

(b)

11 -point

(a)

mi 0.2552 0.2473

htf 0.2613 0.2544

sim_tf 0.2638 0.2564

MI method was worse than the others while htf,

sim_tf and our sim_idf performed better. It is

surprising that htf, the simplest method produced

such a good result considering the efforts it

takes. The result of sim_tf reveals similar

message: high term frequency translations in the

target are good indication of good translations.

MI has the disadvantage of strongly favoring

rarely appearing words.

We performed a final experiment trying to

support our hypothesis that our overlapped

concatenation of best selected translation pairs

would enforce more correct translations to have

higher weighting if the term frequency factor in

the query is properly considered. If this is the

case, it would be helpful for retrieval

performance. To test this, we did Lnu.ntu

weighting retrieval where term frequency factor

is "augmented" comparing with Lnu.Ltu

weighting.

The average 11 -point recall precision is 0.2649

before the query expansion and 0.2596 after the

query expansion. Although the increase is not

obvious (0.2642 and 0.2583 in our official cross-

lingual run), this result gives the highest figure

comparing with all Lnu.Ltu runs.

We also observed consistent retrieval

degradation after the final query expansion in all

cross-lingual runs.

of a word pair are used to normalize the co-

occurrence numbers. We have shown that both

co-occurrence number with or without

normalization worked better than MI method. In

particular, idf normalization is 4.5%
(0.2583/0.2473) better than MI method in our

experiments. More tests will be performed to

further verify the improvement reported here.

This is our first participation in TREC. We
reckon that this is a good start for our future

research.
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Abstract

CL Research's question-answering system

(DMAP-QA) for TREC-9 significantly extends its

semantic relation triple (logical form) technology in

which documents are fully parsed and databases built

around discourse entities. This extension further

exploits parsing output, most notably appositives and

relative clauses, which are quite useful for

question-answering. Further, DIMAP-QA integrated

machine-readable lexical resources: a full-sized

dictionary and a thesaurus with entries linked to

specific dictionary definitions. The dictionary's

270,000 definitions were fully parsed and semantic

relations extracted to provide a MindNet-like semantic

network; the thesaurus was reorganized into a

WordNet file structure. DEMAP-QA uses these lexical

resources, along with other methods, to support a

just-in-time design that eliminates preprocessing for

named-entity extraction, statistical subcategorization

patterning, anaphora resolution, ontology

development, and unguided query expansion. (All of

these techniques are implicit in DIMAP-QA.)

The best official scores for TREC-9 are 0.296 for

sentences and 0.135 for short answers, based on

processing 20 of the top 50 documents provided by

NIST, 0.054 and 0.083 below the TREC-9 averages.

The initial post-hoc analysis suggests a more accurate

assessment of DIMAP-QAs performance in

identifying answers is 0.485 and 0. 196. This analysis

also suggests that many failures can be dealt with

relatively straightforwardly, as was done in improving

performance for TREC-8 answers to 0.803 and 0.597

for sentences and short answers, respectively.

1. Introduction

TREC-9 DIMAP-QA proceeded from last year's

version by first removing many shortcomings noted

there (where it was suggested that the official 250-byte,

or sentence, score of 0.281 could be raised to an

estimated 0.482) by including documents not

processed, resolving parsing problems affecting both

questions and documents, and resolving triple

extraction problems. Dealing with these problems

improved the score to 0.550. DEVIAP-QA was then

extended to extract 50-byte answers, with feedback to

the sentence extraction (i.e., when a viable short

answer was recognized, its sentence was given a

higher score). This extension focused on developing

question-specific routines for extracting short answers

based on the discourse entities and the types of

semantic relations in which they participated. This

improved scores to 0.740 for sentences and 0.493 for

short answers, suggesting that a substantial portion of

question-answering can be achieved without special

pre-processing. At this point in development, the

lexical resources were integrated. Although these

resources could have been used directly to answer

questions, thejust-in-time model used them instead for

substantiation. For example, in "where" questions,

definitions provided a background set of discourse

entities used in evaluating document sentences. For

"what" questions (e.g., "what country"), dictionary

definitions were examined to determine whether a

document discourse entity was defined as or had the

hypernym "country". If no match, the thesaurus was

examined to determine if the hypernym for a document

discourse entity was in the same thesaurus category

(e.g., as "country" where "Belgium" is defined as a

"kingdom"). Incorporation of these lexical resources

improved the TREC-8 scores to 0.803 for sentences

and 0.597 for short answers.

DEVIAP-QA is a part of the DEVIAP dictionary

creation and maintenance software, which is primarily

designed for making machine-readable dictionaries

machine-tractable and suitable for NLP tasks, with

some components intended for use as a lexicographer's

workstation.
1 The TREC-9 QA track provided an

opportunity for experimenting with the limits of

DEMAP, including the question-answering

component, is available from CL Research.

Demonstration and experimental versions are

available at http://www.clres.com.
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question-answering based onlyon syntactical clues and

for examining use of computational lexical resources

(dictionary and thesaurus). The development of the

system for TREC-9 and the analysis of failures

provides a good delineation of the limits of different

types of evidence and the role of lexical resources.

2. Problem Description

Participants in the TREC-9 QA track were

provided with 693 unseen questions to be answered

from the TREC CD-ROMs, (about 1 gigabyte of

compressed data), containing documents from the

Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Los Angeles

Times, Financial Times, Wall Street Journal,

Associated Press Newswire, and San Jose Mercury

News. These documents were stored with SGML
formatting tags. Participants were given the option of

using their own search engine or of using the results of

a "generic" search engine. CL Research chose the

latter, relying on the top 50 documents retrieved by the

search engine. These top documents were provided

simultaneously with the questions.

Participants were then required to answer the 693

questions in either 50-byte answers or by providing a

sentence or 250-byte string in which the answer was

embedded. For each question, participants were to

provide 5 answers, with a score attached to each for

use in evaluating ties.
2 NIST evaluators then judged

whether each answer contained a correct answer.

Scores were assigned as the inverse rank. If question

q contained a correct answer in rank r, the score

received for that answer was 1/r. If none of the 5

submissions contained a correct answer, the score

received was 0. The final score was then computed as

the average score over the entire set of questions.

CL Research submitted 4 runs, 2 each for the 250-

and 50-byte restrictions, one analyzing only the top 10

documents and the other only the top 20 documents, to

examine whether performance was degraded in going

from 10 to 20 documents.

3. System Description

TheCL Research prototype system consists of four

major components: (1) a sentence splitter that

separated the source documents into individual

2
Although this statement appears in one of the

problem specifications, the score is not used and only

the position of the answer is considered.

sentences; (2) a parser which took each sentence and

parsed it, resulting in a parse tree containing the

constituents of the sentence; (3) a parse tree analyzer

that identified important elements of the sentence and

created semantic relation triples stored in a database;

and (4) a question-answering program that (a) parsed

the question into the same structure for the documents,

except with an unbound variable, and (b) matched the

question database records with the document database

to answer the question. The matching process first

identified candidate sentences from the database,

extracted short answers from each sentence, developed

a score for each sentence, and chose the top 5

sentences (and their short answers) for submission.

3.1 Sentence Identification in Documents

The parser (described more fully in the next

section) contains a function to recognize sentence

breaks. However, the source documents do not contain

crisply drawn paragraphs that could be submitted to

this function. Thus, a sentence could be split across

several lines in the source document, perhaps with

intervening blank lines and SGML formatting codes.

As a result, it was first necessary to reconstruct the

sentences, interleaving the parser sentence recognizer.

At this stage, we also extracted the document

identifier and the document date. Other SGML-tagged

fields were not used. The question number, document

number, and sentence number provided the unique

identifier when questions were answered.

TREC-9 added 3 document collections (Wall

Street Journal, Associated Press Newswire, and San

Jose Mercury News). Although we had tested

processing of these document types before the test suite

was made available, we had not captured nuances not

described in the DTDs. As a result, there were many

"bombs" that occurred in processing the top

documents; many of the problems had to be fixed

during the final processing. Although this violates the

strict rule against making changes after the questions

are made available, these changes did not go to the

heart of the question-answering, but only to the ability

of the system to process the documents. After

submission, further nuances affecting system

performance were identified, most notably in the

omission of important textual material ("lead

paragraphs") in the Wall Street Journal and the San

Jose Mercury News and the combining of multiple

sentences from Associated Press documents (because

of the way quoted material was handled). These
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problems had an effect on performance, as described

below.

For the TREC-9 QA runs submitted to NIST, the

top 20 documents (as ranked by the search engine)

were analyzed (30 were processed for 250 of the

questions). Overall, this resulted in processing 14605

documents (up from 1977 in TREC-8) from which

422,562 (up from 63,118) sentences were identified

and presented to the parser. Thus, we used an average

of 28.9 (down from 31.9) sentences per document or

290 sentences for the 10-document set, 580 for the 20-

document set, and 870 for the 30-document set for

each question.

3.2 Parser

The parser in DEMAP (provided by Proximity

Technology, Inc.) is a grammar checker that uses a

context-sensitive, augmented transition network

grammar of 350 rules, each consisting of a start state,

a condition to be satisfied (either a non-terminal or a

lexical category), and an end state. Satisfying a

condition may result in an annotation (such as number

and case) being added to the growing parse tree. Nodes

(and possibly further annotations, such as potential

attachment points for prepositional phrases) are added

to the parse tree when reaching some end states. The

parser is accompanied by an extensible dictionary

containing the parts of speech (and frequently other

information) associated with each lexical entry. The

dictionary information allows for the recognition of

phrases (as single entities) and uses 36 different verb

government patterns to create dynamic parsing goals

and to recognize particles and idioms associated with

the verbs (the context-sensitive portion of the parser).

The parser output consists ofbracketed parse trees,

with leaf nodes describing the part of speech and

lexical entry for each sentence word. Annotations, such

as number and tense information, may be included at

any node. The parser does not always produce a correct

parse, but is very robust since the parse tree is

constructed bottom-up from the leaf nodes, making it

possible to examine the local context of a word even

when the parse is incorrect. In TREC-9, parsing

exceptions occurred for only 69 sentences out of

422562 (0.0002, down from 0.008), with another 131

"sentences" (usually tabular data) not submitted to the

parser. Usable output was available despite the fact

that there was at least one word unknown to the

parsing dictionary in 33,467 sentences (7.9 percent).

3.3 Document and Question Database

Development

A key step of DEVIAP-QA is analysis of the parse

tree to extract semantic relation triples and populate

the databases used to answer the question . A semantic

relation triple consists of a discourse entity, a

semantic relation which characterizes the entity's role

in the sentence, and a governing word to which the

entity stands in the semantic relation. A triple is

generally equivalent to a logical form (where the

operator is the semantic relation) or a conceptual

graph, except that a semantic relation is not strictly

required, with the driving force being the discourse

entity.

The first step of discourse processing is

identification of suitable discourse entities. For TREC-

8, this involved analyzing the parse tree node to

extract numbers, adjective sequences, possessives,

leading noun sequences, ordinals, time phrases,

predicative adjective phrases, conjuncts, and noun

constituents as discourse entities. To a large extent,

named entities, as traditionally viewed in information

extraction, are identified as discourse entities

(although not specifically identified as such in the

databases). For TREC-9, the parse output was further

mined, more fully exploiting the syntactic relations

between sentence constituents. The most notable of

these was the characterization of various forms of

appositives (parenthesized expressions, relative

clauses, and true appositives), which frequently

provide the answers to questions.

The semantic relations in which entities

participate are intended to capture the semantic roles

of the entities, as generally understood in linguistics.

This includes such roles as agent, theme, location,

manner, modifier, purpose, and time. For TREC-9, we

did not fully characterize the entities in these terms,

but generally used surrogate place holders. These

included "SUBJ," "OBJ", 'TIME," "NUM,"

"ADJMOD." and the prepositions heading

prepositional phrases. Appositive phrases were

characterized by identifying the sentence word they

modified and the beginning and ending words of the

phrase; their use is described particularly for

answering Who and What questions.

The governing word was generally the word in the

sentence that the discourse entity stood in relation to.

For "SUBJ," "OBJ," and "TIME," this was generally

the main verb of the sentence. For prepositions, the
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governing word was generally the noun or verb that

the prepositional phrase modified. (Because of the

context-sensitive dynamic parsing goals that were

added when a verb or a governing noun was

recognized, it was possible to identify what was

modified.) For the adjectives and numbers, the

governing word was generally the noun that was

modified.

The semantic relation and the governing word

were not identified for all discourse entities, but a

record for each entity was still added to the database

for the sentence. Overall, 4,149,106 semantic relation

triples were created (up from 467,889) in parsing the

422,562 sentences, an average of 9.8 triples per

sentence (up from 7.4 in TREC-8).

The same functionality was used to create database

records for the 693 questions. The same parse tree

analysis was performed to create a set of records for

each question. The only difference is that one

semantic relation triple for the question contained an

unbound variable as a discourse entity, corresponding

to the type of question. The question database

contained 2272 triples (for 693 questions), an average

of 3.3 triples per question. This is down from 4.5

triples per question in TREC-8. This is indicative of

the fact that the questions were "simpler", making

them more difficult to answer, since there was less

information on which to match.

3.4 Lexical Resources

A major addition to the question-answering

system for TREC-9 QA was the integration of a

machine-tractable dictionary and thesaurus. These

were provided in machine-readable form by The

Macquarie Library Pty Ltd of Australia. The

dictionary, known as Big Mac, was converted into a

format suitable for uploading intoDIMAP dictionaries,

during which most of the raw data were put into

specific fields of a DIMAP dictionary (e.g., headword,

part of speech, definitions, example usages, and many

"features" characterizing syntactic properties and other

information, particularly a link to Macquarie's

thesaurus and identification of a "derivational" link for

undefined words to their root form).

After conversion and upload, the entire dictionary

of 270,000 definitions was parsed to populate the raw

dictionary data by adding semantic relations links with

other words. The most important result was the

identification of the hypernyms of each sense. Other

relations include synonyms (discernible in the

definitions), typical subjects and objects for verbs, and

various semantic components (such as manner,

purpose, location, class membership, and class

inclusion). This dictionary, accessed during the

question-answering process, is thus similar in structure

to MindNet (Richardson, 1997).

The Macquarie thesaurus was provided in the

form of a list of the words belonging to 812 categories,

which are broken down into paragraphs (3 or 4 for

each part of speech) and subparagraphs, each

containing about 10 words that are generally

synonymous. We were also provided (Green, 2000)

with a set of perl scripts for inverting the thesaurus

data into alphabetical order, where each word or

phrase was listed along with the number of entries for

each part of speech, and an entry for each distinct

sense identifying the category, paragraph, and

subparagraph to which the word or phrase belongs.

The resultant thesaurus is thus in the precise

format of the combined WordNet index and data files

( (Fellbaum, 1998)), facilitating thesaurus lookup.

3.5 Question Answering Routines

For TREC-9, a database ofdocuments was created

for each question, as provided by the NIST generic

search engine. A single database was created for the

questions themselves. The question-answering

consisted of matching the database records for an

individual question against the database of documents

for that question.

The question-answering phase consists of three

main steps: (1) coarse filtering of the records in the

database to select potential sentences, (2) detailed

analysis of the question to set the stage for detailed

analysis of the sentences according to the type of

question, establishing an initial score of 1000 for each

sentence, (3) extracting possible short answers from

the sentences, with some adjustments to the score,

based on matches between the question and sentence

database records and the short answers that have been

extracted and (4) making a final evaluation of the

match between the question's key elements and the

short answers to arrive at a final score for the sentence.

The sentences and short answers were then ordered by

decreasing score for creation of the answer files

submitted to NIST.
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3.5.1 Coarse Filtering of Sentences

The first step in the question-answering phase was

the development of an initial set of sentences. The

discourse entities in the question records were used to

filter the records in the document database. Since a

discourse entity in a record could be a multiword unit

(MWU), the initial filtering used all the individual

words in the MWU. Question and sentence discourse

entities were reduced to their root form, eliminating

issues oftense and number. All words were reduced to

lowercase, so that issues of case did not come into play

during this filtering step. Finally, it was not necessary

for the discourse entity in the sentence database to

have a whole word matching a string from the question

database. Thus, in this step, all records were selected

from the document database having a discourse entity

that contained a substring that was a word in the

question discourse entities.

MWUs were analyzed in some detail to determine

their type and to separate them into meaningful named

entities. We examined the capitalization pattern of a

phrase and whether particular subphrases were present

in the Macquarie dictionary. We identified phrases

such as "Charles Lindbergh" as a person (and hence

possibly referred to as "Lindbergh"), "President

McKinley" as a person with a title (since "president"

is an uncapitalized word in the Macquarie dictionary),

'Triangle Shirtwaist fire" as a proper noun followed by

a common noun (hence looking for either 'Triangle

Shirtwaist" or "fire" as discourse entities).

The join between the question and document

databases produced an initial set of unique (document

number, sentence number) pairs that were passed to

the next step.

3.5.2 Identification of Key Question

Elements

As indicated above, one record associated with

each question contained an unbound variable as a

discourse entity. The type of variable was identified

when the question was parsed and this variable was

used to determine which type of processing was to be

performed.

The question-answering system categorized

questions into six types (usually with typical question

elements): (1) time questions ("when"), (2) location

questions ("where"), (3) who questions ("who" or

"whose"), (4) what questions ("what" or "which," used

alone or as question determiners), (5) size questions

("how" followed by an adjective), and (6) number
questions ("how many"). Other question types not

included above (principally "why" questions or non-

questions beginning with verbs "name the ...") were

assigned to the what category, so that question

elements would be present for each question.

Some adjustments to the questions were made.

There was a phase of consolidating triples so that

contiguous named entities were made into a single

triple. Then, it was recognized that questions like

"what was the year" or "what was the date" and "what

was the number" were not what questions, but rather

time or number questions. Questions containing the

phrase "who was the author" were converted into "who
wrote"; in those with "what is the name of, the triple

for "name" was removed so that the words in the "of
phrase would be identified as the principal noun.

Other phraseological variations of questions are likely

and could be made at this stage.

Once the question type had been determined and

the initial set of sentences selected, further processing

took place based on the question type. Key elements of

the question were determined for each question type,

with some specific processing based on the particular

question type. In general, we determined the key

noun, the key verb, and any adjective modifier of the

key noun for each question type. For who questions,

we looked for a year restriction. For where questions,

we looked up the key noun in the Macquarie dictionary

and identified all proper nouns in all its definitions

(hence available for comparison with short answers or

other proper nouns in a sentence). For what questions,

we looked for a year restriction, noted whether the

answer could be the object of the key verb, and formed

a base set of thesaurus categories for the key noun. For

size questions, we identified the "size" word (e.g.,

"far" in "how far"). For number questions, we also

looked for a year restriction.

3.5.3 Extraction of Short Answers

After the detailed question analysis, processing for

each question then examined each selected sentence,

attempting to find a viable short answer and giving

scores for various characteristics of the sentence. For

time, location, size, and number questions, it was

possible that a given sentence contained no

information of the relevant type. In such cases, it was

possible that a given sentence could be completely

eliminated. In general, however, a data structure for a
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possible answer was initialized to hold a 50-byte

answer and the sentence was assigned an initial score

of 1000. An initial adjustment to the score was given

for each sentence by comparing the question discourse

entities (including subphrases of MWUs) with the

sentence discourse entities, giving points for their

presence and additional points when the discourse

entities stood in the same semantic relation and had

the same governing word as in the question.

1

.

Time Questions - The first criterion applied to

a sentence was whether it contained a record that has

a TIME semantic relation. The parser labels

prepositional phrases of time or other temporal

expressions (e.g., "last Thursday"); database records

for these expressions were given a TIME semantic

relation. We also examined triples containing "in" or

"on" as the governing word (looking for phrases like

"on the 21st", which may not have been characterized

as a TIME phrase) or numbers that could conceivably

be years. After screening the database for such

records, the discourse entity of such a record was then

examined further. If the discourse entity contained an

integer or any of its words were marked in the parser's

dictionary as representing a time period, measurement

time, month, or weekday, the discourse entity was

selected as a potential answer.

2. Where Questions - Each sentence was examined

for the presence of "in", "at", "on", "of, or "from" as

a semantic relation, or the presence of a capitalized

word (not present in the question) modifying the key

noun. The discourse entity for that record was selected

as a potential answer. Discourse entities from "of

triples were slightly disfavored and given a slight

decrease in score. If the answer also occurred in a

triple as a governing word with a HAS relation, the

discourse entity from that triple was inserted into the

answer as a genitive determiner of the answer.

3. Who Questions - The first step in examining

each sentence looked for the presence of appositives,

relative clauses, and parentheticals. If a sentence

contained any of these, an array was initialized to

record its modificand and span. The short answer was

initialized to the key noun. Next, all triples of the

sentence were examined. First, the discourse entity

(possibly an MWU) was examined to determine the

overlap between it and the question discourse entities.

The number of hits was then added to all appositives

which include the word position of the discourse entity

within its span. (A sentence could have nested

appositives, so the number of hits can be recorded in

multiple appositives.)

The next set steps involved looking for triples

whose governing word matched the key verb,

particularly the copular "be" and the verb "write". For

copular verbs, if the key noun appeared as the subject,

the answer was the object, and vice versa. For other

verbs, we looked for objects matching the key noun,

then taking the subject of the verb as the answer. A
test was included here for examining whether the key

noun is in the definition, a hypernym, or thesaurus

category of the discourse entity, but this was not tested

and was removed when the system was frozen.

Another major test of each discourse entity that

contained a substring matching the key noun was

whether it was modified by an appositive. If this was

the case, the appositive was taken as a possible short

answer; the discourse entities of the appositive were

then concatenated into a short answer. Numerical and

time discourse entities were also examined when there

was a date restriction specified in the question to

ascertain if they could be years, and if so, whether they

matched the year restriction. In the absence of a clear

sentence year specification, the document date was

used.

4. What Questions - The first step in examining

the sentences was identical to that of the who
questions, namely, looking for appositives in the

sentence and determining whether a discourse entity

had overlaps with question discourse entities. If the

key noun was a part of a discourse entity, we would

note the presence of the key noun; if this occurrence

was in a discourse entity identified as an adjective

modifier, the modificand was taken as a short answer

and if this short answer was itself a substring of

another sentence discourse entity, the fuller phrase was

taken as the answer. Similarly, when the key noun

was a proper part of a discourse entity and began the

phrase (i.e., a noun-noun compound), the remaining

part was taken as the short answer.

As with who questions, if the key noun was

identified as the modificand of an appositive, the

appositive was taken as the possible answer. Similarly

to who questions, we also looked for the copular "be"

with the key noun as either the subject or object, taking

the other as a possible answer. When the key verb was

"have" and the key noun was equal to the object, the

subject of "have" was taken as the short answer. In

cases like these, we would also insert any adjective

modifiers of the noun discourse entities at the

beginning of the short answer.
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If the key noun was not equal to the discourse

entity of the triple being examined, we tested whether

the key noun against the DIMAP-enhanced Macquarie

dictionary, looking for its presence (1) in the definition

of the discourse entity, (2) as a hypernym of the

discourse entity, or (3) in the same Macquarie

thesaurus category. (For example, in examining

"Belgium" in response to the question "what country",

where country is not in definition and is not a

hypernym, since it is defined as a "kingdom", we

would find that "country" and "kingdom" are in the

same thesaurus category.) Finally, as with who
questions, we examined TIME and number discourse

entities for the possible satisfaction ofyear restrictions.

5. Size Questions - For these questions, each triple

of a selected sentence was examined for the presence

of a NUM semantic relation or a discourse entity

containing a digit. If a sentence contained no such

triples, it was discarded from further processing. Each

numerical discourse entity was taken as a possible

short answer in the absence of further information.

However, since a bare number was not a valid answer,

we looked particularly for the presence of a

measurement term associated with the number. This

could be either a modificand of the number or part of

the discourse entity itself, joined by a hyphen. If the

discourse entity was a tightly joined number and

measurement word or abbreviation (e.g., "6ft"), the

measurement portion was separated out for lookup.

The parsing dictionary characterizes measurement

words as having a "measures", "unit", "MEASIZE", or

"abbr" part of speech, so the modificand of the number

was tested against these. If not so present in the

parsing dictionary, the Macquarie definition was

examined for the presence of the word "unit". When
a measurement word was identified, it was

concatenated with the number to provide the short

answer.

6. Number Questions - The same criterion as used

in size questions was applied to a sentence to see

whether it contained a record that has a NUM
semantic relation. If a selected sentence had no such

triples, it was effectively discarded from further

analysis. In sentences with NUM triples, the number

itself (the discourse entity) was selected as the potential

answer. Scores were differentially applied to these

sentences so that those triples where the number

modified a discourse entity equal to the key noun were

given the highest number of points. TIME and NUM
triples potentially satisfying year specifications were

also examined to see whether a year restriction was

met. In the absence of a clear sentence year

specification, the document date was used.

3.5.4 Evaluation of Sentence and Short

Answer Quality

After all triples of a sentence were examined, the

quality of the sentences and short answers was further

assessed. In general, for each question type, we

assessed the sentence for the presence of the key noun,

the key verb, and any adjective qualifiers of the key

noun. The scores were increased significantly if these

key items were present and decreased significantly if

not. In the absence of a clear sentence year

specification (for who, what, and number questions

containing a year restriction), the document date was

used. For certain question types, there were additional

checks and possible changes to the short answers.

For location questions, where we accumulated a

set of proper nouns found in the definition of the key

noun, the score for a sentence was incremented for the

presence of those words in the sentence. Proper nouns

were also favored, and if two answers were found, a

proper noun would replace a common noun; proper

nouns also present as proper nouns in the Macquarie

dictionary were given additional points. Similarly, if

a sentence contained several prepositional phrases,

answers from "in" phrases replaced those from "of or

"from" phrases. For questions in which the key verb

was not "be", we tested the discourse entities of the

sentence against the DIMAP-enhanced Macquarie

dictionary to see whether they were derived from the

key verb (e.g., "assassination" derived from

"assassinate").

For who and what questions, when a sentence

contained appositives and in which satisfactory short

answers were not constructed, we examined the

number of hits for all appositives. In general, we

would construct a short answer from the modificand of

the appositive with the greatest number of hits.

However, if one appositive was nested inside another,

and had the same number of hits, we would take the

nested appositive. For these questions, we also gave

preference to short answers that were capitalized; this

distinguished short answers that were mixed in case.

For these two question types, we also performed

an anaphora resolution if the short answer was a

pronoun. In these cases, we worked backward from

the current sentence until we found a possible proper

noun referent. As we proceeded backwards, we also
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worked from the last triple of the each sentence. If we

found a plausible referent, we used that discourse

entity as the short answer and the sentence in which it

occurred as the long answer, giving it the same score

as the sentence in which we found the pronoun.

For size questions, we deprecated sentences in

which we were unable to find a measurement word.

We also looked for cases in which the discourse

entities in several contiguous triples has not been

properly combined (such as number containing

commas and fractions), modifying the short answers in

such cases.

After scores have been computed for all sentences

submitted to this step, the sentences are sorted on

decreasing score. Finally, the output is constructed in

the desired format (for both 50-byte and 250-byte

answers), with the original sentences retrieved from

the documents. If a sentence is longer than 250 bytes,

the string is reduced based on where the short answer

appears in the sentence.

4. TREC-9 Q&A Results

CL Research submitted 4 runs, 2 each for the 50-

and 250-byte lengths; the official scores for these runs

are shown in Table 1. The score is the mean

reciprocal rank of the best answer over all 682

questions that were included in the final judgments.

The score of 0.287 for run clrOOsl means that, over all

questions, theCL Research system provided a sentence

with a correct answer as slightly better than 4 th

position. This compares to an average score of 0.350

among all submissions for the TREC-9 QA 250-byte

answers (i.e., a correct answer slightly better than the

3"" position).

Table 1. CL Research Run Scores

Run
Doc.

Num. Type Score

TREC
Ave.

clrOOsl 10 250-byte 0.287 0.350

clrOObl 10 50-byte 0.119 0.218

clr00s2 20 250-bvte 0.296 0.350

clr00b2 20 50-byte 0.135 0.218

The CL Research runs differ in the number of

documents of the top 50 documents provided by the

generic search engine that were processed. As will be

discussed below, the number of documents processed

reflects a point of diminishing returns in finding

answers from the top documents. Table 2 shows the

number of questions for which answers were found at

any rank for the 682 questions.

Table 2. Answers Found (682)

Run
Doc.

Num. Type Num Pet
clrOOsl 10 250-byte 289 0.424

clrOObl 10 50-byte 113 0.166

clr00s2 20 250-byte 296 0.434

clr00b2 20 50-byte 132 0.194

5. Analysis

DIMAP-QA added many components to the

system used in TREC-8. The analysis that follows

examines the failures of this year's system, along with

a description of the incremental steps implemented in

dealing with last year's failures. In this way, we hope

to capture the characteristics ofthe question-answering

process and the significance of specific components.

As mentioned above, we only processed the top 20

documents provided by NIST. Table 3 clearly

indicates that, after the first 10 documents, the amount

of incremental improvement from processing more

documents is quite small. This table indicates that the

CL Research results might better be interpreted in

terms of the questions that could possibly have been

answered. Table 4 makes these adjustments.

Table 3. Highest ranked top document

containing strict answer string

Number of

Document Number Questions

1-10 474 I

11-20 38

21-30 21

31-40 18

41-50 12

None 130

Table 4. Adjusted scores for documents

attempted

Run
Doc.

Num. Type Score

Adj.

Score

clrOOsl 10 250-byte 0.287 0.412

clrOObl 10 50-byte 0.119 0.170

clr00s2 20 250-byte 0.296 0.394

clr00b2 20 50-byte 0.135 0.179

The significant difference between the unadjusted

and adjusted scores raises an important question: is the

question-answering track measuring retrieval
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performance or question-answering ability? It was

noted earlier that the number of semantic relation

triples for the questions had declined from 4.5 in

TREC-8 to 3.3 in TREC-9. One of these triples

contains a question element, so the decline in

information content is about one-third. As a result,

this year's questions, while being simpler to state, are

actually more difficult to answer. This has meant that

the likelihood of the retrieval system retrieving a

relevant document much less.

While this makes it more difficult for systems

relying on the NIST top documents, it also raises the

question of what might be an appropriate retrieval

strategy. CL Research experimented with the

Macquarie dictionary in support ofanswers to location

questions (the only "simple" questions in TREC-8, so

this strategy was only implemented for that question

type in TREC-9). While this strategy may help CL
Research performance on other question types, it does

not help the retrieval performance shown in Table 3.

What it does suggest is that dictionary lookup can

usefully be employed in rephrasing a question for

retrieving relevant documents. Thus, for example,

instead of retrieving birth announcements for "Who is

Maria Theresa?", the retrieval engine can search for

"archduchess of Austria, queen of Hungary and

Bohemia" in addition to "Maria Theresa".

In making improvements to DIMAP-QA for

TREC-9, we began by removing many shortcomings

noted there (Litkowski, 2000). First, we included

documents not processed. Next, we resolved several

"bugs", parsing problems affecting both questions and

documents and problems in the extraction of semantic

relation triples. Dealing with these problems improved

the score to 0.550, better than anticipated, but

seemingly the best that could be achieved by

considering only discourse entities and their relations.

The next stage of development focused on the

extraction of short answers. The final result of this

process is the set of heuristics described above for the

individual question types. We proceeded to this task

by categorizing the problems and the likely solutions.

In extending DEMAP-QA to extract 50-byte

answers, we found that we could successfully identify

appropriate phrases by greater attention to detailed

syntactic and semantic structures within the sentence.

We looked for opportunities for better characterization

of syntactic and semantic roles played by constituents

of the sentence; the appositive and genitive determiner

constituents led to a significant improvement in

performance, particularly for who and what questions.

We were able to exploit this extraction with feedback

to the sentence extraction (i.e., when a viable short

answer was recognized, its sentence was given a

higher score). This extension consisted of

question-specific routines for extracting short answers

based on the types of semantic relations in which the

discourse entities participated. This improved scores

to 0.740 for sentences and 0.493 for short answers.

At this point in development, it became clear that

the model we were implementing could be

characterized as just-in-time: improvements could be

attained by implementing slight refinements taken

from techniques like named-entity extraction and

query expansion. It was only at this point in

development that the lexical resources were integrated.

Although these resources could have been used directly

to answer questions, the just-in-time model used them

instead for substantiation. For example, in "where"

questions, definitions provided a background set of

discourse entities used in evaluating document

sentences. For "what" questions (e.g., "what country"),

dictionary definitions were examined to determine

whether a document discourse entity was defined as or

had the hypernym "country". If no match, the

thesaurus was examined to determine if the hypernym

for a document discourse entity was in the same

thesaurus category (e.g., as "country" where "Belgium"

is defined as a "kingdom").

The final set of improvements to DIMAP-QA
came from a more detailed evaluation of the short

answers. These changes can be characterized as

reflecting a more global view of the questions,

identifying their critical components and

implementing procedures for decreasing the scores of

sentences that were given inappropriately high scores.

Incorporation of the lexical resources and the

further evaluation of the short and sentence answers in

light of the key words in the questions improved the

TREC-8 scores to 0.803 for sentences and 0.597 for

short answers. It was at this point that the system was

frozen for the participation in TREC-9.

In examining the TREC-9 results, we have taken

a similar approach to categorizing the failures. In

general, we have found that there is nothing

qualitatively different from our performance with the

TREC-8 questions. We have, for the most part,

extracted appropriate sentences for detailed analysis
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(96.5%). Availability of the appropriate document is

the most prevalent problem (34% of the failures).

About 12% of the failures can be attributed to the need

to degrade the scores of too highly scored sentences.

Another 10% require improved characterization and

extraction ofconstituents from the parse output. About

10% of the questions can be answered by improved

routines for interacting with the lexical resources.

About 6% can be characterized as difficult problems.

The remaining problems seem to require better

examination of the question components or

modification of the algorithms for the individual

questions. The routines that were implemented for the

specific question types need to be evaluated for how

well they work together (i.e., as some routines were

implemented, they may have degraded other routines).

As mentioned earlier, we experienced significant

problems with processing Associated Press, Wall

Street Journal, and San Jose Mercury News

documents. We reran the entire 10- and 20-document

sets after our formal submission and estimate that

these problems reduced our overall performance by

about 0.028.

In Table 4, the adjusted score for the 20-document

run was 0.394, compared to 0.412 for the 10-document

run. This indicates that we actually experienced a

degradation in performance in going from 10 to 20

documents. Overall, in examining the official scores,

looking for cases where we performed better on the 10

document set than the 20 document set, we found that

this amounted to 0.042 loss of points.

6. Anticipated Improvements

The immediate possibilities for improvements are

many and the possibilities for exploration are quite

diverse. In addition, there are opportunities to be

explored for integrating DEMAP-QA within more

generalized search engines.

The clearest avenue of improvement is indicated

by the question variations in questions 701 to 893. For

16 variants we were unable to answer in the base 500

questions because the appropriate documents were not

in the top 10; the problem persisted for 8 questions. Of

the remainder, we were able to obtain an answer under

2 variations. Of the other 38 variation sets, we did not

obtain answers for 18 of the base questions, but were

able to find answers in one or more of the variations

for 11 sets. This suggests that improvements maybe
obtained by finding the "best" canonical form for a

question. (For most of the variants, the reformulated

questions gave rise to quite different document

positions of appropriate documents, underscoring

again the significance of the retrieval problem.)

The use of the dictionary and thesaurus in this

year's system was quite rudimentary. Analyzing the

questions, we found that 35% were either definitional,

answerable by dictionary lookup, or supportable by the

dictionary. Implementing procedures similar to those

used in answering where questions will lead to

substantial improvements.

7. Summary

The CL Research system was reasonably

successful in answering questions by selecting

sentences from the documents in which the answers

occur. The system generally indicates the viability of

using relational triples (i.e., structural information in

a sentence, consisting of discourse entities, semantic

relations, and the governing words to which the

entities are bound in the sentence) for question-

answering. Post-hoc analysis of the results suggests

several further improvements and the potential for

investigating other avenues that make use of semantic

networks and computational lexicology.
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Unfortunately, ACSys was able to commit very few resources to TREC experiments this year and

participated only in the Web track. I took the retrieval component (PADRE99) of our standard meta-

data/content Intranet search engine, modified it to handle TREC-formatted web pages and ran the

unexpanded topic titles as queries. I also generated a set of manual (non-interactive) queries from the

topic statements.

It transpired that the query "angioplast7" generated by the automatic title-only process retrieved 0

documents and these runs were rejected by the NIST submission process. Therefore, only the manual

run (acsys9mw0) was officially assessed. It achieved an average precision of 0.2486.

As in TRECs 6, 7 and 8 [Hawking et al. 1997], the basic relevance scoring method used in official

ACSys adhoc runs the Okapi BM25 weighting function [Robertson et al. 1994]

log(
^~n+0 - 5 '

2 x (0.25 + 0.75 x A) + tf d

wt = qt x tf d x— ^—

-

(1)

where wt is the relevance weight assigned to a document due to query term t, qt is the weight attached

to the term by the query, tf d is the number of times t occurs in the document, N is the total number of

documents, n is the number of documents containing at least one occurrence of t, dl is the length of the

document and avdl is the average document length (measured either in bytes or in indexable words). A
slight modification has been applied to ensure that weights are never negative.

As in TREC-8 runs using PADRE99, the index included stopwords, numbers and strings comprised

of letters and digits. Words in the index were not stemmed but query-time stemming and truncation

operators were available. In the official (manual) run, no automatic expansion or relevance feedback was

employed.

The queries listed on the next page were processed as follows. In general, each query element (word,

stem, phrase or dysjunctive group) was treated as a constraint. Regardless of BM25 score, documents

matching more constraints are presented ahead of documenents matching fewer constraints. This results

in a tiered ranking. Within each tier, documents are ranked by BM25 score.

"The author wishes to acknowledge that this work was carried out within the Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced

Computational Systems established under the Australian Government's Cooperative Research Centres Program. Despite

this, the work was actually carried out in Greece, while attending a Summer School and a Conference.
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Example Feature Notes

"babe ruth"

theater*"

[pine pmusj
"grow

recurr*

Phrase

Stem operator

Dysjunctive group

Non-constraint operator

Truncation operator

Constraint satisfaed by either word.

Word contributes to score

but is not a constraint.

Matches any word starting with recurr

451 Bengal [cat cats]

452 [beaver beavers] [salt saline fresh saltwater freshwater sea seawater estuary]

453 [hunger famine malnutrition starvation starving] [relief aid feed*]

454 ["parkinson's disease" parkinsonism]

455 "jackie robinson" ["first game" "first appearance" "debut"] [year season]

456 ["world end" "end of the world" apocalypse] 2000 [group sect cult religion followers disciples]

457 Chevrolet [truck trucks]

458 [fast fasting] [religion islam muslim jewish judaism catholic*]

459 [foreclose foreclosed foreclosure]

460 Moses "[israel* prophet "red sea" "burning bush" commandments egypt pharoah]

461 "lava lamp*"

462 ["real estate" realty realtor "estate agent*"] ["new jersey" NJ] "[house houses appartment* residen*]

463 [tartan tartans plaid plaids] "[Scottish clan clans]

464 "nativity scene*" [ban bans banning banned]

465 [disease diseases syndrome] [deer venison] " [lyme tick ticks]

466 "peer gynt" "[compose grieg composer suite folk folklore]

467 [dachshund dachshunds "wiener dog"] " [breed breeder pedigree]

468 incandescent [light bulb* globe* filament tungsten] [carbon edison swann invent*]

469 steinbach nutcracker*

470 mistletoe [beneficial benefit health medical medicine drug nutrition feed food sustain cure]

471 "mexican food" [australia* europe* asia asian afric* spain philipines]

472 antique appliance restor* "[dealer* collect* museum*]

473 "toronto film" [award won winner winning prize]

474 ["e mail" email e-commerce] [profit* turnover sales money] "[internet online dotcom]

475 zirconium [melting boiling hardness valency *valent react reaction ductil* refractory malleable "atomic number"]

476 "jennifer aniston" [movie movies cinema tv television]

477 [reel "royal carribean"] [ship ships liner liners vessel vessels]

478 baltimore mayor*

479 "kappa alpha psi" [fraternity sorority college* university*]

480 [traffic roads cars interstate vehicles] [Washington DC maryland Virginia arlington bethesda beltway]

481 "babe ruth" 1920

482 "growth rate" [pine pinus pinetree pines] "[grow growing]

483 [rosebowl "rose bowl"] parade

484 [auto car cars vehicle*] skoda

485 [gps "global positioning"] clock accuracy

486 [eldorado "el dorado"] reno " [nevada casino street road]

487 angioplasty [repeat follow-up recurr*]

488 "newport beach" [California ca] [entertain* movies arcade* sport* game games theater*]

489 calcium [diet dietary supplement* health osteoporosis bone]

490 [motorcycle motorbike] helmet* [law legal violation compulsory]

491 ["japanese wave" tsunami] "[damage killed died property destroyed "swept away" relief aid]

492 "savings bond*" "[us federal interest maturity rate* denominat*]

493 [retirement communit*]

494 nirvana " [guitar* drum* lyrics penned songs "rock group" "rock band"]

495 twenties

496 [tmj "temporal mandible"] [syndrome condition suffer*] "[treatment therapy symptom* cause* "due to"]

497 [orchids "orchid growing"]

498 "hair transplant*" "[follicle* bald* scalp]

499 "pool cue"

500 ["dna test*" "dna analysis"] "[forensic police fbi investigat* dna]
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Abstract

The Mirror DBMS is a prototype database system especially designed for mul-

timedia and web retrieval. From a database perspective, this year's purpose has

been to check whether we can get sufficient efficiency on the larger data set used in

TREC-9. From an IR perspective, the experiments are limited to rather primitive

web-retrieval, teaching us that web-retrieval is (un?-)fortunately not just retrieving

text from a different data source. We report on some limited (and disappointing) ex-

periments in an attempt to benefit from the manually assigned data in the metatags.

We further discuss observations with respect to the effectiveness of title-only topics.

1 Introduction

The Mirror DBMS [dV9Q] combines content management and data management in a

single system. The main advantage of such integration is the facility to combine IR

with traditional data retrieval. Furthermore, IR researchers can experiment more easily

with new retrieval models, using and combining various sources of information. The

IR retrieval model is completely integrated in the Mirror DBMS database architecture,

emphasizing efficient set-oriented query processing. The logical layer of its architecture

supports a nested object algebra called Moa; the physical layer uses the Monet main-

memory DBMS and its MIL query language [BK99]. Experiments performed in last

year's evaluation are described in [clVHOO]; its support for IR is presented in detail in

[dVO*] and [dVWQO].

The main goal of this year's participation in TREC has been to migrate from plain text

retrieval to retrieving web documents, and simultaneously improve our algorithms to

handle the significantly larger collections. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2

details our lab environment. Section 3 interprets our results and discusses our plans for

next year with the Mirror DBMS, followed by conclusions.
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<doe docno-'WTX044-B44-57' docoldno-' IA044-000798-B032-287 '

>

<title>bootnet reviews</title>
<description> . . . </description>
<keyvords> . . . </keyvords>

<body>

Compaq ambitious delivers impressive design performance and features Compaq presario so
near yet so far win means the issue of sound blaster compatibility is dead and buried right
wrong . .

.

</body>

<img>card cage</img>

</doc>

Figure 1: The intermediate format produced (XML).

2 Lab Environment

This section discusses the processing of the WTlOg data collection used to produce our

runs. The hardware platform running the experiments is a (dedicated) dual Pentium

III 600 MHz, running Linux, with 1 Gb of main memory and 100 Gb of disk space.

Adapting our existing IR setup to handling Web data caused much more trouble than

expected. As a side-effect of this problem, the submitted runs contained some errors,

and even fixing does not give us the best runs ever; a lot of work still remains to be

done to improve our current platform.

Managing a new document collection and getting it indexed has turned out to be a

rather timeconsuming problem. Obviously, the WTlOg is 10 times larger than TREC,
so we decided to treat it as a collection of 104 subcollections following the layout on the

compact discs. But, handling a collection of this size was not the real issue; our main

problems related to the 'quality' of data gathered from the web.

2.1 Parsing

After some initial naive efforts to hack a home-grown HTML parser, we bailed out and

used the readily available Perl package HTML: : Parser. It is pretty good at 'correcting'

bad HTML on-the-fly; the only real problem we bumped into was that it assumes a

document to always have at least a <HEAD> and a <B0DY>, which fails on WTX089-B33.

We convert the sloppy HTML documents into (rather simple) XML documents that are

easier to manage in the subsequent indexing steps. We keep the 'normal' content words,

the content of <IMG>'s ALT attribute, as well as the following meta tags: keywords,

description, classification, abstract, author, build. In this first step, we also

normalize the textual data to some extent by converting to lower-case and throwing out

'strange characters'; unfortunately, due to working against a very tight schedule (too

tight), this included the removal of all punctuation and numeric characters (not helping

topics referring to a particular year, like topics 456 and 481). An example result file is

shown in Figure 1.

What affected our results severely is our assumption that HTML documents are nicely

wrapped in <HTML> and </HTML> tags. Unfortunately, this first 'bug' removed about
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half of the collection from our index.

2.2 Indexing

The second step reads the intermediate XML files and converts them into load tables

for our database system. The contents of the title, body, and img tags are unioned

together in 'term' sets, and all other tags in 'meta' sets.
1 Notice that we do not have

to union these tags together; but, any alternative requires an IR model that can handle

fields properly, which is still beyond our skill.

After loading these tables, the complete collection is represented by the following schema:

define WT10g_docs as

SET<

SET<

TUPLE<

Atomic<string> : docno,

SET< Atomic<string> > : term,

SET< Atomic<string> > : meta

>

>: subCollection

>;

The Mirror DBMS supports efficient ranking using the CONTREP domain-specific Moa struc-

tures, specialized in IR. These structures now have to be created from the above repre-

sentation; this indexing procedure is still implemented in a separate indexing MIL script

which is directly fed into Monet, the DBMS. The script performs stopping, stemming,

creates the global statistics, and creates the internally used < dj, U, tfij >-tuples.

Web-data is quite different from newspaper articles: the strangest terms can be found

in the indexing vocabulary after stopping and stemming. Examples vary from 'yip-

pieyayeheee' and the like, to complete sentences lacking spaces between the words. Af-

ter quick inspection, we decided to prune the vocabulary aggressively: all words longer

than 20 characters are plainly removed from the indexing vocabulary, as well as all words

containing a sequence of more than four identical characters.

-

2.3 Retrieval

After running the indexing script, we obtain the following schema that can be used in

Moa expressions to perform ranking:

1 Notice that these 'sets' are really multi-sets or bags.
2We realize that this is a rather drastic ad-hoc approach; it is not likely to survive into the codebase

of next year.
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define WT10g_index as

SET<

SET<

TUPLE<

Atomic<string> : docno,

CONTREP : term,

CONTREP : met

a

>

>: subCollection

>;

The Monet database containing both the parsed web documents and its index takes 9

Gb of disk space.

Like in TREC-8, we use Hiemstra's LMM retrieval model (see also [HieOO] and our tech-

nical report [HdVOO]). It builds a simple statistical language model for each document

in the collection. The probability that a query T\,T<i, • • ,Tn of length n is generated

by the language model of the document with identifier D is defined by the following

equation:

P(ri=tl,.,T„=^^ =n(a^ + a2^) (1)

The getBL-operator (i.e. get beliefs) defined for the CONTREP structure ranks documents

according to this retrieval model. We planned two series of experiments: ranking using

the raw content collected in the 'term' sets, and ranking using a weighted combination

from the first ranking with the ranking based on the annotations extracted from the meta

tags collected in the 'meta' sets. These two experiments are (approximately) described

by the following Moa expressions

:

(1) flatten (map [map [TUPLE<THIS. docno,

sum(getBL(THIS.term, termstat, query) )>] (THIS)] (WTlOg.index) )

;

(2) map[TUPLE< THIS. docno, THIS.termBel + 0 . 1*THIS . metaBel >]

(

f latten(map

[

map[ TUPLE< THIS. docno,

sum (getBL (THIS. term, termstat, query)): termBel,

sum(getBL(THIS.meta, metastat, query)): metaBel >

] (THIS)

] ( WTlOg.index )))

;

We do not expect the reader to grasp the full meaning of these queries, but only intend

to give an overall impression; the inner map computes the conditional probabilities for

3
Details like sorting and selecting the top ranked documents have been left out.
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documents in a subcollection, which axe accessed with the outer map; the flattens re-

move nesting. Similar to TREC-8, the query plan generated by the Moa rewriter (in

MIL) has been manually edited to loop over the 50 topics, log the computed ranking for

each topic, and use two additional tables, one with precomputed normalized inverse doc-

ument frequencies (a materialized view), and one with the document-specific constants

for normalizing the term frequencies. The flatten and the outer map, which iterate

over the 104 subcollections and merge the results, were written directly in MIL as well.

Unfortunately, we introduced a second (real) bug in this merging phase, which messed

up our main results: we used slice (1,1000) whereas this really selects from the 2nd

up to the 1001st ranking document; hence throwing out the 104 'best' documents (best

according to our model).

3 Discussion

Table 1 presents a summary of the average precision (AP, as reported by trec_eval)

measured on our runs. The first column has the results in which the top 100 documents

are missing; the second column has the fixed results.
4

run name description AP AP (fixed)

CWIOOO0 title 0.0176 0.1814

CWI0001 title & description 0.0174 0.1503

CWI0002 title & description & narrative 0.0122 0.1081

CWI0010 title (term & meta) 0.0125

Table 1: Result summary.

Very surprising is the fact that using the description and/or narrative has not been

helpful at all. This is completely different from our experience with evaluating TREC-6
and TREC-8 topics. Closer examination shows that the description (and sometimes the

narrative) help significantly for the following topics:

• 452: 'do beavers live in salt water?'. Here, the description adds more general

words such as 'habitat';

• 455: the description specifies 'major league' and the narrative gives finally the

desired 'baseball';

• 476: the description adds the scope ('television' and 'movies') to title 'Jennifer

Aniston';

• 478: The description adds 'mayor' to 'Baltimore'

4The run with combined term and meta data has not been fixed, due to some strange software

problems that we have not figured out yet.
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• 498: The title does not mention 'how many' and 'cost' which reveal the real

information need.

Precision drops however in most other cases; especially the very concise title queries

485 ('gps clock'), 497 ('orchid') and 499 ('pool cue') suffer from overspecification in

description and narrative. For example, topic 486 shows that the 'casino' from the

title is not weighted enough in comparison to generic terms like 'Eldorado'. It warrants

further investigation to view if query term weighting would address this counter-intuitive

result.

We have not succeeded to make effective use of the information collected in the meta tags.

Using only the meta tags leads to a poor average precision of 0.0033. Closer investigation

of topics 451, 492, 494, for which the meta tags do retrieve relevant documents in the top

10, it turns out that these are also ranked high using the bare document content. Thus,

we can only conclude that in our current approach, the meta tags can safely be ignored.

Despite of this disappointing experience, we hope still that using this information source

may be more benificial for processing blind relevance feedback.

Table 2 shows the results after spell-checking the topics semi-automatically using a

combination of ispell and common sense, showing that this would have a minor positive

effect on the title-only queries. Results for topics 463 (Tartin), 475 (compostion), and 487

(angioplast7) improve significantly; but, splitting 'nativityscenes' in topic 464 causes a

loss in precision, because the (Porter) stemmer reduces 'nativity' to 'nativ'. We conclude

from the other runs with spelled topics that we should address proper weighting of title

terms first.

run name description AP
CWIOOOOs title 0.1924

CWIOOOls title & description 0.1525

CWI0002s title & description & narrative 0.1085

Table 2: Results with spell-checked topics.

4 Conclusions

The honest conclusion of this year's evaluation should be that we underestimated the

problem of handling Web data. Surprising is the performance of the title-only queries

doing better than queries including description or even narrative. It seems that the

web-track topics are really different from the previous TREC topics in the ad-hoc task,

for which we never weighted title terms different from description or narrative.

For next year, our primary goal will be to improve the current indexing situation. The

indexing process can be described declaratively using the notion of feature grammars

described in [dVWAKOO]. Also, we will split the indexing vocabulary in a 'trusted'

vocabulary (based on a proper dictionary), a numeric and named entity collection, and
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a 'trash' dictionary with rare and possibly non-sense terms. A third goal should be

evident from the following quote from last year's TREC paper:

Next year, the Mirror DBMS should be ready to participate in the large WEB
track.

In other words: we still intend to tackle the large web track. For our cross-lingual

work in CLEF [dVOO] we have to address the problems of spelling errors and named
entities anyways, which is directly related to some of our TREC problems. Some other

ideas include to work on using links, blind relevance feedback, as well as improve our

understanding on how to effectively exploit the 'meta' sets.
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Abstract

Dublin City University (DCU) took part in the Web Track (small task) in TREC-9. Our
experiments were based on evaluating a number of connectivity analysis algorithms that we hoped would

produce a marked improvement over a baseline Vector Space model system. Our connectivity experiments

are all based on non-iterative post-query algorithms, which rerank a set of documents returned from
content-only VSM queries. We feel that in order to implement a real-world system based on connectivity

analysis the algorithms must have a low query-time processing overhead, hence our employment of non-

iterative algorithms. Our results showed that we were unable to improve over a content-only run with our

algorithms. We believe this to be mainly due to the nature of the link structure within the WTWg dataset.

1. Introduction

Dublin City University (DCU) took part in the Web Track (small task) for TREC-9. We wished to

continue the experiments we carried out last year on the WT2g TREC-8 dataset. For additional information

on our experiments for TREC-8 please see [1]. Our experiments were based on evaluating a number of

connectivity analysis algorithms, which we hoped would produce a marked improvement over a baseline

Vector Space model system. Our connectivity experiments are all based on non-iterative post-query

algorithms, which rerank a set of documents returned from the content-only VSM queries. We feel that in

order to implement a real-world system based on connectivity analysis the algorithms must have a low

query-time processing overhead, or all required processing must be done at indexing time.

We outline, in this document, details of our content based and linkage-based runs, which were

aimed at ranking the most relevant and useful documents at the top of the search results. In effect we are

attempting to improve the precision (over the baseline result) of the top documents returned from a search

because the vast majority of users only look at the first page of search results. Recall that almost 85% of

users only look at the top 10 results. Our approach is based on the assumption that, by implementing a

conventional text-based search on the dataset, a subset of documents that are relevant to the topic in

question will be generated. The execution of various linkage-based formulae on this small subset of

documents will then increase the ranking of the most popular/best documents contained therein.

We do this by developing three algorithms for generating a connectivity score (Sc ' n) for each

document in a set of relevant documents. In so doing we must distinguish between the two semantically

different types of links to be found on the WWW of today, discarding the less useful types from our

processing. This paper assumes certain knowledge about connectivity analysis. For those requiring an

introduction we recommend our own TREC-8 article, see [1] or Li's description of the Hyperlink Vector

Voting method [2] which ranks a document on the basis of the number of hyperlinks pointing into it (in its

immediate neighbourhood) and uses the hyperlink's anchor text as an indication of the semantic content of

the target document.
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2. System Overview

The WTlOg dataset, which was used for the small web task required some pre-processing before

we were able to execute queries against it. Each individual web page had to be extracted, given a name
based on its document id and saved to disk. As these files were being generated, we extracted a small

amount of information from each document, which would later be used to generate intuitive results for each

query, thus giving us the ability to chart our progress as we were developing the software. The information

we extracted consisted of:

• Document id

• Document Title

• Document Text (< 256 bytes, to the nearest word)

In a fashion similar to our TREC-8 small web task experiments, we used an 'off-the-shelf search

engine to generate content-only results for each query. We opted to use Microsoft Index Server [3] for this

purpose, though in retrospect this created more problems than it solved and consequently we are developing

our own search tools for use in future experiments. This utilisation of Index Server required the extraction

of each individual web page to disk and the construction of large hub files that allowed the Index Server

crawler to traverse the graph of web pages from just one root page. While extracting the files to disk, we
removed any additional TREC mark-up from the beginning of the document, leaving only the raw HTML of

the document. This whole process took about 48 hours to complete using two computers, a PHI server with

104GB-disk space available for data & index storage, and a PHI Workstation for processing the dataset

source files.

The Connectivity Data was stored in a Microsoft SQL Server 7 [4] database running on a second

PIII workstation, which acted as our Connectivity Server. For a detailed description of the components of a

large Connectivity Server see [5]. We maintained separate tables for inLinks and outLinks, consisting of

source node id and target node id pairs for each link. The Connectivity Server worked by accepting a

document id and returning a set of all inLink and outLink document ids. This approach allowed us to send

about 1,000 queries per second to the Connectivity Server, which although slow, proved sufficient for our

purposes.

We used the first PIII workstation again to process the queries, and calculate the Connectivity

Scores for each document and generate the results. All necessary code was written in JAVA (version 1 .2)

for Windows NT 4. We networked the three computers together using a dedicated 100 Mbit/s switch. For

an overview of the System setup see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: System overview
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3. Experiments

Our experiments, as previously mentioned, were devised so that we could evaluate non-iterative

approaches to connectivity analysis. We submitted four runs for evaluation purposes, one content-only run

(dcuOOca), as provided by Index Server and three linkage-based runs (dcuOOla, dcuOOlb, dcuOOlc). Only
dcuOOlb did not contribute documents to the assessment pools. The content run was executed before any of

the linkage-based runs were executed as the basic output of Index Server was used as input into the three

linkage runs.

3.1 Queries

Our queries were manually generated queries, a list of which, are included in the Appendix. In

most cases the manual queries are simply the unmodified topic titles. A research student generated the

queries after reading the title, description and narrative. In addition we generated a run based on automatic

queries taken from the titles of each topic and have included details of where to get our results, as generated

by trec_eval, in the Appendix. The automatic query run was not one of our official runs.

3.2 Content Experiment

As was previously mentioned, our experiments consisted of a two-stage process. The first stage

was to generate results for a content-only run and the second was the linkage analysis stage, which reranked

the set of documents returned by the content-only run. The content-only stage involved sending the query to

Microsoft Index Server and extracting the results. We retrieved up to 2,000 result documents from Index

Server using the Vector Space query model (there are a number of query models available). These 2,000

documents were ranked by Index Server according to their degree of relevance, but they were not scored, so

we had to generate our own scores. If there were not 2,000 relevant documents returned, we processed the

number of documents that were available. We assumed that these returned documents represented a large

set of documents that could be considered relevant to the query, although this was not always the case as no

query had more than 519 relevant documents (from results of the manual-runs). We refer to this ranked set

of documents as the 'relevant-set'. In order to generate the content-based run, the top 1,000 results (where

that number were available) were extracted for each query and submitted as run (dcuOOca) which was our

baseline result. We generated a score for each document in the relevant set, which provided us with a

content-only score for each document; it is this score that will be used in later linkage experiments.

Assuming N is the total number of documents in the result-set and R is the ranked position of that

document the formula to generate the score Scn for each document in the 'relevant-set' is as follows:

Thus far, our baseline result has been gathered using a similar approach to Kleinberg's when

building a root-set in HITS (see [6]). However Kleinberg only takes the top 200 documents returned from a

search engine (in his case AltaVista), which he calls the root-set and expands this root-set to include all

neighbouring documents, which is referred to as the expanded-set. However the root-set expansion phase of

HITS seems to lead to topic-drift problems as outlined in [7], where the documents that are ranked highest

are often generalisations of the topic represented by the query. In order to avoid this problem it was decided

to just retain the top 2,000 documents as representing a set of relevant documents and not incorporate the

neighbourhood documents to generate an expanded set. We did experiment on using the Kleinberg style

expanded-set method but found that even on comparing this to the top 1,000 documents (the basis of our

content-only run), we lost on average 5.68 relevant documents per query. See Figure 2 for the total recall

figures summed over all queries generated using three alternative methods of generating a set of relevant

documents for linkage-based processing. The approach referred to as 'base 200' is simply the top 200

documents returned from a content-only run and the 'expanded set' is generated using the HITS technique

mentioned above. The 'total possible' figure is the maximum summed recall over all queries.
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Figure 2: Recall at three different approaches to relevant-set generation

Notwithstanding any improvement in recall attained by using a large base set of documents

generated using a content-only method, there are associated drawbacks. Expanding the root-set along the

links does produce an expanded-set that naturally contains a high number of interconnected documents

whereas selecting the top-ranked 1,000, or 2,000 documents (as we do) produces a set of documents having

a much sparser set of interconnections. We may find that the use of an expanded-set is better for

connectivity analysis as the expanded-set is guaranteed to have a denser set of links among the documents.

This issue requires further research, but which needs to be accomplished on a new dataset.

3.3 Linkage Experiments

Our Linkage experiments were all executed at query time, and based on reranking the relevant-set

of documents which were generated during the content-only stage outlined above. We developed three

linkage-based approaches for our experiments, all of which adhered to the following requirements:

• Must provide a useful and accurate connectivity score for a document

• Must not require enough processing to adversely affect the performance of the search engine were it

implemented in a real world system

• Must be scaleable to realistic sized datasets. We will explain below how we developed for the WTlOg
sized dataset but all algorithms must be capable of being implemented on more realistic datasets.

The first point is obvious, however the second point is rather more interesting. Looking at Google

[8], which is visibly the most successful proponent of connectivity-based web search, it works by

calculating a query independent connectivity score for each document in one processing run after all

documents have been indexed by the system. This connectivity score, referred to as the PageRank [9] of a

document, is then available for use by the system for all queries as part of the ranking formula, with no

necessity to do any additional processing at query time.

The other widely known approach is the previously mentioned HITS, which generates linkage

scores for documents at query-time. Currently the amount of processing involved in implementing HITS on

a real world system would be prohibitive due to the iterative nature of the algorithm. While PageRank

requires a similar iterative process, although on a vastly larger document-set (1,326,920,000 web pages as

of February 2001), this is only done once per index update, but HITS requires it once per query. The

algorithms outlined in this article do not have an iterative process involved and only one run through each

document to be reranked is required, which helps our approaches to adhere to the second requirement

above.

When discussing hyperlinks, we cannot assume all hyperlinks to be equal in value for our needs.

An author writing a WWW document will create semantically different types of hyperlinks between

documents, even though HTML supports only one syntactic type of hyperlink. In fact web page authors will

most probably not be aware of the significance of the different link types that they are creating. In [10]
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Spertus discusses hyperlinks and varieties of hyperlink information, based on information mined from

identifying the target of each link. Generally speaking, on the WWW we can separate links into one of two

broad types based on their intended function when being created:

• Structural links that link separate documents within a particular domain. They exist to aid the user in

navigating within a domain, or web site and consequently cannot be seen as a source of authority

judgements. See [10] for a more detailed discussion of structural links and their uses.

• Functional (content, or outward) links on the other hand link documents in different domains (across

web site boundaries). They can be seen to mostly link from a source document to a target document

that contains similar and, in the author's opinion, useful information, quite often this information is

related to the concept explored in the source document.

When extracting information from hyperlinks on the WWW, we assume two properties inherent in

hyperlinks from [7], these are:

• A link between two documents implies that the documents contain related content

• If the documents were authored by different people, then the first author found the second document

Because of this in the course of our research we are mainly interested in functional links as

opposed to structural links and in describing our experiments we always extract only the functional links

from the Connectivity Server, unless this is specifically described otherwise.

Our first connectivity analysis run (dcuOOla) was a modification to basic citation or inLink

counting. As mentioned above, we generally assume that the more popular a document is the more

functional inLinks that document will have on the WWW. Letting <p be all documents in the domain of

document n, the obvious choice for a basic popularity reranking formula would be as follows:

In this case the popularity of document,, (Pn) is based on the number of functional inLinks into

documentn . We implemented a similar approach last year as an unofficial run, see [1] for more details. It is

notable that a system that implements only one iteration of unweighted HITS is similar to a system which

ranks pages based purely on the number of functional inLinks into them.

This year we gave each document in the relevant-set a score based on its rank within the relevant-

set and then added the log of the number of (inLinks + 1) multiplied by the original relevance rank of that

document so that we could limit the ranking of a document of low relevance which had an unusually large

indegree (number of inLinks). In this way a highly relevant document (as decided in the content analysis

phase) will receive a higher rank from any inLinks than would a document that is considered less relevant in

the content-only phase. This is a very simple approach and is intended as an alternative to basic inLink or

citation counting.

Recall from the dcuOOca run that Scn is the content-only relevance score for document n, which

was generated in the content-only stage. We generated Sc '

n as the new score for document n and ranked

the documents by this score. Letting 5 be the set of documents generated in the content-only phase and

utilising only functional inLinks we have:

This was calculated for the top 30 documents. During development of the software for the official

runs, we had experimented with reranking a variety of cut-offs for the top-ranked documents and kept the

value of 30 as we found that this value produced the best results. In fact this run produced the best results of

all the linkage-based runs. This would concur with the findings of AT&T in [11] which found that simple

indegree ranking performed at least as well as HITS and PageRank style algorithms. This was submitted as

run dcuOOla.

Our second connectivity-based run (dcuOOlc) attempted to improve a document's score if it was

pointed at by another document, which was in itself considered to be relevant to the topic represented by the

valuable.

P
n
- V inLinks

n for{m £ (p)
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query. This is a relatively simple approach based on the previously stated assumption that a link normally

exists between two documents with related content. Taking this a step further, a link between two

documents with tightly related content would be a 'better' link, or a link that we could weight higher than

others. To this end we increased a document score (proportionally to its current score) if it contained a link

from another document that exists in the relevant-set. More precisely we increased the document score by a

value which is proportional to the score of the inLink associated document and in a manner similar to the

way the PageRank algorithm spreads a document's rank evenly among its outLinks, we limit the score

transferred from the inLink document to be proportional to the number of outLinks it has. If effect, if a

document has inLinks from a number of relevant documents then its score is increased by an amount

proportional to:

• its own relevance score

• the relevance score of the inLink document

• the number of outLinks originating from the inLink document

Recall that all documents have received a score in the content only phase. The formula for

calculating each document score is shown below. Let 5 be the relevant set of documents, therefore:

This was calculated for the top 250 documents in the result-set. Once again, this figure can be

changed as seen fit, but 250 is our best parameter cut-off point as found when running our experiments.

An advancement on this approach was submitted as our third run (dcuOOlb), once again calculated

for a subset of the top documents in the result-set. This viewed the inLinks to a document as hub

documents. Recall from [5] that Kleinberg describes documents in terms of hub documents and authority

documents with hub documents acting as a source of links into similar documents while authority

documents are seen as sources of authority on a topic and are gathered together into cohesive communities

by groups of hub documents. This algorithm (for dcuOOlb) worked with authority documents in the

immediate neighbourhood of the inLinking documents to approximate the identification of documents from

within a well-connected community. For example, a relevant document should have a number of hub

documents linking into it. Since we assume that hub documents link together groups of related documents,

this hub document should be a source of links into other documents that are considered relevant to the

query, and consequently they should exist in the relevant-set generated in the content-only stage. Of course

we know this not always to be the case and this can be seen by viewing Figure 5 which shows our recall

figures for dcuOOca, compared to the best, median and worst.

We augment this theory by only allowing outLink documents to be considered if they are part of

the relevant-set generated during the content-only phase. This being the case, if a document is considered to

be part of this set of relevant documents, it would be more useful to the user making the query. It is, in

effect, an attempt to rank highly documents that are related to other relevant documents by sharing a hub

document. In this approach we did not exclude hub documents, which were not included in the root set,

rather we wanted to reward an inLink from a content-relevant hub document more than from a non-content

relevant hub document. To that end, if a hub document is included in the relevant-set, its score (multiplied

by a constant a of value 0.45), generates a preliminary score for the hub document before the outLink score

is generated. We propagate the relevancy score (multiplied by a constant /? of value 0.35) of each relevant

authority document linked to the hub document via a functional outLink back to the hub document. The

consequence of this is that the hub document now has a score which reflects its own relevance as well as

that of its outLink documents. Finally this hub score is divided by the total number of outLinks from it, as

was the case with dcuOOlc. It is this score that is added to the Sc ' n score of the document being reranked.

The current values for a and /? were best-parameter values that we arrived while running the experiments

(we had tried numerous values in the range from 0.0 - 1.0) and we plan to look again at these values on a

new web dataset.

Let P be a constant to limit the score being transferred from the target document of the link to the

hub document and a be a constant to limit the score being transferred from the hub document to Sc ' „

during calculation of the hub document score (HSc '

n), giving:

V J
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HScm = Scm xa+^Sc p
x/3 far(p e S)

m^>p

or if the hub document is not in the relevant-set:

HScm = ^Sc
p
x/3 for(peS)

Finally, the Sc '

n is generated from the original score Sc n and all hub scores HScm :

m—>p

The final Sc '

n score is used to rank the documents for the run. We had looked into implementing

both HITS and PageRank to compare our experiment's effectiveness against, but felt that the connectivity

data was too sparse to be of much benefit in these cases. This was shown to be correct by the results of

other participating groups that took these approaches.

4. Results

Of the four approaches we submitted, dcuOOca, which is the content-only run, attained highest (or

equal) precision across virtually all standard rank positions. Since all other results were dependent on the

quality of dcuOOca and didn't involve the implementation of any hyperlink-based expansion measures on

the result set we were not able to produce any improvement in overall recall at rank 1,000, except in

theoretical cases where a document which was not in the top 1,000 and could possibly be reranked into the

top 1,000. However due to the lack of useful linkage data which became apparent during development we
found that limiting the number of documents reranked would produce relatively better results, so any

improvement in recall turned out to be impossible due to these limitations.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Recall

Figure 3: Precision vs. recall graph for all four runs

It would be a worthwhile exercise to see what kind of improvements could be gained by executing

our experiments on a new dataset, perhaps one that has been generated with a view to conducting

experiments into connectivity analysis. We may find it to be infeasible to limit our connectivity-based

processing to only inLink or outLink documents that are considered directly relevant to the original query.
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Another side effect of the sparse nature of the connectivity data, there was very little room for

improvement over the values already in dcuOOca (see Figure 3 for the precision/recall graph of all four

runs). With the exception of one query (486) dcuOOca performed equally as well, or better than all linkage

based approaches. Quite often when dcuOOca was found to perform equally as well as the linkage

approaches this was due to a lack of linkage data, which left no opportunity to rerank the documents. For

details of our average precision results for each of the four runs as well as the best, median and worst

overall see Figure 4 below. As you can see, the four runs have produced very similar average precision

figures across all the queries. This we feel is as a result of the sparsity of connectivity data available and our

best-parameter constants that limited the number of documents reranked by the linkage algorithms.
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Figure 4: Average precision per topic (ordered by Best)

Our recall figures were dependent on the quality of the relevant-set generated in the content-only

phase. Figure 5 shows recall at 1,000 documents for dcuOOca and the best, median and worst results. Recall

that we never reranked even the top 1,000 documents from the relevant-set, so this recall at 1,000 figure

never changed from dcuOOca for any of the connectivity-based runs. Hence dcuOOca is considered

representative and is the only run plotted on the graph.
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Figure 5: Content-only {dcuOOca) recall at 1,000 documents, including Best, Median and Worst
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5. Conclusions & Future Work
It is very difficult to draw any concrete conclusions from our experiments. We feel that this is due

to the fact that the WTlOg dataset does not contain the density of inter-domain links as would be needed to

draw these conclusions. We ran some simple experiments on the connectivity data to judge the sparseness,

or otherwise, of the links within the connectivity data. We found that, in all approximately, 2% of the links

were functional links while a large 98% were structural links. Recall that we were only working with

functional links in our experiments. This lack of functional links seriously hampers our experiments, so

much so that we decided not to implement HITS or PageRank on the dataset as additional runs. We still

expect dcuOOla would be the best reranking approach, unfortunately this is no improvement over dcuOOca.

This does leave questions as to whether this would be best because it has the least effect on the content-

result, or because the algorithm may be a more effective algorithm.

Perhaps HITS style expansion would be a better alternative than our approach to 'relevant-set'

generation. The HITS approach would have the benefit of generating a set of documents that should have a

higher density of functional links linking them together. Maybe a weighted HITS approach to generating a

'relevant-set' would be best. In [7] Henzinger & Bharat generate their expanded-set in the normal HITS
way and then implemented a weighted algorithm over this set. This is open to additional experimentation. If

we could generate a more focused 'relevant-set' of documents then we could perhaps defeat the problem of

topic-drift.

In order to provide a framework within which we will be able to test out these concepts we have

begun the development of our own crawler (and VSM-based IR system) to gather a dataset of language

dependent documents for use in our future connectivity analysis experiments. We feel that a small minority

language on the web may have an interesting link structure, in that we expect a large degree of connectivity

between documents in the minority language. In developing the queuing function for selecting the candidate

documents for crawling, we regard the following points as being of utmost importance:

• maintaining a weighted queue of known URLs to be indexed, favouring inter-domain links

• utilising a source of starter URLs from a source of functional outLinks (e.g. Yahoo! [12])

• documents from domains that have not yet been indexed and in the URL queue must be weighted

with a highest possible weighting to increase the overall number of both functional links and

domains indexed.

This would allow us to utilise a different dataset, which we hope will more accurately reflect the

structure of the WWW, which is essential for us to be able to draw any concrete conclusions from our

experimentation. We hope to present some of our work at TREC-2001.

6. Appendix
Due to the fact that our queries were manually generated we have made our queries available for

downloading by interested parties. For the most part, the queries are unmodified from the actual topic titles.

They can be found at the following URL:

http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cgurrin/trec9/queries.html

We are also making the results of our title-only unofficial run available for downloading. If you are

interested in getting our results they can be found off the following URL:
http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cgurrin/trec9/titlerun.html

This page also contains links to the homepage of any third party software that we used during our

experiments.
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FDU at TREC-9: CLIR, Filtering and QA tasks

hide Wu, Xuan-jing Huang, Yikun Guo, Bingwei Liu, Yuejie Zhang
Fudan University, Shanghai, China

This year Fudan University takes part in the TREC-9 conference for the first time. We have

participated in three tracks of CLER Filtering and QA.
We have submitted four runs for CLIR track. Bilingual knowledge source and statistical-based

search engine are integrated in our CLIR system. We varied our strategy somewhat between runs: long

query (both title and description field of the queries involved) with pseudo relevance feedback

(FDUT9XL1), long query with no feedback (FDUT9XL2), median query (just description field of

queries involved) with feedback (FDUT9XL3) and, the last, mono long query with feedback

(FDUT9XL4).
For filtering, we participate in the sub-task of adaptive filtering and batch filtering. Vector

representation and computation are heavily applied in filtering procedure. 11 runs of various

combination of topic and evaluation measure have been submitted: 4 OHSU runs, 1 MeSH run and 2

MSH-SAMPLE runs for adaptive filtering, and 2 OHSU runs, 1 MeSH run and 1 MSH-SAMPLE run

for batch filtering.

Our QA system consists of three components: Question Analyzer, Candidate Window Searcher

and Answer Extractor. We submitted two runs in the 50-byte category and two runs in the 250-byte

category. The runs of "FDUT9QL1" and "FDUT9QS1" are extracted from the top 100 candidate

windows. The other two runs of "FDUT9QL2" and "FDUT9QS1" are extracted from the top 24

candidate windows.

1. Cross-Language IR

We focused our attention on Chinese document indexing and query translation. All query

processing was fully automatic and both long and short query translation are covered.

Our overall strategy to CLIR task is to translate English query into Chinese word list, since we feel

it is not feasible to build a document translation system in such a short period, while it is much more

reasonable to disambiguate word sense in context of long query by statistical approach, such as POS and

knowledge. Once queries have been translated, we use ER techniques, which is a variant of MIT'

s

approach[l] and probabilistic methods to obtain relevant document list. The whole corpus has been

indexed with Chinese NLP techniques developed by our group in recent years [2]. Finally, we also

explore the weight of words in both of the title and description fields.

The system infrastructure is illustrated in figure 1.1. Description of each part is followed.

Figure 1 . 1 System architecture for CLIR
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1.1 Indexer

We explored two different indexing methods for our CLER. task, one is word-based Chinese

indexing module, and the other is n-gram based indexing module. Because Chinese is different from

English in that there are no extra spaces between Chinese words, we must first segment Chinese

character sequence into words or n-grams in order to index documents.

1.1.1 Chinese word segmentation module

Figure 1 .2 illustrates the architecture of our word segmentation sub-system. Given a document, it is

first divided into a sequence of sentences (sub-sentences) by punctuation such as full stop, comma, etc.

Each sentence then passes through the sentence segmentor and is segmented into a sequence of words.

Finally, a text-level post-processor will act on the word sequence and generate the final segmentation

result.

• Dictionary

Two kinds of dictionaries are used during the segmentation process. One is the static dictionary,

which records Chinese lexical words and is unchangeable. The other is the OOD (out-of-dictionary

words) cache, which records the newly found OOD and changes dynamically.

• Sentence segmentor

The input sentence is first segmented by both static and dynamic dictionary. Ambiguous strings are

handled at the same time. We use a pattern-matching module to recognize those OODs with fixed

structure pattern, such as money, date, time, percentage and digit.

Figure 1 .2 Architecture of our word segmentation sub-system
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The recognition module of person' s name, place, organization and transliteration is more complex.

Contextual and structural information both play important roles in identifying these kinds ofOODs. The
former can provide external evidence for deciding word boundary and predicting the category of OOD.
The latter can provide internal evidence for suggesting and validating the appearance of certain OOD.
For example, in Chinese, family surnames are stereotypical. We've made lots of statistical analysis on

various categories ofOOD and built correspondent identification modules for each. Each module works

independently. A named entity arbitrator will take effect when two or more kinds of name entities

conflict with each other and select the most probable one.

Beside these OOD types mentioned above, there are still many other kinds of OODs. We can also

recognize some OODs according to its string frequency and internal characters' mutual information.

• Document post-processor

During the sentence-by-sentence segmentation, some OODs will not be recognized until they occur

several times. Therefore, the OOD cache changes continuously until the whole document passes

through the sentence segmentor. After that, a document post-processor based on the final content of the

cache is necessary to detect missed or mistakenly segmented words before.

1.1.2 n-Gram based Tokenization

We also implement n-Gram based tokenization process, which does not need sophisticated

segmentation method. The document is simply cut into sequence ofbigrams. We want to know whether

the effectiveness of IR based on n-gram is comparable, inferior or superior to that based on word

segmentation.

1.1.3 Word Indexing

Every document in the corpus is cut into no more than 64K segment to make indexing procedure

more robust and normalize the document length. After being segmented, text id, term frequency,

document frequency and term position are stored for the task. No stop word is removed from the invert

file, since the corpus is rather small.

In order to optimize the disk space and I/O in retrieval time, we have also implemented invert file

compression. The file was then decrease to about one half of its original size.

1.2 Query Translation

The essence of cross-language information retrieval is to use queries in one language to retrieval

documents from a pool of documents written in other languages. This may be achieved by using query

translation, document translation, or by using both query and document translation.

Here, we adopt query translation as the dominant strategy, use English query to be translated object,

and utilize English-Chinese bilingual dictionary as the important knowledge resource to acquire correct

translations. So by using our Chinese Information Retrieval system, the complete English-Chinese

CLIR process can be implemented successfully.

1.2.1 Knowledge Source Construction

The knowledge source used in English-Chinese-oriented CLIR system mainly includes dictionary

knowledge and Chinese Synonym Dictionary. In addition, stopword list and word morphological

resumption list are also utilized in our system. In fact, dictionary is a carrier of knowledge expression

and storage, which involves almost all information about vocabulary, namely static information.

(1) English-Chinese Bilingual Dictionary

This dictionary is mainly used in translation processing in word level and phrase level. And it

consists of three kinds of dictionary component as follows:

• Basic Dictionary—A basic knowledge source independent of particular field, which records basic

linguistic vocabulary;

• Technical Terminology Dictionary —Recording terminology knowledge in a particular technical

field, which is mainly referred to Hong Kong commercial terminology knowledge and

incorporated in the basic dictionary;
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Idiom Dictionary—Recording familiar fixed matching phenomena, such as idiom and phrase.

The whole bilingual dictionary involves almost 50,000 lexical entries. And each entry is

established as the following data structure:

English Lexical Part-of-Speech Subcategory Concept Matching Semantic Class Chinese Lexical

Information Information Information Number Information Code Information

Two examples of particular entry representation form in dictionary are listed as the following:

*happiness // n II ng // 0 //M ;[UJ; // bbaaa // ^ ?S (felicity) ////

"handle // v // vt jj 5 // Wy3;TlJ; // CBBC//^^ (processing) ////

(2) Chinese Synonym Dictionary (^-^-^^^ )

Actually, this dictionary is a thesaurus, which involves nearly 70,000 entries. All entries are

arranged according to specified semantic relations. It is mainly used in expanding translation that has

passed through translation processing, namely query expansion.

While the stopword list is used in tagging the stopwords in English query, and the English

morphological resumption list which describes all irregular varieties about vocabulary is used in

morphological resumption of words with irregular variety forms.

1.2.2 Translation algorithm

The basic framework of English-Chinese-oriented translation algorithm is mainly divided into three

parts, as shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1 .3 Basic framework of English-Chinese-oriented query translation algorithm
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• Preprocessing — including sentence segmentation, punctuation tagging and capital-to-lower letter

conversation for English query;

• Pre-analysis — including stop words tagging, word morphological resumption and POS tagging

processes;

Considering that translation processing is related with some stopwords, the stopwords must be

tagged by stopword list. Because there are some words with variety forms in English query, translation

knowledge cannot be induced correctly. So by using English-Chinese bilingual dictionary,

morphological resumption lists for irregular variety and heuristics for regular variety, we get words'

original form from the process called "morphological resumption". To analyze word part-of-speech, we
develop a HMM-based (Hidden Markov Mode) Part-of-Speech Tagger.

• Translation processing — including translation processes in two levels: word level and phrase level.

Word level translation: By using the basic vocabulary part of English-Chinese bilingual

dictionary, this process mostly implements translation word by word. For word disambiguation, a word

may correspond with several kinds of different sense. Word sense is related with particular word, and
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cannot be given without particular linguistics environment. The condition of linguistics environment

may be syntactic and semantic parameters. When selecting a particular word, the difference mark of

word should be chosen. This difference mark represents a certain syntactic and semantic feature, and

identifies the sense of word uniquely, namely Concept Code. The concept code together with lexical

entry can decide a certain word sense to accomplish word sense disambiguation. For machine

translation, word disambiguation should be a very important problem. But in our CLIR system, in some
degree, word disambiguation has not taken some obvious affect to retrieval efficiency. At the same time,

in order to provide more query information to retrieval system, by using "Chinese Synonym Dictionary",

expansion operation is done for translation knowledge through translation processing. According

various synonymous relations described in the dictionary above, all synonyms corresponding with

translation knowledge is listed, namely completing query expansion process. Thus, more affluent query

information can be provided to retrieval system. So the retrieval efficiency is increased greatly, and the

retrieval performance is improved.

Phrase level translation: This process is implemented based on the idiom dictionary part of

English-Chinese bilingual dictionary. The recognition of near distance phrase and far distance phrase is

an important problem. Here, by adopting Greedy Algorithm, the recognition and translation processing

of near distance phrase is mainly completed, shown as the following:

• Acquiring phrase set which have some query word as the head word of the idiom from English-

Chinese bilingual dictionary;

• Identifying the phrases which have the same word as head word and the same number of word as

the phrase in the above set;

• Comparing each one of the identified phrases and every member in the correspondent phrase set

and finding out the matched phrase with the maximum length.

1.3 Experiment

Our search engine scores document by maximum likelihood ratio, put forward by Spoken Language

Systems Group in MIT [1]. In our retrieval experiment, we use the TREC-5 Chinese task as the

"training" data set for tuning and optimizing our retrieval model. Finally, our best run has achieved the

mAP (mean average precision) of 0.3869, which is about the same as the best result at that time.

After that, we submit four runs for CLIR official evaluation this year. Figure 1.4 is the official

precision and recall curve and the mAP score of our 4 CLIR runs. The first three ofthem are automatic

query translation run, using our word segmentation approach for indexing, while the monolingual run

we submit uses n-gram based segmentation. Although the results are not as good that of training results,

the run of "fdut9xl2" still can achieve the mAP of near 0.30.

Figure 1 .4 official Prec and Recall Curve and mAP score on TREC-9 CLIR Task
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We have outstanding performance for automatic query translation run: most of the queries
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outperform the average in the run "fdut9xll". However, the monolingual run is not as good as we
expected. We speculate that it may be due to our sophisticated segmentation method, which could

correctly segment the names of people, place and organization etc. In other word, indexer based on word

segmentation performs much better than indexer based on n-gram.

2. Filtering

For filtering, we participate in the sub-task of adaptive filtering and batch filtering. Our research

focuses on how to create the initial filtering profile and threshold and then modify them adaptively.

Our batch runs share the same adaptation module with adaptive runs. Therefore, our batch runs are

actually batch adaptive runs.

There is only a slight difference in the initialization (in other word, training) module of our batch

and adaptive runs. Full relevance judgement is provided in batch filtering, while only a small proportion

of relevance judgement is provided in adaptive filtering. As a result, for batch run, we can obtain a set of

"Negative" documents, which are those irrelevant documents with high similarity to the filtering profile,

and then make use of such documents. For adaptive run, we try to discover more pseudo-relevant

documents based on the topic and limited relevance judgement in order to optimize the initial profile.

Following is the detailed introduction to our training and adaptation module of our adaptive and

batch task.

2.1 Training of adaptive filtering

Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of the training in adaptive filtering. At first, topics are changed

into topic vectors, while feature vectors are extracted from positive and pseudo-positive document

samples. The initial profile is the weighted sum of topic and feature vectors. Then we compute the

similarity between the initial profile and all training documents to find the optimal initial threshold for

every topic.

Figure 2.1 Architecture of the training in adaptive filtering
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2.1.1 Topic processing

Topic is being processed as such: Firstly, every word in the topic is labeled with one of four

attributes: title words; description words; negative words (words which behinds the word "without");

domain dependent stopwords such as "document" and "describe". Each kind of attribute is assigned with

a coefficient. If one word occurs several times in the topic and different attributes are labeled, the

maximum coefficient is chosen for it. Different coefficients are chosen for OHSU and MeSH topics.

As we know, for OHSU topic, title is the description of patient, and description is the information

request. Both are important. However, for MeSH topic, title is MeSH concept name and description is

the definition of the concept. We have found the description part is not as important as the title. For

example, the description of the concept of "abdomen" is that "the portion of the body that lies between
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the thorax and the pelvic. If we expand the initial query with such word as "thorax" or "pelvis", the

performance will even be hurt.

In our experiment, the coefficients ofOHSU topics are set to 1 , 1,-1 and 0 respectively, while those

ofMeSH topics are 1, 0, 0 and 0 respectively.

The weight of each topic word is set to be the product of its coefficient multiplied with Smart's he

weight: ltc=\o^N/n)[3], whereN is the total number of documents and n is the number of documents in

which the word occurs. We adopt Itc weight because the simplicity in computing. We have also tried

other weighting formulas with relevant information and do find they can lead to better performance

when only topic information is utilized in profile creation. However, once topic vector is combined with

feature vectors from the training documents to form the initial profile, more complicated weight

algorithm no longer ensures better performance.

2.1.2 Feature selection

Since the total number of all words is very large and then it cost more time in similarity

computation, we decide to select some important words from them. First, we use Porter's stemmer to get

the root form of every word. Then we remove the stopwords and low frequent words (occur no more
than 6 times in the training document sets). Then we compute the logarithm Mutual Information

between remaining words and topics:

logM/(w
1
,r

/
)=log

P{w
t )

(2.1)

Where, w, is the ith word and 7} is the jth topic. Higher logarithm Mutual Information means w, and

Tj are more relevant. P(w,) is estimated by maximal likelihood method. Since the total number of

relevant documents is very small, f>[w
j

|

7
.

) is estimated by Turing-Good method.

For each topic, we select those words with logarithm Mutual Information higher than 3.0 and

occurs more than once in the relevant documents. Thus the average feature number of each topic is

around 100. Logarithm Mutual Information is not only used as the selection criterion, but also as the

weight of feature words.

2.1.3 Creating initial profile

Each topic profile is represented by a vector which is the weighted sum of topic vector, feature

vector from positive (relevant) documents and feature vector from pseudo relevant documents with the

coefficient of A, B and C.

We add a procedure of pseudo feedback to acquire more relevant documents for training. Those

documents that have highest similarity and don't occur in the positive documents are regard to be

relevant.

The initial profile is created by two-phase method. First we get the pseudo relevant documents;

then we get the initial profile and re-compute the optimal initial threshold.

During the first phase, A, B and C are set to be 0.4:1.0:0. We set C to 0 because we have no

similarity score at this time. Then some documents are selected as pseudo positive documents. As for

how many documents should be appended, we adopt two methods. The first method choose the N
highest similar documents which don't occur in the positive documents; while the second method

choose those documents whose similarity is higher than a fixed scale ( a ) of the highest similar positive

document. These two method lead to similar results. Here we set a = 0.45, or N=10.

During the second phase, A, B and C are set to be 0.25:1.0:0.25. The parameter of A becomes

smaller because now we have so much positive document that topic vector becomes relatively less

important. Therefore, we have got the initial profile.

2.1.4 Similarity Computation

The similarity between the profile and training documents is computed by the cosine formula:
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(2.2)
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Where, pj is the profile vector of the jth topic and d
t
is the vector representation ofthe ith document.

dik, the weight of the kth word in db is computed as such: d^ = 1 + log tf% , where tf& is the term

frequency of the kth word in the ith document.

Documents are first removed of the redundant tag information and then stemmed. Only the

document identifier, tile and abstract are reserved, while MeSH headings and other fields are all

removed.

2.1.5 Setting initial threshold

Once the threshold is set, those documents with similarity greater than the threshold are regarded to

be relevant and those documents with similarity smaller than the threshold are regarded to be irrelevant.

Then we can compute the evaluation criteria such as T9U and T9P under different threshold. Thus the

initial threshold are set to be the threshold which can result in the largest T9U or T9P.

2.2 Training of batch filtering

Training of batch filtering is quite similar to adaptive filtering. The only difference is that feature

vectors are now extracted from positive and negative (irrelevant but with high similarity) document

samples. Each topic profile is represented by a vector which is the weighted sum of topic vector, feature

vector from positive documents and feature vector from negative documents with the coefficient ofA, B
and C.

Initial threshold is also set in a two-phase method. At the first phase, A, B and C are set to be

0.25:1.0:0. For each vector profile, we calculate its similarity with every training document and then set

the temporary similarity threshold. After that, negative documents are selected to be those irrelevant

documents with similarity higher than the temporary threshold and could lead to wrong judgement.

During the second phase, A, B and C are set to be 0.25:1.0:-0.25.

2.3 Adaptation

For adaptive and batch filtering we adopt the same adaptation procedure. Figure 2.2 shows the

architecture for the adaptation. For each document in the stream, its similarity with the specific topic

profile is computed. If the similarity is greater than the threshold, it is assumed to be relevant. Then we
search the "qrel" file to see whether it is really relevant and do some adaptation accordingly.

Figure 2.2 Architecture for the adaptation
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2.3.1 Adaptation of threshold-T9P

Thresholds are adjusted after (5 documents have been processed (for this experiment, fi =8000).

For different evaluation measure ofT9P and T9U, the adaptation is also different.

In order for the optimization of T9P, the purpose of threshold adaptation is to make sure that about

50 documents are retrieved during 4 years. Therefore M documents should be retrieved in the /3 -

document interval. For each topic, we define:

Cor: # of documents correctly retrieved in the interval

Rtv: # of documents retrieved in the interval

Corl: # of documents correctly retrieved heretofore

Rtvl : # of documents retrieved heretofore

Ml: # of documents should be retrieved heretofore

T: Similarity threshold

Algorithm:

If CoKRtv*0.20 && Rtv>max(M,4) , then T*=l .2

(If the precision is too slow, the threshold should be increased quickly)

If Rtv>M && Rtv 1>M 1 , then T*=l, 1

(If documents are retrieved more than required, the threshold should be increased)

If Rtv<M && RtvKMl, then T*=0.9

(If documents are retrieved less than required, the threshold should be lowered)

We have supposed that we can retrieve fewer documents at first and then retrieved more documents

after profiles are updated. However, such experiment cannot lead to better results.

2.3.2 Adaptation of threshold-T9U

In order for the optimization of T9U, the purpose of threshold adaptation is to make sure that

documents should be retrieved with high accuracy. But if the precision is too high, thresholds should

also be decreased to retrieval more documents and then get larger T9U.
Algorithm:

If CoKRtv*0.10 && Rtv>max(M,4) , then T*=1.2

(If the precision is too slow, the threshold should be increased quickly)

If Rtv-1>M && Cor+l>Rtv*0.33, then T*=l.l

(If enough documents have been retrieved and precision is too low, the threshold should be

increased)

If Rtv<M && Cor-l>Rtv*0.25 or Cor-l>Rtv*0.33 or Cor=0, then T*=0.9

(If documents are retrieved less than required with moderate precision, or precision is too

high, or no document is retrieved, the threshold should be lowered)

In addition, iftwo irrelevant documents are retrieved continuously, T*=l.l.

Here, M represents the number of documents should be retrieved in the ft -document interval.

However, adaptive filtering systems cannot take into account the percentage that are relevant over the

entire test set for a particular query in building their retrieval rules. Under such condition, M is estimated

from the training corpus while relevant and pseudo relevant documents are taken into account. Although

M is actually variable among different topics, we just use the average value for the convenience for

computation.

2.3.3 Adaptation of topic profile

Once a retrieved document has been judged to be relevant, it is added to the positive document set

for further adaptation, otherwise it is added to the negative document set. During profile adaptation,

feature vectors are extract from positive documents and negative documents. The new topic profile is

the weighted sum of topic vector, feature vector from positive documents and feature vector from

negative documents. Thus not only the weight of features but also the feature words can be adjusted.

The coefficient of A, B and C are still 0.25, 1.0, and -0.25.

Since relevant document is too scarce, we adjust the topic profile only after /3 *4 documents have
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been processed. In fact, after processing /3 document, adaptation is triggered. Among 4 successive

adaptation, the first 3 are threshold adaptation and the last one is profile adaptation. We don't adjust

threshold and profile simultaneously because the threshold is optimized for the original profile.

2.4 Evaluation results

This year Fudan University has submitted 1 1 runs for adaptive filtering and batch filtering. We
submit no routing runs. Table 2.1~2.3 summarize our adaptive and batch filtering runs.

Table 2.1 shows the results of OHSU topics. The "score" column is the score of each run under

different evaluation measure. Micro recall and precision are calculated globally for all the topics, while

macro recall and precision are averaged across all the topics[4]. The last columns give the number of

topics in which our runs perform better, equal and worse than median ones. And the numbers inside the

parentheses shows the number of topics in which our runs perform best.

Task Measure Run Score Recall Precision Comparison with median

Micro Macro Micro Macro >(Best) <

Adaptive T9U FDUT9AF2 9.6 0.212 0.181 0.473 0.319 51(7) 6 6

T9P FDUT9AF1 0.264 0.277 0.300 0.283 0.271 37(6) 9 17

FDUT9AF3 0.265 0.276 0.301 0.286 0.273 39(5) 8 16

FDUT9AF4 0.249 0.263 0.285 0.278 0.259 34(9) 2 27

Batch T9U FDUT9BF1 13.6 0.276 0.245 0.492 0.390 37(20) 11 15

T9P FDUT9BF2 0.317 0.331 0.379 0.326 0.322 45(21) 7 11

Table 2. 1 Adaptive and batch filtering for OHSU topics

Table 2.2 and 2.3 show the results ofMeSH and MeSH sample topics. Our MeSH and sample runs

don' t perform as good as OHSU runs.

Task Measure Run Score Comparison with median

>(Best) <

Adaptive T9P FDUT9AF6 0.356 134(134) 148 218

T9U FDUT9AF7 29.3 120(85) 72 308

Batch T9P FDUT9BF3 0.430 169(61) 151 180

T9P FDUT9BF4 0.440 215(101) 138 147

Table 2.2 Adaptive and batch filtering for MeSH sample topics

Task Run T9P Comparison with median

>(Best) <

Adaptive FDUT9AF5 0.351 1297(1297) 1072 2535

Batch FDUT9BF3 0.418 2297(2297) 0 2607

Table 2.3 Adaptive and batch filtering for MeSH topics

3. Question Answering

Question Answering is an interesting challenge for NLP researchers because it requires a

combination of many traditional NLP techniques, such as tokenization, parsing, named entity

identification and retrieval.

The next section introduces Fudan TREC-9 question answering system. It is followed by the

detailed discussion of three main components. Followed are the evaluation results. Finally we will

discuss the future prospects of our system.

3.1 Overview of Fudan Question Answering System

Similar to other systems[5], our system consists of three components: Question analyzer.

Candidate Window Searcher and Answer extractor. The architecture is illustrated by Figure 3.1

.
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of the Fudan QA Systems
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Initially, with a question parser and semantic mapping chart, we process the given questions and

extract useful information: answer type, question focus and the syntax pattern of question.

Furthermore, the Question Analyzer generates a set of query terms.

Each document retrieved by our ranked Boolean search engine is divided into segments of about

4k-byte. Each candidate segment is assigned with a score according to its similarity to the query

generated by question analyzer.

The top-ranked segments are then passed to the Answer Extractor. A named entity finder based on

HMM model[6] and a syntax parser based on chart algorithm are involved in this procedure. The
extraction and ranking of the final answer are based on some empirical feature matching.

3.2 The Question Analyzer

The Question Analyzer attempts to excavate all available information inside the given question and

generate a query for search engine.

In order to extract the real answer from the tremendous collection of documents, it' s very important

to know what the question is asking for. Fortunately, quite a few questions request certain type of

answer. For example, for the question "Who invented the paper clip?", a person name is needed. We
can either judge the question' s answer type directly by its interrogative (who, where, when), or by

semantic mapping of other words in question (e.g. how much, what city, which year, etc.). The

semantic class of the answer type is listed in table 3.1. Cooperating with the named entity finder, it

does much help to locate and score answer in our QA system.

Answer Type Question Type Example

PERSON who/what-who/ which-who Hugo Young

LOCATION where/what-where/ which-where China

ORG who/what-who/ which-who Phoenix Suns

MONEY how much/ how many money Pounds 12m

PERCENTAGE how much/ what-percentage 0.10%

DATE when/what-date/ which-date 10 Feb 1994

TIME what time 6:33 a.m.

DURATION how long 9 1/2-month

LENGTH how long 147 feet

SIZE how large 1.5 million acres

NUMBER how many 562

Table 3.1: Answer types of question
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Not all questions can provide obvious clue of their goals. Some questions, which start from what
and which, are ambiguous and scarcely say anything about specific answer type. We solve it by
defining a concept named question focus.

Questionfocus can be interpreted as the most important part of question, which distinguishes the

question from others at the most. It may be a word or a sequence of words. Low frequency word and
proper noun/phrase is commonly chosen as question focus. For example, in the question " What culture

developed the idea ofpotlatch?", the question focus is potlatch. Question focus makes it easier to filter

the irrelevant document and locate the exact answer.

The syntax pattern of question is generated by question parser. The purpose of parsing is to predict

the possible syntax structure of answer sentence. Take the question "What is a caldera?" for an

example, the possible answer sentence may be like "Caldera is ... ", "Caldera, ...
" or "... known as

Caldera.".

Finally, the question analyzer produces a set of query term and sends them to the search engine.

Each term of the query comprises three fields:

a. Query Term, word or phrase extracted from the question.

b. Term Rank, calculated by the term' s syntax role in question and the word frequency.

c. Search Mode, the suitable searching method for this query term.

3.3 Candidate Window Searcher

Among the large document collection, we try to find some segments of information that may be

relevant to the question in order to restrict the scope for further processing. In this phase, we search the

entire corpus for the query and generate N best candidate windows, from which we will extract answer

to each question.

Our search engine makes use of the Boolean retrieval model, which is modified to suit for the QA
task. Firstly, we define four kinds of search modes, named "Single Word Search", "Common NP
Search", "Proper NP Search" and "Quoted Part Search" respectively.

Single Word Search is used to search the query term, which has only one word. It aims at finding all

the occurrences of the word in the corpus.

Common NP Search is just like operator "OR" in Boolean Information Retrieval in that the words

being searched need not co-occur with each other. It is often used to search people' s name, which often

occurs partially in the corpus.

Proper NP Search is somewhat like operator "OR" in Boolean Information Retrieval, except it

discards sentences that only contain familiar query words that can be found in dictionary. Therefore, the

remaining sentences just contain OOD query words, such as named entity. For example, for the query

term "Star Trek', the search engine will only retrieve sentences that contain the word "Trek'. And the

sentence contains both of the words "Star Trek' will be ranked higher than that contains "Trek' only. It

makes intuitive sense that the word "Star" occurs too often in the corpus to depict the information need.

Quoted Part Search performs just like operator "EXACT MATCH" in Boolean Information

Retrieval. It is used to search quoted name, such as name of films or books. It not only requires query

words to co-occur, but the order of query words to be matched exactly in the corpus as well.

Then, we create N-best window ranked by their window scores.

For every matched sentence among the corpus, we scan forward and backward within the same

articles to get a candidate window with the size of no more than 4k bytes. That is, we try to locate all

4k-byte windows containing one or more matched sentences. However, these matched sentences are

included in only one of those candidate windows, no overlap is allowed.

The windows are scored by the formula given below:

WS,=i<
2-^L +^r^ (3.1,

t=l
c

t
sc

i

Where, mc
t

is the number of terms in each query that locate in the window, while c
t

is the total

number of terms in each query. msc
t

is the number of total matched sentences in the window, while sc,-

is the total number of sentences containing in the window. The former factor indicates the coverage of
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the query terms for the candidate window, whereas the latter favors candidate window with more

occurrences of query terms, k is the number of query term for the question. w'
qs

is the weight of the ith

query term. We assign weights to each query term according to its search mode and rank.

Sort all the windows by its score and select top N best window for further processing. In our

experiments, we use 2k windows for every question at most.

3.4 Answer Extractor

The Answer Extractor identifies and extracts answers from the candidate windows. Each candidate

window first passes through a named entity finder, which identifies names of person, location and

organization, monetary units, dates, time, etc. By use of the answer type and question focus, all possible

answers are located within the candidate window. For each possible answer, a 250-byte-long section in

the candidate window named answer-window is then created. We evaluate each answer-window using

the following four scores:

1) Matched_queries-score: Compute a match-score for each query term and sum them all. The

match-score of query term is determined by its search mode, the match degree and the distance to

answer-window of each match situation in the candidate window.

2) Query_coverage-score: Assign a coefficient to each matched query term in the answer window and

cumulate them.

3) Syntax_pattem-score: If certain sentence in answer-window satisfies any predictive syntax pattern

of the question, a correspondent score will be assigned to it.

4) Consistent_question_part-score: If certain part of question is found consistent in the answer-

window, a score determined by the number of words in that part will be computed. If s a useful

feature especially for back-formulation questions or coincident back-formulation situation.

The final score for a given answer-window is computed as:

final-score - k, * matched_queries-score +

k2
* query<_coverage-score +

k3 * syntaxjpattern-score +

k4 * consistent_question_part-score

where, the weight vector {k, ,k2 ,k3 ,k4) depends on the question feature, table 3.2 shows our empirical

weight vector values:

Question feature (kj ,10

Num of query term=l (8,8,16,4)

Num of low-freq word=0 (8,4,16,12)

Otherwise (8,8,8,8)

Table3.2. Weight vector for final-score of answer-window

3.5 Evaluation

In this section, we describe the performance of our system. The system is evaluated by the Mean
Reciprocal Answer Rank (MRAR):

MRAR = -Y(l/rank
l
). (3.2)

" i=i

We submitted two runs in the 50-byte category and two runs in the 250-byte category. The first two

runs are generated by using the top 100 candidate windows. The next two runs are by processing only

top 24 candidate windows. The strict evaluation results are presented in Table 3.3.

The accuracy (measured by the percentage of questions correct) of our system fluctuates on

various answer type. It is pleasant on questions demanding for PERSON (58%) and LOCATION
(55%), but disappointing on DATE (35%) and NUMBER (25%). It is mainly because we
concentrated on training the statistical model and worked little on rule-based identification, which

is relatively simple but more useful on number-relevant named entity.
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Run Category
Number / Percentage

ofquestions correct
MRAR

FDUT9QS1 50-byte(l) 200 / 29% 0.192

FDUT9QL1 250-byte(l) 313 / 46% 0.339

FDUT9QS2 50-byte (2) 187/27% 0.195

FDUT9QL2 250-byte (2) 288 / 42% 0.319

Table3.3. Performance in TREC-9

On the training corpus ofTREC-8, our system did best while using top 24 candidate windows.

But in TREC-9, the 250-byte run using top 100 candidate windows (FDUT9QL1) does better than

that of top 24 one (FDUT9QL2). We presume it is caused by the variation on question style. The

question of TREC-9 is shorter than that of TREC-8 on average. And some new question structure

is too unfamiliar for us.

4. Discussion and Future Work

It is our first time to take part in TREC. Attending TREC-9 provides us further understanding of

NLP technology. We have accumulated such knowledge resources as bilingual dictionary and Chinese

synonym dictionary. We have also designed several NLP tools during this period, such as named entity

finder, query translator, parser and search engine.

Although moderate performance has been achieved in our three systems, we still have a lot of things

to do in the future. First, we need to enrich our knowledge resources, especially in English. We need to

acquire knowledge from different domains and employ a comprehensive machine dictionary (e.g.

WORDNET or HowNet) for semantic analysis. Currently, our three systems are developed almost

independently. Next time, we will try to implement techniques developed for one system to another. For

example, feature selection of filtering system can also play important role in the search engine. And
relevancefeedback in search engine is quite similar to adaptation in filtering.

Finally, we hope to apply the ideas and notions learned from TREC to corresponding tasks of our

native language.
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Abstract

This year a Fujitsu Laboratory team participated

in web tracks. For TREC9 we experimented pas-

sage retrieval which is expected to be effective for

Web pages which contain more than one topic. To

split document into passages, we used NLP based

paragrah detecting program, not by fixed (variable)

window size. But it did not produce better re-

sult for TREC9 Web data. For indexing large web
data faster, we developped two techiniques. One is

multi-partional selective sorting for inversion which

is about 10-30% faster than normal quick sorting in

sorting term-number, text-number pair. The other

is compressed trie dictionary based stemming.

1 System Description

Except reranking by passage retrieval, and passage

segementing program for index preprocessing, the

frame work we used, is same as that of TREC8[1].

1.0.1 Terafi

TeraB[2] is a fulltext search library, designed to pro-

vide an adequate number of efficient functions for

commercial service, and to provide parameter com-

bination testing and easy extension for experiments

in IR. For TREC9 we added functions for run time

passage retrieval

1.0.2 trec_exec

used for system tuning by hill-climing. But it was

difficult to tune parameter control for TREC9 web
data, because document set and queries for TREC9
is different from past tree data.

2 Common Processing

2.1 Indexing/Query Processing

2.1.1 indexing vocabulary

The indexing vocabulary consists of character

strings made up of letters, numbers, and symbols,

and no stop words were used in indexing. For

TREC8, we modified the grammar of the token rec-

ognizer to accept acronyms with symbols such as

U.S., and AT&T as one token.

2.1.2 Stemmer

As the experiment in TREC8[1] shows, SMART [3]

stemmer seems to be stable, we used SMART.

2.1.3 Information in inverted file

Text number, term frequency, and term position are

stored for the ad hoc task, and small web track

for run time phrase processing and reranking by bi-

gram extraction.

For experiment of passage retrieval, the delim-

iters of passage were also indexed.

trec_exec is designed for automatic processing of 21A Stop word list for query processing
TREC. It contains a procedure controller, evalua-

tion module
,
logging module, and all non-searching As in the TREC8[1], we used a stop word list of

units such as query generation, query expansion and about 400 words of Fox[4], and words with a high

so on. trec_exec can execute all the TREC process- df (more than 1/7 of the number of all documents)

ing for one run in a few minutes, and it can be were also treated as stop words.
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2.1.5 Stop pattern removal

The expression of TREC queries are artificial, so

frequently appearing patterns such as "relevant doc-

ument" are stop patterns. We generalized this ob-

servation, and removed the words which meet one

of the following condition.

1. Word in stopword list is a stopword.

2. Word which is not a proper noun 1
, and whose df

in TRECl-7 queries is more than 400*0.1 is a stop

word.

3. Word bi-gram whose df in TRECl-7 queries is

more than 400*0.02 is a stop pattern.

4. Word tri-gram whose df in TRECl-7 queries is

more than 400*0.01 is a stop pattern.

5. All the words in a sentence that contains "not rel-

evant" are stop words.

6. 4 words following "other than" are stop words.

7. 4 words following "apart from" are stop words.

2.2 Weighting Scheme

The term weight is qtf * tf * idf, and the score for

one document is the sum of the term weights with

co-occurence boosting.

1. qtf

qtf is the combination of the following param-

eters

qtf = J2 f
fw*tf * ttw

where

/ is the topic field (title, description or narra-

tive).

fw is weight of the topic field. We set the value

for the title field to 3.0, the value for the de-

scription field 1.5, the value for the narrative

is 0.9. Some teams [5], [6], [7] used weighting

depending on field type, and we take the same

approach.

tf is the bare frequency in each field.

ttw is the term type weight. It is set to 3 for

terms, and set to 1 for phrase(word bi-gram).

2. tf

We simply used the tf part of OKAPI[5].

i r (fci + I )
«lerm./re<;

^ J 7"i TTi i.\ ,
6. doc_icTLqfh_in_6yte T

(
fc l(( 1 ~ t')+ at,.ra ge .^ocien9 t/1 _,n_6yte )

kj. = 1.5,6 = 0.75

l U.S appears 94 times in TRECl-7 queries.

3. idf

We used a modified idf of OKAPI. We intro-

duced a cut off point for low df words, and

decreased the idf value for high df words.

tdf = log2^~^
N is the number of documents

n is df if ( df > 1/10000 * N) else

n = 1/10000 * N
a is set to 3

2.3 Co-occurence Boosting

As in TREC8, we use co-occurence boosting te-

chinique which favours co-occurence of query terms

in a document. Co-ocurrence boosting is imple-

mented by simply multipling the boost ratio to the

similarity of each term.

Si = ^2B* Wt ,i

t

Si is the degree of similarity between a

document and topics.

i is the document number.

t is a term that document; includes.

Wt
t

i is the part of similarity of term £ in

document*

.

B is the boost-ratio by term co-

occurrence.

The best parameter B depends on the query, but

it is difficult to tune them for each query. So we
set the B to 1.10 for the title word, to 1.05 for the

description word, and to 1.03 for the narrative word,

and to 1.0 for the word added by query expansion.

2.4 phrase (bi-gram)

Instead of traditional IR phrase (two adjacent non-

stopword pair with order or without order), we per-

mitted limited distance in phrase. The motiva-

tion for introducing fixed distance is that that non-

stopword may exist between two adjacent words in

a query, and it producued slightly better result in

the past experiment. [1] The term weight of bi-gram

is fixed as 1/3 of a single word, and the distance is

set to 4.

2.5 Query Expansion

Query Expansion was used for the ad hoc task, and

small web track. The Boughanem formula[5] was

used to select terms.
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TSV = (r/R-cts/S).w (i)
(1)

uA 1
' is modified and more general version of Robert-

son/Sparck Jones weight.

The a was set 0.001, and k4 was -0.3, k5 was

1, and k6 was 64. The top 20 documents in the

pilot search were supposed to be relevant, and the

documents ranked from 500 to 1000 were supposed

to be non-relevant. The top ranked 40 words which

are not included in original query, which are not

included in the stopword list of SMART, whose tsv

score are more than 0.003, whose df are more than

60, and whose df are less than 200000 were added

to the original query.

No collection enrichment technique was used.

2.6 Passage Retrieval

The average text size of TREC8 web data is large

compared with past TREC collections. Its aver-

age text size is about 8KB. If the large web page

contains more than one topic, scoring the page by

its contents (large passage) not whole contents may
produce better result. This requires techniques to

split text by structure of topics. Using NLP te-

chniques developped for text summarization [8], we

splitted the text into paragrahs, and indexed the

text with topic boundary.

Following is the example of splitted text. The
topic delimiter is <delim > tag, and the attribute

"level" expresses level of paragraph. As the num-

ber of level becomes bigger, the size of paragrah

becomes larger.

<document>
<DOCNO>WTX049-B01-2</DOCNO>
<BD>
<delim leveI= 7/>
Table of Contents First-Time Startup
Overview of the First-Time Startup Process Default
Values Using the Setup Command Facility

Help Text Using the Setup Command Facility Power-
ing Up Your System Verifying Installed Software and
Hardware
Configuring Global and Interface Parameters Storing
the Configuration in Nonvolatile Memory
Sample Configuration
<delim level= l/>
This chapter includes sample worksheets filled in to
show you how this information is used when the setup
command facility runs through the System Config-
uration Dialog.

Note Some configuration parameters discussed in this

document (and shown on the configuration work-
sheets) apply
only to routers that have the protocol translation op-

tion. If your router does not have protocol transla-

tion,

the interactive setup command facility does not
prompt you for these parameters.
<delim level=l/>
Overview of the First-Time Startup Process
The first time you start up the system, the setup
command facility operates automatically. An inter-

active

dialog called the System Configuration Dialog ap-

pears on the system console screen. The dialog nav-
igates you
through the configuration process by prompting you
for the information you have recorded on the config-

uration

worksheets. The setup command facility also pro-

vides default values and help text for the configura-

tion parameters,
as described later in this section.

The setup command facility detects which interfaces

are installed and prompts you for configuration in-

formation
for each installed interface. When you finish con-

figuring one interface, the setup command software

prompts you
for the next interface and continues until they are all

configured.

At first-time startup, you must do the following:

Power up your router and if necessary, test for prob-

lems with system memory and CPU.
Verify software version and installed hardware and
software options.

Configure global parameters.

Configure interface parameters.

<delim level=2/>

Copyright 1988-1995

Cisco Systems Inc.

</BD>"
< /document>

We simply apply Okapi scoring (variation we

used) to the passage, and merged fulltext scoring,

and passage scoring. In the training by TREC8
web data, we set passage boundary level to 3, in

that case average passage size was about 250 words.

Merging his technique prodocues slightly better (1
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point in average precision) result for TREC8 web
track data, but did not result in improvment in

TREC9 web track data whose average text size is

about 4KB

3 Small Web Track official

Runs

Four runs are submitted. Flab9atN, Flab9atdN,

Flab9atd2N, and Flab9atdnN. In the Run id, the in-

fix 'a ' means automatic, V means using title field,

'd' means using description field, and 'n' means us-

ing narrative field.

Name Flab9t Flab9tdN Flab9td2N Flab9tdnN

field T TD TD TDN
link NO NO NO NO
Average Prec .136 .181 .187 .192

R-Prec .153 .207 .208 .223

P@20 .157 .232 .226 .252

Retrieved 50000 50000 50000 50000

Rel-ret 2617 2617 2617 2617

Relevant 1179 1526 1490 1567

best/ >= med 2/25 0/31 0/31 0/35

Table 1: Official web track result

4 Speed up of indexing

Generally sorting based inversion takes these 4

steps.

1. STEP1 Apply stemmer to input text.

2. STEP2 Convert stemmed word to term-id. In

most cases term-id to stemmed word is as-

signed by sequential order. Using hash may
be fastest.

3. STEP3 Put [term-id,text-number, (offset)]

pair(tuple) to work area

4. STEP4 If work area is full, then sort the area by

ascending order of term-id,text-number,offset.

In sorting based inversion, stemming(+hashing)

and sorting takes 70% of whole processing speedfl].

So speed up of above process leads to speed of whole

processing.

4.1 Multi-paritional selective sorting

The fastest sorting algorithm is generally quick sort

algorithm. But in sorting the pair of inverted file

entry, we can expect the distribution of primary

key(termJd). Because the word with high docu-

ment frequency gets the smaller number, and the

word with low document frequency gets the bigger

number, they distribute in a log regression manner.

Using this statistics, we can partion the sorting area

into multi blocks at one time instead of partioning

the sorting area in binary block (quick sort). Multi

block partioning soring is faster than binary par-

tioning sorting if partitioning is successful. 2

The other techniques we introduced is using radic

sort. The order of radic sort is O(n), so it is ex-

pected to be faster than quick sort On(log2(n)).

But in practice, it is slower than quick sort for large

data. It is because radic sort requires two buffers,

and once copying between two buffers requires real

memory access, it serverly slow down. But if sort

target is small enough 3
, it is surely faster than

quick sort.

Using quick sort for large block, and radic sort

for small block, we can improve the sorting speed

of overall for inverted file entry.

The multi-paritional selective sorting algorithm

is as follows.

1. Input is [term_id,text_number]

2. Prepare n + 1 blocks, n is log2{maxtermJd)

3. Parition entry into n + 1 blocks. The partition-

ing function is to put entry to log2(termJd)th.

block.

4. Foreach blocks, apply sorting.

(a) If partion is larger than 3/4 of L2 cache,

use quick sort.

(b) If partion is small than 3/4 of L2 cache,

use radic sort.

The performace of this approach is depending on

the partioning. In the experiment for VLC100, it is

10% faster than normal quick sorting, for WTlOg,
it is 30% faster than normal quick sorting. 4

2 multi partioning itself requires more complicated deci-

sion function than binary blocking sorting. So if partioning

results in unbalanced blocks, it is slower than quick sort.

3
it depends on the L2 cache of Hardware

4 The speed depends on the max text_number in sorting

target, and target area size etc.
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4.2 Speed up of stemmer

As the stemming program matches rules step by

step, it is slower than simple token recognizer. For

example just recognizing token can process 16.5GB

documents per hour, but with SMART stemmer it

slows down 6.4GB documents per hour. Making

compressed trie dictionary of frequently appearing

70000 words in text, and skip running stemming

algorithm for them, the speed of stemmer increases

about 13%.

5 Large Web Track

Our main concern this year is still how much re-

sources are required to processing large data.

We concentrated on speed up of indexings.

condition as that of TREC8. All runs did not use

phrases, and query expansion. B+R means rank-

ing document with AND condition of every non-

stopword in a query. If the number of retrieved

documents is less than 20, then ranking search is

retried. This AND conditional interface is popu-

lar in actual Internet services. R means traditional

accumulator method. Flab9bsN used index with

stopwords. Table2 shows our official result.

Run-id P@5 P@10 Calc speed(sec)

Flab9bN 0.44 0.46 B+R 0.31

Flab9rN 0.44 0.45 R 0.72

FLab9bsN 0.45 0.45 B+R 0.47

Table 2: Large web official result

5.1 Hardware environment

One PC was used for the large web track. It has

120GB disk, 640MB main memory and two Intel

Celeron 466MHz CPUs. Its cost is about 180000

Japanse yen (about 1700 US$) at Nov 1999.

Using PC for information retrieval has practical

advantages.

One is that PC(Intel i86) is cheaper than work-

station. This is well known. The other is that the

speed of information retrieval process is depending

on the performance of integer calculation.
0 The

PC(i86)'s processing speed of floating point calcu-

lation is slower than that of workstation, even its

clock is 3 times faster than workstation, but this

disadvantage is not critical in IR application.

5.2 language type checking

To reduce index size, and increase the speed of

searching, statistical based language type checker

is used as in TREC8[1]. Its effect is that the sum of

word entry in inverted file is reduced to 10 million

from 20 million, and the index size is reduced to

4.0GB from 4.8GB without stopword condition.

5.3 Large web track result

Our main concern is balancing processing speed and

hardware cost. The submitted 3 runs are the same

There is no remarkable difference in precision.

B+R search and index with stopwords seems to be

the best choice considering speed.

5.4 Performance of pre-processing

Compared with TREC8, we improved preprocessing

speed. The preprocessing involves web detagging,

running language type checking, and indexing. The
official pre-processing data is as follows.

1. The detagging script for TREC8[1] is rewritten

in C, and its processing time is improved to 10

hours including the time for gunzip the data.

2. language type checker takes 4 hours using 2

CPU.

3. Indexing

Instead of Solaris2.6, we used Linux to avoid

work memory swapping out problem. [1] The

indexing time is 10 hours and 6 minutes with

stopword condition.

condition time status work area

With stopword

Without stopword

10.13 hours

12.15 hours

official

official

300MB
300MB

5Ranking requires floating point calculation, but the most

of CPU time is used for logical operation and decoding of

inverted file entry.

Table 3: Inversion time

The Index size is given in table 4.
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files with stopword without stopword

inverted file 3.01 4.03

dictionary 0.46 0.59

text size array 0.07 0.07

text number id 0.41 0.41

total 3.95GB 5.10GB

Table 4: Index size

5.5 Performance of query processing

5.5.1 Average Processing Speed

The regulation of a large web track says that query

processing speed is the total processing time di-

vided by the number of query, As the experiment

TREC8[1] shows, using two processs in 2 CPU en-

vironments is fastest. In TREC9 we used thread

based approach. 6 The query processing speed is

given in official result.

6 Conclusion

For small web track, we tried applying passage

based scoring, but we did not get improvment. For

large web track, we used two techniques, both of

which are effective for speed up indexing.
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Abstract

Hummingbird submitted ranked result sets for the Main Web Task (10GB of web data) and Large Web
Task (100GB) of the TREC-9 Web Track, and for Stage 2 of the TREC-9 Query Track (43 variations of 50

queries). SearchServer's Intuitive Searching produced the highest Precision@5 score (averaged over 50

web queries) of all Title-only runs submitted to the Main Web Task. SearchServer's approximate text

searching and linguistic expansion each increased average precision for web queries by 5%. Enabling

SearchServer's document length normalization increased average precision for web queries by 10-30% and

for long queries by 100%. Squaring the importance of the inverse document frequency (relevance method

'V2:4') increased average precision in the query track by 5%. Blind query expansion decreased average

precision of highly relevants for web queries by almost 15%; the same method was neutral when counting

all relevants the same.

1 Introduction

Hummingbird's Fulcrum SearchServer kernel is an indexing, search and retrieval engine which runs on

Windows and UNIX platforms. SearchServer, originally a product of Fulcrum Technologies, was acquired

by Hummingbird in 1999. The SearchServer kernel is embedded in 5 Hummingbird products, including

SearchServer, an application toolkit used for knowledge-intensive applications that require fast access to

unstructured information.

The SearchServer kernel supports a variation of the Structured Query Language (SQL), called SearchSQL,

which has extensions for text retrieval. Almost 200 document formats are supported, such as Word,

WordPerfect, PDF and HTML. Many character sets and languages are supported, including the major

European languages, Japanese, Korean, Greek and Arabic. SearchServer's Intuitive Searching algorithms

were updated for version 4.0 which shipped in Fall 1999, and in subsequent releases of other products. The

next major kernel release works in Unicode internally and supports many more languages [4].

2 System Description

All experiments were conducted on a single-cpu desktop system, OTWEBTREC, with a 600MHz Pentium

III cpu, 512MB RAM, 186GB of external disk space on one e: partition, and running Windows NT 4.0

Service Pack 6.

For most official TREC runs, an experimental version of SearchServer 5.0 was used (a different

experimental version was used for the Query Track runs in September than the Web Track runs in July and

1

Core Technology, Research and Development, stephen.tomlinson@hummingbird.com

Hummingbird's Fulcrum SearchServer at TREC-9
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August). Commercial release SearchServer 4.0 was used for one Main Web Task run and one Query Track

run.

3 Setup

We describe how SearchServer was used to handle the Main Web Task (10GB of web data) and Large Web
Task (100GB) of the TREC-9 Web Track, and Stage 2 of the TREC-9 Query Track (1GB of news and

government documents).

3.1 Data

The WTlOg collection of the Main Web Task was distributed on 5 CDs. We copied the contents of each

CD onto the OTWEBTREC e: drive (e:\data\wtlOg\cdl - e:\data\wtl0g\cd5). The cd5\info subdirectory,

containing supporting information not considered part of WTlOg, was removed to ensure it wasn't indexed.

The 5157 .gz files comprising WTlOg were uncompressed. No further pre-processing was done on the

data. Uncompressed, the 5157 files consist of 1 1,032,691,403 bytes (10.3GB), about 2MB each. Each file

contains on average 328 "documents", for a total of 1,692,096 documents.

The WTlOOg collection of the Large Web Task was distributed on 2 DLT-4000 tapes. We copied the

contents onto a "compressed NTFS" area ofOTWEBTREC's e: drive (e:\data\compressed\wtl00g). The

BASE 10 and BASE1 subsets are not considered part ofWTlOOg and were stored elsewhere. We
uncompressed the 50,023 files comprising WTlOOg from .gz format (and Windows NT internally

recompressed them on the compressed NTFS drive), which took 5 hours. No further pre-processing was

done on the data. Uncompressed, the 50,023 files consist of 107,828,665,842 bytes (100.4GB). Based on

the change in bytes free on the drive, we estimate the files occupied about 58.8 billion bytes (54.8GB) on

the compressed NTFS drive. Hence, NTFS compression saved about 46GB of space, poor compared to

gzip compression (which saved 71GB), but still worthwhile. Each file contains on average 371

"documents", for a total of 18,571,671 documents. (For more information on the WTlOOg collection, see

[3]0

Text Research Collection Volume 1, Revised March 1994, more commonly known as "TREC Disk 1", was

used in Stage 2 of the Query Track, and consists of a single CD. We copied its contents to

e:\data\TRECWoll. The various README files and the DTD directory were removed because they are

not considered part of the collection. The 1265 .Z files comprising the collection were uncompressed. No
further pre-processing was done on the data. Uncompressed, the 1265 files consist of 1,265,137,373 bytes

(1.2GB), about 1MB each. Each file contains on average 404 "documents", for a total of 510,637

documents. (For more information on the TREC Disk 1 collection, see [10].)

3.2 Text Reader

To index and retrieve data, SearchServer requires the data to be in Fulcrum Technologies Document

Format (FTDF). SearchServer includes "text readers" for converting most popular formats (e.g. Word,

WordPerfect, HTML, PDF, Excel, PowerPoint, etc.) to FTDF. A special class of text readers, "expansion"

text readers, can insert a row into a SearchServer table for each logical "document" inside a container, such

as directory or library file. Users can also write their own text readers in C for expanding proprietary

container formats and converting proprietary data formats to FTDF.

The library files of WTlOg and WTlOOg consisted of several logical documents, each starting with a

<DOC> tag and ending with a </DOC> tag. After the <DOC> tag, the unique id of the document, e.g.

WTX104-B01-1, was included inside <DOCNO>..</DOCNO> tags. Other HTTP header information,

such as the URL of the document, appeared inside <DOCHDR>..</DOCHDR> tags. The content of the
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web document started after the </DOCHDR> tag and ended at the already-mentioned </DOC> tag. Most
document's content were HTML format because only documents with mime type "text/html" were included

in the collections, but on the web, some servers mislabel binaries and other file types as text/html. We
made no attempt to screen out such mislabeled documents.

We wrote a custom text reader called cTREC to handle expansion of the library files of the WTlOg and

WTlOOg collections and to make a few conversions to the HTML format.

In expansion mode (/E switch), cTREC scans the library file and for each logical document determines its

start offset in the file (i.e. offset of<DOC> tag), its length in bytes (i.e., distance to </DOC> tag), and

extracts its document id (from inside <DOCNO>..</DOCNO> tags). SearchServer is instructed to insert a

row for each logical document. The filename column (FT_SFNAME) stores the library filename. The text

reader column (FT_FLIST) includes the start offset and length for the logical document (e.g.

cTREC/w/1 00000/30000). The document id column (controllable with the /d switch), contains the

document id.

In web track format translation mode (/w switch), cTREC would insert control sequences around the header

to turn off indexing (i.e. from <DOC> down to the </DOCHDR> tag was not indexed). Indexing was also

turned off around HTML tags, except for the content ofMETA NAME/HTTP-
EQUrV="DESCRIPTION/KEYWORDS/SUBJECT/TITLE" tags. Some entities were converted: the ones

listed in the DTDs for the TREC disks 1-5, e.g. &eacute; to e, and numeric entities, e.g. &#233; to e.

Because we knew the queries were all English, we didn't try to take advantage of SearchServer's rich

character support capabilities, such as accent-indexing and recognition of semantically equivalent forms of

Unicode.

The library files ofTREC Disk 1 also consisted of several logical documents delineated by

<DOC>..</DOC> tags and identified by a <DOCNO>, so the cTREC IE switch also handled expansion of

these files. When invoked without the /w or IE switch, cTREC assumes it is reading a document from

TREC disks 1-5 and by default inserts control sequences to turn off indexing around all tags listed in the

TREC disk 1-5 DTDs, and converts all entities listed in the DTDs. By default, cTREC also turns off

indexing for data delineated by tags indicating keyword fields (namely IN, CO, G, GV, RE, MS, NS,

DESCRTPT or SUBJECT tags) because the original TREC guidelines did not permit using those fields (a Ik

option exists for overriding this guideline). Some other tagged data is not indexed by default (nor with the

Ik option) because its content isn't considered helpful (for TREC Disk 1 , data delineated by DOCNO,
FIRST, SECOND, FILEID, NOTE, UNK, BYLINE, C, CODE-213, DOCED, NOTE, T2, T4, AUTHOR,
DATE, SO, ADDRESS, AUTHOR and JOURNAL tags is not indexed by default; a longer list exists to

cover the other disks). cTREC currently doesn't differentiate its tag handling by collection type; for

example, the <G> tag is a keyword field in the Wall Street Journal documents, but not in the Federal

Register documents, but cTREC treats it as a keyword field in both, a minor limitation. cTREC looks

ahead at most 8000 bytes for an end tag when it encounters a tag indicating indexing should be turned off;

if the end tag is not found, indexing is not turned off.

3.3 Indexing

WTlOg was indexed in one table in most runs, created with the following SearchSQL statement:

CREATE SCHEMA WT10GW CREATE TABLE WT10GW
(DOCNO VARCHAR(256) 128) PERIODIC
BASEPATH 'E:\DATA' STOPFILE ' MYTREC . STP 1 APPROX_ZONES '32';

The APPROX_ZONES '32' parameter specifies that an approximate search index should be built on the

external text column (32). The STOPFILE parameter specified a file containing a list of 101 stopwords to

not index, including all letters and single-digit numbers. The PERIODIC parameter prevents immediate
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indexing of rows at insertion time. The BASEPATH parameter specified the directory from which relative

filenames of insert statements would be applied. The DOCNO column was assigned number 128 and a

maximum length of 256 characters.

After creating the table, we added the string 'TND:xl6384;b4096;" to the wtlOgw.cfg file to ensure an

obscure internal dictionary limit wouldn't be encountered at index-time. This step is not necessary as of

SearchServer 5.0 Beta2.

Into this table, we just inserted one row, specifying the top directory of WTlOg, with this Insert statement:

INSERT INTO WT10GW ( FT_SFNAME, FT_FLIST )

VALUES ( 'WT10G', ' cTREC/E/d=128 : s ! cTREC/w/@ :

s
' )

;

To index the table, we just executed this Validate Index statement:

VALIDATE INDEX WT10GW VALIDATE TABLE
TEMP_FILE_SIZE 2000000000 BUFFER 256000000;

The VALIDATE TABLE option of the VALIDATE INDEX statement causes SearchServer to review

whether the contents of container rows, such as directory rows and library files, are correctly reflected in

the table. In this particular case, SearchServer initially validated the directory row by inserting each of its

sub -directories and files into the table. Then SearchServer validated each of those directory and library file

rows in turn, etc. Validating library file rows invoked the cTREC text reader in expansion mode to insert a

row for each logical document in the library file, including its document id.

After validating the table, SearchServer indexed the table, in this case using up to 256MB of memory for

sorting (as per the BUFFER parameter) and using temporary sort files of up to 2GB (as per the

TEMP_FILE_SIZE parameter), to produce a dictionary of the unique words and reference file with the

locations of the word occurrences (mostly unused in our experiments because we did no proximity searches

nor search term highlighting). By default, SearchServer stores the original words, not just the stems.

For one of our Main Web Task runs (hum9td4), we used commercial release SearchServer 4.0, which is

limited to 2GB reference files. Hence for that run we indexed WTlOg in 2 tables. The first table contained

CD1, CD2, and the first 4 directories of CD5 (WTX097-WTX100). The second table contained CD3, CD4
and the last 4 directories of CD5 (WTX101-WTX104).

Because of various internal limits in the experimental SearchServer version used for WTlOOg, we indexed

WTlOOg in 12 tables (more than proved to be necessary). No approximate search index was built;

however, some Large Web Task runs re-used the approximate search index ofWTlOg as a spell-corrector.

For the Query Track, we indexed TREC Disk 1 three times, once filtering keywords as per the traditional

TREC guidelines, a second time with keyword fields included in the index, and a third time using

commercial release SearchServer 4.0 (including keywords).

4 Search Techniques

For the Main Web Task, the 50 "topics" were in a file called "topics.45 1-500". The topics were numbered

from 451-500, and each contained a Title (which was an actual web query taken from a search engine log),

a Description (NIST's interpretation of the query, with spelling and grammar errors fixed), and a Narrative

(a more detailed set of guidelines for what a relevant document should or should not contain).
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For the Large Web Task, the 10000 web queries were in a file called "queries_10000". Queries were

numbered from 20001-30000. There was no separate Title, Description or Narrative, just the original web
queries, one per line.

For Stage 2 of the Query Track, there were 43 separate files of 50 queries each (variants of TREC topics

51-100).

We modified the example stsample.c program included with SearchServer to parse the TREC topics files,

construct and execute corresponding SearchSQL queries, fetch the top 1000 or top 20 rows, and write out

the rows in the results format requested by NIST. (The modified stsample.c was called

QueryToRankings. c.

)

SELECT statements were issued with the SQLExecDirect api call. Fetches were done with SQLFetch
(typically 1000 SQLFetch calls per query in the Main Web Task and Query Track, and 20 SQLFetch calls

per query in the Large Web Task).

4.1 Intuitive Searching

All queries used SearchServer's Intuitive Searching, i.e. the IS_ABOUT predicate of SearchSQL, which

accepts unstructured text. For example, for topic 451 of the Main Web Task, the Title was "What is a

Bengals cat?". A corresponding SearchSQL query would be:

SELECT RELEVANCE (
' V2 :

3
' ) AS REL , DOCNO

FROM WT10GW
WHERE FT_TEXT IS_ABOUT 'What is a Bengals cat?'
ORDER BY REL DESC;

This query would create a working table with the 2 columns named in the SELECT clause, a REL column

containing the relevance value of the row for the query, and a DOCNO column containing the document's

identifier. The ORDER BY clause specifies that the most relevant rows should be listed first. Typically a

statement such as "SET MAX_SEARCH_ROWS 1000" was previously executed so that the working table

would contain at most 1000 rows. In cases where the data was indexed in more than one table, the FROM
clause would specify a UNION of the tables, e.g. SearchServer 4.0 queries contained "FROM WT10GW1
UNION WT10GW2".

Our QueryToRankings program removed a short list of words from the given topics before presenting them

to SearchServer: "documents", "document", "items", "item", "relevant". This was originally done for

internal TREC-5 experiments based on the TREC-5 topics frequently containing these words (e.g. "A
relevant item will mention..."). It was found to make almost no difference to the scores whether these

words were excluded or not, so we didn't bother to expand the list further for the TREC-9 Main Web Task.

For the Large Web Task, in which most queries were known to be phrased as questions, we additionally

removed the words "do", "does", "find", "how", "me", "show", "tell", "what" and "why".

4.1.1 Secondary Term Selection

The IS_ABOUT predicate by default expands each word to a "superterm" comprising all the linguistic

variants of the term, e.g. "run" is added for "ran" (linguistic expansion can be disabled with the

VECTOR_GENERATOR parameter). Some of these superterms may be subsequently discarded when
searching the table (secondary term selection). For example, the RELEVANCE_METHOD setting has an

optional document frequency parameter for discarding all terms which occur in more than a specified

percentage of the rows (based on the most frequently occurring variant of the term). Secondary term

selection improves performance and prevents highlighting of unimportant terms.
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In the SearchServer 5.0 web track runs, we experimented with a different term selection approach based on

an estimate of how many rows the terms would bring into the search and which involved a different

formula for term importance which incorporated the vector length. In the SearchServer 4.0 runs, in which

the experimental approach wasn't available, a document frequency cutoff of 15% was normally used,

because that cutoff in past experiments didn't hurt quality, but significantly improved performance.

4.1.2 Statistical Relevance Ranking

To calculate a relevance value for a row of a table with respect to the vector of terms (actually, superterms)

resulting from secondary term selection, the inverse document frequency of the term and the number of

occurrences of the term in the row (term frequency) are determined from the index. The length of the row

(based on the number of indexed characters in all columns of the row, which is typically dominated by the

external document), is optionally incorporated, and the number of occurrences of the term in the vector is

also used. The full details of synthesizing this information into a relevance value are proprietary, but draws

from [7] (particularly the Okapi approach to term frequency dampening) and [9]. SearchServer's relevance

values are always an integer in the range 0 to 1000.

SearchServer's RELEVANCE_METHOD setting can be used to optionally square the importance of the

inverse document frequency (by choosing a RELEVANCE_METHOD of 'V2:4' instead of 'V2:3').

Experiments on past TREC ad hoc topics found that V2:4 often worked better than V2:3, but past TREC ad

hoc topics didn't contain spelling errors, which could be over-emphasized when squaring the idfs.

SearchServer's RELEVANCE_DLEN_IMP parameter controls the importance of document length (scale of

0 to 1000) to the ranking. We found 200 worked best on TREC-8 small web experiments and used 200 for

most submitted TREC-9 runs.

4.2 Approximate Text Searching

The Title-only queries of the Main Web Task and the queries of the Large Web Task were unedited web

queries from search engine logs which appeared to sometimes contain spelling errors; for example, a query

containing "vanila ice creem" probably meant to say "vanilla ice cream".

SearchServer's approximate text searching is based on edit distance, also known as the Levenshtein

distance, which is the minimum number of insertions, deletions and/or replacements needed to transform

one pattern into another. SearchServer's approximate text searching is fast for error ratios up to at least

one-third, i.e. when the allowed edit distance is one-third the length of the search term. An excellent

overview of approximate text searching techniques may be found in [6].

We experimented with using SearchServer's approximate text searching to fix some spelling errors. The

first step was to look up the closest matches of each term in the web query by increasing edit distance and

decreasing number of rows containing the term. For example, the SearchSQL to find the closest matches to

"vanila" is

SELECT TERM, FT_DISTANCE (TERM) AS NUMERRORS

,

MAX(ROW_COUNT) AS NUMROWS
FROM SEARCH_TERMS
WHERE TABLE_NAME CONTAINS 'WT10GW
AND COLUMN_NAME CONTAINS ' FT__TEXT '

AND TERM CONTAINS 'vanila' BEST_MATCHES 1000
GROUP BY TERM
ORDER BY NUMERRORS, NUMROWS DESC

;
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The results in the case of "vanila" were

(
' VANILA ' , 0, 8)

('VANILLA', 1, 2427)
('MANILA', 1, 1763)
('VANIA', 1, 47)
(

' VANITA ' , 1, 21)

('VAXILA', 1, 11)
(

' DANILA
' , 1, 10)

(
' VANINA

'
, 1 , 9

)

(
' VANNILA

'
, 1 , 5

)

We used the default error ratio of 34% for all approximate searches, e.g. 2 errors were allowed in the 6-

letter vanila query. The WT10G collection contained 5,792,772 distinct words. SearchServer used an in-

memory approximate search index to substantially reduce the time needed to find the close matches.

If the original term appeared in fewer than 10 rows, then the closest matches were added to the query until

the sum of the row counts was 10 or more, with the following adjustments:

• On the first pass through the list of close matches, only matches with the same Soundex code [5] were

considered. For example, "vanilla" has the same Soundex code as "vanila", but "manila" does not. If

the Soundex matches didn't sum to 10 or more rows, then the closest non-Soundex matches were added

until the sum was 10 or more rows. (Note: Soundex was implemented in the QueryToRankings

program, not SearchServer.)

• If the row sum was still less than 10 after adding all close matches, the last character of the term was

dropped, and the process repeated. For example, after "vanila", the next search would be for "vanil",

then "vani", etc.

In the case of "vanila", the term occurred in just 8 rows, fewer than 10 , so the next term, "vanilla" was

considered. It was a Soundex match, so it was added to the query, and adding its row count of 2427

exceeded the sum requirement, so the search for more close matches ended.

In the case of "creem", the heuristic didn't work because "creem" appeared in 43 rows, more than our

arbitrary parameter of 10. In retrospect, we probably should have added the first Soundex match which

occurred in more rows than the original term (if any), making an arbitrary parameter unnecessary. The

closest match to "creem" is "creek" (17,521 rows), which Soundex would filter out. The next closest match

is "cream" (10,692 rows), which is the term we wanted. Also, it may be better to just sort close matches by

decreasing number of rows and not differentiate by edit distance. This change would have properly

handled the case of "australai" (4 rows); our heuristic generated "australi" (99 rows, 1 difference), but

probably the best match was "australia" (75,297 rows, 2 differences).

The truncation heuristic was an attempt to deal with words stuck together, e.g. "londonengland", but it

wasn't very successful. A better solution may be to include phrases in the word list.

We kept the original terms in the query, e.g. the query "vanila ice cream" was changed to "vanila ice cream

vanilla". A downside of this approach is that the ranking algorithm treats vanila and vanilla as separate

terms, hence over-weighting documents which happen to contain both terms. If we integrated this

approach into SearchServer, we could treat the terms as variants of one term, like we do for linguistic

variations of the term.
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4.3 Row Expansion

In past TRECs, "query expansion" was considered necessary to produce top results [11]. We experimented

with using row expansion to indirectly expand the query in 2 of our Main Web Task submissions. The
approach was built on top of SearchServer. An optimized version may be implemented inside

SearchServer in a future release.

After running the initial query (possibly already expanded by approximate text searching in the Title-only

case), we retrieved the top 1000 rows (unless SearchServer returned fewer, which sometimes happened for

Title-only queries). For each of the top 5 rows, we asked SearchServer's Intuitive Searching to "find more
rows like this" (we call these row expansion queries), retrieving the top 1000 rows. We then combined the

relevance values from each of the 6 result sets, giving a weight of 5 to the original query results, and

weights of 1 to each of the 5 row expansion results. We did not include any negative information.

Mathematically, this approach works out to be similar to Rocchio expansion. (A detailed description of a

good Rocchio feedback technique is in [1].)

We always used the same parameters in row expansion queries as were used in the initial query, e.g. the

same document length importance. We used the top 5 rows because in experiments on the TREC-8 small

web we found somewhere from 3 to 8 rows usually gave best results.

5 Results

The evaluation measures are explained in an appendix of the conference proceedings. Briefly: Precision is

the percentage of retrieved documents which are relevant. Precision®/! is the precision after n documents

have been retrieved. Average precision for a topic is the average of the precision after each relevant

document is retrieved (using zero as the precision for relevant documents which are not retrieved). Recall

is the percentage of relevant documents which have been retrieved. Interpolated precision at a particular

recall level for a topic is the maximum precision achieved for the topic at that or any higher recall level.

For a set of topics, the measure is the average of the measure for each topic (i.e. all topics are weighted

equally).

Below we present an analysis of our results, including results of several unofficial "diagnostic" runs. Table

1 summarizes the "official" web track runs we submitted forjudging in August 2000:

Run hum9te hum9 idle hum9td4 hum9tdln hum9wl hum9w2 hum9w3

Task Main Main Main Main Large Large Large

Topic Fields T-only T+D T+D T+D+N web web web

SearchServer Ver. 5.0Trl
2

5.0Trl 4.0 5.0Trl 5.0Trl 5.0Trl 5.0Trl

Approx. Search Y N N N Y N Y
Row Expansion Y Y N N N N N
Linguistic Exp. Y Y Y Y Y Y N
REL...METHOD V2:3 V2:3 V2:3:15 V2:4 V2:3 V2:3 V2:3

REL...DLEN_IMP 200 200 200 200 200 200 o

REL...AVG DLEN 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 n/a

Exp'l Sec. Term Sel. Y Y N Y Y Y Y

Table 1: Summary of Runs submitted for the TREC-9 Web Track

2
Build 5.0.0.61 with experimental changes for TREC
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5.1 Main Web Task

The Main Web Task was to run 50 queries against 1 0GB of web data and submit a list of the top- 1 000
ranked documents to NIST forjudging.

Topics were broken into 3 categories: automatic runs which used only the original Excite web query (called

Title-only runs), automatic runs which used some other part of the topic statement (called Full Topic runs),

and manual runs. We did not submit any manual runs, just automatic runs.

NIST produced a "qrels" file: a list of documents judged to be highly relevant, relevant or not relevant for

each topic. From these, the scores were calculated with Chris Buckley's trec_eval program, which counts

all relevants the same, including highly relevants. To produce scores which just counted highly relevants

as relevant, we ran trec_eval a 2
nd

time on a modified version of the qrels file which had the ordinary

relevants filtered out, then multiplied by 50/46 (in 4 of the 50 topics, there were no highly relevants).

Hence the scores focused on highly relevants are averaged over just 46 topics.

The medians were derived from the statistics provided in the draft conference proceedings at the

conference, which counted all relevants the same. For the Title-only category, the medians are the 9
th
-

highest score of the 1 8 groups, just counting the highest score from each group in each measure. For the

Full Topic category, the median is the lO^-highest score of the 19 groups.

5.1.1 Title-only runs

Table 2 shows Title-only runs produced with the experimental SearchServer 5.0 in July 2000. The only

differences between these runs were the relevance method (V2:3 or V2:4) and whether or not row

expansion post-processing was applied. Run 2b was the official "hum9te" run, which had the highest

Precision@5 score and highest interpolated precision at the 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% recall levels of the 40

submitted Title-only runs from 18 groups:

SearchServer run AvgP P(2>5 P01O P@20 RecO Rec30 AvgH H05 HO
2a: V2:3

3
0.1949 32.0% 26.2% 22.0% 0.5223 0.2696 0.1948 15.7% 0.3264

2b: V2:3 + exp 0.1970 32.4% 25.4% 21.5% 0.4802 0.2808 0.1703 13.5% 0.2732

2c: V2:4 0.1931 29.6% 25.0% 21.5% 0.5170 0.2674 0.2078 15.7% 0.3441

2d: V2:4 + exp 0.1909 29.6% 23.8% 21.1% 0.4756 0.2774 0.1778 14.8% 0.2618

Median (18 grps)
|
0.1464 21.6% 21.2% 17.4% 0.4015 0.1993 n/a n/a n/a

Table 2: Precision of Title-only runs

Glossary:

AvgP: Average Precision (defined above)

P@5, P@10, P@20: Precision after 5, 10 and 20 documents retrieved, respectively

RecO, Rec30: Interpolated Precision at 0% and 30% Recall, respectively

AvgH: Average Precision just counting Highly Relevants as relevant

H@5: P@5 just counting Highly Relevants as relevant

HO: RecO just counting Highly Relevants as relevant

Scores for diagnostic runs may differ slightly from those given in the notebook paper because, for this

paper, ties in relevance values were broken according to SearchServer's ordering in the result list.
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Impact of Relevance Method (compare 2a to 2c, or 2b to 2d): V2:3 was modestly better at finding relevant

documents (columns AvgP through Rec30), but V2:4 was modestly better at finding highly relevant

documents (columns AvgH through HO, except in 1 HO case).

Impact of Row Expansion (compare 2a to 2b, or 2c to 2d): Our experimental row expansion post-

processing made little difference for relevants, but hurt the scores when focusing on highly relevants.

Perhaps the finding of past TRECs that query expansion is usually necessary for top results is not valid

when just focusing on highly relevants. However, the results of many groups will have to be considered,

not just ours.

To measure the impact of approximate text searching and linguistic expansion, Table 3 shows runs which

were done in January 2001 with a more recent SearchServer build (5.0.500.14). This version contained a

new linguistic package and did not use the experimental secondary term selection (instead, terms in more

than 15% of documents were discarded (relevance method V2:3:15)). No row expansion was done, and

document length importance was increased to 750:

SearchServer Run AvgP P05 P@10 P@20 RecO Rec30 AvgH H@5 HO
3a: ling only 0.1919 30.4% 25.6% 21.5% 0.5265 0.2686 0.2343 15.7% 0.3548

3b: apx, ling 0.2019 32.0% 27.2% 22.9% 0.5516 0.2769 0.2509 16.5% 0.3647

3c: apx only 0.1914 32.4% 28.0% 22.8% 0.5586 0.2693 0.2273 17.0% 0.3898

3d: neither 0.1805 30.4% 26.4% 21.6% 0.5258 0.2562 0.2089 15.7% 0.3535

Table 3: Impact of Approximate Text Searching and Linguistic Expansion* (Title-only runs)

Impact of Approximate Text Searching (compare 3a to 3b, or 3d to 3c): The spell-correction heuristics

increased most precision scores by just 1-2 points. Almost all of the improvement was in 2 topics: 487

("angioplast7", for which "angioplasty" was added) and 463 ("tartin", for which "tartan" was added). 2

topics became a little worse, 481 and 495, because "1920" was unnecessarily added for "1920's", apparently

over-weighting that term.

Impact of Linguistic Expansion (compare 3c to 3b, or 3d to 3a): Linguistic expansion improved average

precision, but slightly lowered Precision@10. In average precision, topic 469 was helped ("steinbach

nutcracker") as was 490 ("motorcycle safety helmets"), but topic 492 was hurt ("us savings bonds") as was

458 ("fasting"). Note that all topics were English. SearchServer's linguistic expansion is likely to be more

useful for languages with more noun forms, such as German and Finnish.

Table 4 shows additional runs just varying in the setting of document length importance

(RELEVANCE_DLEN_IMP parameter). These runs used build 5.0.500.14, approximate text searching

and linguistic expansion were both on, and the relevance method was 'V2:4:15':

DLen Importance AvgP P@5 P@10 P@20 RecO Rec30 AvgH H@5 HO

4a: 0 0.1595 26.0% 21.2% 17.7% 0.4393 0.2222 0.1521 10.9% 0.2554

4b: 250 0.1908 29.6% 24.2% 21.2% 0.4960 0.2677 0.1926 14.8% 0.3084

4c: 500 0.2050 31.2% 26.0% 21.8% 0.5410 0.2828 0.2282 16.1% 0.3427

4d: 750 0.1992 30.0% 24.6% 21.7% 0.5539 0.2788 0.2528 16.1% 0.3878

4e: 1000 0.1744 27.6% 20.8% 18.7% 0.4892 0.2341 0.2350 16.1% 0.3318

Table 4: Impact of Document Length Normalization (Title-only runs)
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Impact of Document Length Normalization: Ignoring document length (row 4a) hurt all scores; average

precision was 10-30% higher in the other rows. The impact on highly relevants was even larger.

Generally, we find that settings of 200 or higher all work pretty well for average precision, but higher

settings appear to be better for finding highly relevants. The setting of 750 was probably the best overall in

Table 4. See Table 6 for another document length experiment.

5.1.2 Full Topic runs

The other category for automatic runs were runs which included any part of the topic besides the Title field.

The median precision scores were higher for this category, as were SearchServer's scores, which makes

sense because the queries had the more detailed Description and/or Narrative fields included.

Table 5 shows Full Topic runs produced in July 2000. The differences between these runs were the

relevance method (V2:3 or V2:4), whether or not row expansion post-processing was applied, whether or

not commercial release SearchServer 4.0 was used, and whether or not the Narrative was included. Runs

5b, 5c and 5h were submitted (official runs "hum9tde", "hum9td4" and "hum9tdn" respectively). All runs

were above the median in average precision:

SearchServer run AvgP P@5 P@10 P@20 RecO Rec30 AvgH H@5 HO
5a: T+D,V2:3 0.2374 39.2% 30.8% 25.3% 0.6202 0.3336 0.2397 17.0% 0.3930

5b: 5a + exp 0.2217 37.2% 29.4% 24.0% 0.5217 0.3082 0.1783 14.8% 0.2722

5c: SS4,V2:3:15 0.2115 37.6% 30.8% 24.8% 0.5990 0.3051 0.2053 15.2% 0.3628

5d: 5a + Narr 0.2184 39.2% 34.0% 26.3% 0.6059 0.3201 0.2005 15.2% 0.3313

5e: T+D,V2:4 0.2347 36.0% 30.6% 25.2% 0.5617 0.3190 0.2372 17.8% 0.3635

5f: 5e + exp 0.2228 34.0% 28.6% 24.9% 0.4895 0.3114 0.1862 14.3% 0.2675

5g: SS4,V2:4:15 0.2380 36.0% 30.8% 25.0% 0.5735 0.3197 0.2301 17.4% 0.3659

5h: 5e + Narr 0.2335 42.0% 35.2% 27.4% 0.6391 0.3341 0.2158 16.5% 0.3790

| Median (19 grps) 1 0.1948 1 36.0% 31.4% 24.6% 0.6029 0.2692 n/a n/a n/a

Table 5: Precision of Full Topic runs

Impact ofRow Expansion (compare 5a to 5b, or 5e to 5f): Row expansion post-processing hurt all scores,

especially for highly relevants, as in the Title-only case.

Impact of Relevance Method (compare 5a to 5e, 5b to 5f, 5c to 5g, or 5d to 5h): More often than not, V2:4

was a little better, including for highly relevants, but it made little difference.

Impact of including the Narrative (compare 5a to 5d, or 5e to 5h): Including the Narrative hurt average

precision scores. It increased relevants early in the result list, but not highly relevants.

Difference from SearchServer 4.0 (compare 5a to 5c, or 5e to 5g): SearchServer 4.0, which split the data

into 2 tables and used the simpler secondary term selection, produced scores which were a little lower than

SearchServer 5.0's with V2:3, and about the same with V2:4.

Table 6 shows a dramatic result when re-doing the runs of Table 4 (RELEVANCE_DLEN_IMP
experiment) with the Description and Narrative included:
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DLen Importance AvgP PftS P@1Q P®20 RecO Rec30 AvgH H@5 HO
6a: 0 0.1136 20.8% 18.4% 15.9% 0.3684 0.1672 0.1077 7.8% 0.1846

6b: 250 0.2233 40.0% 34.8% 28.0% 0.6320
L
0.3219 0.2007 16.5% 0.3628

6c: 500 0.2435 44.8% 35.2% 29.5% 0.6833 0.3330 0.2447 19.1% 0.4264

6d: 750 0.2569 43.2% 36.8% 30.1% 0.6958 0.3384 0.2843 20.9% 0.4845

6e: 1000 0.2454 42.0% 36.6% 28.0% 0.6894 0.3388 0.2908 20.9% 0.4825

Table 6: Impact of Document Length Normalization (T+D+N runs)

Impact of Document Length Normalization: Ignoring the document length (row 6a) significantly hurt all

scores; average precision was about 100% higher in the other rows. Many irrelevant long documents (e.g.

500KB or more) were brought into the search result by the numerous, relatively unimportant terms in the

long queries when there was no document length adjustment. It appears that even a low setting, such as

250, was enough to overcome the issue. As in the Title-only case, the impact was even larger for highly

relevants, and higher settings were better. Again, probably 750 was the best setting overall in Table 6.

5.2 Large Web Task

Results of our Large Web Task runs are summarized in Table 7. Only 84 of the 10000 queries were

judged, and only the top 10 documents submitted for each query were judged:

SearchServer

Run
Reciprocal Rank of

First Satisfactory

Precision@l Precision@5 Precision@10

hum9wl 0.4381 30.95% 32.62% 32.50%

hum9w2 0.4262 30.95% 31.43% 31.67%

hum9w3 0.4174 28.57% 30.24% 29.40%

Table 7: Precision of Large Web Task runs

The use of approximate text searching for handling misspelled terms (used in hum9wl but not hum9w2, the

only difference) improved most precision scores by 1 point. The benefit primarily came from query 28616

("where can i find a good deal on a mothermoard") for which the term "motherboard" was helpfully added.

Turning off document length normalization and linguistic expansion (as done in hum9w3, the only

differences from hum9wl) lowered precision scores by just 2-3 points. This result is in line with what one

would expect from the Main Web Title-only findings for Precision@5 and Precision@10, which suggest

that removing the document length adjustment hurt 3-4 points, but disabling linguistics helped 0-1 points.

Unfortunately, the pool of documents submitted per topic is too small for this task for us to run meaningful

experiments on isolated factors after the fact like we could for the Main Web, e.g. perhaps the individual

impact of document length and linguistics is actually higher in this task.

We divided WTlOOg into 12 tables, each with their own set of inverse document frequencies. This need

not lower the scores: AT&T found that Precision@10 scores were actually a little higher when they split

WTlOOg into 20 tables in TREC-8 (see [8]). However, our preliminary experiments with global idfs

suggest that the table-splitting may have cost us several points of precision; e.g. with global idfs, we get

30% in precision@l 0 with 30% unjudged, and many of the unjudged appear to be satisfactory. Our

experimental secondary term selection was set more aggressively for this task than in the Main Web, and

there would have been some inconsistencies in the terms discarded for different tables in our official runs.
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For query 27028 ("s3 patches"), we regret that 's' and '3' were stop words. Perhaps we should enable

SearchServer's option of parsing numbers as if they were letters.

5.3 Query Track

The Query Track is for evaluating not just retrieval systems, but the effect of query variations on such

systems. For background on this track, see [2].

In Stage 1 of the Query Track, participants created variations of old TREC topics 51-100, including very

short queries (2-3 words), natural language sentence queries, and queries based on reading system results

without consulting the original topics. In all, 43 sets of 50 queries were produced by 6 different groups.

We did not submit any queries for Stage 1

.

In Stage 2, all groups, including those which did not submit queries, were asked to run all the query sets on

their systems. The more systems, the more reliable the conclusions about varying queries. We contributed

7 runs. The overall average precision scores for each of these runs (averaged over all 43*50 queries) are in

Table 8:

Run AvgP Experiment (i.e. what was different from baseline^)

humB* 0.1732 baseline

humK* 0.1713 keyword fields were not indexed

(/k option ofcTREC text reader was not used, see section 3.2)

humD* 0.1771
4

document length importance was set low

(RELEVANCE_DLEN_IMP was set to 200 (baseline was 750))

humV* 0.1648 inverse document frequency not squared

(RELEVANCE_METHOD was 'V2:3:15' (baseline was 'V2:4:15'))

humA* 0.1741 approximate text searching added fixes for spelling errors (algorithm of section 4.2

except the table used to index TREC Disk 1 with keywords was used)

hum4* 0.1713 SearchServer 4.0 was used (baseline used experimental SS 5.0 which contained a

new linguistic expansion package which was known to still have a few glitches)

huml* 0.1736 terms in more than 15% of rows not discarded

(RELEVANCE_METHOD was 'V2:4:100' (baseline was 'V2:4:15'))

Table 8: Average Precision of Query Track runs

These results suggest that excluding keyword fields makes little difference. Decreasing the document

length importance was modestly helpful. SearchServer's relevance method 'V2:4', which squared the

importance of the inverse document frequency, produced modestly better results. The attempt at handling

spelling errors was of only minor benefit, though probably relatively few queries contained spelling errors

(compared to the web queries). The experimental SearchServer 5.0 scores were slightly higher than those

of SearchServer 4.0, despite some known glitches in the new linguistic package, such as expanding "in" to

"Indiana" (since ironed out). -

Perhaps the most interesting result is that excluding terms which occur in more than 1 5% of the documents,

which helps search-time performance, didn't decrease average precision significantly. This result is

consistent with other experiments we have done, but differs from the finding reported in Managing

Gigabytes that discarding frequent terms "greatly reduces retrieval effectiveness" [12] (page 427).

4 We received corrections to the humD and humV results after submitting the notebook paper.
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Abstract

We describe TREC-9 experiments with an IR system that incorporates

statistical machine translation trained on sentence-aligned parallel cor-

pora for both query translation (English=^Chinese) and document transla-

tion (Chinese=>English .) These systems axe contrasted with monolingual

Chinese retrieval and with query translation based on a widely available

commercial machine translation package. These systems incorporate both

words and characters as features for the retrieval. Comparisons with a

baseline from TREC-5/6 enable our experiments to address issues related

to the differences between Beijing and Hong Kong dialects.

1 Chinese preprocessing

The TREC-5/6 corpus is in the Taiwanese dialect of Chinese, and is encoded in

the GB-2312 character set. The TREC-9 corpus consists of news stories from

Hong Kong, and is encoded in the Big-5 character set. In order to perform

comparable experiments on both corpora, we adopt UTF-8 encoded Unicode

as our internal representation of Chinese characters. In order to study base-

line retrieval performance, we converted the TREC-5/6 Chinese track corpus

from GB to Unicode. We converted the TREC-9 corpus from Big-5 to Unicode

(ignoring the "extra" HKSAR hanzi.) We note that Unicode often contains at

different code points both the simplified and traditional forms of the same hanzi;

the mappings relating the simplified and traditional forms, as well as other se-

mantic variants within Unicode are well-documented [1]. Any character that

could be linked to a simplified Chinese character (including indirect linkings)

was mapped to that character; simplified characters linked to each other were

mapped to the smaller Unicode number.
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2 Chinese IR System Description

The Chinese IR track in TREC-5/6 triggered extensive experimentation on

whether Chinese characters should be automatically tokenized ("segmented")

into words to use as features for IR, or whether the characters themselves (and

n-grams of characters) should be used as tokens for IR. No clear consensus has

emerged [2, 3], see also [4, 5], although there are good reasons to prefer shorter

words (limited to less than about 4 characters) [6] as well as to incorporate both

types of features. Our approach to incorporating both words and characters is

to build two separate systems, closely modeled on our English IR system [7],

and to merge the results by linear combination of scores.

Both corpora were segmented with a statistical segmenter similar to the one

discussed in [8]. The corpus-based iterative approach to Chinese segmentation

allowed us to customize the segmenter 's language model probabilities to each

corpus. The segmenter's vocabulary consisted mostly of two-character words,

with no words exceeding 5 characters, since there is evidence that short words are

preferable (longer words often fail to match any terms in queries) for information

retrieval purposes.

char query passl char

word query «H passl word

passl char

pass2 word

Figure 1: Diagram of system

Our Chinese (monolingual) IR system is a two-pass system, in which the

results of the initial retrieval are used to construct an expanded query, which

is then used for a second pass retrieval. The outline of the system is indicated

in Fig. (1). For generality of explanation, we assume that the query has al-

ready been preprocessed into two forms, one in which it has been automatically

been tokenized into short words for use as IR features, and one in which each

character is a separate token. The first pass scoring is based on the Okapi for-

mula [9], using the characters as features in (A), and using short-word tokens as

features in (B). The results are merged at (C) by linear combination of scores.

Our query expansion is based on LCA [10], which selects features from the top-

ranked documents (output at (C)) which frequently cooccur with query features

in these documents. At (D) we query-expand the character-based representa-

tion, i.e., we look for characters that frequently cooccur with query characters

in the top-ranked documents. At (E) we query-expand the short-word-based

representation of the corpus. Both query expansions are merged at (F) to yield

the final results.
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3 Crosslingual IR Experiments

3.1 Query translation with a statistical model

We used two parallel corpora (Hong Kong Laws and Hong Kong News, avail-

able from the Linguistic Data Consortium as part of the Topic Detection and

Tracking (TDT) project [12]), and a smaller amount of material from the FBIS,

to build a character-based statistical translation model. Because the major-

ity of parallel text was from Hong Kong, we expect this translation model to

be particularly well-matched to the TREC-9 test set, and less well suited for

the TREC-5/6 baseline (in contrast to the commercial translation package de-

scribed above.) We built a model of the probability p(c\E, E+, £L) where c is

a Chinese character, E is an English word, and E+ and E_ are the nearest

following and preceding content words. Models of this structure have previ-

ously been described in [13]. These models are trained from a sentence-aligned

parallel corpus, together with a word alignment. The word alignment is con-

structed automatically from the parallel corpus using Poisson-fertility model, as

described in [14, 15] This model predicts only characters, not the order of char-

acters. The ordering was imposed when possible by dictionary lookup, using a

Chinese-English dictionary made available for the TDT project. We note that
' ordering the characters was not necessary for the character-based aspect of IR,

but was necessary in order to segment the query into words (and hence for the

word-based aspect of IR.) Experiments with this model are denoted QT in the

results.

3.2 Document Translation with a Statistical Model

Because of our prior success mixing query translation and document translation

[16], we also built a Chinese=>English translation model from the same parallel

corpora as above. This model is not directly comparable to statistical query

translation model - it is a word-based model for p(E\C) the probability of an

English (morphological root) word E given a Chinese word C (determined from

an automatic segmentation of the corpus. This model is also a Poisson- fertility

model. When the corpus was translated, the translation model was supple-

mented by the LDC dictionary. Since the resulting translation of the corpus is

English, there is no character/word distinction in the IR system associated with

this retrieval. Results with this model are denoted DT in the results.

3.3 Query translation using commercial software

Another set of experiments involved translating the English version of the query

using a widely available commercial machine translatation package [11]. These

experiments will be denoted TW in the results. Since this software was devel-

oped in Taiwan, we expected that it would be more closely matched to the TREC
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5/6 baseline than to the the TREC-9 test set. The output of the translation

package, which consists of unsegmented characters, is automatically segmented

as into words and characters and then used in our Chinese IR system.

4 Discussion of Results

The character-based half of the system generally outperformed the word-based

half of the system, across both types of Chinese=>English translation, and mono-
lingually, especially on the first pass of scoring. Query expansion made the

differences between character- and word-based retrieval less clear. The gain

from mixing character-based and word-based results was only slight. This result

seems to be true for both the TREC-5/6 set and the TREC-9 set, and so is prob-

ably independent of dialect. On the other hand, dialect strongly influenced the

relative behavior of the two query translation systems. The Taiwan-built com-

mercial system, as expected, performed better on the TREC 5/6 task (Beijing

data), whereas the statistical system, trained on Hong Kong data, performed

better on the TREC-9 task (Hong Kong corpus.)

Our submission system was a merging of the TW, QT, and DT systems.

However, the relative ranks of the TW, QT, and DT systems are completely

reversed between TREC-5/6 and TREC-9, presumably mostly as a result of

dialect differences. Thus TREC-5/6 was could not be used as a training set

to predicting merging weights, etc. for TREC-9. However, in both sets (un-

like many other IR tasks) the value of merging the results of different systems

questionable.
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Abstract

We describe the IBM Statistical Question Answering for TREC-9 system in detail and look at

several examples and errors. The system is an application of maximum entropy classification for

question/answer type prediction and named entity marking. We describe our system for information

retrieval which in the first step did document retrieval from a local encyclopedia, and in the second

step performed an expansion of the query words and finally did passage retrieval from the TREC
collection. We will also discuss the answer selection algorithm which determines the best sentence

given both the question and the occurrence of a phrase belonging to the answer class desired by

the question. Results at the 250 byte and 50 byte levels for the overall system as well as results on

each subcomponent are presented.

1 System Description

Systems that perform question answering automat-

ically by computer have been around for some time

as described by (Green et al., 1963). Only recently

though have systems been developed to handle huge

databases and a slightly richer set of questions. The

types of questions that can be dealt with today are

restricted to be short answer fact based questions. In

TREC-8, a number of sites participated in the first

question-answering evaluation (Voorhees and Tice,

1999) and the best systems identified four major sub-

components:

• Question/Answer Type Classification

• Query expansion/Information Retrieval

• Named Entity Marking

• Answer Selection

Our system architecture for this year was built

around these four major components as shown in

Fig. 1. Here, the question is input and classified as

asking for an answer whose category is one of the

named entity classes to be described below. Addi-

tionally, the question is presented to the information

retrieval (IR) engine for query expansion and docu-

ment retrieval. This engine, given the query, looks

at the database of documents and outputs the best

documents or passages annotated with the named
entities. The final stage is to select the exact an-

swer, given the information about the answer class

and the top scoring passages. Minimizing various

distance metrics applied over phrases or windows of

text results in the best scoring section that has a

phrase belonging to answer class. This then repre-

sents the best scoring answer.

Answer

Type Prediction

Query Information Answer
Ranked

expansion Retrieval Selection
Answers

TREC

DOC

Database

Raw Named

Text
Entity

Marked

Text

Figure 1: Question Answering Architecture
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Maximum entropy modelling is described in

(Delia Pietra et al., 1995; Berger et al., 1996).

Methods of feature selection is further described in

(Berger and Printz, 1998). We will not discuss the

mathematical details of the algorithm here, instead

we will only show the features that are used in such

a model.

We will now describe each sub-component in

greater detail.

2 Answer Type Classification

In answer type classification the problem is to la-

bel a question with the label of the named entity

that the question seeks. Our labels are the standard

MUC (Chinchor, 1997) categories with the addition

of PHRASE which is a catch all for answers not of

the standard categories. In addition we had a REA-
SON category which was tied to WHY questions.

Processing of REASON and PHRASE is the same

in our system, interpreting it as desiring a clause

which had a noun phrase embedded in it.

A maximum entropy model of the process was

trained on a corpus of questions that has been an-

nontated with the above mentioned categories. We
created 1900 questions by presenting a human sub-

ject a document selected at random and having read

a portion of the document, a question was phrased,

the answer and document number noted in addition.

We also used 1400 questions from a trivia database

(Hallmarks, 1999) annotated in a similar manner.

In the experiments we used the following types

of features shown in Table 2. Each feature type

expands on the feature above it. The "Expanded

Hierarchy" feature uses WordNet (Miller, 1990) to

expand words from a question word upto and in-

cluding the first noun cluster. The "Mark Question

Word" feature identifies the question words and la-

bels them as occuring in the beginning of a question

(bqw), in the middle (mqw) of a question or at the

end of a question (eqw).

The features of the maximum entropy model were

n-grams of words (required to be adjacent) and bag

of words where position is not important. The per-

formance of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. Each

feature type adds to the accuracy of the system

and choosing 700 features achieves the best accuracy

(9.05%) on a held out subset of the data.

A peculiar feature of the architecture is that im-

provements in answer type prediction do not corre-

late directly with improvements in the overall score

of the system. The reason is that parallel improve-

ments must be made in the named entity marking

as well as answer selection in order to realize them
in the overall system.

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

Figure 2: Answer Type Prediction Performance

3 Information Retrieval

The purpose of the information retrieval module is

to search the database to select passages of text,

containing information relevant to the query.

Our information retrieval subsystem uses a two-

pass approach. In the first pass, we searched an

encyclopedia database. The highest scoring pas-

sages were then used to create expanded queries,

applied in the second pass scoring of the TREC pas-

sages. We used data pre-processing and relevance

scoring techniques similar to the ones we applied in

our TREC Ad-Hoc, SDR and CLIR participations

(Franz and Roukos, 1998), (Franz et al., 1999).

Relevance scoring was based on morph unigram

and bigram features, extracted from the text data

using a decision tree based tokenizer, part-of-speech

tagger (Merialdo, 1990) and a morphological ana-

lyzer.

In the first pass, we used a modification of the

Okapi formula (Robertson et al., 1995), described

in (Franz et al., 1999) to score passages extracted

from the encyclopedia documents. We converted

the encyclopedia articles into 82277 overlapping pas-

sages, each containing approximately 100 non-stop

words. Based on the first pass passage ranking, we

constructed expanded queries using the local con-

text analysis (LCA) technique (Xu and Croft, 1996),

modified as described in (Franz et al., 1999). In the

second pass scoring, we used the expanded queries to

score 2632807 passages based on the TREC-9 Q&A
corpus. The passages were selected to contained ap-

proximately 200 non-stop words.

Table 2 summarizes the information retrieval re-

sults on the 146 development test set questions de-

scribed below. The performance is measured by the
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T Tni pt^tti^ What year did World War II start?

Morphed,Part-Of-Speech what{WP} year{NN} do{VBD} World{NP}
War{NP} II{NP} start{NN}

Bigrams what{wp} what{wp}_year{nn} what{wp}_do{vbd}
what/wrA world-fnn^vv Li ex u | vv ij r — vv \j ± i vj i 1 1 \j i • •

Expanded Hierarchy- what{WP} year time_period measure abstraction

year{NN} do{VBD} ...

Mark Question Word what.bqw year time.period measure abstraction

year{NN} do{VBD} ...

Table 1: Features used in the answer classification experiments

MRR
passl, TREC 0.4605

pass2, TREC 0.4824

pass2, encyclopedia 0.5031

Table 2: Retrieval results.

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) (Voorhees and Tice,

1999) of the highest ranking passage containing the

answer string among the top five passages. The first

line of the table shows the result of first pass scoring

using the TREC-9 Q&A database. The second line

contains the result obtained with queries expanded

using the TREC database. The last line of the table

shows the result corresponding to the system applied

in our official submission, with queries expanded us-

ing the encyclopedia database.

4 Named Entity Annotation

Named entity annotation is a markup of the text

with the class information. As mentioned above, our

classes correspond to the MUC classes due to the

availability of training data for these classes. We
used the text corpora available from the LDC to

train the maximum entropy model.

Windows of +/- 2 words, morphs, part-of-speech

tags and flags raised by pattern grammars for

DATE, MONEY, CARD, MEASURE, PERCENT,
TIME, DURATION classes, along with the two pre-

vious tags are created for each word. The window

for predicting the tag(0) is shown in Table 3. Each

stream has a fixed vocabulary and n-grams from this

vocabulary form the features of the maximum en-

tropy model. The training data is arranged to indi-

cate a special category for beginning each named en-

tity, for example BeginPERSON to find the bound-

aries of the named entity.

The system explores multiple NE hypotheses in

parallel and keeps only those with high probability

and proceeds with a beam-search algorithm to find

Words w(-) w(-)
|

w(0)
|

w( + ) w( + J

Morphs m(-) m(-)
|

m(0)
|

m(+) m(+)
Part-of-Speech p(-2) p(-l)

| p(0) |

p(l) p(2)

Grammar Flags f(-2) f(-l)
|

f(0) [TCI) f(2)

Previous Tags t(-2).t(-l) t(-l)
|

Table 3: Features used in the named entity model

for predicting tag(0).

the most likely path for the whole sentence. The

performance of the named entity detector is com-

parable to the performance cited in (Borthwick et

al., 1998) when training the maximum entropy algo-

rithm on only annotated data. We omit the results

here in the consideration of space, but note that in

the analysis of the question answering system below

only 4 out of 64 errors are attributed directly to the

named entity marking for the 250 byte system.

5 Answer Selection

We receive in this module the question, the class of

the answer that the question seeks and a ranked set

of passages (70) annotated with the MUC classes.

The optimal sentence that answers the question is

now sought. The TREC length constraints of 250

byte and 50 byte are then applied on the sentence.

The algorithm used in this module is listed here:

1. Each retrieved passage is split into sentences.

2. A window is formed around each sentence (win-

dow size is 3 sentences)

3. The following distances are computed: Match-

ing Words, Thesaurus Match, Mis-Match

Words, Dispersion, and Cluster Words. These

are defined below.

4. The location or absence of the desired entities

is noted in the score.
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5. Each of these distances are weighted, the sen-

tences ranked and the top 5 sentence are then

output.

The definition of the various distances are

Matching Words The TFIDF sum of the number

of words that matched identically in the mor-

phed space. (+)

Thesaurus Match The TFIDF sum of the number

of words that matched using a thesaurus match

using WordNet synonyms ((Miller, 1990)). (+)

Mis-Match Words The TFIDF sum of the num-

ber of question content words that did not

match in this answer. (-)

Dispersion The number of words in the candidate

sentence that occur between matching question

words. (-)

Cluster Words The number of words in the candi-

date sentence that occurred adjacently in both

the question and answer candidate. (+)

Each distance has a weight applied and the corre-

sponding sign shown above attached to it. The score

for an answer is the sum of the distances and the top

5 sentences are then output.

To select the 250 or 50 byte answer chunk from

these sentences, the system identified the longest

mismatched pieces between the answer and the ques-

tion. It then analyzed the answer and the question

to find where the center of the match was and using

a subject-verb-object assumption of the sentence,

it took the question as either desiring the subject

or object whichever had the least matches with the

question.

Answer selection as done above used mostly

heuristic distance metrics to seek an answer. Future

work by the authors will show how to treat these dis-

tance metrics as features and to develop a statistical

model for answer selection for an open domain.

6 Development Set Analysis

We wanted to maintain the TREC-9 database as a

test set, but in order to do some post-evaluation

analysis, we chose a subset of the questions as a de-

velopment set for next year. There were two classes

of questions in this years evaluation: questions that

had only one phrasing and questions that had more

than one phrasing (rephrased). We wanted 20% of

questions of each class in the development test. The
exact list of questions we used for our TREC-9 de-

velopment test set are shown in Table 4. The vari-

ant questions we chose are shown in italics, and we

201 203 209 210 217 220 224 231 238 242

245 252 253 259 264 266 273 275 280 286

287 294 297 301 308 315 319 322 329 330

336 341 343 350 352 357 363 364 371 374

378 385 392 393 399 411 412 413 420 434

453 454 456 458 462 469 473 476 483 484

490 495 497 504 506 511 517 518 525 528

532 539 546 550 553 560 561 567 572 574

581 583 588 594 595 602 605 609 616 623

627 630 637 638 644 649 651 658 660 665

671 672 679 682 686 693 700 711 712 713

714 715 716 717 718 719 720 721 722 723

724 725 726 727 728 729 730 731 732 733

734 805 806 807 828 829 830 831 832 833

834 839 840 841 842 843

Table 4: Question numbers chosen for the TREC-9
development set.

System TREC9
results

DEV WB
expansion

DEV
TREC
expansion

250 byte 0.457 0.437 0.417

50 byte 0.290 0.287 0.266

Table 5: MRR for TREC-9 and the chosen dev set

added every seventh question skipping the ones in

the above class to yield the 146 questions. A set of

answer patterns was developed for the set using the

judgements file provided by NIST.

The MRR for the entire system for the 250 byte

system and the 50 byte system is shown in Table 5.

Analysis of the components are shown in Table 6.

An error is attributed to a component if it is the

first component that caused the failure working left

to right in our system architecture. Fixing this error

though need not correct the final answer as it may
invoke an error in a subsequent system. Answer se-

lection is still seen to be the major cause of problems

in our question answering system.

Component
Number of Errors (Error rate)

250 byte 50 byte

Answer Type 5 (3.4%) 7 (4.8%)

IR 19 (13%) 19 (13%)

NE 4 (2.7%) 5 (3.4%)

Answer Selection 36 (24.7%) 52 (35.6%)

System 64(43.8%) 83(56.8%)

Table 6: Component error rate for the TREC9 dev

set for 250 byte system
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Q&A rank

IR rank
Total

1 2 3 4 5 5+
1 29 9 5 3 2 5 53

2 10 2 1 0 0 0 13

3 2 2 1 0 1 0 6

4 1 1 0 1 1 2 6

5 2 1 0 0 1 0 4

5+ 13 7 2 1 1 40 64

Total 57 22 9 5 6 47 146

Table 7: Rank transition matrix, IR ws Q&A, 250

bytes

Q&A rank

IR rank
Total

1 2 3 4 5 5+
1 20 5 2 1 0 3 31

2 5 2 1 0 0 1 9

3 6 2 1 1 1 0 11

4 3 1 0 0 1 1 6

5 2 1 1 0 1 1 6

5+ 21 11 4 3 3 41 83

Total 57 22 9 5 6 47 146

Table 8: Rank transition matrix, IR ws Q&A, 50

bytes

Another viewpoint is to see the effect of the system

on the IR ranking results. This is shown below in

Figure 3. Finding the 250 bytes from a passage that

is of typical length 2.4K bytes shows some degra-

dation, but further finding the 50 byte answer has

considerable degradation. In Tables 7 and 8 we

show the transition matrix for the rank from IR to

the Q&A system. Note that there are significant

transitions between the IR rank and the Q&A rank,

but that inspection of the final result in Figure 3

shows that overall system performance is similar to

the performance of IR for the 250 byte system and

degraded at 50 bytes. This we believe points to the

possibility of making more improvements in answer

selection by reranking the results.

90
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| 40
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= 30

20
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E3 250 bytes

50 bytes

111! IMP liD
3 4
position
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Figure 3: Development Set Performance

7 Conclusion

We presented above our architecture and a compo-

nent wise evaluation of the system in the question

answering problem. This was our first year of de-

veloping this system and having performed above

the mean we believe that much more can be done

in future evaluations. Our current work is to uti-

lize maximum entropy features in the answer selec-

tion process which will render the system completely

trainable from examples.
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Abstract
We present here a preliminary analysis of the results of

our runs in the Question Answering track of TREC9.
We have developed a complete system, including our

own indexer and search engine, GuruQA, which pro-

vides document result lists that our Answer Selection

module processes to identify answer fragments. Some
TREC participants use a standard set of result lists pro-

vided by AT&T's running of the SMART search en-

gine. We wondered how our results would be affected

by using the AT&T result sets. For a variety of reasons

we could not replace GuruQA' s results with SMART'S,
but we could use document co-occurrence counts to

influence our hit-lists. We submitted two runs to NIST
for both the 50- and 250-byte cases, one with and one

without consideration of the AT&T document result

sets. The AT&T document set was only used for a sub-

set of about a third of the questions. This subset exhib-

ited an increase in Mean Reciprocal Answer Rank score

of 13% and 8% for the two tasks.

1. introduction

Question Answering is a computer-based activity that

involves searching large quantities of text and under-

standing both questions and textual passages to the de-

gree necessary to recommend a text fragment as an an-

swer to a question. The TREC Question-Answering

track is an attempt to bring together the Information

Retrieval (DR.) and Natural Language Processing (NLP)

or Information Extraction (EE) communities. The
strengths of ER lie in the search engines, while those of

NLP lie in the ability to parse and analyze text. Indeed,

some NLP groups have no expertise or interest in de-

veloping their own search engines, yet still wish to par-

ticipate in the Question-Answering track. To enable

these groups to readily participate, AT&T have made
available the results of running their version of the

SMART search engine (Buckley, 1985; Salton, 1971)

on the questions. These datasets consist of the top 50

documents retrieved for each of the questions in the

track. These document sets were used by, amongst

others, the best-performing entry in TREC8 QA (Srihari

and Li, 2000).

The principal advantage of using these hit lists is that a

group can concentrate on the information extraction

task of finding the answers from a relatively limited

quantity of text. (The entire collection contains close to

1 million documents.) A secondary benefit is that all

groups who operate this way are on a common footing

regarding the EE activity. The principal disadvantage of

this approach, of course, is that no custom question (or

collection) pre-processing is possible. As a conse-

quence it can happen that no document in the top 50

available contains the answer to a particular question.

Our group has its own search engine, GuruQA, based

on Guru (Brown and Chong, 1998), and is thus able to

control the entire processing operation, from question

processing and text indexing to answer selection. The
technique we use, called Predictive Annotation, in-

volves indexing anticipated semantic types, identifying

the semantic type of the answer sought by the question,
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and extracting the best matching entity in answer pas-

sages (Prager et al. 2000b). Here we explore the ques-

tion of whether we are at an advantage or disadvantage

by not making use of a respected search engine such as

SMART as used by AT&T, and we look at a particular

way of gaining the best of both worlds.

2. Background
There is much evidence in the field of text processing

that combining the results of a single system acting

upon different problem formulations, or of different

systems acting on the same queries, provides superior

performance over individual systems. Belkin et al.

(1993) discuss this in some depth for information re-

trieval. Amongst others, they cite Saracevic and Cantor

(1987) and Turtle and Croft (1991) who demonstrated

that combining the results from processing with a single

search engine, but with different query formulations of

a common information need, would produce increased

retrieval performance. Foltz and Dumais (1992) used

the same query formulation with multiple search en-

gines, and again found increased retrieval performance.

A similar effect has been shown in other areas of the

text-processing field, notably classification/part-of-

speech tagging (Brill and Wu, 1998)

Given this history, we suspected that we could gain

some improvement in the TREC Question-Answering

task by combining the hit lists that our search engine

produced with those produced by AT&T, and made

available to the track participants. The search engine

used by AT&T is the SMART system from Cornell;

their internally modified version is described by

Singhal (1998).

Unlike our system, described in the next section, the

AT&T version of SMART used to generate the docu-

ment sets for Question-Answering was not tailored to

the task. It was the same system they used for partici-

pation in the TREC7 "Ad-hoc" task. It uses a standard

series of IR techniques, such as stop-word removal,

tokenization, rule-based and statistics-based phrase

formation, tfitidf style term weighting and relevance

feedback using Rocchio weights (Rocchio, 1971). It

returned a ranked list of documents with no indication

of relevant passages within the document.

3. Our System
Our Question-Answering system employs the technique

of Predictive Annotation, introduced and described in

(Prager et al. 2000a). The technique revolves around

the concept of semantic class labels which we call QA-

Tokens, corresponding loosely to some of the Basic

Categories of Rosch et al. (1976). These are used not

only as Named Entity descriptors, but are actual tokens

processed by the indexer. The basic operation of our

system is as follows.

The question is analysed and the desired answer type is

determined. The "wh-words" are replaced by the corre-

sponding QA-Token or set of QA-Tokens (thus "how
hot" is replaced by TEMPERATURES, "when" is re-

placed by @syn(DATES, TIMES, YEARS)). The QA-
Tokens identified in the documents are indexed as if

they were regular terms. A set of about 400 patterns is

used for this conversion. We found in TREC8 that

questions that failed to match this way were usually of

the form "What X" where X was a relatively rare noun

(e.g. "What debts did the Qintex group leave?"). For

these cases we used WordNet (Miller, 1995) to find a

hypernym synset of X that corresponded to one of our

QA-Tokens. In the case of X= "debts", the synset for

"monetary-value" corresponds to MONEYS.

WordNet was also used to generate synonym lists of

head nouns in the questions. Word-sense disambigua-

tion was performed by calculating co-occurrence

counts, as described by Moldovan and Mihalcea (2000),

but using the TREC collection instead of the Web.

Stop-words are removed, inflected terms are reduced to

their lemma form, morphological variants that go be-

yond simple inflection are added as synonyms (thus

"moved" -> "move" -> "@syn(move, motion)").

Weights are associated with terms, according to the

scheme "QA-Tokens > proper names > common
words". This in effect is a simple implementation of idf

weighting, but applied to the lexical classes of the terms

being indexed.

A set of text patterns is associated with each of the ap-

proximately 50 QA-Tokens. Before the text collection

is indexed, it is processed by Textract (Byrd and Ravin,

1999; Wacholder, Ravin and Choi, 1997) which applies

these text patterns; when a match is found the text is

annotated with the corresponding QA-Token. The in-

dexer indexes not only the base terms but all annota-

tions too. Thus when the indexer encounters 'Trance",

for example, it will also index the tokens PLACES and

COUNTRYS at the same location.

Search is not document-oriented but passage-oriented,

where a passage is one, two or three sentences. Scoring

does not use r/but a kind of combination match, where

each query term found in the passage contributes its

weight to the passage's score, but only once for any

number of occurrences. Only one (the "best") passage
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is returned per document, thus inducing a document

ranking.

The top n (normally /i=10) passages returned by the

search engine are then processed by the Answer Selec-

tion module, Ansel (Radev et al., 2000). Textract is

used again to identify all of the named entities, includ-

ing simple noun phrases, in those passages. The named

entities are typed by QA-Token (simple noun phrases

being THTNGSs), and seven features, such as search-

engine ranking, distance from beginning of sentence,

and presence of QA-Token in query, are calculated for

each entity. A linear evaluation function, using weights

discovered by a machine-learning algorithm, is used to

associate a final score with each named entity. Finally,

text fragments of the desired size (50 or 250 bytes for

TREC9) centered on the best named entities are gener-

ated.

4. The experiment

The QA track permits participants to submit up to two

runs in each of the 50- and 250-byte sub-tracks. Last

year we had developed two different answer-selection

modules, neither of which was clearly better than the

other, so we submitted one run using each module.

Since then we have combined the best of each module

to give us a single answer-selection component, and we

were looking for significant experimental variations we

could develop to take advantage of the two-run oppor-

tunity. In particular we wanted to do more than just

submit runs with different parameter settings. Conse-

quently we decided to submit one run ("R", for Regu-

lar) using our system alone, and another ("A", for

AT&T) with reference to the AT&T document set.

We will call this latter set SET-A. Our approach was

simply to use these documents to increase the score of

documents on our own hit lists if the documents also

occurred in SET-A (per question).

We had arbitrarily set an internal hit-list size of 10; that

is, the search engine would return the top 10 documents

(passages) which would then be forwarded to the An-

swer-Selection module (Ansel). The scores from the

search engine were in the range of 0-2000 (approxi-

mately). For the "A" run, we increased the internal hit-

list size to 50. For every document that was also on the

SET-A hit-list we increased its score on our hit-list by

10,000. and then sorted. This had the effect of putting

all of the documents that occurred on both hit-lists

ahead of those on ours alone, but keeping the relative

order within the two groups. The top 10 documents

were then forwarded to Ansel. Since search-engine

score is a factor in Ansel processing, we subtracted off"

any 10,000s. This meant that the passage scores that

Ansel saw were exactly the scores that our search en-

gine had given. The effect of considering SET-A was

therefore solely in determining whether a passage

would appear in the input to Ansel. It is an open ques-

tion, that we need to answer experimentally, whether

this is the best way to combine the hit-lists, and whether

we should give documents that occur on both lists a

permanently increased score.

Note that we did not add to our hit-list any documents

that occurred in SET-A but were not originally in our

list. This was primarily because our search engine re-

turns not only a document list, but for every document

on the list the offset and length of the best-matching

passage - for use in Answer Selection. This informa-

tion was not available in SET-A. The secondary reason

was that it was unclear (without any theory or extensive

experimentation) how to assign scores to such addi-

tional documents.

The overall effect of considering SET-A was to give the

"A" run a slightly improved score over the base "R"

run. Before we look at the numbers in detail, we need

to address the question of whether any improved per-

formance might be due to the AT&T SMART search

engine being intrinsically "better" than ours, at least as

the two search engines were deployed for this exercise.

To that end, we compared the search engines' perform-

ances in the following way.

In this comparison we do not ask whether the system

extracted the right answer from the documents being

considered, but solely whether the documents contained

the right answer (a necessary but not sufficient condi-

tion for ultimate system success). We call such a

document a "correct" document.

We had available lists of which documents out of the 50

per question in SET-A were correct, in the sense just

defined. These lists were posted to the QA track mail-

ing list by Ken Litkowski (ken@clres . com) . For

each question there was a list of 0 to 50 numbers in the

range of 1 to 50, corresponding to the positions in the

hit-list of documents that contained a correct answer.

Whether a document contained a correct answer or not

was determined by the document's association with a

correct response in the qa-judgments file, made

available on the TREC web site (http://trec.nist. gov)

after the TREC9 submissions deadline. Note that this

document-judging scheme admits of two possible

sources of error: 1) errors by human judges in develop-

ing the judgments file, and 2) documents in the set

which contained valid answers but were never chosen

by any participating entry, so were never judged.
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We generated a comparable set of correct-document

lists for our own search engine; we'll call this set SET-

R. We are now able to compare the two search engines.

Search engine comparison

The first measure we calculated was Mean Reciprocal

Document Rank (MRDR) of the first correct response,

in analogy to the way the answer fragments are judged

in the QA-track. For each question, the Reciprocal

Document Rank is 1 point if the top document in the

hit-list contains a correct answer, Vi if the first doesn't

but the second does, all the way down to 1/50 if only

the 50
th document does, or 0 if no document on the list

does. The RDR scores are averaged over all of the 682

questions. (There were originally 693 questions but 1

1

were discarded by NIST for reasons of ill-definition.)

For both systems, the MRDR value was calculated to be

0.49 - in other words, on average both systems pro-

duced a document containing the right answer in the

second position. The fact that both systems had identi-

cal MRDR scores indicates that any improvement of

our overall score is due to the complementary nature of

the two search engines, not to the intrinsic superiority

of one or the other.

Before we leave the subject of search engine compari-

son, we look at two more measures. Choosing the

"best" size for a hit list is a heuristic for which we have

no firm data. Using a small hit list is desirable if there

is frequently a correct document in a high position,

since the subsequent processing will then have rela-

tively little noise to contend with, and precision will

increase. Long hits lists, on the other hand, offer

greater recall. Therefore we looked at subsets of the

50-document hit lists (always starting at document #1).

We ask for a hit list of size N (1<=N<=50) whether

there was a correct document on the list. The results

were very similar, but not identical, for the two docu-

ment sets, as shown in Figure 1.

Number of Questions with

Answer Document in Hit-list

600 I

500 ~ '

S 200

O
100

o I

1 8 15 22 29 36 43 50

Size of Hit-list (Docs)

Figure 1 . Comparison of number of questions with a

"correct" document in the hit list against hit-list depth,

for our search engine (SET-R) and AT&T's (SET-A).

The SET-R curve is the solid one, being higher for the

first few documents but lower thereafter.

We can make a couple of observations from the data in

Figure 1. First, the two search engines seem to have

almost equivalent performance. Any significant change

in our system's behaviour (good or bad) due to consid-

eration of the AT&T documents will be due to the

process of considering multiple result sets, not due to

the inherent superiority of one or other set. Second, the

curves suggest absolute values for hit list size. To the

degree to which the answer-selection processes that

operate on these document sets are imperfect, that is,

suffer in precision due to the presence of incorrect

documents in the set, the hit-lists should be cut back.

An obvious "knee" in both curves occurs at around 6-

10 documents. On the other hand, if the answer proc-

essing is sufficiently sophisticated to be able to easily

reject incorrect documents based on their internal se-

mantics, then the hit lists could be quite large. It would

be useful then to know at what point the curves, if ex-

tended to the right, would asymptote to 100% (=682

questions for TREC9). The only data point we have in

this regard is for GuruQA. 542 questions had at least

one correct document on a hit-list of size 50; with hit-

lists of size 200 we have a correct document for 576

questions. This suggests that the asymptote is far away,

and that the correct place to concentrate effort on an-

swering these residual questions is in question pre-

processing, and possibly collection processing prior to

indexing.

We also looked briefly at the overlap between the

document sets. For the entire 50-deep hit lists, we

asked which ones contained a correct document some-

where. The totals across 682 documents are presented

in Table 1

.
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# of Questions with SET-R Yes SET-R No consideration of SET-A documents, for the 50 byte sub-

correct documents track.

SET-A Yes 483 80

SET-A No 59 60

Table 1 . This shows how the two search engines over-

lapped in answering a question. A document set scores

a "Yes" for a question if at least one of the documents

in the set contains a strictly correct answer to the ques-

tion.

It is difficult to make too many quantitative predictions

about the potential advantages of using document result

sets from multiple systems, since there is more process-

ing to come after the result sets are established.

Actual Performance Increase

We did not attempt to use the AT&T documents for

every question, since we did not have a chance to test

the idea (using the previous year's sets) before the cur-

rent year's submission. Instead, we just used them on

those question types for which we previously had ex-

perienced inferior performance. These were questions,

generally of the form "What X for which none of

our QA-tokens was instantiated (save for THINGS,
matching a generic noun phrase, which was created just

for such situations).

Of the 682 questions, there were 214 questions which

we labelled type THINGS. We calculated the Mean
Reciprocal Answer Rank (MRAR) score for the

THINGS, non-THTNGS and total sets of questions, both

with ("A") and without ("R") the AT&T documents.

The MRAR scores reported here are for the actual an-

swers, not the correct documents as MRDR measures in

the previous section.

The results are summarized for the 50-byte run in Table

2, and for the 250-byte run in Table 3. Two styles of

judging were provided in TREC9: strict, in which the

answer was present in the returned fragment and justi-

fied in the surrounding context, and lenient, where the

correct answer was present but not necessarily in a con-

text that addressed the question. All of the data re-

ported here were for the strict interpretation.

50 byte task THINGS Non-THTNGS Overall

"R" .151 .390 .315

"A" .171 .372 .309

250 byte task THINGS Non-THINGS Overall

"R" .335 .454 416

"A" .363 . .454 .425

Table 2. MRAR scores calculated for THINGS, Non-

THTNGS and all questions, for runs with and without

Table 3. MRAR scores calculated for THINGS, Non-

THTNGS and all questions, for runs with and without

consideration of SET-A documents, for the 250 byte

sub-track.

It was expected that there would be a difference be-

tween the runs for THTNGS-type questions, but it can

be seen that the Non-THINGS scores also differ be-

tween the "A" and "R" runs, in the 50 byte task. This

occurred for two reasons, which curiously only affected

the Non-THTNGS questions. Firstly, there was a word-

alignment error in the 50-byte fragment selection code

that was present in the "A" system but not in the "R"

system. This caused in some cases critical answer

words to be truncated and hence disallowed. This af-

fected 6 questions (actually, 2 questions plus 4 para-

phrases of one of them), to the tune of a loss of .009 to

the MRAR score. The remaining .009 of the discrep-

ancy was due to inconsistent judging (the same answer

submitted by both runs was judged differently). Eight

questions were negatively affected by these judging

problems: in seven cases the "A" run was affected, and

in one the "R" run. Unfortunately, the deleterious ef-

fects of the inconsistent judging and our alignment bug

swamped the positive effect of using the second docu-

ment set, when the overall scores are calculated (for the

50-byte runs).

From Tables 2 and 3, we see that for the 214 THINGS
questions, in the 50-byte sub-track MRAR improved by

13%, and in the 250-byte sub-track by 8%. An experi-

ment that we need to do now is to try a run using the

SET-A documents for the Non-THTNGS questions too.

Due to the labor-intensive nature of the document judg-

ing, we will await a set of answer patterns per question

from NIST to enable us to judge such future runs auto-

matically.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Indexing QA-Tokens improves the precision of our IR

system, since it gives it more semantics and provides a

means of better matching questions to answers. The

technique is not so useful in conditions when no seman-

tic type is identifiable, such as "What X" type ques-
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tions. The experiments reported here demonstrate that

considering results sets from a second search engine

can improve QA results, at least for those "What X"
questions. This was achieved using search engines

working under very different operational conditions and

with a very basic method of combining the hit-lists.

These results extend existing demonstrations of the

benefit of using multiple systems in "ad-hoc"-style

search and classification.

An incidental discovery was that our use of GuruQA
with Predictive Annotation and passage ranking pro-

duced result sets with identical MRDR to AT&T's ver-

sion of SMART, for 214 "What X" type questions.

This finding may be related to the existence of theoreti-

cal and practical limits to the results achievable with

statistical information retrieval.

As mentioned earlier, we plan to see what kind of im-

provement will be afforded if the approach is extended

to all question types. It is also completely open what is

the best way to incorporate the information from other

result sets. We took the simplest possible approach,

which was to move documents that occurred in both hit

lists up towards the top of ours. We did not experiment

with increasing the score, which we expect will posi-

tively effect the results, since Answer-Selection uses

passage score as a feature.
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Abstract

For TREC-9, we focused on effectiveness in the web track. The key techniques we employed

were information fusion, entity-based relevance feedback, Wordnet-based query parsing and a

user interface designed to assist with web-based manual queries. Our initial results are positive.

For the manual task, forty of fifty queries are over the median. In the adhoc, title-only task,

thirty-four of fifty queries are over the median.

1. Introduction

For TREC-9 we focused on the web track, especially on in improving our effectiveness on large

volumes of data. The past few TREC's we have focussed on scalability by treating the IR

problem as an application of a parallel, relational database [Grossman97]. To focus on

effectiveness this year, we built a new Java-based IR system called AIRE (Advanced Information

Retrieval Engine). AIRE is designed to be a flexible, modular IR engine capable of state-of-the

art retrieval techniques and easily modified to incorporate new proven or experimental

techniques.

The keys to our effectiveness included the following approaches:

> Fusion using probabilistic (both traditional and models involving self-relevance

[Robertson98, Kwok96], and vector space model with pivoted document length

normalization [Singhal96].

> Entity-based relevance feedback [McCabeOO].

> Improved parsing techniques of both the query and the documents.

> New user interface for manual queries.
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Section 2 describes each of these approaches. Our initial results are positive. For the manual task,

forty of fifty queries are over the median. In the adhoc, title-only task, thirty-four queries of fifty

are over the median. More details on these results are given in Section 3. Section 4 describes

directions for future work.

2. Approach to TREC-9

Our basic approach was to focus solely on the manual and adhoc parts of the web track. Given

that our previous work focused on scalability, this year was a significant challenge as we started

to really focus on effectiveness. We calibrated our techniques using the TREC-8 adhoc and web
document collections. Early in the TREC-9 year, our best average precision was around 0.23

(this was about the average for effectiveness at TREC-8) and after applying a variety of fusion

techniques we improved to roughly 0.28. At this point, we incorporated collection enrichment

and then re-calibrated our fusion techniques. This left us at around 0.30. Finally, we improved

our parsing and stemming algorithms using a combination of our own modified Porter stemmer

and the U-Mass conflation classes [Xu96, Xu98, Pickens]. At this point we were at around .31

for the adhoc (disks 4 and 5) and .36 for the TREC-8 small web track. At about this time, the

TREC-9 queries came out and we ran our best calibrated system against the TREC-9 collection.

Details of our fusion techniques are given in Section 2.1, details of our parsing techniques are

given in Section 2.2.

Additionally, we experimented with a means by which we could integrate information extraction

with information retrieval. The idea of this technique is to use entities identified by an

information extractor (we used SRA's) system and then only add entities in the feedback process.

We submitted one adhoc run without the use of entities: iitOOtd (title + description), and iitOOt

(title) and one run with the use of entities iitOOtde (title + description + entities). Such feedback

with extraction is described in Section 2.3.

For the manual track we built a new user interface to facilitate manual query processing. Details

of this user interface are given in Section 2.4.

Fusion

Prior work in fusion combined results from disparate retrieval systems [Fox94, Bartell94, Lee97].

Our approach was to provide fusion via one common system. Using a common parser, stoplist,

inverted index, etc, we implemented a variety of retrieval algorithms within our framework.

Thus, we avoid confusing fusion improvements with simple parsing or other system differences.

We conducted numerous calibrations using the vector space model [Singhal96], Robertsons

probabilistic retrieval strategy [Robertson98], and a modified vector space retrieval strategy. ' The

following equations describe those used as the foundation of our retrieval strategies.
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Robertson $ Retrieval Status Value (RSV)
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where //"= frequency of occurrences of the term in the document

^//^ frequency of occurrences of the term in the query

dl = document length

avdl = average document length

k„ are parameters set based on the nature of the queries and the

collection.
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n + .5 )^.3+ (.75* dl/avdl) + tf

Our implementation with constants as specified by Robertson

Singhals Similarity Coefficient

SC(Q,D
t )
=
((1.0-^+4^1))

where \d
t\ is the number of elements in the vector, or the number of distinct terms in the

document, s is the slope which Singhal calculated for a variety of test corpuses (mostly

TREC subsets) and found that 0.20 works well across most collections. The pivot, p, is the

point, or document length at which the probability of relevance equals the probability of

retrieval. This is estimated to be the average document length of the collection.

In addition to fusion of various retrieval strategies, AIRE permits the fusion of different query

representations. Also, each input run has a scalar weight that indicates the relative importance of

the run.

For our first pass retrieval, we focused on finding one retrieval strategy that did better for high

recall and another strategy that performed well for high precision (at 30 documents). Our

hypothesis was that the combination would perform better in terms of average precision than

either input run. Our initial results showed a slightly modified Vector Space did well for high

recall and that Robertsons probabilistic model did the best at for precision at 30. The

combination we ultimately settled on was: Modified Vector Space title -only (weighted at 1.0),

Robertson title-only (weighted at 0.1), Robertson description when applicable (weighted at 0.7).

This fusion combination effectively emphasized title terms as most important while still

benefiting from high-recall description terms.

For our second pass, we selected the top fifteen feedback terms from the top ten documents using

the fused pass one run. In order to select the top fifteen terms, we first weighted each term found
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in the top documents using Robertsons term weighting. We then calcul ated the ultimate rank of

the candidate term using Rocchios relevance feedback formula [Rocchio71]. In addition to

finding the top fifteen terms and phrases, a check is made to a list of nouns obtained from

Wordnet to filter candidate terms and phrases so that only nouns are selected. The new query

terms are then used in pass two as one of the query representations for a fusion input run. We
found a scalar weight of .5 and the Roberston retrieval strategy to work well with this query

representation.

We also used a collection enrichment representation for a pass two fusion input run. This query

run consisted of terms selected from a pass one retrieval executed against the TREC disks 4 and

5. The fifteen top ranked terms are then used as a query against the search collection (10GB web)

with Robertson retrieval strategy and a weight of .5 (same as relevance feedback terms).

Finally, two additional runs are included in the pass two fusion. The original title terms are used

with modified vector space retrieval weighted at 1 .0. The original description terms are used with

Robertson weighted at 1 .0.

Interestingly enough, for our final TREC submission, we did not normalize the fusion runs. Thus

our scalar weights represent actual multipliers rather than relative importance in pass two. This

choice was made based on prior calibrations.

In summary, our iitOOt, iitOOtd and iitOOtde submissions were fusions of the following four

different representations of a single query:

> Title words only

> Description words only (this was only used for runs involving the description)

> Relevance feedback terms obtained from running the title (and description when applicable)

> Relevance feedback terms (and entities for tde) obtained from a collection enrichment run

(TREC disks 4 and 5)

Information Extraction

In previous years, our manual runs did well when the user added person and place names to

queries. For example Kuhn Sa was very helpful on the query regarding drug triangle. This year,

we propose entity-based feedback as a method to automatically select such person names, as well

as place names and organization names and add them to the query. The technique required

modifications to the inverted index in order to include term-type (term, phrase, person, location,

etc.). Secondly, the document preprocessing was modified to include SRA's Name Tagger to

identify entities within the text. Then, the original query of only terms and phrases was run for

pass one. Pass two selects entities from the top documents returned and adds these terms to the

query as in relevance feedback.

For our calibrations, we isolated the entities and added only person names, only locations, and

only organizations to the query. In order to understand the real impact of each entity, we ran

many calibrations where only one new word was added to the query. We found that good

improvement is possible when we adding only a single organization, a single location, or a single

person name. Details of these calibrations may be found in [McCabeOO]. For example, query

Ireland Peace Talks added the organization Sinn Fein, the person Jerry Adams, and the location

Northern Ireland. Each of these improved the query effectiveness by over 100%. While more

queries improved than degraded with each entity type, several queries degraded badly. Names
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that were associated with more than the query topic were harmful. For example, the query

Estonian Economics selected the Estonian Prime Minister Mart Laar as the name to add. This

degraded performance because the prime minister is in many documents having nothing to do

with economics. In addition, ambiguous names were harmful. It turns out there are many
individuals with the name Stirling. So that addition to the query Stirling Engine brought back

documents about a California senator, a minister, etc.

For TREC-9 we selected entities from our collection enrichment corpus rather than our search

corpus. That is simply because we already had our collection enrichment corpus (TREC disks 5

and 6) tagged and indexed with entities, while we had not yet tagged the web 10GB. In order to

reduce the chances of a bad entity being selected, we added entities into the mix of potential

feedback terms and only selected those that ranked in the top 15 terms or phrases. Our entity-

based feedback run performed about the same as our title plus description run. This is because

many queries did not select entities and of those that did some improved and some degraded,

mostly canceling out the overall effect.

Parsing

We improved our parsing algorithms in TREC-9. Previously, we did not use any stemming. This

year, we indexed terms with a modified Porter stemmer that does both prefix and suffix

stemming. In addition, we use equivalence classes based on term co-occurrence to further restrict

the stemming [Xu96,Pickens, Xu98]. If the term is found in the conflation file (a set of terms with

their equivalence classes), we use the first occurrence of the term as the root form. If the term is

not found, the modified porter stemmer is used. This technique corrects for over-stemming of

common words. For example the standard Porter stemmer would conflate policy and police while

these equivalence classes would not.

In addition to single terms, our parser indexes standard statistical two-term phrases. Like

numerous groups over the years, a sliding two-term window is used to detect these phrases. Any
span punctuation or stop term prevents a phrase. We also eliminate phrases that do not occur

more than 25 times.

In order to update our parser to accommodate web-type queries such as misspelled and mis-

spaced terms, we incorporated a "find a real query term" algorithm using Wordnet. Our

algorithm finds the longest common sub-string match in the query that is also a noun in Wordnet.

If the initial query found no documents, we use this algorithm as an automatic best guess

approach.

Manual Query Processing

Our previous years at TREC have shown that a user who is given the ability to add related terms

to a "concept" for a query is able to i mprove effectiveness. Our query expert now has six years of

experience with TREC queries and is quite comfortable with defining terms for a query. About

5-10 minutes are spent on each query in which two different concepts are defined for "inclusion"

into the query and one is defined for "exclusion". The ultimate query may be expressed such that

if terms in the set CI {c u ,
c 12 , ... ., fij and the set C2 {c2 i, C22, ••

, Si) are included and terms in

the set X {xj, x2, ...
,
x} are excluded, the following Boolean processing is done on the query:

((cn OR c 12 OR ... ., OR fiO AND (c21 OR c22 OR ... .OR &)) NOT (X, or X2 or Xn).

Additionally, for other related terms that are not used to filter a document a scoring concept is

used. For these terms S {Si, s2 , ... sn }, only the similarity measure is affected - these terms are
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not used to filter the document. Once the Boolean filters are incorporated, standard tf-idfVSM is

employed to rank documents.

A Java servlet is used to provide quick feedback to the user. For each initial request, the user

quickly views documents obtained in response to the request. Additionally, relevance feedback

terms and phrases are suggested. Overall, our test user was quite pleased with the new user

interface (only command line SQL processing has been available in previous years).

3. Results

We describe our adhoc results first, then our manual results, and finally we give some initial

failure analysis.

Adhoc

Our title-only run was called iitOOt and our title with description run was named iitOOtd. The run

which used named entities as part of the collection enrichment was entitled iitOOtde. The table

below gives a summary of our results. The columns indicate the average precision for the median

of all groups, IIT's average precision, the number of queries at or above the median, the number

of queries below the median, the number of queries that gave the best results, and the number of

queries that gave the worst results.

Run Avg. IIT Avg. # Above # At # Below # #

Median Precision Median Median Median Best Worst

iitOOt .1212 .1627 30 2 18 5 4

iitOOtd .1554 .2227 38 1 11 3 0

iitOOtde .1554 .2293 37 2 11 4 1

Manual

For the manual query track, we had promising results. With all but seven queries over the median

and twenty-five queries listed as achieving the highest average precision, we are pleased with this

run. Unfortunately, one query was found to be the worst.

Run Avg. IIT Avg. # Above # At # Below # #

Median Precision Median Median Median Best Worst

iitOOm .1350 .3519 40 3 7 25 1

Failure Analysis

In failure analysis, we review poor performing queries and analyze the cause of failure. We
started some failure analysis for TREC-9. The manual query with the worst average precision

(0.000) was topic 485 which simply contained the terms "gps clock". For this query, there were

only two relevant documents and we did not find either of them in our top 100. The reason is that

we added numerous synonyms for gps and for clock and they overshadowed the basic phrase

"gps clock." Worse, our adhoc system stemmed "gps clock" to "gp clock." Once we stemmed

"gps" to "gp" we found documents about "general permit" (Document wtx082 -b37-24) and grand
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prix, hockey statistics for games played, etc. A simple rule that precluded stemming three

character terms would have improved this run tremendously. It is not clear how we would know
that our manual run could be improved, but one approach might be to simply run the manual

query and fuse it with the entire original query.

For topic 495, Where can Ifind information on the decade ofthe 1920 's?', our user tried to think

of events in the 1920s that would be of interest (e.g.; Charles Lindbergh, Calvin Coolidge, etc.).

Unfortunately, he missed many useful events in the 1920's and missed some relevant documents.

In addition, our analysis indicates that our use of a scoring concept in the manual runs hurt us for

some queries. It may well be helpful to use fusion to combine a query run with the scoring

concept and without the scoring concept so as to ensure that high scoring documents without the

scoring concept are included in the final result set.

4. Summary and Future Work
Overall, we are pleased with our work on effectiveness this year. We plan to spend more time on

failure analysis. Additionally, more cleanup of our parser is needed. More importantly, the

potential of entity-based relevance feedback needs more research.
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Abstract. We describe our simple question answering system written in perl that uses the

CMU Link parser (Sleator and Temperley 1991), Princeton University's WordNet (Miller 1995),

the REX system for XML parsing (Cameron 1998) and the Managing Gigabyte search engine

(Witten, Moffat and Bell 1999). This work is based on an MSc project (Cooper 2000).

Introduction

The main task of question answering is providing a short answer to a natural-language query

supported by a document in an underlying document collection. Many question-answering sys-

tems approach the problem from an information extraction angle, and ours is no exception.

In the following, we will describe the structure and workings of our system. Section 1 is con-

cerned with the off-line preparation of the documents for the pure information retrieval task of

identifying potentially relevant paragraphs. Section 2 details the question-time processing.

1 Indexing

All documents from the document repository 1 are cleaned from SGML mark-up to obtain their

raw contents. Dollar and pound signs are replaced by the words dollars and pounds, respectively

(in line with the Financial Times archive which already uses these transformations). The raw

news articles are then split into paragraphs according to the individual newspaper's indication.

This could be an indentation after a newline (AP newswire, Foreign Broadcast Information

Service and Wall Street Journal), a special marker (San Jose News), the use of a long line per

paragraph (Los Angeles Times), or the fact that a line is not right justified that signifies the

end of a paragraph (Financial Times).

The paragraphs are then fed into the Managing Gigabytes search engine as stand-alone

documents together with the original reference number. In effect, we get a passage retrieval

rather than a document retrieval.

2 Question processing

The actual question processing is executed as a long pipeline of perl modules which use XML, eg,

to mark-up entities or to communicate other information between the modules. At the start of

the pipeline is the question, eg, Q206: How far away is the moon? Figure 1 shows the structure

of the data flow and the modules involved.

!News articles from TIPSTER and TREC CDs, see http://trec.nist.gov
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How far away is the moon?

h and moon is about 230,000 miles . But even witho
om a distance of 2.33 million miles . One photo sh

1 2.1 AP890815-0126
2 2.1 AP901214-0023
3 2.1 SJMN91-06343145 moon' s distance of 240,000 miles , was probably a
4 2.1 LA070789-0127 n altitude of about 57,000 miles . It was discover
5 1.0 AP890506-0122 ay it was more than 350,000 miles out, streaking a

Figure 1: Question processing: data flow

2.1 Sentence splitter &: tokenizer

The sentence splitter and tokenizer are actually implemented as two modules. The first marks

up individual sentences using a set of heuristics for detecting the end of a sentence by a question

mark, an exclamation mark, a full stop (if not preceded by a word in a list of abbreviations, such

as Mr and Mrs), or the end of text. The tokenizer treats certain leading and trailing punctuation

as separate entities, eg, "(", "[", ")", "]" or "?". Words containing digits are separated, if headed

by a currency such as DM or pounds or trailed by an abbreviation such as m. Hence, pounds20m

becomes the tree tokens pounds, 20 and m.

2.2 Link parser

The link parser is used to annotate the structure of the question. The link tree is appended to

the tokenized question. For Q 206, eg, we get the following

<sentence><t n=" l">How</t> <t n="2">far</t> <t n="3">away</t> <t n="4">is</t>

<t n="5">the</t> <t n="6">moon</t><t n="7">?</t><parse><pos n="2" pos="a"/><pos

n="4" pos= ,,v'7><pos n="6" pos="n'7><link name="Xp" 1="0" r="7'7><link name="Wq"
1="0" r="2 ,7><link name="PF" 1="2" r="4'7><link name="MVp" 1="2" r="3 ,7><link

naroe= M SIs" 1="4" r="6'7><link name="Ds" 1="5" r="6'7><link name="RW" 1="7"

r="8'7></parse></sentence>
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2.3 Question focus

We identify the following question types which give a fairly clear indication of the type of answer:

when, who, where, whom, why, describe, and define. For example, the answer to a who question

is usually a person or a group of people. Other keywords or question words are less clear about
the expected answer type: what, which, how, and name. For example, consider the following

three what questions: What time is the train arriving?, What city is the train stopping at?, and
What is the name of the driver of the train? This problem can be solved by defining a concept

called question focus. The question focus is a phrase in the question that disambiguates it and

emphasizes the type of answer being expected. For example in the three questions above the

question foci are shown in bold. In the first two cases, the question focus tells us directly that a

time and a city are being looked for. In the third case we know that a driver is a type of person

and hence that a person's name is being sought. For the purpose of this system the question

focus is defined as the first noun group that is not the word "name" if the question word is of

an ambiguous type.

Normally question words start a question such as when in When was Queen Elizabeth II

born? However sometimes they do not, eg, In what city is the US Declaration of Independence

located? and Macintosh Computers are made by whom?, and we consider these cases as well.

For question 206, the mark-up <questionFocus><t n="6">moon</tx/questionFocus> is

inserted.

2.4 Answer type

Once the focus of the question has been found it is possible to decide what the answer type (or

answer concept) should be. The question's question word determines how this module uses the

question focus.

2.4.1 When, where, why, describe, define

When, where, why, describe and define are the easiest question words to process. They map
directly into their answer type. The answer types for these question words are time, place,

reason, description and definition, respectively.

2.4.2 Who, whom

In most cases who and whom question words imply an answer concept of person. However, there

are two subtleties that are worth mentioning at this point.

Firstly, who questions could be looking for a group of people. This group could be a named

group: Who won the Premiership? (Manchester Utd) or a list: Who beat Fred in the 100m?

(Tom, Dick and Harry) or a combination: Who beat England in the relay? (America and

Canada). At this stage the system does not correctly handle such questions, instead it always

looks for a single person in response to a who question.

Secondly, there is an important exception to the rule that who questions always have an

answer concept person. Consider, for example, Who is Bill Gates? This is an example of a

who question that is looking for a description rather than a person. Accordingly, the rules

for who and whom have the exception (who
I
whom) (is I are I

was) ProperNoun which returns

description as the answer type.
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2.4.3 What, which, name

What, which, and name question words are extremely ambiguous when it comes to determining

the question's answer concept. The answer type for these questions depends entirely on the

question focus. The following pseudo-code illustrates the algorithm used:

until (wordNet contains questionFocus or questionFocus = "")

Remove the first word of questionFocus

end until

if (questionFocus = "") then

answerConcept = "name"

exit

end if

hyponyms = the set of hypcnyms of questionFocus from wordNet

if ("person" is in hyponyms) then

answerConcept = "person"

else

answerConcept = questionFocus

end if

Following this idea further, one could also define the answer type as the list of direct hy-

ponyms. Given the question What type of bridge is The Golden Gate Bridge?, the answer type

bridge could be expanded (using WordNet) to include Bailey bridge, cantilever bridge, covered

bridge, drawbridge, lift bridge, footbridge, overcrossing, pedestrian bridge, gangplank, gang-

board, gangway, overpass, flyover, flypast, pontoon bridge, bateau bridge, floating bridge, rope

bridge, steel arch bridge, suspension bridge, trestle bridge, truss bridge, or viaduct.

In our example of Q 206, <answerType t="Length"/> is added to the data stream.

2.4.4 How

With how questions the answer type is defined by what the word after how is — for example:

how old (age), how much (quantity), how long (distance). If the word after how does not match

any of the rules then the default answer type of manner is chosen, as in: How did Socrates die?

2.5 Keyword extraction

Using lists of place names, proper names and first names, entities are recognized and marked up

with special symbols. This is simple non-structured knowledge that goes as far as identifying

UK as a country, London as a city and Tony Blair as a person but the lists do not encode the re-

lationship between these entities (and hence it is not known a priori that London is the capital of

the UK). Recognized entities are among speed, temperature, money, place, city, country, person,

year, time, length, reason, company, number, quoted and name, with the obvious meaning for

the marked-up entity. In order to avoid inferences with potentially predefined SGML tags from

the sources, we use special mark-ups of the form <rjc99Person> Tony Blair </rjc99Person>.
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2.6 Paragraph retrieval via Managing Gigabytes

At the document paragraph lookup stage the information of answer type and possible keywords

is used to extract documents (ie paragraphs) from the text database that might contain answers

to the question.

The problem that the lookup stage has to overcome is the balance between getting sufficient

documents to guarantee the presence of the answer and getting too many to process in a timely

fashion. This problem defines the main task of the document paragraph lookup stage, which is

to choose a "good" subset of the possible keywords with which to actually query the database.

This system defines "good" subsets by how many documents they retrieve. It attempts to

find a subset that returns a number of documents within a given bound. As soon as such a

subset is found it is chosen as the final query and the rest of the search is abandoned. If, after a

complete search, no such subset is found, then the subset that is closest to that range is chosen.

It attempts to reduce the amount of searching that need to be done by choosing the most likely

subsets first, as defined by the weights assigned to each keyword. Once it has found a good

subset, this module will query the document paragraph repository for real and add the texts

retrieved to the output stream.

2.7 Candidate answer extraction

The paragraphs extracted from the document repository are sentence-split and tokenized in

preparation for further processing. The Candidate Answer Extraction module's job is the mark-

up of any regions of the texts that could be answers. The question's answer concept is looked

up in WordNet and all of its hyponyms are found. A regular expression is then built by taking

the disjunction of those hyponyms and any region of text that matches that regular expression

is marked up as a candidate answer. There are a few exceptions to this rule which are detailed

in the following sections.

2.7.1 Person

If the answer concept is person, the set of hyponyms would includes terms such as consumer,

contestant, coward, creator, defender, guardian, and over 300 other words. This is not the intent

as a person question is looking for a specific name of a person. So in the case of person questions,

the hyponyms set is not computed and a regular expression that matches names is used instead.

2.7.2 Description

Describe, define and some who, whom and what questions result in an answer concept of de-

scription. Unlike answer types such and person and date, descriptions are very hard to define

in terms of what words make them up. Any attempt to mark-up the descriptions in a piece of

text would have to employ much more sophisticated NLP techniques than used in this system.

Consequently, this system uses a much simpler technique to extract regions of text that could

be descriptions. It has been noticed that when an entity is first introduced in a text it is often

followed by a comma and then a description, as in Bill Gates, Head of Microsoft said today . .

.

In light of this, descriptions are defined as everything between a comma and the next punc-

tuation mark. Then when it comes to scoring the answers, descriptions that are immediately

preceded by the thing that they are describing are scored highly. Even using such a simple and
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naive approach, good results are possible. For example, the top answers for the three questions

below are shown in brackets: Who is Steve Jobs? (Co-founder and former chairman of Apple
Computer), Who is Steve Redgrave? (Olympic gold medallist in 1984 and 1988), Who is Nelson

Mandela? (President of the African National Congress).

2.7.3 General Cases

WordNet's coverage could never be great enough to cover every possible answer, especially with

answer types that could contain an infinite number of answers, such as length. To deal with these

eventualities, many of the common answer types have had extra subtypes added to WordNet
which describe a regular expression for a general case. So, for example, company will match any

of the explicitly named companies or the general case of anything that is a sequence of Proper

Nouns ending in (Ltd I Pic I Co I and Son
I

. . .) and length will match any number followed by a

unit of length such as miles, km, ft, etc.

2.8 Answer scoring

Once the candidate answers have been identified, a variety of heuristics are used to evaluate how
likely that candidate is to be the real answer.

The following heuristics are used: (i) score-comma.3-word. If a comma follows the candidate

answer then this score is the number of the three words following the comma that appear in

the question; (ii) score-"punctuation. Scores one if a punctuation mark immediately follows the

candidate and zero otherwise; (iii) scoresamesentence. Computes the number of question words

that are in the same sentence as the candidate answer; (iv) score-descriptionJbefore. If the answer

concept being looked for is a description then this score is the number of words immediately

preceding the candidate answer that appear in the question; (v) score-descriptionJn. Similar to

score-question-before but counting question words that appear in the candidate answer.

Each heuristic is given a unique identifier, and at the end of this process each candidate

will have associated with it a set of (id, score) pairs. Like most other things in this system,

the scoring heuristics are implemented as pipeline modules. Each heuristic is a different module

which scans its input for <ca> tags (for candidate answer), computes the appropriate score and

adds a <score> tag. Each scoring heuristic is completely independent from the rest because, at

this stage of the processing, the scores are being kept separate without regard for a single final

score. This means that the order in which they activate is unimportant and that they can be

removed or new ones added without affecting the others.

2.9 Answer weighting

Once all of the scores have been calculated they need to be combined into one final score. In

this system the final score is simply a linear combination of all of the heuristic scores where

the coefficients have been set by hand to reflect the perceived importance of the various scores:

weight (score-CommaS.word) — 1.2, -weigh.t(score-punctuation) = 1.1, weight (scoresamesentence)

= 1.0, weigb.t(score-description-before) = 2.0, weight (score-description-in) = 1.0.
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2.10 Answer ranking

Once every candidate answer has a weight they (and some of the characters around them which

are to be used as context in the final answers) are extracted from the text, sorted by weight,

assigned a rank and placed as final answers outside the document text.

At this stage one more thing happens. If the set of answers contains any duplicates then only

the top ranking one is kept and all the other duplicates are removed. There are two possible

modifications that could be made to this process that were considered, but not included in

this version of the system. Firstly, only answers that are identical to higher ranked ones are

removed. Ideally this would be replaced by a more powerful system which removed any answers

that referred to the same entity as the first answer. A strong version of this system would

probably require anaphora resolution of the document collection before they were split into

paragraphs, and hence is beyond the scope of this system.

A weaker version, which removed any answers that probably referred to the same entity as

the first answer, could be implemented using simple rules of abbreviation and word substitution.

For example, Ms. L. Smith could be the same person as Miss Linda Smith, who could also be

just Linda.

Alternatively, as some of the TREC-8 systems suggested, the presence of multiple instances

of the same answer could be used to strengthen the likelihood of that answer being correct. We
did not implement this.

3 Conclusions

Despite the apparent simplicity of our system, it compared favorably against other systems

competing in TREC-9. Little use was made of natural language processing. The link parser

analysis was only used for the proportion of questions that deal with ambiguous answer types;

it was not used for the candidate answer extraction. We did not tune our system much, given

the few training cases from the TREC-8 QA track. Although we did not (yet) carry out a

failure analysis with the TREC-9 questions, we have reason to assume that there is scope for

improvement in changing parameters, introducing a better ranking mechanism, or in deploying

natural-language processing techniques.
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1 Introduction

The present paper describes our second participation to the routing task; it features improvements over our

previous approach [Strieker et ai, 2000]. Our former model used a "bag of words" for text representation with a

feature selection, and a neural network without hidden neuron (i.e. a logistic regression), to estimate the

probability of relevance of each document. This approach was close to the ones proposed by [Schutze et ai,

1995] or [Wiener et ai, 1995] but its original feature was the use of very few relevant features for text

representation (25 features per topic on the average for the TREC-8 Routing).

In this paper, two main improvements are proposed:

• The feature selection defines target words for which vectors of local contexts are subsequently defined.

These vectors help disambiguate the target words and are defined by an analysis of both the relevant and the

irrelevant documents of the training set.

• This new representation requires large neural networks, which are therefore prone to overfitting. A
regularization technique is applied during training to favor smoother network mappings, thereby avoiding

overfitting. This was achieved by adding a weight decay term to the usual cost function.

This approach led to good results on the MeSH Sample topics (S2RNsamp) and on the OHSUMED topics

(S2RNrl and S2RNr2).

2 Problem and data description

The corpus for TREC-9 is the OHSUMED collection, which is a subset of the MEDLINE database.

This corpus features documents from medical journals of years 1987 to 1991, which usually have titles and

abstracts; some of them, however, only have a title. The documents were manually indexed using subject

categories (Medical Subject Headings or MeSH). All documents contain the assigned MeSH headings, which

are manual annotations (called .M field in the documents).

There are three topic sets for the TREC-9 routing:

1. 63 topics from the original OHSUMED query set.

2. 4904 topics based on MeSH categories.

3. 500 topics chosen amongst the 4904 previous ones called MeSH sample topics.

The manual annotations could be used with the OHSUMED queries (as long as it was mentioned) but NOT with

the MeSH queries (nor of course with the MeSH sample queries).

We submitted 2 runs for the OHSUMED queries (one without manual annotation and one with manual

annotations) and one for the MeSH sample topics.

The 1987 OHSUMED collection is intended for training and contains 54,710 documents; the test set is the 1988-

91 OHSUMED collection and contains 293,882 documents. The test set is just used for evaluation and is not

used in any way for building the profiles.

For each topic, a set of relevant documents is available, and all other documents are considered irrelevant.

Figure 1 presents statistics for the training set for each topic set.
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OHSUMED queries MeSH Sample queries

Number of queries

documents available for training
10.6 46.5

Median 8 25

Figure 1: Figures for the training set

We may observe that the number of relevant documents available per topic is small, especially for the

OHSUMED queries since the median is 8.

3 Feature Selection

Each document of the collection is first tokenized into single words, case being ignored. In the following, each

word is considered as a single unit called feature. No stemming is performed.

The goal of feature selection is to define, for each topic, a vector of features that are neither too frequent nor too

rare, and are typical of the relevant documents. The choice of these features must be done very carefully since

the quality of the filter relies heavily on this choice, irrespective of the model. These features must be chosen so

as to allow a classifier to discriminate between relevant and irrelevant documents. Their number results from a

tradeoff between two requirements: the larger the number of features, the larger the number of examples

required to have a significant estimate of the classifier parameters; however, discarding features leads to

information loss.

For each topic, a ranked list of features is computed, in which the top features are specific to the relevant

documents. The method has already been used for the TREC-8 routing [Strieker et al, 2000] and is discussed in

detail in [Strieker, 2000].

With this technique, rare and frequent words are discarded automatically; it is useful to discard rare words

because it is not possible to compute reliable statistics from them, and to discard frequent words because they

carry no information.

This method is fully automatic and relies only on the computation of corpus frequency for each feature. There is

no need, for example, to define a list of stop words that will depend on the language.

Contrary to last year, a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation with a stopping criterion was not used, because the

number of relevant documents per topic was too small.

The twenty-five first features were selected, and defined the target words whose specific local context will be

considered in the next section.

Figure 2 shows two lists of the top 10 features obtained at the end of this step for the topics OHSU7 "young wf

with lactase deficiency". The left column is the result when the manual annotations are ignored and the right one

is the result when the manual annotations are taken into account.

OHSU7 (without

manual annotations)

OHSU7 (with

manual annotations)

lactose lactose

lactase intolerance

milk lactase

galactosidase galactosidase

malabsorption milk

breath galactosidases

hydrogen breath

digestion hydrogen

deficient malabsorption

yogurt digestion

Figure 2: Examples of 10 top ranked list.

We may observe in the right column the presence of the words intolerance and galactosidases, which arise from

the manual annotations.
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4 Determination of local contexts

Words are naturally prone to ambiguity, and can be used in many contexts. For example, the presence of the

word intolerance, which has been selected for the topic OHSU7 (cf. Figure 2), does not imply that a text is about

"young wf with lactase deficiency".

In the past, the use of dictionaries to help disambiguate words has not proved efficient for information retrieval

[Voorhees, 1993]. But disambiguation with corpus-based methods has been used successfully in [Cohen and

Singer, 1996] and more recently in [Jing and Tzoukermann, 1999]. The basic idea of these methods is to

disambiguate words through their local context.

Therefore, in our approach, a local context of ten words (five words on either side of the word) is considered to

define which words have the highest rate of co-occurrence near a target word in the training set. Actually, two

context vectors are computed for each target word: one is computed from the set of relevant documents, and the

other one from the irrelevant documents.

Of course, the words with the highest rates of co-occurrence near a given word are stop words, which are useless

for disambiguation. Consequently, the same procedure as used to achieve feature selection is applied to give a

weight to each potential context. This method has the additional benefit of discarding automatically frequent

words and rare words from the context vectors.

To compute these vectors, all relevant documents available were used, and five thousands irrelevant documents

were chosen randomly. The context vectors defined by the relevant documents are called positive context vectors

and those defined by irrelevant documents are called negative context vectors.

Figure 3 shows examples of positive and negative context vectors for the topic OHSU7 with manual

annotations. The left column shows context vectors computed from the relevant documents for five target words,

and the right one shows context vectors for the same target words computed from the irrelevant documents. The

contexts are taken into account only if they appear on more than two documents.

It is worth noting that the presence of the word intolerance with lactose in its local context must be in favor of

relevancy for the topic OHSU7. But, if the local context of intolerance contains the word glucose instead of

lactose the importance of the presence of intolerance must decrease.

Positive context vectors Negative context vectors

lactose

intolerance

lactose

milk

yogurt

digestion

lactose

intolerance

lactose

ul

lactobacillus

hydrogen

milk

intolerance

glucose

rats

diabetes

fructose

cyclosporin

lactase

deficient

milk

lactase

osteoporosis

organisms

lactase

galactosidase

beta

derived

microbial

yogurt

cattle

galactosidase

beta

detection

Figure3: Examples of local context for topic OHSU7 with manual annotations.
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4.1 Choosing the size of the context vector

For each target word, the local context is chosen according to several criteria: the five first positive contexts are

selected if they appear in more than two documents, and the five first negative contexts are chosen if they appear

on more than ten documents. The number of documents required to take into account a context is larger for the

irrelevant documents than for the relevant documents, due to the fact that irrelevant documents are much more
numerous.

5 Neural Networks

5.1 Definition of the architecture

The neural network architecture must reflect the representation defined above: the influence of a target word
must decrease or increase according to its local context. Therefore, instead of having a single input per target

word, the local context is included as indicated in the left side of Figure 4; the right side shows the entire neural

network.

Each hidden neuron is a sigmoid function and the output of the network is a logistic function in order to keep the

output in the range [0,1].

Thus, this architecture contains one hidden neuron for each target words i.e. twenty-five in our case as explained

in section 3.

target word context

V
v ' * y ' 1 y '

target word target word target word

+ context + context + context

Figure 4: Neural network architecture.

5.2 Choice of irrelevant documents

Previous experiments [Strieker, 2000] have shown that it was desirable to exclude from the training set

irrelevant documents for which all the target words are absent. Therefore, amongst the five thousand irrelevant

documents chosen randomly, only those that share words with the relevant documents are kept.

The components of the vector are coded using the Lnu scheme defined by [Singhal, 1996].

5.3 Training with regularization

Our text representation increases the number of weights of the neural network; in addition, few relevant

documents are available for training; therefore, the risk of overfitting increases, which makes the use of a

regularization scheme mandatory. A penalty term is added to the usual cost function, which favors smoother

functions. In our case, we use a weight decay regularization which has proven to be efficient [Krogh and Hertz,

1992][Gallinari and Cibas, 1999] and is very simple to implement.

To summarize, training is performed by minimizing a cost function G defined as:

g = j + %-f, wf

J is an of cross-entropy term appropriate for classification problems [Bishop, 1995]; the sum runs over all

weights, a is a hyperparameter that defines the tradeoff between the two terms: if a is too small, the penalty
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term is negligible and overfitting tends to occur, whereas, if a is too large, weights will decay rapidly to zero

and no training will occur.

The computation of the gradient of the new cost function is very simple since:

VG = VJ + aw

Where the quantity is computed by the well-known backpropagation algorithm.

In practice, all weights do not have the same dynamics, so that it is desirable not to use the same hyperparameter

for all weights [MacKay, 1992b][Bishop, 1995]. Therefore, three hyperparameters are used according to the

following relation:

Z co e W0 Z die Z (o€ W2

W0 denotes the bias of the first layer, Wj denotes the weights of the first layer of weights except for the bias, and

W3 denotes the weights of the second layer plus the bias of the output.

5.4 Values of the hyperparameters

The values of (a., a2 > 0t3) must be chosen appropriately in order to achieve a satisfactory training. A solution

would be to test several values and to pick up the best ones by cross-validation. Unfortunately, this method is

intractable since there are three different parameters.

A theoretical approach based on Bayesian inference has been proposed, in order to determine automatically the

values of these hyperparameters during training [MacKay, 1992a]. The results of the theory rely on the

estimation of integrals that cannot be computed easily. MacKay [MacKay, 1992b] has proposed several

approximations in a theoretical framework known as the evidence framework to make the computation feasible.

Unfortunately, these results did not provide good results on previous experiments.

Consequently, the values of the hyperparameters were chosen according to experience that we gathered

previously on other corpuses (TREC-8 and Reuters21578):

ai = 0.001 a2 = 0.1 a3 = 5.0

6 Results

We proposed three runs for the TREC-9 routing:

1. S2RNrl: 63 OHSUMED queries without using the manual annotations.

2. S2RNr2: 63 OHSUMED queries using the manual annotations.

3. S2RNsamp: 500 MeSH sample queries (without manual annotations).

The score is computed thanks to the uninterpolated average precision as described in [Hull and Robertson,

2000].

Figure 5 shows the comparisons of our runs with the other officials runs submitted for the TREC-9 Routing.

TREC-9 Routing-OHSU (63 topics)

u
0.343 0 326 o,317

0,237 0.234

0.099 0081

^ jj> <5> ^ JS^ riJ>

^ / </ / / / / y y
r& V J* J* ^ ^

TREC-9 Routing-MESH sample (500 topics)

0.335

_1
ICDC

(S2RNsamp)

Microsoft

(0k9rtr2ps)

Rulgers U
(antrpnmsOO)

Figure 5: Comparisons of officials runs for the TREC-9 Routing.

Rutgers U
(antrpmsOO)
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For each subtopics (OHSU and MeSH sample), our method achieved the top scores. It is worth noting that the

run S2RNr2 has better results than S2RNrl. It shows that our model can take advantage of the manual
annotations without changing anything to our approach, since the difference relies only in the reading of the ".M
field" which is considered as part of the text for S2RNr2.

In the case of the MeSH sample, the gap between our run and the second one is bigger than in the case of the

OSHU topics ; it seems that our method has taken advantage of the greatest number of relevant documents
available for training on the MeSH sample.
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1 Summary

The tests performed for TREC9 focus on the Web and Filtering (batch and routing) tracks.

The submitted runs are based on the Mercure system. For one of the filtering routing runs,

we combine Mercure with mining text functionnalities from our system Tetralogie. We also

performed some experiments taking hyperlinks into account to evaluate their influence on the

retrieval effectiveness, but no runs were sent.

Web: We submit four runs in this track. Two elements were tested: a modified Mercure

term weighting scheme and the notion of the user preference on the retrieved document

were tested.

Filtering (batch and routing): our main investigation this year concerns the notion of

non-relevant profile in a filtering system. The filtering consists on, first filtering the doc-

uments using a relevant profile learned from relevant documents, second re-filtering the

selected documents using non-relevant profile learned from non-relevant documents so

that non-relevant documents accepted by the relevant profile are rejected. This notion

of non-relevant profile was introduced by Hoashi [6] in an adaptive system whereas we

use this technique for a batch system.

2 Mercure model

Mercure is an information retrieval system based on a connectionist approach and modeled

by a multi-layered network. The network is composed of a query layer (set of query terms),

a term layer (representing the indexing terms) and a document layer [4], [3].

Mercure includes the implementation of a retrieval process based on spreading activation

forward and backward through the weighted links. Queries and documents can be used either

as inputs or outputs. The links between two layers are symmetric and their weights are based

on the tf — idf measure inspired from the OKAPI and SMART term weightings.
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- the query-term (at stage s) links are weighted as follows:

u?
I

otherwise

Notations:

<2^ : the weight of the term U in the query u at the stage s,

g£/w-: the query term frequency of t{ in qu ,

nqu : query length (number of terms) of qu ,

- the term-document link weights are expressed by:

_
tftJ * (/*! +h2 * log{^-))

^3 + hA * ^ + h 5 * t/ij

Notations:

d^ : term-document weight of term t{ and document dj

tfl3 : the term frequency of t 2 in the document Dj,

N: the total number of documents,

7ii
m
. the number of documents containing term t{,

hi,h2,hs and h$. constant parameters,

Ad', average document length.

The query evaluation is based on spreading activation. Each node computes an input and

spreads an output signal. The query modification is based on relevance backpropagation. It

consists in spreading backward the document relevance from the document layer to the query

layer [3].

2.1 Query evaluation

A query is evaluated using the spreading activation process described as follows:

1. The query u is the input of the network. Each node from the term layer computes

an input value from this initial query: In{t{) = q^s) and then an activation value:

Out(ti) = g(In(ti)) where g is the identity function.

2. These signals are propagated forwards through the network from the term layer to the

document layer. Each document node computes an input: In(dj) = Yli=i^ ui (^i) * dij

and then an activation
,
Out(d

3 ) = g(In{d
3 )).

The set of retrieved documents, Outputu (Out(di),Out(d2), ...,Out(djv)) is then ranked

in a decreasing order of the activation value.
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2.1.1 Query modification based on relevance backpropagation

The top retrieved documents are judged and a relevance value corresponding to the user

preference is assigned to each document (positive for relevant documents, negative for non-

relevant documents and nil for non-judged documents). These values are used to compute

the DesiredOutput vector.

DesiredOutput = (re/i, re/2, re/jv), re/j = ^JfJ for relevant document and re/
7
—

C
i,??{f

e
\ for non — relevant document

1. This output is in fact considered as an " input" in the back-spreading process and

is presented to the document layer. Each document node computes an input value.

In(dj) = relj and then an activation signal, Out(dj) = g(In(dj)).

2. This activation is back-spread to the term layer. Each term node computes an input

value, In(ti) = 23j=i(^ji *Out(dj)) and then an output signal, Out(tj) — g(In(t{)).

3. Finally, the new query-term links corresponding to the new query are computed as

follows: Ql
s+1) = (qif

l

\ q^
l)

) with g^ = Ma *$ + Mh * Out{U )

Notations:

T: the total number of indexing terms.

N: the total number of documents,
(s)

q
K

ui
': the weight of the term t

l
in the query u at the stage s.

t{\ the term t{,

df. the document dj,

diji the weight of the link between the term t{ and the document dj,

doclenj: document length in words (without stop words),

avg-doclen: average document length, tfiy. the term frequency of t{ in the docu-

ment Dj,

n{\ the number of documents containing term fj,

qtf: query term frequency,

nq: query length (number of terms),

Ma and Mj: tuned and determined by a series of experiments and set to Ma = 2

and Mb = 0.75.

Coef.rel (CoefJVrel): user preference positive value for relevant document and

relevant value for negative document.

3 Web Track Experiment

3.1 Web methodology

We tested the relevance backpropagation strategy using a user preference. In fact, we consider

that the relevance of the documents are not all the same, but depends on the user satisfaction.

In Mercure system, the user satisfaction is represented by the coej.rel parameter assigned

by the user. Because the user does not judge the document, in the pseudo relevance back-

propagation, the top retrieved documents are assumed as relevant. The "user" preference is
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then assigned to a document according to its rank in the retrieved set. For the trec9 exper-

iment, the top 12 documents were assumed to be relevant. The user preference is computed

as follows :

• coejjrel = 1 for the documents ranked from 1 to 5

• coejjrel = .75 for the documents ranked from 6 to 10

• coefjrel = .5 for the documents ranked from 11 to 12

3.2 Results

Four runs based on content only were submitted:

1. Mer9WtO: simple search using the title field

2. Mer9Wtl: title field + pseudo-relevance feedback based on Mercure relevance back-

propagation. The top 12 retrieved documents are assumed to be relevant and the

coefjrel — 1

3. Mer9WtMr: title field + pseudo- relevance feedback based on Mercure relevance back-

propagation. The top 12 retrieved documents are assumed to be relevant and the

coefjrel are computed using the user preferences as described above.

4. Mer9Wtnd: simple search using the title-fDescription+Narrative fields.

Unfortunately, the official results were wrong because of a mistake in our indexing script.

This explains in part the bad results obtained this year by Mercure comparing to those ob-

tained in the previous TREC. This will be modified and the corrected results will be integrated

in the final paper. Consequently to the problem encountered with the indexing process, the

experiments carried out by taking hyperlinks into account could not be done in time and will

be included in the final paper too.

Type Run average precision Exact precision

Mer9WtO title simple search 0.0996 0.1274

Mer9Wtl title -hsimple pseudo-rb 0.0114 0.0242

Mer9WtMr title+simple pseudo-rb basen user preference 0.0154 0.0307

Mer9WtMr TDN fields +simple serach 0.0140 0.0295

Table 1: Web component results - 50 queries
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4 Batch and Routing Experiments

The batch and routing experiments were performed using Mercure system. The profiles were

learned using the same learning algorithm as before: the relevance backpropagation. The rel-

evance value assigned to each document was used as user preference (2 and 1). It corresponds

to Coefjrel in the relevance backpropagation algorithm.

The filtering algorithm starts with an initial query, built from all the topic parts, and its

OHSU87 relevance judgements. A pool of queries based on the learning method was then

selected. The OHSU88-91 documents were used as test data.

4.1 Batch Filtering

The profiles in the batch task are learned using the relevance backpropagation method. Two
techniques are tested to be compared. The first one corresponds to filtering documents using

learned (positive, relevant) profiles. The second represents filtering documents using relevant

and non-relevant (negative) profiles. These methods are detailed below. We use the phrase

"positive profiles"'for relevant learned profiles, and "negative profiles"'for non-relevant profiles.

The TREC standard output file of each query was analyzed to build an output file containing:

< topic >< func >< value >< thresh >< rank >< prec >< recall >< method >

In this section, we detail both the batch filtering methods and the results.

4.1.1 Batch filtering using positive profiles

As it has been done in [7]. The document activation weights which maximizes the utility

function were found and selected as thresholds. Then the queries corresponding to these

thresholds were selected and tested on a set of test documents. The documents weighted by

values higher than the threshold were selected for the corresponding query.

In the first run (mer9bl), we build profiles by learning using relevance backpropagation on

the training dataset, then we apply them on the test dataset.

The following algorithm is used:

For each profile P

1. evaluate P on the training dataset

2. select top 1000, let resulto be the obtained document ranked list

3. i= 1

4. repeat

(a) build a new profile P; by relevance backpropagation

(b) evaluate Pi on the training dataset

(c) select top 1000, let resulti be the obtained document ranked list

(d) inc i
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until i — max -iteration

5. for each r G {1 . . .1000}, i € {0, 1, . . .max -iteration)

(a) resultir contains top r documents from resulti

(b) evaluate result^ on utility-[T9U]

6. select profile Pt such as 3r £ {0, 1 . . .max -iteration} where resuit
ir gives the best

u£z7z£y_[T9£7] value

7. apply Pj on the test dataset, test-resulU is the obtained document ranked list

8. submitted contains documents in test-result
t
having a rsv at least equal to the rsv of

the r
th document

9. submit the selected list submitted

In the experiments, we carried out relevance backpropagation twice. We found that this

number of iterations was enough to learn the profile.

We computed the utility on the top 1000 documents only as this set is likely to contain most

of the relevant documents.

4.1.2 Batch filtering using positive and negative profiles

The second run (mer9b2) is based on negative profile building. We built -in addition to the

positive profile- a negative profile and applied both positive and negative profiles on the test

dataset as detailed below.

A negative profile is a profile aiming at excluding non-relevant documents from the top ranked

ones. A document is filtered when it is potentially relevant compared to the positive profile,

and non-relevant compared to the negative profile. Generally, negative profile is not provided

by the user, but the system can build it by learning. It is built starting from the non-relevant

selected documents.

In our experiments, negative profiles are built by relevance backpropagation. We select the

top 50 non-relevant documents from the filtered ones resulting from training documents eval-

uation. These documents are used as relevant documents in a relevance backpropagation

process, the resulting learned profile is considered as the negative profile. As there is no

initial negative profile, we use different values of Ma and Mb: we assign 0 to Ma and 1 to

Mb and thus, the weight assigned to each term in the negative profile is its output activation

done by this relevance backpropagation process.

Two values are then learned using the training data set, a and b, used in filtering documents

using positive and negative profiles, a is a multiplicative value of the relevance threshold, it

allows to select more documents, so it is less than 1. b allows to select documents which [posi-

tive profile rsu/negative profile rsv] ratio is higher than 6, so it defines [negative rsu/positive

rsv] ratio threshold. Batch filtering document process using negative profiles is described as

follows:

For each document D z

1. compute an rsv value for the positive profile: rsv
p (D{)
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2. if rsvp (Di) > a * threshold

(a) compute an rsv value to the negative profile: rsvn {Di)

(b) if rsvp (Di) > b * rsvn (D{) filter document D{ else reject document D{

else reject document D{

We varied a in an interval raised by 1 and b in an interval undervalued by 1, and retained

the values giving the best utility- [T9£/] value, a should be less than 1 in order to select more

documents, and b is more than 1 to filter documents which are most likely to be relevant to

the positive profile and non-relevant to the negative profile. This algorithm was processed on

the test documents resulting from mer9bl run. Note that if a = 1 and 6 = 0, mer%\ and

mer%2 are the same.

In our experiments, we selected as positive profiles the profiles applied to mer9bl run, and

carried out relevance backpropagation using top 50 non-relevant documents from the doc-

ument ranked list resulting from evaluating these profiles on the training dataset. a and b

values were then learned on the dataset. Finally, positive, negative profiles, rsv threshold, a

and b were applied on the test dataset.

4.1.3 Batch filtering results

Table 2 lists the comparative batch results on utility- [T9U].

TREC batch filtering

Run > median = max score = 0

mer9bl 38 10 5

mer9b2 22 5 0

Table 2: Comparative batch filtering results

It can be seen that in both mer9bl and mer9b2 runs the results are quite good, 13 best

queries in the first run and 7 in the second run. For 5 queries, no documents were retrieved

using positive profiles only, whereas documents are retrieved for these queries using positive

and negative profiles.

Batch experiments have been performed to show the effectiveness of using negative profiles.

Despite better results using positive profiles only, the first results using negative profiles are

promising. Using negative profiles on the training documents improve results for many values

of a and b. The best values were chosen and applied on the test documents. Future work

will be devoted to taking into account other parameters in order to obtain significant results

when using negative profiles.

4.2 Routing task

We experiment two methods in the routing track:

• using a similar method then in the batch filtering track
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• using the results of a factorial correspondence analysis applied to a sub-collection

In the first method, the queries having the best average precision in the training dataset were

selected as routing queries, and are applied on the test documents.

The second method we experiment expands each query using the training document set

before it is sent to Mercure. To expand the query, we first performed a search on the training

document set and selected the top ranked documents. Then a list of the most representative

terms -either single terms or phrases- is extracted from this sub-collections. Once selected,

the list of terms is used to build a crossing matrix that crosses the terms and the documents:

M = [gi * where l{j is a local weight that reflect the importance of term i within document

j and gi is a global weight that reflect the importance of term i within the sub-collection

of documents. A Correspondence Factorial Analysis (CFA) [1][2] is then performed on the

matrix and the relevant factorial axes are selected. A factorial axis is considered as relevant

if it contributes to relevant documents. The terms are then re-ranked according to their

contribution to the selected factorial axes. The top ranked terms are used to expand the

query after altering their weight using the cosines of the angles between them and the relevant

documents within the factorial space.

The main purpose of this method is to evaluate the use of the CFA to find out the dimensions

-parts- of factorial space that are characterized by relevant documents and then to find what

terms contribute most to those dimensions.

4.2.1 Extraction of the sub-collection

CFA is about orthogonal factorization and singular value decomposition of a square matrix

which dimension is the collection document number. Almost all the algorithms used to achieve

these factorization and decomposition are iterative and very time consuming. The overall time

they take mainly depends on the matrix dimension. For this reason we chose to perform the

analysis on a sub-collection rather than on the entire training collection. The sub-collection

contains top ranked documents returned by a first search using the Vigie[5] system. This

system includes the stop word removal and the Porter stemming.

4.2.2 Items extraction

In order to select terms, we use the term weight presented in the OKAPI system [8]

*J 2*(0.25+0.75*(^)+«/

where:

N is the collection document number

n is the number of documents containing the term i

tf is the term frequency within the document j

dl is the document length -size-

avdl is the average document size

the weights are calculated for each pair of term/document and each term is associated to its

second highest associated weight so that we can rank the terms and select the top of them.

This means that the selected terms are representative of at least two documents.
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4.2.3 Terms re-ranking strategy and selection

The principal goal of the method is to expand the topic -query- by adding new terms and

modifying the weights of the existing ones. The terms added are the ones that contribute the

most to the factorial axes related to relevant documents. In other words the axes to which the

relevant documents contribute highly. The top ranked terms are used to expand the query.

Using this method, a term can be added more than once. The new query is constituted of

new terms and already existing terms.

The weight of new terms is calculated as bellow: W{ = K * pi * MaxjCos(Ti, Dj)

The weight of the already existing is calculated as bellow:

W{ = Wi t0id
* K * pi * MaxjCos(Ti, Dj)

K is a constant that depends on the number of terms and documents,

Pi is the number of time term T2
- is selected to added to the topic,

Wi,oid is the initial weight of term T
2 ,

(T;, Dj) is the angle formed by relevant document Dj and term T
2
within the factorial space.

4.2.4 Routing results

Table 3 shows the routing results at average precision.

TREC Routing

run = max > median AvgP
mer9rl 6 38 0.235

mer9r2 0 20 0.185

Table 3: Comparative routing results at average precision

In average, mer9rl obtained better precision results than mer9r2.

The average precision obtained in mer9rl is slightly lower than the average precision ob-

tained in TREC8. It can be seen that using the relevance values as user preferences improves

routing results. Thus results could probably be improved more by assigning different rele-

vance values depending on documents.

The results of 10 of the queries that obtained equal or better results than the average using

the second method (run mer9r2) are higher than the one of run mer9rl. The combination of

the two methods has to be explored further.
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Overview
The Hopkins Automated Information Retriever for

Combing Unstructured Text (HAIRCUT) is a

research ER system developed at the Johns Hopkins

University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL).

HAIRCUT benefits from a basic design decision to

support flexibility throughout the system. One
specific example of this is the way we represent

documents and queries; words, stemmed words,

character n-grams, multiword phrases are all

supported as indexing terms. This year we
concentrated our efforts on two of the tasks in

TREC-9, the main web task and cross-language

retrieval in Chinese and English.

Small Web Task

For this task we indexed documents using two types

of indexing terms, unstemmed words and character n-

grams using n=6. Summary information of the two

indices is shown in Table 1. The difference in the

number of documents is likely attributable to a few

documents that contain a single short word from

which no six character sequence can be formed.

Note that the use of 6-grams greatly increased both

the size of the dictionary and the size of the index

files. No attempt was made compress our data

structures and reduce the amount of disk space

required although such techniques have been

successful with both words [12] and n-grams [10].

Each document was processed in the following

fashion. First, we ignored HTML tags and used them

only to delimit portions of text. Thus no special

treatment was given for sectional tags such as

<title> or <H1> and both tags and their attribute

values were eliminated from the token stream. The

text was lowercased, punctuation was removed, and

diacritical marks were retained. Tokens containing

digits were preserved; however only the first two of a

sequence of digits were retained (e.g., 1920 became

19##). The result is a stream of blank-separated

words.

When using n-grams we construct indexing terms

from the same sequence of words. These n-grams

may span word boundaries; an attempt is made to

discover sentence boundaries so that n-grams

spanning sentence boundaries are not recorded. Thus

n-grams with leading, central, or trailing spaces are

formed at word boundaries.

Queries were parsed in the same fashion as were

documents with two exceptions. On some of our title

only runs we attempted to correct the spelling of

words that did not occur in our dictionary. Also, we
tried to remove stop structure from the description

and narrative sections of the queries using a list of

about 1000 phrases constructed from past TREC
topic statements.

# docs # terms index size

words 1,588,374 3,019,547 2.96 GB
6-grams 1,588,169 19,209,934 36.0 GB

Table 1. Index statistics for the wtlOg collection

In all our experiments we used a linguistically

motivated probabilistic model. This model,

described in a report by Hiemstra and de Vries [2], is

essentially the same model that was used by BBN in

TREC-7 [9]. The similarity calculation that is

performed is:

Sim(q, d)= Yl(a d) + (\-a)- df{t))
n

'
q)

t=terms

Equation 1. Similarity calculation.

where f(t,d) is the frequency of term t in document d

and df(t) denotes the document frequency of t.

After the query is parsed each term is weighted by

the query term frequency and an initial retrieval is

performed followed by a single round of relevance

feedback.

To perform relevance feedback we first retrieve the

top 1000 documents. We use the top 20 documents

for positive feedback and the bottom 75 documents
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for negative feedback; however duplicate or near-

duplicate documents are removed from these sets.

We then select terms for the expanded query. After

retrieval using this expanded and reweighted query,

we have found a slight improvement by penalizing

document scores for documents missing many highly

ranked query terms. We multiply document scores

by a penalty factor:

f V-25

# of missing terms
PF — 1.0 —

^
total number of terms in query

Equation 2. Penalty function for missing terms.

As can be seen in Table 2, we use only about one-

fifth of the terms of the expanded query for this

penalty function

# Expansion Terms # Penalty terms

words 60 12

6-grams 400 75

Table 2. Number of expansion terms and penalty

terms by indexing scheme.

Several of our official runs were formed by merging

baseline ranked lists of documents, for example,

merging a word-based query and a 6-gram based

query. We merged separate ranked lists by first

normalizing document scores and then linearly

combining values from different runs, an approach

that was successful for us in TREC-8 [7].

We conducted our work on a 4-node Sun

Microsystems Ultra Enterprise 450 server. The

workstation had 2.5 GB of physical memory and

access to 100 GB of dedicated hard disk space.

Official Results

For the most part we ignored the web-nature of the

documents and relied on textual content to rank

documents. We did however, try two techniques to

boost our content-based runs. Both techniques were

motivated by the track guidelines. First, we
attempted to exploit hyperlink structure and

submitted two runs that used backlink frequency to

rerank content-based runs. Secondly, we attempted

to correct misspellings in title-only queries.

We submitted six official submissions in the small

web track, four of the runs were solely based on

document content and the other two were an attempt

to utilize backlink frequency information to improve

a content-based run.

Three of our four content-based runs differ only in

the selection of which parts of the topic statements

were used. Thus apl9t, apl9td, and apl9tdn used the

title, title and description, and title, description, and

narrative sections, respectively. The fourth run,

apl9all was a combination of the three other runs. A

summary of each run's performance on the task is

shown in Table 3.

avg prec recall # best # > median

apl9t 0.1272 1276 0 28

apl9td 0.1917 1535 2 33

apl9tdn 0.1785 1584 1 32

apl9all 0.1948 1609 0 37

Table 3. Content-based runs for the Small Web task.

We were surprised by lower than expected results in

the web task. During brief post-hoc analysis of our

constituent runs we observed that relevance feedback

had an adverse effect on our runs; rather than the 25-

30% increase in average precision that we typically

find, average precision decreased by roughly 10%. It

will require further analysis to discover the cause for

this phenomenon. We observe that the mean number
of relevant documents per query, 52.3, is lower than

past ad hoc TREC tracks and it is possible that this

would reduce the benefit normally associated with

automated relevance feedback.

Effects of Automated Relevance Feedback

0 0 0 1 0 2 0.3 0:4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0.9 1.0

Recall Level

- -

- - A

Word RF (0 1648)

Six -RF (0 1681)

E] Word - No RF (0 1848)

X Six - No RF (0. 1904)

Figure 1 . Adverse effects of blind relevance feedback.

Naive Use of Backlink Frequency

We made a simple attempt to incorporate link

frequencies in our results. This was done in a very

simple way - we multiplied a document's score in a

content-based retrieval by a multiplicative factor

derived from backlink frequency and resorted the

retrieved documents. The exact computation was:

BLFactor(d) = 0.1 + QJ backlinkcountjdT
V MaxBacklinkCount

Equation 3. MaxBacklinkCount is the number of

documents that link to the most linked-to document.
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Comparing the results in Table 3 and Table 4, it is

clear that such a simple attempt to exploit backlink

counts is insufficient.

avg prec change #best # > median

apl91t 0.1062 -0.0210 0 25

apl91tdn 0.1494 - 0.0454 0 26

Table 4. Link-influenced runs corresponding to

apl9t and apl9tdn.

Use of Spelling Correction

If three or fewer documents in the TREC-8 collection

contained a topic term, we attempted spelling

correction on that term. First, we looked for words

occurring in at least five documents that were one

insertion, deletion, substitution, or transposition away

from the misspelled word. If such a word was found,

we used it in lieu of the misspelled word; if more

than one such word was found, we selected the one

that occurred most frequently (this led us to correct

'tartin' to 'martin' rather than 'tartan'). If no correction

was found, we then tried to split the word into two

pieces of three characters or more, each of which

appeared in at least five TREC-8 documents. If no

such pair was found, we left the word uncorrected.

The results of our attempts at spelling correction are

shown in the following table:

Topic Original avg prec Correction avg prec Change

463 tartin 0.0000 martin 0.0000 0.0000

464 nativityscenes 0.0000 nativity scenes 0.0000 0.0000

474 bennefits 0.0003 benefits 0.0002 -0.0001

476 aniston 0.1517 anniston 0.0062 -0.14.55

483 rosebowl 0.0108 rose bowl 0.3198 +0.3090

487 angioplast7 0.0000 angioplasty? 0.1553 +0.1553

Philosophically, we desire to maximize cross-

language performance using few language-specific

resources. Although segmenters and dictionaries are

available for a high-density language such as

Chinese, many languages lack these tools.

Additionally such resources are rarely in a standard

format and the quality of the resource depends

greatly on the source.

Though we did perform an experiment indexing only

the raw bytes of the collection, on the whole it

seemed better to process the Big-5 encoded

documents on a character basis. The CJKV text by

Ken Lunde was an invaluable aid in our software

development [6]. We did not segment the text, and

instead elected to index the documents using both 2-

and 3-grams. Nie and Ren have previously reported

that 2-grams perform comparably with words on the

TREC 5/6 Chinese collection and that a combination

of both is best [11]. We wanted to assess the use of 3-

grams in a straight-up comparison with 2-grams.

We tried translating the topic statements in three

different ways, two using a parallel corpus and one

using an online machine translation tool. In our

monolingual Chinese run we attempted to remove

stop structure using translations of our English stop

phrases. We used the same linguistically motivated

probabilistic model that was used for our English

web retrieval. Most of our official runs were

produced by combining individual runs using both 2-

and 3-grams, an approach that as it turns out,

depressed our results.

# docs # terms index size

2-grams 127938 1974077 673 MB
3-grams 127938 15185076 959 MB

Table 5. Impact of spelling correction.

Table 6. Index statistics for the TREC-9 Chinese

collection.

These results reflect word-based title-only runs with

relevance feedback. Spelling correction helped us

dramatically on two queries, and hurt us on one.

Cross-Language Task

The TREC-9 CLIR task consisted of bilingual

retrieval of Chinese newspaper articles from English

queries. A monolingual Chinese-Chinese run was

also permitted. This was JHU/APL's first experience

with Chinese document retrieval and we learned quite

a lot from the experience. Undaunted by our inability

to read Chinese, we attempted the task with only an

English/Chinese parallel corpus and a minimal

knowledge of the Big-5 encoding. Our CLIR
experiments focused on two questions, namely,

"How do 2- and 3-grams compare as indexing terms

in unsegmented Chinese text?" and "Does query

translation with parallel corpora perform on par with

an available machine translation system?"
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Translation Using Hong Kong Parallel Corpora

About one month before the CLIR results were due at

NIST we observed that we had no in-house method

for translating English to Chinese. We quickly

obtained two parallel English/Chinese collections

from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC), the

Hong Kong Laws Parallel Text collection [4] and the

Hong Kong News Parallel Text collection [5].

The Laws collection contains roughly 310,000

aligned sentences. The News collection contains

roughly 18,000 aligned documents. Both collections

are encoded in Big-5 which matches the encoding in

the TREC-9 Chinese collection.

We built a hybrid collection from the Laws collection

and from aligned sections of the News documents.

We indexed the collection twice, both with 2-grams

and 3-grams. Summary information about these two

indices is shown in the following table:

# docs # terms index size

English words 344,299 46,951 105 MB
Chinese 2-grams 343,714 553,358 195 MB
Chinese 3-grams 333,007 2,908,676 270 MB
Table 7. Statistics for APL's hybrid parallel

collection.

Official results

We submitted four official runs for the CLIR task,

apl9xmon, apl9xtop, apl9xwrd, and apl9xcmb, that

are described below. Each run is produced by

combining multiple base runs. All of the base runs

made use of relevance feedback. The number of

expansion terms varied depending on the indexing

terms; 100 expansion terms were used with the 2-

gram index and 400 terms were used with 3-grams.

Our only monolingual submission was apl9xmon.

This run was produced by combining six base runs,

title-only, title + description, and title + description +

narrative, using both 2- and 3-grams.

Our first method for query translation followed the

approach we used successfully in the CLEF-2000
evaluation [8], namely, pre-translation expansion

using highly ranked documents from a document

collection in the same language as the source query

followed by individual term translation using our

parallel collection. Using this approach, the run,

apl9xtop, was built from two base runs that were

produced from 2- and 3-grams. The base runs used

queries produced by expanding full topics from

documents in the TREC-8 collection.

We were concerned that using the TREC-8 collection

as an expansion collection might not be a good idea

since it is not contemporaneous with the Chinese
collection. We therefore tried a word-by-word
translation of the topic statements, also using the

parallel collection. The run apl9xwrd was produced
by combining six base runs (2-, 3-grams; T, TD,
TDN queries).

The final run, apl9xcmb, was simply a combination

of all base runs used in apl9xtop, apl9xwrd, and the

unofficial machine translation run, apl9xibm.

avg recall # #> %
prec best median mono

apl9xmon 0.3085 621 5 20 100%
apl9xtop 0.0763 360 0 7 24.7%
apl9xwrd 0.1076 416 0 8 34.9%
apl9xcmb 0.1523 535 0 11 49.4%
Table 8. Official results for CLIR task

We wanted to compare translation using our parallel

collection to available machine translation. We were

not in possession of Chinese MT software in-house

so we relied on a web-based translation. The first

operational web-based translation service we found

was the IBM AlphaWorks server [3]. We had no

previous experience with this service or knowledge
of its methods or quality; we decided to use it solely

based on convenience. The unofficial run, apl9xibm

was produced from six base runs (2-, 3-grams; T, TD,
TDN queries).

Comparing 2-grams and 3-grams

Our decision to submit combined runs using both 2-

and 3-grams was based on experience that shows

benefit from a combination of multiple, reasonable

quality results. As it turns out, our runs using 3-grams

performed appreciably worse than those using 2-

grams. Average precision and recall for the

monolingual base runs used in apl9xmon are shown
in Table 9.

It seems clear that 2-grams are preferable to 3-grams,

at least on a collection of this size. This trend seems

to hold both in monolingual retrieval with natural

language queries and in bilingual retrieval using

word-based 'translations'. We created a post-hoc

monolingual run using only the 2-grams and saw

average precision increase from 0.3085 in apl9xmon

to 0.3339, an 8.2% increase.

avg prec recall

2-grams T 0.2926 606

TD 0.3154 622

TDN 0.3333 624

3-grams T 0.1991 572

TD 0.2170 571

TDN 0.2368 555

Table 9. Comparing 2- and 3-grams using

monolingual queries.
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A previous study by Chen et. al. [1], examined the

relative merits of 1-, 2-, and 3-grams (as well as

several other methods of indexing) using the TREC-5
Chinese collection. Though the data, character

encoding, and retrieval model differ from this present

study, the relative performance between 2-grams and

3-grams is quite similar for several metrics. On
automatic long queries they report average precision

of 0.3677 for 2-grams and 0.2405 for 3-grams, a

performance ratio of 1.529; from values in Table 9

we compute a comparable ratio of 1.408. Looking at

relevant documents retrieved we report a ratio of

1.123 to their 1.162.

Performance of Different Translation Schemes

Another thing we wanted to examine was the effect

of using different query translation methods. Our

three methods achieved similar performance. Rather

than compare the combined runs, we instead look at

the constituent base runs. The following tables reveal

the performance achieved by each run and its relative

performance to apl9xmon. For each strategy the best

performance was observed when 2-grams were used

on full-length topic statements.

avg prec recall % mono

2-grams TDN 0.1175 341 38.1%

3-grams TDN 0.0261 237 8.46%

Table 10. Bilingual results using pre-translation

expansion (topic expansion)

avg prec recall % mono
2-grams T 0.1036 409 33.6 %

TD 0.1214 455 39.3 %
TDN 0.1261 461 40.9%

3-grams T 0.0464 254 15.0%

TD 0.0440 309 14.3%

TDN 0.0245 244 7.94%

Table 11. Bilingual results using individual word

translation

average precision using each method is nearly the

same, the AlphaWorks translator performs slightly

better at the high-precision part of the curve.

None of the bilingual runs achieves comparable

performance to the monolingual run and our best

official bilingual submission, aplxcmb only achieves

performance of 49.4% of our official monolingual

run, apl9xmon. This is significantly lower percentage

than the 70-80% we obtained in our experiments with

the CLEF-2000 workshop that was devoted to

European languages [8].

CLIP Results Using 2-gram Indexing

0 0 J ,
,

, , , , I

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Recall Level

Monolingual — — Topic Expansion —6— Word Translation —X— AlphaWorks Translation

Figure 2. Precision-recall curve for CLIR runs

See the following page for an example of the query

translations we used.

avg prec recall % mono

2-grams T 0.0674 385 21.8%

TD 0.1017 487 33.0%

TDN 0.1284 517 41.6%

3-grams T 0.0512 305 16.6%

TD 0.0774 335 25.1%

TDN 0.0773 374 25.1%

apl9xibm 0.1000 497 32.4%

Table 12. Bilingual results using IBM's

AlphaWorks Translator

The performance achieved by each of the translation

methods was very similar. The precision-recall graph

in Figure 2 shows the performance of each query

translation scheme using 2-gram indexing and full

topic statements. The graph shows that while the
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Topic CH73

Official English Query

<title> AIDS in China

<desc> Description:

Find documents that report on the number of cases of

AIDS in China, the names and locations of AIDS
research and treatment facilities in China, and the

number of deaths per year attributed to AIDS in

China.

<narr> Narrative:

Documents that quote specific total numbers or

percentages for people diagnosed with AIDS in

China are relevant. Documents containing the official

names and/or locations of China's research and

treatment facilities are relevant. Documents revealing

China's total number of fatalities per year due to

AIDS are relevant.

IBM AlphaWorks Translation

<title>

<na rr>$^ : Mft&tpm^m^mfiimWfflAfH

English word Top 2-gram Top 3-gram

aids WM
china HAS
cases RT liiTF

research m% mm
number MS
treatment fern %mm
hiv %mm
deaths ±mm
total 63$ ^mm
diagnosed ±m
prevent ion <ES±
health ±±
official mm if!
Chinese

numbers mm w.
carriers /mm.
infected

provinces

int ravenous

disease fern

county mm
beij ing mm.
educat ion mm
reclassification none none

virus

spread W£
pat ient #IA £M
adolescents

dept m%M
yunnan mm mmm
tracy none none

ivdu none none

mainland

infect ion m&
indicates

foreigners fl-HA

regions mm
spreading m& (mm
risk mm
reported mm (mm
publ icity

angel es

adults f£A j£^A
los

characteri st ics mm. mm
faci 1 1 t les iStfM. mm&
drug Win mm
moni tor i ng (mm
thomas mm B (S
medical

negat lve us ?m
control

table

discovered

mini st ry

causes mm
december 2 ft

ci t ies

chen (mm
mmzhang none none

Figure 3. Two query translation methods are compared. The original English version of topic CH73 is shown along with the results

of the IBM AlphaWorks translator. In the table on the right the query used in apl9xtop is partially displayed. The first column

contains the best sixty terms produced by searching the TREC-8 ad hoc English documents using the official English version of topic

CH73. The second column contains the top-ranked 2-gram extracted from our parallel collection; the third column contains the top-

ranked 3-gram. During retrieval the top three 2-grams and the top 10 3-grams were used; however, only the top term is shown here

due to space constraints.
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Conclusions
This year we participated in two tracks that each

presented new challenges.

In the small web task, we focused on content-based

methods and tried two techniques to 'accommodate'

the web-nature of the task. The first technique was a

rudimentary use of backlink counts that proved too

simplistic to be beneficial. The second technique,

spell correcting misspelled short queries was

generally beneficial, however it backfired in certain

instances. We found automated relevance feedback to

have a deleterious effect on our performance, a

finding that warrants further investigation.

Though our team is experienced in cross-language

retrieval, we had no experience in Asian language

retrieval. We started the Chinese task with no ability

to read Chinese and no language resources such as

segmenters or dictionaries to draw on. Due to time

constraints we were unable to make use of the TREC-
5/6 training data and thus we entered the task

relatively unprepared. We relied on our general

experience using n-grams as indexing terms, a

quickly acquired knowledge of the Big-5 encoding,

and an English/Chinese parallel collection.

From our experience in the CLIR track we draw the

following lessons. First, 2-grams are preferable to 3-

grams for indexing Chinese. We remain open to the

possibility that other techniques may be better still -

for example, using both 2-grams and 3-grams, or 2-

grams and segmented words. Our second observation

is that corpus-based translation is a viable alternative

to extant machine translation software. However, our

present results in English to Chinese, bilingual

retrieval seem to fall well short of Chinese

monolingual retrieval. Now that we have some

experience in Chinese text retrieval and a training

collection to draw from, we will endeavor to refine

our methods to narrow this gap.
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ABSTRACT

TREC-9 evaluation experiments at the Justsystem site are

described with a focus on "aboutness" based approach in text

retrieval.

Experiments on the effects of supplemental noun phrase

indexing, pseudo-relevance feedback and reference database

feedback in view of the effect of various length of queries are

reported.

The results show that pesudo-relevance feedback is always

effective while reference database feedback is effective only

with very short queries.

We reconfirmed that supplemental phrasal indexing is more

effective with longer queries.

Keywords

Aboutness, Supplemental Phrasal indexing, phrasal terms,
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1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic indexing of modern information retrieval

systems typically adopts bag-of-word representation, in

which each word is considered as a dimension of the

vector representing an information item, as internal

representation of "aboutness". It is well known that such

simple representation usually performs, as well as, if not

better than, some more sophisticated ones according to

empirical evaluations.

Grammatical relations or functional words are normally

considered as neutral in view of thematic discrimination

of text documents. On the other hand, content words(or

lexemes, if we need to be more attentive for linguistic

terminology) are semiologically meaningful units in

language systems which refer to conceptual/substantial

entities or relations in the subject domain described by the

documents. It is plausible that the author of documents

and the user submitting search requests share the same

terminology when describing the subject concept in

question either in their documents or in queries. The

notion of "aboutness" is considered as a set of terms

evoking a subject concept, which is hopefully shared by

many people including authors, indexers and users of the

system.

2. "ABOUTNESS"
The concept of "aboutness" plays an essential role in

modern information retrieval technologies where

"author's aboutness" [Ingwersen 93] is extracted

automatically from text documents by automatic indexing

procedures.

2.1 "Aboutness" as Representation of

Information Objects
The basic hypothesis behind our TREC-9 strategies is that

the "aboutness" of a subject topic consists of "foreground"

part and "background" part and terms belong to either one

of them. This distinction is inspired by the- metaphor of

"aboutness" of visual information items. People are

clearly distinguishing foreground images from

background ones when talking about "aboutness" of for

example picture images. A foreground image might be a

person or some objects located in the center of the picture

and constitute the motif of the picture. Background

images can help to identify the scene where the motif

image is located and sometimes clue images are hidden in

background when some implicit information is given in

the picture.

In text retrieval, we can consider concepts that directly

related to the motif as foreground and concepts that

simply constitute the scene of the motif as background.

The term weighting should accordingly take this into

consideration so that the terms that belong to "foreground

aboutness" should be more weighted than "background

aboutness".

Foreground terms are mainly extracted from <title> or

<description> fields of topic description.
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A stratified automatic feedback strategy is adopted in

order to extract mainly terms of "background aboutness"

both from the target document database(wtlOg) and a

reference database(TREC CD4&5).

2.2 Single words as a minimum unit of

"aboutness"
Single words are indexed as basic units of "aboutness" but

also noun phrases are extracted as supplemental indexing

units.

For example, from the TREC topic 468 the following

terms are extracted:

PH(incandescent light bulb)

PH(incandescent light),PH(light bulb)

incandescent, light, bulb

Longer phrases have normally more specific reference

consequently they seem to focus more on foreground part

of subject description while a set of constituent single

word terms are referring to the subject as if it is on

background.

Changing relative weighting of phrases against single

word terms, "aboutness" of the query, especially its

focusing strength can be calibrated without introducing

any semantic hierarchy from thesauri.

We observed the correlation between query length and

effectiveness gained by supplemental phrasal indexing

[Fujita 00a, Fujita 00b]. It is still in open question that

such a difference of phrasal term effectiveness in different

length of queries can be explained from the difference of

"aboutness".

2.3 Reference Database as a Substitute for a

Thesaurus
Since web queries are typically short and do not contain

enough terms to discriminate documents, query expansion

is desirable for the better results in TREC style

evaluations.

For an automatic query expansion purpose, typically

synonymous words from a thesaurus are utilized.

In Japanese text retrieval experiments, we once tried such

a strategy and observed consistent but small improvement

with a newspaper article database [Fujita 99b].

Such an approach is problematic since preparing and

maintaining thesauri is not an easy task either for an open

domain or a closed domain.

Another problem of utilizing pre-coded thesauri for query

expansion is that synonymous relations described in

thesauri are not necessarily mean equivalence as a query

term. Semantic equivalence relations in lexicon level do

not necessarily mean equivalence in subject concepts of

retrieved documents.

Instead of such a semantic approach, documents

themselves, which represent author's "aboutness" can be

utilized as the source of query expansions. The technique

is similar to pseudo-relevance feedback procedures, that is

frequently used in TREC experiments but the database in

pilot search is not identical to the retrieval target database

itself. Since many web documents are terminologically so

poor that it is natural to refer to other text sources for term

extraction.

A reference database can be either general domain

databases like newspaper or a specific domain database

depending on the retrieval task in question.

In the case of web retrieval, a newspaper database seems

to be appropriate, since it is open domain retrieval and the

reference databases preferably cover the any subjects that

might be in test topics. Only newspapers and

encyclopaedia seem to possess such a broad coverage of

content documents.

2.4 Another source of "aboutness": Anchor

Text of Hyperlinks
When we ask what a page is talking about, sometimes

anchor texts ( or link texts, the texts on v/hich a hyperlink

is set ) indicate exact and very short answer.

The anchor text is typically an explanation or denotation

of the page that is linked to. Some commercial based

search engines are utilizing such information for

advanced searches [Altavista]. We treat anchor texts

literally as the part of the linked document.

In total, 6,077,878 anchor texts are added to 1,173,189

linked pages out of 1,692,096 pages in the wtlOg data set.

So 69% document pages in the data set are attributed

anchor text information on top of ' original page

information.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
For the TREC-9 Web track experiments, we utilized the

engine of Justsystem ConceptBase Search™ version 2.0 as

the base system.

A dual Pentium III™ server (670MHz) running Windows

NT™ server 4.0 with 1024MB memory and 136GB hard

disk is used for experiments.
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The document collections are indexed wholly

automatically, and converted to inverted index files of

terms.

3.1 Term Extraction

Queries and documents in target databases are analyzed

by the same module that decomposes an input text stream

into a word stream and parses it using simple linguistic

rules , in order to compose possible noun phrases.

Extracted units are single word nouns as well as simple

linguistic noun phrases that consist of a sequence of nouns

or nouns preceded by adjectives.

3.2 Vector Space Retrieval

Each document is represented as a vector of weighted

terms by tf*idf in inverted index files and the query is

converted in similar ways.

Similarity between vectors representing a query and

documents are computed using the dot-product measure,

and documents are ranked according to decreasing order

ofRSV.

OKAPI BM25 function is utilized as TF part of weighting

function [Robertson 94, Robertson 95] so that the retrieval

process can be considered as probabilistic ranking.

3.3 Passage Retrieval

Since some pages are extremely long in the wt2g data set,

we became aware of using passages rather than whole

pages as the indexing unit is appropriate for the sake of

retrieval effectiveness.

Passage delimiting is done by the manner that each

passage becomes similar length rather than finding

paragraph boundary.

3.4 Phrasal Indexing and Weighting
Our approach consists of utilizing noun phrases extracted

by linguistic processing as supplementary indexing terms

in addition to single word terms contained in phrases.

Phrases and constituent single terms are treated in the

same way, both as independent terms, where the

frequency of each term is counted independently based on

its occurrences .

As we indicated in [Fujita 99a, Fujita 00a], phrasal terms

are over-weighted with normal scoring function. We
evaluated the following three methods:

1) Empirical down-weighting method [Fujita 99a]

2) Fagan's method [Fagan 87]

3) Approximation to Robertson's method [Robertson 97]

As it performed always better than other methods in the

pre-submission experiments, we adopted down-weighting

approach although it requires empirical parameter tuning.

Another advantage of down-weighting approach is that

the query specificity can be calibrated changing down-

weighting parameters when enough phrasal terms are

provided in the query.

3.5 Pseudo-Relevance Feedback and

Reference Database Feedback
Automatic feedback strategy using pseudo-relevant

documents is adopted for automatic query expansion.

The system submits the first query generated

automatically from topic descriptions against the target or

reference database, and considers the top n documents

from relevant ranking list as relevant.

The term selection module extracts salient terms from

these pseudo-relevant documents and adds them to the

query vector.

Then the expanded query vector is submitted against the

target database again and the final relevance ranking is

obtained.

The whole retrieval procedure is as follows:

1) Automatic initial query construction from the topic

description

2) 1
st

pilot search submitted against a reference database

3) Term extraction from pseudo-relevant documents and

feedback

4) 2
nd

pilot search submitted against the target database

5) Term extraction from pseudo-relevant documents and

feedback

6) Final search to obtain the final results

3.6 Term Selection

Each term in example documents are scored by some term

frequency and document frequency based heuristics

measures described in [Evans 93].

The terms thus scored are sorted in decreasing order of

each score and cut off at a threshold determined

empirically.

In effect, the following parameters in feedback procedures

should be decided:
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1) How many documents to be used for feedback?

2) Where to cut off ranked terms?

3) How to weight these additional terms?

These parameters are carefully adjusted using TREC-8
queries (topic 401-450), wt2g data set and their relevance

Run tag Query Link Ref Avg. Prec R-Prec

jscbt9wcsl VS No Yes 0.2011 0.2175

jscbt9wlsl VS Yes Yes 0.2000 0.2219

jscbt9wls2 VS Yes No 0.1838 0.2027

jscbt9wcll Long No Yes 0.2687 0.2841

jscbt9wlll Long Yes Yes 0.2659 0.2812

jscbt9wll2 Long Yes No 0.2801 0.3054

Table 1: Performance of official runs

judgement provided by NIST and 4 parameter sets for

official runs are decided.

3.7 Spell Variation

Because of some spelling errors in "title" field texts of

topic description, the system sometimes returned no

document or few in very short query runs. In such a case,

the initial queries are expanded automatically by

generated spell variations.

The procedure consists of looking for similar words in the

word lists extracted from the database. Spelling similarity

is measured by a combination of uni-gram, bi-gram and

tri-gram matching scores.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We submitted six automatic runs as follows:

jscbt9wcsl: Content only, very short query run with

parameter set si

jscbt9wlsl: Link, very short query run with parameter set

si

jscbt9wls2: Link, long query run with parameter set s2

jscbt9wcll: Content only, long query run with parameter

set 11

jscbt9wlll: Link, long query run with parameter set 11

jscbt9wll2: Link, long query run with parameter set 12

As for the link run evaluation, we adopted "anchor text"

of hyperlink information as some web search sites do.

The experiments are designed to measure effects of

phrasal term indexing, pseudo-relevance feedback and

reference database feedback with regards to different

query types.

From our experience in NTCIR-1 experiments for

Japanese text retrieval, we are paying attention to the

relation between the effectiveness of elementary

techniques and the query length.

We observed that performance gain by the pseudo-

relevance feedback tend to be large when the query is

shorter in NTCIR-1 experiments. It is easily understood

that longer queries contain already so good terms that the

feedback could no more find better terms in addition.

It seems more difficult to explain why supplemental

phrasal indexing is more effective with longer queries.

4.1 Very Short Query Experiments
Very short query run using only "title" fields of topic

description is recommended for all the sites.

The following settings are examined:

1. Content only, single words + phrases

2. Link, single words + phrases

3. Content only, single words

4. Link, single words

For each setting, combination of with/without reference

database feedback and with/without pseudo-relevance

feedback are examined with the same parameter set: si,

for the convenience of comparison. Results of 16 runs in

total are compared in Table 2.

Since initial queries are very short ( in average, 2.1 single

word terms and 0.7 phrasal terms, maximum 5 single

word terms and 3 phrasal terms , minimum 0 single word

terms and 0 phrasal terms ) and they do not contain

enough terms, the automatic feedback procedure

contributes to 4.5% to 7.5 % of consistent improvements

in average precision in all cases.

The final queries contain 44.1 single word terms and 31.0

phrasal terms in average ( maximum 138 single word

terms and 176 phrasal terms, minimum 0 single word

terms and 0 phrasal terms).

The improvement gained by the combination of a pseudo-

relevance feedback and reference database feedback is

15.8% for content only run and 17.0% for link run.
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Effectiveness of link run is not clear as well.

Run description Ref PFB AvgPrec R-Prec

Content only / very short /

SW + phrases

Yes Yes 0.2028 0.2185

Content only / very short /

SW + phrases

Yes No 0.1893 0.2267

Content only / very short /

SW + phrases

No Yes 0.1849 0.2135

fnntpnt nnlv / vptv ^hort /

SW + phrases

No No 0.1751 0 2020

Link / very short /

SW + phrases

Yes Yes 0.2018 0.2228

Link / very short /

SW + phrases

Yes No 0.1927 0.2228

Link / very short /

SW + phrases

No Yes 0.1854 0.2082

Link / very short /

SW + phrases

No No 0.1725 0.1919

Content only / very short /

Single words only

Yes Yes 0.1864 0.1949

Content only / very short /

Single words only

Yes No 0.1714 0.1987

Content only / very short /

Single words only

No Yes 0.1763 0.2022

Pnnfpnt nnlv / vprv ^horf /

Single words only

No No 0.1683 0.2025

Link / very short /

Single words only

Yes Yes 0.1863 0.1976

Link / very short /

Single words only

Yes No 0.1732 0.1922

Link / very short /

Single words only

No Yes 0.1726 0.1948

Link / very short /

Single words only

No No 0.1693 0.1983

Table 2: Performance comparison ( Very Short Query,

si parameter set

)

Supplemental phrasal indexing runs perform better in

average precision both with/without pseudo-relevance

feedback and with/without reference database feedback.

But without any feedback, single word runs are better in

R-precision.

Again we confirmed the situation observed in Japanese

text retrieval workshop NTCER-1 [Fujita 99a], i.e.

effectiveness of phrasal indexing is not clear when the

queries are short.

4.2 Long Query Experiments
Long query experiments examined queries automatically

constructed from all fields in topic description.

Since TREC topic descriptions have a stratified

explanation of topics in the sense that the subject

explanations are iterated in different styles. Shorter fields

contain only terms of "foreground aboutenss" and longer

fields contain terms of "background aboutness" as well as

terms of "foreground aboutness". It is important to adjust

weighting for each term according to its "foregroundness"

in the "request aboutness".

We adjusted term weights according to the fields in which

the term appeared since this might be a good measure for

term "foregroundness".

The same runs as very short query are examined:

1 . Content only, single words + phrases

2. Link, single words + phrases

3. Content only, single words

4. Link , single words

The initial queries contain 11.6 single word terms and

3.46 phrasal terms in average ( maximum 18 single word

terms and 9 phrasal terms, minimum 5 single word terms

and 0 phrasal terms ) and the final queries contain 76.9

single word terms and 53.6 phrasal terms in average

( maximum 239 single word terms and 218 phrasal terms,

minimum 25 single word terms and 5 phrasal terms ).

Table 3 shows the results. Supplemental phrasal runs are

consistently better than single word term runs both in

average precision and R-precision.

Since initial queries are longer and they contain terms of

"background aboutness", performance improvements

given by automatic feedback are comparatively smaller

( o.3%-6.5% ) than in very short query experiments

(4.5%-7.5%).

No search effectiveness improvement by introducing

feedback from a reference database is observed.

We reconfirmed our observation from Japanese text

retrieval experiments that the phrasal term indexing is

effective only with enough long initial topic description

containing a certain number of phrases as well as single

words, otherwise its effect is rather incidental.
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Run description Ref PFB AvgPrec R-Prec

Content only / Long /

SW + phrases

Yes Yes 0.2666 0.2784

Content only / Long /

SW + phrases

Yes No 0.2612 0.2940

Content only / Long /

SW + phrases

No Yes 0.2771 0.3067

Content only / Long /

SW + phrases

No No 0.2649 0.3043

Link / Long /

SW + phrases

Yes Yes 0.2650 0.2861

Link / Long /

SW + phrases

Yes No 0.2642 0.2962

Link / Long /

SW + phrases

No Yes 0.2801 0.3054

Link / Long /

SW + phrases

No No 0.2631 0.2942

Content only / Long /

Single words only

Yes Yes 0.2486 0.2518

Content only / Long /

Single words only

Yes No 0.2516 0.2793

Content only / Long /

Single words only

No Yes 0.2568 0.2883

Content only / Long /

Single words only

No No 0.2456 0.2762

Link / Long /

Single words only

Yes Yes 0.2480 0.2538

Link / Long /

Single words only

Yes No 0.2534 0.2772

Link / Long /

Single words only

No Yes 0.2614 0.2882

Link / Long /

Single words only

No No 0.2449 0.2729

Table 3: Performance comparison ( Long query, 12

parameter set

)

As in the very short query runs, it is not clear at all if link

runs are better or not than content only runs. In the pre-

submission experiments with the wt2g database and

TREC-8 topics, small but consistent improvement was

observed, but it is not the case with the TREC-9 main web

test set. We did not yet find enough reason for this.

5. CONCLUSIONS
TREC-9 experiments at Justsystem group are described.

The following conclusions are drawn from these

experiments:

1) Phrasal indexing seems to be more effective when the

query is longer.

2) Pseudo-relevance feedback always contributes to the

performance especially when initial queries are very short.

3) Feedback from a reference database was effective with

very short queries but not with long queries.

4) No reliable performance improvement utilizing anchor

texts was observed in wtlOg experiments. Sometimes it

was effective but not always.

On the other hand, we need more experiments as well as

careful observation on the effect of phrasal indexing with

short queries.

It is also interesting to compare the effects of reference

database feedback with query expansion by WordNet style

pre-coded thesauri.

For the future work, it is desirable to introduce the

distinction of foreground/background of "aboutness" in

question answering task where identification of focus of

the topic description is crucial.
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Abstract

We add pivoted unique normalization weighting scheme to SMART
and use it to run the final experiments. Since SMART produces an in-

verted file which is larger than 2G limitation on our x86 based Linux

machine, we have then to divide small web track test set into several sub-

collections, index and retrieve, and merge all scores to obtain the final

result.

1 Introduction

In our TREC-8 experiments last year, we proposed to mine good candi-

date terms from the document collection, using "Apriori algorithm" [1],

and then use that terms to enhance the original query [3]. We then used

the new expanded query to retrieve relevant documents in the collec-

tion. Prom those experiments, we had found that the proposed technique

worked well with the FT (Financial Time) collection using some weighting

pairs, such as lnc.ntc or Inc. ate, and we got till 19% improvement.

In the TREC-9 experiments this year, we try to use the same tech-

nique with the whole small web track documents, but confront with many
technical obstacles. Firstly, we have spent very much time to write a ro-

bust parser to parse messy data in small web track documents. Secondly,

the number of different terms, after removing stopwords and stemming,

is so numurous that the Apriori algorithm we use to mine good candi-

date terms, as well as our own DSIR text retrieval algorithm, have hardly

come through in time we have left, though using the most powerful x86 PC
based machine (equipped with 512M of RAM) we have in our department.

We then decide to modify the Cornell's SMART version 11.0 so that

it can run smoothly on our Linux machine, and add the notable pivoted

unique normalization weighting scheme [4] to it. However, another intrin-

sic operating system problem arises. We cannot index the whole small

web track documents in one-shot since SMART will generate an inverted-

file image that is larger than the 2G limitation of the x86 based Linux

machine. Therefore, we have to split the small web track collection into
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several sub-collections, index and test those sub-collections with SMART,
merge all subsequent results to get the final top-1000 scores.

The rest of our report gives more detail about what we do during

TREC-9 period. Sections 2 describes new weighting scheme that we add
to the original SMART version 11.0. Sections 3 gives more detail about
the merging algorithm we use to combine the whole final scores from
several runs. Sections 4 provides the final results we obtain, and section

5 concludes this report.

2 Adding New Weight to SMART
Since we found that retrieval results recieved from the classical weighting

schemes provided by the original SMART distribution are not as good as

we expect, and unfortunately there is no patch for the new well-known

weighting schemes, we then decide to mess up some more codes into the

original SMART. We have followed the pivot document length normaliza-

tion weighting scheme introduced by Singhal et al. [4]. This normalization

scheme is based upon both normalizing the tf (term-frequency) factor by
the average t/ in the document vector, and the overall vector length by

a pivot and a slope factor dependent on the number of unique terms in

that document. Based on the underlying tf factor (which we call the L
factor in the SMART tripple weighting notation), and the pivoted unique

normalization (which we call the u normalization), we obtain the final

weighting scheme, called Lnu weighting in SMART, in the form of:

l+log(t/)

l+ log(avtrage tf)

(1.0 — slope) * pivot + slope * #of unique terms

which the #of unique terms is the amount of term of which tf is equal to

1, and pivot is the average number of unique terms.

To obtain this weight, we modify the SMART version 11.0 in src/lib-

convert by adding the function tfwt.triple (L) in weights.tf.c and norm-

wt.unique (u) in weights_norm.c, while during experiments the pivot and

slope are read from the spec file. We also add the L and u to tell SMART
about this new weight in src/libproc/proc_convert.c

After adding the new weight to SMART, we verify it by running some

retrieval experiments. We choose the FR and FBIS, and the topics 401-

450 as our test sets. We obtain the results as illustrated in the Table 1 as

follows. Results from this test make us quite certain that we do add the

correct weight to the old orginal SMART.

Collection # of relevance llpt avg precision Relevant retrieved

Incite Lnu.ltu Incite Lnu.ltu

FBIS 1667 0.2001 0.2732 1144 1106

FR 206 0.1814 0.2713 170 170

Table 1: Testing results of our modified SMART.
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3 Merging Results from Sub-collections

Since the total number of documents in small web track collection, 1,692,096

documents, is quite large for our x86 based Linux machine, the inverted

file index produced by SMART becomes messy when it breaks the 2G bar-

rier. We then have to divide the whole collection into several ones, index

and retrieve the top-ranked documents, and merge the whole together

to get the final ranking scores. There exist several merging algorithms

mentioned in the literatures [2, 5]. We investigate and implement four of

them, i.e. interleaved merge, raw score merge, normalized score merge,

and weighted score merge, and test them using the FR collection. Re-

sults from this test shows that the weighted score appraoch gives the best

merging results. The weight w, below, is the one we use to combine the

whole final ranking scores from several small web track sub-collections in

our TREC-9 experiments.

u, = 1 + |C| * iZ-£
(2 )

s

where \C\ is the number of sub-collections, s is the collection's score, and

s is the mean of the collection scores. With this approach, each document
is ranked based upon the product of its score and the weight w for its

collection [2].

4 Experiments and Results

We first parse all html tags, images, all messy data, and the others, out of

the small web track collection. We use every words found in the small web
track topics as queries. From several experiments we have performed till

the deadline of this final report, we obtain the best final scores when the

original small web track collection has been divided into 7 sub-collections,

in a round-robin fashion, as concluded in Table 2 as follows.

Sub-collection Directory Doc-number

1 WTX001-WTX015 1-251745

2 WTX016-WTX030 251746-485635

3 WTX031-WTX045 485636-730835

4 WTX046-WTX060 730836-976633

5 WTX061-WTX075 976634-1233895

6 WTX076-WTX090 1233896-1474263

7 WTX091-WTX104 1474264-1692096

Table 2: Small web track sub-collections.

We index all the sub-collections seperately, using our own modified

SMART running on a x86 based Linux machine, and try with several

weighting schemes. We found that the weight Lnu.ltu combination gives

the best scores, when pivot and slope parameters in Equation 1 have been

set as shown in the Table 3 as follows.
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Snh-collprtinn Pivot Slope

1 o4.5o U.15
O
z yu.oo U.I

o U.UJ

4 81.05 0.05

5 80.54 0.1

6 82.98 0.25

7 84.15 0.2

Table 3: Pivot and slope parameters.

Using weighted score merging approach, the final result we have is

concluded in the Table 4 below. Note that we also give the result obtained

from Incite weight for reference.

Weight Avg. Precision Rel.Retrieved P.@5doc P.@100doc

Incite 0.0525 803 0.1080 0.0508

Lnu.ltu 0.1943 1122 0.3360 0.1058

Table 4: KU TREC-9 final small web track results.

5 Conclusion

In our TREC-9 experiment this year, we have not provided any valuable

finding to the web track community, but just participate in spirit. Till

the last day of this final report deadline, we do hardly come through to

get some results. We have spent a lot of time to code a robust parser

to extract free text from small web track documents. We lost much time

to alter the Apriori algorithm to run with big small web track data, but

it has never been converted to give any results. We also face with the

intrisic Linux operating system problem when the file size is larger than

2G barrier on the x86 machine.

Since we do not succeed to let the Apriori algorithm convert on the

whole small web track data, our claim last year about the query enhance-

ment technique [3] is still not verified. We turn to use our own modified

version of SMART to run the experiments. We add the new weight, i.e.

pivoted unique normalization, in SMART. Since the problem of 2G file

size limitation in our Linux based machine still exists, we then divide the

small web track test set into several sub-collections, index and retrieve

relevant documents seperately, and use weighted score merging technique

to combine the final top-1000 scores.
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1 Introduction

KDD R&D Laboratories has been participating in previous TREC conferences with the coop-

eration of students from Waseda University. This year, KDD R&D Laboratories and Waseda

University are officially participating as a joint research team.

We have focused our experiments for TREC-9 on the adaptive filtering experiments of the

Filtering Track. Our goal was to evaluate the filtering method using a non-relevant information

profile. We have also made experiments of a new feedback method to increase the accuracy of

pseudo feedback. In this paper, we will describe our filtering methods, and present results of

our evaluations.

2 Filtering methods

In this section, we will describe the filtering methods used in our experiments, and present some

results from previous TREC experiments for background.

2.1 Profile updating using word contribution

Query expansion method using word contribution was applied to the profile updating process

of our filtering system. Word contribution (WC) is a measure to express the influence of a word

to query-document similarity. WC is defined by the following formula:

Cont(w, q,d) = Sim(q, d) — Sim(q'(w), d'(w)) (1)

where Cont(w,q,d) is the contribution of the word w in the similarity between query q and

document d, Sim(q,d) is the similarity between q and d, q'(w) is query q excluding word w,

and d'(w) is document d excluding word w. In other words, the contribution of word w is

the difference between the similarity of q and d, and the similarity of q and d when word w
is assumed to be nonexistent in both data. Therefore, there are words which have positive

contribution, and words which have negative contribution. Words with positive contribution

raise similarity, and words with negative contribution lower similarity.

Analysis on WC[3] show that words with either highly positive or negative contribution are

few, and that most words have contribution near zero. This means that most words do not have
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a significant influence on query-document similarity. As obvious from the definition of word
contribution, words with highly positive contribution are words which cooccur in the query and
document. Such words can be considered as informative words of document relevance to the

query. On the contrary, words with highly negative contribution can be considered as words
which discriminate relevant documents from other non-relevant documents contained in the

data collection.

In the query expansion method based on WC, words used for QE were extracted only from

relevant documents. In the profile updating method based on WC[1], information from all

selected documents were used, regardless of their relevance to the profile.

First, the word contribution of all words in the selected document are calculated. From
each selected document d, N words with the lowest contribution are extracted. Next, a score

for each extracted word w is calculated by the following formula:

Score(w) = wgt x Cont(w,p,d) (2)

where wgt is a parameter with a negative value (since the contribution of the extracted word
is also negative), and Cont(w,p,d) is the WC of word w to the similarity of profile p and

document d. On this procedure, the calculated score is regarded as the TF (term frequency)

element of the word. Finally, all extracted words and their weights are added to the profile,

unless the calculated weight of the word is negative.

A Rocchio-like algorithm[6] is applied here to add information from non-relevant documents

to the profile. When the selected document d is relevant to the profile, the weight of word

w is added to the element of the profile vector which expresses w. When d is non-relevant,

the weight is subtracted from the element of the profile vector. Seperate parameters (wgt) are

used for the calculation of Score(w) described in Formula (2), depending on the relevance of

d. wgtreiR is the parameter for words extracted from relevant documents, and wgtnrem is the

parameter for words extracted from non-relevant documents.

Elements of the profile vector with negative weights are not used for similarity calculation,

but all weights are accumulated for profile updating on upcoming documents. Therefore, the

weights of words which appear in both relevant and non-relevant documents are restrained,

thus emphasizing words which only appear in relevant documents.

2.2 Filtering method using non-relevant information profile

To improve filtering performance without sacrificing retrieval of relevant documents, it is nec-

essary to reduce non-relevant document selection. However, the analysis on results of the

experiments described in the previous section showed that this is difficult when filtering is

based on only the similarity between the profile and incoming documents, as in most existing

filtering systems.

In order to reduce retrieval of non-relevant documents, we have proposed the use of a profile

which expresses the features of non-relevant documents[4]. By calculating the similarity between

this non-relevant information profile and incoming documents which have passed the initial

profile, and rejecting documents which have high similarity to the non-relevant information

profile, it is possible to avoid selection of documents highly similar to past retrieved non-relevant

documents. By rejecting such documents, improvement of filtering performance is expected.

The process flow of filtering with the non-relevant information profile is illustrated in Figure

1, where d is the selected document, p# is the initial profile, pw is the non-relevant information

profile, and Sim(p, d) is the similarity between profile p and document d.

As illustrated in Figure 1, thresholds ThresR and Thres^ are set for each profile. The
similarity between pyv and documents which have passed pn is calculated, and compared to
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Figure 1: Filtering process with non-relevant information profile

Thresw. If the similarity exceeds Thres^, then the document is regarded as non-relevant, and,

as a result, is rejected by p^r.

The method to build the non-relevant information profile is as the following:

Initial values of all elements in the non-relevant information profile are set to 0. For each

selected document, N words are extracted and their weights are calculated based on WC. As in

the original WC-based profile updating method, parameter wgt differs based on the relevance

of the selected document. For the generation and updating of p/v, wgtreiN is the parameter for

words extracted from relevant documents, and wgtnrei^ is the parameter for words extracted

from non-relevant documents. To update the non-relevant information profile, the weights of

words extracted from non-relevant documents are added, and weights of words extracted from

relevant documents are subtracted from the regarding element of the profile vector. This is

opposite from the updating of the initial profile, where the weights of words extracted from

relevant documents were added to the regarding element of the profile vector, and the weights

of words extracted from non-relevant documents were subtracted.

In addition to the updating of the non-relevant information profile, the initial profile pr is

also updated by the method described in Section 2.1.

2.3 Updating non-relevant profile with pseudo feedback

Results from the experiments described in the previous section show that there is a tradeoff

between the strictness of T/iresyv and the performance of profile pn • If Thres^ is set at a

low value, the number of documents blocked by p^. This leads to the decrease of feedback

information to the profile, which correlates to the performance of the filter itself. However, if

Thresh is raised to increase feedback information, the number of documents rejected by pjv

will also decrease, thus making the increase of feedback meaningless. To solve this problem, we
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propose the use of pseudo feedback[5] to increase feedback information.

Pseudo feedback is often used for QE in the text retrieval task, when the relevance of

retrieved documents is uncertain. Generally, documents which are high-ranked on the initial

search are assumed to be relevant. This assumation is sent back to the system, which utilizes

this information to expand the query.

Our proposal is to assume documents that are blocked by pN as non-relevant, and to send

this information to the profile updating process. The documents regarded as non-relevant by

pseudo feedback are handled as the same as documents which were actually regarded non-

relevant from the original relevance feedback. This method allows Thres^ to be strict without

sacrificing feedback information.

2.4 Weighting pseudo feedback information

Our experiments with TREC-8 filtering data proved that pseudo feedback was effective. How-
ever, the number of relevant documents mistakenly rejected by the filtering system had increased

by the implementation of pseudo feedback. This is caused by the inaccuracy of pseudo feedback

information. Some relevant documents were mistakenly regarded as non-relevant in the pseudo

feedback process, leading to mistaken feedback information to the profile.

In order to solve this problem, we propose the weighting of pseudo feedback information.

Documents with high similarity to the non-relevant information profile have a higher probability

to be actually non-relevant, compared to documents with low similarity to the non-relevant

information profile. Our method applies a weight to the documents which pseudo feedback

occurs from, based on the similarity between the document and the non-relevant information

profile.

The weighting method is expressed by the following formula:

Valuenew (wi) = Value org (wi) x —• — (3)
1 — 1 nresN

where Value org (wi) expresses the original feedback value for word W{ extracted by previously

described methods, and Valuenew {wi) expresses the feedback value weighted by our proposed

method. In this formula, we multiply a weight to the originally extracted value. The weight

is a normalized value of Simjy, i.e., the similarity between the document and the non-relevant

information profile. This method emphasizes pseudo feedback information extracted from doc-

uments which are assumed to have a high probability to be non-relevant to the profile, and

reduce feedback information from "suspective" documents. Therefore, the improvement of the

quality of pseudo feedback can be expected.

2.5 Additional System Details

Our system is based on the vector space model. The weighting calculation scheme is based

on the TF*IDF based weighting formulas for the SMART system at TREC-7 [7], with minor

customizations. The TF and IDF factors for our system are as the following:

• TF factor

log(l + </) • (4)

• IDF factor

(5)
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where tf is the term's frequency in the document, df is the number of documents that contain

the term, and M is the total number of documents in the data collection. The document
frequency data was generated from TREC CD-ROMs Vol 4 and 5. We have added 1 to the

term frequency inside the logarithm of the TF factor because the tf value resulting from word

contribution occasionally has values below 1, which results in a negative weight.

3 Experiments

3.1 Conditions

As previously mentioned, we have focused our experiments on the adaptive task. Furthermore,

we have only made experiments with the OHSUMED topic set.

Parameters for updating the initial profile (wgt rem, wgtnreip) were fixed to -800 and -200,

respectively. These values were derived from preliminary experiments on the original single-

filter algorithm described in Section 2.1.

Parameters for the non-relevant information profile were set as the following: wgt reiN —
{-200,-400,-800}, wgtnre!N = {-100,-200,-400,-800}. The threshold for the initial pro-

file Thresjt was set at 0.1, and the threshold for the non-relevant information profile was set

at 0.25. The thresholds were set at a moderate value in order to increase the retrieval of

documents, so there will be sufficient data for analysis of the filtering process.

Using the parameters listed above, we ran experiments for the normal filtering method using

the non-relevant information profile (Normal), the pseudo feedback method (Pseudo), and the

method with weighting applied to pseudo feedback
(
Weight).

3.2 Results

Tables 1 to 3 show the average scaled utility (T9U) of the Normal, Pseudo, and Weight methods

for each set of wgtnre }
parameters. The results officially submitted to TREC are written in

bold font.

Table 1: Average scaled utility (T9U) ,
Normal

WnrelR -100

WgtnrelN

-200 -400 -800

-200

-400

-800

0.5570

0.5569

0.5551

0.5584 0.5637

0.5574 0.5606

0.5578 0.5591

0.5662

0.5631

0.5612

1-filter 0.5126

The results in Tables 1 to 3 show that the non-relevant information profile was effective

in improving filtering performance. However, we could not observe significant difference be-

tween the 3 methods using the non-relevant information profile, although the pseudo feedback

weighting method had the best overall scaled utility.

Moreover, it can be observed that all methods with use of the non-relevant information

profile achieved higher performance when the wgtnrei^ parameter was set at a higher absolute

value than wgtnre\R. This shows that the performance of the non-relevant information profile

is better when feedback information from non-relevant documents are emphasized.
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Table 2: Average scaled utility (T9U), Pseudo

WnTelR

wgtnrelN

-100 -200 -400 -800

-200

-400

-800

0.5567 0.5593 0.5622 0.5655

0.5568 0.5585 0.5597 0.5645

0.5560 0.5601 0.5593 0.5617

1-filter 0.5126

Table 3: Average scaled utility (T9U), Weight

WnrelR

WgtnrelN

-100 -200 -400 -800

-200

-400

-800

0.5576 0.5576 0.5652 0.5661

0.5578 0.5588 0.5623 0.5650

0.5560 0.5594 0.5599 0.5635

1-filter 0.5126

4 Discussion

Results from our experiments are somewhat similar to the results observed from our TREC-8
Filtering experiments, in which the system achieved higher (utility-wise) performance as the

threshold became more strict. Therefore, we were refrained from exploring new research themes

such as dynamic threshold adjustment, because the threshold will automatically converge to

an extreme level if the threshold adjustment method was planned to be optimized based on

utility. However, dynamic threshold adjustment is an obviously effective technique for achieving

high filtering performance. We believe we have proved the effectiveness of the non-relevant

information profile through our experiments, so our next step will be to implement threshold

adjustment to our filtering system.
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1. Introduction

In TREC-9, we participated in three tasks: question answering task, cross-language retrieval task, and

batch filtering task in the filtering task.

Our question answering system consists of following basic components - query analyzer, Named entity

tagger, Answer Extractor. First, question analyzer analyzes the given question. Question analyzer generates

question type and keywords of the given question. Then retrieved documents are analyzed for extracting

relevant answer. POS tagger and Named entity tagger are used for the purpose. Finally, Answer Extractor

generates relevant answer.

There are four runs in our CLIR, two runs follow the dictionary and MI information based translation

approach (KAIST9xlqm, KAIST9xlqt), another one using the mixture result of two commercial Machine

Translation systems (KAIST9xlmt), and the final one is monolingual run (KAIST9xlch). We translated only

query and description fields in all four runs.

In batching filtering task, we submitted results for OHSU topics and MSH-SMP topics. For OHSU topics,

we have been exploring a filtering technique which combines query zone, support vector machine, and

Rocchio's algorithm. For MSH-SMP topics, we use support vector machine simply.
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2. Question Answering track

2.1 System Description

Our TREC-9 question answering system consists of three basic components - query analyzer, named entity

tagger, and answer extractor. Our system operates on a set of documents retrieved by information retrieval

system. For convenience, we worked with the top-ranked document set generated by NIST.

First, a question analyzer analyzes the given question. It generates question type and extracts keywords of

the given question. Then top 50 documents retrieved by information retrieval system are analyzed for

extracting relevant answer. A POS tagger and a named entity tagger are used for the purpose. Finally, an

answer extractor generates relevant answers from named entity tagged documents using question types and

keywords analyzed by the question analyzer.

2.1.1 Question Analyzer

A question analyzer parses the given question to identify question types and extract keywords. We define

six kinds of question type for the expected answer.

<Person>, <Location>, <Organization>, <Time>, <Currency>, <Measure>

There are five steps for analyzing questions. First, a question is tagged by POS tagger - We use the Brill

tagger (Brill, 1995). Second, keywords are extracted from tagged question. The POS tag, which we extract as

keywords, is noun, adjective, countable numeric, and verb. However, we exclude category of "be-verb (is, are,

was, were)" and "do-verb (do, does, did)". Third, we check an acronym in the given question. If there is a

word with capital letters, we assume that it is an acronym and we search an expanded form in the acronym

dictionary. Once, there is an expanded form, we add it to keyword lists. For example, "Cable News Network",

which is expanded form of CNN, is added into keyword list for the question containing word 'CNN'. Fourth,

a question type is determined by the pattern that we define. There are list of patterns in the table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Patterns for each question type

Question Type Patterns

Person Who, Who's, Whom-, -man's name, -woman's name

Location Where ~, What + location (city, country, )
-

In what + location (city, country. . ..) ~, What nationality-

Organization What company-, What institution-

Time When-, What time-, How many + Time (years, months, days)-

Currency How much - spend, rent, cost, money, price-

Measure How much, How many, How+ Adjective

If there is no matched pattern in the question, we estimate its question type using WordNet (Miller et al.

1991). We extract a noun phrase, which contains a head noun of the given question and estimate its question

type based on synsets and a hypernyms of the head noun. Table 2.2 shows synsets and hypernyms lists for
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each category. If the synsets and hyperyms of the head noun are not matched with a list in the table 2.2, we

generate a noun phrase, which contains a head noun of question, as question type.

Table 2.2 Lists of WordNet synsets and hypernyms to assign questions to question types

Question type Synsets and hypernyms

Person Person

Location district, territory, region

Organization Commercial

Time time period

Currency cost, price

Measure measure, magnitude

2.1.2 Named Entity Tagger

For the given POS tagged text, a named entity tagger generates named-entity tagged texts. It identifies six

kinds of question type, which we define in the question analyzer step: Person = <PER>, location, region =

<LOC>, organization = <ORG>, date or time expression = <TIME>, expression containing currency =

<CUR>, and measures expression = <MEA>. For detecting question type of <PER>, <LOC>, and <ORG> -

which are proper nouns, we use dictionaries for them. There are about 50,000 entries for person, 1,300 entries

for location and 4,000 entries for organization. If we can not determine the type of a named entity, we tag it as

<NPP>. And we use patterns and dictionaries for identifying question type of <TIME>, <CUR>, and <MEA>.

For applying patterns, we extract phrase using regular expression - DT JJ* CD*. In the regular expression,

DT, JJ and CD represent determiner, adjective, and cardinal number respectively. Table 2.3 shows patterns

for <TIME>, <CUR>, and <MEA>.

Table 2.3 Patterns for "Time", "Currency", and "Measure" Named Entity

Question type (Named Entity) Pattern

<TIME> Four sequential digit e.g. 1942, Four sequential digit + V
Four sequential digit + punctuation mark,

Four sequential digit + 's' + punctuation mark

mid- or late- , in + sequential

<CUR> $+digit

<MEA> digit +(m, km, cm), digit +(kg,g), digit-t- l(liter)

2.1.3 Answer Extractor

Our answer extractor generates top-5 ranked phrases with two steps. First we extract three sentences for

each document using keywords and question types. Second, sentences are partitioned into fixed length

phrases - under 50 bytes and under 250 bytes. Third, the partitioned phrases are scored by keywords and

question types.
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Sentence Selection

In sentence selection step, top-3 sentences are selected for each document. Since, we believe that the

context is very important for selecting relevant sentence, we consider the previous sentence, the current

sentence and the next sentence for selecting relevant sentence. Each sentence is scored using a keyword and a

question type of the given question. We use Wsenl in the formula (3-1) for scoring sentences. It is based on the

fact that how many keywords are matched and how many question types (named entity) are relevant to the

question type of the given question in the current sentence, the previous sentence, and the next sentence. We

believe that more keywords appear in a sentence and a context of the sentence and there are more relevant

question types (named entities) to the question, the sentence has higher probability to contain a relevant

answer to the question.

matched keywords in Sn„W \ = *L

#of keywords in Qi

#of NE matched with Qtypeni

nA Qij)
#of NE in S

QlJ

Wcm (S
Qij

) = (W^ (S
QiJ ) + 0.5xWNE x (S

QiJ ))

W
Sent

(S
QlJ
)=«xW

conlexl
(S

Qij]
) + p xW

contat (SQij
) + y x Wcgntea (SQij+]

) (3 - 1)

where, 5gy is jth sentencefor the question i, and Qi is ith question.

Phrase Selection

In this step, we partition the extracted sentences into phrases with fixed length (under 50 bytes and under

250 bytes). Then each phrase is scored using keywords and question types. And top-5 ranked phrases are

extracted as the relevant answer to the given question. We score phrases using Wpass in the formula (3-2). In

the formula, we use nine window contexts for calculating scores of the phrases. It means that the contexts of

the current phrase are considered - the previous four phrases and the next four phrases.

matched keywords in PniiW (P )
= —

key Qij

#of keywords in Qi

#of NE matched with QtypeniW (P )=— g
mK Q,j)

#of NE in P
Qij

W
context

{P
Qij )

=% (P
Qij ) + 0.5 xWNE (PQij )

WPass (PQl] ) = x fX^, (P) + 0
2
x Wcontext(P

Qlj ) + 03
x Jwcontexl

(P) (3-2)

where, Pqij isjth phrasefor the question i, and Qi is ith question.
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2.2 Results

2.2.1 Performance ofOur QA system

We submitted one run in the 50byte category and one run in the 250byte category. The results are presented

in Table 2.4. Table 2.4 breaks down the results by question type. Our system answers more correctly for the

"Organization", "Currency", and "Person" question type than others. Not surprisingly, most of question types

produce better result for the 250byte run than the 50byte run. However, for the question types, "Measure",

"Time", and "Currency", there is not significant performance increase in the 250 bytes run result. We believe

that the named entity tagger of our system can not identify the question types - "Measure", "Time", and

"Currency" - very well and it makes difficult for answer extractor to identify relevant answers in the texts.

Table 2.4 Performance of our system for each question type. ARR means "Average Reciprocal Rank"

Question

Type

#of
Question

50 bytes run type 250 bytes run ty?e

Correct # Correct % ARR Correct # Correct % ARR
Person 147 52 35.37% 0.2355 80 52.98% 0.3496

Location 137 4± 29.93% 0.1915 59 43.07% 0.3018

Organization 14 7 50% 0.4071 8 57.14% 0.4524

Time 77 25 32.47% 0.2353 37 39.24% 0.2753

Currency 6 5 83.33% 0.4861 4 66.7% 0.45

Measure 62 22 35.48% 0.2788 11 30.16% 0.2193

Other 239 62 25.94% 0.1651 119 48.97% 0.3466

Total 682 214 31.4% 0.212 320 46.9% 0.327

2.2.2 Error Analysis

We perform error analysis on the first 100 questions. It focuses on 250bytes run results. We divide errors

into four types according to the component of our system where it causes errors. Table 2.5 shows errors and

error types in the 250 bytes run results on the first 100 questions.

Table 2.5. Error analysis on the first 100 questions.

Error Type #of Error (% of Error)

IR (Information retrieval) error 17 (34%)

QA (Query Analyzer) error 5 (10%)

NE (Named Entity Tagging) error 6(12%)
AE (Answer Extraction) error 22 (44%)

Total 50

The first one is an IR type error. If there are no relevant answers in the retrieved documents, we determine

the error as the IR error. For example, for "Q222: What is Anubis?", there is no relevant answer in the

retrieved document. There are many errors with IR error type. We believe that since, the retrieved documents
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are very small, - they are only 50 documents for each question -, and there are many question, which are very

short, - there is only one content word such as "Q236: Who is Coronado?", and "Q241: What is a caldera?"

-, IR system can not retrieve relevant documents very well.

The second one is a QA type error. If query analyzer mis-analyses the given question, we call it a QA error.

For example, "Q288: How fast can a Corvette go? " is analyzed as "Other" by the question analyzer, although

it should be "Measure" question type. It is caused by a POS tagger error - "fast" is tagged as a noun.

Therefore, the question analyzer produces a wrong result, although there is the pattern, [How + adjective =>

"Measure" question type].

The third one is a NE type error. We treat errors as the NE error when named entity tagger can not detect

the relevant named entity to the question type in the sentence or phrase where answer appears. We exclude the

case that named entity tagger mis-analyses the named-entity boundaries or can not identify the precise named

entity in the sentence or phrase where answer does not appear. It is because there are too many named entities

to check them.

For example, for "Q209: Who invented the paper clip?", the relevant answer is located in the following

sentence.

The paper clip, weighing <CUR>a desk-crushing 1,320 pounds,</CUR> is a faithful copy of

<NPP>Norwegian Johan Vaaler's</NPP> <TIME> 1 899</TIME> invention, said Per

<NPP>Langaker</NPP> of<NPP>the Norwegian School</NPP> of<NPP>Management.</NPP>

The question is analyzed as the "Person" question type. Therefore, answer will be "Person" named entity.

However, "Norwegian Johan Vaaler", which can be relevant answer, is tagged as "<NPP>"- it means that the

type of the named entity can not be determined.

There is another kind ofNE type error. It is caused by roughly categorized question type.

For example, for "Q245: Where can you find the Venus flytrap?", the question can be treated as "Location"

question type. And following sentence can be its answer.

"Whole savannas where flytraps were abundant have been cleaned out," says <PER>Cecil

Frost,</PER> coordinator of <PER>the North Carolina Plant Conservation Program.</PER>

Since, named entity tagger identifies "Location" named entities when it tagged as proper noun, the words,

which contains meaning of location and is not proper noun, can not be detected as a "Location" named entity.

Therefore, "savannas" is not tagged as the "Location" named entity and we can not extract it as answer.
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The fourth one is an AE type error. When answer extractor can not identify the relevant answers, we define

it as the AE error. Since, our answer extractor system extracts three sentences for each document, we can not

extract the answer, which appear in the multi-sentence in the document. For example, for the question "Q203:

How much folic acid should an expectant mother get daily?", following sentences can be relevant answer.

Here are some good sources of folic acid according to <NPP>the USDA.</NPP>

Raw forms of some vegetables are not included, because in their raw state they don't contain enough

folic acid. For example, a 1/2-cup cooked serving of beets contains more than the same amount of the

vegetable raw. <NPP>Also,</NPP> the term "good source" is based on <NPP>the RDA</NPP> of

<MEA>400</MEA> micrograms daily for a pregnant woman.

In the sentence, which contains relevant answer, there is no words that matched with keyword analyzed by

the question analyzer - folic, acid, expectant, mother, get. However, through four sentences, there are words

matched with the keywords.

2.3. Discussion

Since our team did not have experience in the development of Question-Answering system before

participating in the QA-track this year, our system is open to further improvement. Among the research issue

for improving performance of our system, we will focus on following aspects:

• More detailed question type - we will divide each question type into detailed question type.

• Different weighting schemes for extracting sentence and phrase in the documents.

• Sorting criteria for the equally scored phrase and sentence.

• Sophisticated named entity tagger - using machine-learning technique.

• Coreference resolution

• Multi-sentential answer extraction

3. Cross-Language Information Retrieval track

There are four runs in our CLIR, two runs follow the dictionary and MI information based translation

approach (KAIST9xlqm, KAIST9xlqt), another one using the mixture result of two commercial Machine

Translation systems (KAIST9xlmt), and the final one is monolingual run (KAIST9xlch). We translated only

query and description fields in all four runs.

We used SMART system (Salton, 1983) in our IR part after query translation. And because most of our

resources are in GB code, we converted all BIG5 documents and the Chinese topics that given by TREC9 to

GB. We used Universal Code Converter of shareware NJStar Communicator 2.0 (http://www.njstar.com/).
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3. 1 Translation Approach

3.1.1 Dictionary and MI information based query translation

The first two cross-lingual runs - KAIST9xlqm and KAIST9xlqt follow next steps:

1 . Preprocessing.

Paring the English topics and descriptions using the parser of Brill tagger (Brill, 1995), remain only

noun and noun phrases.

2. Translation.

Translate the remaining noun and noun phrases to Chinese using dictionary, do segmentation after

translation. For example of CH55, we got "Word Trade Organization/f/'ffi^Sli^M.

^R","membership/n/^M^^&, J^M^^&" from dictionary, after segmentation, the probable

translations of "Word Trade Organization member ship" will be "Word Trade Organization

membership : tt# SB £§.£R <kn SB fcn. fife".

Proper noun translation was quite a problem in TREC9 query. In our translation, the proper noun

recognition and translation followed next steps:

1 ) If a capitalized word cannot be found in our bilingual dictionary, and it satisfies a Chinese Pinyin

spelling, it will be regard as a Chinese proper noun (ex, Wan). If a Chinese proper noun is a Pinyin

sequence contains more than two characters, it will be separated (ex, Daya -> Da Ya), but after

translation, them will be considered as one Chinese proper noun again. If a Chinese proper noun is

followed by another Chinese proper noun, regard them as one word after translating (ex, "Da

Ya"+"Wan" -> "Da Ya Wan").

2) Getting all probable Chinese characters of the Pinyin sequence by using Chinese Pinyin-character

table, and select the Chinese character associations by using the character co-occurrence

information that can be gotten from Chinese corpus. Chinese dictionary will be used in this st

ep to delete the common words from the probable Chinese character associations.

If the Chinese Proper noun contains only two characters, it will be a one-stop process: get all

probable associations, delete the associations that can be found in Chinese dictionary - because

they will be common words, and then get the occurrence times of the associations from Chinese

corpus, remain the association that has the most frequent occurrence.

If it contains more than three characters, we will get the occurrence time of first two character's

first, delete common words from them, and remain only the associations that the occurrence times

are ranking in top 5%. Then combine the remain associations to third probable characters, delete

common words again, remain top 5% associations, and so on. In the final step, only the character

association that owns the highest occurrence time will remain.
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For example of "Da Ya Wan", we can get 19 Chinese probable characters with pronunciation

"Da", 26 Chinese character with pronunciation "Ya", and 29 character with "Wan". In first step,

get the occurrence times of all probable associations that pronounced "Da-Ya" (19*26 probable

associations), delete the common words, remain the top 5% association by their occurrence times

(ex, "£TBE, #T5F, flM, &3f, AY, *JE, A3E, A®, %W... "). And in

second step, get all of the Chinese character sequences of "Da-Ya-Wan" by using the remaining

"Da-Ya" associations, get the occurrence times and delete the common words again, remain the

best one.

In our experiments, we used the Peoples-Daily corpus of TREC5, because we have not finished

our BIG5->GB converter about TREC9 documents when we do this work.

3. Word sense disambiguation.

We used MI information of two nearby words in queries to do word sense disambiguation. The

window is 5 words, and we got the MI information from the segmented Chinese documents supplied

by TREC9. The window was 5 words.

In one of our CLIR run KAIST9xlqm (maximum strategy), we try to select only the Chinese word

association that own maximum MI value, if the MI values of given associations are all 0, remain only

the first translation in each word. If there are the same MI values between two translation results,

remain both of them.

In KAIST9xlqt run (threshold strategy), we remain all of the Chinese word pairs that own MI values

bigger than given threshold 0.

For example of title CH57, "human right violation" ("human right/f/AfX", "violation/n/3l;SE, IB

3Q, $5%, ^ffe") will be translated as "A+X fi!3B" in maximum strategy, and translated to "A$. 11

3Q, A$L WiW" in threshold strategy. And in both strategies, "Chinese press"("Chinese/n/ 4* HI A, 4*

9 Sf", "press/n/lfffflj?-, JE^J #1, BE, S") will be translated to "41 B A 8c" (the correct transla

tion is "4"B £riW).

4. Double the title field.

Because the title field includes the most import words or phrases, to improve the IR performance, we

double the title field. Our test result shows that this heuristic is quite helpful.

5. Using SMART system to do information retrieving.

3 . 1 .2 Query translation using machine translation system

In our machine translation run KAIST9xlmt, we used two commercial systems by using the combination of

the two machine translation results. As the above two runs, we translate the title and description fields of the
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topics, do segmentation and POS tagging on the translation result, remain only content words (nouns, verbs,

adverbs and adjectives), delete some stop words by using our stop word list (this stop word list includes the

words that for the description field, like "3S1=r (report)", (report)", (document)"etc). We can

see next section that the result is not so good even after such effect.

3.1.3 Monolingual run

In monolingual run KAIST9xlch, we do nothing except do segmentation to the given Chinese titles and

descriptions.

3.1.4 Resources and tools

Resources:

1) Chinese word dictionary with POS information (Yu, 1998), over 50,000 items. Using in Chinese

document segmentation, Chinese topic segmentation in two CLIR runs KAIST9xlqm and KAIST9xIqt,

and POS Tagging in machine translation run KAIST9xlmt and monolingual run KAIST9xlch.

2) English-Chinese bilingual dictionary with POS information, over 15,000 items. Using in English-

Chinese word/phrase translation in two CLIR runs KAIST9xlqm and KAIST9xlqt.

3) Chinese Pinyin-Character table. Using in English-Chinese proper noun translation.

4) Chinese corpus: Peoples-Daily Newspaper that supplied in TREC5 and Chinese documents of TREC9.

5) All of the Chinese resources are in GB code, or converted to GB code from BIG5.

Tools:

1) English Parser of Brill tagger (Brill, 1995): Shareware. Used in our two CLIR run KAIST9xlqm and

KAIST9xlqt.

2) SMART Information Retrieval System (Salton, 1983): in all four runs.

3) NJStar Communicator 2.0 (http://www.njstar.com): Shareware, can be download from web. Used as a

BIG5->GB code converter.

4) Chinese segmentator and POS Tagger: A part of model of our Chinese-Korean machine translation

system (Zhang & Choi, 1999).

3.2 Results

The following table shows the experiment results. We can see the comparison result in the individual queries

part, and it based on the average precision over all relevant documents.
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Table 3.1 The comparison of the precision.

Total performance Individual performance

Run Avg.

Prec.

R-

Prec.

Avg. of

Median

Best Above Median Below Worst

KAIST9xlqm 0.2231 0.2145 0.1460 1 10 4 10 0

KAIST9xlqt 0.2107 0.2095 0.1460 1 12 4 7 1

KAIST9xlmt 0.1378 0.1546 0.1460 0 11 1 11 2

KAIST9xlch 0.2233 0.2225 0.2522 4 4 0 16 1

The following is the recall-precision figure on CLIR run KAIST9xlqm (dictionary & corpus based query

translation) and KAIST9xlmt (query translation by using machine translation system), we can compare it to

the monolingual run KAIST9xlch.

0.6
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1 0.3
u
£ 0.2

0.1

0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
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Fig. 3.1 Recall-Precision comparison

-— KAIST9xlqm

-a— KAIST9xlqt

KAIST9xlmt

KAIST9xlch

In Fig 3.1, we can see that the CLIR run KAIST9xlqm got even high precision than the monolingual run.

We think there are several reasons, for example, we only use the noun and noun phrase in our KAIST9xlqm

run, but remain all words (even stop words) in monolingual run KAIST9xlch; and we double the title field in

our CLIR run KAIST9xlqm while we did not do so in monolingual run, when in the TREC9 topic, the titles

reflect the queries very well, and contain only the important words.

The result of the machine translation run KAJST9xlch is not good enough comparing to our exception,

especially when it compare to the other CLIR runs. We found that one of the machine translation system

generates more noise words and failed to translate almost all of the proper nouns.

Although we pay much attention to the proper noun translation, but the experiment result of the queries that

contain proper nouns are under medium yet. We think the reason is that, because the proper nouns not

included in our Chinese dictionary, in the Chinese corpus they will be separated to independent characters,

and it reflects the information retrieval result directly.
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4. Batch Filtering track

We only submitted results for OHSU topics and MSH-SMP topics in batch filtering task. For OHSU topics,

we have been exploring a filtering technique which combines query zone (Singhal, 1997), support vector

machine (Vapnick, 1995), and Rocchio's algorithm (Rocchio, 1971). For MSH-SMP topics, we use support

vector machine simply.

4. 1 Experimental Procedure

4.1.1 Profile construction

User profile is created using modified Rocchio's formulation (Rocchio, 1971, Salton, 1990) for each OHSU

topic.

P = a .Q +P±JtD-Y~—'ZD (4.1)

A DeRe/ iV K DsRe/

, where Q and D denote the weighted term vector for query Q and document D, respectively. R = |Rel| is

the number of relevant documents, and N is the total number of documents in the collection. The parameters

were set to oc=0, (3=1 , and 7=0.

The weights of terms are calculated by product of term frequency and inverse document frequency.

4. 1.2 Filtering based on SVM using Query Zone

We reduced the number of negative training documents for learning of support vector machine using a

variation of query zone.

Singhal et al. (Singhal, 1996) have proposed that only a selected set of non-relevant documents that have

some relationship to a user's interest should be used in Rocchio's method. They proposed sampling of the non-

relevant documents to form a query zone. We selected all documents with similarity to the profile greater than

some threshold. If some relevant document does not pass the similarity threshold, it is included in the query

zone.

Support vector machines are based on the Structural Risk Minimization principle (Vapnik, 1995) from

computational learning theory. The method is defined over a vector space where the problem is to find a

decision surface that maximizes the margin between the data points in a training set. We test SVM using the

SVM''*'" system (Joachims, 1998) which is an implementation of Vapnik's Support Vector Machine (Vapnik,

1995) for the problem of pattern recognition.
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4.1.3 Re-filtering using profile-document similarity

We re-filtered the results from SVM classifier by profile-document similarity. The in-class threshold and

out-class threshold are used for re-filtering.

If a profile-document similarity is above in-class threshold, re-filter decide the document to be relevant for

user's interest without respect of the result of SVM filter. And, if a profile-document similarity is below out-

class threshold, re-filter decide the document to be non-relevant.

4.2 Results

There are three sets of topics: OHSU topics, MSH topics, and MSH-SMP topics. We submitted two runs

(KAISTbfol, KAISTbfo2) for the OHSU topics and one run (KAISTbfins) for MSH-SMP topics.

The TREC-9 filtering track use the OHSUMED collection of documents from MEDLINE. In batch

filtering, the 1987 OHSUMED documents are used for building the filtering profiles. The 1988-91

OHSUMED documents form the test set. We didn't use the M. field in the documents for the OHSU topics

and MSH-SMP topics.

We tested RBF (radial basis function) models offered by SVM/,g/" system. SV learning is based on non-

relevant documents from query zone and all relevant documents for each topic. The threshold for query zone

was set to 0.1. The number of feature is 31,042. For KAISTbfol, in-class threshold was set to 0.6 and out-

class threshold was set to 0.2. For KAISTbfo2, the thresholds are 0.6 and 0.3. The result of KAISTbfol differ

little from KAISTbfo2.

Table 4.1 shows the results ofOHSU topics and MESH-SAMPLE topics.

Table 4.1 TREC-9 Batch Filtering Results

— Topic set

Measure —______

OHSU MESH-SAMPLE
KAIST9bfol KAIST9bfo2 KAIST9bfms

Total retrieved 1615 1437 62483

Relevant retrieved 794 746 35146

Macro average recall 0.227 0.204 0.245

Macro average precision 0.421 0.485 0.543

Mean T9P 0.200 0.194 0.419

Mean utility 12.175 12.714 85.910

Mean T9U 12.175 12.714 86.424

Mean scaled utility 0.061 0.078 0.153

Zero returns 0 2 0

We expected that combined method using QZ, SVM, and Rocchio's algorithm might perform much better

than SVM. However, the result of combined method differ little from SVM. A more in-depth analysis is

needed to understand these results.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a Question Answering system called KUQA (Korea University Question

Answering system) developed by using semantic categories and co-occurrence density.

Semantic categories are used for computing the semantic similarity between a question and an

answer, and co-occurrence density is used for measuring the proximity of the answer to the

words of the question. KUQA is developed based on the hypothesis that the words that are

semantically similar to the question and locally close to the words appeared in the question are

likely to be the answer to the question.

1. Introduction

Question Answering (QA) is defined to find the exact answer to the user
1

s question in a large text

collection. In other words, the answer is not the whole document that is relevant to the question,

but the parts of the document that can meet the users' need more precisely. On the other hand,

current IR systems allow us to locate documents but most of them leave it to the user to extract

the information from top ranked documents . Recently, documents have rapidly increased in

number, and we need a system that can retrieve information
,
not document. As a result, there

has been a growing interest to QA in NLP community.

In this paper, we introduce the KUQA system developed by NLP Lab. in Korea University for the

QA track of TREC-9. We try to incorporate NLP techniques with conventional IR techniques. To

do this, we utilize WordNet- as a kind of linguistic knowledge and a POS tagger for linguistic

analyzer.

In the next section , we describe three components of KUQA system. In section 3, we analyze the

performance of the system. And finally, we discuss future work in section 4.

2. System Description

Our system consists of three modules: the question analysis module for capturing the meaning

of a natural language question, the document retrieval and analysis module for selecting
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Figure 1 : Architecture of KUQA system

candidate answers from documents, and the answer extraction module for ranking candidate

answers and extracting surrounding words. These modules integrated into KUQA system are

represented in Figurel . Each module is described in detail in subsequent sections.

2.1 Question Analysis

The question analyzer reads a question, determines the semantic categories of it by consulting

automata and WordNet, and produces a category vector which represents the semantic

categories assigned to the question. These classified question categories are used for

computing semantic similarity between the question and candidate answers. Also, a list of

question words is extracted from the given question, and it is used for retrieving relevant

documents and measuring co-occurrence density.

2.1.1. Classifying Question Categories

The question categories indicate the possible type of semantic categories with which the

expected answer corresponds. They are decided by different methods according to the types of

questions. Questions can be grouped into following three types depending on their interrogatives

and sentence structures:

(1) Who, Where, When

(2) How

(3) What, Which, Others
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question Question categories

Who PERSON

Where .

COUNTRY CITY CAPITAL PENINSULA
ISLAND CONTINENT PROVINCE MOUNTAIN
MOUNTAIN_PEAK RIVER OCEAN

When DAY YEAR TIME_PERIOD TIME_UNIT TIME

How

far , tall LENGTH LINEAR_UNIT

long
LENGTH LINEAR_UNIT

YEAR TIME TIME_PERIOD TIME_UNIT TIME

rich
MONETARY_VALUE MONETARY_UNIT
ECONOMIC_CONDITION FINANTIAL.LOSS

much
,

many
NUMBER

What

Which

others

Applied to

proper

automata

The semantic categories of key phrase

No
automata

No category

Table 1 : Category assignment table

Table 1 shows the categories assigned to each type of questions. The category of the question

with an interrogative Who, Where, or When is decided by its meaning of the interrogative. The

category of the question with the interrogative How is determined by the meaning of an adjective

or an adverb followed by the interrogative. For example, How long questions may have

categories related to time or length and How many questions may have categories related to

number. However, the categories of What, Which and other questions can't be determined just

by the meaning of the interrogative or an adjacent adjective or adverb. To analyze these

questions, we try to manually construct automata. By using the automata, the system recognizes

the key phrase of the question, and then assigns the semantic categories of the question based

on the semantic categories of the key phrase. The semantic categories of the key phrase are

classified into one of 46 preclassified categories by using WordNet.

Figure 2 shows an example of the process of assigning question categories to the question:

What is the fare cost for the round trip between New York and London on Concord? In this

example, the key phrase "fare cost" is recognized by the automata, and the semantic category of

the question is classified into" FINANCIAL LOSS' by using WordNet.

Category vector

Question categories are represented by a category vector. The category vector consists of 46

categories manually selected from words in WordNet. If only one category is assigned to a

(Number of categories: 46)

COMFY OTY FB^NELLA FNWLLCSS

1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Table 2: An example of category vector for the question " Where is the Orinoco?"
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Figure2: an example of the process of assigning a question category

question, the value of that category in the category vector is set to 1 , and all other categories in

the vector are set to 0. If several categories are assigned to a question, then those categories in

the vector are set to 1

.

Table 2 shows an example of category vector for the question: Where is the Orinoco? Since the

semantic categories of that question are related to the location category, like COUNTRY, CITY,

PENINSULA, CONTINENT, and PROVINCE, all the categories related to location are set to 1 in

the vector.

2.1.2 Extracting Question Words

In the question analysis module, a list of question words is also extracted from the given question,

and it is used for retrieving relevant documents and measuring co-occurrence density. A

question word is extracted from a question if their part-of-speech is noun, verb, adjective, adverb,

or cardinal number, and it is restored to its root form. For example, the list of questions words

<fare, cost, round, trip, New, York, London, Concord> is extracted from the question "What is the

fare cost for the round trip between New York and London on Concord?"

2.2. Relevant Document Retrieval and Candidate Answer Selection

2.2.1 Retrieving Relevant Documents

The document retrieval module retrieves documents relevant to the question. The document

retrieval system is basically implemented based on the OKAPI ranking. However, we assign

different weights to the question words according to their part-of-speeches. When the

part-of-speech of a question word is proper noun, then the weight of the question word is

doubled so that the documents with the same proper noun are highly ranked.
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2.2.2 Selecting Candidate Answers

We try to select several candidate answers from top 10 ranked documents according to their

part-of-speeches.

As shown in table 3, we manually classify semantic categories of a question and their

corresponding part-of-speeches. With one or more semantic categories of a question, we can

expect the part-of-speeches of candidate answers by using table 3, and then select several

candidate answers from top ranked documents based on their part-of-speeches.

In fact, the POS tagger does not tag properly to the word whose part-of-speech is cardinal

number. So, we also select the word including a number in its string as candidate answers when

the semantic categories of a question expects cardinal number for its candidate answers. For

example, the word $600,000 can be a candidate answer when the semantic category of a

question is FINANCIAL LOSS, because it contains a number in its string.

COUNTRY, CITY, CAPITAL, PENINSULA, ISLAND, CONTINENT,

PROVINCE, MOUNTAIN, MOUNTAIN PEAK, OCEAN, RIVER
Proper Noun

COMPOUND, MATERIAL, DISEASE, SORT, WORD, BOOK, CINEMA,

MOVIE, MUSIC,

Proper Noun

Noun

NUMBER, LENGTH, LINEAR_UNIT, MAGNITUDE_RELATION, TIME,

TIME_PERIOD, YEAR
,
MONETARY_VALUE

Cardinal Number

Table 3: POS of candidate answers corresponding to semantic categories

2.2.3 Determining Semantic Categories of Candidate answers

We also use WordNet to determine the semantic categories of a candidate answer. Semantic

categories of a candidate answer are also represented by a category vector in the same way as

the question category vector. The vector consists of 46 categories manually chosen from a pool

of words in WordNet.

The system obtains a set of hypernyms and synonyms of a candidate answer by using WordNet.

If the set of hypernyms and synonyms of a word contains the words used as categories in the

category vector, the system sets the values of those categories in the vector to 1

.

Some categories used in the system can be grouped into the classes called similar category

classes, as shown in table 4. If the category of the candidate answer belongs to one of the class

of similar category classes, other categories in the same class are also set to 1 in the vector of

that word. For example, the word cost has FINANCIAL_LOSS as its hypernym and

FINANCIAL_LOSS belongs to one of the similar category classes. Thus, all other categories in

the same class: MONETARY.VALUE, MONETARY_UNIT, ECONOMIC_CONDITION are also

set to 1

.
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MOUNTAIN MOUNTAIN_PEAK

MONETARY.VALUE MONETARYJJNIT
FINANT1AL_L0SS EO>OyBC_CONDmON

T1VE TIME_PERIOD

TiME_UNrr

CTsEvA MOVE
LENGTH UNEAR_UNn"

WORD NAME
CAPITAL CfTY

Table 4: Similar category classes

In some cases, two or more words have one category. In the case of words New York, although

the category of New York is CITY by using WordNet, each word newand York doesri t belong to

the CITY category. To solve this problem, we consider not only the current keyword but also the

adjacent words of the current keyword in assigning keyword categories. If there are proper

categories for two adjacent words in WordNet, the categories are assigned to the candidate

answer.

There are many named entities which are unknown in WordNet. In order to determine the

semantic categories of the unknown named entities, we try to use the semantic categories of the

adjacent word of the unknown named entity as a clue. As a simple example, consider the

phrase: President Kim said. The category of the named entity Kim can't be determined by using

WordNet. But, the category of the preceding word President can be determined as PERSON,

and the category of unknown named entity Kim can be also determined as PERSON.

In the case that several words are connected by hyphens, or a number and a unit together

comprise one word, we have to tokenize them as separate words. We divide 92km, for example,

as 92 and km, and then determine a category oi92km. Table 5 shows some examples of words

and their corresponding categories.

President Steven PERSON

New York CITY

Seoul CITY

92m LENGTH, NUMBER

5 may TME_FERICO , NUMBER

$600,000

EOONOMC_<X)NDTON

FINANCIALLOSS

MONETARY_VALUE

Table 5: Some examples of words and their categories

2.3 Ranking Candidate Answers

We use three factors to rank candidate answers: average distance weight, co-occurrence ratio,

and semantic category similarity. Candidate answers are ranked according to the product of

these three factors. By doing that, both semantic category similarity and co-occurrence density

are reflected in computing the similarity between a question and an answer.
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2.3.1 Average distance weight

By considering the phenomena that an answer to some questions tends to appear in a-document

locally close to the same words occurred in the question, we use the average distance weight to

measure the proximity. Distance weight means the degree of proximity between the keywords of

the candidate answer and words in the set of question words. It varies between 0 and 1 . Average

distance weight is determined by computing the average of distance weight between one

candidate word and all question words in the fixed number of words around a candidate answer

in a document.

2.3.2 Co-occurrence ratio

Although two candidate answers have the same value of average distance weight, one clustered

with many words in the set of question words must have a higher score than the other clustered

with just a few words. This is reflected in the following formula of R
t

:

D Number of question words appeared in the passage
K.

Total Number of question words

2.3.3 Semantic category similarity

Average distance weight and the co-occurrence ratio are not able to reflect the semantic

similarities between a question and a candidate answer. Thus, we define the category similarity

between a question category vector and a candidate answer category vector. It can have one of

three values: high, middle, or low. When two categories are same or similar, the category vector

similarity is high. When there is no relevance to each other, the category vector similarity is low.

3. Experimental Results

Our system uses the question set used in TREC8 as a training data. It usesTreeTagger (Helmut

Schmid) as a POS tagger and WordNet as a thesaurus. The document retrieval system

implemented by using OKAPI algorithm is used for retrieving relevantdocuments. OurTREC-9

results of 250-byte run are shown in table 6. There are 682 questions in TREC-9 test questions.

Unlike the last year, the judgmentfield can be one of three values: -1
(
Wrong), 1 (Correct), and 2

[Unsupported). The Unsupported judgment is given to responses that would have been judged

correct but, in the judge's opinion, we could not tell it was a correct answer from the document

returned with it.

There are two different evaluations: a strict evaluation which counting only the Correct as right

and a lenient evaluation that counting both Correct and Unsupported as right. The first row of the

table 6 indicates the result of the strict evaluation and the second row indicates that of the lenient

evaluation.
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(Total number of test questions: 682)

Number of answers

MRR
Percentage of correct

answers in top 5
rankl rank2 rank3 rank4 rank5 Total

Strict 194 78 35 23 14 344 0.371 50.40%

Lenient 206 74 36 21 16 353 0.386 51 .80%

Table6: Result for the 250-byte answer category

4. Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced our Question-Answering system, named KUQA. With the system,

we tried to integrate NLP techniques and IR techniques in a way that makes maximal use of their

complimentary ability. KUQA utilizes WordNet as a source of word class information and

TreeTagger as a tool for linguistic analysis. Experimental results are encouraging and suggest

that NLP techniques are useful for Question-Answering. There is certainly much room for

improvement. A problem arises with questions or candidate answers containing words unknown

to WordNet. Their semantic categories cannot be classified properly. Another problem arises

from limited utilization of NLP techniques. In the future work, we will extend our system to include

various NLP techniques including partial parsing, named entity tagging and anaphora resolution.
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1 Introduction

In this report we describe the QALC system (the Question-Answering program of the Language and Cogni-

tion group at LIMSI-CNRS) which has been involved in the QA-track evaluation at TREC9. The purpose

of the Question-Answering track is to find the answers to a set of about 700 questions. The answers are text

sequences extracted from the 5 volumes of the TREC collection. All the questions have at least one answer

in the collection.

The basic architecture of QALC is composed of seven modules, two for the questions and four for the

corpora, and a last pairing module which produces the sentences ranked by decreasing order of relevance

(see Figure 1).

The QALC system relies mainly on genuine Natural Language Processing components. Most of the

components take as input a tagged version of the documents. We use the TreeTagger for this purpose (Stein

and Schmid, 1995). The system is based on the following modules:

Natural language question analysis The analysis of the questions relies on a shallow parser which spots

discriminant patterns and assigns categories to the questions. The categories correspond to the types

of entities which are likely to constitute the answer to this question.

Term extraction The term extractor is based on syntactic patterns which describe compound nouns. The

maximal extension of these compounds is produced along with the plausible subphrases.

Search engine We tested two kinds of search engines: the search engine from ATT, by using only its

outputs, and Indexal, a search engine from Bertin Technologies.

Automatic indexing & variant conflation Automatic indexing relies on FASTR (Jacquemin, 1999), a

shallow transformational natural language analyzer which recognizes the occurrences and the variants

of the terms produced by the term extraction module. Each occurrence or variant constitutes an index

to the document which is ultimately used in the process of document ranking and in the process of

question/document pairing.

Named entity recognition Similarly, named entities are recognized in the documents in order to build

indexes which are used for measuring the degree of similarity between the questions and the document

sentences. Named entities are extracted through lexico-syntactic patterns combined with significantly

large lexical data.
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Iranked sequences of 50 and 250 characters

Figure 1: Flowchart of QALC.

Document ranking & thresholding Documents are ranked according to a weighted measure of the in-

dexes produced by the automatic indexing and variant conflation module. Only the n best ranked

documents are selected. A further selection of the documents is made if a plateau can be recognized

in the relevance curve of the documents.

Question/sentence pairing Finally, all the data extracted from the questions and the documents by

the preceding modules is used by a pairing module to evaluate the degree of similarity between a

document sentence and a question. The answers are extracted from the sentences that are chosen from

the documents selected by the preceding module.

Our system is very similar to the system built for TREC8 (Ferret et al., 1999). Hence, we will only focus on

the differences between these two systems in the following sections.

2 Natural Language Question Analysis

Question analysis is performed in order to assign features to questions and use these features for the pair-

ing measurement between a query (question) and potential answer sentences (answer). Basically, question

analysis allows the prediction of the kind(s) of answer, called target (for instance, ORGANIZATION). The

retrieved documents (see Section 6) are labeled with the same tagset as the questions. During the pairing

measurement, the more the question and a sentence share the same tags, the more they are considered as

involved in a question-answer relation. For example:

Question: How many people live in the Falklands ? —» target = NUMBER

Answer: ... Falklands population of <b_numex._TYPE=NTJMBER> 2,100 <e_numex> is concentrated.

The question analysis is based on a set of rules that uses syntactic and semantic criteria. The targets used are

PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION (either CITY or PLACE), TIME-EXPRESSION (either DATE,
TIME, AGE or PERIOD), and NUMBER (either LENGTH, VOLUME, DISTANCE, WEIGHT, PHYSICS
or FINANCIAL). The target tags are hierarchised in order to offer more flexibility when searching for the

answer. We have established 17 semantic classes, hierarchically structured as shown in Figure 2.
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NamedNumEntity

Figure 2: The hierarchy of target

3 Term Extraction

Terms are extracted from the questions and sentences through part-of-speech filtering. These terms are used

by FASTR to index documents retrieved by the search engines.

The questions are first tagged with the help of the TreeTagger. Then, patterns of syntactic categories are

used to extract terms from the tagged corpora. They are very close to those in (Justeson and Katz, 1995),

but we do not include post-posed prepositional phrases. The pattern used for extracting terms is
1

:

(((((JJ|Nn |Np |Vbg) )?(JJ|Nn|Np |Vbg )
(Np |Nn )))|(Vbd)I(Nn)|(Np )|(CD)) (1)

The longest string is acquired first and substrings can only be acquired if they do not begin at the same

word as the superstring. For instance, from the sequence nemeNN o/in the&i CAS'np helicopter^ pilot^

shotyBD down-R.p, the following four terms are acquired: US helicopter pilot, helicopter pilot, pilot, and shoot.

We also keep all the lemmas corresponding to the single words of the question : US and helicopter.

The mode of acquisition chosen for terms amounts to considering only the substructures that correspond

to an attachment of modifiers to the leftmost constituents (the closest one). For instance, the decomposition

of US helicopter pilot into helicopter pilot and pilot is equivalent to extracting the subconstituents of the

structure [175 [helicopter [pilot]]].

4 Search Engine

We tested the QALC system with the 200 questions that were proposed at the TREC8 Question-Answer

task. One module of our system is the selection, through a search engine, of documents which may contain

an answer to the question. We examined the results of three search engines, Zprise provided by NIST, ATT
whose results for the TREC questions are provided by NIST, and Indexal placed at our disposal by Bertin

Technologies, a French engineering company.

Zprise is a vectorial search engine developed by NIST. We used it with the following features : bm25idf

weighting function of Okapi (Robertson E. and Beaulieu, 1999), stemming with the Porter algorithm, and

no relevance feedback. Indexal is a pseudo-boolean search engine developed by Bertin Technologies. It is

1Nn are common nouns, Np proper nouns and CD numeral determiners.
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mostly used for information retrieval in smaller data bases. Indexal enlarges the request by use of stemming.

A side effect of the retrieval method seems to be the preference given to large documents. Another feature

is the use of the notion of affinity between words. The request then consists of a set of words that have to

be found in a window of text of a given length.

One goal of our tests was to determine the optimal number of documents to select from the retrieved

documents. Indeed, having too many documents leads to a question processing time that is too long, but

conversely, having too few documents reduces the possibility of obtaining the correct answer. Obviously, the

other goal was to determine the best search engine, that is to say the one which gives the highest number of

documents containing the answers.

4.1 Document Selection Threshold

We carried out four different tests with the Zprise search engine, respectively with 50, 100, 200, and 500

selected documents. At the end of TREC8, the NIST provided, for each question, a list of documents which

contained the answer. We based our comparisons on this list of relevant documents . Table 1 shows the test

results.

Number of selected documents 50 100 200 500

Number of questions for which all the relevant documents were retrieved 75 86 111 128

Number of questions for which some of the relevant documents were retrieved 116 98 82 66

Number of questions for which no relevant document was retrieved 19 16 7 6

Total number of relevant documentsthat were retrieved (total number: 1197) 702 820 931 1018

Table 1: Comparison between the numbers of relevant retrieved documents for different thresholds of

selected documents

According to Table 1, the number of questions for which all the relevant documents were retrieved

increases with the number of selected documents, but increases less between 200 et 500 selected documents.

In the same way, the number of questions for which no document was retrieved is almost equal for 200 and

500 selected documents. Furthermore, the total number of relevant documents that were retrieved is less

increasing between 200 and 500 selected documents (7% more) than between 50 and 100 selected documents

(10% more). Generally speaking, the improvement of the search engine results tends to decrease beyond the

threshold of 200 selected documents. For the TREC9 questions processing, we then choose the threshold of

200 documents selected which seemed to offer the best arrangement between the number of documents in

which the answer may be found and the question processing time.

4.2 Search Engine Evaluation

We compared the results given by the three search engines for the 200 TREC8 questions and for a threshold

of 200 selected documents. Table 2 gives the tests results.

Search engine Indexal Zprise ATT

Number of questions for which all the relevant documents were retrieved 109 111 142

Number of questions for which some of the relevant documents were retrieved 73 82 52

Number of questions for which no relevant document was retrieved 18 7 6

Total number of relevant documentsthat were retrieved (total number : 1197) 814 931 1021

Table 2 : Compared performances of the Indexal, Zprise and ATT search engines

The ATT search engine revealed itself as the most efficient one according to the following three criteria:

the largest number of questions for which all the relevant documents were retrieved, the lowest number of

questions for which no relevant document was retrieved, and the most of relevant documents retrieved for

all the 200 questions.
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The evaluation results of our whole processing chain, tested with the TREC8 questions, were respectively

0.409 with Zprise, 0.452 with Indexal, 0.463 with ATT.
These different observations led us to choose two different search engines for the TREC9 QA task. The

first one is ATT, for the obvious reason that it gives us the best results. The other is Indexal because, on

the one hand, we can use it more freely as we have the software at our disposal, and, on the other hand, the

Bertin Technology is in the process of improving its system.

5 Automatic Indexing and Document Ranking

The selection of relevant documents among the results given by the search engine relies on an NLP-based
indexing composed of both single-word and phrase indexes and linguistic links between the occurrences and

the original terms. The original terms are those extracted from the questions. The occurrences or variants of

these terms are extracted by FASTR (Jacquemin, 1999), a transformational shallow parser for the recognition

of term occurrences and variants. The detection of variants in the documents is based on rules, enabling

morphological and semantic transformations.

The ranking of the documents relies on a weighted combination of the terms and variants extracted from

the documents. The weighting scheme relies on a measure of quality of the different families of variations

described in (Ferret et al., 1999): non-variant occurrences are better than morphological and morpho-

syntactic variants, and semantic and morpho-syntactico-semantic variants receive the lowest weight. We
also emphasize terms with proper names, since they are more reliable indexes than common names, and

long terms are preferred over single ones, according to their number of words. Thus documents containing

multiple word terms, either variant of initial terms or not, are better ranked than documents that contain

scattered single words. We retain a maximum of 100 documents. However, when the weight curve presents

a sudden slope, we only select documents before the fall, with a minimum set to 20.

6 Named Entity Recognition

Named entities are recognized in the documents in order to build indexes which are used for measuring

the degree of similarity between the questions and the document sentences. Named entities receive one of

the following types: PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION (CITY or STATE) , NUMBER (a time expression or

a number expression, see Figure 2). They are defined in a similar way to the MUC task (Grishman and

Sundheim, 1995) and recognized through a combination of

• lexical lookup (for syntactic or semantic tags on the single words) and rules which use these tags

together with lexical elements; and

• dictionary lookup (the direct access to lists of named entities).

The three lists used for lexical lookup are CELEX (CELEX, 1998), a lexicon of 160,595 inflected words with

associated lemma and syntactic category, a list of 8,070 first names (6,763 of which are from the CLR (1998)

archive at New Mexico State University) and a list of 211,587 family names from the CLR archive at New
Mexico State University. The recognition of location expressions was improved by integrating the work of

(Hlouz, Jacquemin, and Habert, 1999).

7 Question/Sentence Pairing

This section first presents the module that selects for each question a list of five ranked sentences in which

the Answer Extraction module then tries to find the five required answers. This module relies on the results

of all the preceding modules:

• each question is assigned a set of terms and one or several categories according to its focus;
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• a set of documents is selected for each question. In each of them, named entities and terms extracted

from the questions are tagged.

Although they share a large number of features, the Question/Sentence Pairing module for the 250 character

task is not the same as the one for the 50 character task. The first one is identical to the Pairing module used

in the TREC8 Qalc system while the second one is a new one that aims at being more precise. Nevertheless,

these two modules are based on the same principle: we compare each sentence from the selected documents

for a question to this question and we always keep the five sentences that are the most similar to the question.

7.1 The TREC8 Pairing Module

In the TREC8 Pairing module, questions and document sentences are transformed into vectors. Then these

vectors are compared by computing a similarity measure. Such vectors contain the most significant words of

the primary sentences or questions, i.e. mainly their content words (as nouns, verbs and adjectives). Each
word in a vector is weighted according to its importance in relation to the Question/Answering corpus by

using the tf.idf weighting policy, as it is often done in Information Retrieval. These vectors also contain two

kinds of linguistic features: terms and named entities. These linguistic features are considered in the vectors

as if they were significant words.

Terms Each term that has been extracted by the term extractor described in Section 3 has an unique

identifier that is used for marking the occurrences and the variants of this term both in the questions

and in the document sentences. In the sentences, this identifier is associated with a score that reflects

the distance between the found variant and its reference form in the question vector (see Section 5).

In the question vector, we add the term identifier with a default weight.

Named entities Each recognized named entity is marked with a specific tag according to its type (see

Section 6). On the other hand, the kind of the answer expected for each question is determined by

the Question Analysis module. Thus, for a question, we add the tag(s) of the expected type(s) of the

answer to its vector and for a sentence, we add the tags of the named entities that have been recognized

in the sentence to its vector. In both cases, each tag is given a fixed weight.

The comparison between a sentence vector Vd and a question vector V
g , both enriched with linguistic features,

is then achieved by computing the following similarity measure:

sim(Vq,Vd) = ^i^i (2)
W(lj

with wqj, the weight of a word in the question vector and wdi, the weight of a word in a sentence vector

that is also in the question vector. This measure evaluates the proportion and the importance of the elements

(words or linguistic features) in the question vector that are present in the sentence vector with regards to

all the words in the question vector.

We also take into account the difference in length between a question and a document sentence. This

criterion is used as a secondary key for sorting the sentences that are selected as possible answers to a

question: if two sentences have the same similarity value, the shortest sentence is ranked first.

7.2 The TREC9 Pairing Module

The Pairing module used this year for the 50 character task differs from the above one on two main points.

First, it makes no distinction between words and terms. It only deals with terms and considers words as

mono-terms. Second, it does not compute the similarity between a question and a sentence globally by

gathering all their features in a vector. On the contrary, question/sentence similarity is evaluated for each

kind of features and the results of this evaluation are then aggregated in relation to the importance of the

type of the features. Three kinds of features are taken into account:
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• the presence in the sentence of the terms extracted from the question;

• the presence in the sentence of named entities whose type fits the expected type of the answer;

• the length of the shortest part of the sentence that contain all the terms that are terms of the question.

The first change is intended to simplify the overall process while the second one aims at increasing the tuning

capabilities of the pairing module.

7.2.1 Term Similarity

The term similarity of a sentence in relation to a question is given by the sum of the weights of the terms

extracted from the question that are present in the sentence, either as they are or as variants. The weight

of such a term T takes into account three factors:

• the score given by FASTR to the term T. This score depends on what kind of variant of T was

recognized (see Section 5);

• the fact that T is or not a proper noun. We actually consider that proper nouns are more significant

than the terms built with common words;

• the specificity of the term T. As Kozima (1993), we evaluate this specificity by using the significativity

of T, which corresponds to its normalized information with regards to a corpus. In our case, the

reference corpus is the LA Times part of the Question Answering corpus. As they are considered as

very specific, multi-terms and proper nouns are given the maximum significativity value, which is equal

to 1.

The weight of a term T combines these three factors into the following formula:

fCLStT SCOTciTj
term weightier) = fastr_score(T) + ( • np modulator(T) • significativity(T)) (3)

1. fastr_score(T): score given by Fastr to the term T;

2. np modulator (T): proper noun modulator. It is equal to 2 for proper nouns and equal to 1 for

the other terms;

3. significativity(T): significativity of the term T.

Roughly speaking, the weight of a term T is equal to its Fastr score plus a modulation of the half of that

score in relation to the type and the specificity of T. Moreover, if a term of a question has several occurrences

in a sentence, only the occurrence that has the greatest weight is kept.

7.2.2 Answer Length Score

The length score of a sentence aims at favoring sentences in which the terms of the question are grouped in a

small area. Its presence is justified by the presence in the Question Answering corpus of a large proportion

of newspaper articles, which often contain long sentences.

The length score is simply equal to the number of words in the smallest part of the sentence that gathers

all the terms of the question that were recognized for this sentence.
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7.2.3 Named Entity Similarity

The named entity similarity measure of a sentence in relation to a question takes into account two factors:

• the presence in the sentence of named entities that correspond to the expected type of the answer;

• the distance of these named entities to the terms of the question that were recognized in the sentence.

The evaluation of the first factor relies on the named entity hierarchy presented in Section 2. Questions are

always tagged with the more specific types of this hierarchy. But our named entity tagger can not always

be so accurate. Hence, we search in the document sentences not only the named entities having the type

of the answer but also the named entities having a more general type. Of course, the score of a named
entity decreases as its distance from the expected type, i.e. the number of levels that separate them in the

hierarchy, increases. If several named entities in a document sentence are found to be compatible with the

answer type, we only keep the one having the greatest score.

The second factor is justified by the length of the sentences in the Question Answering corpus. We
suppose that a correct answer is more likely to be found if the named entity that fits the type of the answer

is close to the recognized terms of the question. We take as reference for these terms the part of the sentence

that is delimited for the computation of the answer length score. We consider that if a named entity occurs

more than 4 words away from the beginning or the end of this part of sentence, it has few chance to be

related to the question.

Finally, the named entity similarity measure is given by the following formula:

nejsimilarity = ne hierarchy level number — distance(questionjtype, best document ne) (4)

^answerjproximity (bestjdocumentjne)

1. ne hierarchy level number: number of levels of the named entity hierarchy. In our case, it is

equal to 3;

2. distance(question type, bestjdocumentjne): number of levels between the answer type and the

type of the best compatible named entity found in the document sentence;

3. answerjproximity {bestjdocumentne): proximity between the best named entity and the terms

of the question. In our case, this is a binary value: 1 if the best named entity fulfills the proximity

conditions; 0 otherwise.

7.2.4 Global Similarity

As in the TREC8 Pairing module, the global similarity measure in this module is used to rank the docu-

ment sentences that may contain the answer to a question. This measure consists of aggregating the three

dimensions we have presented above according to the following principles.

First, we favor the term similarity: if a sentence Si has a term similarity that is significantly greater

than the term similarity of a sentence S2, Si is ranked on top of S2. By significantly greater, we mean

more precisely that term_similarity(Sl) > term_similarity(S2) + similarityjequivalence. For the runs we

submitted, similarityjequivalence was equal to 0.1. When the term similarity is too ambiguous, we rely

on named entity similarity: if Si has greater named entity similarity than S2, Si is ranked on top of S2.

As there are not many possible values for that kind of similarity, this criterion may also be ambiguous. In

such a case, we come back to the term similarity criterion, but with a smaller similarity^equivalence value:

this one was equal to 0.05 for our evaluation runs. Finally, if there is still an uncertainty, we use the answer

length score: we choose the sentence that has the lowest length score.

7.3 Answer Extraction

The selection of a subpart of a sentence longer than 250 characters is simply done by reducing it by its two

ends. The extraction of a short answer depends on the presence or not of a tag that may correspond to the
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kind of answer, if it is known. We retain either the exact tag proposed by the question analyzer or a more

general one in our hierarchy. If such a tag is found in the sentence itself, or just besides in one of the two

contiguous sentences, we select the tagged expression. When there is no tag in the sentence or no requested

tag found by the question analyzer, we select the longest part of the sentence that does not contain any

term.

8 Results and Analysis

We sent to TREC9 three different runs. Two of those runs give answers of 250 characters and use the same

processing chain except for the search engine module which uses for one run ATT, and for the other run,

Indexal. The third run gives answers of 50 characters length and is the result of a different ending module.

The search engine used for the third run is ATT. Results are consistent with our previous analysis. Indeed,

the run with ATT search engine gives slightly better results (0,407 strict et 0,414 lenient) than those obtained

with the Indexal search engine (0,375 strict et 0,382 lenient). Table 3 sums up the number of answers found

by our two runs.

Rank of the retrieved answer 1 2 3 4 5 No answer retrieved

Run using ATT (strict) 216 73 48 23 15 307

Run using Indexal (strict) 187 78 50 35 22 310

Run using ATT (lenient) 221 72 50 23 16 300

Run using Indexal (lenient) 190 81 50 34 23 304

Table 3 : Number of retrieved answers, by rank, for the two runs at 250 caracters

The results given in Table 3 lead us to the following remarks : the run using the ATT search engine gives

more answers at rank 1 than the run using Indexal. Conversely, this last run gives more answers in lower

ranks. Therefore, the score difference between these two runs seems to result more from a better ranking of

the correct answers than from the slightly different number of retrieved answers.

We then analysed the overlap between the answers of the two runs. These runs give rather different

results, as they have only partial overlapping : for 246 same questions, none of them gives the correct answer

at any rank (among about 310 not found for each of them). The other 60 questions for which they do not

have the correct answer are different for each run. Furthermore, only 169 answers are found at the same

rank for the two runs, among about 370 retrieved answers, e.g. a little less than a half. As shown in Table

3, answers given by the run using ATT have a better rank than those given by the run using Indexal: 162

questions are ranked better through ATT while only 105 question are ranked better by Indexal.

9 Conclusion and Future Developments

Our participation to the Question Answering track this year was guided by two purposes, mainly concerned

with the support to the QA task and not with the QA task itself:

• transforming our previous set of modules into an actual QA system that can be easily used in order to

test different ideas;

• integrating in our QA system a search engine that we can tune.

We also improved the Question/Answer Pairing and the Answer Extraction modules but these ones still

have to be perfected as it is proved by our results for the 50 character task.

Among the future developments that we are considering for our next participation in the QA-track are:

• answer unit could be enlarged and position of indexes inside a document could be accounted for in

order to focus on the units that gather the largest number of indexes and which are more likely to

provide the answer;
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• term acquisition could be improved through a disambiguation of long noun phrases and a better part-

of-speech tagging of the questions;

• named entity recognition could be improved through machine learning techniques (Baluja, Mittal, and
Sukthankar, 1999);

• we achieved some tests about using topic resources for query expansion, with some promizing results

that we could not exploit this year;

• although we focused this year on architecture issues, there is still work to do in this area, especially

about having coherent linguistic annotations among all our tools, such as in the ATLAS framework

(Bird et al., 2000), for example.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the LIMSI Spoken Document Re-

trieval system used in the TREC-9 evaluation. This system com-

bines an adapted version of the LIMSI 1999 Hub-4E transcription

system for speech recognition with text-based IR methods. Com-

pared with the LIMSI TREC-8 system, this year's system is able

to index the audio data without knowledge of the story boundaries

using a double windowing approach. The query expansion proce-

dure of the information retrieval component has been revised and

makes use of contemporaneous text sources.

Experimental results are reported in terms of mean average pre-

cision for both the TREC SDR'99 and SDR'OO queries using the

same 557h data set. The mean average precision of this year's sys-

tem is 0.5250 for SDR'99 and 0.3706 for SDR'OO for the focus

unknown story boundary condition with a 20% word error rate.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the LIMSI broadcast news index-

ating and retrieval system developed for the TREC-9 Spo-

ken Document Retrieval track. Compared with the LIMSI
TREC-8 SDR system, both the speech transcription sys-

tem and the information retrieval component have been im-

proved. Concerning the speech recognizer, we have both

sped up the decoder and slightly reduced the word error rate.

The query expansion procedure of the information retrieval

component has been revised and the capability to index non-

segmented audio streams for the unknown story boundaries

condition has been added.

During our developement work we investigated the impact

of various system parameters on the ER results including: the

transcriber speed, the epoch of the texts used for query ex-

pansion, the query expansion term weighting strategy, the

query length, and the use of non-lexical information.

Most of the reported results here were obtained using the

TREC-8 SDR'99 conditions, i.e. the TREC-8 data collection

consisting of 557 hours of broadcast news from the period

of February through June 1998. This data includes 21750

stories and has an associated set of 50 queries.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: In the next three

sections we provide an overview of the broadcast news in-

dexation and information retrieval components, followed by

an investigation of the impact of decoding speed and the con-

sequence of the word error rate on the information retrieval

process. The subsequent two sections address query expan-

sion and the use of non-lexical information. We then de-

scribe how we addressed the unknown story boundary con-

dition and the terse query condition in this year's evaluation.

Comparative results are given on the development queries

from SDR'99 and this year's query set, and some conclu-

sions are made.

2. TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The LIMSI broadcast news transcription system [5] con-

sists of an audio partitioner [10] and a speech recognizer [11,

12]. The goal of audio partitioning is to divide the acous-

tic signal into homogeneous segments, labeling and struc-

turing the acoustic content of the data. Partitioning consists

of identifying and removing non-speech segments, and then

clustering the speech segments and assigning bandwidth and

gender labels to each segment. The result of the partitioning

process is a set of speech segments with cluster, gender and

telephone/wideband labels, which can be used to generate

metadata annotations. The partitioning approach used in the

LIMSI BN transcription system relies on an audio stream

mixture model [10]. Each component audio source, repre-

senting a speaker in a particular background and channel

condition, is modeled by a GMM. The segment boundaries

and labels are jointly identified by an iterative maximum
likelihood segmentation/clustering procedure using GMMs
and agglomerative clustering.

For each speech segment, the word recognizer determines

the sequence of words in the segment, associating start and

end times and an optional confidence measure with each

word. The speaker-independent large vocabulary, contin-

uous speech recognizer makes use of n-gram statistics for

language modeling and of continuous density HMMs with

Gaussian mixtures for acoustic modeling. Word recognition

is usually performed in three steps: 1) initial hypothesis gen-

eration, 2) word graph generation, 3) final hypothesis gen-

eration. The hypotheses are used in cluster-based acoustic

model adaptation using the MLLR technique [16] prior to

word graph generation, and all subsequent decoding passes.

The final hypothesis is generated using a 4-gram language
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model.

For all the experimental results given in this paper, the fol-

lowing training conditions were used. The acoustic models

were trained on about 150 hours of American English broad-

cast news data. The phone models are position-dependent

triphones, with about 1 1500 tied-states for the largest model

set. The state-tying is obtained via a divisive, decision tree

based clustering algorithm. Wideband and telephone band

sets of gender-dependent acoustic models were built using

MAP adaptation of SI seed models. Fixed language mod-

els were obtained by interpolation of n-gram backoff lan-

guage models trained on 3 different data sets: 203 M words

of BN transcripts; 343 M words of NAB newspaper texts

and AP Wordstream texts; 1.6 M words corresponding to the

transcriptions of the acoustic training data. The interpola-

tion coefficients of these LMs were chosen so as to mini-

mize the perplexity on the Hub4 Nov98 evaluation data. The

4-gram LM contains 7M bigrams, 14M trigrams and 1 1M
fourgrams.

The recognition word list contains 65122 words. The

word pronunciations are based on a 48 phone set (3 of them

are used for silence, filler words, and breath noises). A pro-

nunciation graph is associated with each word so as to al-

low for alternate pronunciations, including optional phones.

Frequent inflected forms have been verified to provide more

systematic pronunciations. As done in the past, compound

words for about 300 frequent word sequences subject to re-

duced pronunciations were included in the lexicon as well as

the representation of the most frequent acronyms as words.

3. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

The automatically generated partition and word transcrip-

tion can be used for indexation and information retrieval pur-

poses. Techniques commonly applied to automatic text in-

dexation were applied to the automatic transcriptions of the

broadcast news radio and TV documents. These classical

techniques are based on document term frequencies, where

the terms are obtained after standard text processing, such

as text normalization, tokenization, stopping, stemming and

named-entity identification.

In order to be able to apply the same IR system to dif-

ferent text data types (automatic transcriptions, closed cap-

tions, additional texts from newspapers or newswires), all of

the documents are preprocessed in a homogeneous manner.

This preprocessing, or tokenization, is the same as the text

source preparation for training the speech recognizer lan-

guage models [7], and attempts to transform the texts to be

closer to the observed American speaking style. The basic

operations include translating numbers and sums into words,

removing all the punctuation symbols, removing case dis-

tinctions and detecting acronyms and spelled names. How-

ever removing all punctuations implies that certain hyphen-

ated words such as anti-communist, non-profit are rewritten

as anti communist and non profit. While this offers advan-

tages for speech recognition, it can lead to IR errors. To

avoid IR problems due to this type of transformation, the

output of the tokenizer (and recognizer) is checked for com-

mon prefixes, in order to rewrite a sequence of words such

as anti communist as a single word. The prefixes that are

handled include anti, co, bi, counter. A rewrite lexicon con-

taining compound words formed with these prefixes and a

limited number of named entities (such as Los-Angeles) is

used to transform the texts. Similarly all numbers less than

one hundred are treated as a single entity (such as twenty-

seven).

In order to reduce the number of lexical items for a given

word sense, each word is translated into its stem (as defined

in [2, 2 1]) or, more generally, into a form that is chosen as be-

ing representative of its semantic family. The stemming lex-

icon (derived from the UMass 'porterized' lexicon) [2] con-

tains about 32000 entries and was constructed using Porter's

algorithm on the most frequent words in the collection, and

then manually corrected.

Two approaches for IR were explored for SDR'99 and

this year, the first based on the popular TF*IDF weigth-

ing scheme and the second using a Markovian term weight-

ing [14, 17, 19].

For the TF*EDF approach, the score of document d for a

query is given by the Okapi-BM25 formula[22, 23]. It is the

sum over all the terms t in the query of:

{K + 1) * tft>d N
CWt

>
d = K*(l-b + b*L d) + tft>d

* l0S
JTt * qtf

\

where tftd is the number of occurrences of term t in docu-

ment d (i.e. term frequency in document), Nt is the number

of documents containing term t at least once, N is the total

number of documents in the collection, Ld is the length of

document d divided by the average length of the documents

in the collection, and qtft the number of occurrences of term

t in the query.

For the second approach the score of a story is obtained

by summing the query term weights mwt d which are the un-

igram log probabilities of the terms given the story model

once interpolated with a general English model:

mwt<d = qtft * log(a Pv{t\d) + (1 - a) Pr(<)).

The text of the query may or may not include the index

terms associated with relevant documents. One way to cope

with this problem is to use query expansion based on terms

present in retrieved documents on the same (Blind Relevance

Feedback, BRF) or other (Parallel Blind Relevance Feed-

back, PBRF) data collections [24]. For SDR'99 we com-

bined the two approches in our system. For PBRF we used

6 months of commercially available broadcast news tran-

scripts from the period jun-dec 1997 [1]. This corpus con-

tains 50000 stories and 49.5 M words. For a given query, the
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terms found in the top B documents from the baseline search

are ranked by their offer weight [23], and the top T terms are

added to the query. Since only the T terms with best offer

weights are kept, the terms are filtered using a stop list of

144 common words, in order to increase the likelihood that

the resulting terms are relevant.

Table 1 gives the results for both cw and mw term weight-

ings for the SDR'99 data set. Four experimental configura-

tions are reported: baseline search (base), query expansion

using BRF (brf), query expansion with parallel BRF (pbrf)

and query expansion using both BRF and PBRF (brf+pbrf).

For BRF and PBRF, the terms are added to the query with

a weight of 1. For BRF+PBRF, the terms from each source

are added with a weight of 0.5. The results clearly demon-

strate the interest of using both BRF and PBRF expansion

techniques, as consistent improvements are obtained over the

baseline system for the two conditions (Rl and SI). BRF is

found to be more effective for both the SI condition (the rec-

ognizer transcripts) and the Rl condition (the manual tran-

scripts).

data meth. base brf pbrf brf+pbrf

R1K tf*idf 0.4711 0.5318 0.5147 0.5487

unigram 0.4691 0.5354 0.5098 0.5430

S1K tf*idf 0.4327 0.5239 0.4919 0.5350

unigram 0.4412 0.5302 0.4943 0.5398

Table 1: Comparison of IR results on the SDR'99 data set us-

ing both Okapi and Markovian term weightings (6=0.86, AT=1.1,

5=15, T=10, a=0.5). Rl: reference transcript. SI: automatic

speech transcription. K: known story boundary condition.

The two IR approaches are seen to yield comparable re-

sults [13]. Only small differences in information retrieval

performance as given by the mean average precision were

observed for automatic and manual transcriptions when the

story boundaries are known.

4. DECODING SPEED

Processing time is an important factor in making a speech

transcription system viable for automatic indexation of radio

and television broadcasts. When only concerned by the word

error rate, it is common to design systems that run in 100

times real-time or more. Although it is usually assumed that

processing time is not a major issue since computer power

has been increasing continuously, it is also known that the

amount of data appearing on information channels is increas-

ing very rapidly. Therefore processing time is an important

factor in making a speech transcription system viable for au-

dio data mining and other related applications. Constraints

on the computational resources led us to reconsider some of

the system design issues, particularly those concerning the

acoustic models and the decoding strategy. We investigated

the design of a system which performs well with computa-

tional resources in the range 1 to lOxRT on commonly avail-

able platforms. A new decoder was implemented with which

broadcast data can be transcribed in few times real-time with

only a slight increase in word error rate when compared to

our best system.

A 4-gram single pass dynamic network decoder has been

developed. It is a time-synchronous Viterbi decoder with dy-

namic expansion ofLM state conditioned lexical trees [3,18,

20] with acoustic and language model lookaheads. The de-

coder can handle position-dependent, cross-word tnphones

and lexicons with contextual pronunciations. It makes use

of various pruning techniques to reduce the search space

and computation time, including three HMM-state pruning

beams and fast Gaussian likelihood computations. It can also

generate word graphs and rescore them with different acous-

tic and language models. Faster than real-time decoding can

be obtained using this decoder with a word error under 30%,

running in less than 100 Mb of memory on widely available

platforms such Pentium III or Alpha machines.

The decoder by itself does not solve by itself the prob-

lem of reducing the recognition time as proper models have

to be used in order to optimize the recognizer accuracy at a

given decoding speed. In general, better models have more

parameters, and therefore require more computation. How-

ever, since the models are more accurate, it is often possible

to use a tighter pruning level (thus reducing the computa-

tional load) without any loss in accuracy. Thus, limitations

on the available computational resources affect the design

of the acoustic and language models. For each operating

point, the right balance between model complexity and prun-

ing level must be found.

In order to assess the effect of the recognition time on the

information retrieval results we transcribed the 557 hours of

broadcast news data (the TREC SDR'99 data set - epoch

Feb98 to Jun98) using two decoder configurations: a single

pass 1.4xRT system and a three pass lOxRT system. The

SDR'99 test data consists of 21750 stories and an associ-

ated set of 50 queries with on average 14 words. Although

story boundaries are available, this information is not used

by the speech recognizer. The information retrieval results

are given in term of mean average precison (MAP), as is

done for the TREC benchmarks. Word error rates are mea-

sured on a lOh test subset [6]. For comparison, results are

also given for manually produced closed captions. In order

for the same IR system to be applied to different text data

types (automatic transcriptions, closed captions, additional

texts from newspapers or newswires), all of the documents

are preprocessed in a homogeneous manner. This prepro-

cessing, or tokenization, is the same as the text source prepa-

ration for training the speech recognizer language models.

Table 2 gives the word error rates and IR results for the

three sets of transcriptions with and without query expan-

sion. Query expansion uses blind relevance feedback (BRF)
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Transcriptions Werr Base BRF
Closed-captions - 0.4691 0.5430

lOxRT 20.5% 0.4528 0.5385

1.4xRT 32.6% 0.4090 0.4938

Table 2: Impact of the word error rate on the mean average preci-

sion using the SDR'99 conditions using a 1-gram document model.

pbrf'99 brf+pbrf'99 pbrf'GO

0.5017 0.5397 0.5956

Table 3: Comparison of query expansion schemes on the SDR'99
data with known story boundaries.

on both the audio document collection and some commer-

cially available broadcast news transcripts predating the au-

dio corpus (Jun-Dec 1997 vs Feb-Jun 1998). With query ex-

pansion comparable IR results are obtained using the closed

captions and the lOxRT transcriptions, and a small degrada-

tion (4% absolute) is observed using the 1.4xRT transcrip-

tions.

5. QUERY EXPANSION

In our SDR'99 system query expansion was done by

adding terms present in retrieved documents on the same

data collection and in an independent set of texts. For PBRF
we made use of 6 months of commercially available broad-

cast news transcripts for covering the period of June through

December 1997 [1] (50000 stories and 49.5 M words). How-

ever, the SDR'OO specifications (as well as the SDR'99 spec-

ifications) allow us to use texts (except for BN transcripts)

covering exactly the same epoch of the audio data. There-

fore this year we implemeted PBRF using 3 sources of con-

temporary newspaper data: the New York Times, the Los

Angeles Times and the Washington Post. The parallel cor-

pus conatined a total of 42 M words and 78 K documents

between Jan98 and Jun98. Experiments with these texts on

the SDR'99 show that PBRF using contemporary texts offers

a significant performance gain compared with a PBRF using

texts predating the audio data. In fact we found that we no

longer needed to combine both BRF and PBRF, since PRBF
with the new texts gave comparable benefits.

This year we also changed the term weighting used with

query expansion, using a weight proportional to the offer

weight as defined in [23, 15]. This approach allowed us to

significantly increase the number of expansion terms, going

from 10 terms with the previous approach to 25 terms with

the term weighting. The sum of the weights for the expan-

sion terms is set to the number of added terms, i.e., 25. Ta-

ble 3 shows the combined improvment obtained with the new

query expansion scheme on the SDR'99 data. These results

were obtained using the Okapi term weighting with a param-

eter setting (b=0.7, K=1.2) and a slighlty different stemmer

from that used for the results reporter earlier in this paper.
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Figure 1: Histogram of the number of speaker turns per section in

the 1997 Hub-4 data set.

6. NON-LEXICAL INFORMATION

The broadcast news transcription system also provides

non-lexical information along with the word transcription.

This information is available in the partition of the audio

track, which identifies speaker turns. We investigated the

use of automatically detected speaker changes for locating

document boundaries. Statistics were made on the 1997 En-

glish Hub-4 training data set, which consists of about 100

hours of radio and television broadcast news with manual

transcription and speaker identification. On this set, 2096

sections were manually marked as report sections and used

as documents for the SDR '98 evaluation. Among them,

8 17 sections (about 40%) start without a manually annotated

speaker change. This means that using only speaker change

information for detecting document boundaries would result

in 40% missed boundaries. This figure would likely increase

with the use of automatically detected speaker changes. At

the same time, 11,160 of the total of 12,439 speaker turns

occur in the middle of a document, which gives almost a

90% false alarm rate. A more detailed analysis shows that

about 50% of the sections involve a single speaker, but that

the distribution of the number of speaker turns per section

falls off very gradually from 2 to 20 speakers (cf. Figure 1).

False alarms are not as harmful as missed detections, since it

is possible to merge adjacent turns into a single document in

subsequent processing. However these results show clearly

that even perfect speaker turn boundaries cannot be used as

the primary cue for locating document boundaries. They can

be used to refine the placement of a document boundary lo-

cated near a speaker change.

Besides speaker turns, changes in the background acoustic

conditions can be detected by the audio partitioner and can

be considered as indicators of story boundaries. We did not

investigate this because the background conditions were not

manually marked in the 1997 English Hub-4 corpus.

We investigated using simple statistics on the durations of
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Figure 2: Distribution of document durations in the Hub4'97 and

SDR'00 data sets.

the documents in the SDR '98 data set. A histogram of the

2096 sections is shown in Figure 2. One third of the sections

are shorter than 30 seconds. The histogram has a sharp peak

around 20 seconds, and a smaller, flat peak around 2 minutes,

resulting in a bimodal distribution of document length. Very

short documents are typical of headlines which are uttered

by single speaker, whereas longer documents are more likely

to contain data from multiple talkers. This distribution led

us to consider using a multi-scale segmentation of the audio

stream into documents. Similar statistics were measured on

the SDR'99 data using the known document boundaries. The

distribution, shown in lower part of Figure 2 is quite similar

to that of the SDR'98 data, with an additional, small peak at

60 seconds.

cast shows (see Figure 2) we conj tinctured that it may be of

interest to use a double windowing system in order to better

target short stories. The window size of the smaller window

was selected to be 10 seconds. So for each query, we inde-

pendently retrieved two sets of 2700 documents, one set for

each window size. Then for each document set, document

recombination is done by merging overlapping documents

until no further merges are possible. The score of a com-

bined document is set to maximum score of any one of the

components. For each document derived from the 30s win-

dows, we produce a time stamp located at the center point

of the document. However, if any smaller documents are

embedded in this document, we take the center of the best

scoring document. This way we try to take avantage of both

window sizes. The MAP using a single 30s window and the

double windosing strategy are shown in Table 4.

Mode 30s 30s + 10s

baseline 0.3673 0.3791

PBRF 0.5001 0.5260

Table 4: Unkown story boundary condition development results on

SDR'99 data.

8. TERSE QUERIES

A new component of this year's evaluation was the use of

terse queries for indexation. Since terse forms of the 1999

queries were not available, we generated a set for use in sys-

tem development. These were generated based on the in-

structions given to the assessors that developed the SDR' 00

short and terse queries.
1 Different group members used

these general instructions to independently generate terse

versions of the SDR'99 queries. These were then compiled

and a single form was selected. The resulting SDR'99 terse

queries contain on average 3.3 words per query to be com-

pared to 13.7 words for the regular "short" queries.

We carried out retrieval experiments with these terse

queries using the system parameter values tuned for the short

queries. The retrieval results are given on Table 5 for both

the known and unknown story boundary conditions on the

SDR'99 data. We can see that there is only about a 1% abso-

lute reduction of the mean average precision when the short

queries are replaced by the terse queries. Given this small

degradation we did not try to modify our system to better

optimize performance on the terse queries.

7. UNKNOWN STORY BOUNDARY
CONDITION

As proposed in [9], we first segmented the audio stream

into overlapping documents of a fixed duration. As a result

of optimization using the TREC-8 SDR queries, we chose a

30 second window duration with a 15 second overlap. Since

there are many stories significantly shorter than 30s in broad-

s'. RESULTS

Retrieval results for the SDR '00 evaluation system are

given in Tables 6 and 7 for both SDR'99 and SDR' 00

queries. It is clear from these results that the system behavoir

is quite different on the two query sets. First the SDR' 00

1 Although no specific written guidelines were available, John Garofolo

kindly described the instructions given to the assessors.
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Mode short queries terse queries

R1K 0.5975 0.5852

S1K 0.5956 0.5795

S1U 0.5260 0.5147

Table 5: Retrieval results with short and terse queries on the

SDR'99 data. Rl: reference transcript. SI: automatic speech tran-

scription. K: known story boundary condition. U: unknown story

boundary condition.

queries appear to be significantly more difficult, with a 25%
relative reduction in the mean average precision compared to

the SDR'99 queries. Second, we get significantly better re-

sults with the terse queries than with the short queries, while

we observed a slight loss on our SDR'99 terse queries. The

average length of the SDR'OO terse queries (3.0) is not sig-

nificantly different from the average length of our SDR'OO

terse queries (3.3), but there is a substantial difference in the

number of new words compared to the short queries. The

SDR'OO terse queries introduce 54 new words with 85 words

in common the the SDR'OO short queries, whereas we had

only 17 new words in our SDR'99 terse queries with 181

words in common. These numbers show that our SDR'99

terse queries were essentially shorter versions of the corre-

sponding short query, whereas the SDR'OO terse queries ap-

pear to be a reformulation of the SDR'OO short queries.

Mode Queries '99 Queries '00

short terse short terse

R1K 0.5975 0.5852 0.4636 0.5132

S1K 0.5956 0.5795 0.4327 0.4812

Table 6: Retrieval results on SDR'99 and SDR'OO data with known

story boundaries. Rl: reference transcript. SI: automatic speech

transcription. K: known story boundary condition.

Mode Queries'99 Queries '00

short terse short terse

R1U 0.5233 0.4027 0.4283

B1U 0.5034 0.3712 0.3922

S1U 0.5260 0.5147 0.3706 0.3982

Table 7: Retrieval results on SDR'99 and SDR'OO data with un-

known story boundaries. Rl: reference transcript. Bl: baseline

automatic speech transcription. SI: automatic speech transcription.

U: unknown story boundary condition.

10. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described the LIMSI TREC-9 spo-

ken document retrieval system. This system is based on the

1999 LIMSI system, with a few substantial modifications.

First, the decoder of the speech recognizer has been replaced

by a new, faster decoder able to transcribes broadcast data in

several (6 to 10) times real-time with only a slight increase in

word error rate when compared to our best system and with

a word error of about 30% for essentially real-time decod-

ing. Second, the query expansion procedure of the informa-

tion retrieval component has been revised and makes use of

contemporaneous text sources. Thirdly, a double window-

ing approach has been developed to localize stories for the

unknown boundary condition.

The experimental results show that only a moderate IR

performance degradation is obtained in spoken document re-

trieval with a close to real-time system, and that generally

speaking, the transcription quality of our system is not a lim-

iting factor given todays ER techniques.
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Abstract

In TREC-9, we participated in the English-Chinese

Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR)

track. Our work involved two aspects: finding good

methods for Chinese IR, and finding effective

translation means between English and Chinese. On
Chinese monolingual retrieval, we investigated the

use of different entities as indexes, pseudo-

relevance feedback, and length normalization, and

examined their impact on Chinese IR. On English-

Chinese CLIR, our focus was put on finding

effective ways for query translation. Our method

incorporates three improvements over the simple

lexicon-based translation: (1) word/term

disambiguation using co-occurrence, (2) phrase

detecting and translation using a statistical

language model and (3) translation coverage

enhancement using a statistical translation model.

This method is shown to be as effective as a good

MT system.

1. Introduction

In TREC-9, Microsoft Research China (MSRCN),
together with Prof. Jian-Yun Nie from University of

Montreal, participated for the first time in the English-

Chinese Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR)

track. Our work involved two aspects: Finding good

methods for Chinese IR, and finding effective

translation means between English and Chinese.

Finding a good monolingual IR method is a prerequisite

for CLIR. On Chinese monolingual retrieval, we
examined the problems such as using different entities

as indexes, pseudo-relevance feedback, length

normalization, as well as cutting documents done into

passages. Each of these techniques gave some
improvements to Chinese IR. The best combination of

them is used for our Chinese monolingual IR.

On English-Chinese CLIR, our focus was put on finding

effective ways for query translation. Large English-

Chinese bilingual dictionaries are now available.

However, beside the problem of completeness of the

dictionary, we are also faced with the problem of

selecting the best translation word(s) from the

dictionary. To deal with this problem, we used an

approach called, improved lexicon-based query term

translation, which bring significant improvements over

the simple approach based on bilingual lexicon. In this

approach, we investigated the following three problems:

(1) word/term disambiguation using co-occurrence, (2)

phrase detecting using a statistical language model, and

(3) translation coverage enhancement using a statistical

translation model.

In section 2, we introduce briefly our work on finding

the best indexing unit for Chinese IR. In section 3, we
describe in detail the proposed method - improved

lexicon-based query term translation, and compare with

the method using a machine translation (MT) system in

CLIR. In section 4, we describe the use of query

expansion techniques. In section 5, experimental results

are presented. Finally, we present our conclusion in

section 6.

2. Finding the Best Indexing

Units for Chinese IR

It is well known that the major difference between

Chinese IR and IR in European languages lies in the

absence of word boundaries in sentences. Words have

been the basic units of indexing in traditional IR. As

* This work was done while these authors were visiting Microsoft Research China.
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Chinese sentences are written as continuous character

strings, a pre-processing has to be done to segment

sentences into shorter units that may be used as indexes.

Indexing units for Chinese IR may be of two kinds,

words or n-grams [Nie, 2000].

When using words, several types of knowledge may be

used: manually constructed dictionary that stores a set

of known words, heuristic rules on word formation, or

some statistical measures based on co-occurrences of

characters. A dictionary-based segmentation is widely

used to identify all occurrences of the dictionary words

in a sentence. If there are word segmentation

ambiguities, the longest-matching strategy is usually

used to select the best choice. There are mainly two

problems of this approach. The first is the loss in recall.

A long word may contain several shorter words. In the

longest matching, only the longest word is identified as

an index, and all the included short words are ignored.

For example, if W ft %. (operating system) is

identified as a word, %kft (operating) and (system)

will not. However, in practice, we also refer to an

"operating system" by just "system". Although the word

"system" is included in "operating system", it will not

be considered as a completely independent index for IR.

Therefore some relevant documents will not be

retrieved. The second problem is the unknown word

problem. Especially, many proper nouns, which play an

important role in IR, are not in the dictionary, and are

not considered as indexes.

Another kind of indexing units is n-grams. This method

does not require any linguistic knowledge. Usually, one

chooses n-grams of lengths 1 or 2 (uni-grams or bi-

grams). Longer n-grams are rarely used due to the

higher memory cost and their marginal improvement

over bi-grams. In comparison with words, the advantage

of bi-grams lies in its robustness to unknown words. For

example, for proper nouns that are not in the dictionary,

such as ~X 3E
:M (a place in southern China), word

segmentation will segment the proper noun into three

characters, i.e. 3£, and When using bi-grams, we

can still use part of the proper nouns as indexes, i.e. 3z

3E, WM- If both bi-grams occur in the same document,

there is a higher probability that the document concerns

than the documents where the three single

characters occur. Political terms or abbreviations (e.g.

-ESL - three turmoils), and foreign names (e.g. &$im
t$ 'X ill - Mount Minatubo) are similar examples

showing the advantage of using bi-grams.

Words and n-grams represent two different ways to

represent a document - one relies on linguistic

knowledge and the other on statistical information only.

It is a common practice to combine different evidence to

judge document relevance. So it is also reasonable to

combine n-grams with words.

To sum up, we can create three possible representations

for a document and a query as shown in figure 1, i.e.

words, characters, and bi-grams. We also see that some
correspondences may be created across representations,

if different representations are integrated (for example,

between words and characters).

Document Query

Fig. 1. Possible representations in Chinese IR

In order to determine the best indexing units, we
conduct a series of test tests on TREC 5&6 Chinese data

[Harman, 1996]. The documents in the collection are

articles published in the People's Daily from 1991 to

1993, and a part of the news released by the Xinhua

News Agency in 1994 and 1995. A set of 54 English

queries (with translated Chinese queries) has been set up

and evaluated by people in the NIST (National Institute

of Standards and Technology).

Once Chinese sentences have been segmented into

separate items, traditional IR systems may be used to

index them. These separate items are called "terms" in

ER. For our experiments, we used a modified version

(the modifications are made in order to deal with

Chinese) of the SMART system [Buckley, 1985].

The following methods have been compared:

1. using the longest matching with a small

dictionary and with a large dictionary

2. combining the first method with characters

3. using full segmentation with or without adding

characters

4. using bi-grams and characters

5. combining words with bi-grams and characters
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0.4260 0.4400 0.4342

unknown

words

0.4090

full seg.

0.3797

longest +

small diet.

0.3907

longest +
large diet.

characters bi-grams

Fig. 2. Results of indexing units for Chinese IR

The results of this series of experiments are summarized

in the figure 2, detailed description can be found in [Nie,

2000].

In order to examine the impact of dictionary in word

segmentation, two different dictionaries are used. The

small dictionary contains 65,502 entries. The large

dictionary contains 220K entries, containing not only all

entries in the small dictionary, but also a large number

of phrase, including date expressions (e.g.
— j\JizM^- -

year 1934), suffix structures (e.g. 'fi£ffl# - user), etc.

The second dictionary is more complete. In both cases,

we use the same forward longest-matching strategy.

Using the first dictionary, we obtained an average

precision of 0.3797. Using the second dictionary, the

average precision is increased to 0.3907. We can see

that a better dictionary can increase IR effectiveness to

some extent.

To remedy the loss in recall caused by the use of the

longest words, we complement the longest words by

single characters. We obtain nontrivial improvements.

In the case of large dictionary, we achieve an average

precision of 0.4290 (9.8% improvement). It turns out

that simply adding single characters is a more effective

way to increase IR performance than increase the

dictionary size. Another way to increase recall is to

extract the short words implied in long words, called

full segmentation. In this case, we obtain an average

precision of 0.4090. Although the performance is better

than using the longest words alone, it is worse than the

method by adding single characters. One of the reasons

might be due to the cross-word segmentation

phenomenon; i.e. some words extracted in full

segmentation are composed of parts of two different

words. For example, from the string JF&i^ EH (exploit

a oilfield), we not only extract the correct words fr'Jx.

(exploit) and vft EB (oilfield), but also 'Ri& (hair oil).

Previous studies [Kwok, 1997; Nie, 1999] show that

when combining bi-grams with uni-grams, the IR

performance is better. We repeat this experiment here,

and obtained an average precision of 0.4254. This

performance is comparable to the best performance we
obtained using words. This is largely contributed to the

robustness for dealing with unknown words by n-grams.

As bi-grams and words have their own advantages, we
try to combine them to benefit from both. Theoretically,

such a combination would result in a better precision

(due to words) and an increased robustness for unknown

words (due to n-grams). Unfortunately, the experimental

result is not promising enough. We obtain slightly

improvements of 2.6% (average precision 44.00%) over

the uncombined case, whereas the space and the time of

indexing are more than doubled.

After word segmentation, we noticed that some

important proper nouns and noun phrases have not been

recognized as words, but segmented into single

characters, such as I&ZfaWiW-'Xih (Mount Minatubo).

Therefore, we used NLPWin 1

to recognize multi-word

phrases and unknown words. NLPWin first tags texts

using a Chart-parser (with a dictionary). For unknown

words, a category is guessed according to its context.

Special rules have also been integrated to recognize

proper nouns. As a consequence, most Chinese or

English proper nouns can be tagged and recognized

correctly. Some political terms and abbreviations (e.g.

- Sino-Vietnam) can also be recognized. Using

NLPWin, we created another set of words that is added

1

The NLPWin system is a natural language processing system

developed by Microsoft Research. The system converts text

into a parse tree that represents the syntactic structure and then

into its logical form that reflects the meaning of the text.

These representations can then be used for tasks such as

grammar checking, machine translation, and information

retrieval.
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riginal

VgJ».

ew
vg-P.

Impr. New words added

9 0.3648 0.4173 14.4% "SpoSIt (drug sale)

23 0.3940 0.5154 30.8% S-^ISIe (Security committee of UN), fO^p^l iSL (peace proposal)

28 0.4824 0.5034 4.4% ^^jX. (cellular), ^jftN (interchange network)

46 0.3483 0.4192 20.4% 4"^ (Sino-Vietnam)

47 0.5369 0.5847 8.9% fetfiWiW'Xik (Mount Minatubo), (ozone layer)

54 0.6778 0.7005 3.3% F-16, A. —b (August 17)

Table 1: Impact of unknown word recognition on some queries.

a statistical translation model. In what follows, we will

describe each of them in detail.
to our original dictionary. From the 54 queries, 80 new

words have been recognized. Most of them are proper

nouns or noun phrases. The addition of unknown words

had positive impact for 10 queries out of 54, while the

effectiveness is reduced for 4 queries. Table 1 contains

some examples of queries for which the addition of new

words has positive impacts. As we can see in Fig. 2, the

global effect of adding an unknown word detection is

positive.

We can see from figure 2 that as long as different kinds

of indexes are combined the IR performance increases.

The question now is whether the combination is worth

the cost. In taking into account both effectiveness and

cost, we think the combination should go in the

direction represented by the bold lines in figure 2. For

our experiments in TREC9, we will use the combination

of the longest words, single characters and detected

unknown words for Chinese IR.

3. Query Translation

The methods for query translation, proposed recently,

fall into three categories: (1) using MT systems, (2)

using parallel corpora, and (3) using bilingual lexicons.

The third method is the simplest way to implement

because of its simplicity and the increasing availability

of machine-readable bilingual lexicons. Therefore, we

decided to start with this method in TREC9 and try to

improve it by adding other tools.

The main problems we observe on this simple method

are: 1) the dictionary used may be incomplete; and (2) it

is difficult to identify the correct word sense from the

lexicon. To deal with these issues, we used an improved

lexicon-based query translation. It tries to improve the

lexicon-based translation through (1) word/term

disambiguation using co-occurrence, (2) phrase

detecting and translation using a statistical language

model, and (3) translation coverage enhancement using

3. 1 Word/term disambiguation

It is assumed that the correct translations of query terms

tend to co-occur in target language documents and

incorrect translations do not. Therefore, given a set of

original English query terms, we select for each term the

best translation term such that it co-occurs most often

with other translation words in Chinese documents.

Finding such an optimal set is computationally very

costly. Therefore, an approximate algorithm is used. It

works as follows. Given a set of n original query terms

[sj sn ], we first determine a set T, of translation

words for each s
(
- through the lexicon. Then we try to

select the word in each 7", that has the highest degree of

cohesion with the other sets of translation words. The

set of best words from each translation set forms our

query translation.

The cohesion is based on term similarity calculated as

follows. For terms x and y, their similarity is:

SIM (x, y) = p(x, y) x log
2 (

P( *' y
]

-
)

(1)

AT x log, Dis(x, y)

where

p(x,y)
c(x,y) c(x,y)

c(y)

P(x)

C(JC)

c(x)

and c(x,y) is the frequency that term x and term y co-

occur in the same sentences in the collection, c(x) is the

number of occurrence of term x in the collection.
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Dis(x,y) is the average distance (word count) between

term x and term y in a sentence, and K is a constant

coefficient.

The cohesion of a term x with a set T of other terms is

the maximal similarity of this term with every term in

the set, i.e.

Cohesion (x, T) = Max ^7SIM (x, y)

The greedy algorithm used to select the word

translations is as shown in figure 2.

The term-similarity matrix is obtained via a statistical

model, which is trained using a large Chinese corpus of

MSRCN consisting of 1.6 billion characters.

For each j, (i = 1 to n), retrieve a set of senses 7", from the lexicon;

For each set 7", (i = 1 to n), do

For each term in T,-, do

For each set Tk (k= 1 to n & &oiX compute the cohesion Cohesionit^ Sk);

Compute the score of r,j as the sum of Cohesion(t,j, Sk) (& = 1 to n & koi);

Select the term ty in 7", with the highest score, and add the selected sense into the set T.

Fig. 3. Greedy algorithm to find best translations

3.2 Phrase detecting and
translation

The translation of multi-word phrases is usually more

precise than a word-by-word translation [Ballesteros,

1998], since phrases usually have fewer senses.

However, if a phrase is not stored in a lexicon, we
usually can do nothing. Unfortunately, in TREC-9 query

set, more than 50% phrases are not in our lexicon.

In our experiments, we try to incorporate some

translation patterns between English and Chinese. For

example, a (NOUN-1 NOUN-2) phrase is usually

translated into the (NOUN-1 NOUN-2) sequence in

Chinese, and a (NOUN-1 of NOUN-2) phrase is usually

translated into the (NOUN-2 NOUN-1) sequence in

Chinese. So if we can detect the English phrase of some

patterns, we can guess the form(s) of the translation

phrases. For instance, the translation of the multi-word

phrase "drug sale" is S| bp (drug)/ z£$i (sale), and the

translation of the multi-word phrase "security

committee of UN" is 1^1 (UN)/$S^ (security

committee).

To do this, we use again NLPWin to detect phrases in

the English queries. We selected a set of 40 English

patterns {PATTt, ) that are often used in phrases. For each

of them, we estimate the probability of the order of

translation words, p(0Tc\PATTe). Then the best

translation phrase is the one that maximizes the

following function,

Tc = argmax p(0 Tc\PATTe) p(Tc) (2)

where p(Tc) is a priori probability whose value is given

by the bigram language model. The bigram language

model is trained using the same large Chinese corpus of

MSRCN. For the moment, an approximate probability

p(0Tc\PATTe) is assigned by a linguist because of the

lack of training data.

3.3 Using translation model

Translations stored in lexicons are always limited, no

matter how complete they are. Parallel texts may
contain additional translations. Therefore, we used a

statistical translation model trained from a set of parallel

texts as a complement of the previous methods.

Given a set of parallel texts in two languages, they are

first aligned into parallel sentences. While the lexically

based techniques use extensive online bilingual lexicons

to match sentences [Chen 93], statistical techniques

require almost no prior knowledge and are based solely

on the lengths of sentences, i.e. length-based alignment

method. We use a novel method that incorporates both

approaches [Liu, 95]. First, the rough result is obtained

by using the length-based method. Then anchors are

identified in the text to reduce the complexity. An
anchor is defined as a block that consists of n=3
successive sentences. Finally, a small, restricted set of

lexical cues is applied to obtain further improvements.

Once a set of parallel sentences is obtained, word

translation relations are estimated. Chinese sentences

are first segmented into word strings by using a
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dictionary, containing approximately 80 thousand words,

in conjunction with an optimization procedure described

in [Gao, 2000]. The bilingual training process employs a

variant of the model in [Brown, 1993] and it is based on

an iterative EM (expectation-maximization) procedure

for maximizing the likelihood of generating the English

given the Chinese portion. The output of the training

process is a set of potential Chinese translations for each

English word, together with the probability estimate for

each translation.

The problem we often have with translation models is

the unavailability of parallel texts for Chinese-English.

To solve the problem, we conducted a text-mining

project in the Web to find parallel texts automatically

[Nie, 1999]. We select about 20,000 parallel document

URLs, from which 870,414 pairs of sentences are

selected for model training. The training data amounts

to 74MB Chinese texts and 51MB English texts.

Let's assume that all multi-word phrases have been

translated by equation (2). By combining translation

model, we can arrive at the following equation of query

phrase translation:

Tc = arg max p(Te
\
Tc)SIM (Tc ) (3)

where p(Te\Tc) is the translation probability of Chinese

term Tc to English term Te, and SIM(7c) is the sum of

the maximum similarity score of the selected translation

set Tc, which is estimated by algorithm in figure 2 and

equation (1).

3.4 Tests of Query Translation

on TREC5&6

We carried out a series of tests to compare our improved

method with the following four cases:

1. monolingual: retrieval using provided

(manually translated) Chinese queries;

2. simple translation: retrieval using query

translation obtained by looking up the bilingual

lexicon;

3. best-sense translation: retrieval using query

translation obtained by manually selecting the

best senses among the senses in the bilingual

lexicon for each query term;

4. machine translation: retrieval using translation

queries obtained by the machine translation

software system.

In our experiments, the English-Chinese bilingual

lexicon we used comes from LDC
(http://morph.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/Chinese/). It

contains 110,834 English entries as well as their

corresponding Chinese translations. For each English

entry, there are usually several Chinese translations. The
simple translation works in two modes. One is u-mode
that selects the most Chinese translation for each

English term. The other is m-mode that selects the first

three (if it contains no less than three translations)

frequent-used Chinese translations.

For best-sense translation, we manually select one

translation for each term in queries, for multi-word

phrases not found in the lexicon, we translate it word-by

word.

The improved translation makes use of the following

tools described previously: (1) the term-similarity

matrix for term disambiguation, (2) the language model

for phrase translation, and (3) the translation model for

lexicon coverage enhancement.

The use of an MT package is convenient for CLIR since

it takes care of problems like word morphology, parsing,

etc. On the other hand, its internal working scheme and

dictionaries are proprietary, and one can only treat it as

a black box and has to accept the output as is with little

possibility of changing them. In our experiments, a

commercial English to Chinese machine translation

software system called IBM HomePage Dictionary™

2000 is used. The system is released recently by IBM. It

contains a 480K English-Chinese dictionary, which

consists of both words, frequently used phrases (such as

"information retrieval"), acronyms (such as "IBM"), and

proper nouns (such as "Microsoft"). It can translate a

word, phrase, sentence or whole document. According

to our survey, this system is one of best machine

translation product currently on the market. The result

of query translation by the IBM system seems

reasonable; less than 2% of the words are left

untranslated, most phrases are translated as a whole, and

the ambiguity problem of most words are solved

successfully.

The results of this series of experiments on query

translation are summarized in table 2. As can be

expected, the simple translation methods are not very

good. Their performances are lower than 60% of the

monolingual performance.

The best-sense method improves the performance of the

simple translation method. It achieves 73.05% of

monolingual effectiveness. However, it is still worse

than our improved translation method, which achieves a

75.40% performance of that of monolingual IR.

IBM HomePage Dictionary™ 2000 is a very powerful

machine translation system. Using it for query

translation, we can achieve 75.55% of monolingual

effectiveness. On the other hand, the fact that the most
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powerful commercial machine translation system

performs almost the same as our improved method

indicates the effectiveness of our query translation

technique for CLIR.

The best performance is achieved by combining linearly

two sets of translation queries obtained by machine

translation method and the improved translation method.

It is over 85% of monolingual effectiveness. The

motivation of combination of different translation

methods is that different translation systems would

complement each other.

Translation Method Avg.P. %of
Mono. IR

1 Monolingual 0.5150 *

2 Simple translation(m-mode) 0.2722 52.85%

3 Simple translation(u-mode) 0.3041 59.05%

4 Best-sense translation 0.3762 73.05%

5 Improved translation 0.3883 75.55%

6 Machine translation 0.3891 75.40%

7 5 + 6 0.4400 85.44%

Table 2: Average retrieval precision of the English

translation queries.

4. Query Expansion

4.1 Pre-translation & Post-

translation Query Expansion

Earlier work showed that query expansion can greatly

reduce the error associated with dictionary translation

[Ballesteros, 1998]. A popular method of query

expansion in TREC experiments is the 2-stage pseudo

relevant feedback. At first, raw queries are used to

retrieve a ranked list of documents. Then the set of n

top-ranked documents is used for query expansion.

Usually, we expand the initial query by adding m top-

frequent terms from the n top-ranked documents.

Through a preliminary experiment, we established the

optimal values (with respect to our test collection) of n

and m.

In CLIR, queries can be expanded prior to translation,

after translation or both before and after translation. In

English-Chinese CLIR, pre-translation query expansion

means using a separate English collection for pre-

translation retrieval in order to expand the English query

with highly associated English terms. These terms may
help focus on the query topic and bring more translated

terms that together are useful for disambiguating the

translation.

4.2 Sub-Documents2

The purpose of dividing a document into a sequence of

subdocuments (or passages) of certain length is to create

a length normalization effect. It is also hoped that each

passage will concentrate on a specific topic, or at least

on fewer topics than a complete document. Real

documents can be very long (e.g. 2 MB) and very short

(e.g. a few words). When such documents form the top-

ranked pool, one would face a lot of noise during term

selection. Using sub-documents have the advantage of

being able to define a more specific domain that is less

noisy for query expansion. In our experiments, the

medium length of subdocument is set at 550 words. We
used pivot normalization [Singhal, 1996] in Smart (the

Itu weight scheme), given the old weight, w, of a term,

the new weight, w', can be written as:

w
w =

(1.0 - slope )x pivot + slope * nbTerm

(4)

where pivot is the average numbers of terms in a

documents, nbTerm is the actual number of terms in the

current document, slope is a parameter determining the

impact of document length normalization, and a typical

setting is slope = 0.1.

4.3 Tests of Query Expansion on
TREC 5&6

We conducted another series of experiments to measure

the effectiveness of our query expansion techniques.

The experimental results on monolingual IR are shown

in table 4. The indexing units used in this case are the

longest words and single characters. The query

expansion was performed by adding the top 500 terms

from the top 20 documents of the initial ranked

documents. When using the SMART he weighting

scheme, we obtained 9.1% improvement over the initial

retrieval. Move improvements are obtained when we do

retrieval and feedback using sub-documents of a certain

size (550 words). The document length normalization,

i.e. Itu, also leads to limited improvements. It is

* The idea of sub-document and its implementation details are

introduced by Prof. K.L. Kwok during his one-month visit at

MSRCN in June, 2000.
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interesting to note that the best result is achieved when
we use the ltc weighting scheme at the 2-stage retrieval,

but keep the ltu at the 1 -stage retrieval Oast row of the

table 3).

Sub-

doc

1 -stage

-

weighting

2-stage -

weighting

1 -stage:

Avg.P.

2-stage:

Avg.P.

No ltc Ltc 0.429 0.476

Yes ltc Lie 0.435 0.485

Yes ltu Ltu 0.461 0.489

Yes ltu Ltc 0.461 0.515

Table 3: Average retrieval precision of the expanded

queries for Chinese ER.

Method Avg.P. % 1 -stage

1 -stage retrieval 0.3249 *

1 +Post-translationQE 0.4280 31.7%

2+Pre-translation QE 0.4400 35.4%

Table 4: Average retrieval precision of the expanded

queries.

The overall results of query expansion on CLIR are

shown in table 4, which provides the average retrieval

precision of 1 -stage retrieval (without query expansion)

as a baseline, as shown in row 2.

Post-translation expansion was performed by adding the

top 500 terms from the top 20 documents of the initial

ranked documents after query translation. It brings

about 31.4% of improvements, as shown in row 3,

We experimented with pre-translation query expansion

using the Foreign Broadcasting collections of TREC
and used various levels of query expansion. An English

query is first used to retrieve a set of documents from

this collection. The top 10 English terms from the top

10 documents are used for query expansion before

query translation. As shown in Table 4, the pre-

translation QE brings an additional improvement of

about 2.8% compared to not using it.

5. Experiments in TREC 9

5.1 Data

The documents in the TREC 9 Chinese collection are

articles published in Hong Kong Commercial Daily,

Hong Kong Daily News, and Takungpao. Some
statistical data are shown in table 5. A set of 25 English

queries (with translated Chinese queries) has been set up

and evaluated by people in the NIST.

Source Dates Size

Hong Kong Commercial Daily 8/98-7/99 - 100MB

Hong Kong Daily News 2/99-7/99 -80MB

Takungpao 9/98-9/99 -80MB

Table 5: TREC 9 data.

5.2 Results

We submitted 5 runs, as shown in Table 6.

The monolingual run (MSRCN1) uses the longest words,

single characters as well as automatically detected

unknown words for indexing. The weighting scheme

used is that ltu is used for the 1 -stage retrieval and ltc

for the 2-stage retrieval.

The MSRCN2 run is the one in which our improved

method is combined with the IBM MT system. No pre-

translation QE is used.

Run# Avg.P. %of
mono. IR

Method

MSRCN1 0.2995 * Mono-lingual IR

MSRCN2 0.3083 102.9% CLIR without pre-translation query expansion

MSRCN3 0.2974 99.3% CLIR with pre-translation query expansion

MSRCN4 0.2677 89.4% CLIR with improved translation only.

MSRCN5 0.2623 87.6% CLIR with IBM MT system only

Table 6: Average precision of the submitted runs
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MSRCN1

HMSRCN2
MSRCN3

Medium

55 57 59 61 63 65 67 79 71 73 75 77 79Avg.P

Fig. 4. TREC-9 results for 25 queries

Method > Medium < Medium

MSRCN1 20 5

MSRCN2 19 6

MSRCN3 20 5

Table 7. Comparison with medium

MSRCN3 run uses the same combination, but with a

pre-translation QE.

MSRCN4 and MSRCN5 use respectively our improved

method and the IBM MT system alone. Both pre-

translation QE and post-translation QE are used in both

cases.

As indicated in table 5, unlike the experimental results

on TREC5&6, pre-translation QE does not obtain any

improvements. The similar effectiveness of MSRCN4
and MSRCN5 shows again that our approach leads to

almost the same effectiveness as the IBM MT system. It

is also interesting to find that the best CLIR
performance is over 100% of the monolingual. In order

to analyze how good our query translation approach for

CLIR, we display in Fig. 4 a comparison of the retrieval

results for the 25 queries. Another comparison with the

medium performance is given in Table 7.

Through our first analysis, the queries may be classified

into three categories:

1) 5 queries that have both monolingual and CLIR result

of Avg.P lower than 0.1. They are #58, 61, 67, 69, and

77. The bad effectiveness in these cases is not due to

translation, but because the query topics are difficult for

IR.

2) 1 1 queries with monolingual Avg.P lower than CLIR.

There might be two possible reasons. The first is due to

the multiple translations for some key words by

combining different translation methods, i.e. our

approach and IBM MT software. These multiple

translations usually are exchangeable. Multiply

translations act as the query expansion. Some examples

are: "public key" in query 68# is translated to "£J£?Si?

!§" as well as "-£^?£5^", "Olympics" in query 70# to

"MWZH^L" (Olympic) and "Hi££" (Olympic games),

and "Panda bear" in query 76# to '"X$Mw" and "^31

Wi", etc. The second reason is due to better translations

over the original ones. For example, "violation" in

query #56 is translated to the more common "ftlF"

rather than "iliLK".

3) 9 queries with monolingual Avg.P higher than CLIR.

Most of them are due to the bad translations of key

concepts. For example, query 65# contains an important

term "three-links" (HiS), a political abbreviation. This

term is not translated correctly. This situation is very

similar to some cases observed in TREC5&6, where we

encountered the terms such as "most-favor nation" (m.

SH), "World Conference on Women" (tS:$3zr), and

"Project Hope" (MIS).
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Some domain specific composition phrases, which are

not included in the lexicon, such as "stealth technology"

and "stealth countermeasure" (JxBfe$J&^)

in #59, "computer hacker" (|fi||) in #65,

"synthetic aperture radar" ( it J5& ?L@ H i£ ) in #66,

"vehicle fatalities" in #68 have special

terminology in Chinese and are also not picked up,

although every word in each phrase is given the correct

sense. Other cases are due to the wrong translations of

words, for example, "livestock" in #69 is translated to

"ttW", but the correct translation in this query should

be "ll^lk", which is not included in the lexicon.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we described our work in the TREC-9
evaluation in the English-Chinese Cross-Language

Information Retrieval (CLIR) track. It involved two

aspects: finding good methods for Chinese IR, and

finding effective translation means between English and

Chinese.

On Chinese monolingual retrieval, we examined the

problems such as using different entities as indexes,

pseudo-relevance feedback, length normalization, as

well as cutting documents done into passages. Each of

these techniques gave some improvements to Chinese

IR. The best combination of them is used for our

Chinese monolingual IR.

On English-Chinese CLIR, our focus was put on finding

effective ways for query translation. We have a large

English-Chinese bilingual dictionary from LDC.
However, beside the problem of completeness of the

dictionary, we are also faced with the problem of

selecting the best translation word(s) from the

dictionary. To address this problem, the following

complementary tools have been used: (1) word/term

disambiguation using co-occurrence, (2) phrase

detecting and translation using language model, and (3)

translation coverage enhancement using translation

model.

The experimental results we obtained are very

encouraging. On Chinese monolingual IR, we obtained

51.50% for TREC5 and 6 Chinese data. This is

favorably comparable to the best effectiveness achieved

in the previous Chinese TREC experiments.

On English-Chinese CLIR of TREC5 and TREC6, we
obtained 75.55% of monolingual effectiveness using our

approach. To compare with an MT system, we also

tested the IBM MT system, which, when used alone,

leads to the same effectiveness (75.40%). When our

approach is combined with IBM MT system, we

obtained over 85% of monolingual effectiveness. This

shows that some translation tools specially designed for

query translation may be as suitable as a high-cost MT
system, and even if a high-quality MT system is

available, our approach can still lead to additional

improvements.
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Question Answering using a large NLP System

David Elworthy

Microsoft Research Limited, St. George House, 1 Guildhall Street, Cambridge CB2 3NH, UK

1 Introduction

There is a separate report in this volume on the Microsoft Research Cambridge participation in the Filtering and Query tracks

(Robertson and Walker 2001).

The Microsoft Research question-answering system for TREC-9 was based on a combination of the Okapi retrieval engine,

Microsoft's natural language processing system (NLPWin), and a module for matching logical forms. There is no recent

published account of NLPWin, although a description of its predecessor can be found in Jensen et al. (1993). NLPWin
accepts sentences and delivers a detailed syntactic analysis, together with a logical form (LF) representing an abstraction of

the meaning. The original goal was to construct a framework for complex inferencing between the logical forms for questions

and sentences from documents. Many answers can be found with trivial inference schemas. For example, the TREC-8
question What is the brightest star visiblefrom Earth? could be answered from a sentence containing ... Sirius, the brightest

star visible from Earth ...by noting that all of the content words from the question are matched, and stand in the same

relationships in the question and in the answer, and that the term Sirius is equivalent to the answer's counterpart of the head

term in the question, star. The goal of using inferencing over logical forms was to allow for more complex cases, as in Who
wrote the play "Hamlet"? which should not be answered using ... Zeferelli's film of "Hamlet" since a film is not a play. The

idea of using inferencing for question-answering is not new. It can be found in systems from the 1970s for story

understanding (Lehnert, 1978) and database querying (Bole, 1980), and in more recent work for questions over computer

system documentation (Aliod, 1998).

Time pressure forced this idea to be dropped (work on the system did not start until March 2000), and instead a simpler

scheme was adopted, still using LFs from NLPWin. The main observation behind the actual system is that the answer often

appears in close proximity to the content terms from the question within the LF, as in the Sirius example above.

Consequently, we can try to find answers by identifying candidate nodes in the LF and then using a measure of the proximity.

For some kinds of question, such as when questions, there is a clear way of identifying candidate answers; for others, such as

what, it is much harder.

In the following section, we will look at the architecture of the system, and describe the main question types and how they are

handled. The evaluation follows in section 3. The results turned out to be relatively poor. Interestingly, there is a very large

difference between the results on the TREC-8 test set and the TREC-9 questions, and we will use a fine grained evaluation to

examine why.

2 Method
The architecture of the system is shown below. The question is analysed by NLPWin to produce a logical form, and in

addition a set of query terms is extracted from it. The query terms will normally contain all of the words of the question less

the question word itself (what, who, how, etc.) and a few other stop words. The query terms are used by the Okapi IR engine

with BM25 weighting to produce a list of documents. The documents are then segmented into sentences. This stage uses

NLPWin, although without using its detailed linguistic analysis capabilities. The resulting list of sentences is ordered by the

number of terms from the question they contained, and processed again by NLPWin, this time producing the full linguistic

analysis. A cutoff on the number of sentences is used to control the processing time, since a full NLP analysis can be quite

time-consuming. The resulting logical forms are compared with the question's logical form to produce a ranked list of

answers with scores.
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An example of a logical form appears below, for the question What is the brightest star visiblefrom Earth?

bel (+Pres +WhQ +L1)

|_Dsu£> starl (+Def +Pers3 +Sing +Conc +Count)
|_Attrijb+-brightl (+Supr +PosSupr +A0)

+-visiblel (+PostNom +E0)
\_from Earthl (+Pers3 +Sing +PrprN +Conc +Count +Mass)

\_Dnom whatl (+Wh +Pers3 +Sing)

The nodes of the graph (in bold) generally represent the content terms of the analysed sentence, although a few nodes (such

as bel and whatl) are more of a structural nature. The nodes are connected by directed relations such as Dsub and Attrib.

Each node can have a number of binary properties, such as + WhQ. What we show here is a simplified version of the LF, and

the full internal representation contains more information. There is a very large number of different relation types and

properties, and we will not attempt to list them here.

2.1 Question manipulation and classification

The aim of the question manipulation stage is to simplify the logical form of questions in order to make it easier to classify

them, and to label certain terms in the question as formal and hence not expected to match a term in a candidate answer.

The majority of the manipulations look for a specific question word, attached to a specific relation. For example, a question

of the form Who is X receives a logical form in which X has an Equiv relation to a node for who. In such cases, we simply

delete the relation and who and add an annotation to the top node of X which indicates that we are looking for an answer to a

Who question over objects with the property of being X. Similar principles apply to many of the question types. The relation

may be other than Equiv; for example in where and when questions, the relations Locn and Time are used. A second case

which occurs frequently is logical forms in which the topmost node is be, usually with a single child, or with one child which

is a Wh-word and one which is a content node. In such cases, we remove the be node, and in the latter case move the Wh-
word's properties to the other child.

There are some common subjects for what questions, such as what country..., what year.... In these cases, we remove the

whole what-phrase and mark the remaining top level node with a special property to indicate that the question should be

answered with a restriction as to the answer type. This is only done when the subject corresponds to a property which

NLPWin marks in the LF, such as Cntry for country. NLPWin derives this information from its lexical resources.
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Tthere are a number of other question manipulations on broadly similar principles. After the manipulation, we then assign

each question to a category, using the question word (often now discarded and encoded as a property) and the structural

configuration. An example of a distinction made using the structure comes with who questions, where we distinguish

questions asking about identity, as in Who is the leader of India? from questions about a role of a predicate, as in Who
invented the paper clip?. A full list of the question types appears in the appendix. A few questions are left as having

Unknown type, and questions with an incomplete parse are assigned the type Bad.

22 Matching

Matching proceeds by selecting and scoring possible answers guided by the question type, and then by extracting the phrase

to return as the result. Answer selection is the most complex part of the matching process, and we return to it in a moment.
The result of answer selection is a node in the logical form of the answer sentence and a score. To extract the answer, we look

up the syntactic node associated with the LF node, and take the portion of the original sentence which led to it. This process

is imperfect, and was intended as a quick way of recovering the answer. It tends to give phrases which span more words than

necessary. For example, the LF node may describe an entity, but the corresponding syntactic node is a prepositional phrase,

as the preposition is absorbed into the structure of the LF, resulting in an answer such as by X or to X rather than simply X. If

the resulting phrase is longer than the maximum allowed width (50 bytes or 250 bytes), then words are removed from the

ends of the phrase until it is short enough. By preference, words which appeared in the question are removed over ones which

were not, and otherwise the process alternates removing words from the left and right hand ends of the phrase.

2.3 Answer selection

Answer selection is the heart of the matching algorithm. The rules used in the TREC-9 test are rather ad hoc; some of them
are reasonably well principled, while others are hacks which seemed to work more often than any alternative. The principles

we use to identify candidate answers nodes include the following:

Node properties

Node properties are used when answer nodes usually have clear LF properties, but where the relationship with the query

terms can vary. Who, HowMany and HowMuch questions are good examples, although we will see later that there is a risk

involved in treating Who questions this way. The node properties are flags assigned by NLPWin usually using information

stored in the lexicon. Node properties are used in three stages: firstly, we look for nodes which have one or more of a set of

required properties; then we remove any which have certain properties which might indicate we have made the wrong choice

as a result of over-generalisation; and finally, we look for preference properties whose omission indicates that the score

assigned to the answer should be lowered. For example, in the case of Who questions, the only required property is PrprN
(proper name), nodes are removed if they have properties such as Tme (time), Titl (title) and Cntry (country), and the score is

lowered if node does not have one of the properties Anim (animate), Humn (human) or Nme (name).

Relation targets

Some answers can be found be looking for nodes which are the target of a given relation type, using proximity to determine

whether the node is likely to be related to the question terms. Examples are Where and When questions, answers to which are

often found as the target of Locn and Time relation. For When questions in particular, the answer time expression may appear

on a different argument of a verb to the question term itself, or on a modifier of the question term.

Node-to-node relations

Node-to-node relations come closest to really using the structure of the LF. The idea here is to look for a node which lies at

one end of a relation, the other end of which is a question term. The case where this is used most extensively is in questions

of the form What is X. Answers are typically found as standing in an Equiv, Mod or Attrib relation to X in the answer, as in

the logical forms generated from phrases such as (the answer is highlighted):

Head Start is a preschool program
Berlin is the capital of Germany
Sirius, the brightest star visible from Earth

The first two of these illustrate Equiv (equivalent) relations, and show that the answer can be either the source or the target of

the relation in this case. The third example is a Mod (modifier) relation. Some relations may signal the answer better than

others; for example Equiv tends to indicate the answer more strongly than Mod or Attrib (attribute). The term which stands at

the other end of the relation from the answer, i.e. the term from the question, may or may not be the head of the question.

Thus if the question is What is the capital of Germany? , the head of the question is capital, but we are as likely to find the

answer related to the term Germany. Simple examples like this could be handled by specialised rules, for example

manipulations of the question's LF, but this cannot always be done reliably. One case where we definitely do want the

relation to be to a specific question word is questions about a specific role of a predicate. Thus, in Who won the SuperBowl in

1968?, the answer should be in the subject role of the verb win.
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Combinations

Some of the questions types use more than one of these techniques, and select the one which gave the best score. An example

is WhoRole questions (which ask who performed a particular role of an action), which look for words with the same
properties as Who questions, and also look for entities in a particular role of a verb, as for WhRole and WhatRole questions

(node-to-node relation type of answers).

2.4 Proximity scoring

To assign a score to the nodes identified in answer selection, we use a simple measure based on how close the candidate

answer is to significant terms from the question. The proximity measure marks each term in an answer sentence which

matches a term from the question, and then sees how far this term is from the candidate answer, measured as the number of

relations that have to be traversed in the logical form. The idea of proximity is to provide an approximation to matching the

LFs, in that if an answer were closely related to the matched question terms, then it would have a small proximity, whereas if

it had an indirect relation, the proximity would be lower. There is little linguistic basis for this approach, and the idea was

really to obtain a baseline for performance based on a simple and easily implemented technique within the timescales of the

TREC-9 exercise. The overall proximity is calculated by summing these distances for each of the question terms, taking its

reciprocal, and weighting it by the logarithm of the total number of the matched question terms plus one. The latter factor is

simply a way of taking into account what proportion of the question terms were matched. The logarithm is used just to

weaken the factor; although this is ad hoc, it seems to give a better performance that using just the proportion of the query

terms or no factor at all. An obvious enhancement to this process might be to weight question terms by importance, for

example giving lower weight to question terms which are more deeply buried in the logical form.

3 Evaluation

3.1 The TREC-8 test set

The system was developed and tested using the questions and assessments from the TREC-8 evaluation. For an initial stage

of evaluation, the retrieval stage was run in isolation, and the documents were examined to see if a correct answer appeared

anywhere in them. This provides an upper bound on performance, by finding the best score which could be achieved if a

perfect answer identification and extraction component were available. The evaluation also allowed tuning of the number of

documents returned by Okapi: too few, and a correct answer might be missed; too many, and the processing time of the later

stages would get out of hand. A document cutoff of 100 was selected for on this basis, which resulted in 92% of the questions

retrieving a document which contained a correct answer. Larger cutoffs produced only a small further increase in this score.

A variant of the experiment was run in which the term list for the retrieval was derived from the logical form, rather than by

just taking the question and using a stemmed and stopped wordlist. The idea was to see if the segmentation and

morphological analysis provided by NLPWin would help the retrieval stage. The scores were in general very slightly less

than those above, showing that there is no clear advantage to using NLPWin as a pre-processor to the retrieval stage.

The performance for the overall system was calculated using mean reciprocal rank. Three scores were calculated: for the 50-

byte and 250-byte limited runs, and for a run in the answer could be of any length, provided it lay within a single sentence.

The results were as follows:

Run 50-byte 250-byte Sentence

MRR 0.357 0.425 0.446

The first observation is that the best score, for the unlimited run, is significantly less than the maximum that could potentially

be achieved with perfect answer selection (0.92, from the retrieval stage experiment). Secondly, the score does decrease with

the window size, indicating that there is also scope for improvement in answer extraction. Compared to the official TREC-8,

the 50 byte run would have come roughly 3rd out of 20 (or 21 including this run), and the 250 byte run about 10th out of 25.

3.2 TREC-9 test

The TREC-9 test consisted of 682 questions, including variant forms. The official evaluation results were:

Run 50-byte, strict 50-byte lenient 250-byte, strict 250-byte, lenient

MRR 0.196 0.203 0.264 0.274

Clearly, these are well below what we saw on the TREC-8 data. So what went wrong? In order to try to understand why, we

look at the results for the separate question types in greater detail. In the table below, we list, for each question type:

• the number of questions of each type in the TREC-8 and TREC-9 test sets

• the MRR on that type
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• the relative contribution of the class to the overall results

• the changes in MRR and relative contribution.

The relative contribution of a question type is the MRR for the type multiplied by the proportion of the questions which have

that type. For example, if a type had a MRR of 0.5, and one quarter of all the questions had that type, the relative

contribution would 0.5x0.25 = 0.125. The difference in MRR gives an indication in the abstract of the how well a question

types was handled. If there is a large change, it would suggest that the rules for the type are too sensitive to the particular

questions seen in the TREC-8 data. The change in relative contribution gives an indication of how much this matters, and

therefore where efforts should be focussed to alter the system's performance. There may be more benefit in correcting a

small decrease in MRR on a class with many questions as opposed to a large decrease on a class with only one or two. Some
question types are handled identically, and we therefore list them both as the separate types and combined. The table is

ordered by the change in the relative contribution, and the TREC-9 results are based on the 250-byte lenient judgements.

Question type TREC-8 TREC-9 Change

# MRR ReLCont. # MRR Rel.Cont MRR ReLCont
Unhandled 11 026 0.014 84 0.36 0.044 0.10 0.030

Unknown 2 1.0 0.010 38 0.37 0.020 -0.63 0.010

Bad 5 0.10 0.0025 6 0.50 0.0044 0.40 0.0019

WhPrep 3 0.11 0.0017 35 0.35 0.018 0.24 0.016

HowDo 1 0 0 5 0.20 0.0015 0.20 0.0015

WhoRole 20 029 0.029 62 0.36 0.032 0.073 0.0029

HowLong 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

HowManyTimes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

WhatMeas 1 1.0 0.0050 8 0.29 0.0034 -0.71 -0.0016

When 18 0.38 0.034 47 0.45 0.031 0.070 -0.0032

Why 2 050 0.0050 2 05 0.0015 0 -0.0035

HowFar 1 1.0 0.0050 1 0 0 -1.0 -0.0050

WhatTime 6 029 0.0089 13 0.12 0.0022 -0.18 -0.0066

Where 21 0.44 0.046 71 0.37 0.038 -0.071 -0.0078

HowMuch 3 0.67 0.010 4 0.31 0.0018 -0.35 -0.0082

HowMany 15 0.28 0.022 26 029 0.011 0.0032 -0.010

HowProp 5 0.60 0.015 10 0.10 0.0015 -0.50 -0.014

What+ 39 0.52 0.10 211 020 0.063 -0.22 -0.031

What 38 0.53 0.10 195 0.21 0.060 -0.32 -0.041

WhEquiv 1 0 0 16 0.15 0.0034 0.15 0.0034

WhRole+ 28 0.38 0.053 92 0.16 0.021 -0.31 -0.038

WhRole 22 0.34 0.038 56 0.12 0.0095 -0.22 -0.028

WhatRole 6 0.50 0.015 36 0.23 0.012 -0.27 -0.0031

Who 28 0.55 0.078 52 0.30 0.023 -0.26 -0.055

It follows to look in more detail at what is going on in some of the more significant changes. Three classes in particular

appear worth investigating on the basis of the change in relative contribution: Who, WhRole+ and What+.

In the case of Who questions, the problem appears to be that some of the questions aim to identify an entity, while others aim

to elicit a description of an individual. The two types are illustrated by

Who is the richest person in the world? (entity)

Who is Desmond Tutu? (description)

The TREC-8 test set included only entity questions, and the rules for answering Who questions did not allow for the

description case. This could be corrected by adding a test to see if the question term already has the properties we look for in

the entity case (PrprN, etc.), and if so using the same approach as What questions such as looking at Equiv and Mod relations.

The problem with What questions appears to be that many more of the questions have the form What is the X of Y? than the

original set, for example,

What was the name of the first Russian astronaut to do a spacewalk?

What is the population of the Bahamas?
These are only handled well for a small number of predefined cases for the category condition X, such as city, name, and

kind. To improve this class, we would need to have a set of additional rules which encode information about the category

condition, for example that a population is usually expressed as a number.
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A similar remark applies to the WhRole questions, many of which have the form Which X does Y? , such as

What sport do the Cleveland Cavaliers play?

Again, a few special cases are handled already, but the inclusion of some additional ones would help to select correct answers

more reliably. One issue to be considered here is what conditions should have special rules and what should not. It is

(perhaps) reasonable to have a list of sports for the above case, but what about

What soft drink would provide me with the biggest intake of caffeine?

The answer here appears to be some wider encoding of world knowledge. An interesting point emerges. If we are encoding

world knowledge, should we try to encode all knowledge in the documents into some knowledge representation structure,

and answer questions directly against it? This appears to be the thought process behind using MindNet (Richardson et al.,

1998) in which dictionaries and encyclopedias are analysed and their logical forms merged into a single large structure, and it

was also the approach used in the question-answering systems of the 1970s (Lehnert (1978), for example). The difficulty

arises when the sources of the knowledge become more diverse and less coherent than those behind MindNet, or the Unix

man pages used in ExtrAns (Aliod, 1998). There may be opinions, interpretations, inconsistencies, and simple errors in the

document collection. An important challenge for future work may therefore be looking at how to build a system which

merges definitive, pre-encoded knowledge, and ad-hoc documents of unknown reliability.

Appendix: Question types

These are the different types of questions which were used, with their frequencies in the TREC-8 and TREC-9 test sets.

HowDo (TREC-8: 1 TREC-9: 5) How did Bob Marley die?

HowFar (TREC-8 : 1 TREC-9 : 1 ) Howfar away is the moon ?

HowLong (TREC-8: 1 TREC-9: 1) How long do hermit crabs live?

HowMany (TREC-8: 15 TREC-9: 27) How many dogs pull a sled in the Iditarod?

HowManyTimes (TREC-8: 1 TREC-9: 0)

How many times was pitcher, Warren Spahn, a 20-game winner in his 21 major league seasons?

HowMuch (TREC-8 : 3 TREC-9 : 4) How much folic acid should an expectant mother get daily ?

HowProp (TREC-8 : 5 TREC-9 : 1 0) How tall is the giraffe ?

WhEquiv (TREC-8: 1 TREC-9: 16) What language is mostly spoken in Brazil?

WhPrep (TREC-8 : 3 TREC-9 : 35) What is Francis Scott Key best known for?
WhRole (TREC-8: 22 TREC-9: 56) What state has the most Indians?

What (TREC-8: 38 TREC-9: 200)

What was the name ofthe first Russian astronaut to do a spacewalk?

What is Head Start?

Name a flying mammal.

WhatMeas (TREC-8: 1 TREC-9: 8)

What type ofbridge is the Golden Gate Bridge?

What land ofanimal was Winnie the Pooh?

WhatRole (TREC-8: 6 TREC-9: 36) What does laser standfor?

WhatTime (TREC-8: 6 TREC-9: 13) What year did Montana become a state?

When (TREC-8: 18 TREC-9: 48) When did Vesuvius last erupt?

Where (TREC-8: 21 TREC-9: 71) Where is Belize located?

Who (TREC-8: 28 TREC-9: 53) Who is the leader ofIndia?

WhoRole (TREC-8: 20 TREC-9: 62) Who invented the electric guitar?

Why (TREC-8: 2 TREC-9: 2) Why can't ostrichesfly?

Bad (TREC-8: 5 TREC-9: 6)

Questions which received no analysis from NLPWin, or a fragmentary one.

Unknown (TREC-8: 2 TREC-9: 39)

Other questions, not covered by any of the above classes.
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Microsoft Cambridge at TREC-9: Filtering track

S E Robertson* S Walked

1 Summary

Apart from a short description of our Query Track contri-

bution, this report is concerned with the Adaptive Filter-

ing track only. There is a separate report in this volume

[1] on the Microsoft Research Cambridge participation in

QA track.

A number of runs were submitted for the Adaptive Fil-

tering track, on all tasks (adaptive filtering, batch filter-

ing and routing; three separate query sets; two evalua-

tion measures). The filtering system is somewhat more

advanced than the one used for TREC-8, and includes

query modification and a more highly developed scheme

for threshold adaptation. A number of diagnostic runs

are also reported here.

2 Okapi at TRECs 1-8

A summary of the contributions to TRECs 1-7 by the

Okapi team, first at City University London and then at

Microsoft, is presented in [7]. Here we discuss only the

routing and filtering task submissions.

Over the course of TRECs 1-6, we developed itera-

tive methods of optimising the routing queries which were

very successful, though computationally heavy. In succes-

sive TRECs our methods were enabled to explore more of

the potentially huge space of possible queries. In TRECs
5 and 6 we used the same methods for batch filtering,

again successfully.

However, we put these iterative methods aside for the

adaptive filtering task in TREC-7. Here and in TREC-8
we concentrated on developing thresholding techniques,

and did not in fact modify initial queries at all. This

approach was relatively successful in TREC-7, but by

TREC-8 many participants had better methods which

additionally expanded or modified the queries adaptively,

and we were somewhat left behind.

3 The system

At the Microsoft Research laboratory in Cambridge, we
are developing an evaluation environment for a wide range

'Microsoft Research Ltd, 1 Guildhall Street, Cambridge
CB2 3NH, UK, and City University, London, UK. email

serSmicrosoft . com
* Microsoft Research Ltd, 1 Guildhall Street, Cambridge CB2

3NH, UK. email swSmicrosoft.com

of information retrieval experiments. This environment is

called Keenbow. The Okapi BSS is seen as a component

of Keenbow.

Many aspects of the system, including the weighting

scheme and the query expansion methods used, reflect the

various components of the probabilistic model of retrieval

discussed at length in [8].

3.1 The Okapi Basic Search System
(BSS)

The BSS, which has been used in all Okapi and

Okapi/Keenbow TREC experiments, is a set-

oriented ranked output system designed primarily

for probabilistic-type retrieval of textual material using

inverted indexes. There is a family of built-in weighting

functions collectively known as BM25, as described in [6,

Section 3] and subsequent TREC papers. In addition to

weighting and ranking facilities it has the usual boolean

and quasi-boolean (positional) operations and a number
of non-standard set operations. Indexes are of a fairly

conventional inverted type. There have been no major

changes to the BSS during TREC-9.

3.2 Query expansion/modification

Given some known relevant documents, the query may
be modified (primarily by adding new terms, but weights

may be adjusted and an ineffective query term might also

be dropped).

The initial step is to choose terms. Prior to TREC-8
the method used was that proposed in [9] by which terms

are ranked in decreasing order of a term selection value

or offer weight:

TSV = r.ww (1)

(where it/
1
) is the Robertson/Sparck Jones weight [5], a

component of BM25, and r is the number of (known) rel-

evant documents in which the term occurs). The top

t ranked terms are then chosen. For TREC-8 a new

method was developed. This is based on a significance

argument, and thus allows an absolute threshold on the

offer weight, which may select different numbers of terms

under different conditions. The formula is discussed in

[7], and is as follows:

NTSV = r log — - log
[

R
)
- log V (2)
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where r is as above; R is the total number of (known)

relevant documents; n is the number of documents in the

collection which contain the term; N is the size of the

collection; V is the size of the vocabulary (number of dis-

tinct terms). We may use an absolute threshold criterion

with this new offer weight:

NTSV > c (3)

An argument was presented last year that zero would be

a suitable value for c.
1

The basic approach to query reformulation may now be

described as follows:

1. extract all terms from all documents judged or assumed

to be relevant

2. rank all terms, including original query terms, in order

of offer weight

3. select those terms above a threshold or cut-off, defined

as a threshold on the offer weight and/or a cut-off on the

number of terms

4. weight the terms according to the usual relevance weight-

ing formula (not the same as the offer weight)

Either or both the offer weight and the relevance weight

may include some bias towards query terms; thus original

query terms may remain in the query even if they occur

in no or few relevant documents so far. However, the bias

is not normally absolute: a query term which continues

not to appear in relevant documents will eventually be

dropped.

The above methods might be termed "model-based",

and do not cover the iterative optimisation methods used

in the routing task in earlier TRECs.

3.3 Filtering system

The filtering system used from TREC-7 on consists

mainly of scripts built on top of the BSS.

The incoming "stream" of documents is divided fairly

arbitrarily into batches (smaller batches initially to al-

low fast learning; larger later for efficiency reasons). For

each topic a current state is maintained, including query

formulation, threshold etc., what happened at the last

batch, and some history, including docids for any doc-

uments judged relevant up to now. As a new batch of

documents is processed, the current query formulation of

each topic is searched against it; cumulative databases

are created, and each topic goes through the adaptation

process in preparation for the next batch. Adaptation

includes query modification (term selection and weight-

ing) and threshold adaptation; the various components

are described below.

: The scale of this offer weight is (— oo, +oo); a threshold of zero

implies that we would expect about 1 noise term to be selected. We
have discovered a bug in last year's programs, which means that

last year's offer weights were offset by a certain amount; a correct

zero threshold today is equivalent to a small negative threshold last

year.

3.4 Hardware

All the TREC-9 processing was done at Microsoft Re-

search, Cambridge. Most of the work was done on a

550MHz Xeon (512KB Cache) with 2Gb RAM and a

Dell with two 400 MHz Pentium processors and 512 Mb.
Both machines were running Solaris 7. The network was
100Mbps ethernet.

Table 1: Query track runs on Okapi

Query set AveP P@5 RPrec Recall

acsla 0.261 0.544 0.305 0.529

Sable 0.261 0.528 0.306 0.544

Titles 0.259 0.500 0.298 0.516

Sablb 0.255 0.560 0.296 0.530

UoM2 0.254 0.564 0.305 0.573

pirla 0.252 0.584 0.302 0.541

Sab Id 0.252 0.568 0.296 0.514

INQlf 0.246 0.488 0.289 0.503

Sabla 0.242 0.572 0.291 0.514

Sab2a 0.242 0.548 0.293 0.535

INQlc 0.240 0.516 0.290 0.518

UoMla 0.232 0.516 0.284 0.484

INQ2e 0.224 0.508 0.276 0.475

INQle 0.224 0.436 0.259 0.446

INQ2c 0.223 0.516 0.278 0.493

Sclb3<EL 0.221 0.536 0.276 0.504

INQli 0.219 0.464 0.257 0.496

INQlb 0.217 0.488 0.269 0.498

INQli 0.216 0.500 0.264 0.470

UoMlb 0.215 0.516 0.263 0.478

INQle 0.213 0.520 0.268 0.475

INQlh 0.199 0.460 0.246 0.498

INQld 0.197 0.452 0.245 0.490

INQ2f f) IQfi 0.460 f) 95fiU . — -J \J ft 485\j .'-too

IN02d 0 185 f) 444 ft 94^ 0 474

ill Vo£ Act ft 49ft D 44Q

APLla 0.182 0.432 0.233 0.433

INQ2g 0.180 0.428 0.242 0.423

INQ3e 0.175 0.432 0.214 0.440

APL2a 0.171 0.344 0.231 0.436

INQ2i 0.166 0.436 0.223 0.456

INQ2b 0.165 0.392 0.227 0.413

INQ2h 0.165 0.380 0.217 0.428

INQ2j 0.149 0.340 0.196 0.415

INQ3d 0.147 0.372 0.204 0.381

INQ3j 0.144 0.340 0.206 0.383

INQ3f 0.135 0.348 0.190 0.384

INQ2a 0.132 0.348 0.192 0.365

INQ3i 0.120 0.316 0.179 0.370

INQ3c 0.116 0.300 0.170 0.333

INQ3g 0.116 0.292 0.171 0.328

INQ3b 0.107 0.312 0.152 0.304

INQ3a 0.106 0.264 0.162 0.310

INQ3h 0.096 0.276 0.154 0.324
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4 Query track

We did not take full part in the query track: that is, we
did not generate queries. We did however run the queries

that other participants had generated.

The system used to run these queries was an absolutely

standard Okapi system, parsing the queries as provided

in a standard manner and using BM25 weighting with

ki = 0.8, b = 0.4, and £3 = 0. No expansion was used.

Some results for different query sets are shown in table

1, together with a corresponding run on topic titles only,

sorted by average precision. Only two of the query sets

outperformed topic titles on average precision, although

several of them do better on other measures, particularly

precision at 5 documents.

5 Filtering and routing

5.1 System design

For the last two years, the Keenbow/Okapi team has

concentrated on the setting of thresholds for the adap-

tive filtering task. This year's effort is a much more

rounded one, bringing together the thresholding meth-

ods and previously developed methods of query expan-

sion and reweighting. At the same time, the introduction

of the new target and measure into the adaptive filtering

task has stimulated a significant expansion of the thresh-

olding ideas, in a way which complements the previous

approaches.

5.2 T9P thresholding: basic ideas

In the precision-oriented task, we have to attempt to re-

trieve the best 50 documents over the simulated life of

the profile. The primary requirement is to set the thresh-

old so as to retrieve close to that number of documents

over the period (adjusting it as we go as necessary), while

relying on the query to get us as close as possible to the

best 50 documents.

Given a profile, some history of the stream of docu-

ments, and an expected rate of incoming new documents,

we can relate the threshold to the number of documents in

a model-free fashion, thus: we run the query against the

accumulated collection so far, and rank the documents

in the usual way; then the future number of documents

whose score will reach a given threshold may be estimated

from the number retrieved in the past at that threshold,

adjusted pro-rata.

Such an estimate may not be very good, and will need

adapting. So the principle is that after every batch of doc-

uments, we do a new retrospective search of the accumu-

lated collection so far, and choose the threshold which is

estimated to give us the right number of documents in the

future, given what we have retrieved in the past. Since the

evaluation measure penalizes under-retrieval more than

over-retrieval, we aim a little higher than the nominal

target of 50; in the current experiments, the margin is

25%, that is we aim for 62.5 documents. What happens

if we hit the target before the end of the period is dis-

cussed below.

5.3 T9U thresholding: basic ideas

For the utility-oriented task, however, we go back to our

work of TRECs 7 and 8. The basic requirement is to

retrieve if the probability of relevance exceeds a certain

figure; so we need a model to calibrate the score into a

probability value. In TREC-7 we used quite a simple for-

mula; in TREC-8 we tried something a little more com-

plex, which gave us no performance improvement. This

year we reverted to the TREC-7model.
The basic model for calibration is:

log
Pd

l-Pd
= P + 1

Sd

astl
(4)

where pd is the probability of relevance of document d, Sd

is its score, and astl is the average score of the top 1% of

retrieved documents (actually, astl is in itself an exam-

ple of model-free quantitative prediction). Initial values

of (3 and 7 were originally estimated from a logistic regres-

sion on old TREC data. For TREC-9, we simply re-used

the TREC-7 initial values. Adaptation of /3 follows the

method used at TRECs 7 and 8, summarized in the next

section, and takes place after any new documents have

been retrieved and/or the query has been reformulated.

Given a document score and an estimated astl
,
equa-

tion 4 can be used to estimate the log-odds of relevance

of any specific document. The calibrated score ca is on a

log-odds scale, but can be converted back to a probability

Pd-

(5)Cd = 0 + 7
Sd

astl
Pd

1 + exp cd

for some estimated /3, 7 and astl

.

As we obtain feedback, as well as re-estimating astl
,

we adjust the calibration by correcting (5 (7 is left un-

changed). We assume a set T of feedback documents
whose relevance is known, of which r are relevant. A
Bayesian prior is also assumed, represented by m mythical

documents (in addition to those in F), whose estimated

probabilities of relevance are assumed to be correct at

0.5. We suppose an iterative sequence of estimates

and corresponding values cd and pd for each document.
Then the gradient descent formula is:

= (3
{n) +

2(l+cxp(/3l">-<3(°)))

(l+exp^")-/^0
))) 2

(6)

/3
(0)

is the estimate of 0 taken from TREC-7.
In the last two TRECs, we ran this correction only

once each time. Because the query may have changed
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substantially since the last adjustment of j3, we now (on

each occasion we want to modify (3) iterate the correction

until the change is less than some small constant e. Some-

times (after a substantial change in the query) the old j3

is badly out, and the gradient descent process becomes

unstable. This can be resolved by setting a maximum
correction to (3 in one iteration. In the experiments re-

ported below, m is set at 3 (T9U runs) or 6 (T9P runs);

e is 0.01, and the maximum correction in one iteration is

1.0.

5.4 The cross-over: T9P task

A somewhat deeper analysis reveals an interesting cross-

over between these two approaches of quantitative and

qualitative prediction.

In the T9P task, we may reach the target before the

end of the period. After this point the aim is to estimate

the threshold score that will maximise the accumulated

precision achieved at the end of the period. This requires

both qualitative and quantitative prediction. The algo-

rithm is essentially as follows:

1. perform a search with the current query on the accumu-

lated collection so far, and rank the output

2. for the next document in this ranking, predict the num-

ber of documents achieving the same score in the future

3. predict the probability of relevance of these documents

(from the score calibration)

4. estimate the overall precision that would be achieved if

the threshold were set at this score

5. return to step 2

6. when the documents are exhausted, choose the score that

gave the highest predicted overall precision as the thresh-

old.

In the experiments reported below, this procedure is

initiated when the total retrieved reaches 75% of the tar-

get. While the total remains less than the target, the rule

is to aim for the target unless this procedure suggests try-

ing for more documents. When the target is reached, then

this procedure takes over. 2

5.5 The cross-over: T9U task

In TRECs 7 and 8, we wanted to ensure that some docu-

ments were retrieved early on, even if their scores did not

warrant it, in order to get some feedback to improve the

query. The mechanism was a ladder of calibrated score

values; a particular point on the ladder corresponded to

the required utility, but we started lower down the ladder

in order to get these initial documents. Both the ladder

2We have discovered a bug in this part of the program, which

may cause the threshold to be set incorrectly if no relevant doc-

uments have been retrieved by the time we apply this procedure.

The effect has not yet been investigated, but will be limited to a

small number of topics.

and the initial starting point were essentially arbitrary:

we had no theory or mechanism to determine good val-

ues.

The quantitative approach now provides us with at

least a way of thinking about the starting point. We
would like to start in a position which would give us a

small (non-zero) number of documents over the simulated

period. The algorithm is essentially as follows:

1. calibrate the scores

2. determine the steps of the ladder

3. initially, or if we have not yet retrieved any documents,

(a) estimate the threshold required to retrieve a certain

target number of documents over the period

(b) locate the ladder step closest to this threshold

4. if we have retrieved some relevant documents, then take

a step up the ladder for every relevant document found

so far (stopping at the top).

This procedure may be repeated at intervals. As soon

as some documents have been retrieved, we stop being

concerned about the target estimation, but remain on the

ladder until we accumulate enough relevant documents to

climb to the utility point. Because the ladder is defined

in terms of the calibrated score, any intermediate stage

that requires recahbration of the score (for example query

reformulation) will be taken into account automatically.

The ladder currently in use is given in table 2.

Table 2: The Ladder

P(R\D) logO(R\D)

0.33 -0.7 T9U
0.23 -1.2

0.15 -1.7

0.10 -2.2

The setting of an appropriate target number of docu-

ments is the subject of some of the experiments discussed

below. It may also be noted that although there are

still several arbitrary elements, this procedure should be

a considerable improvement on our methods for TRECs
7 and 8, because the threshold will be set separately for

each profile, in a way that relates to the particular query.

5.6 The accumulated collection

As in previous years, we assume that we accumulate the

documents as they come into the system, so that we al-

ways have a cumulated collection of everything received

up to now. Such a collection is needed for some of

the forms of adaptation discussed; in the context of the

TREC-9 filtering task, we actually need two such collec-

tions, respectively including and excluding the training

set (Ohsumed 87).
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5.7 Query reformulation

In the present filtering system, queries are reformulated

as relevance information becomes available, as part of the

adaptation process.

The method used is essentially that described in section

3.2. The new offer weight (equation 2) was used, with an

absolute threshold. We also have a numerical term cut-

off, which comes into effect when we have many relevant

documents. We use this method right at the beginning,

as our way of using the learning examples provided for

the TREC-9 task. We repeat it at intervals determined

by the retrieval of new relevant documents, frequently

initially, and then only occasionally.

We set a limit on the number of relevant documents

to be processed; if we have accumulated more than this

number, we take only the most recent ones. This was

implemented partly as an efficiency measure; however, it

could be taken as a response to the possibility that either

the user's interests, or the characteristics of the document

stream, or both, may drift. In the present experiments,

however, we have set this limit fairly high, so that it sel-

dom comes into effect.

The principle tunable parameters of the query expan-

sion method are (a) the maximum number of documents

used (set to 100 here), (b) the term cut-off (maximum
number of terms in the resulting query, 25 here), and (c)

the absolute threshold on the offer weight (zero for these

experiments). However, there are several other parame-

ters or controls, e.g. the exact source and method of term

extraction, and the form and degree of bias towards query

terms.

5.8 Overview of the filtering procedure

At a particular iteration of the process, any query modi-

fication needs to take place before any threshold setting.

It may also be necessary, after query reformulation but

before threshold setting, to recalculate the scores of the

previously-retrieved documents, for the adaptation of 0.

As indicated in the system description, the incoming

stream is batched somewhat arbitrarily, but with smaller

batches initially on the grounds that the system needs to

learn faster initially; later in the simulated period, profiles

can be expected to have stabilized somewhat. In these

experiments the test set (OHSUMED 88-91) is divided

into 59 batches, initially 1000 documents per batch; the

training set (OHSUMED 87) counts as batch 0.

For similar reasons, query modification is done after

any batch in which a new checkpoint is reached for the

particular topic. In these experiments, the checkpoints

are defined in terms of the number of relevant documents

retrieved so far, and are set at 1,2,4,8,16. . . relevant doc-

uments.

So the basic procedure is as follows: for each batch i of

incoming documents

1. Run current profiles against batch i

2. Update both cumulative databases (batches 0—i and

batches 1—i)

3. For each topic:

(a) if checkpoint has been reached,

• reformulate query

• recalculate astl and scores of previously re-

trieved documents

• re-estimate (3 using equation 6

(b) set threshold (using methods described above)

6 Filtering and routing results

6.1 Topic sets

OHSU: 63 queries from the original OHSUMED queries, with

relevance judgements from the requesters (no distinction was

made between the two "relevant" categories)

MeSH: 4903 MeSH headings, treated as topics. The text of the

topic is taken from the scope notes in MeSH; relevance judge-

ments are the assignments of these headings to documents by

the NLM indexers

MeSH-Sample: a sample of 500 of the MeSH topic set

6.2 Measures

T9U: linear utility, with relevant document credit set at 2 and

non-relevant document debit set at 1, and a minimum utility

of -100 for the OHSU topics and -400 for the MeSH topics.

MeanT9U: mean of T9U across topics, no normalisation

MeanSU: mean scaled utility across topics, where scaled utility

is T9U divided by the maximum possible value for the topic,

namely 2* (Total relevant)

T9P: precision, but with a minimum denominator of the target

total number of documents retrieved, namely 50.

MeanT9P: mean of T9P values for each topic

MacR: macro average recall, that is the mean of recall values

for each topic

MacP: macro average precision

and for routing runs, AveP (mean average precision) and

P@50 (precision at 50 documents retrieved).

6.3 Submitted runs

See table 3. The rules for Batch and Routing allow the use

of all the relevant documents in the training set for train-

ing, while for Adaptive Filtering 2 (OHSU) or 4 (MeSH)

positive examples are provided. Those runs coded bfr or

rfr did not make use of all the relevant documents, but

only of all those retrieved in the top 100 documents in

an initial search on the training set. (See next section for

settings of some other parameters, which will explain the

differences between some of these runs.)
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Table 3: Submitted run results

Run Type Topics Measure MeanT9U MeanT9P AveP
ok9flpo Adaptive OHSU T9P 0.294

ok9f2po Adaptive OHSU T9P 0.288

ok9f2pm Adaptive MeSH T9P 0.419

ok9fluo Adaptive OHSU T9U 9.70

ok9f3uo Adaptive OHSU T9U 10.75

ok9flus Adaptive MeSH-Sample T9U 46.53

ok9f3us Adaptive MeSH-Sample T9U 40.10

ok9bf2po Batch-adaptive OHSU T9P 0.305

ok9bfr2po Batch-adaptive OHSU T9P 0.305

ok9bfr2ps Batch-adaptive MeSH-Sample T9P 0.433

ok9rf2po Routing OHSU 0.326

ok9rfr2po Routing OHSU 0.317

ok9rfr2ps Routing MeSH-Sample 0.245

6.4 Optimization runs

The system as described above contains a large number of

settable parameters (tuning constants). Most of the pa-

rameters were set on the basis of guesswork, but some ad-

justments were made following some tests on some "pre-

test" topics which had been provided. These pre-test top-

ics are not actually supposed to be representative - indeed

they consist of MeSH headings and OHSUMED queries

which had been rejected from the main test for one reason

or another, and exhibited some very different characteris-

tics. Therefore this tuning process had to be a judicious

mixture of experiment and guesswork. A very few of the

parameters have been subjected to further testing, after

the submission of the official runs, with the main test sets.

These are reported here (table 4 and 5).

Note from Table 4 that there appears to be an optimum

initial target for utility optimization, but that it depends

on both the query set and the evaluation measure. It is

higher for MeSH than for OHSU and higher for MeanT9U
than for MeanSU. These results would be consistent with

the hypothesis that the optimum depends on the number

of relevant documents for the topic. The average number

of relevant documents for MeSH topics is higher than for

OHSU, and the MeanT9U measure is much more affected

by topics with more relevant documents, while MeanSU
weights all topics equally. But it seems that this differ-

ence cannot explain the full extent of the variation: the

average number of relevant documents is approximately

50 (OHSU) and 250 (MeSH), but the difference in the op-

timum initial target is much greater. Another possibility

is that the quality of the initial query is also important:

a good initial query does not need much priming with

relevant documents whereas a poor one does.

The possible effect of the total number of relevant doc-

uments raises the question of whether one might be able

to make any useful kind of prediction of the optimum for

a given topic. A plausible scenario for a real system would

Table 4: Initial target for utility optimization

Target MeanT9U MeanSU Notes

OHSU topics

500 -2.37 -.410

200 6.81 -.144

150 8.86 -.082

100 9.69 -.045 ok9fluo

60 10.22 -.009

30 10.75 .008 ok9f3uo

15 11.41 .029

8 11.49 .032

4 11.22 .033

2 11.15 .033

1 11.18 .034 One "zero return"

MeSH-Sample topics

500 49.55 .076

200 49.31 .099

150 48.17 .102

100 46.53 .102 ok9flus

60 42.56 .101

30 40.10 .098 ok9f3us

15 39.53 .097

be to obtain an estimate from the user (which might or

might not be good enough to help).

The "zero return" noted in Table 4 is a topic for which

no documents were retrieved in the entire period. We
regard this as a failure, but that run was the only one of

the runs reported here that produced any zeros at all.

The data set is rather peculiar in terms of document

length: about two-thirds of the documents have abstracts,

while the other one-third do not; in the latter case, in ef-

fect the only text available is the title. There is therefore a

huge discrepancy in document length between the two. b

is the parameter in BM25 which controls the effect of doc-
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Table 5: Document length

b MacR MacP MeanT9P Notes

OHSU topics

0.8 .383 .288 .288 ok9f2po

0.4 .388 .294 .294 ok9flpo

MeSH-Sample topics

0.8 .189 .430 .430 ok9f2ps

0.4 .181 .412 .412

ument length. It was hypothesized that a high-precision

task might benefit from concentrating on the documents

with abstracts; reducing b would have that effect. There-

fore in addition to the b = 0.8 value which is a good

default, we tried a b = 0.4 run. This appeared to have

some slight benefit with the OHSU topics, but the oppo-

site effect in the MeSH topics (probably not significant).

Note also that the MacP and MeanT9P values are the

same for each run. This reflects the success of the target

setting and adaptation: either all topics retrieved over 50

documents, or the few which did not quite do so did not

show up in the average. This is the case for all adaptive

and batch-adaptive runs reported here, though not for

non-adaptive batch runs.

6.5 Some comparisons

The new T9P measure provides an interesting opportu-

nity to compare the results of filtering runs with tra-

ditional ranked-retrieval runs. The evaluation program

trec_eval for ranked retrieval calculates P@n values - pre-

cision at n documents retrieved - for various values of n.

T9P is a sort of P@503
. However, the comparison needs

to be qualified, as discussed in the overview paper [12].

This analysis concentrates on the effect of using differ-

ent amounts of relevance information at different stages.

For the routing results, we have pure P@50 on the test

set (we include AveP in the table also); no threshold is

involved. For batch filtering (non-adaptive), we use ex-

actly the same queries as for routing, but set a once-only

threshold intended to retrieve 50 documents. For batch-

adaptive or adaptive filtering, we may either adapt only

the threshold, or we may adapt both the threshold and

the query. All of these may be done starting with all rel-

evant documents in the training set, or with only those

which would have been found in an initial search, or with

the 2 or 4 positive examples provided for adaptive filter-

ing, or with none. All these conditions are represented

in table 6. In the last two columns, MacP figures are in

all cases the same as the corresponding MeanT9P figures

given. The adaptive filtering rules allowed 4 training rel-

evants for MeSH topics; we have included a '2 relevants'

3 trec.eval does not by default include n = 50; however, a simple

modification of a header file allows it

row for comparison with the OHSU topics. The two were

chosen as the first two of the four provided.

Within each topic set, P@50 reflects AveP quite closely.

Comparing MacP and MeanT9P figures for the 'No

adaptation' column, we see that MacP is consistently

higher than MeanT9P. This reflects two factors: first,

there is a lot of variation in the number of documents
retrieved, so that many topics failed to retrieve 50 doc-

uments. Second, the initial threshold is often too high.

Some further experiments suggest that query adaptation

to the relevant documents in the training set tends to

interfere with the initial threshold setting to cause this

effect.

Comparing the last two columns for the 'All relevant'

training, we notice a small decline in performance. The
'all relevant' set may be seen as an unbiased sample of rel-

evant documents; the extra relevants used to modify the

query during adaptation are to some extent biased to-

wards the query. However, modifying the query becomes

progressively more useful as we start from less relevance

information, and adapting the threshold appears always

to be beneficial.

There seem to be some differences between the two

topic sets as to how useful each level of relevance informa-

tion is. This may perhaps reflect two things: differences

in the quality of the initial queries and differences in the

total number of relevant documents per topic.

Comparing P@50 with final MeanT9P in the '2/4 rel-

evants' case, we see that full adaptation just about com-

pensates for the inherent difficulty of MeanT9P.

A different kind of analysis may be made by considering

the utility measure. We regard T9P as a high-precision

task; however, in order to score above zero on T9U we
have to obtain a precision of at least 33%. The difficulty

of this task is reinforced by looking at the precision values

obtained for T9P runs. For example, in the case of OHSU,
these seldom reach 33%. Linear utility (with the sort of

parameter values used for the last 3 years) is indeed a

hard, high-precision task, and it is not so surprising that

we had such difficulty in doing even reasonably well at it.

6.6 Computational load

Running the 60 batches and 4900 MeSH topics is a heavy

computational task. Although each batch is quite small,

it involves both the 4900 basic searches and all the addi-

tional work (including possibly more than one search on

the accumulated collection) required for adaptation of a

topic, again 4900 times. The scripts used for this task

take approximately one week to run on the 550 MHz,
2Gb machine. They could no doubt be made consider-

ably more efficient; nevertheless, the adaptive filtering

task must be regarded as computationally heavy - con-

siderably more so than, say, the 100Gb VLC or Web track.
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Table 6: Relevance information and adaptation

Threshold Threshold and

No threshold No adaptation adaptation query adaptation

Training AveP P@50 MacP MeanT9P MeanT9P MeanT9P
OHSU topics

All training set relevants .326 .336 ok9rf2po .357 .274 .309 .305 ok9bf2po

Relevants in top 100 .317 .324 ok9rfr2po .342 .266 .296 .305 ok9bfr2po

2 training relevants .277 .294 .281 .251 .268 .288 ok9f2po

No relevants .228 .260 .240 .221 .236 .280

MeSH-Sample topics

All training set relevants .283 .490 .506 .412 .472 .461

Relevants in top 100 .253 .455 ok9rfr2ps .458 .366 .429 .433 ok9bfr2ps

4 training relevants .245 .437 .428 .375 .413 .430

2 training relevants .201 .397 .385 .344 .373 .415

No relevants .135 .301 .290 .262 .285 .390

7 Conclusions

The adaptive filtering task continues to be an interest-

ing and fruitful one to investigate. The new T9P opti-

mization measure has been very successful, both in en-

couraging the development of the thresholding methods

(which are now much stronger for both measures), and in

allowing some comparison of traditional ranked-retrieval

performance with threshold-based filtering.
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Introduction

This year our primary goal was to improve on the performance of our TREC-8 system. In

addition to improving the system directly, we worked on a number of tools to aid our

development. We continued our work on a tool for automatic scoring of system responses, a

"judge" program. We designed a tool for doing regression testing of question answering

systems. We developed a measure of candidate confusability which measures the effectiveness

of a set of features for reducing the choices that a ranking system has to make: a coarse form of

perplexity. Finally, we performed preliminary work on a method for generating supervised

training data.

We began with our system from the TREC-8 competition (Breck et al., 1999). Like many of the

TREC-8 systems, it had the system design illustrated in Figure L The input question is

processed by a question analyzer, which assigns it one of several dozen answer types. The

question is also fed to an information retrieval engine, which returns a set of documents. Next, a

set of taggers finds entities of the type assigned by the question analyzer and other related types.

These entities are then ranked as to how likely they are to be the answer. Finally, answer strings

are generated for the top candidates.

For this year, we kept this basic design but improved many of the modules involved. For

example, we extended our answer type inventory, improved the question analyzer, and added a

temporal dereferencing module to the taggers (Mani & Wilson, 2000). However, much of our

effort went into the candidate ranking system. We did this for two reasons. First, an error

analysis last year showed that problems in candidate ranking caused a substantial portion of

Qanda' s error (21%). Second, it seemed to be an appropriate place for a principled method of

1

In keeping with our marine theme, we considered renaming our system Flounder due to its poor performance this

year. A trivial bug in the answer candidate ranking system caused candidates to be ranked essentially at random.

Perhaps this run should be considered a "chance" baseline.

2
Principal contact: <light@mitre.org>
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Figure 1: Ubiquitous question-answering architecture

integrating the large number of information sources that we thought were relevant to question

answering.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: first we describe the development tools just

mentioned. Then we discuss our work on candidate ranking and provide a number of relevant

results. Finally we talk about our end-to-end experiments and make some concluding remarks.

Development Tools

This year we built a number of tools to aid in system development.

Automatic evaluation with Qaviar and Roe

To keep the development loop tight, we needed a means of automatically evaluating many

intermediate system versions and configurations. The methods we use are based on comparing a

system's response to a human-developed answer key.

The simplest approach is to judge a candidate answer as correct if it contains, as a substring, any

of the alternative reference answers provided in the key. The tool that evaluates candidates in

this way is called Roe. In general, we found that this criterion was too strict to use as a means of

evaluation, although it is useful for automatically constructing (noisy) training data for our

candidate selection component (see below).

The other tool for automatic system evaluation is called Qaviar. The essence of Qaviar'

s

approach is to see if the response has sufficient correct words from the key. The comparison is

performed by first normalizing the answer key and the system response. Stop words and
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duplicates are removed, and the remaining words are stemmed. Recall is calculated as the

fraction of words in the answer key found in the system's response, giving a real number

between 0 and 1. We use a threshold to produce a binary judgment—in this paper, 0.5. That is,

this method judges a response correct if it contains at least half of the stemmed content words

present in the human-generated answer key. This method was compared to the judgments of the

human assessors at last year's TREC, and found to agree 93-95% of the time. See (Breck et al.,

2000) for a variety of comparisons to human judges, as well as a more detailed presentation of

the method.

Regression testing with Snapper and Filet

Another tool we found necessary was something to contrast the current version of the system

with the previous one, with respect to a development set of questions. An aggregate score, such

as RAR, is insufficient for this—what we really wanted was the equivalent of a regression testing

infrastructure for question answering systems.

Snapper is a simple tool that provides a snapshot of the system's current output. First, one of the

automatic evaluation modules described above is run on the ranked answers to provide a (noisy)

judgement of their correctness. For each question in the regression test, we then note the highest

rank of a correct answer, the text of this answer, the answer type chosen by the question

analyzer, and several other items of interest. Together, these constitute a summary of the

system's processing of those questions, which is saved away.

When we wish to compare next week's system, or some other variant, we run Snapper again.

We can then compare the two snapshots to see what has changed. Filet is a tool for doing this: It

can show only the questions on which the systems differ, as well as provide a number of

aggregate statistics such as, for how many questions did the highest rank improve, degrade, etc.

These can also be broken down by answer type.

Together, these tools provide us with a useful way to compare various versions of our system.

For example, if we improved the named entity tagger's ability to find people's names, we can

gauge its effect by comparing the Snapper output, before and after. We would expect to see that

questions requiring Person or Agent answers had improved.

Acquiring question-answer pairs with Piqe

Below, we describe how we used last year's assessments to build a corpus of (noisy) supervised

question-answer-passage triplets to train our candidate ranking module. The result of the TREC

assessors' efforts is extremely valuable, but rather expensive, data. Because we wanted to train

our system on as much data as possible, we also began work on techniques for acquiring more.

3 We used Steven Abney's stemmer from the SCOL toolkit.
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The goal of this effort was to develop a semi-automated method for acquiring partially

supervised data for candidate ranking, with a corresponding user interface. The basic idea is as

follows.

Our Web-based interface presents a data developer with questions from the domain of interest.

These are typically culled from a search engine and heuristically filtered to identify actual

questions, removing mere keyword queries. If an answer does not yet exist, then the human

provides an answer, using whatever resources are appropriate. The rest of the procedure is

automatic: using an ER engine, passages are found, either in an appropriate corpus or on the Web,

which contain the words in the answer plus some minimum number of words from the question.

For instance, if a human identifies Boston as the answer to the question What is the capital of

Massachusetts? then paragraphs that contain the words Boston, capital, and Massachusetts are

probably good candidates for passages that answer the question. With a lower threshold, Boston

with either capital or Massachusetts might be sufficient.

We have implemented this system but have not evaluated it. Obviously, the approach is not

foolproof—there will be some noise in the resulting data. Another issue is the bias inherent in

this approach. For example, we will clearly only find training passages that use the same

vocabulary as the question. Nonetheless, we believe that we use this methodology to provide a

substantial amount of medium- to high-quality data.

Thoughts on evaluating answer-type hierarchies

One thing that seems to be common to the design of many question-answering systems is some

sort of answer-type hierarchy. We believe that it is important to understand how the design of

this hierarchy affects the difficulty of the task. For example, with respect to a particular set of

answer types, we could posit both a perfect question analysis component and a perfect sub-

passage retrieval system. The former always correctly identifies the semantic type of the answer,

and the later correctly highlights passages (e.g., paragraphs or sentences) containing an answer.

Even then, there may be residual error or confusability due to multiple entities of the correct type

within a highlighted text passage. And so we would like to be able to talk about the degree to

which a particular answer-type hierarchy reduces this residual error.

For example, consider the following question and passage containing an answer:

Who was Johnny Mathis' high-school track coach?

Manyfamous people, including O.J. Simpson, Johnny Mathis, and Frank Sinatra, were

coached by Vasquez as high-school students.

The confusability of a type such as Person in the second sentence is six, counting the common

nouns denoting persons, while a type such as PersonName reduces the confusability to four. We

have built some simple tools for gauging this notion of confusability, but they depend on humans
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marking up the data in question. We would also like to take into account the accuracy of the

taggers that find entities of the various types. There may be trade-offs between the specificity of

the type hierarchy, and a ceiling on the accuracy of the taggers for those types. Since many of

our taggers are trained on human-tagged data, the ability of humans to unambiguously tag

entities of the proper types is also a factor.

Essentially, what we are groping toward is a metric analogous to perplexity, as used in language

modeling, a more complete measure that would take into account the answer-type hierarchy, and

its discriminatory power, as well as the quality of the taggers used to find entities of those types.

Final comments on system development

Much of the development environment just described was not fully in place during the final

weeks leading up to the TREC-9 deadline. We posit that there is a high correlation between

effective development tools and system performance. We expect to improve and add to this suite

of development tools.

Candidate Ranking

For Qanda, candidate answers are not textual regions such as sentences—they are typed entities

such as persons or measurements, with associated contexts. The candidate ranking system is

responsible for deciding which candidates to use to construct one or more answers. It does so by

evaluating the quality of candidate answers for each question, sorting them, and returning the

best. Our TREC-8 system evaluated candidates based on features of the candidate/question pair.

The features used last year were: a simple, hard-coded match against the question type; the

number of words from the question present in the context of the candidate; the IR rank of the

candidate's document; and (for the purpose of tie-breaking) the candidate's position in the

document. Candidates were then sorted according to the values of these four features.

For TREC-9, the set of features extracted from the question/candidate pairs was greatly

expanded. Also, we have replaced strict sorting according to raw feature values with sorting by

the probability of the candidate being judged correct, as given by a conditional log-linear model.

The parameters of this model are estimated from supervised training data derived from TREC-8.

Training data

A training corpus of positive and negative question-answer pairs was developed from last year's

data (questions 1 through 200) in the following manner:

• We ran Qanda' s question analyzer and taggers on every document from which a correctly

judged answer was derived (according to the NIST assessors)

• We paired with the question each answer candidate found by any tagger, forming a question-

answer-context training instance
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• We ran the Roe automatic judgement component described above on the answer candidate

• If Roe judged the answer correct, the question-answer pair was labeled a positive training

instance, else it was a negative instance

In this way, we generated 306,000 training instances from last year's data, of which

approximately 2% were positive instances. This is the data that was used to train the

probabilistic models described below.

Log-linear models for candidate ranking

Our primary candidate-ranking component uses a conditional log-linear model (Berger et al.,

1996) trained on the corpus just described. These models take the following form:

Wl
Z

X

For Qanda, x is a question-candidate pair and y is a Boolean variable indicating whether the

candidate answers the question. Zx is a normalizing constant, and the ft
are features of the

candidate. Training the model amounts to acquiring the maximum likelihood set of weights (the

A,) with respect to the training data. The 306,000 training instances, as well as the actual

candidates produced at run-time, were characterized by the following:

• Features of question/context overlap: noun overlap, verb overlap, proper noun overlap,

overlap of the question with a proposed candidate, and bigram overlap

• Type match features: perfect match and various degrees of semantic distance between the

question type and the candidate type.

Additional features were added conjoining each of the basic features listed above with one

categorizing the question as seeking a temporal phrase, a number, an explanation, an agent, a

location or simply a noun or verb phrase. Altogether, the log-linear model uses several hundred

Boolean features to characterize answer candidates.

In TREC-8 we used a radix sort to combine these features: candidates were ordered by type

match features, then overlap, document rank, and finally distance from beginning of document.

One way to think about radix sorting is that a feature has a weight greater than the sum of all the

weights of the features that follow it. It is a very strong constraint on the relation between

features and we suspected that it was sub-optimal: that features are much closer in weight than

radix sorting allows.

Feature Selection

We performed a substantial amount of statistical analysis to learn which features and feature

combinations are good predictors of candidate correctness. Once a useful feature set for the
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model is chosen, model parameters are determined according to the criterion of maximum

likelihood. The statistical analysis was performed on questions and documents from TREC-8.

The questions were run through Qanda, and then each candidate was judged to be correct or

incorrect by the automatic scoring system described in the previous section.

An important advantage of the statistical modeling approach is the ability to analyze the

predictive value of features that are being considered for inclusion in the ranking scheme. For

example, in Figure 2 shows a graph that was used for gaining initial insight into the behavior of

the word overlap feature. The graph shows the coefficient for each possible value of the overlap

feature that results from the estimation of a simple model based on only this one feature, treated,

for this purpose, as a categorical variable. These coefficients have a direct interpretation in terms

of the probability of correctness. In each case the coefficient is equivalent to the log-odds

(log(p/(l-/?)) of correctness conditioned on the overlap feature assuming a given value.

For example, for an overlap value of 5, the odds of correctness is given by <?"
282 = .059,

equivalent to a probability of .056. We can see from this graph that the probability of

correctness when overlap is 1, is only slightly greater than the probability when there is no

overlap at all. For greater values of overlap, the probability rises, tapering off to a stable value as

overlap approaches approximately 10. The variability of the coefficient estimates for overlap

values beyond 7 can be attributed to the sparseness of data available for the estimation at these

values. It is important to emphasize that the coefficients shown in Figure 2 are those for a model

based exclusively on the single overlap feature. A more complete model, based on the overlap

feature in conjunction with a number of other features, can result in very different values for the

coefficients. Nonetheless, the analysis based on the isolated overlap feature is useful for

obtaining initial insights into its behavior as a predictor of candidate correctness.

Another example of how statistical analysis can be used to determine the best way to model the

data for ranking is shown in Figure 3. The four curves correspond to the coefficients of the

proper-noun-overlap feature for four different models. For each model, the data was restricted to

a given question type. The top line corresponds to questions that are looking for Locations, as

determined by the question analyzer; the two in the middle correspond to questions looking for

Agent, and the bottom curve to Quantities. The similar shape of the bottom three curves gives

reason to believe that these three categories can be combined without problem for the purposes

of modeling the increase in probability of correctness corresponding to increased values of the

proper noun overlap feature. The dip for high values in the bottom curve is not of great concern,

being suspect because the estimates are based on somewhat sparse data. Note that the lower

absolute values associated with the bottom curve are due to the (prior) probability of correctness

being lower for quantity questions, in general. This is not an issue, since it is only the relative

values of the probabilities that are relevant for a given question. The curve for location
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Figure 2: Log-linear model coefficients for simple word overlap



questions, however, rises more sharply, obtaining greater values relative to the coefficient

associated with no overlap. This suggests that ranking might be improved by using a model for

which the interaction between question type and proper-noun-overlap is taken into account, at

least insofar as to whether the question is of type location or not.

Experiments

As noted, our official entries this year suffered from a bug that rendered our results meaningless.

After the official evaluation, we ran our system on 200 of the 500 unique questions from the

TREC-9 data. Our chief annotator developed an answer key for these questions, informed

partially by examining the other system responses that were assessed favorably by the TREC
judges. We scored Qanda's unofficial responses against this answer key using the Qaviar

automated scoring system
4 Our results are summarized in Figure 4. The Radix score was

produced by running Qanda with a simple radix ranking module, sorting on type-match features

first followed by overlap features. The LLM score was produced by running Qanda with a log

linear model trained on the data described above using 344 features.

Conclusion

For TREC-9 we concentrated on development tools and candidate ranking. We worked on tools

for automated scoring, regression testing, measures for candidate confusability, and methods for

finding supervised training data. For candidate ranking we employed statistical tools to study a

number of features predictive of candidate correctness.

Right #1 Right top5 RAR

Radix 250-byte 11.6% 30.7% 0.187

LLM 50-byte 13.1% 33.2% 0.206

LLM 250-byte 20.6% 41.7% 0.282

Figure 4: Unofficial results of several candidate rankers

4 As noted above, this approach agreed 93-95% of the time with the TREC assessors on last year's data

(Breck et al., 2000).
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Abstract

MNIS-TextWise Labs participated in the TREC-9 Chinese Cross-Language Information Retrieval

track. The focus of our research for this participation has been on rapidly adding Chinese

capabilities to CINDOR using tools for automatically generating a Chinese Conceptual

Interlingua from existing lexical resources. For the TREC-9 evaluation we also built a version of

our system which loosely integrates the CINDOR Conceptual Language Analysis process with

the SMART retrieval system This was motivated by the conclusions of our TREC-8 experiments

which pointed to sub-standard retrieval based on the underlying retrieval algorithm. This

integrated system has further allowed us to experiment with a range of approaches for cross-

language retrieval, some specific to Chinese, which we have used in combination for our official

TREC submissions. For evaluation, we submitted a monolingual Chinese run and a cross-

language English-Chinese run. Analysis of results to date allow us to conclude that the

automatically generated Conceptual Interlingua helps to improve performance in both cross-

language and monolingual retrieval.

1. Introduction

The CINDOR (Conceptual Interlingua Document Retrieval) project at MNIS-TextWise

Labs is pursuing a 'Conceptual Interlingua' approach to cross-language information

retrieval, based on a conceptual lexical resource modeled around WordNet [Miller 1 990]

.

The current version of CINDOR supports cross-language retrieval in any combinations of

English, Spanish, French, Italian, German, and Japanese (and now Chinese). For our

TREC-9 participation we concentrated our efforts in rapidly adding Chinese capabilities

to CINDOR and building tools that allow automatic generation of a (Chinese) Conceptual

Interlingua. Our approach is based on automatically mapping Chinese tenninology into

English WordNet concepts using existing bilingual dictionaries and corpora.

This paper presents an overview of each stage of our research leading up to the

submission of TREC-9 runs. It includes a brief introduction to the CINDOR approach to

cross-language retrieval in Section 2, followed by a description of our techniques for

mapping existing lexical resources into the Conceptual Interlingua in Section 3. Section

4 gives an overview of the CINDOR system used in our experiments, incorporating the
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SMART retrieval engine for weighting and retrieval, and the various cross-language

retrieval techniques that we combined in our final experiments. We conclude in Section

5 with an overview of the results obtained in our TREC-9 submission based on the brief

analysis we have conducted so far.

2. The CINDOR System.

The CINDOR system is a cross-language text retrieval system capable of accepting a

user's query stated in their native language and then seamlessly searching, relevance

ranking, retrieving and displaying documents written in a variety of foreign languages. A
general overview of the CINDOR system and approach to cross-language retrieval can be

found in [Ruiz et al 2000].

At the core of the CINDOR approach to cross-language retrieval is the idea of a

'Conceptual Interlingua' ; a hierarchically organized knowledge base of essentially

language-independent concepts. This concept hierarchy is then linked to multiple

terminological resources for different languages which realize the lexicalization of

concepts in each of the languages of the system. Cross-language retrieval is enabled by

mapping the terms of documents and user queries from different languages into the

interlingual concept representation, which provides the vocabulary for indexing and

matching of document and query content.

Our Conceptual Interlingua has been built around the Princeton WordNet [Miller 1990],

which contains approximately 165,000 different word forms organized into some 92,000

concepts denoted by a group of synonyms, or 'synsets'. We consider the synset hierarchy

as the core of the Conceptual Interlingua, with the 165,000 English terms to be the

starting terminology for English. This has been extended with terminology in French,

Spanish, and Japanese mapping to about 20,000 synsets in each case. More recently, we
have integrated the German and Italian versions of EuroWordNet in order to provide a

basis of tenninology coverage in those languages. A primary focus of our research for

TREC-9 has been the automated extension of the Conceptual Interlingua to terminology

in Chinese.

3. Chinese Conceptual Interlingua

A stated goal of our research agenda in conjunction with TREC-9 participation was to

link Chinese terminology into the Conceptual Interlingua in a fully automated process in

as little time as possible. Our resulting efforts spanned a two-month period with

essentially one person concentrating on this effort. Our goal was to identify existing

lexical or terminology resources in Chinese and one of the existing Conceptual

Interlingua languages (English) and use a range of approaches to link concepts to Chinese

terms. While we were aware of a Chinese resource similar to WordNet (HowNet), it was

not clear that there was a simple mapping from HowNet to WordNet (plus it did not

appear that we would ultimately be granted permission to use this resource
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commercially), so use of this resource was not considered. We therefore concentrated

our work on a bilingual English-Chinese lexicon available through the Linguistic Data

Consortium (LDC) [LDC 2000] and a parallel English-Chinese corpus of Hong Kong
Laws.

The basic approach to linking Chinese terminology to our Conceptual Interlingua is to

find the most likely Chinese translations for each English term. The LDC bilingual

lexicon contains translations for 110,834 English terms (including single terms and

phrases). Generating pairs for all possible translations from English to Chinese from this

lexicon generates 224,427 English-Chinese translation pairs.

While a simple approach would involve linking each English term in the Conceptual

Interlingua to every one of the Chinese translations from the lexicon, we have

investigated the use of a process of 'lexical triangulation' in order to find evidence to

support the choice of the most likely translation(s) for each term when multiple

translations are possible. In the first instance, we take advantage of the WordNet synsets

that are retained in the Conceptual Interlingua. More often than not, a synset contains

more than one synonymous term, each of which may have multiple translations from the

bilingual lexicon. By applying various intersections to the set of Chinese translations, we
can limit the Chinese terms to those more likely to be translations of the sense of the

English terms as used in that particular concept (synset). If we take all of the Chinese

translations of all synonyms in a synset and rank them by frequency of occurrence, then

several criteria for selection can be applied:

1. Strict intersection : Only the Chinese terms that are translations of

all synonyms associated with the synset are selected.

2. Threshold method : Only the Chinese translations with frequency

above a certain threshold are selected. We have set this threshold at 50%
of the number of English terms associated with the synset.

3. Relaxed threshold : All the Chinese terms with frequency above a

threshold, and all those terms that have frequency greater than 1. We
selected the same threshold value of 50% of the number of English terms

associated with the synset. Observe that for synsets that have 4 or less

English terms associated, this option is the same as option 2. However for

synsets that have more than 5 words associated, this option tends to

generate a larger number of terms.

An example of this process of lexical triangulation is presented in Figure 1 below. The

English concept {kidnap, verb) has four English terms associated with it. Given the

Chinese translations of each of these terms from the bilingual lexicon, there is one term

(izltTj) that is a possible translation for three of the four English synonyms. If we use

criteria 1 above, the method will generate no entries in the Chinese terminology of the
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Conceptual Interlingua for the verb kidnap. If we use criteria 2 or 3 above however, the

Chinese term i*££ will be linked to the concept of the verb kidnap.

English Synset:

15 / verb /abduct/ kidnap/ nobble/ snatch/

Bilingual Dictionary Entries:

Abduct

Snatch

Kidnap

Nobble mm

Figure 1 : Translation of terms of the concept kidnap

When we applied this process over the entire LDC lexicon to link Chinese terms to the

Conceptual Interlingua, the 'strict intersection' criteria yielded 13,337 Chinese terms

linked to about 12,000 concepts. The 'threshold' method generated coverage comparable

to our European languages (terms linked to about 25% of concepts), while the 'relaxed'

method resulted in terms linked to about 63% of concepts, but is expected to contain

more noise.

We were then further able to extend our process of lexical triangulation through the use

of a parallel English-Chinese corpus as an additional source of translation evidence.

Using a bilingual lexicon as a bootstrapping device, one can examine the sentence

contexts of a parallel corpus to identify translations of English terms for which no

translation is given in the bilingual lexicon. Given an English word We for which a

translation is sought, a context can be identified (either the sentence in which the word

occurs or a fixed window of surrounding words) in the English corpus. We then use the

bilingual lexicon to find translations of as many of the words in the context of We as

possible and align these with words in the context from the aligned Chinese corpus.

Words remaining in the Chinese context, after stopwords have been removed, are

candidate translations for We- For any given English word, candidate selection can be

performed over multiple occurrences of the word in the corpus and candidates then

ranked by frequency of occurrence. Further, this can be expanded to encompass Chinese

terms as candidates for translation of all synonym terms within a concept, as outlined in

the process above.

While investigating our corpus processing approach however, we discovered that many

translation candidates identified from the corpus intersected with translation candidates
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from the bilingual lexicon, but which were not selected by any of our three selection

criteria described above. We therefore adopted a modified translation selection approach

as follows:

1. Generate candidate Chinese terms for a concept based on translation of all

English synonyms from the bilingual dictionary (note: the first step was to

translate the LDC lexicon from GB to Big-5 encoding to match the parallel

corpus)

2. Generate frequency-ranked candidate Chinese translations for an English term

from aligned contexts in the parallel corpus

3. Accept Chinese terms which meet the 'threshold' criteria above

4. Accept additional Chinese terms which are candidates in both the lexicon and

corpus sets (corpus-attested translations).

This combined approach generated a Chinese Conceptual Interlingua with over 63,000

terms linked in to 38,000 concepts (40% coverage of WordNet) and this is what we used

in our TREC-9 experiments.

4. CINDOR Chinese Retrieval

Given the Conceptual Interlingua approach encompassed in the CINDOR system, lexical-

conceptual analysis of documents and queries is an integral part of the indexing process.

Specifically, when dealing with Chinese, this necessitates tokenization/segmentation of

input text as opposed to using character n-grams (bi-grams) as are often used for Chinese

retrieval. We use the 'mansegment' segmentation module available through the

Linguistic Data Consortium. An advantage of this module over other segmenters

available is that it is capable (with different configuration) of segmenting Chinese text

written with either traditional or simplified character sets. Chinese terms identified

through segmentation are then matched against the Chinese Conceptual Interlingua

terminology for mapping into concepts which are used in indexing.

It was the clear conclusion of our TREC-8 experimentation, supported by some follow-on

investigation that we conducted, that retrieval performance of the CINDOR system was

being negatively impacted by the use of a simplified tfxidf retrieval mechanism in the

underlying search engine that was performing well below the standard of other retrieval

engines participating in the TREC evaluation. In order to address this issue, we have

loosely integrated CINDOR' s Conceptual Interlingua processing with the SMART
retrieval system [Salton 1971]. We used the Cornell ftp version of SMART augmented

with recent term weighting schemes (pivoted length normalization and BM25) and

modified to handle UTF-8 encoded text. Our use of SMART therefore enabled various

experiments with respect to CINDOR retrieval in the Chinese cross-language track.

Our first investigation concerned the use of multiple indexing vocabularies of Chinese

text in CINDOR (known as ctypes in SMART terminology). Given the process of
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analyzing Chinese text in CINDOR, we had access to three possible indexing

vocabularies:

• Terms : output from the Chinese segmenter

• Concepts : assigned from the Conceptual Interlingua for Chinese terms

• Bi-grams : derived directly from the Chinese documents (queries)

We therefore compiled three vector representations of each Chinese document,

corresponding to each vocabulary. Similarity between a query and documents was then

computed using a linear combination of the vector similarities of each vocabulary:

Sim(d,q) = A* SimTenns (d,q) + 6 * Simconcepts (d,q) + p * SimBigrams(d,q)

Where X, 0, and p are coefficients that weight the contribution of each vocabulary, d is

the document vector and q is the query vector. We used the well known pivoted length

normalization (Lnu.ltu) weighting scheme [Singhal et al 1996]. This scheme weights the

documents using logarithmic average term frequency and unique term pivoted length

normalization, which corresponds to the formula:

l + log((0

1 + log(average tf)

(1 .0 - slope) x pivot + slopex# of unique terms

where tf is the term frequency, slope and pivot are parameters of the pivoted length

normalization scheme. For our runs we use a slope=0.25 and the pivot is set to the

average document length of the collection.

We experimented with pseudo-relevance feedback using Rocchio's formula to rank the

terms in an initial retrieved set to expand the query for a feedback loop:

w = aw +p —; f-y —:—;

—

where worig is the weight of the term in the original query; wd is the weight of the term in

document di ; R is the set of relevant documents; \R\ is the number of relevant documents;

n is the number of documents considered (in retrieval feedback this is usually set to the

number of documents presented to the user); and a, (3, and y are constant coefficients that

control the contribution of each factor. Terms with negative weights are discarded. The

terms are ranked by the computed weight wnew and the top m terms are used to expand the

query.

Our pseudo-relevance feedback method uses the original query to obtain the top 1000

retrieved documents. We assume that the top N documents are relevant and that the

bottom 100 documents are not relevant. The query is then expanded with the top m
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ranked terms according to Rocchio's formula. Since we are using three index

vocabularies, the pseudo-relevance feedback process adds m expansion terms to each

vocabulary (vector).

Given this retrieval scenario, discovery of optimal settings for this retrieval model

involves tuning the following parameters:

• X, 0 and p for the combination of each vocabulary vector in the final similarity score.

• a, (3, y, TV and m for pseudo-relevance feedback using Rocchio's formula.

We first found the best parameter combination for pseudo-relevance feedback on the

TREC-5 and TREC-6 Chinese track test collections, consisting of documents from the

People's Daily newspaper and the Xinhua news agency, trying all combinations of the 5

parameters using only a single vocabulary (terms) for the monolingual Chinese queries

with the following sets of possible values:

• N= 5, 10,15 and 20

• M = 5, 10 20, 50, 100, 150 and 200

• a = 8

• (3 = 32 and 64

• y= 8, 16 and 32

Our initial retrieval baseline for feedback was simple retrieval using the Lnu.ltu

weighting scheme. Observe that the rationale for selecting the values for a, (3 and y is that

given a fixed value for the contribution of the original query terms (a=8), we explore

relative weightings of the contribution of relevant and non-relevant documents (e.g.

2xoc).

We tried the 168 possible combinations with the above parameter values for each of the

two sets of Chinese topics. Figure 2 below shows the variation of performance (average

precision) for the set of TREC-6 queries and Af=10 (48 runs). The highest performance is

obtained for 7V=10, m=20, a=8, (3=64 and y=32 with an average precision of 0.5263.

Therefore, the top 20 terms are selected for query expansion based on the assumption that

the top 10 documents are relevant (using cc=8, (3=64 and y=32 in the Rocchio formula).

Similarly, we found through testing on the TREC-5 and TREC-6 Chinese test collections

the optimal set of parameters X (terms), 0 (concepts) and p (bi-grams) for weighting the

relative contribution of each indexing vocabulary to the final document-query similarity

value. We found that monolingual retrieval and cross-language retrieval have different

optimal parameter settings. For monolingual retrieval the best performance was found to

be X=20, 0=1 and p=20 while for cross-language retrieval the best parameter settings are

X=4, 0=1 and p=4. These parameters indicate that, while not contributing as much as the

Term or Bi-gram indexing vocabularies for retrieval, our Conceptual Interlingua concepts

are relatively more important in a cross-language retrieval setting than in a monolingual

search environment.
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Figure 2. Variation of performance (Average Precision) for N=1Q and 48

combinations of Rocchio parameters m and a, (5, y

We have tested and verified our overall retrieval approach and Conceptual Interlingua on

the TREC-5 and TREC-6 Chinese test collections through a series of retrieval

experiments. Tables 1 and 2 below illustrate the incremental improvements in

performance to be gained from the combination of approaches we have used. Simple

term indexing results in an average precision of 0.3572 in a monolingual test over the

TREC-5 collection. Term-based English-Chinese cross-language retrieval, using

machine translation of terms (Ms Technology's Gist-in-Time system), gives average

precision of 0.2408 in a similar test. Augmenting this run by concept indexing through

the Conceptual Interlingua yields an improvement of 3.6% and 4.6% respectively. If this

run is in turn augmented by pseudo-relevance feedback, there is a further 3.1%

monolingual and 8.9% cross-language improvement in average precision. If bi-grams are

then extracted from the documents and query (translation) and used in matching

following the above linear combination, a final 9% and 9.3% improvement is observed.

TREC-5 Test Collection

Monolingual % Gain Cross-Language % Gain

Term Indexing (MT) .3572 .2408

+ Conceptual Interlingua .3701 3.6% .2518 4.6%
+ Relevance Feedback .3817 3.1% .2742 8.9%

+ Bi-gram Indexing .4161 9% .2998 9.3%

16% 24.5%

Table 1: Incremental improvements in Average Precision from

combination of retrieval techniques
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These improvements in performance are replicated on the TREC-6 test collection in the

same way in Table 2. The aggregate result is performance 16% and 10% over the term-

based baseline for monolingual retrieval in TREC-5 and TREC-6, with 24.5% and 25.3%
improvements in cross-language retrieval in the same way. This, we felt, provided a firm

foundation from which to launch our TREC-9 submissions.

TREC-6 Test Collection

Monolingual % Gain Cross-Language % Gain

Term Indexing (MT) .5010 .3091

+ Conceptual Interlingua .5151 2.8% .3170 2.6%

+ Relevance Feedback .5208 1.1% .3472 9.5%

+ Bi-gram Indexing .5509 5.8% .3875 11.6%

10% 25.3%

Table 2: Incremental improvements in Average Precision from

combination of retrieval techniques

5. TREC-9 Results and Analysis

We submitted a monolingual run (TWmono3CItdn) and a cross-language run

(TWe2c3CItdn) for evaluation by NIST. Both runs correspond to the best parameter

settings for the training collection as explained in the previous section. Our final results

for TREC 9 monolingual performance show an average precision of 0.3041. This

monolingual run is above the median in 18 of the 25 topics. The average difference above

the median is 0.052 (20.5% above the median).

Our cross-language run achieved 0.1312 average precision, which is below the median

(0.1460). The cross-language results are above the median in 13 of the 25 topics and a

difference with the median of -0.015 (10.9% below the median). This cross-language

run achieved 42% of our monolingual run performance, which is considerably lower than

the 70% we obtained in the training set. While we have not yet conducted an in-depth

analysis of what caused this low cross-language performance relative to our monolingual

baseline, we suspect it to be primarily related to gaps in the translation resources used.

Even from a superficial analysis of the results, it is clear that there were gaps in

translation, both in the machine translation and the Conceptual Interlingua. Examples are

'Daya Wan electric plant' , 'computer hackers', 'Tiananmen Square', etc. We have also

noticed that the machine translation system consistently translated 'China' as si' (in

the sense of "Mom's best...") instead of '^IH' (the nation). This was compensated for

however by the fact that the correct translation of 'China' had been captured in the

Conceptual Interlingua. Since most of the queries were about China however, this is

likely to have impacted the final performance of some queries.
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6. Conclusion

Our TREC-9 experiments reported here are part of an ongoing set of experiments that

evaluate the performance of the CINDOR system over a wide range of languages. Our

work on automatic generation of Conceptual Interlingua resources here has, as desired,

generated a general approach and a corresponding set of tools that can now be applied

toward the rapid addition of other languages. Our results indicate that the automatically

generated Conceptual Interlingua can contribute to improved retrieval performance for

cross-language information retrieval over a simple term-based baseline.

The research version of CINDOR used here has certainly benefited from integration with

the retrieval capabilities of SMART. This has had the further advantage of allowing us to

experiment with retrieval models using a combination of indexing vocabularies and a

combination of different sources of evidence for cross-language retrieval.

Despite the apparent success of our TREC-9 participation, especially in our monolingual

Chinese runs, we believe that there remain avenues along which we can further enhance

the performance of the CINDOR system. We continue to pursue research directed at

improving our cross-language retrieval precision in all languages by processing and

matching of named entities and multi-word terms across languages and in the area of

word sense disambiguation in the framework of WordNet for our Conceptual Interlingua.

We hope to realize the fruits of these efforts in future evaluations.
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1. Introduction

National Taiwan University (NTU) Natural Language Processing Laboratory (NLPL) took part in

QA and CL tracks in TREC9.

For the QA Track, we proposed three models, which integrate the information of Named

Entity, inflections, synonyms, and co-reference. We plan to evaluate how each factor effects the

performance of a QA system.

For the Cross-Language Track, we employed two approaches in Chinese-English

information retrieval (Bian and Chen, 1998; Chen, Bian, and Lin, 1999) to English-Chinese

information retrieval. We plan to explore their usability.

2. QA Track

In TREC-8, we've experimented on expanding questions by adding inflections of verbs and

nouns, as well as the their synonyms (Lin and Chen, 1999). However, the performance was not

so good as our expectation. This year we propose three models to see whether expansion is

helpful or not. Model 1 is a base model. Only inflections are added. Model 2 adds synonyms

from WordNet (Miller, 1990). And Model 3 tries to resolve co-reference in a simple way.

Each ofthem will be described in detail in later sections.

Besides, we select answers according to the named entities that the question might be

relevant. Our QA system will guess the interested entity type by looking at the questions.

Position of the interested answer terms is also important. If the length of answering sentences is

longer than restricted length, the final answer text has to include the actual answer. We also

propose a method to implement this idea. The proposed algorithm will be described later.
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2.1. Model Description

2.1.1. Interested Entity Type

After taking a question as input, our system first guesses which entity type the question is

interested in. The method is simply rule-based. If the question starts with "who", "when", and

"where", it may ask for a person name, a time/date expression, and a location name, respectively.

If it starts with "what" or "which", or it is a "Name a ..." -type question, then the system goes on

to look at the first noun behind it. We collected some keywords to indicate the interested entity

types, such as "country" for location name, "person" for personal name, and so on.

2.1.2. Named Entity Extraction

Named entity extraction plays an important role in our experiments. It is introduced while

deciding question focusing, doing question expansion, and measuring similarity between

document passage and question sentence.

For named entity extraction, we employ several named entities dictionaries, such as

gazetteer, a collection of family name, etc. Different from simply dictionary look-up, these

dictionaries also include other useful information. For a personal name, we can know that it is a

family name, a male first name, or a female first name. For a country name, we can get its

adjective form as well as how to call its people. For other location names, it provides the names

of provinces or countries it belongs to as well. Organization names are accompanied by their

abbreviations. We have not employed the information of types of personal names and the

superior administrative division yet.

Time/date expression is simply keywords (Sunday, January, etc.) The resolution of

expressions like "yesterday", "last week" are still undergoing. Other named entities like

quantity and numbers are not handled yet.

2.1.3. Base Model - Question Expansion by Named Entity and Inflection Forms

In Base Model, we first decide if there is a named entity in the question sentence. If so, we

record its equivalence (e.g. abbreviation of an organization name). Notice that a named entity

can be more than one word. For the rest words in the question sentence, we remove stop words

and attach the root form and all the inflection forms of each of them. These newly invited terms

are for the use of similarity comparison later.

The next step is to segment documents into passages as comparison units. The document

set we use this year is the set of the 50 most relevant documents to the questions. The relevant

document set is offered by NIST. In the Base Model, a passage is simply a sentence.

For each passage, we also identify named entities in it, but their equivalences are not

attached. The inflections are not added either. This is because we have already introduced

them in the question side.
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Then we measure its similarity to the expanded question sentence. For each word (or

phrase) occurs in the passage and also in the expanded question, it contributes a score to the

similarity. By the recent experiment, if it is a named entity, it contributes 2 points; otherwise 1

point. If it occurs in the original question, the contributed score is doubled.

Besides, if a word (or a phrase) does not occur in the question but is of the interested type of

the question, the FOCUS tag is set and the position of this word is recorded.

While giving answers, those words (or phrases) that are assigned the FOCUS tag are

reported first. The passage of higher score is considered to be more possible to carry the answer

and is ranked higher.

To meet the length restriction, we have to truncate the passages longer than 250 bytes. We

decide the focusing center of each answering passage first. Truncate characters 125 bytes ahead

of the center and also the exceed part if the remaining passage is still longer than 250 bytes. For

those assigned a FOCUS tag, the center is the average position of all the found named entities of

interest. For those did not, the center is the average position of words that also occur in the

question sentence.

2.1.4. Model 2 - More Expansion by Synonyms

Besides the basic structure of Base Model, we also expand questions by the synonyms of ordinary

nouns or verbs, i.e., those which are not named entities. Synonyms are obtained by looking up

the WordNet (Miller, 1990). We do so because we want to save those answers written in

different terms.

2.1.5. Model 3 - Passage with Co-Reference Resolved

This model is also based on the Base Model. But we want to resolve co-reference problem first

before measuring similarity with the question sentence. We proposed a simple strategy to do so:

take the first sentence as a passage. If the next sentence contains pronouns (except "it"), it is

merged into the previous passage. Or if the next one contains a phrase of the pattern "the A"

and the word "A" occurs in the previous passage, it is merged into the previous one, too. It can

help resolve anaphora problem as well as the co-referential noun phrases.

2.2. Evaluation

Table 1 lists the results of our three models. We submitted three runs, each run for each model,

i.e., qantuOl for Base Model, and so on. Each answer text can be judged as Wrong, Correct, and

Unsupported. "Unsupported" means that the document associated to the answer text does not

really support the answer. The Strict Evaluation only counts Correct ones, and the Lenient

Evaluation takes both Correct and Unsupported ones as correctly answered.
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Table 1. Results of Three Models in the QA Track at TREC-9

Run ID
Strict Lenient Strict (Debugged)

MMR Failed MMR Failed MMR Failed

qantuOl 0.315 377 (55.3%) 0.348 354 (51.9%) 0.367 333 (48.8%)

qantu02 0.315 376 (55.1%) 0.341 354 (51.9%) 0.372 324 (47.4%)

qantu03 0.278 394 (57.8%) 0.309 370 (54.3%) 0.319 354 (51.8%)

By Table 1 , less than half of the questions failed to be answered. It is better than last year that

we only answered 1/3 of the questions correctly. There are 24 more questions in average

answered by unsupported documents.

Comparing the performance of different models, Base Model and Model 2 are almost the

same, but Model 3 is worse than the other two. Model 2 answered nine more questions than

Base Model did, but Base Model offered unsupported answers at higher ranks than Model 2 did in

the Lenient Evaluation. Model 3 is worse in either evaluation.

It seems that adding synonyms does not help a lot. It even lows down the speed. The

most difficulties we met in QA are often paraphrases, not only synonyms. Therefore, it might be

more efficient to tackle the paraphrases problem.

The reason that Model 3 worked badly may be the over-simplified co-occurrence resolution.

For those questions failed to be answered here but successful in the other two runs, it was often

the case that the passages containing the answer texts have been expanded into large ones. The

occurrence of co-reference candidates is too frequent to simply concatenate sentences.

But co-reference resolution is helpful for question answering. During the investigation, we

found that a portion of questions can be answered by keyword matching with co-reference

resolved. To integrate the co-reference resolution part into the system, or find an alternative way

to tackle it will be another important future work.

3. Cross-Language Track

Query translation is usually employed to unify the languages in queries and documents in Cross

Language Information Retrieval (CLIR). Bian and Chen (1998) proposed a hybrid approach

that integrated both lexical and corpus knowledge to translate queries. A bilingual dictionary

provides the translation equivalents of each query term, and the word co-occurrence information

trained from a target language text collection is used to disambiguate the translation. Target

polysemy is another problem in CLIR. Bian, Chen and Lin (1999) augmented a pseudo context

to a query term to restrict its use in the target language. The contextual information is trained

from a source language text collection.

The above approaches performed well in Chinese-English information retrieval (CEIR). In

TREC-9, we made experiments in English-Chinese information retrieval (ECIR) to see that if

these two approaches work.
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3.1. Query Translation

In Cross-Language track, we adopted query translation to unify the language of queries and

documents. Then we retrieved Chinese documents using a monolingual information retrieval

system. We proposed two models to translate queries. The first one is CO model, which uses

co-occurrence information trained from a text collection in source language to select the best

translation equivalents of source language query terms. The second one is A1W model, which

resolves the target polysemy problems by augmenting some restriction words. A TREC topic is

composed of several fields. In our experiments, only the title and description fields were used to

generate queries.

In CO model, the English queries were translated into Chinese as follows: First, all

sentences in queries were parsed, so that phrases could be identified. We used Apple Pie to

parse sentences. Second, we collected the translation equivalents of each phrase or word by

looking up an English-Chinese bilingual dictionary. The stop words were ignored. If

translation equivalents of a word could not be found, we tried again after stemming. The

stemmer what we used is Porter's stemmer. Third, by using the co-occurrence information, we

selected the best translation equivalents. We adopted mutual information (MI) (Church, et al.,

1989) to measure its strength. The mutual information was trained from a text collection in

target language, i.e. Academia Sinica Balance Corpus (ASBC) (Huang, et al., 1995). For each

Chinese word, we collected its mutual information with other words within a window of size 3.

For a query term, we compare the MI values of all the translation equivalent pairs (x, y), where x

is the translation equivalent of this term, and y is the translation equivalent of another query term

within a sentence. The word pair (xi5 yj) with the highest MI value is extracted, and the

translation equivalent x is regarded as the best translation equivalent of this query term.

Selection is carried out based on the order of the query terms.

Take phrase "China's silk industry" as an example. The translation equivalents of each

word are shown in Table 2. Table 3 lists the mutual information scores of some word pairs of

translation equivalents. Consider the term "China" first. The translation equivalent pair with

the highest MI score is !§ , &JM>. Therefore, ' ^ 1]' is selected as the translation of the

word "China". Then we select the best translation equivalent of the words "Silk" and "Industry".

In a similar way, and 'x.^' are selected, respectively.

Table 2. Translation Equivalents of Each Term in "China's silk industry"

Term Translation Equivalents

China t, +H, t¥, #*h, H, #1
Silk «&t, %m, &m, m^-, &&, m, m*, mm, £«, **

Industry jl^j^, ££,
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Table 3. The Mutua Information Scores for Some Word Pairs

China Silk Industry

if ft* /J- 7T>

t -0.276507 0.106157

5.069064 1.035561 0.844666 -0.373534

t #
5.069064

-0.276507 1.035561

0.844666

0.106157 -0.373534

In order to resolve target polysemy problem, we augmented some words to restrict the use of a

translated query term in A1W model. In this model, the English queries were translated by CO

model, and the translation equivalents of augmented words were added to target language queries.

The augmented restriction words of a source language query term are those words that frequently

co-occur with it within a window. We selected the terms that have only one translation to

augment the original query term. The co-occurrence information was trained from TREC6 text

collection (Harman, 1997), and the mutual information was used to measure the strength.

Assume that the terms of an English query E are El, E2, E3, and En, and their

translations are Ci, C2, C3, and Cn. For each term Ei, we augment a sequence of words EWii,

EWi2, and EWimi to it. EWy has only one translation and the MI score of the pair (Ei, EWij)

exceeds a threshold. Assume that the corresponding Chinese translations of EWii, EWi2,

and EWimi are CWii, CWi2, . . ., and CWimi, respectively. The list (C, CWii, CWi2, CWimi) is

an augmented translation result for E.

We assigned different weights to the translations of original terms and augmented restriction

terms. They were determined by the following formula:

J_ (1)weight(C) =

weight(CWy)

n + \

1

71

(n + \)*^m
k

(2)

k=\

Where n is number of words in a query Q; Q is the translation of query term Ej
;

CWy is the

translation of augmented restriction term EWjj and mk is the number of words in a restriction for

Ck. In this formula, we assume that the sum of the weights of all the terms is 1 . The words

Ci, Cn take n/(n+l) total weight. In this way, the weight of each Q is l/(n+l). The

remaining l/(n+l) is distributed to those CWy's equally.
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3.2. IR System

Our Information Retrieval system is based on vector space model. The index terms are Chinese

character Digrams, and the term weighting function is tf*idf. When a query is submitted to this

IR system, it computes the similarities of this query and all documents, then returns top rank

documents. We adopt cosine vector similarity formula to measure the similarity of a query and a

document. Higher score means that the query and the document are more similar.

3.3. Results

We submitted two runs: ECIRNTUCO and ECIRNTUA1W. The former used CO model to

translate queries and the latter used A1W model. Table 4 shows the results of these two runs.

Figure 1 shows the average precision of each topic.

Table 4\. Results of Run ECIRNTUCO and ECIRNTUA 1

W

Run Average precision R-Precision Rel_ret

ECIRNTUCO 0.0244 0.0218 206

ECIRNTUA1W 0.0197 0.0173 91

ECIRNTUCO

—— ECIRNTUA1W

55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 all

Topic

Figure 1. The Average Precision of Each Topic in Run ECIRNTUCO and ECIRNTUA1W

We found that the IR system had some bugs, so the results were not correct. After the IR system

was corrected, we did three new runs: CO, A1W and MONO. Runs CO and A1W used the

same translated topics as ECIRNTUCO and ECIRNTUA 1W. For comparison, we did a

monolingual information retrieval run, i.e. MONO. The results of these three runs are shown in

Table 5. Figure 2 shows the average precision of each topic in new runs and the median average

precision of all TREC9 English-Chinese information retrieval runs.
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fable 5. Results of Run CO, A 1W and MONO
Run Average precision R-Precision Rel_ret

CO 0.0784 (32.78%) 0.0950 (34.75%) 328

A1W 0.0787 (32.9%) 0.0950 (34.75%) 329

MONO 0.2392 0.2734 563

55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 all

Topic

Figure 2. The Average Precision of Each Topic of Run CO, A1W, MONO and MEDIAN

Since our IR system is a simple system that is based on vector space model, its performance is not

very good. The average precision of CO model is 0.0784 that is 32.78% of monolingual

information retrieval. In our previous work, the performance of CO model in Chinese-English

information retrieval is 56.96% of monolingual information retrieval. Although we cannot

compare the performance directly since the document collection and IR system in these two

experiments are not the same, it seems that the performance of CO model in ECIR is worse than

that in CEIR. There are some factors that influence the performance. First, the degree of

ambiguity of English is high. In this experiment, 264 query terms after removing stopwords

have translation equivalents in our English-Chinese bilingual dictionary. Among these, only 42

terms have unique translation. On average, an English query term has 8.3 translation

equivalents. Second, a stemmer was used instead of a morphological analyzer. Translation

equivalents of many stemmed words cannot be found. Third, some phrases cannot be identified.

We tried to identify phrases by parsing queries, but not all phrases can be identified. For

example, "human rights violations" was identified as a minimal NP, and the NP "human rights" is

missed. Therefore we failed to retrieve the translation of "human rights", that is "A#". The

words "human" and "rights" were translated into "AH" and Ji." respectively.
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The performance of A1W model is almost the same as CO model. The average precision

of A1W model is 0.0787 that is 32.9% of monolingual information retrieval. When we

augmented restriction terms to an original query term, we also added noises. On the other hand,

some good terms were not added. Recall that we only augmented co-occurrence terms that have

only one translation. Many good terms are ambiguous so that they cannot be added. For

example, since 'programmer' has four translation equivalents, it could not be selected as a

restriction for 'computer'.

4. Conclusion

For the QA Track, we proposed three models this year. These models can help us to see the

usefulness of each proposed factor. Base Model uses the information of named entity and its

equivalence, as well as the information of inflection forms of general nouns and verbs.

Synonyms of nouns and verbs are proved to be of little use. Simple co-reference resolution

causes a drawback because of the wrongly merged passages.

At the Cross-Language Track, we proposed two models to translate queries: CO and AlW
model. Two runs were submitted to cross-language track, and the performances are not so good

as our expectation. The major reason is that our IR system has bugs. After correcting the bugs,

we redid the experiment. The average precisions of CO and A1W model are 0.0784 and 0.0787

respectively. The improvement of A1W model was limited. How to select augmented

restriction terms is a problem. We will make more experiments to see what strategy is more

appropriate.
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Abstract

This paper describes the processing details and

TREC-9 question answering results for our QA sys-

tem. We use a general information retrieval strat-

egy and a simple information extraction method

with our QA system. Two types of indices, one

for documents and one for passages, were used for

our experiment. We submitted four results, two for

each category of short and long answers. A score

of 0.231 for the short category and 0.391 for the

long category was obtained.

1 Introduction

Question-Answering (QA) processing has been at-

tracting a great deal of attention recently. This

type of retrieval processing requires the use of

techniques to retrieve pertinent information from

within a document that differ from those used for

document retrieval. A QA system that can re-

trieve concise and suitable information that satis-

fies the needs of users will contribute to the im-

provement of recall precision and enhance a user's

productivity when they are searching for informa-

tion using the vast and ever expanding resources of

the worldwide web. The currently used document

retrieval method, which outputs a document list,

forces users to search individual documents to find

the information they desire. The Text REtrieval

Conference (TREC) is designed the QA Track as

one of tracks from TREC-8 in 1999. We regard

QA as an application that unites natural language

processing, information extraction, and informa-

tion retrieval processing, which is a traditional and

refined technology that is based mainly on the fre-

quency of term occurrence. This traditional infor-

mation retrieval technology and natural language

processing, based on semantics, are indispensable

to the QA processing.

We participated in the TREC-9 Question-Answering

track held this year. This was the second time we

have participated in a QA track (TREC-8 was the

first). For this track, we combined the traditional

information retrieval technique and the informa-

tion extraction technique to construct a QA sys-

tem. Our TREC-9 QA system was based on our

TREC-8 QA system to which we had made some

improvements. Our official runs at the TREC-
9 QA were executed by changing some parameters

and the units of the index, document, or passage to

be retrieved in the initial retrieval processing that

are applied in traditional information retrieval. In

this report, our QA system is described along with

an analysis of the initial search-processing step,

and the results of our official runs are shown.

2 Processing flow

This section describes the processing flow of our

QA system. The processing was done according to

the four steps below (see Figure 1):

(1) Question analysis

The answer type is specified by an analysis

of question. Then, query terms for the initial

search are extracted from the question sen-

tence,
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Figure 1: Processing flow

2.1 Answer type specification

The answer type specification is a processing step

in which a determination is made as to what type

of answer is required for a given question (topic).

This specified answer type is used to extract the

answer from the document in the next step. In the

answer type specific processing, we created ques-

tion templates that defined the answer type for

question phrases, such as a wh-determiner, a wh-

pronoun, etc. For instance, Topic No.206 "How

far away is the moon?" suits the template "How

far ..."
, so the answer type is determined to be

LENGTH. We defined 28 answer types, as shown

in Table 1. These answer types have a hierarchi-

cal structure. Therefore, one question is will not

always have only one answer type; sometimes two

or more answer types can be given. In the case of

Topic No.271 "How tall is a giraffe?", the prime

answer type candidate is LENGTH and the second

candidate is NUMBER, that is in a high-ranking

hierarchy. The determination of whether or not

the answer type of a high-ranking hierarchy is to

be an answer type candidate is made based on a

consideration of the question template. Moreover,

questions that have no template match are given

UNDEFINED as their answer type. Our template

does not have provisions for a why-question.

(2) Initial search

An initial search is done to limit the number

of documents searched in the next step of the

processing. The traditional ranking method,

based on term frequency, is applied to the ini-

tial search,

(3) Detail passage ranking

Selection of important passage-spans and their

rankings are done. The passage-span ranking

uses the information extraction results of the

specified answer type, and

(4) Answer generation

To provide an answer within the restricted

length, 50 bytes or 250 bytes, the answer is

extracted from the top-ranked passage.

Processing details are described below.

2.2 Query term extraction

The query terms are extracted from the question,

and used to search the candidate documents in

document database. The purpose of this search

is to minimize the number of the candidate doc-

uments. The high-cost processing executed later,

such as passage ranking and information extrac-

tion, is done for only documents where the proba-

bility is high that they include the correct answer.

The search for ranking is based on the frequency

of the query term, like "ad-hoc" retrieval, and the

top-ranked document is the candidate having the

correct answer. However, the query term expansion

processing usually done in an "ad-hoc" retrieval is

not performed in our system.
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Top level Middle level Bottom level

PROPER PERSON CHAIRMAN
LEADER
MINISTER

PRESIDENT

SECRETARY
SPECIALIST

LOCATION CITY

COUNTRY
STATE

COMPANY
LAKE
RIVER

MOUNTAIN
LANGUAGE

NUMBER SIZE

LENGTH
MONEY
PERCENT
PERIOD

TIME DATE
YEAR

UNDEFINED-

PROPER
UNDEFINED

Table 1: Answer type

Deletion of stop words

Unnecessary terms were deleted from a question in

accord with a 550-stopword list.

Extraction of multiword phrase

A multiword phrase was extracted by using a part-

of-speech tagger and then used as the query term.

Each single-word term, which was parts of the mul-

tiword phrase, was also made into a query term.

Extraction of preposition phrase

In the QA retrieval, some questions required lim-

ited information. Topic No.32 used in TREC-8 QA
"What is the largest city in Germany? " required

the "largest city in Germany" . If "in Germany" is

not extracted as a query term, other "largest city",

such as "in the world'' or "in Japan" etc., cannot
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be distinguished without "in Germany". There-

fore, the preposition phrase is important in the QA
retrieval. Thus, the preposition phrase was made a

query term.

Extraction of quotation phrase

Since a quotation phrase is a limiting expression

that is close to the content of a question, like a

preposition phrase, we adopted it as a query term.

Query term's weighting

The degree of importance was given to a basic

word, a multiword phrase, a quotation phrase and

a preposition phrase. The multiword phrase is di-

vided into single-words, and both the single-words

and the multiword used as query terms.

Unit of index of retrieval document

The document set used for TREC-9 consists of the

following data sets from the TIPSTER and TREC
document CDs:

AP Newswire (Disks 1-3),

Wall Street Journal (Disks 1-2),

San Jose Mercury News (Disk 3),

Financial Times (Disk 4),

Los Angeles Times (Disk 5), and

Foreign Broadcast Information Service (Disk 5).

In our experiment, the following two units were

used as an index for the initial search.

(1) Original document (data was the part en-

closed with <DOC >and </DOC >)

978,952 documents of TREC-9 evaluation used

as index units.

(2) Paragraph divided the original document

The unit of division was different depending

on the kind of the document. More than

978,952 documents were divided into 11,343,632

parts.

The QA track required the extraction of the per-

tinent answer, not the unit of document. So the di-

vision of document into a paragraph by paragraph

ranking made it possible to extract a more suitable

answer. Each paragraph is given an identifier, such



as AP90424-0079-000046, that are a combination

of the paragraph identifier (000046) and the docu-

ment identifier (AP900424-0079).

Ranking of initial search

The query terms and their weights are input into

the initial search. Both the document and the para-

graph are ranked according to the input. In our QA
system, we did the relevance ranking of a document

or a paragraph using the BM25 function of Okapi.

This function is as follows:

2 wm (fcx + l)tf (k3 + \)qtf

K + tf k3 + qtf
(1)

where

Q is a query, containing terms T,

ty
(1

' is the Robertson/Sparch Jones weight of T in

Q,

ww = (r + 0.5)f{R-r + 0.5)

(n - r + 0.5)/(iV -n-R + r + 0.5)
(2)

N is the number of documents/paragraphs in the

collection,

n is the number of documents/paragraphs contain-

ing the term,

R is the number of documents/paragraphs known

to be relevant to a specific question,

r is the number of relevant documents/paragraphs

containing the term,

K is fci((l - b) + b x dl/avdl)),

tf is the frequency of occurrence of the term within

a specific question,

qtf is the frequency of the term within the question

from Q was derived, and

dl and avdl are the document length and average

document length.

The documents or paragraphs that ranked in

this ranking process are considered to include the

correct answer. Therefore, for the subsequent pro-

cessing, we used only the top-ranked documents

from the document ranking and the documents

that included the top-ranked paragraph.

Both the top md documents from the document

ranking and the top mp documents of the para-

graph ranking were assumed to be the following

processing object. Even if there is an overlapping

of the top rrid and mp documents, and mp are

not changed. The number of following processing

documents to be processed subsequently is assumed

to be M.

2.3 Passage ranking and information

extraction

The candidate passages that may include the an-

swer are specified and extracted from the M top-

ranked documents obtained in the previous step.

These passages are part of the top-ranked docu-

ments, and the part has much the query words/terms

and the words/terms matched the answer types.

By using this concept there is a high probability

of finding the correct answer. This passage extrac-

tion method is based on traditional information

retrieval techniques, such as relevance ranking. A
passage was extracted using the following proce-

dure:

(1) Scoring by query term

A score was given to each word of the top-ranked

document. This score was based on the inversed

document frequency (IDF) measure of query term

qi. When each word of document D was assumed,

the word Pi (i = 1,2,3,...) from the top of the docu-

ment in ascending order, a score, IDF(qi), given to

word Pj where query term Q had appeared. More-

over, score IDF' is given to the word of at the

circumference term position of Pj, and this score

was based on the distance from Pj. The longer

the distance from Pj, the smaller the score given

to the circumference word. In some cases, where

there were two or more query terms in the ques-

tion sentence, a term score was given to each query

term, and the sum of the score given by each query

term was assumed to be the score for Pj . The con-

secutive passages where the score was more than

the threshold were determined to be candidate pas-

sages.

(2) Scoring by answer type

Same as the scoring by query term. The bonus

score for each word in the extracted passage was

given by the words of the answer type. The answer
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type was given one or more candidate types in the

order of importance.

The word of these answer types was extracted

by the information extraction technique, and the

bonus score was given to the word. When the max-

imum value of the bonus score of the word of the

prime candidate's answer type is 5, S/k was given

to the word of the fc-th candidate's answer type.

In our information extraction, we prepared proper

name dictionaries, such as country, city, world re-

gion, U.S. state, currency, a personal name, and

the dictionaries of literal form, such as date and

time.

2.4 Answer generation

An answer generator outputs the answer string

within the restricted length number, from 50 up

to 250 bytes. The region, which included the word

having the highest score in the passage, was out-

putted as the answer. The system did not output

the string same as the term within the question.

3 Analysis of initial search

In this section, we analyze the initial search, which

is one of QA retrieval steps used by the topics of

the TREC-9 QA track as evaluation data. The

initial search is based on a traditional information

retrieval technique. Here, we analyze the change of

the initial search accuracy by using the index for

document or paragraph units.

Initial search

The QA initial search is a relevance ranking of the

document/paragraph used with the query terms

that are extracted by using the question sentence.

In the QA retrieval, some natural language process-

ing and information extraction processing are nec-

essary, and the cost of this processing is needed.

Placing restrictions on the amount of data to be

searched is useful from the viewpoint of the pro-

cessing speed, especially when retrieving a huge

amount of data. Moreover, the use of traditional

information retrieval technology is also beneficial.

However, there is a method of whereby the infor-

mation extraction result can be put in the index

beforehand. In this method, if the information ex-

traction module is imperfect, the information ex-

traction processing for all data to be indexed must

be done after the module is corrected. Therefore,

we adopted this method of initial search.

Initial search accuracy by difference of index

We analyzed the initial search ranking that show

how many document had the correct answer in the

document top-ranked by the TREC-9 QA question

and dataset. In this analysis, we used the TREC-9
QA judgment file provided by NIST, the top 1000

ranked document results ranked by the AT&T ver-

sion of SMART provided by NIST, and our ini-

tial search results that were used for our submitted

systems. We investigated the highest ranked doc-

ument that included the correct answer, outputted

by each system's initial search for each TREC-9

QA question. High precision is required in a QA
retrieval, especially so in the rules of the TREC
QA (it is not required that a system output all

the correct answer phrases in a document) . In ad-

dition, this analysis becomes the indicator of the

threshold decision for how many top-ranked docu-

ments should be used to obtain the highest accu-

racy. The initial search retrieval results of our sys-

tem and the SMART system were examined and

the highest ranking, which contained the correct

answer for each question, were examined. Table

2 shows the number of the question at the high-

est rank that included the correct answer for 682

TREC-9 QA topics. Here, the percentage shows

the accumulation ratio of a ranking.

We prepared an index of both the unit of the

document and for each paragraph so as to per-

form a comparison. NTTD-D means by document

index and NTTD-P means paragraph index. In

NTTD-D, the document of 48.2%, 67.7%, 75.7%,

and 80.5% contained the correct answer of a ques-

tion at the rankings of 1,3,5, and 10. Even for rank

5, the rising degree of the accumulation ratio was

high but the rising growth was lower at the lower

ranking. The tendency of SMART was also simi-

lar. Moreover, the retrieval accuracy of document

index (NTTD-D) was better than that of the para-
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Highest rank SMART NTTD-D NTTD-P

#Q #Q #Q
1 287 (42.1%) 329 (48.2%) 279 (40.9%)

2 63 (51.3%) 83 (60.4%) 90 (54.1%)

3 39 (57.0%) 50 (67.7%) 45 (60.7%)

4 33 (61.9%) 39 (73.5%) 16 (63.0%)

5 33 (66.7%) 15 (75.7%) 29 (67.3%)

6 19 (69.5%) 6 (76.5%) 13 (69.2%)

7 10 (71.0%) 11 (78.2%) 10 (70.7%)

8 7 (72.0%) 6 (79.0%) 7 (71.7%)

9 5 (72.7%) 6 (79.9%) 15 (73.9%)

10 3 (73.2%) 4 (80.5%) 11 (75.5%)

11-20 39 (78.9%) 31 (85.0%) 42 (81.7%)

21-30 21 (82.0%) 18 (87.7%) 21 (84.8%)

31-40 18 (84.6%) 11 (89.3%) 11 (86.4%)

41-50 10 (86.1%) 12 (91.1%) 9 (87.7%)

51-60 7 (87.1%) 6 (91.9%) 3 (88.1%)

61-70 4 (87.7%) 6 (92.8%) 6 (89.0%)

71-80 4 (88.3%) 3 (93.3%) 1 (89.1%)

81-90 3 (88.7%) 3 (93.7%) 2 (89.4%)

91-100 2 (89.0%) 1 (93.8%) 4 (90.0%)

other 75 (100.0%) 42 (100.0%) 68 (100.0%)

Table 2: Highest rank of initial search

graph index (NTTD-P) in the comparison of the

initial search. In our system, the parameter set-

ting of the BM25 function for the document index

did not change for paragraph index in the initial

search. Therefore, it was thought that this was the

reason for the decrease in accuracy for the para-

graphs. However, we did not do a detailed analysis.

Moreover, it would have been necessary to analyze

whether to or not the paragraph division was done

correctly. We set the threshold, that is the number

of the document to be used for processing after ini-

tial search, to 5 or less in our TREC-9 QA system,

and the used document is very limited.

4 TREC-9 evaluation result

We submitted four results in TREC-9 QA track;

there are two results each for the 50-byte answer

and 250-byte answer categories. NTTD9QAalS
and NTTD9QAa2S are run names for the 50-byte

category, and NTTD9QAalL and NTTD9QAbl

are for the 250-byte categories. The difference for

each run are the index used and the number of

the top-ranked document used for the detail pas-

sage ranking in the initial search. As mentioned

above, the sum document of m^, from the docu-

ment index, and mp , from the paragraph index,

were used as candidate documents to do the detail

passage ranking. The parameter was = 3 and

mp = 2 in NTTD9QAalS and NTTD9QAalL,
md = 5 and mp = 3 in NTTD9QAa2S, and

md = 3 and mp
= 0 in NTTD9QAblL (using

only the document index and not the paragraph

index). The other processing was the same for

each run. Table 3 summarizes the evaluation re-

sults provided by NIST for our system. The results

show that our mean reciprocal rank (MRR), except

NTTD9QAalS, was better than the average of all

participants. We calculated the difference of MRR
with NTTD9QAa2S and the average for all par-

ticipants in the 50-byte category, and analyzed our

system with having large MRR difference, named
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rank (MRR)

[Average MRR]

Num. of answers found at rank X

Best

WW
> Med1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Not found

NTTD9QAalS 0.216 [0.218] 103 49 34 23 12 461 158 597

NTTD9QAa2S 0.231 [0.218] 108 61 24 26 24 439 161 599

NTTD9QAalL 0.391 [0.350] 191 95 51 35 11 299 208 541

NTTD9QAblL 0.381 [0.350] 195 79 40 26 29 313 212 534

Table 3: Our submitted TREC-9 QA runs

Topic No. MRR of

NTTD9QAa2S
MRR of

Average

Difference Question

1 817 1.000 0.030 0.970 Boxing Day is celebrated on what date?

2 633 1.000 0.061 0.939 How long do hermit crabs live?

3 490 1.000 0.061 0.939 Where did guinea pigs originate?

4 541 1.000 0.061 0.939 What was the purpose of the Manhattan project?

5 779 1.000 0.080 0.920 Name the university of which Woodrow Wilson

was president.

6 731 1.000 0.091 0.909 What amount of folic acid should an expectant

mother take daily?

7 383 1.000 0.098 0.902 What is the largest variety of cactus?

8 661 1.000 0.119 0.881 How much does one ton of cement cost?

9 398 1.000 0.121 0.879 When is Boxing Day?

10 815 1.000 0.121 0.879 What is the date of Boxing Day?

Table 4: Best results and questions

as best and worst, shown in Tables 4 and 5.

First, we analyzed the answer type decision

procedure. When our best and worst were com-

pared, there were a lot of "where" questions in

the worst. In the "where" question (71 questions),

NTTD9QAa2S was 0.235 against the average

MRR of 0.314. The reason for this low perfor-

mance, determined by a detailed analysis of the

"Where" question results was that either the an-

swer types CITY, COUNTRY, or STATE were

judged as a LOCATION. LOCATION is a more

abstract answer type. Therefore, another feature

extraction that can judge in detail and another

answer type should be added to our system. How-

ever, as for 59 questions judged to be answer type

NUMBER, NTTD9QAa2S result was excellent;

the MRR was 0.260 vs. 0.201 for the average

MRR. Next, the initial search result was analyzed.

It was apparent that all top-ranked documents of

NTTD9QAa2S's initial search included the cor-

rect answer in the best case. For the worst case,

we examined the 10 worst questions and found only

one question for which the initial search failed to

give a document including the correct answer a

high ranking to document. This shows that our

system failed in either the passage ranking or an-

swer generation steps. In the case of Topic No.614

"Who wrote the book, "Huckleberry Finn"?", the

correct answers are ''Samuel Langhorne Clemens"

and "Mark Twain". The correct answer was in-

cluded in a document of the second rank in an

initial search of NTTD-D and of the first rank in

NTTD-P. However, our system has a problem in

that it is not able to extract the correct answer

phrase in the 50-byte answer category when the

answer appeared at a position away a little. This

reason is that our system emphatically determined

the important part of a passage using the appear-
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Topic No. MRR of

NTTD9QAa2S
MRR of

Average

Difference Question

1 474 0.000 0.717 -0.717 Who first broke the sound barrier?

2 859 0.000 0.606 -0.606 Where is Rider College?

3 614 0.000 0.602 -0.602 Who wrote the book, "Huckleberry Finn"?

4 270 0.000 0.601 -0.601 Where is the Orinoco?

5 363 0.000 0.589 -0.589 What is the capital of Haiti?

6 698 0.000 0.588 -0.588 Where is Ocho Rios?

7 495 0.000 0.579 -0.579 When did Aldous Huxley write, "Brave New

World"?

8 727 0.000 0.578 -0.578 Where is Procter & Gamble based in the U.S. ?

9 440 0.000 0.574 -0.574 Where was Poe born?

10 378 0.000 0.573 -0.573 Who is the emperor of Japan?

Table 5: Worst results and questions

ance density of the query term. Another problem

of our system is that a correct answer cannot be

consistently acquired; the phrase before and be-

hind that is occasionally extracted. Thus, it was

necessary to use linguistic information that cans

more detailed extraction in the answer generation

part in restricted length.

5 Summary

We described our TR.EC-9 QA processing system

and discussed the result of our experimental re-

trieval searches. It was determined from an analy-

sis of the data that the results of our initial search

were roughly excellent result. However, we found

that even if an initial search is successful, the

correct answer could not always be correctly ex-

tracted. Our results suggested that the correct

answer could be extracted roughly by a traditional

information retrieval technique in the QA retrieval,

but that natural language processing and the in-

formation extraction processing are indispensable

for a complete extraction. We will examine the ap-

plication of linguistic processing arid information

extraction to a QA retrieval technique using a key

phrase within the question sentence in the future.
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In the TREC-8 Interactive Track, our results indicated that the better performance obtained in batch

searching evaluation do not translate into betterperformance by users in an instance recall task. This

year wepursued this investigationfurther byperforming the same experiments using the new question-

answering task adopted in the TREC-9 Interactive Track. Our results once again show that better

performance in batch searching evaluation does not translate into gainsfor real users.

A continuing unanswered question in information retrieval (IR) research is whether batch and user

searching evaluations give the same results. We explored this question in the TREC-8 Interactive Track,

where we found that the better results obtained in batch studies using the Okapi weighting scheme over

the standard TFIDF approach did not accrue to real users for an instance recall task.[l] This work was

limited by the small number of queries as well as the use of a single retrieval task, the recall of specific

instances for a topic. Since the TREC-9 Interactive Track would be using a different task - question-

answering - we decided to use the same research question again with this changed task. Although we
would still have a small number of queries, it would provide another IR task to assess this research

question.

As with the TREC-8 Interactive Track we performed three experiments. The first experiment was to

identify an IR approach that achieved the best possible performance in the batch environment. In the

second experiment, we used that best weighting measure as the "experimental" system to be compared

with the "control" system using baseline TFIDF weighting. In the final experiment, we verified that the

better batch performance of the experimental system held up with the new TREC-9 Interactive Track

data.

Experiment 1 - Identifying the "best" weighting scheme

In TREC-8, the best weighting scheme was chosen by turning Interactive Track data from TREC-6 and

TREC-7, which also used an instance recall task, into a test collection. All documents which had one or

more instances were deemed relevant, and many runs using variants of TFIDF, Okapi, and pivoted

normalization were used The collection was that used by the instance recall task, the Financial Times

1991-1994 (FT91-94) from Disk 4 of the TREC CD-ROMs. The queries used were derived from the

Description field of the topic. The Okapi weighting gave the best mean average precision (MAP), which

was 83% over the standard TFIDF baseline.

All of our batch and user experiments used the MG retrieval system. [2] MG allows queries to be entered

in either Boolean or ranked mode. If ranking is chosen, the ranking scheme can be varied according to

the Q-expression notation introduced by Zobel and Moffat. [3] A Q-expression consists of eight letters

written in three groups, each group separated by hyphens. For example, BB-ACB-BCA, is a valid Q-

expression. The two triples describe how terms should contribute to the weight of a document and the

weight of a query respectively. The first two letters of each triple define how a single term contributes to

the document/query weight. The final letter of each triple describes the document/query length

normalization scheme. The second character of the Q-expression details how term frequency should be
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treated in both the document and query weight, e.g., as inverse document/query frequencies. Finally, the

first character determines how the four quantities (document term weight, query term weight, document

normalization, and query normalization) are combined to give a similarity measure between any given

document and query. To determine the exact meaning of each character, the five tables appearing in the

Zobel and Moffat paper must be consulted. [3] Each character provides an index into the appropriate

table for the character in that position.

Although the Q-expressions permit thousands of possible permutations to be expressed, several

generalizations can be made. Q-expressions starting with a B use the cosine measure for combining

weights, while those starting with an A do not divide the similarity measure by document or query

normalization factors. A B in the second position indicates that the natural logarithm of one plus the

number of documents divided by term frequency is used as a term's weight, while a D in this position

indicates that the natural logarithm of one plus the maximum term frequency divided by term frequency is

used. A C in the fourth position indicates a cosine-measure-based term frequency treatment, while an F

in this position indicates Okapi-style usage. [4] Varying the fifth character alters the document length

normalization scheme. Letters greater than H use pivoted normalization. [5]

Methods

For the question-answering task of the TREC-9 Interactive Track, we had no prior Interactive Track data

to use. Instead, we used almost all queries from the ad hoc collection dating back to TREC-2 (051-450)

along with 20 prior instance recall queries (from the past three years of the Interactive Track) and the 200

queries from the TREC-8 question-answering track. For the latter, we deemed any document which had

an answer string as relevant. Mean average precision was calculated using the trec_eval program.

Results

While the version of Okapi used in TREC-8 (AB-BFD-BAA) did better on instance recall queries from

past Interactive Track experiments (using the FT91-94 collection), it did not perform as well on the other

query-collection sets. The weighting scheme giving the best results over all of the query sets was a

version of Okapi that employed pivoted normalization (AE-BFM-ABA) as shown in Table 1

.

The new best Okapi weighting calculates the similarity between a document and query as

where

2 f,* xin
teT,14

N

f,

fa.

T =

N-f,

f,

x
d,t

av{Wd )

(1 - slope) + slope x fd

av(Wd ) average Wd
over all documents

number of documents in the

collection

number of documents containing

term t

frequency of the term in the query

frequency of the term in the

document

Set of terms both in q and d
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Table 1 - Batch results for ad hoc, instance recall, and question-answering tasks using cosine TFIDF,

Okapi weighting, and Okapi + pivoted normalization weighting.

Query set Collection Cosine Okapi

(% improvement)

Okapi + Pivoted

normalization

(% improvement)

303i-446i FT91-94 0.2281 0.3753 (+65) 0.3268 (+43)

051-200 Disks 1&2 0.1139 0.1063 (-7) 0.1682 (+48)

202-250 Disks 2&3 0.1033 0.1153 (+12) 0.1498 (+45)

351-450 Disks 4&5
minus CR

0.1293 0.1771 (+37) 0.1825 (+41)

001qa-200qa Disks 4&5
minus CR

0.0360 0.0657 (+83) 0.0760 (+111)

Average improvement (+38) (+58)

Table 2 - Mean average precision for various slopes, with 0.6 obtaining the best results.

Mean Average Precision

0.0740

0.0781

0.0782

0.0780

0.0776

Slope

0.550

0.575

0.600

0.650

0.675

and the sum is over all terms that occur both in the query and document.

As this new Okapi approach uses pivoted normalization, we needed to determine the best slope. As

shown in Table 2, a slope of 0.6 was determined to be best.

The baseline TFIDF Q-expression was the same as for TREC-8 (BB-ACB-BAA), which calculates

similarity between a document and the query as

(l + h/Jxlnfl+^
y v J <

.

V tedoc

where

N number of documents in the

collection

number of documents containing

term t

f frequency of the term in the query
J qj

f frequency of the term in the

document

t = Set of terms both in q and d
L q4
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Experiment 2 - Interactive retrieval experiments

Based on the results from Experiment 1, the goal of our interactive experiment was to assess whether the

AE-BFM-ABA weighting scheme provided benefits to real users in the TREC interactive setting. The
OHSU TREC-9 Interactive Track experiments were carried out according to the consensus protocol

developed for the track. We used all of the instructions, worksheets, and questionnaires developed by
consensus, augmented with some additional instruments, such as tests of cognitive abilities and a

validated user interface questionnaire.

Methods

As noted above, the TREC-9 Interactive Track used a question-answering task. A set of eight questions

was developed (see Table 3). Questions were of two types. The first type required users to find a small

number of instances for a topic, e.g., the number of parks in the United States containing redwood trees.

The second type required users to select the correct answer from two given, e.g., which country had a

larger population, Denmark or Norway. Searchers from all sites were asked to answer the questions by

searching, recording the answer, and recording all documents that contributed to the answer. Assessors at

NIST scored each answer as being completely correct, partially correct, or not correct, with the

documents saved by the user being judged as completely answering the question, partially answering the

question, or not answering the question. For our analysis, a question was deemed correct if the assessor

found the answer completely correct and the answer was supported by all documents saved by the user.

The collection used for these experiments was the same as that used by the question-answering track,

consisting of Disks 4 and 5 (minus the Federal Register) of the TREC CD-ROM collection.

Both the baseline and the Okapi plus pivoted normalization systems used the same Web-based, natural

language interface shown in Figure 1. MG was run on a Sun Enterprise 250 with 1 gigabyte ofRAM
running the Solaris 2.7 operating system. The user interface accessed MG via CGI scripts which

contained JavaScript code for designating the appropriate weighting scheme and logging search

strategies, documents viewed (title displayed to user), and documents seen (all of document displayed by

user). Searchers accessed each system with either a Windows 95 PC or an Apple PowerMac, running

Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator.

Table 3 - Questions for interactive question-answering task.

1. What are the names of three US national parks where one can find redwoods?

2. Identify a site of Roman ruins in present day France?

3. Name four films in which Orson Welles actually appeared.

4. Name 3 countries that imported Cuban sugar during the period of time covered by the collection.

5. Which children's TV program was on the air longer, the original Mickey Mouse Club or the original

Howdy Doody Show?

6. Which painting did Edvard Munch complete first, "Vampire" or "Puberty"?

7. Which was the last dynasty of China: Qing or Ming?

8. Is Denmark larger or smaller in population than Norway ?
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Figure 1 - Searching interface for baseline and Okapi weighting systems.

Subjects were recruited by advertising over several librarian-oriented listservs in the Pacific Northwest.

The advertisement explicitly stated that we sought information professionals with a library degree and

that they would be paid a modest honorarium for their participation. We also recruited graduate students

from the Master of Science in Medical Informatics Program at Oregon Health Sciences University

(OHSU). They had a variety of backgrounds, from being a physician or other health care professionals to

having completed only undergraduate studies.

The experiments took place in a computer lab. Each session took two hours, broken into three parts,

separated by short breaks: personal data and attributes collection, searching with one system, and

searching with the other system. The entire process included the following steps:

1. Orientation to experiment (10 minutes)

2. Administration of Pre-Search Questionnaire (10 minutes)

3. Orientation to searching session and retrieval system (10 minutes)

4. Practice search (10 minutes)

5. Short Break (5 minutes)

6. Searching on first 4 topics with assigned system (30 minutes)

7. Short break (10 minutes)

8. Searching on second 4 topics with assigned system (30 minutes)

9. Administration of Exit Questionnaire (5 minutes)
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Each participant was assigned to search four questions in a block with one system followed by four

questions with the other system. A pseudo-random approach was used to insure that all topic and system

order effects were nullified. (A series of random orders of topics with subject by treatment blocks were
generated (for balance) and used to assign topics.)

Per the consensus protocol, each participant was allowed five minutes per question. Participants were

instructed to write then answer on the searcher worksheet and save all documents that supported their

answers (either by using the "save" function of the system or writing its document identifier down on the

searcher worksheet). The results of several participants had to be discarded for failing to follow these

instructions.

The exit questionnaire was augmented from the consensus protocol to include the Questionnaire for User
interface Satisfaction (QUIS) 5.0 instrument [6]. QUIS provides a score from 0 (poor) to 9 (excellent) on

a variety of user factors, with the overall score determined by averaging responses to each item. QUIS
was given only at the end as a measure of overall user interface satisfaction since the interfaces for the

two systems were identical.

For statistical analysis, we fit a series of mixed-model analysis of variance models and covariance models

to the data. Mixed models allow both fixed effects (system and questions) and random effects (subjects)

to be fit in one model. Given the binary outcome (correct or not correct), we fit a logistic model using a

generalized linear model approach. We fit the model using SAS® Version 8.0 MACRO GLIMMIX,
which uses an iteratively reweighted likelihood approach to fit these models. [7]

Our base model included systems (TFIDF and Okapi plus pivoted normalization) and questions. In

addition to system and questions, since each subject answered all questions, we included subject in the

model as a random intercept term. We also allowed a separate variance structure for each subject using

the mixed model approach. In additional analyses we also added one of 1 1 covariates to the analysis of

variance model (one covariate per analysis) to determine if the covariate made a significant contribution

to the model with systems and questions. The covariates represented the factors measured in the various

questionnaires and were each based on a Likert scale with values of one to five used as scale variables.

The covariates and the variables they represent are listed in Table 4.

Table 4 - Covariates and the variables they represented.

Covariate Definition

Familiar User familiar with topic of question

Certainty User certainty of answer

Easy Start Easy to get started on question

Easy To Do Question easy to answer

Satisfied User satisfied system helped answer question

Time Adequate Time was adequate to answer question

Terms Number of unique terms used in all searchers for question

Cycles Number of search cycles for question

Viewed Number of document surrogates viewed for question

Seen Number of documents for which full-text viewed for question

Saved Number of documents saved as answering questions
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Results

A total of 25 individuals followed instructions well enough for their data to be included in the analysis.

Although a "pure" statistical analysis would only include the 16 subjects who have been balanced for

query and system order, we have included the results from all 25 searchers in this initial analysis. The
make-up of the participants was 1 8 librarians and seven others who were graduate students or research

assistants. The average age of the librarians was 38.6 years. All but three were female. The average age

of the remaining subjects was 34.4 years, with four males and three females.

The Pre-Search Questionnaire showed this was a group with a great deal of searching experience. Most
had been searching for over half of their adult life. Virtually all reported high experience with point-and-

click user interfaces, on-line library card catalogs, on-line searching, and Web searching. All indicated

they frequently conducted searches and enjoyed doing it. Because of the heterogeneity of this data, no
further analysis of this per-user data was performed. We instead focused our analysis on attributes

measured on a per-question basis as described below.

The rate of correctness varied widely across the questions. Table 5 shows the results for each question

based on the correctness criteria defined above, with results shown for all participating groups and OHSU
searchers only. For the statistical analysis, we deleted two of the eight questions (numbers 3 and 8)

because all searchers gave the same answer. Including a question in the analysis for which all subjects

have the same answer, either correct or incorrect, causes problems for the iterative statistical algorithm.

No subject answered either of the two deleted questions correctly. No question was answered correctly

by all subjects. For OHSU searchers, the differences across questions was statistically significant using a

Chi-square test (p < .0001). The rate of correctness did not vary, however, across systems. As shown in

Table 6, it was virtually identical for the two retrieval systems. There was no statistically significant

difference between systems.

Table 5 - Results for each question for all participants and OHSU participants only.

All Groups OHSU only

Question Incorrect Correct % Correct Incorrect Correct % Correct

1 99 8 7.5% 21 4 16.0%

2 80 18 18.4% 20 5 20.0%

3 103 3 2.8% 25 0 0.0%

4 77 29 27.4% 10 15 60.0%

5 41 65 61.3% 5 20 80.0%

6 59 41 41.0% 6 19 76.0%

7 28 77 73.3% 4 21 84.0%

8 92 9 8.9% 25 0 0.0%

Total 579 250 30.2% 116 84 42.0%
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Table 6 - Results for each question per system.

TFIDF Okapi + Pivoted Normalization

Question Searches #Correct %Correct Searches #Correct %Correct

1 13 3 23.1% 12 1 8.3%

2 11 0 0.0% 14 5 35.7%

3 13 0 0.0% 12 0 0.0%

4 12 7 58.3% 13 8 61.5%

5 12 9 75.0% 13 11 84.6%

6 15 13 86.7% 10 6 60.0%

7 13 11 84.6% 12 10 83.3%

8 11 0 0.0% 14 0 0.0%

Total 100 43 43.0% 100 41 41.0%

The results of the analyses of covariance are shown in Table 7. None of the variables assessed were

statistically significant by system and all were statistically significant by question. The latter, of course,

represented the large variation in rate of correctness per question. There was a significant association

with the following covariates: certainty, easy to do, satisfied, time adequate, seen, and saved. For

satisfied and time adequate, the inclusion of the covariate resulted in a change in the p-value for

questions. While this p-value was still significant at a 5% level, the p-values were much closer to the 5%
than without the covariate. This suggests that the covariate was explaining some of the variation formerly

explained by questions alone. There did not appear to a meaningful association between the other six

covariates and the likelihood of being correct.

Experiment 3 - Verifying "best" weighting scheme

The final experiment was to determine whether the question-answering data for the TREC-9 Interactive

Track gave better results in batch searching evaluation. This would allow us to determine whether the

user evaluation in Experiment 2 gave the same or different results than batch searching experiments.

Table 7 - Summary of p-values for base analysis of variance model and model with each potential

covariate added to model individually.

Covariate System Questions Covariate

None 0.73 O.0001 N/A

Familiar 0.76 O.0001 0.70

Certainty 0.92 O.0001 O.0001

Easy Start 0.82 O.0001 0.18

Easy To Do 0.82 0.0021 O.OOOl

Satisfied 0.76 0.034 O.0001

Time Adequate 0.88 0.030 <0.0001

Terms 0.98 O.0001 0.096

Cycles 0.94 <0.0001 0.44

Viewed 0.86 <0.0001 0.13

Seen 0.59 O.0001 0.0417

Saved 0.23 O.0001 O.0001
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Methods

For this experiment, we developed a test collection consisting of the collection used for Experiment 2,

queries derived from the question statement, and relevant judgments derived by designating those

determined to "support" the answer by NIST assessors. In their judgment of the results, the assessors

selected the correct answers as well as listing which documents provided "supporting" evidence for those

answers. We assumed these documents were relevant and used them in our batch experiments

accordingly.

Results

As shown in Table 8, the Okapi (AE-BFM-ABA) weighting provided improved MAP over TFIDF for all

but on query and by an overall average of 31.5%. This was similar to our TREC-8 Interactive Track

experiments, where batch results showed improved performance for the better weighting scheme that did

not occur with user experiments.

Conclusions

Our TREC-9 Interactive Track results paralleled our TREC-8 results, i.e., performance enhancement that

occurred in batch evaluation studies was not associated with performance of real users. As with our

TREC-8 Interactive Track study, this one had limitations as well. Like past experiments, the number of

queries and users was small. Recent research suggests that evaluation measures are unstable when less

than 25 or 50 queries are used in an evaluation, at least in the batch setting. [8] Nonetheless, there is

some significance to the fact that comparable results have been obtained with two different retrieval tasks

even with the small number of queries and users.

A number of factors were assessed to determine their effect on the rate of correctness, but the large

variation in question correctness overwhelmed any differences in effects of the factors.

The next step in our research will be an investigation to determine why gains in batch evaluation

performance do not occur in real user studies. There are really two possibilities: either real users do not

get the kind of improved recall and precision seen in batch studies with the queries that they enter or they

do get better recall and precision in their searches but it does not translate into better user performance

with the specific task. We will assess this by calculating recall and precision on the actual queries entered

by users to determine whether systems using Okapi weighting provide benefit to them.

Table 8 - Batch searching results.

Question TFIDF Okapi + Pivoted

Normalization

% improvement

1 0.1352 0.0635 -53.0%

2 0.0508 0.0605 19.1%

3 0.1557 0.3000 92.7%

4 0.1515 0.1778 17.4%

5 0.5167 0.6823 32.0%

6 0.7576 1.0000 32.0%

7 0.3860 0.5425 40.5%

8 0.0034 0.0088 158.8%

Mean 0.2696 0.3544 31.5%
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Abstract

In TREC-9, we participated in the English-Chinese Cross

Language, 10GB Web data ad-hoc retrieval as well as

the Question-Answering tracks, all using automatic

procedures. All these tracks were new for us.

For Cross Language track, we made use of two

techniques of query translation: MT software and

bilingual wordlist lookup with disambiguation. The

retrieval lists from them were then combined as our

submitted results. One submitted run used wordlist

translation only. All cross language runs make use of the

previous TREC Chinese collection for enrichment. One
MT run also employs pre-translation query expansion

using TREC English collections. We also submitted a

monolingual run without collection enrichment.

Evaluation shows that English-Chinese crosslingual

retrieval using only wordlist query translation can

achieve about 70-75% of monolingual average precision,

and combination with MT query translation further

brings this effectiveness to 80-85% of monolingual.

Results are well-above median.

Our PIRCS system was upgraded to handle the 10GB
Web track data. Retrieval procedures were similar to

those of the previous ad-hoc experiments. Results are

well-above median.

In the Question-Answering track, we analyzed questions

into a few categories (like 'who', 'where', 'when', etc.)

and used simple heuristics to weight and rank sentences

in retrieved documents that may contain answers to the

questions. We used both the NIST-supplied retrieval list

and our own. Results are also well-above median.

Two runs were also submitted for the Adaptive Filtering

track. These were done using old programs without

training because we ran out of time. Results were

predictably unsatisfactory.

1 Introduction

By some coincidence, all the tasks that we participated in

TREC-9 were to us either new or involve new processing

of collections. We managed to complete three of the

four tasks that we initially targeted with very good

results. These are cross language information retrieval

(Section 2), the 10GB web data retrieval (Section 3) and

the question-answering track (Section 4). The adaptive

filtering track (Section 5) was done with little

preparation and the result was poor. Section 6 has the

conclusions.

2 English-Chinese Cross Language IR

The aim of the task is to retrieve from a Chinese

collection documents relevant to queries given in

English. The collection consists of about 210 MB of text

from three Hong Kong newspapers. Twenty-five queries

(#55 to #79) were provided in both English and Chinese.

We employed the query translation approach to CLIR by

translating the English queries and retrieve in

monolingual Chinese. The task is complicated by the

fact that the Chinese collection is encoded in BIG5 while

our translation resources are mainly GB-code oriented.

Since no translation methodology is perfect, we rely on

multiple (two) translation methods and retrieval

combination technique to lessen wrong or null

translations consequences and to provide better results

than using one single methodology.

2.1 Query Translation Methodologies

The 25 English topics were first pre-processed by our

system to remove some non-content introductory

phrases. In addition, sentences that contain negation

such as 'not relevant', 'irrelevant', 'non-relevant' are

also discarded. We noticed that many narrative sections

actually contain only one such sentence, and hence such

topics would effectively contain only a title and a

descriptive section only. The 25 queries have an average

of 9.44 English terms.

The first translation method is based on commercial MT
software. Such PC software for English-Chinese are

quite common nowadays, costing between scores to

about a thousand dollars for a single user license. We
consider MT software as a poor man's way of gaining

access to a bilingual dictionary with disambiguation

technique built-in. For statistical IR, the output that

counts is mainly the accuracy of content term

translations; other factors such as style, word order,

readability, etc. are not important. We tested several

packages and finally decided on one called HuaJian

(http://www.altlan.com) from Mainland China. It



performs very well for the 54 long and short topics and

160MB Chinese collection of TREC 5&6. For example,

its untouched translation output attains over 80% of

monolingual results. This is used for TREC-9. An
example of its quality is shown later in Section 2.2.

A second approach we used for translation is based on

automatic dictionary lookup. Most bilingual dictionaries

on the web or sold commercially are designed for

consultation only. Downloadable dictionaries that can be

accessed by program are rare. The LDC (Linguistics

Data Consortium) however has compiled two fairly

comprehensive English/Chinese wordlists of about 120K

in size each, and are available for research purposes

(http://www.morph.ldc.edu/Projects/Chinese). One is for

English to Chinese, and the other the reverse, and is

reported to have similar content. We studied both

[KwokOO] and finally decided that the Chinese-to-

English version ldc2ce is much more useful for

translation purposes because of its dictionary structure.

Example entries of the ldc2ce wordlist are shown below:

1 Xtt
2 XM

M±A'iff

7

/human/

/humanity/human race/mankind/

/human rights/

/Human Rights Watch (organization)/

/human body/

/local conditions (human and environ-

mental)/

/most-favored nation (trade status)/

It is seen that if a query has the word 'human', one can

pick up several mappings that contain this English word

in the explanations of lines 1-6. However, because of the

wordlist structure, only one of them (line 1) has a precise

translation - the other lines may have meaning (and their

translation) being contaminated by the way 'human' is

used in association with other words. Thus, we have a

natural way of disambiguating these multiple

translations. Moreover, if the word 'human' occurs as a

phrase like 'human rights' in the query, one can also

perform string matching in the explanations to pick up

line 3 as the sole translation for the phrase instead of

individual single word translations. Phrase translations

generally are unambiguous and play an important role

[BaCr97] for accurate cross language retrieval. Thus, the

Chinese-English wordlist can be regarded as both a word

and phrase dictionary.

Even with the above considerations, many single words

still remain with a large number of mappings. To further

disambiguate them, we rely on the retrieval corpus term

statistics to help weed down this number. The
hypothesis is that the larger the term's occurrence in a

corpus, the higher the probability that the term is a good

translation. Thus, for a set of candidate translations of an

English word, we keep only the top n most frequent
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(after ignoring stopwords). However, choosing the

threshold n is problematic. Too small a number risks

leaving out a correct translation, while too large a

number means keeping too much noise. Interestingly, in

[Pirkola 98] a method of weighting translations is

introduced that allows one can to keep a larger number

of translations without seeing the effect of noise. This

method is to regard the candidate translations as a

synonym set with each term having a collection

frequency equal to the sum of the set. Thus, low

occurrence frequency terms that are included would not

unduly influence the resultant query. Our experiments

allow a maximum of six candidate translations to be

kept, and this has worked well with the TREC 5&6
Chinese collections in a cross language retrieval

environment.

The ldc2ce wordlist discussed earlier is GB-coded, and

historically it may have been derived from Mainland

China documents. Since our target retrieval collection is

in BIG5 and derived from newspapers in Hong Kong,

there may be a mismatch in term usage. In the LDC
website there is also an available parallel corpus whose

content is Hong Kong government laws. Buried in the

documents there are many content words or phrases that

are followed with translations in parenthesis. We mined

some 6000 such translation pairs, converted to GB code,

and added to the ld2ce wordlist. This is our resultant

translation wordlist.

For the 25 queries, 6 phrases (total 10 with repeats) are

extracted. An example query translated via our wordlist

is shown below. Numeric values show how many

mappings are found for each English word (maximum 5

in this example). They are delimited by A as a group.

For example, both 'air' and 'pollution' (first two words)

are mapped into three Chinese terms. One phrase

translation of 'government organizations' is correctly

picked up. The word 'auto' was assigned two Chinese

terms with different senses 'automobile' and 'automatic'.

The HuaJian MT translation is also shown, and it is seen

that it picks up 'air pollution' correctly but misses out the

'automobile' sense of 'auto'. Overall, both translations

are quite adequate for CLIR.

Query #CH75 Original English

Air pollution in China .

China's efforts in reducing air pollution, including the

government organizations involved and their

effectiveness in dealing with air pollution in China.

All types of air pollution are relevant, including

industrial, auto emissions, and air pollution from private

sources, that reports a reduction or an increase in air

pollution in China is considered relevant.



Query #CH75 Translation using ldc2ce

"0.33 ^% 0.33 0.33 ft ""0.33 ft
0.33 HOT 0.33 #flt

"

IN "0.50 ^ffl 0.50W
"0.50 0.50W ""0.33 Jj$C 0.33 J&fe

0.33 "IN
"1.0 <$©r\S&""0.33 0.33 #^ 0.33

ft ""0.33 f5 0.33 HW 0.33 #JK ""0.50

fep*? 0.50
"

THE "1.0jEx^flt$"_"1.0^"
AND "0.50 S. 0.50 7T ""0.33 0.33 Wjj
0.33

"

IN "0.25 0.25 0.25 £E 0.25
"

WITH
"0.33 ^% 0.33 #^0.33 ft ""0.33 y5

0.33 fi#F 0.33 #JK "

IN "0.50 ^ffl 0.50 ".

ALL "0.25 0.25 #^ 0.25 l5t# 0.25 # "

"0.33 0.33 #^ 0.33 ft ""0.33 ?5

0.33W 0.33 #JK " ARE
"0.50 0.50 ""0.50 fiF*J 0.50

"

"l.O/2 ""0.50 0.50 g^J " "1.0 #S)t"
AND
"0.33 &\ 0.33 0.33 ft ""0.33 ft
0.33 SPf 0.33 #JK "

FROM
"0.50 fi/f 0.50 ""0.17 0.17

0.17 0.17 0.17 'f 0.17 ".

THAT "0.50 t!^- 0.50 Ofc ""0.50 Pli/f 0.50

OR AN "0.20^ 0.20 if-fe 0.20 if^ 0.20

m. 0.20 ffi

IN "0.33 0.33 #?* 0.33 ft ""0.33^
0.33 TO 0.33 #JS "

IN "0.50 TO 0.50
"

IS "0.50 %tlt 0.50 ""0.50

0.50^ ".

Query #CH75 Translation using Huajian MT

*m&ji& 7f® pus m

2.2 Query Processing

Each English query was translated into GB-coded
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Chinese either by HuaJian MT or by our dictionary

process. They were then converted into BIG5 for

retrieval by a program developed in house that has

accuracy similar to the NJSTAR Communicator

(http://www.nistar.com) . The GB version is also

retained to select documents from the TREC 5&6
Chinese GB-encoded collection for the purpose of

collection enrichment described in Section 2.4. These

selected documents were later converted into BIG5.

2.3 Document Processing

Since the collection is BIG5 encoded, we have modified

our document processing programs to support this new
coding. Because the queries will be obtained via

translation, we also decided to use the translation

wordlist as part of our segmentation dictionary to insure

correct matching between query and document terms.

However, only short words of four or less characters are

kept. Our final segmentation dictionary size is about

100K. This is in contrast to our previous work on

Chinese retrieval where we derived our segmentation

dictionary of about 43K in size from the collection itself.

We also follow our tradition to truncate long documents

into sub-documents of about 550 characters in size

ending on a paragraph. There were 127,938 documents

producing a total of 21 1,536 sub-documents. The master

dictionary has 102,156 unique terms. After stopword

removal based on a threshold of 20,000, it is reduced to

53,462 terms for retrieval.

2.4 Retrieval Methodologies

After query translation is done, retrieval will be

monolingual ad-hoc. However, many techniques can be

used to improve retrieval accuracy. Based on experience

with the TREC 5&6 Chinese collection used for cross

language retrieval, we adopted the following procedures:

Pre-translation query expansion:

This means using the English queries to do retrieval on

an English collection and employ pseudo-relevance

feedback to expand the queries with English terms. This

often can bring highly related terms and more focus on

the query topic for later translation. We used this

expansion with 15 terms only for queries to be translated

via MT. For dictionary translation, we are more cautious

as the new expanded terms may bring more noise than

signal after translation.

Pseudo-relevance feedback:

This is sometimes known as post-translation query

expansion in a cross language retrieval setting. The idea

is to use the documents resulting from a first stage

retrieval to define the domain of the query and add more

Chinese terms to it. This can often lead to substantial

improvements of 10 to 30%. Our PIRCS system uses

this 2-stage retrieval as a default. We have employed a



standard of 40 top documents for feedback and 70 terms

for query expansion.

Collection enrichment:

Pseudo-relevance feedback works only if the first

stage retrieval results in a document list that is rich in

relevant or highly-related documents. Collection

enrichment is the technique of adding an external

collection to the target collection in order to improve the

probability of acquiring more relevant documents in this

first-stage retrieval. The only available Chinese

collections we have for this purpose are those of TREC
5&6. However, the latter collection is in GB coding

different from the target which is in BIG5. Thus code

conversion is necessary. Moreover, the collections are

from different years, and have cultural differences (the

target collection is from Hong Kong while the

enrichment collection is from Mainland China). Thus

there is a risk that the procedure may not work.

We are cautious about pre-translation expansion and

collection enrichment and only used the procedure for

selected runs discussed in the next section.

2.5 Results and Discussion

We submitted one monolingual retrieval pirOXori as our

basis, and three CLIR runs named: pirOXdin, pirOXhnd

and pirOXHxD. Our convention for pirOX means PERCS

for year 2000 crosslingual experiments, and the last 3

characters differentiate the runs: 'ori' is the original

query monolingual, 'din' (also referred to as ldc6n) uses

our enhanced Idc wordlist with collection enrichment,

'hnd' combines HuaJian MT (with enrichment) and

wordlist without enrichment, and 'HxD' combines MT
with pre-translation expansion and wordlist translation -

all with enrichment.

Rel.retr Avg.Pre P@10 P@20 P@30

* ori 616 % .285 % .292 % .236 % .225 %
hjxO 469 .76 .195 .68 .224 .77 .182 .77 .151 .67

bjxlS 566 .92 .206 .72 .208 .71 .158 .67 .143 .63

ldc6 568 .92 .196 .69 .220 .75 .192 .81 .176 .78

orn 613 1.0 .297 1.04 .276 .95 .252 1.07 .231 1.03

hjxOn 469 .76 .223 .78 .252 .86 .184 .78 .153 .68

hjxlSn 563 .91 .213 .75 .232 .79 .172 .73 .152 .67

* din 575 .93 .216 .76 .232 .79 .194 .82 .175 .78

hjd 509 .83 .221 .78 .236 .81 .196 .83 .169 .75

* hnd 507 .82 .240 .84 .252 .86 .206 .87 .179 .79

hndn 493 .80 .245 .86 .260 .89 .198 .84 .173 .77

*HxD 568 .92 .245 .86 .260 .89 .188 .80 .169 .75

Table 2.1: Summary of Monolingual & Crosslingual

Results

Internally we had many more runs, consisting of single

translation methods: hjxO and hjxl5 (HuaJian MT
420

without and with pre-translation expansion of 15 terms),

hjxOn and hjxl5n (same as before but with collection

enrichment), ldc6 (wordlist only retaining maximum of 6

alternative translation), ldc6n which is also named
pirOXdin (ldc6 with collection enrichment), 'hjd'

combines hjxO with ldc6, and 'hndn' combines hjxOn

with ldc6n. In addition, we had another monolingual run

using collection enrichment called 'orn'. As discussed in

Section 2.4, we do not know if enrichment using vasdy

different collections will work or not, and submitted the

'ori' monolingual run to be cautious. These results are

shown in Table 2.1, where the * rows are our official

submissions. The 'ori' row result is used as the basis

(indicated by %) for measuring the various crosslingual

retrievals. All our runs are automatic without human
intervention.

It is surprising that the basic HuaJian MT (hjxO - 68%
monolingual in Avg.Pre) does not perform as well as for

the TREC 5&6 environment (over 80% of monolingual).

The basic wordlist (ldc6) approach performs as expected:

69% of monolingual in Avg.Pre and quite comparable to

hjxO, with an edge for ldc6 - especially in the number of

relevants-retrieved which attains an impressive 92% of

monolingual. This is possibly due to the allowable 6

alternatives for each English word to be translated, while

the MT software necessarily gives only one unique

outcome. When pre-translation query expansion is used

with MT (hjxl5), this relevants-retrieved deficit is

removed, but precision at low n suffers. Average

precision however improves over both hjxO and ldc6.

When the first 4 rows are compared with the next

corresponding 4 that use collection enrichment, it is seen

that this technique brings in 3 to 11% improvement

among different measures except for two cases: hjxl5n

vs hjxl5 where the relevants-retrieved practically

remains unchanged, and orn vs ori where the precision at

10 documents declines by 5%. Otherwise, results show

that collection enrichment works in the majority of cases

even with such disparate collections. In particular, the

monolingual run orn attains a 4% improvement over our

official submission ori in average precision. Again, MT
approach (hjxOn) shows good precision values but

comparatively low relevants-retrieved. When pre-

translation expansion is employed (hjxl5n), this value is

restored, but precision suffers. The 'din' (same as ldc6n)

wordlist run attains good recall and precision in

comparison. With collection enrichment, these cross

language results now attain over 75% of 'ori'

monolingual.

The final 4 rows show different combination runs.

Results supports the fact that MT and wordlist approach

seem to complement each other well, bringing average

precision to 84 to 86% of monolingual. Collection

enrichment seems to be an important factor to bring good

results, as the 'hjd' row shows that plain hjxO combined



with ldc6 do not perform much better than their singleton

runs with enrichment ('hjxOn' or 'din') and attains only

about 78% of monolingual. Overall, the best result

appears to be our submitted run HxD which combines

MT with pre-translation query expansion, and wordlist

approach and both with collection enrichment. For fairer

comparison, we should use 'orn' (monolingual with

enrichment) as the basis. In this case, HxD still attains

over 82% of monolingual in average precision, and 93%
in relevants-retrieved.

The next Table 2.2 shows how our submitted runs

compare with others. For example, pirOXHxD has 17

better, 3 equal to median, and 5 worse for the Avg.Pre

measure. pirOXhnd also has 20 queries better or equal to

median, and 5 worse. Of the 5, 1 query in 'hnd' is worst

while HxD has 1 best among 17 better than median.

pirOXori

> = <

pirOXdin

> = <
pirOXhnd

> = <

pirOXHxD
> = <

AvgPrec 17,2 1 7 18,2 0 6,2 19 1 5,1 17,1 3 5

RR@100 19,6 3 3 16,6 5 4,2 16,5 6 3,2 15,5 8 2

RR@1K 20,6 3 2 18,10 5 2,2 18,11 3 4,1 19,113 3

Table 2.2 : Crosslingual Results: Comparing

Submitted Runs with Median

We like to emphasize that these blind experimental

results were achieved using publicly attainable resources.

3 10-GB Web Track

We participated in the Web Track the first time. The 10

GB represents a 5-fold increase in size from previous

collections and is a challenge for our PERCS system.

From the raw text, we removed all the HTML tags like

hypertext links, IMG elements, BACKGROUND,
COLOR, WIDTH, HEIGHT and similar attributes.

Heading and paragraph alignment attributes were

replaced by a UNIX new line character. Entity or

character references were also replaced by printable

ASCII characters. Badly formed entity or character

references were deleted. In order to reduce the inherent

web data noise, we removed any contiguous strings that

were longer than 32 characters. The data also contain

many web pages in foreign languages like Spanish,

German etc.; they were kept and not removed. To parse

the text, we downloaded a C program written by Stephen

M. Orth (Sorth@oz.net) and enhanced the program to fit

our specific task.

As usual for our PIRCS processing, we broke long

documents into approximately 3000 byte (instead of 550

words) long sub-documents ending at paragraph

boundaries. This resulted in about 2.6 million sub-

documents. After removing words that have a document

frequency of less than 3 and more than 180,000, the
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resultant dictionary has 463K unique terms after

stemming and stopword removal.

As before, the TREC-9 Web Track topics has several

sections: title, description and narrative. This year we
submitted five runs. Four are content-only while the

fifth one tries to make use of the link information. The
four content-only runs are named pirOWtl, pir0Wtd2,

pirOWttd and pirOWatd. The prefix convention pirOW

represents PIRCS runs year 2000 Web track. The last

three characters differentiate the runs: tl uses the title

section only, td2 makes use of both the title and

description, ttd is a combination of the retrieval lists

from tl and tdl (another title and description run that

was not submitted; it differs from td2 in that the latter

adds term variety to the query based on mutual

information measure), and atd is a combination of the

retrieval lists from pirOWal and pirOWtdl. al means

using all sections of a topic.

The title, title-description, and all-section queries have

2.22, 5.32, and 9.12 unique terms respectively averaged

over 50 queries. Our link-based run is called pirOWTTD
and will be discussed in Section 3.3 while the content-

based runs are discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1 General Methodology

We follow our TREC-8 ad-hoc approach by using four

methods successively to produce a final retrieval list.

These four methods [KwCh98] are: 1) average within-

document term frequency to weight short query terms

(avtf query term weighting); 2) variable high frequency

Zipfian threshold dependent on query size; 3) collection

enrichment to improve initial stage output relevant

density; and 4) for td2 run only, enhancing term variety

in raw queries by adding highly associated terms based

on initial retrieval. For collection enrichment, we form a

miscellaneous collection by retrieving the top 200

documents from the Question-Answering Track

documents. This miscellaneous collection is used to

enrich the top-ranked set of the initial stage retrieval.

Second stage retrieval employs 25 top documents and 60

terms for pseudo-relevance feedback (long al, and

medium td queries). For short queries (tl) only 30 terms

are added. Additionally, we use retrieval list

combination to help improve effectiveness. The

coefficients of combination are learnt from past results.

3.2 Content-based Retrieval

Our TREC-9 results are summarized in Table 3.1 and

their nomenclature has been described previously. The

title-description run is significantly better than that of

title only run (td2 Avg.Pre 0.2164 vs. tl: avg. prec.

0.1750) — an improvement of 24%. The lack-luster

performance of the title run can be attributed to the fact

that three of the queries have misspelled words. Query



464 ("nativityscenes"), query 487 ("angioplast7") and

query 463 ("tartin") produce zero-length queries in our

system (we do not perform spell-check and correction).

In addition, query 456 ("is the world going to end") and

474 ("how e-mail bennefits businesses") also produce

null queries (after stopword removal and stem

conflation). They either contain high collection

frequency terms like 'world', 'end', 'businesses' that are

beyond our threshold and not retained in our dictionary

or mis-spelling. We missed e-mail because it was not

considered as a single word. Another query #475 ("the

compostion of zirconium") also returns null retrieval list

because of the mis-spelling "compostion" that has a

legitimate but different meaning after stemming. Even

though our initial retrieval list managed to return some

documents, they are ranked far lower than the top 25

ranking. This leads to a 2
nd

retrieval with zero relevants.

Another query (#473) has only 1 relevant document, and

our system missed it also. Instead of returning an empty

ranked list for null queries, our PIRCS engine generates

randomly a list of one thousand documents in such

circumstances. These lists do not help, and the Avg.Pre

values are all zero. Totally we have seven queries with

zero Avg.Pre. Adding the description to the query

removes these difficulties.

also has a relevant-retrieved at 1000 documents of 2011,

which is about 77% of the pooled documents that have

been judged relevant (2617).

Comparisons with the all-sites median average-precision,

precision at 100 and 1000 documents are given in Table

3.2. Our content-only runs are well above the median.

For example, pirOWatd has avenge-precision better or

equal to median in 36 instances with 2 queries achieving

the best, and is worse than the median in 14 cases. For

title only, the number of queries with precision better,

equal or worse than the median are: 32:4:14. Out of the

32 that are above median, 5 have the best value. The
medians for title only and non-title-only run are

evaluated separately.

Figures for precision at 100 and 1000 documents may be

complicated to interpret since the total does not add up to

50 (the number of queries). The reason is that quite a few

values are equal to zero. For example, the best, median

and worst values for query 473 in title only run for

precision at 100 document are all zero. Therefore, our

score of zero means that our query 473 achieves the best,

median and worst result all at the same time. But it is not

better than the median nor it is worse than the median.

Because the title only run (tl) is not good, its

combination with tdl resulting in ttd does not give much

improvement over tdl. Also, when al is combined with

tdl resulting in atd, its result is actually worse than al by

itself. For these web data and questions, it appears that

the title run is too poor for combination to work. The

best of our submitted runs is pirOWatd. The average

precision 0.2209 is 26% better that that of title only. It

3.3 Link-based Retrieval

We tried one run, pirOWTTD, combining contend-based

and link-based evidential information. The title-only

run, pirOWtl, retrieval list was used to perform the

experiment using the link references in order to improve

the retrieval ranking. We assume that a document

referenced by many other documents in the output would

indicate a higher relevance value compared to documents

un-submitted un-submitted

tl

value % inc

tdl

value % inc

td2

value % inc

ttd

value % inc

al

value % inc

atd

value % inc

TTD
value % inc

Rel Retr 1518 0 2010 32 2010 32 2005 32 1915 26 2011 32 2005 32

Avg Prec .1750 0 .2056 17 .2164 24 .2097 20 .2257 29 ,2209 26 .1418 -19

Prec @ 10 .2180 0 .2960 36 .3020 39 .3180 46 .3320 52 .2980 37 .1800 -17

Prec @ 20 .1920 0 .2530 32 .2570 34 .2640 38 .2650 38 .2750 43 .1740 -9

Prec @ 30 .1773 0 .2307 30 .2393 35 .2327 31 .2360 33 .2433 37 .1680 -5

R-Precision .1893 0 .2103 11 .2242 18 .2125 12 .2271 20 .2275 20 .1439 -24

Table 3.1: Automatic Web Track Results for the 50 Queries

pirOWtl pir0Wtd2 pirOWttd pirOWatd pirOWTTD

> = < > = < > = < > = < > = <

Avg Prec 32,5 4 14 30,3 2 18 34,2 2 14 35,2 1 14 21 1 28

RR@ 100 29,11 15 6,10 30,9 12 8,3 31,10 12 7,2 37,11 8 5,3 23,6 12 15,2

RR @ IK 32,24 10 8,7 33,23 14 3 35,26 13 2 36,27 12 2 35,26 13 2 I

Table 3.2: Web Track Results: Comparing Submitted Runs with Median
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receiving less or no references, and that re-ranking the

output based on this information will improve the result.

We determined all incoming links for a document and

calculated a link-value for that document ( link-value =

6(1 to 1000) (0.5 * log (1000 - source-rank) ). A new

rank was then calculated ( new-rank = (old-rank + link-

value)^ ). The result was however disappointing. The

table shows that this Avg.Pre value of 0.1418

(pirOWTTD) is considerably lower than the original

content only result (pirOWtl). Further investigation is

necessary to determine the reason for the significantly

lower results.

4 Query-Answering (QA) Track

4.1 Introduction

The QA Track involves 693 queries retrieving against a

collection made up of: AP1-3, WSJ 1-2, SJMN-3, FT-4,

LA-5, andFBIS-5.

In [LeSJ96] Lewis and Sparck Jones contrast the promise

of NLP retrieval systems to the basic statistical IR

method. They observe, that while simple NLP strategies

could improve text retrieval effectiveness, nevertheless

statistical IR method 'has apparently picked some of the

low-hanging fruit off the tree'. For example, statistical

IR does not attempt word-sense disambiguation, yet

'when a document and a query match on several words,

the individual matching words will have the same word

sense'. Our QA system is constructed using the methods

of classical IR, enhanced with some simple heuristics to

pick off some more low-hanging fruit. Since our system

lacks natural language understanding, the task is viewed

as one of retrieving the best sentence, which is most

likely to answer the query.

4.2 Components of our QA Approach

The simplest retrieval strategy seems to be 1) coordinate

matching, a count of words in a document sentence

matching the content words of the query. On top of this,

we have added the following considerations:

2) Stemming: words are matched even if the are not

exactly the same.

3) Synonyms: a hand created dictionary of some 300

terms. It contains unusual word forms, which are

not handled well by stemming. Most of the entries

were taken directly from Wordnet. More automatic

use of Wordnet is contemplated for the future.

There are four groups of synonym entries as shown

in the sample Table 4. 1.

4) RSV: the retrieval status values of the retrieval

system. Given two sentences with the same score

based on terms, preference is given to the one that is

contained in a higher-ranking document.

5) ICTF: inverse collection term frequency gives more

credit to less frequently occurring words. For

practical reasons, the collection used to obtain the

frequencies is the N top retrieved documents. This

sometimes causes the system to misclassify the

importance of a word. In the future we may want to

use the statistics from the entire collection.

6) Exact important word: we give extra credit for

words deemed important which must occur in the

answer. At present, these are the superlatives: fust,

last, best, highest etc. However, one must be

careful: 'best' is good but 'seventh best' is not.

7) Proximity: query words in close proximity in the

sentence are likely to refer to the same concept as

the query. This is currently done only, if all content

query words are matched.

Description

Nationality

Unusual

Verb forms

Noun

synonyms

Abbreviations

Entry

ROMAN ROME
SPANISH SPAIN
PORTUGUESE LUSITANIAN
PORTUGAL

SICILIAN

FINNISH
SWEDISH
DANISH
BELGIAN
LUXEMBOURGIAN
LUXEMBOURG

SICILY

FINLAND
SWEDEN
DENMARK DANES
BELGIUM

KNEW KNOW KNOWN KNOWS
LEND LENT
LOST LOSE
MISBECAME MISBECOME
MISSPEND MISSPENT
MISTOOK MISTAKE
MISUNDERSTOOD
MISUNDERSTAND
MOLTEN MELT
MOWN MOW MOWS
MALE MEN MAN
FEMALE WOMEN WOMAN

CAPT CAPTAIN
UNITED STATES, US, USA, U.S.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

UNITED KINGDOM, UK U.K.

UNITED NATIONS, UN U.N.

Table 4.1 Samples from Synonym Table
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8) Heading: query words in the headline tag will

receive credit if they do not occur in the sentence.

9) Phrases: if consecutive words in the query occur in

consecutive order in the sentence.

10) Caps: capitalized query words.

11) Quoted: quoted query words.

A query-analyzer was built to recognize a number of

specialized queries. 'Who', 'Where', 'What name'

queries are processed by the capitalized answer module.

'When', 'How many', 'How much' and 'What number'

are processed by the numerical answer module.

Name Answer Module: we included some simple

heuristics to identify the following:

• Persons: Capitalized word not preceded by 'the'

• Places: Capitalized words preceded by 'on', 'in'

and 'at'

• Capitalized words. When no other clues are

available.

Numerical Answer Module:

• Units: there are classes of queries, which require

units. Our system recognizes five types of units:

length, area, time, currency and people. See

Table 4.2 below

• Dates: There are some queries that have a date

year in the question. This date must occur in the

sentence or within the date tag.

• Numbers. When no other clues are available.

Type Entry

Length METER KM KILOMETER MILE KM CM
FEET FT INCH FOOT MM MILIMETER

Area SQ SQUARE ACRE

Time MIN MINUTE DAY WEEK YEAR SECOND
MONTH

Currency DOLLAR $ YEN POUND

Population PEOPLE INHABITANT POPULATION

Table 4.2 Units Recognized

These heuristics are of course not foolproof. For

example we assume that a 'Where' question requires an

upper case answer, which is not always the case. In

particular the following queries have lower case answers:

227. Where does dew come from?

258. Where do lobsters like to live?

385. Where are zebras most likely found?

Selecting 50-byte answer from the top retrieved answer

is quite a challenge. We used proximity to query words

criterion for selection, and it misses many answers.

The contribution made by each of these components is

illustrated by showing their performance for the 198

TREC-8 questions shown in Table 4.3. The results

shown are for the long answer (250 bytes) task. The
documents used are the top 30 retrieved by the ATT
system, which was made available to the participants.

Since 28 of the queries have no answer in the top 20, the

best possible score is .859.

1) Term matching 0.439

2) Stemming 0.470

3) Synonym 0.478

4) RSV 0.498

5) ICTF 0.509

6) Exact 0.506

1) Prox 0.515

8) Head 0.515

9) 8)+Name heuristics 0.566

10) 8)+Numerical heuristics 0.584

11) 8)+Name+Numerical 0.616

12) 8)+Others 0.500

13) 8)+Others+Name+Num 0.589

Table 4.3 QA System for TREC-8 198 Queries

Until Line 8, there were steady improvements in the

score when we augment the system with a new

component. Line 12 shows, that when Others (Phrases

Caps and Quoted described in number 9 10 and 11) are

added in to the previous 8, overall performance is

actually harmed. Unfortunately this was discovered too

late and they were included in the official run.

43 Results and Discussions

Four runs named pir0qa[sl][12] were submitted. The s or

1 indicates short (50byte) or long (250 byte) answers. The

submitted runs ending with 1 utilized the top 50

retrievals of the ATT system; the runs ending with 2

used the top 300 sub-documents retrieved by our PERCS

system. PIRCS preprocesses the original documents and

returns sub-documents of about 300-550 words in size.

Tag information such as heading and date are lost, which

may result in small degradation of the final score. Table

4.4 compares the submitted runs to the TREC overall

median result using 'strict' MRR evaluation. It seems to

indicate that using more documents in the retrieval list
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TREC long average 0.350 base

pirOqall 0.433 +23.77%

pir0qal2 0.464 +32.73%

TREC short average 0.218 base

pirOqasl 0.263 +20.82%

pir0qas2 0.284 +30.65%

Table 4.4. MRR Comparison with TREC-9 Median

helps a lot (pir0q?2 vs pir0q?l). Our simple strategy

returns results 20-33% better than median.

We attempted to analyze our results to see what are the

difficulties in QA in general.

Easy questions we missed

The queries may be ranked by their overall performance

from all the participants. It is instructive to look at some

easy queries that we missed. We comment mainly on

pirOqall, which uses the ATT retrieval list.

207. What is Francis Scott Key best known for?

This is a failure to recognize meta-words, words that

are instructions to the query engine rather than real

content words. We gave too much credit for matching

best and known.

265. What's the farthest planet from the sun?

Our system returned Neptune, which at that time was

the farthest. The high-scoring sentence 'Pluto, the

farthest planet from the sun' from AP901 116-0022 was

not returned by the ATT retrieval within 30 documents.

PERCS returned this sentence, and pir0qal2 got full

credit.

447. What is anise?

In this query, the name Anisi was confused with anise.

Since this is a one-word query, the ranking was decided

by the document RSV. Perhaps more credit should be

given to exact match than stemmed match, or don't stem

proper names at all.

500. What city in Florida is Sea World in?

We had Orlando in our answer, but it was judged

incorrect.

504. Who is the founder of the Wal-Mart stores?

Our system did retrieve the correct sentence, but it was

long and the correct phrase was not returned. Strangely

pirOqasl, the 50-byte answer found the correct phrase.

683. What do river otters eat?

Oops, we again retrieved

filtered out the correct phrase.

a correct sentence and

688. What country are Godiva chocolates from?

Our system tries to match the word 'country'.

715. What could I see in Reims?

This is a difficult question.

Difficult questions

There are a number of queries for which NLP is required.

Consider the following:

679. What did Delilah do to Samson's hair?

The answer to this can be found in the following three

sentences: "Samson, whose story is told in the Book of

Judges, was known for feats of enormous strength, such

as slaying 1,000 Philistines with the jawbone of a mule.

But he was stopped by Delilah, who was sent by the

Philistines. She seduced him, learned that the secret to

his strength was his hair and cut it off while he was

sleeping." Impressively some systems were able to

resolve the references and find the correct answer.

Some queries like:

208. What state has the most Indians?

375. What ocean did the Titanic sink in?

581. What flower did Vincent Van Gogh paint?

688. What country are Godiva chocolates from?

seek a specific class of objects. A good NLP system

would make use of knowledge bases, listing states,

countries, flowers and oceans. A naive retrieval system

like ours, only matches the words state, flower, country

and ocean.

Another difficult query is

471. What year did Hitler die?

The answer is in strings like 'the Nazi leader committed

suicide April 30, 1945' and 'Hitler killed himself in

1945', which requires the knowledge that suicide and

killed are a form of death.

The two senses of who
The word 'who' in a query has two meanings. Consider

the queries:

209. Who invented the paper clip?

269. Who was Picasso?

The first question seeks a person, while the second is

looking for a description. Our system assumes the first

case. Table 4.5 shows that while this does not harm the

long answer, it is disastrous for the short. Apparently,

other participants had fewer problems with this. At any

rate, this illustrates the dangers of applying highly

specific heuristics.
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Num of TREC TREC pircOqal 1 pircOqas 1

queries long short

who/1 90 0.42 0.30 0.52 0.44

who/2 20 0.51 0.22 0.60 0.08

Table 4.5. Two Types of "Who"

5 Adaptive Filtering Track

This year, by some coincidence, all experiments we

participated involve either new programs or heavy

extensions to old programs. Moreover, we also took part

in other cross language experiments that have deadline

quite close to the filtering trac,k. We found ourselves

overextended both in time and resources. Some
formatting of the OHSU collection for our system was

done earlier, but at the end we found no time to do any

training or testing. Finally, we decided to use our old

programs from TREC-7 & 8 as is without change, and

just release them on the OHSU data - to see how bad it

gets without training at all. The parameters of the

program were trained on newspaper type of documents,

while the OHSU data is of course medical documents.

One thing we did try to tailor to the new environment

was to use the topic descriptions to do retrieval on

OHSU87 documents, and expand the queries in a

pseudo-relevance feedback fashion, but with the two

given relevant documents included. Our filtering runs

were supposed to target for utility values rather than

precision. The resulting mean T9U score of -55.7and -

69.14 were bad. Apparently, expanding the query at the

beginning and running a system without training is not a

good idea.

6 Conclusion

Our query translation approach to cross language

retrieval by combining MT software and bilingual

wordlist lookup with disambiguation seems to work quite

well - at over 80% of monolingual effectiveness. This is

because the topics do not carry too many names or

proper nouns that are not translatable by our resources.

There were only 25 queries for this experiment. More

query types as well as document genre need to be

experimented with in the future.

We have succeeded in extending our PIRCS system to

handle 10 GB web data. This is done by aggressively

screening away a lot of non-textual data. Results were

well above median. For topics of a few words, it is

necessary to devise ways to handle null queries - either

due to spelling errors, or due to terms being filtered out

due to high document frequencies.

We presented a QA system based on classical ER

methods for sentence retrieval, enhanced with simple

heuristics. It achieved above average results that can

serve as a baseline. There is much room for future

improvement. More heuristics, increased use of

knowledge bases, exploring part-of-speech information

and more careful query analysis may be employed to

attain better performance.
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1 Introduction

This is our second participation in TREC, following the last year's ad-hoc, and five runs

were submitted for the main web track.

Our system is based on our Japanese text retrieval system [3], to which English

tokenizer/stemmer has been added to process English text. Our indexing system stores

term positions, thus providing proximity-based search, in which the user can specify the

distance between query terms.

What our system does is outlined as follows:

1. Query construction

The query constructor accepts each topic, extracts words in each of the appropriate

fields and constructs a query to be supplied to the ranking system.

2. Initial retrieval

The constucted query is fed into the ranking system, which then assigns term

weights to query terms, scores each document and turns up a set of top-ranked

documents assumed to be relevant to the topic (pseudo-relevant documents).

3. Query expansion

The query expander collects and ranks the words in the pseudo-relevant documents

and the words ranked the highest are added to the original query, with the words

already in the query re-assigned new term weights.

4. Final retrieval

The ranking system performs final retrieval using the modified query.

The basic features of the system are mostly the same as those implemented last year

for the TREC-8 ad-hoc track [2]. In what follows, we explain each of the steps in more

detail, both the features retained from last year and new enhancements we added this

year for the TREC-9 main web track.
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2 Query construction

We have employed automatic query processing to construct queries using single-word and
phrasal search terms. In what follows, we describe how single and phrasal search terms

are created by linguistic methods and represented as a structured query.

2.1 Basic features

2.1.1 Single term selection

Natural language text in each topic is processed by our English tokenizer and stemmer to

output stemmed word tokens. 1 From the stemmed tokens, the query constructor selects

single-word search terms by eliminating stopwords. We have used two kinds of stopword

lists, the Fox's [1] word list for the <title> field and its augmented word list we created

for the <desc> field.

2.1.2 Phrasal term selection

Noun phrases consisting of two or more single words are extracted for use in search terms.

Syntactic phrases are recognized in the natural language text by applying the syntactic

chunker LT.CHUNK developed at the Edinburgh Language Technology Group. Each

noun phrase is then tokenized and stemme '. Phrases consisting of three or more single

words are decomposed into sets of word pairs. For example, the noun phrase "industrial

waste disposal" is decomposed to derive three word pairs "industrial waste," "waste

disposal," and "industrial disposal."

2.1.3 Query representation

Single and phrasal search terms are combined into a query using syntax of our query

language. Phrasal terms are represented using a proximity operator #WLNDOW. For

example, the phrasal search term "waste disposal" is represented as:

#WIND0W [l.l.o] (waste, disposal)

where #WINDOW[l,l,o] specifies that the two component words are to be found adjacent

and in the described order in a document. To deal with possible changes in word order

and the number of intervening words between the component words of a phrasal term, we

prepared a variant of the basic query representation, #WIND0W[2,nwm,u](A,B). The

variant allows the words A and B to co-occur not in adjacency but within a specified

number of words (num) of each other, in any order. We have also introduced a scaling

operator #SCALE to phrasal term representation to adjust its term weight.

To sum, our sample queries are expressed as follows:

A query from the <title> and <desc> fields:

#0R (killer , bee , attack, human , africanise

,

#SCALE[0.4] (#WINDOW [l.l.o] (killer , bee) )

,

#SCALE[0.25] (#WINDOH[2,50,u] (killer , bee) )

)

'Text was used as is, with no spelling-correction applied.
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2.2 Multiple fields

In TREC-8, the fields from which a word or phrase was extracted were not taken into

account when a query is constructed. In TREC-9, when words are repeated across multi-

ple fields in the topic, we increase their term weights to reflect their relative importance.

To adjust the weights of these repeated words, the scaling operator #SCALE is applied

and optimized to maximize the retrieval effectiveness.

Words extracted from the topic:

<title>: lava, lamp

<desc>: origin, operation, lava, lamp

Query

:

#0R( origin, operat ion, #SCALE [3.0] (lava) ,#SCALE[3.0] (lamp))

3 Initial retrieval

For each query constructed, the ranking system ranks the documents in the target doc-

ument collection and retrieves top-ranked documents. To rank documents, the system

uses term weighting and document scoring formulae similar to Okapi's [4] but with some

modifications.

The weight of each term is calculated by using the formula

Wt = log ^4 • ^ + 1

j

where N is the number of documents in the collection, n is the number of the documents

in which the term occurs and k'4 is a parameter, with 0 < fc4 .

Note that unlike Okaipi's, with our formula, the term weights never get negative. By
keeping the term weights positive, the quality of retrieval is maintained even in the worst

case.

With each term weighted according to the above formula, the ranking score for each

document is calculated using the formula

_ ^ wt fud
5d

'9 "^log(^-iV + l)
' + +

where ft ,d is the within-document frequency of the term, Id is the document length, lave

is the average document length, ki and b are parameters.

4 Query expansion

4.1 Basic features

The query expander, regarding the top-ranked documents as relevant documents, collects

all single terms except stopwords in them and ranks the terms according to its Term

Selection Value (TSV) while reweighting query terms, using formulae similar to Okapi's.
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For each term collected, a new weight based on the feedback from the retrieved

documents is assigned. The term reweighting formula reflects term weighting during

initial retrieval mentioned above.

h . (,, N n \ y/R r + 0.5

^6 , n VS , s 4- 0.5
; lo§ Tt Tt;

1oS
k6 + Vs N — n k6 + y/S S - s + 0.5

'

where R is the number of relevant documents, r is the number of relevant documents
containing the term, S is the number of non-relevant documents, s is the number of

non-relevant documents containing the term, and k5 and ks are parameters. (5 was set

to 0 in the experiment.)

The query expander then calculates TSV for each reweighted term to select the terms

to augument the query by using the formula

tsv=(y th±. Ir-p-y /s] -wt

where /3 is a parameter.

Note the TSV formula has been changed from Okapi's to incorporate the within-

document frequency.

The top-ranked single terms are then added to the original query with their respective

term weights. The single terms and phrasal terms origianlly included in the query are

also given re- assigned term weights, multiplied with a bonus factor.

4.2 Duplicates-resistant term selection

Compared with the ad-hoc track document collection we used last year, the web track

document collection used this year seemed to contain far more documents that are exact

or partial copies of some other documents. Although their presence in the retrieved

documents may not affect retrieval effectiveness as measured by the current evaluation

measures [6], it can degrade performance when the retrieved documents are used for

automatic query expansion since this could give terms that appear in duplicates or near-

duplicates an unjustifiably higher document frequency, thus boosting the likelihood of

being selected.

To alleviate ill effects of duplicates and near-duplicates in the documents retrieved in

initial retrieval, two work-arounds are devised:

1. During initial retrieval, eliminate documents scored the same as previously retrieved

documents. If two documents have the same score, it is highly likely that they are

exact copies of each other.

2. When selecting terms for expansion, for terms with a low document frequency

among the retrieved documents, terms that appear in the same set of documents as

those from which previously selected terms were drawn are excluded. These terms
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are unlikely to co-occur in the same set of documents, and if they do, that may
indicate the set shares the same piece of text.

4.3 Phrasal term addition

This year, we extend the idea of using phrasal terms from only in query generation to

both in query generation and expansion. That is, when expanding queries, not only

single words but also pairs of contiguous words in top-ranked documents are collected,

evaluated and selected for use as expansion terms. The goal was to find a way to select

the right pairs of words, with the right balance of weights, while keeping the expansion

process simple and quick with minimal overhead.

In the experiments, we tested the same weighting/selection technique as used for

single words for its applicability to word pairs and found it promising when the following

adjustments were made:

• Set first the minimum Term Selection Value, which is set several times as high as

that for single words.

• Give more importance to the document frequency in top-ranked documents com-

pared with that in the document collection, when assigning a weight.

• Adjust the weights for word pairs that contain the same single words as those

selected and those supplied in the original query.

5 Final retrieval

The expanded-and-reweighted query is sent to the ranking system and documents are

retrieved as final result. Document ranking is done just as in initial retrieval, except that

the term weights are supplied in the query.

6 Results

We tuned up the formulae using the WT2g document collection and mainly queries

generated from the TREC-8 topics. Parameter values were chosen for each of the four

categories below and are listed in Table 1-3.

• Queries using only <title> and queries using <title> and <desc>

• Queries using no phrasal search terms and queries using phrasal search terms

Note that in Table 1 and Table 2, we chose different sets of parameter values for

the same retrieval parameters. This is because, for retrieval in a run with no query

expansion, we wanted parameter values that would maximize average precision, whereas

for initial retrieval for a run with query expansion, we looked for parameter values that

would maximize precision at ten retrieved documents.
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Table 1: Parameters for runs without expansion

title only title -)- desc

no phrases phrases no phrases phrases

h 0.75 0.5 1.0 0.75

b 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

K 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Scale for multi-field query terms 3.0 3.0

num in #WIND0W[2,num,u] 50 10

Scale for #WTNDOW[l,l,o] 0.25 0.4

Scale for #WTNDOW[2,num,u] 0.1 0.25

Table 2: Parameters for runs with expansion (initial retrieval)

title only title + desc

no jih rases phrases no phrases phrases

fcl 1.5 0.75 1.5 0.75

b 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

k' 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.5

Scale for multi-field query terms 2.75 3.0

num in #WINDOW[2,num,u] 50 10

Scale for #WINDOW[l,l,o] 0.25 0.2

Scale for #WINDOW[2,num,u] 0.1 0.1
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Table 3: Parameters for runs with expansion (final retrieval)

title only title + desc

no phrases phrases no phrases phrases

Maximum number of documents used for expansion 1U 1U

h n 7^ ft 7^U.JO I.U U. 1 0

b u.zo n 9^U.ZD u.zo U.zo

k' 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

&5 for single expansion terms 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

k$ for phrasal expansion terms 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Scale for multi-field query terms 3.0 3.0

num in #WINDOW [2,num,u} 50 10

Scale for #WINDOW[l,l,o] 0.4 0.3

Scale for #WINDOW[2,rmm,u] 0.25 0.2

Maximum number of terms to be added 25 25 30 30

Minimum number of terms to be added 10 10 10 10

Minimum r for term to qualify 2 2 2 2

Maximum r for near-duplicate checking 3 3 3 3

Scale for phrasal expansion terms 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3

Minimum TSV factor for phrasal expansion terms 5 3.3 2.5 2.5

Bonus factor for query terms 10.0 10.0 7.0 5.0

Table 4: Average precision for TREC-8 topics

title only title + desc

no phrases phrases no phrases phrases

baseline 0.3184 0.3247 0.3017 0.3113

above + multi-field scaling 0.3321 0.3420

above + expansion 0.3493 0.3536 0.3637 0.3703

above + phrasal expansion terms 0.3538 0.3533 0.3671 0.3716

The experimental runs using the above parameters, the TREC-8 topics and the WT2g
document collection resulted in the following average precision measurements (Table 4).

The table shows improvement in performance as more features are added.

Using the same conditions as above, the results for the TREC-9 topics and the WTlOg
document colletion are shown in Table 5. The runs submitted are indicated by asterisks."

(The numbers in the parentheses below the table are from the original submissions, which

contained incorrect results due to program bugs. The numbers in the table were obtained

after bug fixes and a minor modification in which the minimum number of words to be

added was lowered to 0.)

2 ric9dpxL is a linear combination of ric9dpx and HITS [5]. This run is yet to be analyzed.
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Table 5: Average precision for TREC-9 topics

title only title + desc

no phrases phrases no phrases phrases

baseline 0.2025 0.2073 0.2135 0.2407

above + multi-field scaling 0.2489 0.2608*3

above + expansion 0.1740 0.2021 0.2212*2 0.2427

above + phrasal expansion terms 0.1788 0.2034* 1 0.2211 0.2411*4

* l
: ric9tpx (0.1787),

* 2 ric9dsx (0.2201),
* 3

: ric9dpn (0.2616),
*4

: ric9dpx (0.2267)

The results show that use of phrasal search terms and multi-field scaling worked

well in TREC-9, as in TREC-8 above. However, unlike in TREC-8, we see that query

expansion, whether with phrasal expansion terms or not, made unexpectedly negative

effect in TREC-9. Why the difference?

One thing we noticed is the difference in the size of the target collection from which

documents were retrieved. The WTlOg document collection used for the TREC-9 submis-

sion had more than six times the number of documents in the WT2g document collection

used for the TREC-8 experiments. The largeness of the WTlOg collection led to rare

words getting term weights that were extremely high because of the way we calculated

the term weights, thus making it easier for these words to be selected as expansion terms.

Another difference is in the number of relevant documents for each of the topics.

Although on the average, the number of relevant documents in TREC-9 is greater than

that in TREC-8, there are more topics having a very few relevant documents in TREC-9
than in TREC-8; topics having fewer than 10 relevant documents add up to 11 in TREC-
9, as opposed to only 2 in TREC-8. The system, on the other hand, retrieved just as

many documents for these topics despite this, turning up fewer relevant documents in

the top-ranked documents in initial retrieval before expansion. For example, P@10, or

precision after 10 documents are retrieved, is 0.3520 in TREC-9, compared to 0.5000 in

TREC-8, in runs in "title + desc, phrases." What this means is that the query expander

had to select expansion terms from mostly non-relevant documents, which in addition

may contain a near-duplicate or two skewing the term selection statistics even further in

the wrong direction.

In the follow-up experiments conducted after the submission, we tested an alternative

approach where expansion terms were selected without regard to their term weights so

that their influence on term selection would be eliminated. The average precision we

obtained from this approach in a run in "title + desc, phrases," was 0.2629, showing an

8% improvement from the submitted run.
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1 Introduction

We report results for experiments conducted in Melbourne—at CSIRO, RMIT,
and The University of Melbourne—for TREC-9. We present results for the

interactive track, cross-lingual track, main web track, and the query track.

2 Interactive Track

2.1 Introduction

We have been continuously investigating technologies for delivering retrieved

documents to support interactive question answering. In this year's interactive

track, we focused on the role of a document surrogate in the interactive fact

finding task. In this experiment, we compared two types of document surrogates

Submitted to the 9th Text Retrieval Conference (TREC-9), Gaithersburg,

MD, USA, November 13-16, 2000.
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in the two experimental systems. One system uses the document title and

the first 20 words of a document as the document's surrogate, while the other

system uses the document title and the best three Answer Indicative Sentences

extracted from the document as the document's surrogate. The results show

that subjects can find significantly more facts from the system using 3 sentences

than from the other system.

2.2 Hypothesis

This year's track reflects two of the major characteristics of interactive informa-

tion searching: the questions are concentrated on the fact finding, and the time

for answering each question is very short (5 minutes). As an average reader can

only scan a limited number of words within 5 minutes, the challenge is how to

help the user to locate the facts or find the documents that may contain the

facts while reading the limited number of words.

For most web search engine (e.g. Altavista, Excite), this has been achieved

by displaying the surrogate of a document, which mainly includes the title and

the first N words from the document. The purpose of the surrogate is to indicate

the main theme of the document. This kind of surrogate may be more suitable

for the learning and exploration types of information needs, but less suitable for

fact finding type of information need. Based on our pilot investigation into the

interactive fact finding task, we observed that:

• The relevant facts may exist within a small chunk of documents, and

this small chunk may be not necessarily related to the main theme of the

document.

• This small chunk usually contains the keywords, and is in the form of a

complete sentence. We call this sentence the answer indicative sentence

(AIS).

• When a user is scanning through a document to search for facts, s/he

usually tries to locate an answer indicative sentence by looking around

the query keywords, and therefore either find the facts, or decide whether

to read the document further or discard it.

Our hypothesis is that the above-mentioned answer indicative sentences

should provide a better surrogate of the document than the first iV words, for

the purpose of interactive fact finding. Therefore our experiment focused on

the comparison and evaluation of two systems using different surrogates. The

control system First20 uses the title and the first twenty words as the surrogate

of a document, and the test system AIS3 uses the title and best three answer

indicative sentences as the surrogate of a document. The performance was mea-

sured by the effectiveness of each system in helping to locate answer facts, users'

subjective perception of the systems, and the effort required by users to locate

answers.
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2.3 System Description

Both systems in this experiment use the mg [4] search engine for indexing and

retrieval. The two systems provide natural language querying [2] only. For each

query, both systems present a user with the surrogates of the top 100 retrieved

documents in 5 consecutive pages, with each page containing 20 document sur-

rogates. Each system has a main window for showing these surrogate pages. A
document reading window is popped up when a document surrogate is clicked.

If a user finds a fact from the document reading window, s/he can click the

"Save Answer" button in this window and a save window will be popped up for

the user to input the newly found fact or modify previously saved facts.

The difference between two systems is what is presented on their main win-

dows. The main window of the control system (First20) is shown in Figure 1.

This kind of presentation is quite similar to those web search engines such as

Altavista and Excite. The main window of the test system (AIS3) is shown in

Figure 2. Roughly, the number of words on each page of an AIS3 window is

three times that of the First20 window. Also, there is a save icon next to each

answer indicative sentence, with the same function as the "Save Answer" button

in the document reading window. If a user finds a fact from the sentence, s/he

can save the fact directly by clicking this icon.

The three best AIS are dynamically generated after each query search ac-

cording to the following procedure:

• An AIS should contain at least one query word and be at least ten words

long.

• The AISs are first ranked according to the number of unique query words

contained in each AIS. If two AISs have the same number of unique query

words, they will be ranked according to order in which they occur within

the document.

• The top three AIS are then selected.

2.4 Experiment

2.4.1 Procedure

Each subject searched eight topics according to the TREC-9 Interactive Track

experimental guidelines, with four topics on each system. During the experi-

ment, the subject followed the following steps:

• Reading the introduction to the experiment.

• Filling in the Pre-Search Questionnaire.

• Demonstration of main functions of each system.

• Hands on practice with both systems.
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• Claim Record Sale For Porcelain N fitm Vase

A 14th century Mirui dynasty Chinese vase sold at auction Tuesday for nearly S2.2 minion, a record

price for ...

• Chinese Dish For Calligraphy Brushes Brings Record Price

A 12th century Ctnncsc ceramic disb used to wash calligraphy brushes was sold at aucbon Tuesday for

S2.S2 million. ...

• gosgkawa Meets With Chinese Radio-TV Minister

BFN [From "News 7" program) (Text) Visiting Chinese Radio, Film, and Television Minister Ai

Zbisheng met ...

• FT 04 TUN 94 ' Collecting: Raribes in blue and white Susan Moore samples the numerous wares of quality

Chinese porcelain

Chinese porcelain takes pride of place at the seasonal Oriental art shows m London this month. Even the

British ...

• Classical Panamas Exhibit To Tour United States

Eighty classical Chinese paintings dating back to the 14th century win be exhibited in five U.S. cities

next year ...

« Preserving Minority Cultures Said Urgent Task

Language: English Article TypeBFN [By staff reporter Zhang Xia: "Successes Mixed With Anxiety") ...

• Jade Brightens Sotheby's Sale In Hong Kong — • By Michael Duckworth Staff Reporter ofThe Wall Street Journal

mtmmm PARAGRAPH 2 Itttmmm The three-day Sotheby's sale last week was somewhat smaller

than the auction by rival Christie's ...

Figure 1: The main window of the First20 system.

• Search four topics on each system with Pre-Search questionnaire and Post-

search questionnaire per topic, and a Post-System questionnaire per sys-

tem.

• Filling in exit questionnaire.

It takes about 1.5 hours for a subject to finish the whole procedure.

2.4.2 Subjects

Sixteen paid subjects were recruited via an RMIT internal university newsgroup.

There are five females and eleven males. The average age of sixteen subjects

is 23, with the youngest 19 and oldest 39. They have 5.1 years online search

experience on the average. All subjects are the students from the Department

of Computer Science, nine of them are undergraduate students, the other seven

subjects already had a Bachelor degree and are studying for a higher degree (3

on graduate diploma and 4 on master degree).
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SI.4 million.

• Chinese Dish For Calligraphy Brushes Brings Record Price

O A Ming IH-nastv H368-1644) decorated basin sold for S2.61 million, auction offrials said,

dl A 12th century Chsocsc ceramic dish used to wash calligraphy brushes was sold at auction Tuesday

for $2.82 mfllion, officials said.

Ci A private collector, Sunrider International of Los
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Figure 2: The main window of the AIS3 system.

2.4.3 Data Collection Methods

Transaction logging and questionnaires were used to collect data. During the

experiment, every significant event—such as documents read, facts saved and

their supporting documents, and queries sent—were logged and time-stamped

automatically. The questionnaires used were the standard questionnaires used

by participants in the Interactive Track.

2.5 Evaluation

2.5.1 System

Effectiveness

The effectiveness of the each system is evaluated by the number and the quality

of the saved answers. There are two types of topics in this year's interactive

track. Type 1 topics are of the form "find any n Xs". Type 2 topics are of the

form "compare two specific Xs". For the Type 1 topics (topic 1-4), a complete
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answer consists of n facts. For the Type 2 topics (topic 5-8), two facts are

usually needed to make the comparison. We observed that only for topic 7

(Type 2), the answer may sometimes be supported by only one fact.

The saved facts and the saved documents were sent to the NIST for judge-

ment. For each search session, two judgements were made: whether the subject

found the required number of facts (for topics of Type 1) or whether the subject

answered the question correctly (for topics of Type 2); and whether the saved

facts (or answers) are supported by the saved documents. Both judgements

have three scores: all, some, or none.

A fully successful session is defined as whether the question is fully answered

and whether the answer is fully supported (i.e. the both judgments are "all").

If we give a score of T to such a successful session and a score of '0' to any

other sessions, then there are 14 successful sessions in total for users of First20

and 27 successful sessions in total for users of AIS3. The difference between the

two systems is significant at level 0.01 (two tailed t-test).

Table 1 shows the successful sessions topic by topic. We can see that users

of AIS3 has more successful sessions for all topics except the Topic 3.

Topic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

First20 0 0 0 2 3 3 5 1 14

AIS3 1 2 0 3 4 7 8 2 27

Table 1: The number of the fully successful sessions per topic.

Table 2 shows the number of the fully successful sessions subject by subject.

We see that of the sixteen subjects, ten subjects had more successful sessions

when using AIS3 than when using First20; only two subjects had more successful

sessions when using First20 than when using AIS3.

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

First20 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

AIS3 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 2

Table 2: The number of the fully successful sessions per subject.

Although the subjects may not get the full answer in some sessions, the

subjects sometimes demonstrated the ability to find a partial answer. We need

not simply classify these sessions as failure, but instead may consider them as

partially successful sessions. Therefore, we can award an adjusted score in the

range [0, 1]. For each topic, each fact that is correctly identified and supported

by a document contributes l/n toward the score, where n is the number of

required facts for the topic. Overall, AIS3 gets score 0.65 and First20 0.47;

the difference between the two systems based on the adjusted score is also

statistically significant, at level 0.03 (two tailed t-test).
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Table 3 shows the average score across subjects per topic for each system.

AIS3 has the higher score than First20 for all topics except for the topic 5.

Topic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Mean
First20 0.08 0.00 0.38 0.71 0.81 0.75 0.75 0.31 0.47

AIS3 0.46 0.25 0.47 0.79 0.75 0.94 1.0 0.56 0.65

Table 3: The comparison of two systems topic by topic based on adjusted scores.

Based on the above results, the hypothesis that the AIS is better document
surrogate than the First20 for fact finding task is supported.

Perception of the system

The Subjects' perception of the systems is captured from three questions in exit

questionnaire. The three questions are:

• Question 1: Which of the two systems did you find easier to learn to use?

• Question 2: Which of the two systems did you find easier to use?

• Question 3: Which of the two systems did you like the best overall?

The distribution of subjects' choice is shown in Table 4. We can see that: for

question 1, 17% subjects selected First20 while 50% subjects selected AIS3. For

question 2, 25% subjects selected First20 while 69% subjects selected AIS3. For

question 3, 31% subjects selected First20 while the other 69% selected AIS3.

This suggests that the subjects preferred the AIS3 system.

Questions 1 and 2 were also asked in the post system questionnaire. However

instead of asking subjects to compare the two systems, the subjects were asked

to judge the systems independently on a 5-point Likert scale. There is not much
difference between the two systems on learning effort (First20: Mean = 4.0,

AIS3: Mean = 4.1). The difference between the two systems on user perception

of usefulness is statistically significant (First20: Mean = 3.5, AIS3: Mean =
4.1. two tailed, paired t-test p < 0.03). The result for "easy" was unexpected:

we thought that the main window of First20 was simpler than that of AIS3,
thus would be easier to use than AIS3. The subject's selection and judgement

may have been influenced by how well they felt they had completed their tasks.

Easier to learn Easier to use Liked the best overall

First20

AIS3

No difference

3 4 5

8 11 11

5 1

Table 4: Subjective comparison of two systems.
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2.5.2 User Effort

The effort required of subjects to determine answers for each topic can be mea-
sured in terms of the number of documents they read, the number of title pages

viewed, and the number of queries sent for each topic. On the average, the sub-

jects read fewer documents and fewer title pages, and sent fewer queries from

AIS3 than from First20, as shown in Table 5. The difference is statistically

significant at level 0.01, 0.001, and 0.02 respectively (two tailed t-test). This

may not necessary mean that the users of AIS3 took less effort than the users

of First20, as the main page of AIS3 displayed more text than that in First20.

However, this may indicate that the extracted answer indicative sentences of

AIS3 may have helped subjects to find the answer or find the documents where

the answer may be found.

First20 AIS3

Mean(SD) Mean(SD)

Number of documents read

Number of pages viewed

Number of unique queries sent

Number of terms per query

3.42(1.22) 2.66(0.77)

2.80(1.64) 1.98(0.97)

2.14(0.56) 1.73(0.57)

3.25 3.26

Table 5: Subject's interaction with the systems.

2.5.3 Perception of the Topics

Before each search, subjects were asked about their familiarity about the topic.

As show in the Table 6, overall, subjects have low familiarity with all topics

(all under 3 on a 5-point Likert scale). Of eight topics, Topic 7 had the highest

familiarity. Nine subjects claimed that they knew the answer before the search,

but four of these subjects were wrong. After the search, three of these four

subjects got the right answer.

Topic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

First20

AIS3

All

1.75

1.25

1.50

1.25

1.75

1.50

1.63 1.38

1.50 1.25

1.56 1.31

1.38 1.25 2.63 1.38

1.75 1.00 2.00 1.50

1.56 1.13 2.31 1.44

Table 6: Averaj;e score of subject's familarity with each topic.

After each topic, subjects were asked about their satisfaction with the search

results and certainty about the answer. Generally, the users of AIS3 had higher

satisfaction and certainty (satisfaction: First20 Mean = 3.16, AIS3 = 3.56;

certainty: \S-De\iFirst30 Mean = 3.50, AIS3 = 3.89), but these differences are

not significant.
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There is no significant correlation found between the familiarity and the

number of successful sessions, the satisfaction, or the certainty.

Most tested topics were very clear to the subjects. There are two topics

which had different interpretations among subjects. One is the Topic 1: "What
are the names of three US national parks where one can find redwoods?" —
many subjects saved state parks. Another is Topic 2: "Identify a site with

Roman ruins in present day Prance?" — some subjects were not certain about

the area scope of the site. Some subjects said they did find Southern France,

but they did not think that could be counted as an answer, instead trying to

find the specific name of the site.

2.5.4 Subjects Difference

It is interesting that our subjects fall into two groups: one whose first language is

English, and another whose second language is English and their first language

varies. The subjects of the latter type are all international students from Asia.

The native language group has 7 subjects while the foreign language group 9

subjects.

We break the subjects into two groups and summarise the data accordingly

for each system based on the adjusted scores, the result is as shown in Table 7.

No difference is detected between two groups of each system. This may indi-

cate that the language and culture background are unlikely to have influenced

subjects' performance for the tested topics.

Table 7: The comparison of two groups (native language and foreign language)

based on the adjusted score.

2.6 Discussion

The experiment investigated the role of document surrogate in the interactive

fact finding task. The experiment results show that using an AIS3 as a document

surrogate is significantly better than the First20 in helping users locate relevant

documents and thus find more relevant facts. Subjects also more preferred the

AIS3 system than the First20 system.

Although our hypothesis has been supported in the experiment, we under-

stand that more topics and wider variety of document collections will need to

be tested to further validate the hypothesis.

Native Foreign

First20

AIS3

0.46 0.49

0.66 0.64
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3 Cross-Lingual Track

This year we participated in the Chinese-English cross-lingual track, drawing

on our experience from our involvement in the Chinese track several years ago.

We used two approaches to convert the problem to one of monolingual re-

trieval. First, we tested converting the English language queries to Chinese

(run rmitcW02), and second, we tested converting the Chinese document collec-

tion to English (run rmitcWOS). In both approaches we made use of the online

dictionaries that were made available.

The translations were on a word by word basis. For the English-to-Chinese

translation, if a word that contained uppercase letters was not in the dictionary,

we converted it to lower case and tried again. The reason for this is that some
proper nouns appear in the dictionary with a capitalised first letter, however for

words at the start of a sentence it is more appropriate to convert to lower case.

We also tested combination of evidence (rmitclOOl), combining the results of

the two previous runs based on normalised similarity values, that is, simnew —
0.5 x sim'-L + 0.5 x sim'2 , where sim'

1 , and sim'2 are the normalised similarity

measures from two runs above. We also included a monolingual run as a baseline.

Our monolingual run results were somewhat lower than the median. We
are not completely sure why this is the case but suspect it was partly because

the run was a straight processing of the data with no special treatment, and

because character indexing rather than word indexing was used. Unfortunately

the cross language runs produced random results; there is obviously a problem

with the software which we are working to resolve.

4 Main Web Track

Four runs were submitted, labelled rmitWFGweb, rmitWFLweb, rmitNFGweb and

rmitNFLweb. These correspond to two categories of indexes and, in each case, to

two filtering protocols. The index categories were global (G) and local (L), both

based on the wtlOg corpus. The global index centrally-indexed all documents;

the local indexes were based on five, separate subsets of the data source, as

per distribution across 5 wtlOg CDs. Each of the two index cases were further

classified according to the filtering protocols, no filter (NF) and with filter (WF).

Thus, rmitWFGweb refers to the filter-based, global index run.

This section is structured as follows. Section 4.1 presents the similarity

ranking formulation to score and subsequently rank the documents. Details of

the two filtering protocols are presented in Section 4.2. After indexing Title-only

fields of TREC topics 451 to 500 were used in the querying process. Manual

queries were used, as discussed in Section 4.3. We used tools from the mg

system [4] to construct and query indexes. Document sources were stopped

and stemmed during the indexing process, and so too were queries, prior to

submitting them for ranking of documents. Retrieval effectiveness results for

various runs are presented in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Relevance scoring method

The combining function used to establish similarity of documents and queries

was the standard Cosine measure [5], where similarity, Sq ,d between document
d and query q is given by:

w
q -wd

where the document-term and query-term weights are computed, respectively,

as:

wd ,t = log2 (fd ,t + 1)

wq ,t = log2 {fq ,t + 1) • log2 (jr + lj

The terms fx<t (x = q\d), ft and N are, respectively, frequency of term t

in x, number of documents containing t, and the total number of documents.

Finally, Wx is given by

for the n terms in the vocabulary.

1,4

4.2 Filtering versus non-filtering

We used two term extraction protocols in the indexing process. For the NF
cases the default term extraction policy used by the indexing tool was used.

Words are extracted as follows:

• A word is a string of alphanumeric characters delimited by non alphanu-

meric or space symbols.

• Long digit strings are truncated at every fourth byte, until a non-digit

is encountered. Each truncated portion constitutes a word, including the

residue, if any.

• Words in tags are ignored.

In the WF cases, data sources were subjected to a filtering process prior to

indexing:

• A word is a string of alphanumeric characters delimited by non alphanu-

meric or space symbols; a word must begin with a letter and may not have

more than two digits.

• Words from a long, non-space-delimited string are not extracted beyond

the tenth character in the original string.

• Words in tags are ignored, except words inside HTML comments.
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Topic-id Word(s) before change Word(s) after change

455 whan when

463 tart in tartan

464 nativityscenes nativity scenes

474 bennefits benefits

475 compost ion composition

477 Carribean Caribbean

483 rosebowl rose bowl

487 angioplast7 angioplasty

Table 8: Summary of amendments TREC Topics 451-500.

4.3 Queries

Title-only fields of TREC Topics 451 to 500 were used. These were manually

amended to ensure that at least one document was ranked for each run and

query, and to correct spelling inconsistencies between query terms in Title and

other fields. Table 8 summarises these changes; it presents the part of the query

(prior to stopping and stemming) that was modified.

Note that amendments in the first and last table entries are inconsequen-

tial. Prior to indexing when is removed because it is a stop word and whan is

unlikely to appear in the document text. Similarly, angioplasty is stemmed to

angioplast; leaving angioplasty as is would cause both indexing protocols to

index the term angioplast.

4.4 Results

Unfortunately, after submission, the WF result runs were identified as being

flawed, due to an erroneous word filter. Nevertheless, corrected runs, while

depicting improved performances, revealed that word filtering did not improve

performance of the WF cases over the NF cases. The filtering process was

motivated by the rationale that removal of URL references and inclusion of

words in comments would improve overall performance; this was not the case.

Figures 3 and 4 present the Recall-Precision performances of NF versus WF
for the global and local scenarios, respectively. The three-way relevance judge-

ments (not relevant, relevant, highly relevant) were altered to reflect a binary

relevance (relevant, not relevant) by re-codifying highly relevant documents as

relevant.
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Figure 3: Main web track: Retrieval P-R performances of global indexes.

Recall

Figure 4: Main web track: Retrieval P-R performances of local indexes.

5 Query Track

5.1 Stage 1: Query Variations

Three variations of the TREC Topics 51-100 were manually created:

• UoMla: A 2-3 word query based on the topic statement.

• UoMlb: Another 2-3 word variation based on the topic statement.

• UoM2: A sentence based on the topic and relevance judgements.

All query variations were created by the same person and roughly 2-3 minutes

were spent on each topic for each variation.

5.2 Stage 2: Retrieval Variations

There were 43 different query sets made available by the participants. Prior to

retrieval runs, each topic of each query variation had stopwords removed. Two
different retrieval systems were used, each based on the full-text retrieval system

mg [4].
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The first system used was the standard document-based version of mg using

the following vector-space similarity measure with a normalised-by-maximum-

frequency variant of the query-term weights:

(1)

where

Wd,t loge (/d,t)+l,

log
e(y + l)-(log

e (/9 ,
4 ) + l) , and (3)

(2)

it

W'd (4)

Document length normalisation is by pivoted cosine normalisation [3] where

Wav is the average Wd over all d, and s, the slope of the pivoted cosine normal-

isation function, is taken to be 0.7. Using the Q-expression notation developed

by Zobel and Moffat, this formulation is expressed as BD-ACI-BCA [5].

The second system employed was a locality-based version of mg in which

term locality is used as a guide to relevance [1]. This run employed the arc

shape formulation and the logarithmic height formulation.

A total of 86 retrieval runs were submitted (43 query sets * 2 retrieval runs).

For both the document-based and locality-based versions of mg, the query varia-

tions Sab3a, Sable and Sablb were most effective in terms of average precision,

precision at 20 documents and reciprocal rank of first relevant document.
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Abstract

In the TREC-9 adaptive filtering and routing sub-tasks of the filtering

track we continued to explore utilizing the Logical Analysis of Data (LAD)
machine learning methodology to develop Boolean expressions that can be

utilized as "rules" for characterizing relevant and irrelevant documents.

1 Logical Analysis of Data

In TREC-9, we continue to view the filtering and adaptive tracks as classification

problems which can be approached via machine learning techniques. Specifically,

we experiment with a machine learning methodology called Logical Analysis of

Data (LAD) which was developed at the Rutgers Center for Operations Research

(RUTCOR) at Rutgers University [6], [2], [1], [3], [4], [5]. We begin by providing

a brief overview of LAD and then discuss how LAD was adapted for utilization

at TREC-9.
LAD accepts as input a training set, each element of which is known to

be either a positive instance or a negative instance. In the filtering and adap-

tive tracks, the positive instances correspond to relevant documents and the

negative instances correspond to irrelevant documents. We shall refer to the

set of positive training instances as T, the set of negative training instances as

F, and assume that T D F = 0. Each element of T U F is a Boolean vector

x = (xi, .

.

. ,
xn ), in which each X{ is referred to as a feature or an attribute and

It is well known that a Boolean function, that is, a mapping / : Bn -> B.

where B = {0, 1}, can be represented by a 2n x (n + 1) table, with the first n

columns representing a point in Bn and the n+1 column representing the value

of the function at each point. Similarly, the set TU F can be seen to represent a

partial Boolean function (pBF), that is, a Boolean function in which the value

at some points in Bn
is undefined. We shall refer this pBF as /. An extension

1 if the i
th feature is true,

0 if the i
th feature is false.
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of a pBF, is a (fully denned) Boolean function which "agrees" with the pBF at

every point at which the pBF is defined. An important extension is the Boolean

function /
+ which is defined as

In general, machine learning methodologies can be viewed as solving three

sub-problems:

Feature selection involves identifying a "small" set of attributes or

features which is sufficient for differentiating instances in T from

those in F.

Rule generation involves using selected features to create elementary

Boolean conjunctions which can be used as "rules" to differentiate

instances in T from those in F.

Rule selection involves identifying the "best" rules and then com-

bining them into a single rule which can be used to differentiate

instances in T from those in F.

In LAD, these three sub-problems are called support set generation, pattern

generation and theory generation. A set of features is a support set if the

elements of T and F can be separated (i.e. distinguished) by using only the

features in the set [3]. Therefore a support set is a set of essential features. A
minimal support set is a support set, which does not contain any other support

set.

A positive pattern [6] is a elementary Boolean conjunction C such that

1. C(x) =0 for every x 6 F

2. C(x) = 1 for at least one vector x 6 T

A pattern is called a positive prime pattern if for every conjunction C ob-

tained by dropping a feature from C, there exists a vector x 6 F such that

C (x) = 1. It can be seen that every positive prime pattern is a prime impli-

cant 1
of the extension /

+
. The coverage of a positive pattern C is

That is, it is the proportion of points in the training set which the positive

pattern C correctly classifies. The above formula uses the fact that a positive

pattern by definition will always correctly classify all points in F. For example,

if \T\ = 10, \F\ — 15 and if a positive pattern correctly classifies 5 points in T,

then its coverage is 20/25. It should be noted that the concepts for negative

patterns are defined similarly by interchanging T and F in the discussion above.

1 An elementary conjunction C is an implicant of a Boolean function / if C(x) < /(x) for

all x G Bn
, i.e. C(x) = 1 => /(x) = 1 for all x £ Bn . An implicant, C is said to be prime if

dropping any literal causes it not to be an implicant.

l{x6r:C(x) = l}| + lF|

|TuF|
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A theory is a Boolean function which agrees with each x € TUF. For exam-

ple, the extension /
+

is a theory. It can be seen that a theory can be expressed

as a DNF in which each term is a positive pattern [6].

Example [2]

Point X2 Z3 /
a 1 1 0 1

b 0 1 0 1

c 1 0 1 1

d 1 0 0 0

e 0 0 1 0

f 0 0 0 0

It can be seen that X\, £2 and £3 form a minimal support set since points

c and e differ only in x\, points a and d differ only in £2, and points c and d

differ only in £3. It can also be seen that the positive patterns are £2 and £i£3
and that the negative patterns are £i£2, £i£3 and £2£3. Finally, £2 V£i£3 is a

theory.

LAD seeks to find the optimal (many different criteria for optimality may be

employed) support sets, patterns and theories via combinatorial optimization.

For example, we may be interested in finding all minimal support sets, all prime

patterns and all minimal (i.e. containing no redundant terms) theories. This

approach, however, involves solving problems which are extremely computation-

ally expensive. For example, finding all minimal support sets involves solving a

Set Covering Problem (SCP) which is known to be iVP-hard [7].

2 Implementing LAD
This section discusses an implementation of LAD which solves variants of the

support set, pattern and theory generation problems discussed in Section 1.

These variants can be solved in polynomial time and are therefore practical

for use in solving large machine learning problems. This implementation was

developed by one of the authors (Boros), in the Perl programming language and

preparations are being made for making this code publicly available.

It should be mentioned that the actual training set which is presented to the

LAD algorithm is a set of real vectors where each vector represents a document

and each component of a vector represents the relative frequency of a term in

that document. This document representation is prepared by running a Perl

based indexer which does not do stemming, but does remove the stopwords

specified in the Cornell SMART stopword list
l

. As will be seen, these real

vectors will be converted to binary vectors during support generation.

We define the value of the Boolean variable Xi for document j as follows

J The Cornell SMART stopword list can be found at

ftp : //ftp . cs . Cornell . edu/pub/smaxt /english . stop
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_ J
1 if ytj > U,

XlJ ~
\ 0 ]fyij <ti .

where jjij is the relative frequency, in the j
th document, of a term associ-

ated with variable Xi, and t{ is a scalar which is calculated by the support set

generation algorithm.

The support set generation algorithm does not attempt to generate all min-

imal support sets, but instead employs a greedy heuristic which tries to find

a set of binary variables Xi, of minimum cardinality, such that the minimum
Hamming distance between any two vectors a £ T and b € F is at least k,

where A; is a parameter of the algorithm. Increasing the value of k will result in

more variables entering the support set, since it takes more variables to "push

the sets farther apart" . Sometimes it is not possible to separate T and F by a

Hamming distance of at least k. In these cases we utilize a lexicographic rule

to decide which variables enter the support set.

The pattern generation algorithm does not try to find all minimal patterns,

but rather exhaustively generates all patterns which have a coverage of at least

c and which have degree less than d, where c and d are parameters of the al-

gorithm. Since the expected number of these patterns in randomly generated

training sets is polynomial, this algorithm can be implemented to run in ex-

pected polynomial-time [5]. In cases where either no positive or no negative

patterns were generated with the initial settings for c and d, the value of c was

iteratively lowered until at least one positive and at least one negative pattern

was generated.

While the Perl LAD package does support theory generation, we do not use

this feature in our TREC-9 runs. Instead we use all the patterns to calculate a

real-valued score a as follows

i€P j€N

where P is a set of positive patterns, AT is a set of negative patterns, and

c(i) denotes the coverage of the i
th pattern.

For the routing runs, we simply calculate a for every document in the test

set and present the first 1000 documents ranked by a. For the adaptive filtering

runs we use a to create a linear classifier with the rule that a document in the test

set is retrieved only if a > 0. We did experiment with computing the threshold

in a less arbitrary manner. Specifically, for a given topic, we computed a for

every document in the training set and then found a threshold value r which

correctly classifies the maximum number of training set documents using the

following rule: documents for which a > r are classified as relevant and those

for which a < r are classified as irrelevant. However, we found that simply

letting r = 0 generally resulted in better performance.
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3 Results

For both the routing and the adaptive filtering runs we set the parameters

discussed in Section 2 as follows:

• desired Hamming distance between T and F = 5

• maximum degree of positive and negative patterns = 5

• minimum fraction ofT covered by a positive pattern and minimum fraction

of F covered by negative pattern = 0.95

This resulted in

• about 5 to 75 terms in the support set for each topic

• a large number of degree 1, 2 and 3 patterns even though the maximum
degree is set to 4 or 5

• about 2 to 150 patterns generated for each topic

The ability to generate patterns with such a high coverage is uncommon
when LAD is applied to data sets other than information retrieval ones. In

addition, anecdotal evidence supports the idea that the support set is a short

set of terms which are "relevant" to the topic at hand.

3.1 Routing Sub-Task

In the TREC-9 the routing sub-task we submitted two types of runs for the

OHSU topics and the same two types of runs for the MESH-SAMPLE topics.

The two types differed in that the antrpohsuOO, antrpmsOO runs only used the

coverage of positive patterns in the computation of a while the antrpnohsuOO,

antrpnmsOO runs used the coverage of both positive and negative patterns. The

following tables present score statistics for each run. We list the mean, standard

deviation, maximum, median and minimum of our scores for each run. We also

list the number of topics in which our score was greater or equal to the track

median score, and the number of times we achieved the maximum score of the

track.

Run: antrpohsuOO

Topic Name: OHSU
Number Topics: 63

Mean 0.099

Standard Deviation 0.137

Max 0.648

Median 0.054

Min 0.000

# times > median 6

# times = max 1
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Run:
Topic Name:
Number Topics:

antrpnohsuOO

OHSU
63

Mean 0.177

Standard Deviation 0.160

Max 0.690

Median 0.132

Min 0.000

# times > median 20

# times — max 0

Run: antrpmsOO

Topic Name: MESH-SAMPLE
Number Topics: 500

Mean 0.078

Standard Deviation 0.156

Max 0.856

Median 0.004

Min 0.000

# times > median 12

# times = max 1

Run: antrpnmsOO

Topic Name: MESH-SAMPLE
Number Topics: 500

Mean 0.158

Standard Deviation 0.198

Max 0.855

Median 0.065

Min 0.000

# times > median 93

# times = max 12

3.2 Adaptive Filtering Sub-Task

In the TREC-9 the adaptive filtering sub-task we submitted two runs for the

OHSU topics. Both the antadaptOOl and antadapt002 runs used ten copies of

the topic as positive training documents in addition to the two initial train-

ing documents provided. The antadaptOOl and antadapt002 differed in that

antadapt002 added some randomly selected documents from the training set

which to act as negative training documents.

The adaptive strategy employed was as follows:

• a document is retrieved only when a > 0

• all retrieved documents are added to the training set
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• support set and pattern generation are only rerun when we "make a mis-

take" , that is, when an irrelevant document is retrieved

Run:
Topic Name:
Number Topics:

Measure:

antadaptOOl

OHSU
63

T9P
Mean 0.088

Standard Deviation 0.132

Max 0.580

Median 0.040

Min 0.000

# times > median 8

# times - max 1

Run:
Topic Name:
Number Topics:

Measure:

antadapt002

OHSU
63

T9P
Mean 0.102

Standard Deviation 0.150

Max 0.791

Median 0.056

Min 0.000

# times > median 9

Run:
Topic Name:
Number Topics:

Measure:

antadaptOOl

OHSU
63

T9U
Mean -32.270

Standard Deviation 45.406

Max 50.00

Median -9.00

Min -100.00

# times > median 26

# times = max 6
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Run:
Topic Name:
Number Topics:

Measure:
hline Mean

antadapt002

OHSU
63

T9U
-43.571

Standard Deviation 53.405

Max 118.00

Median -22.00

Min -100.00

# times > median 24

# times = max 4

4 Conclusion

Our best performance in both the routing and the adaptive filtering sub-tasks

was substantially below the hypothetical "median system" . In our best routing

run on the OHSU topic set, we achieved the median about one-third of the

time, while on the MESH-SAMPLE topic set we only achieve the median about

one-fifth of the time. Although we did not tune our algorithm for any particular

utility function, it appears that that it is more nearly tuned to T9U than T9P.

Using T9U, we achieved the median about 38% of the time on the OHSU topic

set. It is also interesting to note that in the adaptive filtering run, the addi-

tion of randomly selected documents for use as a negative training set did not

substantially alter the performance. Our results in TREC-9 imply that more

experimentation on how to utilize LAD for information retrieval is required.

One conclusion is that using both positive and negative patterns resulted in

better performance.

Ideas which might worth considering include

1. the use of support set terms for query expansion

2. incorporating stemming into our indexer

3. utilization of other term weighting schemes

4. development of additional methods for utilizing patterns in a document

scoring function

5. development of more intelligent calculations of the threshold r used in the

linear classifier used in the adaptive filtering runs
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Abstract

We compared two different interfaces to the InQuery IR system with respect to their support for

the TREC-9 Interactive Track Question-Answering task. One interface presented search results

as a ranked list of document titles (displayed ten at one time), with the text of one document (the

first, or any selected one) displayed in a scrollable window. The other presented search results as

a ranked series of scrollable windows of the texts of the retrieved documents, displayed six

documents at a time, each document display beginning at the system-computed "best passage".

Our hypotheses were that: multiple-text, best passage display would have an overall advantage

for question answering; single-text, multiple title display would have an advantage for the list-

oriented question types; and that multiple-text, best passage display would have an advantage for

the comparison-oriented question types. The two interfaces were compared on effectiveness,

usability and preference measures for sixteen subjects. Results were equivocal.

1 Introduction

The TREC-9 Interactive Track (IT) changed the searching task from the instance/aspectual recall

task used in the previous three TRECs, to a question-answering task. This new task, although

drawing upon the same database as that of the Question-Answering (Q-A) Track, differed

substantially from the Q-A Track task, in that the questions that the subjects were to answer were

designed to require more than one document in order to be correctly answered. Furthermore,

questions were constructed as two types: one which asked for a list of items as an answer (e.g.

what are three national parks in which one can find redwood trees?), the other which required

comparison of items for an answer (e.g. is Denmark larger than Norway in population?).

At Rutgers, we decided to investigate the support of people trying to answer questions of these

two types through interface design. We supposed that an interface which allowed viewing of

more than one document text at time would be beneficial for comparison-type questions, since

that might make it easier for the searcher to make the necessary comparisons. We further

supposed, based on our experience in supporting the instance recall task in previous IT

experiments, that an interface which showed many possibly useful documents at once would be

beneficial for the listing-type question, and that this could be accomplished through reasonably

informative document surrogates, rather than the texts. Finally, we supposed that, in order to

support question-answering in general, helping the person to get to the most relevant part of a

document (i.e., where some part of the answer was likely to be located) would be beneficial. In
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part, this idea is based on the approaches and results of the Q-A Track in previous TRECs, since

performance was quite high for most systems when 250 bytes were retrieved.

We translated these suppositions into interface designs, and related hypotheses, which could be

investigated within the structure of the IT. For the fust supposition, we used an interface which

we had developed for the TREC-8 instance recall task, since that task shares a number of

features in common with the listing-type question. We named this the SDD system (see section

3, below, for details of both systems implemented in this study, and Belkin, et al., 2000 for a

description of our TREC-8 study). For the second supposition, we implemented an interface with

the same functionality as the SDD system, but which displayed, in a scrollable "document

display window", six scrollable panes containing the texts of the six retrieved documents from

the selected part of the retrieved document list. And in response to our third supposition, the

document texts in this system, which we named MDD, were displayed beginning at the system-

determined best passage, rather than at the beginning of the document, as in SDD.

The hypotheses that we tested in this study were, thus:

Hypothesis 1: MDD will support the comparison-type task better than SDD, where "better" is

measured in terms of performance and effort.

Hypothesis 2: SDD will support the listing-type task better than MDD (measured as in

Hypothesis 1)

Hypothesis 3: MDD will support the question-answering task overall (i.e. both tasks combined)

better than SDD, where "better" is measured in terms of performance, effort, and

user preference.

2 System descriptions

There were two experimental IR systems used in this study. Both systems used Inquery 3. lpl

with its default values for indexing and retrieval (cf. Callan, Croft & Harding, 1992). A SUN
Ultra-1 with 512MB memory and 9GB disk under Solaris 2.5.1 with a 20" color monitor was

used with both systems. The primary difference between the two systems involves the layout of

the information associated with the documents retrieved. This difference results in disparities in

the type and amount of information displayed, and associated interactions with that information.

The first system, Single Document Display (SDD), presented the top ten document titles and the

text of the first document. The text window displayed 32 lines of text and extended most of the

width of the screen. The document text was positioned at the beginning of the document. Users

could move quickly to the best passages in the text by using the "Show Best Passage," "Show

Next Best" and "Show Prev Best" buttons located next to the document text window. "Good"

passages and their ranks with respect to one another were determined according to the InQuery

3.1p2 default values, with the length of passage set to 20 words. Clicking on a different title in

the list provided the text of that document in the document window. Scrolling the title list

provided new document titles. A document could be saved or unsaved by clicking on a toggle

checkbox located to the right of each document title. The SDD interface is shown in Figure 1

.
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Figure 1: SDD system with final "Answer Window" displayed.

The second system, Multiple Document Display (MDD), presented the title and text of the top

six documents in a format consistent with that used by Golovchinsky and Chignell (1997). Two
rows of three document windows were displayed across the entire width of the screen. Each

document window displayed 21 lines of text under a title bar that displayed information about

the document ID and a truncated document title. The document text is positioned such that the

best passage is displayed at the top of the text window. Users could move to other good

passages within the document by using the "Next Pass" and "Prev Pass" buttons located below

each document window. Next to those buttons, there is also a button labeled "Top" to allow the

user to jump to the beginning of the document text. Each text window had a scrollbar to move

up and down throughout the text. A scrollbar at the side of the screen allows the user to view

other documents. There is a button at the bottom of each text window to "Save" that document.

The button changes to "Unsave" to allow users to change the status of the document. Figure 2 is

a screenshot of the MDD interface.
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Figure 2: MDD system with final "Answer Window " displayed.

The interface features of both systems were similar and are described below:

• Query Terms Window - A window at the top of the application that was used to input a

free-form query. It did allow for minimal structure (e.g., phrases).

• Good Terms to Add Window - A display window next to the "Query Terms" window

provided suggested good terms to add to the query. The user could click on a term to add to

the query window for the next search iteration. These terms were determined using pseudo-

relevance feedback, based on the first ten documents displayed, and using the default

relevance feedback formula for InQuery 3.1p2. The top ten relevance feedback terms were

then entered into this window.

• Pop-Up Answer Window - A dialog box that appeared when a document was saved that

required the user to label the saved document with the portion of the answer that it

represented.

• Documents Saved Window - A display window at the bottom of the screen that provided a

list of the document titles of the saved documents. Clicking on the title displayed the

document text. The user could unsave the document by clicking on the check box located to

the right of each saved document title.
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• Document Label Window - A display window to the right of the "Documents Saved"

window that displays the label associated with each saved document. To edit the label the

user clicks on the label.

• Search Button - A button used to initiate the search based on the terms in the "Query

Terms" window, which generated the documents retrieved.

• Clear Query Button - A button used to remove all of the terms in the "Query Terms"
window.

• Exit Button - A button used to end the search session.

• Final Answer Window - A dialog box was presented at the end of the search to allow users

to type in their final answer. The window also presented the search question, the saved

documents and the associated labels for those documents. The user was allowed to click on

the titles to see the text.

• Stop Search Window - A window that covered the entire screen at the end of five minutes

alerting the user that the time was up.

3 Methods

We followed strictly the TREC-9 Interactive Track protocol for this experiment (see Over &
Hersh, this volume, for a complete description of the experimental design). This protocol

required a minimum of 16 subjects, each ofwhom searched the same database in order to answer

four questions using one system, and then another four questions using the other system.

Questions (also called topics) were divided into two categories: listing-type questions (topics

numbered 1-4), and comparison-type questions (topics numbered 5-8).

A total of 16 volunteer subjects, recruited informally by the experimenters, participated in this

project. A majority (81%) of the subjects either held, or were expecting, graduate-level degrees

from varying disciplines such as law, library studies, and women's studies. The remaining

participants had obtained a bachelor's degree and were employed in fields from librarianship to

civil engineering. None had taken part in previous TREC studies. Each subject conducted eight

searches in accordance with the TREC-9 Interactive Track experimental guidelines. Subjects

conducted four searches in both the MDD and SDD systems. We used a Latin square design

where eight topics were randomized and rotated completely so that each topic appeared only

once in each row and once in each column. The same set of topics was rotated again with a

different system order, in order to allow a direct comparison between two different systems.

Sixteen different combinations of topic order and system order were used allowing us to run

experiments with 16 subjects.

On arrival, the subjects read and signed a consent form explaining their rights and potential risks

associated with participation in the experiment. They then completed a demographic

questionnaire that gathered background information and probed their previous searching

experience. Next, they received a hands-on tutorial for the first system, describing the various

features of that system. After completing the tutorial, subjects were given a general task

description and were told that they would have five minutes in which to execute each search, and

that they would be warned by the experimenter when only one minute of search time remained.

Before each question, participants were asked to provide an answer to the question, if they

thought they knew it, and to indicate their degree of confidence in the answer. After five

minutes, the system prompted the subjects to answer the question. As they searched, participants
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labeled aspects of answers to the questions as they identified them and saved documents. During

the search sessions, they were asked to continuously "think aloud." A videotape recorded the

computer monitor during both the tutorial and search portions of the experiment in order to

capture all "thinking aloud" utterances. The entire session, of tutorial and searches, was logged.

After conducting each search, subjects answered several questions about their familiarity with

the search topic, experiences with the searching task, their satisfaction with the search result, and

satisfaction with the amount of time allotted for the search. After completing four searches for

the first system, subjects answered several questions about the system in general. After a short

break, the subjects were given a tutorial for the second system, searched another four topics, a

pre-search evaluation and post-search questionnaire for each topic, and a post-system

questionnaire. After completing all eight searches, the subjects completed an exit interview.

The entire session took between 2 and 2 1/2 hours.

As mentioned above, most (81%) of the subjects either currently held or expected to receive

graduate degrees, and the rest held bachelors degrees and were employed in various areas of the

work force. Slightly more than half (56%) of the subjects were male. The average age of the

subjects was 37. Half (50%) stated their primary occupation as student. On average, these

searchers had been doing online searching for just over five years (M=5.56).

We asked a series of questions about the background experiences of our searchers, using a 5

point scale, wherein l=no experience and 5=a great deal of experience. Overall, the searchers

were quite familiar with the use of GUIs (M=4.88) and with Web search engines (M=4.56). A
majority reported having had some experience with OPACs (M=4.19) and with searching on CD
ROM systems (M=3.3).

Of note is that experience searching on commercial online systems in general was reported to be

fairly low for our subjects (M=2.6), and experience searching on systems other than the Web was

markedly low (M=1.6). On a final note, the searchers in our study tended to say that they

enjoyed conducting information searches (M=4.2) as measured by a 5 point scale wherein

l=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree.

4 Results

4.1 General

The two systems were compared according the three criteria: performance, effort (a measure of

usability), and preference. Performance was measured on a binary scale: if the question was both

completely answered, and correctly supported, then the answer was correct; otherwise, the

answer was incorrect. Effort was measured in a variety of ways, including search time, number

of cycles per search, and various measures indicating amount of interaction. Preference was

measured by questions eliciting subject evaluation of the two systems. The results of the

experiment are presented in the following sections, arranged according to each of our three

hypotheses.

The overall data on correct answers, by subject, topic and system, are shown in Table 1 . Seven of

our subjects answered four of the eight questions correctly; two answered three correctly; four

had two correct answers; two had one correct answer, and one had no correct answers. Three

topics, numbers 1, 3 and 6, had no correct answers, and of these, two were of the list-type. These

three could be termed "hard" questions for our searchers. Topic 5 had thirteen correct answers
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and topic 7 fourteen: these were "easy" questions for our searchers. Overall, each system

provided the same number of correct answers. Topics 2, 4 and 8 were, by this system,

"moderately difficult".

o L JoJ ILL-

1

NO.
TOPIC NO.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 TOTAL
1 SDD MDD MDD MDD S=l

M=3
2 MDD SDD SDD MDD S=2

M=2
3 SDD MDD MDD MDD S=l

M=3
4 MDD M=l

5 MDD SDD S=l

M=l
6 SDD SDD S=2

7 MDD MDD SDD S=l

M=2
8 SDD S=l

9 0

10 SDD SDD MDD MDD S=2

M=2
11 SDD MDD SDD SDD S=3

M=l
12 MDD SDD S=l

M=l
13 SDD SDD MDD SDD S=3

M=l
14 SDD SDD MDD MDD S=2

M=2
15 SDD MDD MDD S=l

M=2
16 SDD MDD S=l

M=l

TOTALS 0 S=5

M=l
0 S=4

M=3
S=6

M=7
0 S=7

M=7
S=0

M=4
S=22

M=22

Table 1. Correct answers by each subject, for each topic, indicating system used.
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4.2 Hypothesis 1: MDD supports the Comparison-type task better than SDD

4.2.1 Performance

Performance on the comparison-type task was measured by number of correct, fully supported

responses to topics 5-8. The means and standard deviations for these performance measures are

displayed in Table 2. For all 16 subjects, the mean number of correct fully supported responses

for the two systems was close (MDD: M = 1.13, SD=1.02; SDD: M=.88, SD=.72). The
difference was not significant [t(15) = .66, ns]. For the 7 high performers (defined as those

subjects who got at least a total of 4 correct, fully supported responses), the mean number correct

on topics 5-8 for MDD system was nearly twice the number for SDD system (MDD: M = 1.71,

SD= 1.11; SDD: M = .86, SD=.90). However with a size of 7 cases, the difference was not

significant [t(6) = 1.16, ns ]. For the 9 low performers (subjects with at most 3 correct fully

supported responses of the total 8 questions), the means were similar and the difference was not

significant [MDD: M = -67, SD=.71; SDD: M = -89, SD=.60; t(8) = -.69, ns]. All the non-

significant differences suggest that the effectiveness of the two systems for the comparison-type

task is similar. There was no system order effect for these results.

TOTAL MDD SDD
M(SD) M(SD) M(SD)

All subjects (N=16) 1.01(.87) 1.13(1.02) .88(.72)

High performers (N=7) 1.29(1.01) 1.71(1.11) .86(.90)

Low performers (N = 9) .78(.66) .67(.71) .89(.60)

Table 2. Means and Standard Deviations of Comparison-type Task Performance

4.2.2 Effort

Effort was measured by searching time, number of cycles, and effort associated with interacting

with the two systems for each comparison-type question.

For the comparison-type task (topics 5-8), the number of cycles in a search was roughly the same

for the two systems (MDD: M = 2.16, SD=1.08; SDD: M = 2.66, SD=1.62). The difference is

not significant [t(62)=.15, ns].

The average time used in a single search for the two systems was close (MDD: M=300.97

seconds, SD=123.84; SDD: M=326.97 seconds, SD=93.43). The difference was not significant

[t(62)=-.95, ns].

The effort associated with interacting with the two systems was different as measuredby

scrolling behavior and use of the document navigation facilities (Next Passage, Best Passage and

Top of Document). The difference between systems was significant for the number of times

subjects used the scrolling feature in each of the systems [MDD: M= 102.59, SD=175.22; SDD:

M=32.63, SD=42.46; t(62)=2.20, p<.05]. The use of the Next Passage, Best Passage and Top of

Document navigation facilities yielded significant difference between the two systems [MDD:

M=3.28, SD=4.44; SDD: M=-25, SD=.51; t(62)=2.69, p<.01]. These results suggest that MDD
required more effort than SDD, for similar performance.

Thus, based on performance and effort measures, we conclude that Hypothesis 1 is not

supported.
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4.3 Hypothesis 2: SDD supports the listing-type task better than MDD.

4.3.1 Performance

Performance on the listing-type tasks was measured by the number of correct, fully supported

responses to topics 1-4. The means and standard deviations for these performance measures are

displayed in Table 3. For all 16 subjects, the mean number of correct, fully supported responses

for MDD was half of that for SDD (MDD: M= .25, SD= .45; SDD: M= .50, SD= .73). However
the difference was not significant [t(15) = -1.07, ns]. For the 7 high performers defmed

previously, the mean performance for the SDD system was almost four times that of the MDD
system (MDD: M = -29, SD= .49; SDD: M = 1.14, SD= .69). However with a small size of 7

cases, the difference was not significant [t(6) = -2.12, ns ]. For the 9 low performers, no one had

a correct, fully supported response with the SDD system (M = .00, SD= .00), and the mean
number for MDD was .22 SD= .44). The difference was not significant [t(8) = 1.51, ns]. The
non-significant results suggest that for the listing-type task the effectiveness of the two systems

is similar. There was no system order effect on these results.

TOTAL MDD SDD
M(SD) M(SD) M(SD)

All subjects (N=16) .38(.59) .25(.45) .50(.73)

High performers (N=7) .72(.59) .29(.49) 1.14(.69)

Low performers (N = 9) .11(.22) .22(.44) .00(.00)

Table 3. Means and Standard Deviations of List Task Performance

4.3.2 Effort

For the listing-type tasks, the mean number of cycles in a search for SDD was more than MDD
(MDD: M = 1-78, SD=1.01; SDD: M = 2.19, SD=1.64). This result is not significant [t(62)=-

1.20, ns], therefore does not support our hypothesis.

The average time used in a single search for the two systems was roughly the same (MDD:

M=367.16 seconds, SD=88.77; SDD: M=366.22 seconds, SD=130.15). The difference was not

significant [t(62)=.03, ns]. Combined with the result of time measure presented in section 4.1.2,

we can see that when searching, most subjects used the entire five minutes regardless of which

system they were using and which type of question they were answering.

The effort associated with interacting with the two systems was different based on scrolling

behavior and use of the document navigation facilities (i.e. Next Passage, Best Passage and Top

of Document). The difference between the two systems was significant for the number of times

subjects used the scrolling feature in each of the systems (MDD: M=91.13, SD=1 15.29; SDD:

M=40.28, SD=44.52; t(62)=2.33, p<05). The use of the Next Passage, Best Passage and Top of

Document navigation facilities yielded significant differences between the two systems [MDD:

M=3.59, SEK7.12; SDD: M=A9, SD=.90; t(62)=2.69, p<.01]. This suggests that there were more

interactions with MDD than SDD in a single search, which is in accord with what we predicted.

There were fewer interactions with SDD in both task types, suggesting that navigation use is

consistent in both task types.
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Based on performance, and to some extent on effort, we conclude that Hypothesis 2 is not

supported.

4.4 Hypothesis 3: Starting the document display at the bestpassage (MDD) is better than

starting the document display at the top ofthe document (SDD).

4. 4. 1 Performance

There was no significant difference between the number of correct, fully supported answers that

were found using MDD and those found using SDD. Indeed, performance was nearly identical

(MDD: M=l-38, SD=.96; SDD: M=l-38, SD=.89; t (15) = .00, ns). Additionally, there was no

order effect for performance (MDD-SDD: M=2.75, SD=1.16; SDD-MDD: M=2.75, SD=1.58; t

(15) = .00, ns).

4.4.2 Effort

Effort was measured by time, number of cycles, scrolling behavior and use of the document

navigation facilities (i.e. Next Passage, Best Passage and Top of Document). The means and

standard deviations for each of these measures are displayed in Table 4.

There was no significant difference between the amount of time users spent searching in each

system. The means and standard deviations were roughly equivalent (MDD: M=334.06 seconds,

SD=1 1 1.96; SDD: M=346.59, SD=1 14.1 1; t (126) = -.627, ns), suggesting that when searching,

most subjects used the entire five minutes regardless of which system they were using.

Subjective measures of searching time and satisfaction with results indicated that, on a 5 point

Likert scale, where l=not at all, 3=somewhat and 5-extremely, subjects felt that they had

somewhat enough time to conduct an effective search in each of the systems (MDD: M=3.13,

SD=1.45; SDD: M=3.05, SD=1.41:t (125) = .305, ns) and that they were somewhat satisfied

with their search results in each of the systems (MDD: M=3.23, SD=1.55; SDD: M=3.00,
SD=1.55;t(125) = .853,ns).

While there was no significant difference for amount of time spent searching in each of the

systems, there was a significant difference between the number of cycles. The mean number of

cycles for MDD was 1.97 (SD=1.05) and the mean number for SDD was 2.42 (SD=1.63), t_(126)

= -1.87, p_<01. There was also a significant difference [t (126) = 2.55, p<01] between the

number of cycles for searches resulting in correct answers and incorrect answers. During

searches that resulted in correct answers, subjects completed an average of 1.77 cycles

(SD=1.05). During those searches that resulted in incorrect answers, subjects completed an

average of 2.42 cycles (SD=1.49).

Interaction with documents was measured by scrolling behavior and use of the document

navigation facilities (Next Passage, Best Passage and Top of Document). There was a significant

difference in the number of times subjects used the scrolling feature in each of the systems

(MDD: M=96.86, SD=147.24; SDD: M=36.45, SD=43.33; t (126) = 3.15, p<00. There were

also significant differences in the number of times subjects used the document navigation

facilities for each of the systems. The mean use of document navigation facilities in MDD was

2.98 (SD=5.92), while their use in SDD was .22 (SD= 72), t (126) = 3.75, p<.00. However, these

results should be interpreted with care as each system began the document display at a different

position in the document. Each system also provided different opportunities for scrolling.
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MDD M (SD) SDD M (SD)

Time (in seconds) 334.06(111.96) 346.59 (114.11)

Cycles 1.97(1.05) 2.42 (1.63)

Scrolling 96.86 (147.24) 36.45 (43.33)

Document Navigation Facilities 2.98 (5.92) .22 (.72)

Table 4. Means and stand deviations associated with Effort Measures

Note: For MDD and SDD, n=64. Each mean based on one search topic session.

4.4.3 Preference

System preference with regard to where the document display began, either at the best passage

(MDD) or at the top of the document (SDD) was measured by subjective responses to two

questions presented at the end of the experimental session. These questions were "Which did you

find most helpful for this task?" and "Which of these did you like best?" The responses to these

questions indicated that there was no significant difference in preference for where the document

display began, MDD (44%) and SDD (56%), %
2= 3.88, ns and MDD (56%) and SDD (44%),

X
2
=3.50, ns, respectively. Neither of these measures was significantly related to system order or

to performance.

Subjects responded to several questions about where the document display began in the post-

system questionnaires. During the MDD post-system questionnaire, subjects responded to the

following questions, "How useful was it to have the documents start with the best passage?" and

"How useful was the title information in finding an answer to the question?" During the SDD
post-system questionnaire, subjects responded to the following questions, "How useful was the

best passage feature?" and "How useful was the title list in finding answers to the question?" In

all cases, subjects responded using a 5-point Likert scale, where l=not at all, 3=somewhat and

5=extremely. Although there was no significant difference between subjects' responses to the

two questions regarding the usefulness of the best passage feature [M=2.80, SD=1.32; M=2.87,

SD=1.60, respectively, t (15) = -.14, ns], there was a significant difference between subjects'

responses to the questions regarding the usefulness of the title information and title list.

Specifically, subjects rated the title list in SDD (M=.31, SD=1.01), as significantly more useful

in finding answers to questions than the title information in MDD (M=3. 19, SD=.91), t (15) = -

2.67, p_<.05. There were no order effects for any of these responses.

During the post-system questionnaires, subjects also responded to questions regarding their

perceptions of the usefulness of the document display method. In the MDD post-system

questionnaire, subjects were asked, "How useful was it to see six documents at a time?" In the

SDD post-system questionnaire, subjects were asked, "How useful was the document display in

finding answers to questions?" In both cases, subjects responded using a 5-point Likert scale,

where l=not at all, 3=somewhat and 5=extremely. The results indicated that subjects rated the

document display method of SDD (M=4.13, SD=.72) as significantly more useful than the

document display method ofMDD (M=3.5, SD=1.26), t (15) = -2.2, p<05. Interestmgly, this

preference for one document display method over another was not observed in the exit interview

questions reported in the preceding paragraph.
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On the basis of these results, we cannot conclude that Hypothesis 3 is not supported, since there

was some advantage to MDD in effort as measured by number of cycles. However, it would be

inappropriate to believe it to be strongly supported.

5 Discussion and conclusions

In general, it seems that we are forced to conclude, based on the data analyses carried out so far,

that two of our hypotheses are fairly conclusively rejected, while the third is at best partially

supported. That is, there seems to have been no advantage in the comparison task to the MDD
system, no advantage in the listing task to the SDD system, and only minor advantage to the

MDD system overall.

However, one fairly significant analysis with respect to effort, comparing documents viewed and

seen in the two systems remains to be done. In addition to any possible direct results from this

analysis, it is possible that it may also temper the results having to do with scrolling behaviors in

texts within texts. Also, we note that for both hypotheses 1 and 2 there were some large, but not

significant differences between the two systems in the predicted directions. Unfortunately, the

number of subjects was so small that these differences were not significant. Finally, because of

resource constraints, our experiment was not quite as clean as we could have wished. The

"multiple document display" supposition, and the "best passage" supposition were confounded in

the experiment, since they were both implemented only in the MDD system. So we're not quite

willing to give up yet.

Right now, we are still thinking about these results, and trying to understand why they seem to

have run so counter to our initial intuitions. We hope to provide some answers to these questions

at the meeting.
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Sabir Research at TREC 9

Chris Buckley and Janet Walz

Sabir Research participated in TREC-9 in a somewhat lower key fashion than

normal. We participated only in the Main Web Task, and in the Query Track.

Most of our interesting work and analysis was done in the Query Track, and is

reported in the TREC-9 Query Track Overview. Here we report very briefly on

the Main Web Task; briefly because there really isn't much interesting to say

this year!

We used the SMART Information Retrieval System Version 13.3.6 for our

runs. SMART was developed at Cornell and continues to be developed at Sabir

Research. The basic algorithms have been described numerous times in our

past TREC papers [1, 2, 3]; we made no major changes this year. They includes

blind feedback with query zoning, and looking at correlated terms.

The Web data itself posed no problems for SMART. This was our first Web
test collection, but basic indexing and retrieval was straightforward (modulo a

forgotten check to ensure no single word exceeded 512 characters in length.)

SMART indexes at 3 to 4 GBytes per hour on a cheap PC running Linux.

What does pose a problem is trying to take advantage of the additional Web
information available. In our retrospective tests on last year's TREC-8 Web
data, and in our tests both before and after TREC-9 submissions, nothing we

tried seemed to affect the results much! Experiments with anchor text, links,

and trying to emphasize certain parts of the documents all had basically no

effect on retrieval results. In most cases they had a minor detrimental effect.

Even basic retrieval and indexing variations such as stemming, phrasing, and

document length normalization had little effect on the Web results; less effect

than we would have expected. Given our results are 10% - 20% under the

current top groups, which include other groups that were running SMART like

AT&T [4], we obviously need to look at things in more detail.

One known weakness in our current setup is choice of query expansion terms

from blind feedback. We haven't yet played around with options here because we

have an investigation in the area planned for the near future as we make major

changes to SMART. SMART currently offers several choices for expansion, but

Sabir has stayed with expanding by terms related to as many top documents

as possible. That appears to be non-optimal for recent TREC test collections,

as too many expansion terms are not content-bearing terms. In earlier TRECs,
with more relevant and near relevant documents per query, we were able to

pull in the general terms which described the query content area. We need

some method of distinguishing which queries we can draw in these good general
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Run Mean Avg Prec R-Prec NumRelRet
Sab9webl .1265 .1518 1250

Sab9web2 .2122 .2463 1468

Sab9web3 .2159 .2464 1456

Sab9web4 .2091 .2485 1476

Sab9web5 .2018 .2400 1468

Table 1: TREC-9 Main Web Task Results

terms, and which queries we need to target specific terms.

We submitted 5 runs to the Main Web Task. Sab9webl was run with the

title words only from the topic statement. Sab9web2, Sab9web3, and Sab9web4
used the entire topic statement. Sab9web5 used the entire topic statement plus

used link information from the Web pages. As can be seen from Table 1, as

expected Sab9webl is significantly worse than the others, but all the variations

we tried using the entire topic statement didn't result in any changes. All of our

runs are above average for their respective categories, but not in the top group

of systems this year.

In conclusion, Sabir Research participated in the Main Web Task and the

Query Track. The Query Track investigation is reported elsewhere. In the Web
Task, we used the same basic approach as the past few years and got above

average, but not top results. We were unable to get any improvement using

Web-specific data such as links, anchor texts, and content placement. That

doesn't mean the data may not be useful in the future, only that we were

unable to take advantage of it here.
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Abstract

This paper presents the features of Falcon, an an-

swer engine that integrates different forms of syntac-

tic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge for the goal

of achieving better performance. The answer engine

handles question reformulations, finds the expected an-

swer type from a large hierarchy that incorporates

the WordNet semantic net and extracts answers af-

ter performing unifications on the semantic forms of

the question and its candidate answers. To rule out

erroneous answers, it provides a justification option,

implemented as an abductive proof. In TREC-9, Fal-

con generated a score of 58% for short answers and
76% for long answers.

Introduction

The design of open-domain answer engines is guided by

two thrusts. First, natural language processing (NLP)

methods are used to derive the questions semantics,

in order to identify the candidate answers in the text

collections. These methods are integrated with spe-

cially crafted information retrieval (IR) techniques that

return all text paragraphs of interest. Second, to be

able to extract the correct answers, bag-of-words ap-

proaches are not always sufficient. They are replaced

by surface-based NLP methods that are boosted with

pragmatic knowledge that filters out incorrect answers.

In (Moldovan et al. 1999),(Moldovan et al.2000) we
have presented the surface-based NLP techniques that

made possible question processing, paragraph indexing

and the answer processing and their interaction with

the paragraph search and the named entity recognizers.

In (Harabagiu et al.2000) we report initial experiments

that integrate knowledge engineering techniques with

NLP methods for Question&Answering (Q&A). This

additional knowledge allowed our answer engine to pro-

cess a vast majority of open-domain questions, extend-

ing the initial cases covered by the TREC-8 questions.

Furthermore, by generating semantic and logical forms

of questions and answers we enabled a justification op-

tion based on abductive proofs.

The boosting methodology relies on several new
sources of pragmatic knowledge. First, we considered

that it is likely that an answer engine would be pre-

sented with reformulations of previously posed ques-

tions. Thus we devised an approach of recognizing

question reformulations and caching their correspond-

ing answers. Secondly, we designed a new paragraph

retrieval mechanism that enables keyword alternations,

such that paraphrases of question concepts and even

some related concepts be included in the search for the

textual answer. Finally, in order to extract and evalu-

ate answer correctness, we replaced bags-of-words ap-

proaches with loose unifications of the semantic forms

for questions and answers.

Instead of operating at word level, we have esca-

lated our extraction methods to operate at the level

of dependencies between words, thus better approxi-

mating the semantics of questions and answers. These

dependencies also rely on name entity recognizers that

incorporate significantly larger numbers of name cat-

egories than those currently employed in the Infor-

mation Extraction (IE) technology. Without any loss

of robustness and without downgrading the elegance

of our answer engine, we enable the representation

of questions and answers into semantic forms based

on information brought forward by fast, wide-coverage

probabilistic parsers. Furthermore, by translating the

semantic forms into logical forms, we enable a justifica-

tion option relying on minimal abductive knowledge.

The proof mechanism is easily extensible for special

domains or situations.

The Knowledge Features in Falcon

To find the answer of an open-domain natural language

question in a large collection of texts we need to de-

vise an efficient way of identifying text passages where

the answer may lie, followed by a mechanism of ex-

tracting only correct answers, or alternatively, notify

the absence of an answer in the collection. However,

before initiating the search, it is very possible that the
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same question or a very similar one has been posed

to the system before, and thus those results can be

used again. To find such cached questions, we measure

the similarity to the previously processed questions and

when a reformulation is identified, we consider all ques-

tion reformulations and their corresponding answers.

The search for answers is based on the conjecture

that the eventual answer is likely to be found in a text

paragraph that (a) contains the most representative

question concepts and (b) includes a textual concept

of the same category as the expected answer. Since the

current retrieval technology does not model semantic

knowledge, we have to break down this search into a

boolean retrieval, based on some question keywords

and a filtering mechanism, that retains only those pas-

sages containing the expected answer type. Both the

question keywords and the expected answer type are

identified in the question processing module of FAL-

CON, illustrated in Figure 1.

Finding the expected answer type of a natural lan-

guage question by relying only on the semantics of

the question stem (i.e. What, How) and some bag-of-

words approaches is not always possible, since stems

are associated with many different types of answers

and shallow syntax (e.g. phrasal parsers) fails to find

the most discriminating concept in the question. The
syntactic dependencies between the question phrases

help solve this ambiguity: the answer type is indicated

by the question phrase most connected to other con-

cepts. The question semantic form is used to search

for this concept and map it into the answer taxonomy

that contains WordNet subhierarchies, and thus covers

a large majority of English words. The question se-

mantic form is used as a knowledge source once more

when the answer is eventually identified, to measure

the answer plausibility.

Using large, publicly available resources such as

WordNet (Miller 1995) makes possible the open-

domain semantic processing of questions. Moreover,

it extends the question processing centered around

named entity recognition to deal with the semantic

class of any concept lexicalized in English and encoded

in WordNet. For example, Falcon identifies the ex-

pected answer type of the TREC-9 question Q257:

What do penguins eat? to be food, since it is the most

widely used concept in the glosses of the subhierarchy

of the noun synset {eating, feeding}. Moreover, the

mapping in the answer hierarchy does not presuppose

word sense disambiguation, but a mere search along

WordNet hierarchies to find a top of the answer tax-
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Figure 2: Refining the Answer Search by Boosting Knowledge into Falcon

onomy.

The question keywords are structured into a query

that is passed to a boolean retrieval engine, imple-

mented by adding boolean operators to the SMART
IR system (Buckley et al.1998). Additionally, we have

post-processed the results of the IR engine, by retriev-

ing only text paragraphs defined by the presence of the

query keywords within a window of pre-defined size

(e.g. 10 lines from the document). Overall, the quality

of the paragraphs is measured by the number of re-

turned paragraphs. It is well known that one of the dis-

advantages of boolean retrieval is that it returns either

too many or too few documents. However, for ques-

tion answering, this is an advantage. We defined the

quality of the paragraph retrieval to be acceptable if

the number of paragraphs returned is between a lower

and an upper bound defined a-priori for each answer

type. If the paragraph retrieval is within limits, the

paragraphs are ordered and passed to be processed in

the answer processing module. Otherwise, as detailed

in (Moldovan et al.2000), if too many paragraphs were

retrieved, new keywords would be added to the query.

Alternatively, when too few paragraphs are returned,

some keywords would be dropped and the retrieval re-

initiated, generating the first loop represented in Fig-

ure 2. By boosting knowledge in the answer engine,

we have generated a retrieval model that is based on

the three loops represented in Figure 2.

In the answer processing module, each paragraph

is parsed and transformed into a semantic form, that

comprises its name categories as well. When unifica-

tions between the question and the answer semantic

forms are not possible for any of the paragraphs, the

answer cannot be found in any of the retrieved data,

thus alternations of the question keywords, comprising

synonyms and morphological derivations are consid-

ered and sent to the retrieval engine. The new para-

graphs returned are evaluated, generating the second

loop represented in Figure 2.

Finally, an answer is extracted only if a logical jus-

tification of its correctness can be provided. For this

purpose, the semantic forms of questions and answers

are translated into logical forms, comprising predicates

whose arguments localize the dependencies. The logi-

cal proof is implemented as an abductive backchaining

from the answer to the question. As the paragraph

span few syntactic dependencies and a limited num-

ber of content words, the backchaining space is quite

small. The number of coreference relations relevant to

the paragraph is generally very small if not null, and

the world knowledge encodes very few semantic rela-

tions from the WordNet semantic net. The abductive

filter incurs very little additional processing. When no

answer can be justified, related concepts are searched

in WordNet to provide with some semantic alternations

that guide new paragraph retrievals. For example, in

the case of TREC-9 question Q210: How many dogs

pull a sled in the Iditarod?, although unifications be-

tween the semantic forms of the question and multiple

answers were possible, none of the paragraphs retrieved

after searching for Iditarod AND dog AND sled could

be justified, as they were not correctly answering the

question. When keyword sled was replaced by keyword

harness, a concept mined from WordNet, the correct
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answer could be found: Race rules require mushers to

arrive in Nome with at least five dogs in harness. The

semantic alternations allow for the third loop repre-

sented in Figure 2.

The complex search for an answer is guided by dif-

ferent knowledge sources that enable three different

search loops. The advantage of boosting knowledge

into Falcon is that it opens new search spaces at

each new iteration. The validation of the answer is

based on increasing levels of knowledge sophistication

- from merely identifying paragraphs that contain ques-

tion concepts to justifying answer correctness.

Question Reformulations

In TREC-9 243 questions were reformulations of 54 in-

quiries, thus asking for the same answer. The reformu-

lation classes contained variable number of questions,

ranging from two to eight questions. Two examples of

reformulation classes are listed in Table 1. To classify

questions in reformulation groups, we used the algo-

rithm:

Reformulation-Classesfnew-question, old-questions)

1. For each question from old-questions

2. Compute similarity (question,new-question)

3. Build a new similarity matrix M. such that

it is generated by adding to the matrix for the

old-questions a new row and a new column

representing the similarities computed at step 2.

4- Find the transitive closures for the set

{old.questions} U {new-question)

5. Result: reformulation classes as transitive closures.

In Figure 3 we represent the similarity matrix for six

questions that were successively posed to the answer

engine. Since question reformulations are transitive

relations, if at a step n questions Qi and Qj are found

similar and Qi already belongs to 71, a reformulation

class previously discovered (i.e. a group of at least two

similar questions) , then question Qj is also included in

71. Figure 3 illustrates the transitive closures for refor-

mulations at each of the five steps from the succession

of six questions. To be noted that at step 4 no new

similarities were found , thus is not found similar

to Q4 at this step. However, at step 5, since Qe is

found similar to both Q 4 and Q5, Q 4 resultssimilar to

all the other quesitons but Q3.

The algorithm that measures the similarity between

two questions is:

Algorithm Similarity (Q, Q')

Input: a pair of question represented as two word

strings:

Q: wi w2 ... wn

Q397: When was the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin built?

Q814:When was Berlin's Brandenburg gate erected?

Q-411: What tourist attractions are there in Reims?
Q-71l:What are the names of the tourist attractions

in Reims?
Q-712: What do most tourists visit in Reims?
Q-713: What attracts tourists to Reims?
Q-714: What are tourist attractions in Reims?
Q-715: What could I see in Reims?
Q-71 6 : What is worth seeing in Reims?
Q-717: What can one see in Reims?

Table 1: Two classes of TREC-9 reformulations.

Qi Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6

Qi 0 1 0 1 0 0

Q2 1 0 0 0 0 0 Step 1 {Q1.Q2}

Q3 0 0 0 0 0 0 Step 2 {Q1.Q2} {Q3}

Q4 1 0 0 0 0 1 Step 3 {Q1,Q2,Q4} {Q3}

Q5 0 0 0 0 0 1 Step 4 {Q1.Q2. Q4} (Q3)

Q6 0 0 0 1 1 0 Step 5 {01,02,04, Q5.Q6}

Figure 3: Building reformulation classes with a simi-

larity matrix.

Q': w[ w'2 ... w'n ... wm
1. Apply a part- of-speech tagger on both questions:

Tag(Q): w1/tag1 w2 /tag2 ... wn/tagn

Tag(Q'): w[/tag'
1
w'2 /tag'2 ... wm /tag'm

2. Set nr-matches=0

3. Identify quadruples (wl ,tagi,w'j,tag'j) such that

if Wi and w'j are content words

then also LexicaLrelation(wi,w'j) holds

and moreover tagi = tag'j

4. For each quadruple, increase nr.matches

5. Relax the Lexical-relation and goto step 3;

6. If (nr.matchesI number of content words > t)

then Q and Q' are similar

then else Q and Q' are not similar

The Lexical-relation between a pair of content words

is initially considered to be a string identity. In later

loops starting at step 3 one of the following three pos-

sibile relaxations of Lexical-relation are allowed: (a)

common morphological root (e.g. owner and owns,

from question Q742: Who is the owner of CNN? and

question Q417: Who owns CNN? respectively); (b)

WordNet synonyms (e.g. gestation and pregnancy from

question Q763: How long is human gestation? and

question Q765: A normal human pregnancy lasts how
many months?, respectively) or (c) WordNet hyper-

nyms (e.g. the verbs erect and build from question

Q814'- When was Berlin's Brandenburg gate erected?
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(wingspanj

QUANTITY condor

Question: What is the wingspan of a condor?

QUANTITY Argentina

Question: What is the size of Argentina?

Figure 4: Incorporating WordNet hierarchies into the answer taxonomy

and question Q397: When was the Brandenburg Gate

in Berlin built? respectively).

The expected answer type

One of the most important pieces of knowledge used in

extracting the answer is the semantic category of the

expected answer, i.e. the expected answer type. The

answer semantic categories are mapped in the cate-

gories covered by a Name Entity Recognizer that scans

paragraphs to identify the eventual answers. For ex-

ample, the named entity recognizer used in Falcon
covers 27 categories, listed in Table 2. For each ques-

tion, when the question concept indicating the answer

type is identified, it is mapped into an answer taxon-

omy.

date time organization town

product price country money
human disease phone number continent

percent province other location plant

mammal alphabet airport code game
bird reptile university dog breed

number quantity attraction

Table 2: Named Entity Categories.

Currently, our answer taxonomy has 18 top cate-

gories, listed in Table 3. Many of answer tops are fur-

ther categorized, as illustrated in Figure 5. Table 4

lists the 15 leaves of the current top hierarchies. The

leaves of each top hierarchy as well as the stand-alone

tops are connected to several word classes from the

WordNet database. For example, Figure 4 illustrates

the mapping of the DIMENSION leaf from the NU-
MERICAL VALUE top hierarchy in several WordNet
classes, like distance, size or height. Figure 4 also shows

how the mapping from the question to the answer hier-

archy takes place. In a question like Q335: What is the

wingspan of a condor?, the word wingspan is searched

in the answer type taxonomy, and it is discovered in

the distance subhierarchy, therefore the assigned cat-

egory of the expected answer type becomes DIMEN-
SION and the named entity recognizer will look for

a QUANTITY. The selection of the word wingspan is

enabled by knowledge derived from the semantic form

of the question.

DATE TIME ORGANIZATION
REASON MANNER NATIONALITY
PRODUCT MONEY LANGUAGE
MAMMAL GAME DOG BREED
LOCATION REPTILE NUMERICAL VALUE
QUOTATION ALPHABET PERCENTAGE

Table 3: Top categories in the Answer Taxonomy.

It is to be noted that we have a many-to-many

mapping between the named entity categories and

the leaves of the answer type top hierarchies. Fig-

ure 6 illustrates some of the mappings implemented

in Falcon. For example, the answer type MONEY
is searched either as the money or as the price named
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CITY COUNTRY PERCENTAGE
COUNT AMOUNT TEMPERATURE
qppprt R A TP HTTP ATTDN
DEGREE PROVINCE DIMENSION

UNIVERSITY CONTINENT OTHER-LOCATION

Table 4: Leaf nodes of the Top Answer hierarchies.

Mjmerical Value Location

DEGREE Rate Deration

Dmension Percentage

CbUNTRY Province Other

Town Location

Figure 5: Two examples of top answer hierarchies.

entity category. In contrast, the named entity cate-

gory quantity is used to recognize four types of answers:

SPEED, DURATION, DIMENSION ^nd AMOUNT.

Answer Type Named Emm Category

s, human

Figure 6: Mappings of answer types in named entity

categories.

A special case of answer type is associated with ques-

tions that inquire about definitions. There are ques-

tions having a syntactic format that indicates that the

question asks for the definition of a certain concept.

Table 5 lists some of the TREC-9 questions that ask

for definitions. Such questions are easily identified as

they are matched by a set of patterns comprising:

(Q-Pi)

(Q-P2)

(Q-P3)

What {is\are} <phrase-to.define>?

What is the definition of <phrase.to-define>?

Who {is\was\ are] were} <person.name(s)>?

The processing of questions asking for definitions

does not use the expected answer type, but it is rather

based on the recognition of the <phrase-tO-define>

and its matching one of the definition answer patterns.

Some of the answer patterns are:

(A-Pl):[<phrase.to.define> {is\ are}]

(A-P2):[<phrase-to-define>
,
{ a\ the\ an}]

(A-P3):[<phrase-to-define> -]

When a question does not match a definition pat-

tern, the detection of its answer type is based on the

question semantics.

Q228
Q239
Q358
Q710

What is platinum?

Who is Barbara Jordan?
What is a meerkat?
What is the definition of hazmat?

Table 5: Questions asking for definitions.

Semantic Knowledge
Finding the answer to a question by retrieving a text

snippet from a large document collection cannot be

done unless the question semantics is known. The se-

mantics of the question can be approximated by deriv-

ing all dependencies between words, and thus creating

a graph of anonymous relations spanning all question

concepts. This information is more important than

the local syntactic information produced by phrasal

parsers. Therefore instead of producing only a phrasal

parse for the question and answer, we make use of one

of the new statistical parsers for large real-world text

coverage (Collins 1996). The parse trees produced by

such a parser can be easily translated into a semantic

representation that (1) comprises all the phrase heads

and (2) captures their inter-relationships by anony-

mous links. Figure 7 illustrates both the parse tree

and the associated semantic representation of a TREC-
9 question.

The actual transformation into semantic representa-

tion of a question or an answer is obtained as a by-

product of the parse tree traversal. Initially, all leaves

of the parse tree are classified as skipnodes or non-

skipnodes. All nouns, non-auxiliary verbs, adjectives

and adverbs are categorized as non-skipnodes. All the

other leaves are skipnodes. Bottom-up traversal of the

parse tree entails the propagation of leaf labels when-

ever the parent node has more than one non-skipnode

child. A rule based on the syntactic category of the

father selects one of the children to propagate its la-

bel at the next level in the tree. The winning node

will then be considered linked to all the other former

siblings that are non-skipnodes. The propagation con-

tinues until the parse tree root receives a label, and

thus a semantic graph is created as a by-product. Part

of the label propagation, we also consider that when-

ever all children of a non-terminal are skipnodes, the

parent becomes a skipnode as well.

Figure 8 represents the label propagation for the

parse tree of the question represented in Figure 7.

The labels of astronaut, walk and space are propa-

gated to the next level. This entails that walk is linked
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Q733: Who was the first Russian astronaut to walk in space?

Question parse:

WP VBD DT JJ NNP NN TO VB IN NN

Who was the first Russian astronaut to walk in space

Question semantic representation:

Figure 7: Building semantic forms

to astronaut, walk to space and astronaut and PER-
SON, the answer type. The label propagation rules

are identical to the rules for mapping from trees to de-

pendency structures used by Michael Collins (Collins

1996). These rules identify the head-child, and propa-

gate its label up in the tree.

S (astronaut/

Who was the first Russian astronaut to walk in space

Figure 8: Parse tree traversal

Current probabilistic parsers have very good perfor-

mance, are fast and robust, and can be easily operated

on short texts, as represented by questions and short

paragraphs were the answer may lie. The resulting

trees do not impose great complexity for their traver-

sal, therefore obtaining semantic forms of the format

implemented in Falcon does not impose great pro-

cessing constraints.

There are three immediate advantages of processing

semantic forms:

1. Semantic forms facilitate the detection of the answer

type. The node that has the largest connectivity in

this representation is mapped in the answer hierar-

chy, producing the expected answer type;

2. Semantic forms indicate what keywords should be

considered, and furthermore how their alternations

should be searched. All nouns that are immediately

related to the concept that determined the answer

type are considered among the retrieval keywords.

In addition, we consider their adjectival and adver-

bial adjuncts.

3. Semantic forms enable abductions based on rela-

tions between words rather than on bag-of-words ap-

proaches.

Keywords and Alternations

The paragraphs containing the answers are retrieved

based on the keywords that are passed to the boolean

search engine. To reduce the number of loops illus-

trated in Figure 2 and thus to enhance the performance

of Falcon, we allow some alternations of the keywords

to be passes as well. Such alternations can be classified

according to the linguistic knowledge they are based

upon:

1. Morphological Alternations. Based on the specificity

of the question keyword that has determined the ex-

pected answer type we enable all the morphological

derivations that are accessible from WordNet. For

example, in the case of question Q209: Who invented

the paper clip? we allow all the morphological alter-

nations of the verb invented. For this question, the

verb was mapped into its nominalization inventor,

which is in the subhierarchies of the answer type

PERSON. Therefore, we passed to the retrieval en-

gine the query:

QUERY(Q209):[paper AND clip AND (invented OR
inventor OR invent)]

To estimate the specificity of a concept in the an-

swer hierarchy we followed some ideas set forward in

(Pasca 2000). First a distinction between the hyper-

nym relations encoded in WordNet is made. Some
hypernym relations that model IsA relations and

whereas other model InstanceOf relations. Their

distinction is made by the presence of proper names

in the conceptual synsets of the subsumed words.
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Additionally, whenever a synset element contains the

lexeme of one of its hypernyms, it is considered to

be an instance of that hypernym. The specificity

is measured by the number of nodes that are con-

nected by IsA types of hypernym relations in the

answer hierarchies.

2. Lexical Alternations. WordNet encodes a wealth of

semantic information that is easily mined. Seven

types of semantic relations span concepts, enabling

the retrieval of synonyms and another semantically

related terms. Such alternations improves the recall

of the answer paragraphs. For example, in the case

of question Q221: Who killed Martin Luther King?,

by considering the synonym of killer, the noun assas-

sin, the system retrieved paragraphs with the correct

answer. Similarly, for the question Q206: How far is

the moon?, since the adverb far is encoded in Word-

Net as being an attribute of distance, by adding this

noun to the retrieval keywords, a correct answer is

found.

3. Semantic Alternations. Mining from WordNet, se-

mantic knowledge that is not always localized in the

conceptual synset allows for semantic alternations.

An example was used in the case of question Q258:

Where do lobsters like to leave?. Since in WordNet

the genus of the definition of the verb prefer is liking

better, the query becomes:

QUERY(Q58):[(lobster OR lobsters) AND (like OR
prefer)]

In this way the likelihood of retrieving the correct

answer is greatly enhanced.

Abductive Knowledge

The semantic forms of questions and answers can be

unified and thus enable a matching between the con-

ceptual relations expressed in the question and the re-

lations derived from the answer. Heuristics that are

based on these relations are more reliable than those

based on bag-of-words approaches. However, they do

not always account for the correctness of the answer.

For example, in Figure 9 we illustrate the answer to

question Q733, described in Figure 7. The dashed rect-

angle indicates the result of the unification, but none of

the concepts have the expected answer type, matched

by the named entity Leonov. To better assess the cor-

rectness of the answer type we need to transforms both

the question and the answer into logical forms.

The logical formulae in which questions or answers

are translated are inspired by the notation proposed in

Answer: The broad-shouldered but paunchy Leonov, who in 1965 became

the first man to walk in space, signed autographs.

Answer semantic representation:

paunchy shouldered broad

signed-" autographs

Leonov

space

walk

first

man

1965

became"""

Answer logicform:

paunchy(y) A shouldered(e 1 y x) A broad(x) A Leonov(x) A
first(z)

A

A man(z) A space(t) A walk(e2 1 z)
A became(e3 z u x) A

A 1965(u) autographs(v) A signed(e4 v x) A HUMAN(x) A DATE(u)

Figure 9: Semantic unifications and logical forms of an

answer

(Hobbs 1986-1) and implemented in Tacitus (Hobbs

1986-2).

Based on the Davidsonian treatment of action sen-

tences, in which events are treated as individuals, every

question and every answer are transformed in a first-

order predicate formula for which (1) verbs are mapped
in predicates verb(e,x,y,z,...) with the convention that

variable e represents the eventuality of that action or

event to take place, whereas the other arguments (e.g.

x, y, z, ...) represent the predicate arguments of the

verb; (2) nouns are mapped into their lexicalized pred-

icates; and, (3) modifiers have the same argument as

the predicate they modify. For example, the question

illustrated in Figure 7 is mapped in the logical form

transformation (LFT) represented in Figure 10. We
use the same procedure to build both question logical

formulae (QLF) and answer logical formulae (ALF).

Q733: Who was the first Russian astronaut to walk in space?

Question semantic representation:

first
—

-s.
—

astronaut

Russian

PERSON V
walk

space

Question logicform:

first(x)
A astronaut(x) A Russian(x) A space(z) A

A HUMAN(x)
walk(y z x) A

Figure 10: Logic form transformations

The logical transformations are also used in the most
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elaborated form of filtering of our system: the justifi-

cation option. A Q/A system that provides with the

option of justifying the answer has the advantage that

erroneous answers can be ruled out systematically. In

our quest of enhancing the precision of a Q/A system

by incorporating additional knowledge, we found this

option very helpful. However, the generation of justi-

fications for open-domain textual Q/A systems poses

some challenges. First, we needed to develop a very

efficient prover, operating on logical form transforma-

tions. Our proofs are backchaining from the questions

through a mixture of axioms. We use three forms of

axioms: (1) axioms derived from the facts stated in the

textual answer; (2) axioms representing world knowl-

edge; and (3) axioms determined by coreference res-

olution in the answer text. The LFT of the answers

represent the first category of axioms. New axioms are

added, modeling the coreference information and some

general world knowledge, accessible from WordNet.

Feature Definition Question

Q358 What is a meerkat?

Answer
(short)

Score: 284.40 The meerkat, a type

of mongoose, thrives in ...

Feature Keyword Alternations

Q205 What is the population of Bahamas?
Answer
(long)

Score: 142.56 Mr Ingraham 's charges of

'impropriety' are unlikely

to excite the 245,000 people

of the Bahamas

Feature Abductions

Q258 Where do lobsters like to live?

Answer Score: 145.58 The water is cooler,

and lobsters prefer that

Table 6: Examples of Falcon answers.

Performance evaluation

Table 7 summarizes the scores provided by NIST for

our system.

NIST score

lenient

NIST score

strict

Short answer 59.9% 58.0%

Long answer 77.8% 76.0%

Table 7: Accuracy performance

Another important performance parameter is the

contribution of each knowledge feature to the general

performance of Falcon. From the total of 692 ques-

tions, keyword alternations were used for 89 questions

and the justification option was needed to rule out er-

roneous answers for 121 questions. Table 6 illustrates

examples of questions that could be answered by using

different combinations of knowledge features.

Lessons learned

There are many forms of ambiguities that can be re-

solved when considering novel usages of large, open-

domain linguistic resources such as WordNet. With
Falcon we have been able to detect the expected an-

swer type for 79% of the TREC-9 questions. To accom-
plish this, we have incorporated WordNet noun and
verb hierarchies into our answer taxonomy. Further-

more, we have been able to mine WordNet for several

forms of lexico-semantic knowledge that was used to

generate keyword alternations. Additionally, we have

built axioms for the abductive prover by combining the

WordNet relational semantics with the data processed

from the glosses of WordNet concepts. The proofs were

quite short and did not generate any significant over-

head on Falcon. Currently, most of the time is spent

on retrieving the paragraphs.

In TREC-9, the test questions were not only more
numerous than in TREC-8, but also with a higher

degree of difficulty. Three dimensions define the in-

creased difficulty. First, the TREC-9 test set com-
prised a larger variety of question classes and given

the larger size, in each class there were more de-

grees of complexity. Table 8 shows the many-to-many

correspondence between question classes and answer

types. Third, given the origin of the test set, TREC-9
questions reflected real-world needs of current users,

thus contained reformulations, definitions, compara-

tives and a significant number of questions dealing with

superlative attributes of named entities or concepts.
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DEFINITION
ACRONYM
GROUP
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Q210
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NUMBER
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1 Introduction

The conceptual indexing and retrieval system at Sun Microsystems Laboratories (Woods et al., 2000) is

designed to help people find specific answers to specific questions in unrestricted text. It uses a com-

bination of syntactic, semantic, and morphological knowledge, together with taxonomic subsumption

techniques, to address differences in terminology between a user's queries and the material that may
answer them. At indexing time, the system builds a conceptual taxonomy of all the words and phrases

in the indexed material. This taxonomy is based on the morphological structure of words, the syntactic

structure of phrases, and semantic relations between meanings of words that it knows in its lexicon. At

query time, the system automatically retrieves any concepts that are subsumed by (i.e., are more specific

than) the user's query terms, according to this taxonomy

The system uses a penalty-based relaxation-ranking method to locate and rank potentially relevant

passages in the material. It provides a user with feedback on why passages were retrieved, so that

irrelevant passages can be quickly skipped over, and it provides information about where query terms fit

in its conceptual taxonomy, so that users can see opportunities for generalizing queries if the first request

is not successful or more information is desired. This methodology, which falls somewhere between

traditional document retrieval and TREC-style question answering, has proven to be very effective in

reducing the time required for people to find information in online material (Woods et al., 2000).

For the most part, the conceptual indexing project has focussed on finding techniques for improving

human search productivity, rather than dealing with the problems of large collections. However, one

experimental version of this system, which we internally call Nova, has recently reached the point where

it can index collections the size of the TREC corpora. In addition to Nova, we have a pilot system that

includes much stronger morphology and phrase extraction components and a newer lexicon; however,

the pilot system is currently limited in the amount of text that it can process.

We decided to enter a system based on Nova in the question-answering track of this year's TREC
competition in order to see how far we would have to go to transform Nova into a full question-

answering system. From our experience with Nova, it seemed that it might provide a good first-stage

retrieval for a question-answering system because it is able to find specific passages where the terms

of a request occur near each other and can automatically deal with some of the paraphrase differences

between the wording of a request and the wording of a relevant passage. Nova is able to find good pas-

sages directly from the conceptual index, without first performing a separate document retrieval step.
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We entered the TREC competition very late in the game, so we had only a couple of weeks to down-
load and index the TREC collections, implement some quick extensions to Nova, and run an experiment.

We indexed the TREC material using an option in Nova that indexes all word occurrences and their sub-

sumers. We had no previous exposure to any of the TREC collections, so Nova's lexicon and conceptual

taxonomy have had no previous adaptation to this material.

We discovered that with the addition of a simple automatic query formulation algorithm, Nova per-

forms modestly well at the 250-byte question answering task, finding a correct answer in the top 5 hits

roughly half of the time. The remaining cases tend to fall into three categories:

1. Cases where a key passage was not found due to a paraphrase relationship that was not yet cov-

ered in our conceptual taxonomy. For example, "The first Russian astronaut to spacewalk" was
described as a "Soviet cosmonaut" in a desired passage, and our taxonomy doesn't yet know that

Soviet means Russian or that cosmonaut is a kind of astronaut. If these facts were in our lexicon,

then Nova would have gotten the correct answer at rank 1.

2. Cases where glitches in the current version of Nova or our experimental lashup (which combined

Nova and parts of the pilot system) caused it to fail to find things that it should have. See the

failure analysis in section 5.2 below for examples.

3. Cases where nonessential terms in the query could not be found in the desired passages, but could

be found elsewhere in the material in combination with almost all of the other elements of the

query, but missing an essential element. For example, in question 411, "What tourist attractions are

there in Reims?", we found numerous tourist attractions elsewhere, but none of the passages that

mention Reims contains either tourist or attraction or anything subsumed by them in our taxonomy.

We also discovered that the Nova system itself is a highly useful tool for investigating why a given

passage was not retrieved. With a Nova index to the entire collection, we can quickly find passages

containing combinations of specified terms, and can use general terms in the request that may subsume

more specific terms in the text. We can view these passages in decreasing order of quality, and jump

quickly to the corresponding positions in the source documents. We can also quickly survey how given

terms are used in the collection and how they relate to other terms in our taxonomy. For example, it took

only a few tries to discover the "Soviet cosmonaut" variation of the above-mentioned request.

2 Getting from Nova to Question Answering

As mentioned previously, Nova does something between document retrieval and question answering:

It identifies useful places in the documents for a human searcher to look, and it provides information

to help a person make quick assessments about whether a passage is likely to be relevant, but it doesn't

really understand either the question or the answer. The TREC QA task requires more than that.

Nova is missing two key components necessary to perform the TREC question-answering task:

1. A query-formulation component to deteirnine the answer type of the desired result and to trans-

form the natural language question into a more effective query.

2. An answer-location component for locating answers in or near the retrieved passages.
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For this competition, we provided Nova with simple baseline versions of these two components.
The query-formulation component is based on our pilot system. The query formulator interprets

the question words and the format of the question to determine the desired answer type. It also either

replaces the question word in the query with the desired answer type or simply removes it from the

request.

The answer-location component determines a 250-byte passage of text that may contain the answer
to the question. Nova returns passages that typically range from a single term to a passage the size of a

paragraph or more and also returns approximately 200 bytes of context on either side of the passage. We
have observed that the answer to a Nova query is often either in the retrieved passage or the neighboring

context. The task of the answer-location component is to select one or two 250-byte passages from the

(typically 500 to 1000 byte) passage returned by Nova.

This approach differs from most systems in the QA track in that we used Nova to index and search

the entire TREC 9 collection, eliminating the stage of using a preliminary document retrieval system to

select a subset of the collection for further processing.

3 Run Details

3.1 Query formulation

Questions have a logical structure consisting of an answer type and a relational condition. Answering

a question consists in finding an instance of the answer type that satisfies the relational condition. Like

other systems, we implemented a function to interpret a question into such a structure. For example,

for one of the TREC 8 questions, "What was the monetary value of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989?",

this function produced the structure in figure 1. This structure indicates that a number is sought as the

answer and that MONETARY VALUE OF NOBEL PEACE PRIZE IN 1989 is to be used as the Nova query.

(NUMBER (MONETARY VALUE OF NOBEL PEACE PRIZE IN 1989))

Figure 1: Question structure produced by query formulation.

The query-formulation stage determines the answer type, replaces the question word with the an-

swer type (or sometimes just removes it), and often changes the wording of the relational condition in

one or more of the following ways:

• Shorten it if necessary, by dropping less important terms. This step is necessary because Nova's

design point has been short questions and the current implementation does not use more than ten

words of a request. Previously, the longest query we had encountered was eight words, and most

requests consisted of three or fewer words.

• Generalize some terms (e.g., high for tall), substitute base forms for inflected forms (e.g., principle

for principles), and drop some "noise" terms.

Like other TREC QA systems, for example, (Moldovan et alv 2000; Breck et al., 2000), this first stage

consists of a dispatch table based on the question words and their pattern of use in the question. The

patterns in Table 1 roughly characterize the rules for determining the answer type.
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Question word Answer type

whose person

(who whom) person

(which what) depends on subsequent words
prep (which what whom) do case analysis

when date

where location

why reason

how (many much long) number
how adjective number
how way
name name
otherwise look for embedded question words

Table 1: Dispatch table for question words.

These rules are similar to those used in other TREC systems. In addition, we performed a number of

other transformations on the rest of the question:

• Combine elements like U.S from U . S and strip out other punctuation.

• Delete elements like name of, most of, day of week, time of day, can be, may be, can not, must not, have

been, take place, held at, does it take.

• Replace inflected forms of words with their base forms.

• Generalize certain words (e.g., tall to high).

• If query is too long, skip parenthetical comments in parentheses, unless they are names.

• If query is still too long, delete words from a stop word list.

• If query is still too long, delete less important elements from a priority-ordered list until query is

short enough or it runs out of things to delete (in which case simply truncate it to 10 words).

These rules were put together quickly based on exarriining some of the TREC 8 questions.

3.2 Answer location

For the answer-location component, we tried two simple approaches, embodied in the runs we la-

beled SunOne and SunToo, both of which used the query-formulation component described above. For

SunOne, we used the pilot system to locate all occurrences of the desired answer type that occurred in

Nova's retrieved passage or its neighboring context and then selected one or two 250-byte passages to

include as many candidate answers as possible. No effort was made to determine the actual relationship

between these candidates and the content of the query. For SunToo we simply truncated passages longer

than 250 bytes to the leftmost 250 bytes, and symmetrically extended shorter passages to include a full

250 bytes.
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We thought these approaches might give a useful approximate answer location because we had no-

ticed that Nova often gets the desired information as the first hit
1
, either in the passage itself or in the

neighboring context region that Nova returns with the passage.

There are a number of different situations in which one or more instances of the desired answer type

can occur (or not occur) in or near the retrieved passages, so the following rules were used in the SunOne
case to select a 250 byte passage in the various cases:

1. No answer type in or near passage and passage is not longer than 250 bytes. Extend both ends of

the passage.

2. No answer type in or near passage and passage is longer than 250 bytes. Shrink the passage by
cutting off the right end.

3. Answer types at both ends but all found answer types fit within 250 bytes. Extend both ends of the

passage to include all answer types.

4. Found answer types span more than 250 bytes, so split the passage into two pieces (the left and
right halves) and slightly favor one (usually the left) in the ranking.

5. Answer types at left end only. Shift passage to the left.

6. Answer types at right end only. Shift passage to the right.

These rules indicate how to move the ends of the passages that Nova returns in order to determine

the 250 bytes to be used. In case number 4, instances of the answer type were found sufficiently far apart

that the Nova passage was split into two and both were generated as candidates, with the leftmost being

favored in most cases, and the rightmost in some cases.

3.3 Results

The results of the two runs are shown in Table 2, where the scores are labeled to indicate the strict

and lenient human judgements and the scores that were derived for the training set from the automatic

eval script provided for TREC 8 as extended by us to include some answers we found in the TREC 9

material that were not covered in the script. Interestingly, although the SunOne strategy outperformed

the SunToo strategy in our testing on the TREC 8 questions, they perform almost equally on the TREC
9 test, with the simple SunToo case slightly outperforrning SunOne. For both strategies, the TREC 9

questions were substantially more difficult than the TREC 8 questions.

After the formal submission, we discovered a low-level paging bug in the Nova retrieval system, the

effect of which was to make a portion of Nova's conceptual taxonomy invisible to the search process.

This resulted in noticeable errors in the system performance such as sometimes failing to find a hit on

an inflected form of a word when the query term was a base form of that word, a capability that Nova
generally does quite well. After the formal submission and after receiving the eval script that allows

us to automatically score a run, we reran the system with this bug fixed but with no other changes. We
rescored both the submitted run and the run with the bug fix, using the eval script, to determine the effect

of the bug and to calibrate the difference between the eval script scores and the human judgement scores.

letting the correct information near the top and making it easy for a person to skip over irrelevant passages has been the

main goal; getting it to actually be first was considered a bonus.
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The results are shown in Table 3. In this table, we estimated the equivalent strict human judgements for

the system with the bug fixed by assuming that the ratio of the eval script MRR scores to the human
judgement MRR scores is a constant and similarly for the success rate scores. Notice that although the

result is a 10% improvement in MRR and 12% improvement in success rate, this improvement is the

net result of improving on some questions and losing the answers (from the top 5) or moving down in

the ranking for some others. Because the nature of the bug was to hide a portion of the taxonomy, this

turns out to be an inadvertent experiment that reconfirms the results of several previous experiments

which show that increasing the amount of knowledge in the taxonomy results in an improvement in the

retrieval results for this technology.

Mean reciprocal rank Success rate at 5 hits

training set: TREC 8 questions (on TREC 9 data)

SunOne 0.50 (eval script) 64.6% (eval script) (71.2% at 10 hits)

SunToo 0.44 (eval script) 55.1% (eval script)

submitted: TREC 9 questions (on TREC 9 data)

SunOne 0.340 (strict) 0.348 (lenient) 46.2% (strict) 47.4% (lenient)

SunToo 0.345 (strict) 0.354 (lenient) 46.9% (strict) 47.5% (lenient)

Table 2: Results of two Sun runs on TREC 8 and TREC 9 questions.

Mean reciprocal rank Success rate at 5 hits

submitted: TREC 9 questions (with paging bug)

SunToo 0.345 (strict) 0.369 (eval script) 46.9% (strict) 48.39% (eval script)

corrected: TREC 9 questions (with bug fixed)

SunToo 0.380 (strict*) 0.406 (eval script) 52.6% (strict*) 54.25% (eval script)

improvement: 10% 12%

net gain: picked up 73 new answers and lost 33 old ones; net gain 40

Table 3: Results of correcting the paging bug. (* indicates estimated strict results)

4 Question Analysis

Because our results depend in part on our ability to formulate good queries from the questions, and this

may depend on the type of the question, it is informative to look at the distribution of question types in

the TREC queries and our performance on the different types. Table 4 shows the number (and percent-

age) of different question types from both TREC 8 and TREC 9 and our corresponding performance.

Note that two of the three question types for which our success rates were the lowest (how and what)

are those which have the greatest diversity of entries in Table 1, and are cases where our analysis to

identify the answer type for the question is somewhat limited. We also note that there were a variety of

new kinds of what questions in TREC 9 that did not occur in TREC 8 and more than half of the TREC 9

questions are what questions. This partly explains why TREC 9 is a substantially more difficult task.
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Question type TREC8 TREC9 TREC 9 results

how 2.1 /I £ QO/ \01 \LD.y lo)
CA /Q AO/ \D4 (0.4 /o) SunOne: MRR

SunToo: MRR
0.122 SR
0.162 SR

25.9%

29.6%
what CX. til QO/ \bo {jo.3 lo)

074 zero 00/ \3/4 (58.3%) SunOne: MRR
SunToo: MRR

0.315 SR
0.322 SR

43.3%

43.3%
when in ic\ to/ \ly (y./io) 49 (7.6/0) SunOne: MRR

SunToo: MRR
0.290 SR
0.319 SR

42.9%

46.9%
where 01 /1 n 00/ \21 (lU.o/o)

rrrj /-II 0 0/ \72 (11.2%) SunOne: MRR
SunToo: MRR

0.398 SR
0.447 SR

54.2%

59.7%
which 1 c\ /c 10/ \1U (O.ITo)

1 O /O AO/ \13 (2.0%) SunOne: MRR
SunToo: MRR

0.359 SR
0.308 SR

46.2%

46.2%
who 47 (24.1%) 117 (18.3%) SunOne: MRR

SunToo: MRR
0.500 SR
0.450 SR

60.7%

58.1%

why 2 (1.0%) 3 (0.5%) SunOne: MRR
SunToo: MRR

0.444 SR
0.500 SR

66.7%

66.7%

other 5 (2.5%) 0 (0.0%)

Table 4: Distribution of question types for TREC 8 and TREC 9.

5 Results Analysis

In order to try to understand the results of this experiment, we have begun to look in some detail at the

behavior of the experimental lashup. So far we have done three analyses: a random sample study of 10

randomly chosen questions, a failure analysis of a selected set of questions on which we did less well

than other systems, and a comparison of the results of different paraphrases.

For the random sample, it turns out that all of the cases where no correct answer was found are cases

where Nova failed to find at least one of the requested terms in the best ranked passage. This is not

true in general, but it is a strongly correlated indicator. Table 5 shows the mean reciprocal rank and
the success rates broken down by whether the first hit has no missing terms or the first hit has at least

one missing term. This data suggests that one way to use Nova for question answering would be to

reformulate the question and ask again when there is a missing term in the best hit. This is typical of the

way that humans use Nova.

Number of questions Mean reciprocal rank Success rate

SunOne: No missing term 444 0.417 (strict) 55.9%

SunOne: Missing term 238 0.196 (strict) 28.2%

SunToo: No missing term 444 0.435 (strict) 57.2%

SunToo: Missing term 238 0.177 (strict) 27.7%

Table 5: Performance with respect to missing terms in best hit.

Like other systems in TREC 8, we have observed a bimodal distribution of results— we tend to either

do fairly well on a question or we miss it entirely.
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5.1 Random sample analysis

Table 6 shows the results for 10 randomly chosen questions from the TREC 9 test set (using the strict

SunOne results, and showing the answer type and Nova query that were used).

Num Question Nova query Result

402 What nationality was Jackson

Pollock?

(NATIONALITY (NATIONAL-
ITY JACKSON POLLOCK))

Rank 1

455 What is Colin Powell best

known for?

(THING (COLIN POWELL
BESTKNOW FOR))

Rank 5

459 When was John D. Rockefeller

born?

(DATE (JOHN D ROCKE-
FELLER BORN))

Rank 2

487 What was the name of the movie

that starred Sharon Stone and

Arnold Schwarzenegger?

(THING (MOVIE STAR
SHARON STONE ARNOLD
SCHWARZENEGGER))

Missing "Sharon" in

first hit

576 What is the name of Joan Jett's

band?

(THING (JOAN JETT BAND)) Rank 3

616 What is the purpose of a car bra? (THING (PURPOSE OF CAR
BRA))

Missing "bra" in

first hit

657 In what country is a stuck-out

tongue a friendly greeting?

(COUNTRY (IN COUN-
TRY STUCK-OUT TONGUE
FRIENDLY GREET))

Missing "stuck-out"

and "tongue" in first

hit

711 What are the names of the

tourist attractions in Reims?

(THING (NAMES OF TOURIST
ATTRACTION IN REIMS))

Missing "Reims" in

first hit

803 What king signed the Magna
Carta?

(THING (KING SIGN MAGNA
CARTA))

Rank 1

865 What is the meaning of caliente

(in English)?

(THING (MEAN OF CALIENTE
FN ENGLISH))

Missing "caliente"

in first hit

Table 6: Random sample of questions and results.

The questions in this sample for which a correct answer was not found, all of which (as mentioned)

missed at least one term in the best passage Nova could find, were investigated using the Nova system

interactively to try to find passages that would answer the question. The results are as follows:

For question 487, "What was the name of the movie that starred Sharon Stone and Arnold Schwarzeneg

ger?," a correct passage is found at rank 1 if "movie" is replaced by "film", even though it is missing a

term for "star". Our pilot system taxonomy knows that "movie" is equivalent to a sense of "film", but

the taxonomy used by Nova doesn't know this yet.

For question 616, "What is the purpose of a car bra?," the only thing we could find was a "stealth car

bra" which fools police radar (rank 3 for "car bra" and repeated multiple times in the collection). There

were no other occurrences of car bra in the collection, except for one consumer complaint about having

purchased one. Apparently the human judges considered the "stealth car bra" correct, but this is not the

purpose of an ordinary car bra.

For question 657, "In what country is a stuck-out tongue a friendly greeting?," the only instances of

stuck-out tongue were for Mr. Yuk, a children's symbol for poison. No entrant got a correct answer for
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this question.

For question 711, "What are the names of the tourist attractions in Reims?," the submitted query in-

cluded the "names of", which favored hits that mentioned "names" at the expense of "Reims". Dropping

that and simply asking "tourist attraction in Reims" still was missing Reims. Trying "sight in Reims"

didn't do it either. Simply asking for Reims gets Reims Cathedral in the third hit.

For question 865, "What is the meaning of caliente (in English)?," the query "caliente" gets a correct

answer at rank 10.

5.2 Failure analysis

We looked in some detail at cases where other systems seem to have done better than Nova. One strong

pattern that emerged is that a number of glitches of various sorts blocked many passages from being

retrieved that would otherwise have been handled by this methodology. Many questions failed due to

bugs and/or missing facts in our lexicon, and the fact that we used a newer version of the lexicon and

morphology for the query-formulation and answer-location parts of the system than was used in the

version of Nova that we were using to find the passages.

For example, in question 515, the word Sinemet, which was not in our lexicon, was aggressively ana-

lyzed morphologically (Woods, 2000) as the past tense oi sinemeet and the query-formulation component

substituted sinemeet for sinemet in the query given to Nova. Although wrong, this would not have caused

a problem if the same version of the morphology had been used in Nova, since Sinemeet would have sub-

sumed Sinemet and retrieved the passage correctly. (The morphological component has since been fixed

to avoid such analyses of words ending in met.) With this fix, the correct passage is found at rank 2.

Another pattern that emerged is that Nova is currently very generous in its subsumption analysis,

allowing a subsumption if any sense of a word is subsumed, without any attempt to disambiguate the

sense of the word in the text. Since Nova is also knowledgeable about many names that are also ordinary

words in English (like bill and woods and green), many of which are also city names, it finds a number

of subsumptions of ordinary words under person and place. This sometimes interacts badly with the

question-answering strategy.

Finally, as described above, in the version of Nova that we ran, there was a low-level paging bug

that effectively hid part of the conceptual taxonomy and, among other things, failed to retrieve inflected

forms of some words in some cases (e.g., hexagons was not retrieved in response to a query including

hexagon). We have identified a number of queries where this bug kept us from finding answers, and the

experiment described in Table 3 shows that fixing this single bug results in a 10-12% improvement.

5.3 Sensitivity to paraphrase variations

To assess the sensitivity of this methodology to paraphrase variations, we compared the results for dif-

ferent questions in the TREC 9 paraphrase sets. Table 7 gives an overview of how well the system

handled different paraphrases on a question-by-question basis. This table shows the question numbers

of questions in the TREC 9 paraphrase sets, followed by the respective rank scores at which SunToo

found answers (the NILs are for questions for which there was no result reported in the TREC 9 results).

From these numbers you can see that SunToo did consistently well or consistently poorly on many para-

phrases, e.g.:

(450 863 864 865 866) (00000)
(454 830 831 832 833 834) (1 11 1 1 1)
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However, there are other cases in which the details of the paraphrase made a big difference, e.g.:

(394 808 809 810) (1 0 0 1)

394 What is the longest word in the English language?

808 What English word has the most letters?

809 What English word contains the most letters?

810 What is the longest English word?

TV TL i_Paraphrase set Reciprocal ranks Paraphrase set Reciprocal ranks

(201 732 733 734) (0 0 0 0) (203 728 729 730 731) (0 0 01/41/2)
(393 805 806 807) (110 0) (394 808 809 810) (10 01)

(396 811 812 813) (0 NIL 0 0) (397 814) (0 0)

(398 815 816 817) (0 0 0 0) (400 867 868 869) (10 0 0)

(402 870 871 872) (1111) (403 873 874 875 876 877) (000100)
(404 878 879 880 881 882) (000000) (405 883 884 885 886 887) (1/401101)
(406 888 889 890 891) (0 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/2) (407 892 893) (1/5 1 1/2)

(408 701 702 703 704) (1/2 1/2 0 1 1/2) (409 705 706 707 708) (11/2 0 01/2)

(410 709 710) (0 0 0) (411 711 712 713 714 715 716 717) (00000000)
(412 718 719 720 721 722) (000000) (413 723 724 725 726 727) (1 1 1/2 1/5 0 1/2)

(415 735 736) (0 1 1/2) (416 737 738 739 740 741) (000001)
(417 742 743) (1 1 1) (418 744 745) (111)

(419 746 747 748 749) (11011) (421 750 751 752) (10 0 0)

(423 753 754 755 756 757) (000000) (424 758 759 760 761) (00000)
(425 762 763 764 765) (1/20101/2) (426 766 767 768) (1/2 01/31/2)

(427 769 770 771) (0 0 0 0) (428 772 773 774 775 776 777) (1 1 1/3 1111)
(429 778 779 780) (1/3 1/3 1/3 1) (431 781 782 783 784) (00001)
(433 785 786) (0 0 0) (435 787 788 789) (1/2 0 0 0)

(436 790 791 792 793) (01/3 01/3 0) (437 794 795 796) (0 NIL 0 NIL)

(440 797 798 799) (1 0 0 0) (441 800 801 802 803 804) (1/211 1/211)

(442 844 845 846) (101/5 1) (444 847 848 849 850) (1/5 1 1 1 1/2)

(445 851 852 853) (01/5 01) (446 854 855) (1/51/21/2)

(448 856 857 858 859) (01001) (449 860 861 862) (1011)

(450 863 864 865 866) (00000) (451 818 819 820 821 822) (10 0 0 0 0)

(452 823 824 825 826 827) (101111) (453 828 829) (1/311)

(454 830 831 832 833 834) (111111) (455 835 836 837 838) (01/4 011/2)

(456 839 840 841 842) (10 01/2 1) (458 843) (0 1)

Table 7: Paraphrase sets and respective results.

A detailed analysis of these cases reveals the kinds of paraphrase variations that the system does not

yet handle. In the above example, the system doesn't have a way to relate "the longest word" to "the

word containing the most letters".
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6 Query Track Experiment

Although we did not intend to participate in the TREC Query Track, and Nova is not a document re-

trieval system, we responded to the NIST request to run our system on the query track queries. We
did this by modifying Nova to simply return the document id without the passage-specific information

and to give each document the score and rank of its best passage. Previous experiments comparing

this kind of modified passage retrieval to more traditional document retrieval systems had shown that

the passage-retrieval-based system found relevant documents that the traditional system did not, and

vice-versa2 . The former tends to find documents that contain on-point passages even when the docu-

ment overall may be about something else, while the latter tends to find documents that make repeated

references to the terms in the query. For example, in the man-page experiment in (Woods et al., 2000),

the system found the File Manager man page as an answer to "print a file" because of a paragraph ex-

plaining the function of the "print" button in the file manager, but the human judge that had previously

determined the set of relevant documents hadn't thought of the File Manager man page as a relevant

document.

We tried this modified Nova system in two versions: one (SUN) that took the query as given and

passed it to Nova, and another (Surd) that first applied the query-formulation procedure described in

section 3.1 and passed the result to Nova. The latter performed better on this task because the former

effectively truncates queries beyond the first 10 words and many of the queries have more than 10 words.

Since Nova was designed for specific information requests that need only one answer, the goal has

been to get the best relevant passage in the first ten hits. Multiple hits for the same question have not

been important. Consequently, we sacrifice high recall for the ability to drill in on precise content, and

we don't score well on the MAP measure because of its dependence on recall. The figure of merit that

interests us is the success rate, and that is what we measured in this experiment.

Success rate at

20 docs 10 docs 5 docs

Average for Surd SUN Surd SUN Surd SUN
All Sets 74.56% 66.00% 64.70% 56.65% 54.37% 46.65%

Verbose Sets 70.83% 56.00% 60.50% 46.33% 50.33% 36.50%

Concise Sets 79.26% 78.63% 70.00% 69.68% 59.47% 59.47%

Table 8: Success rates for verbose and concise query sets.

The most salient difference between the query sets is the difference between the sentence cases, which

have relatively long questions, complete with question words (e.g., Question 94 in set INQ2a "What kind

of illegal activities can be performed with the aid of computers"), and the rest, which have relatively

short topic descriptions (e.g., Question 94 in set INQlj "Illegal computer activity"). In general, the Nova
system works better on the concise topics, and more specifically on concise topics that relate to specific

information. Table 8 gives the success rates for the two Query Track runs and the breakdown for verbose

and concise query sets.

2Given this fact, it should be noted that because the relevance judgments for this experiment are based on previous TREC
results, many of the "non-relevant" documents that we retrieved may actually be relevant, but were not found in the previous

TREC results. Indeed, we have found a number of cases where we retrieved documents that were not judged relevant but

appeared relevant to us.
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7 Conclusions

Although the Nova system is not a question answering system, it is an interesting alternative for the first-

phase retrieval that precedes more detailed linguistic processing in most question answering approaches.

An experimental lashup using Nova with a simple query-formulation algorithm gets the correct answer

in the top 5 choices approximately half the time on the TREC 9 task, without any real understanding

of either the questions or the passages that it retrieves and using general-purpose linguistic knowledge

that has had no previous exposure to the TREC material. The system could be improved greatly by

expanding its knowledge and eliminating bugs in the experimental lashup. However, to achieve a real

question-answering capability, we clearly need to move beyond the simple baseline strategies used here

for query formulation and answer location.

In addition, the Nova system is a useful tool for analyzing the results of these experiments by helping

a researcher find passages that could answer a question, so that the reasons for failure can be understood.
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Abstract

This paper describes a question answering system that automatically finds answers to questions in

a large collection of documents. The prototype CNLP question answering system was developed

for participation in the TREC-9 question answering track. The system uses a two-stage retrieval

approach to answer finding based on keyword and named entity matching. Results indicate that

the system ranks correct answers high (mostly rank 1), provided that an answer to the question

was found. Performance figures and further analyses are included.

1. Introduction

Question answering is not typically found in traditional information retrieval systems. In

information retrieval, the system presents the user with a list of relevant documents in response to

the query. The user then reviews these documents in search of the information that prompted the

original search. It is not surprising therefore that, especially for short questions, people tend to ask

their peers or forego the answer rather than expending time and effort with an information

retrieval system. [3] Ideally, question answering helps users in their information finding task by
providing exact answers rather than a ranked list of documents that may contain the answer.

The TREC question-answering track fosters question-answering research. Question-answering

systems are not as well developed as information retrieval systems, especially for domain

independent questions. As first-time participants, the Center for Natural Language Processing

(CNLP) developed a question- answering system to deal with domain independent questions.

The CNLP question answering system uses a two-stage retrieval approach to answer-finding

based on keyword, entity, and template matching (see figure 1). In answering a question, the

system first creates a logical query representation of the question that is used for the initial

information retrieval step. Additional modules take the retrieved documents for further processing

and answer finding. Answer finding uses two different approaches after which answer

triangulation takes place to select the most likely answer. The first approach to answer finding is

based on keyword and entity matching and the second on template matching. Currently only the

keyword and entity matching answer-finding approach has been implemented. A detailed system

overview can be found in section 3.

2. Problem description

Participants in the question-answering track were provided with 693 questions that originated

from search engine logs. The initial question set of 693 questions was reduced to 682 questions

after 1 1 questions were discarded by the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST).

The remaining questions were mostly fact-based and required short answers only (see figure 2).

The base set of questions consisted of 500 questions. For 54 questions, slight variations were
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created resulting in an additional 193 questions. Answers to all 693 questions had to be retrieved

automatically from approximately 3 gigabytes of data. Sources of the data were: AP newswire

1988-1990 (728 Mb), Wall Street Journal 1987-1992 (509 Mb), San Jose Mercury News 1991

(287 Mb), Financial Times 1991-1994 (564 Mb), Los Angeles Times 1989, 1990 (475 Mb),
Foreign Broadcast Information Service 1996 (470 Mb).
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Figure 1. CNLP question answering system (shaded areas not part of TREC-9 system).

For each question, up to five ranked answer submissions were permitted, with the system

producing the most likely answer ranked first. The maximum length of the answer string for a

retrieval run was either 50 bytes or 250 bytes. An response to a question consisted of the question

number, the document ID of the document containing the answer, rank, run name, and the answer

string itself. The submitted answer strings were evaluated by NIST's human assessors for

correctness. [6]

TREC-9 question answering questions

Base question 419: Who was Jane Goodall?

Question

variants

746: What is Jane Goodall famous for?

747: What is Jane Goodall known for?

748: Why is Jane Goodall famous?

749: What made Jane Goodall famous?

Answer string

(50 bytes)

748 AP880225-0129 1 80.90 SUT9p2c3c050 for her 28 years of chimpanzee research

Figure 2. Examples of TREC-9 questions.
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3. System overview
The prototype of the CNLP question-answering system consists of four different processes:

question processing, document processing, paragraph finding, and keyword and entity based

answer finding. Each of the processes is described in detail below.

3.1 Question processing

During question processing, the system converts the question into a logical query representation

used for first stage information retrieval and the system determines the focus of each question

used for answer finding. Question processing takes place in our Language-to-Logic or L2L
module. The L2L process for the question-answering track is optimized for retrieval using the

AltaVista search engine (see section 3.2), and includes a focus recognizer. For example, the

question "What was the monetary value of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989?" results in the

following output:

AltaVista query: "monetary value*" +"Nobel Peace Prize*" 1989*

Question focus: money|numb

The L2L module converts a natural language query or question into a generic logical

representation, which can be interpreted by different search engines. The conversion from

language to logic takes place based on an internal query sublanguage grammar, which has been

developed by CNLP. Prior to conversion, query processing such as stemming, stopword removal,

and phrase and Named Entity recognition take place. We experimented with query expansion for

first stage retrieval but experienced a slight drop in the results. Based on these results query

expansion was left out of the TREC-9 question-answering system.

Question focus recognition aims to determine the expected answer by analyzing the question. For

example, consider the question: "What is the monetary value of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989?"

The questioner is obviously looking for a monetary value and that is the focus of the question.

Determining the question focus (also referred to as question type, answer type or asking point)

helps to narrow the possible answers for which the system will look.

The system uses two strategies to determine the question focus: the question, and, if that strategy

fails, the CNLP Named Entity hierarchy. The first strategy tries to find the focus of the question

based on clues found directly in the question itself. If the beginning of a question resembles any

of a set of clues it is clear what focus is intended. For example, if a question contains the words

"which capital city" then the focus is "city". However, it is impossible to predict all possible

questions and to have a program that deals with any question. If the system cannot assign a focus

to a question using example question phrases, the system then moves to the Named Entity

hierarchy clues. The system incorporates one or more clue words for each of the hierarchy

classes. For example, the words hurricane or storm in a question might indicate that the

questioner is looking for a weather event. The "why" focus is an exceptional case since it does

not indicate a particular topic but rather a place in the sentence where an answer might be found

(e.g. after the word "because"). The performance of the focus recognition capability is analyzed

in section 5.3.

3.2 Document processing for first stage retrieval

We used two different retrieval approaches for first stage retrieval: Boolean and probabilistic. The

entire TREC-9 question answering document collection has been indexed using AltaVista Search

Engine 3.0, which is a modified version of the software that runs the search engine at

http://www.altavista.com. [2] AltaVista 3.0 indexes all words and does not use stemming. The

document collection consisted of 978,952 documents with the average number of words per
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document being less than 500. Indexing this collection took approximately 6 days using a Dual

Pentium HI, 550Mhz, with 512MB ram, nanning Windows 2000 server. AltaVista also provides

the Search Developer's Kit (SDK). The SDK's Interoperability API allows programs to read data

from indexes created by the search engine. A batch process takes the L2L query representations

and the index directory of document collection as input. For each question, the program returns

up to 32,000 documents.

For our probabilistic runs we used the SMART retrieval runs as provided by NIST. The SMART
information retrieval system, originally developed by Salton, uses the vector-space model of

information retrieval that represents query and documents as term vectors. [5] All vectors have t

components where t is the number of unique terms (or stems) in the collection. A comparison of

the Boolean and probabilistic first stage retrieval approaches can be found in section 5.1.

3.3 Paragraph finding

The system uses paragraphs rather than documents for its second stage retrieval. Based on the

TREC question-answering guidelines and last year's questions, we assumed that the desired

answers were going to be short and factual (less than 50 bytes long). Also, the answer context,

which identifies an answer as belonging to a certain question, is usually a small part of the

original document. [4] Paragraphs, which are much shorter than documents, have the added

benefit of cutting down costly processing time. Paragraph detection is based on text indentations.

889: What is the highest mountain in the world?

Question focus: mnt (mountain)

<NC cat=numb> two|CD </NC> <CN> three-person|JJ team|NNS </CN> ofjIN <NP cat=geoadj id=3>

American|NP </NP> ,|, <NP cat=geoadj id=0> Soviet|NP </NP> and|CC <CN> <NP cat=geoadj id=l>

Chinese|NP </NP> climber|NNS </CN> will|MD attempt|VB to|TO reach|VB the|DT top|NN ofjIN <NC
cat=dist> 29,028-foot|JJ </NC> <NP cat=mnt id=2> Mount|NP Everest|NP </NP>

,|,
the|DT world|NN

'sjPOS <CN> highest]JJS mountain|NN </CN> J, on[IN <NC cat=time> MayjNP 6|CD </NC> .|.

Figure 3. Example of tagged paragraph (AP900429-0033) with answer "Mount Everest."

In the paragraph finding stage, we aimed to select the most relevant paragraphs from the retrieved

documents from the first stage retrieval step. Paragraph selection was based on keyword

occurrences in the paragraphs. The top 300 most relevant paragraphs were selected for each

question. After selection, the paragraphs were part of speech tagged and categorized by

<!metaMarker>™ using CNLP's categorization rules (see figure 3).[1] The quality of selected

paragraphs and the system's categorization capabilities directly impact later processing such as

co-reference resolution (currently not implemented), and answer finding.

3.4 Keyword and entity based answer finding

The keyword and entity based answer finding process took the tagged paragraphs from the

paragraph finding stage and identified different paragraph windows within each paragraph: A
weighting scheme was used to identify the most promising paragraph window for each paragraph.

These paragraph windows were then used to find answer candidates based on the question focus.

All answer candidates were weighted and the top 5 were selected.

3.4. 1. Paragraph-window identification and selection

Paragraph windows were selected by examining each occurrence of a question keyword in a

paragraph. Each occurrence of a keyword in relation to the other question keywords was

considered to be a paragraph window. A keyword that occurred multiple times thus resulted in

multiple paragraph windows, one for each occurrence. A weight for each window was determined

by the position of the keywords in the window and the distance between them. An alternative
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weighting formula was used for single -word questions. The window with the highest score was
selected to represent that paragraph. The process was repeated for all 300 paragraphs resulting in

an ordered list of paragraph windows - all potentially containing the answer to the question.

3.4.2 Answer candidate identification

Answer candidates were identified in each paragraph window based on the question focus. Each
paragraph window can have multiple answer candidates. If the question focus matched any of the

categorized named entities, complex nominals, or numeric concepts in the window, they were

considered to be answer candidates. If none of the categorized entities matched the question

focus, the system translated the focus into a more general tag. For example, if the question focus

called for a city and the paragraph did not have a city tag, the system then looked for a named
entity in that paragraph. Naturally these matches received lower weights than entities that directly

matched the question tag. If there was no question focus assigned to the question, the system

reverted to an alternative strategy and picked the sentence with the largest number of question

keywords and looked for named entities. In identifying the different answer candidates, the

required window sizes of 50 or 250 bytes were also generated.

3.4.3 Answer-candidate scoring and answer selection

The system used a weighting scheme to assign a weight to each answer candidate. The weight

was based on the keywords (presence, order, and distance), whether the answer candidate

matched the question focus, and punctuation near the answer candidate. This resulted in a pool of

at least 300 candidates for each query. The 5 highest scoring answer candidates were selected as

the final answers for each question. The answer strings were formatted according to NIST
specifications of either 50 bytes or 250 bytes depending on the run. This process was repeated for

all 693 questions resulting in an answer file of 4815 (693x5) lines that were submitted to NIST.

4. Results

Our submission for the question-answering track consisted of four different runs. The SUT9bn3c
runs use our L2L module (see section 3.1) with the AltaVista retrieval system for the first-stage

retrieval, whereas the SUT9p2c3c runs used the SMART (provided by NIST). Each of these runs

had a 50 byte as well as a 250 byte answer string submission. A system bug caused our 250 byte

answers to be about 50 bytes shorter (see table 1), which caused a slight drop in results. The

program only extended the number of answer bytes on the right-hand side of the answer string but

failed to do so on the left-hand side.

Averages over 682 questions

(strict evaluation):

SUT9
bn3c050

STJT9

p2c3c050

STJT9

bn3c250

STJT9

p2c3c250

Allowed answer length in bytes 50 50 250 250

Average response length in bytes 49.68 49.65 203.24 198.62

Mean reciprocal rank (682 questions) 0.247 0.249 0.365 0.385

Questions with no answer found 436 (63.9%) 439 (64.4%) 334 (49.0%) 319(46.8%)

Questions above the median
1

191 (28.0%) 190 (27.86%) 202 (29.62%) 198 (29.03%)

Questions on the median 427 (62.61%) 450 (65.98%) 351 (51.47%) 358 (55.64%)

Questions below the median 64 (948%) 42 (6.16%) 129(18.91%) 99(14.52%)

Table 1. Question answering results for all four runs.

The median is the middle score (or the average ofthe two middle scores in case of an even number of

scores) for each question after the answer scores for all participants have been put in rank order. 33 groups

submitted a 50 byte runs, 42 groups submitted a 250 byte run.
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The measure used for evaluation in the question-answering track is the mean reciprocal answer

rank. For each question, a reciprocal answer rank is determined by evaluating the top five ranked

answers starting with one. The reciprocal answer rank is the reciprocal of the rank of the first

correct answer. If there is no correct answer among the top five, the reciprocal rank is zero. Since

there are only five possible ranks, the mean reciprocal answer ranks can be 1, 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, 0.2,

or 0. The mean reciprocal answer ranks for all the questions are summed together and divided by

the total number of questions to get the mean reciprocal rank for each system run.

As is to be expected, the 50 byte runs have a much larger number of questions without an answer

than the 250 byte runs. In all four runs, for most questions the system performance equaled the

median reciprocal rank of all runs. The majority of the remaining questions were placed above the

median.

Answer ranks SUT9
bn3c050

SUT9
p2c3c050

SUT9
bn3c250

SUT9
p2c3c250

Correct answer ranked 1 126(18.48%) 128 (18.77%) 193 (28.30%) 208 (30.50%)

Correct answer ranked 2 43 (6.30%) 42(6.16%) 59 (8.65%) 52 (7.62%)

Correct answer ranked 3 35(5.13%) 37 (5.43%) 45 (6.60%) 46 (6.74%)

Correct answer ranked 4 21 (3.08%) 22 (3.23%) 28(4.11%) 31 (4.55%)

Correct answer ranked 5 21 (3.08%) 14 (2.05%) 23 (3.37%) 26 (3.81%)

No correct answer found (rank 0) 436(63.93%) 439 (64.37%) 334 (48.97%) 319(46.77%)

Total 682 682 682 682

Table 2. Answer rank distribution of question answering results.

The strength of our system lies in answer ranking. Consistently across all four runs, the majority

of the correct answers were ranked first. Unfortunately, in all four runs we had trouble locating

the answers to the questions.

5. Analysis

This section examines retrieval performance of first stage retrieval, the Language-to-Logic

module, and question focus assignment as well as exact answer finding and the effect of question

variants on system performance. Overall analysis based on the probabilistic 50 byte run

(SUT9p2c3c050) shows that the system retrieves at least one relevant document for each of 625

questions. In the paragraph finding stage we extract paragraphs from 609 of these documents. Out

of these 609 paragraphs, 578 paragraphs contain a possible correct answer. However, for only

243 questions we find that correct answer in these paragraphs. Thus, it appears that the answer

scoring mechanism and entity tagging, need further refinement.

5.1 First stage retrieval

The analysis of the first stage retrieval was based on the list of relevant documents provided by

NIST. We used two different first stage retrieval approaches, a Boolean approach using our L2L
module with AltaVista, and a probabilistic approach using the SMART runs (see section 3.1).

Analysis shows that the retrieval performance of both systems is very similar except for the

retrieved number of relevant documents, which is larger for SMART (see table 3). This difference

is probably caused by a number of AltaVista query representations that had a large number of

mandatory terms and failed to retrieve a single document.

Although the SMART retrieval system retrieves more relevant documents, the performance of the

two first-stage retrieval models in question answering is very similar. SMART performed slightly

better in the 250 byte runs (see table 1).
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Boolean Probabilistic

Questions without any retrieved documents 3 0

Questions without any relevant retrieved documents 50 48

Questions for which relevant documents are unknown 2
20 20

Questions with relevant retrieved documents 620 625

Total number of questions for first stage retrieval 693 693

Total number of documents retrieved 111,530 134,600

Number ofknown relevant documents 7,963 7,963

Total number of relevant documents retrieved 5,579 6,014

Average Precision
3

0.2766 0.2870

Table 3. First stage retrieval performance.

5.2 Question representation

Logical question representations are one of the things created in the question processing stage

(see section 3.1). The question representation analysis is based on the probabilistic 50 byte run

(SUT9p2c3c050). A close examination of the question representations created by our Language

-

to-Logic module showed that for 539 (78.89%) questions, the representation was correct,

although 64 (9.38%) representations could stand to be improved. 144 (21.11%) question

representations had one or more problems. The most frequently occurring problems were: part-of-

speech tagging errors; difficulties with query length (single word questions and very long

questions), and; keyword selection problems (see figure 4).

Problem Problems with description

count

76 part-of-speech errors:

wrong tags lead to bad phrases and non-content words being added to query

49 query length:

single word queries provide little information for answer finding, long queries with many

mandatory terms hinder retrieval

6 misplaced wildcards:

wildcards placed on final terms ofmulti-word terms only, or in the wrong place of single

terms creating bad stems

10 keyword selection problems:

content words such as numbers erroneously filtered out

Figure 4. Question representation problems.

It is clear that the part-of speech tagger had trouble dealing with the unusual phrase structure

presented by questions. Other problems, such as the single word queries, are a direct result of the

phrasing of the original question. Question expansion for second-stage retrieval might be a

solution for this problem. Keyword selection is an L2L problem that needs to be adjusted to keep

numbers, and possibly adjectives, that specify the answer (i.e. Who was the first Russian

astronaut to walk in space?).

The query representation problems were expected to have a negative impact on answer finding

but further analysis showed that this was not the case (see table 4). Even with a problematic

question representation, the system was still able to find answers for 77 questions while for 276

questions that did have correct query representations, no correct answers were found. This means

that query representation alone only accounts for part of the error.

2 Number includes the 1 1 questions discarded by NIST and 9 questions for which no relevance judgments

were available.
3
Average precision over all relevant documents, non-interpolated.
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Correct representation Problematic representation

Answer correct 166 (37.56%) 77 (32.08%)

Answer incorrect 276 (62.44%) 163 (67.92%)

Total 442 240

Table 4. Question representation correctness and question answering ability.

5.3 Question focus

As described in section 3.1, we determined the focus based on the question clues or Named Entity

Hierarchy clues. The question focus analysis is based on the probabilistic 50 byte run

(SUT9p2c3c050). Out of 682 answerable questions, our system determined a question focus for

434 (63.64%) of the questions. Out of these 434 questions, 348 questions (80.18%) had a correct

focus, and 86 questions (19.82%) had an incorrect focus. For 248 (36.36%) questions, our system

could not determine a focus.

Correct question focus Incorrect question focus No determinable question

focus

Rank 1 97 (27.87% 5 (5.81% 26(10.48%)

Rank2 22 (6.32% 4 (4.65% 16(6.45%)

Rank 3 19(5.46% 2 (2.33% 16 (6.45%)

Rank 4 9 (2.59% 1 (1.16% 12 (4.84%)

Rank 5 7 (2.01% 1 (1.16% 6 (2.42%)

RankO 194(55.75% 73 (84.88%) 172 (69.35%)

Total 348 86 248

Table 5. Answer rank distribution of question focus status.

Out of all the questions that ranked the correct answer first, 97 questions (75.78%) had a correct

question focus. It appears that a correct focus aids in answer ranking. When looking at the

questions with an incorrect query focus (86) we see that most of these questions (73, or 84.88%)

failed to retrieve an answer at all. We can conclude that it pays to have a determinable focus as

long as this focus is correct. However, finding the correct query focus is not a guarantee for

finding the answer since 194 questions (55.75%) with a correct focus did not retrieve a correct

answer.

A closer examination of questions with an incorrect question focus shows that 40 of these

questions are erroneously assigned a "person" focus. 17 of the erroneous person focus questions

are of the "who is Colin Powell" type. Unlike questions such as "who created the Muppets?" the

answer to "who is <person name>" questions is not a person's name but rather a description of

that person. Additional problems with the person focus were questions looking for groups of

people (i.e. cultures, sports teams) rather than individual persons, or other entities than persons

(i.e. companies, cartoon characters).

5.4 Question variants

As described in section 2, NIST included 193 question variants which are re-wordings of a set of

54 questions (see figure 2). The question variants analysis is based on the probabilistic 50 byte

run (SUT9p2c3c050). These question variants allowed us to study the effect of question

formulation on system performance. For 25 out of the 54 question sets, the query variation caused

no difference in performance. The majority of these questions did not retrieve correct answers no

matter how the questions were posed to the system.
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29 question sets did show differences in retrieval performance. For 12 sets, the performance

differences originated entirely in additional question terms being either present or missing. For 7

sets, the differences in performance were partially due to divergence of question terms. Some
question terms would guarantee a correct answer, whereas others would throw the results off The
majority of the questions are rather short, so each question term has a relatively large influence on

finding the answer. The query variant results indicate that query expansion could have a large

impact on system performance. Although we experimented with query expansion for first stage

retrieval, we did not have enough time to explore it in the answer-finding stage.

For 14 sets, some of the differences in system performance appear to be caused by a different or

missing question focus. In eight question sets, some of the differences in performance were

caused by the question focus being incorrect. Additional question words mislead the system in

choosing the wrong question focus. In sets where the question focus is either missing, different,

or incorrect, the weU-performing counterpart questions did have the correct or more exact focus,

and the variant questions, without the exact clue, experienced a drop in rank or a failed attempt to

find the answer. These findings indicate that having a correct question focus is of importance,

which supports findings of the question focus analysis (section 5.3).

In seven question sets, some of the differences were caused by inconsistencies in the answer

judgments. Certain answers would be judged to be correct for some questions, whereas for others

the same answer would be judged to be incorrect.

5.5 Exact answer finding

Although plans for an "exact answer" run were abandoned by NIST, we examined the system's

exact answer-finding capabilities for the probabilistic 50 byte run (SUT9p2c3c050). The majority

of the exact answers that our system produced were judged correct (197 or 81.07%), and only 46

(18.93%) of the answers were produced by the context of the answer window (see table 6). This

indicates that our system had quite a high answer-finding accuracy when a correct answer was

contained in the retrieved document.

Question

answered at

rank ...

Number of Q.

judged correct

Exact correct answer

string found

Answer produced by context

words in the 50-byte window

Rank 1 128 112 16

Rank 2 42 31 11

Rank 3 37 27 10

Rank 4 22 15 7

Rank 5 14 12 2

Total 243 197 (81.07%) 46(18.93%)

Table 6. Rank c istribution of correctly answered questions and our system performance

6. Conclusions and future research

The performance of the CNLP question answering system is highly encouraging. The majority of

the correct answers are ranked first and the majority of question representations and assigned

question foci were accurate. The prototype system also does well at exact answer finding.

However, for a large number of questions no correct answers are found. It appears that the current

system does not capitalize on the large number of relevant documents found in the first retrieval

stage.
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Further research is needed to refine the weighting in the paragraph selection and answer finding

stages, and to improve the query sublanguage grammar to increase question focus assignment

robustness. In addition, a new morphological analyzer needs to be implemented and the part-of-

speech tagger needs to be trained on question phrase structure, to improve question

representations. A more detailed study of the categorization performance and coverage is also in

order. Time also needs to be spent on researching and implementing a second approach to answer

finding based on template matching.
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Abstract

This paper describes the architecture, operation and results obtained with the Question Answering

prototype developed in the Department of Language Processing and Information Systems at the

University of Alicante. Our approach accomplishes question representation by combining keywords

with a semantic representation of expected answer characteristics. Answer string ranking is

performed by computing similarity between this representation and document sentences.

1 Introduction

The prototype presented in this paper tries to face up question answering task from a new point of

view. Question analysis obtains a mixed representation of queries based on keywords and a

semantic representation of main information characteristics required by the question. Sentence

ranking algorithm combines both representations to rank and select the best five answers. In the

following section, our system is described. Afterwards, we analyse results obtained in TREC-9
Question Answering task. Initial conclusions are extracted and finally, directions for future work

are discussed.

2 System Overview

Our system is structured into two main modules: Question analysis module and Answer selection

module. First module processes questions expressed in open-domain natural language in order to

obtain a representation of the information requested. This analysis is accomplished by obtaining

question type and classifying terms into keywords and definition terms. Keywords help the system

to locate sentences where answers can probably be found. A term in a query is considered a

definition term if it defines characteristics of the expected answer. Question type and definition

terms define the main information required by each question. A WordNet-based tool process

questions type and definition terms in order to obtain a semantic representation of expected answer

characteristics. This representation defines what we call semantic context of the target answer. The

answer selection module uses keywords and semantic context to locate the sentence containing the

answer and extract the part of the sentence that contains it. Figure 1 shows system architecture.
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Figure 1 . System architecture

2.1 Document Selection

We only processed the first fifty ranked documents supplied by TREC Organisation. Nevertheless,

all QA track collection was analysed to obtain term ^/weights (Salton, 1989). Term normalisation

was performed using a version of Porter's stemmer.

2.2 Question and Document pre-processing

Several Natural Language Processing techniques have been applied to both questions and

documents. These tools compose the Slot Unification Parser for Anaphora Resolution (SUPAR)
described in Ferrandez (1999, 1998). SUPAR's architecture consists of three independent modules

that interact with one other. These modules are lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, and a resolution

module for NLP problems such as anaphora resolution. Queries and documents are pre-processed

before entering question analysis and answer selection modules. Queries pre-processing consists on

part-of-speech-tagging terms and parsing. Documents are pre-processed by detecting sentence

boundaries, part-of-speech-tagging terms, parsing and solving pronominal anaphora. Managing with

pronominal anaphora consists on substituting non-pleonastic third-person pronouns for their

antecedents.
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2.3 Question Analysis

Question processing module accomplishes different tasks. This module extracts main keywords,

expands keyword terms, determines question type and builds the semantic context representation of

the expected answer.

Question type is detected by analysing Wh-terms. This process maps Wh-terms into one or several

of the following categories:

PERSON GROUP LOCATION TIME
QUANTITY REASON MANNER NONE

Each of these categories is related to WordNet top concepts (Miller, 1995). When no category can

be detected by Wh-term analysis, NONE is used (e.g. "What" questions). This analysis gives the

system three kinds of information: (1) lexical restrictions that expected answer should validate, (2)

how to detect definition terms (if they exist), and (3) top WordNet concepts relevant to the expected

answer.

Definition terms do not help the system to locate the correct answer but instead, they usually

describe the kind of information requested. Depending on question type, different approaches are

used to detect definition terms. For "What", "Which", "How", and similar questions these terms are

detected by selecting noun phrases appearing next to the Wh-term. When questions such as "Find

the number of..." or "Name a flying ..." are analysed, noun phrases following the verb are

considered definition terms.

Once question type and definition terms are analysed, the system generates the semantic context of

the expected answer. A WordNet-based tool processes each definition term in order to build its

semantic context representation. This context is represented as a weighted term vector that is

computed as follows: for each definition, synonyms, one-level search hyponyms and all

hyperonyms (until a top concept is achieved) are obtained. The weight assigned to these new terms

is the idf of the analysed definition term in the collection divided by the distance in the WordNet

hierarchy from this term to each new obtained one. When question type has been successfully

mapped to a top concept, only terms related to this concept will be added to the term context

representation. This way we obtain the terms that made up the context of a unique definition term.

The semantic context representation of the answer (the joined representation of all definition term

contexts) is computed by adding the context vector of each definition term in the question.

The semantic context of the answer helps the system in different ways: First, it approximates the

type of the expected answer when the Wh-term analysis has been unable to obtain it. Second, as top

concepts are too broad, it allows sub-classifying them for each particular question. And third, it

helps the system to decide between different possible answers by comparing expected answer and

probable answer semantic contexts.

To finish with question analysis, remaining question terms are considered keywords. When there

are no remaining terms left (e.g. for the question "Name a flying mammal"), definition terms are

used as keywords too. Non proper noun keywords are expanded using WordNet by adding to the

question, keyword synonyms, one-level search hyponyms and one-level search hyperonyms.
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2.4 Answer Selection

The input to this module is a small number of pre-processed candidate documents and the results of

question analysis module. As first step, sentences are ranked accordingly to the following score:

Sentence-score = Keyword_idf_sum + (0.65 * Expanded_keyword_idf_sum)

where :

Keyword_idf_sum: is the sum of the idfweights for query keywords that appear

in sentences.

Expanded_keyword_idf_sum: is the sum of the /^/weights for terms obtained

when expanding query keywords that also appear in sentences.

In both cases, the idfof a term that occur twice or more times in a sentence is added only once.

When this initial sentence ranking has finished, the first 100 ranked sentences that include probable

answers are selected as the best candidates to contain the correct one. A term is considered a

probable answer if it verifies lexical restrictions obtained by Wh-term analysis.

The final step is to analyse sentences to extract and rank the windows of the desired length that

probably contain the correct answer. The system selects a window for each probable answer by

taking as centre the term considered a probable answer. Each window is assigned a window-score

that is computed as follows:

Window-score = Sentence-score * (l+cos(Question_SC,Window_SC))

where :

cos: Cosine

Question_SC: vector representing the semantic context of the expected answer.

Window_SC: vector representing the semantic context of terms contained into

the selected window (excluding keywords and expanded keyword terms).

Finally, windows are ranked on window-score and the system returns the first five ranked windows

as final result.

3 Results

TREC-9 Question Answering Track allowed five answers for each question. Besides, depending on

answer-string length, two different run types were defined: up to 50 or 250 bytes long. We
participated with two runs for each different answer length. Figure 2 shows results obtained. ALI9C
runs have been produced applying the whole system described above. ALIC9A files contain results

obtained applying the same strategy but without solving pronominal anaphora in relevant

documents. These results were computed after getting rid of eleven questions whose answer did not

appear in the document collection. Therefore, only 682 questions were evaluated.
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Run Answer Mean reciprocal rank % Answers found

lenght strict lenient strict lenient

AU9C250 250 35,6% 37,1% 52,9% 55,3%

AU9A250 250 34,9% 36,3% 51,6% 53,8%

ALI9C50 50 23,0% 24,5% 33,9% 36,1%

AU9A50 50 22,7% 24,0% 33,9% 35,8%

Figure 2. QA Track results

Although a detailed results analysis is a very complex task, several conclusions can be extracted.

Retrieving relevant documents.

Correct answer was not included into the top fifty ranked documents supplied by TREC for 95

questions. As this fact relies on document retrieval strategy, we can not measure how our approach

managed with these queries. Figure 3 analyses the percentage of questions that could be correctly

answered depending on the number of top documents selected for searching the answer. Even if

first 1000 documents were analysed, it would have been impossible to obtain the correct answer for

25 questions. It seems that document retrieval techniques do not fit QA retrieval needs. In fact,

systems applying paragraph-indexing techniques (Harabagiu, 2000) (Clarke 2000) have obtained a

better performance.

Tod Docs Selected 10 25 50 100 250 500 750 1.000

Answer included 499 547 587 607 629 641 650 657

Answer Not included 183 135 95 75 53 41 32 25

% Answer Included 73,2% 80,2% 86,1% 89,0% 92,2% 94,0% 95,3% 96,3%

Figure 3. Document retrieval analysis

Context based answer detection.

Our main objective was to inspect how Wh and definition terms could be used to build a useful

semantic representation of expected answer and if this representation could improve correct answer

detection. Results analysis shows several circumstances. This approach increases system

performance by comparing expected answer with probable answer contexts. Very good results are

obtained when possible answers context gives some indication about the nature of these answers. In

this case context analysis allows the system to find the correct answer, even to successfully decide

between similar but different possible answers. However, when possible answer context does not

include characteristics that define the possible answer, the system does not take profit of expected

answer context definition. It seems clear that semantic context representation can not substitute the

use of a Name-Entity tagger (not applied in our prototype). We think that combining both tools will

contribute to improve system performance in two important aspects: (1) increasing the amount and

quality of the information obtained from the question and (2) improving possible answers detection.

Another circumstance to take into account is the way of selecting terms that define the context of

the possible answers. Nowadays, the system builds the semantic context of a possible answer from

all terms included into the window (250 or 50 bytes) surrounding each probable answer. As results
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show, results have become poorer as answer length decreased. This fact relies on the number and

type of terms selected for building possible answer semantic context.

Pronominal anaphora resolution

Application of pronominal anaphora resolution has produced only a small benefit (around a 1%).

Analysing this fact is very difficult but it relies on two main reasons. First, we have noticed that the

number of relevant sentences involving pronouns is very low. And second, there are a lot of

documents related to the same information, and sentences in a document that contain the right

answer referenced by a pronoun, can also appear in another document without pronominal

anaphora. Anyway, although the benefit is low, it can be considered a blind evaluation of how
automatic pronominal anaphora resolution always helps QA systems performance.

4 Future Work

Several areas of future work have appeared while analysing results. First, IR system used for

retrieving relevant documents has to be adapted for QA tasks. The IR used by TREC Organisation

retrieved the document containing the correct answer into the first fifty relevant documents only for

a 86% of the evaluated questions. Second, question analysis has to be improved by increasing the

number of question types analysed (i.e. definition or list questions). Third, unless context based

answer detection has revealed to help system performance it needs a finer tuning on defining the

number and type of terms used for semantic context building and exploring the possibilities of a

Name-Entity tagger. This strategy needs to be investigated and tested.
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Abstract

This report describes the English-Chinese cross-

language retrieval experiments at Berkeley for TREC-9

Cross-Language Information Retrieval track. We present

a simple and effective Chinese word segmentation method

and compare the cross-language retrieval performance of

two bilingual dictionariesfor query translation.

1 Introduction

In TREC-9 we only participated in the English-Chinese

cross-language information retrieval (CLER) track. We per-

formed one Chinese monolingual retrieval run and three

English-Chinese cross-language retrieval runs. Our ap-

proach to the cross-language retrieval was to translate the

English topics into Chinese by dictionary lookup. An
English/Chinese bilingual wordlist compiled by Linguistic

Data Consortium and an online English/Chinese bilingual

dictionary were used in our cross-language retrieval experi-

ments.

The four official runs we submitted are BRKCCA1,
BRKECA1, BRKECA2, and BRKECM1. The BRKCCA1
is a monolingual run, the other three being English-Chinese

cross-language runs. The BRKECA1 and BRKECA2 runs

are automatic, while the BRKECM1 is manual.

For all four runs, the same document ranking algorithm

based on logistic regression technique was used. The details

on our ranking algorithm can be found in [2].

2 Word Segmentation

The documents and queries in most text retrieval sys-

tems are indexed by the words occurring in the text. For

languages such as English in which words are separated by

blank space, it is simple to index text by words. To index

Chinese text by words, however, one first needs to identify

words in the text since word boundaries are not explicitly

marked in Chinese text. There is a large literature on Chi-

nese word segmentation. We will not attempt to survey this

field. Two recent papers on Chinese word segmentation are

presented by Dai and Loh in [4] and Sun et al. in [9].

Both corpus-based statistical methods and dictionary-based

methods have been developed to break a sentence into in-

dividual words. If one has a Chinese word dictionary, one

could match the text against the dictionary and output as

a word the longest sequence of characters that matches an

dictionary entry. When a dictionary is not available, one

could collect large amount of Chinese text and attempt to

discover words by examing the occurrence patterns of the

characters in the corpus. A major problem with dictionary-

based word segmentation methods is the dictionary cover-

age. The corpus-based or statistical methods can be easily

applied to a new collection of Chinese text since they do not

use word dictionaries. The overlapping bigram indexing is

simple, efficient and effective as well [7]. One problem with

bigram indexing is that the indexing file produced is two to

three times as big as the size of the raw text. Here we refer

to single Chinese characters as unigrams and two-character

Chinese terms as bigrams.

We present a method that is equally efficient and effec-

tive as bigram indexing, but produces a much smaller in-

dex file than the overlapping bigram indexing. Our method

is similar to but less general than the work presented by

Ge et al. in [5]. Our method breaks a sentence into un-

igrams and bigrams by maximizing the probability of the

sentence. Here we assume that unigrams and bigrams oc-

cur independently in the corpus. For a segmented sentence

S = wiivo . wm , if we assume words occur indepen-

dently, then the probability of the sentence S can be ex-

pressed as follows:

P(S) = P(wlW2 ...Wm ) (1)

m
= P(w l )P(w2 )...P(wm ) = l[P(w l ) (2)

t=l
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since we do not know how to break a sentence into words in

advance, we will consider all possible ways of segmenting

a sentence and estimate the probability of every segmenta-

tion given a sentence. We can then use the segmentation of

the highest probability to break up the sentence into words.

The number of possible ways to break a sentence of n char-

acters into words is 2
n~ l when a word can be arbitrarily

long. However, when a word is limited to one or two char-

acters, the number of possible ways to segment a sentence

of n characters can be expressed by the recurrence relation

N(n) = N(n - 1) + N(n - 2), where N(n) is the num-

ber of ways to break a sentence of n characters into one or

two-character words and N(0) = 0,N(1) = l,N{2) = 2.

When a sentence is short, one can easily enumerate all pos-

sible ways of segmenting the sentence and compute their

associated probabilities, then choose the segmentation of

the highest probability. But when a sentence is long, the

number of possible segmentations is exponential, it is no

longer practical to enumerate all possible ways of break-

ing the sentence and estimate their probabilities. However

one can apply dynamic programming technique to find out

the most likely segmentation efficiently without computing

the probabilities of all possible segmentations of a sentence.

The best way of breaking a sentence of n characters can be

recursively expressed as follows:

P{S1 ,n ) = MAXiPiSi^-JPiCJ^iSi^PiCn-iCn))

where 5i,n = C1C2 Cn and P(5i, n ) is the maximum
probability of segmenting a sentence of n characters into

one or two-character words. The probability of a one-

character word (i.e., unigram) is estimated by P(C*) =
N

fr
, and the probability of a two-character word (i.e., bi-

gram) is estimated by P{ClCj ) =
N{C

^
C

' )

, where N(d)
is the number of times that character Ci occurs in the cor-

pus, N(CiCj) is the number of times that string CiCj oc-

curs in the corpus and N is the total number of times that

any single character terms and any two-character terms oc-

curs in the corpus. A sentence is broken into one or two-

character terms using the most likely segmentation. For ex-

ample, for the sentence of three characters, S = C1C2C3,

the probability of the sentence with the three different pos-

sible ways of segmentation are given, respectively, by

P(S,(l,l)) = Pidm&WCs) (3)

P(S, (1,0)) = P(d)P(C2 C3) (4)

P(S, (0,1)) = P(C1C2 )P(CZ) (5)

Assume that the second segmentation method (k = (1,0))

has the highest probability, then we break sentence S into

C\ /C2C3. This is the method we used to break the Chinese

sentences in the test collection into one or two-character

terms. The probability of a one-character or two-character

term is estimated using their occurrence statistics collected

from the test documents. When we use this method to seg-

ment topics, we assign a small probability to the terms miss-

ing in the test collection. The estimated probability for a

new term is one over the total number of unique unigrams

and bigrams.

3 Test Collection

The TREC-9 CLIR test collection consists of 25 new

topics and 127,938 documents from three newspapers,

namely the Hong Kong Commercial Daily, Hong Kong
Daily News, and Takungpao. The topics are written in En-

glish with Chinese translations and contain title, descrip-

tion, and narrative fields.

One of the bilingual dictionaries we used to trans-

late English queries is the Chinese -to-English wordlist

(version 2.0) compiled by Linguistic Data Consor-

tium. We downloaded the bilingual wordlist from

http://morph.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/Chinese/. The wordlist

consists of a list of Chinese words, paired with a set of En-

glish words. The wordlist has some 128,000 entries.

The other bilingual dictionary used in our ex-

periments is the online KingSoft dictionary at

http://ciba.kingsoft.net/online/. It consists of a general

dictionary and a set of 23 specialized dictionaries, such as

ships, electricity, telecommunication, law, broadcasting,

environment, chemistry, economy and trade, computer,

medicine, and so on. The general dictionary contains

about four million entries and the specialized dictionaries

together contain about two million entries [6].

4 Monolingual Experiment

The Chinese documents and the Chinese translations of

the English topics were indexed using the overlapping bi-

gram technique. All three fields - title, description, and nar-

rative - in the topics were used. The retrieval performance

of the monolingual run BRKCCA1 is presented in the sec-

ond column in table 1. The overall precision is 0.2936 and

recall is .855.

5 Cross-Language Retrieval

There are a number of ways to perform the task of cross-

language information retrieval in which a query posed in

one language is searched against a collection of documents

written in a different language. Oard and Diekema provide a

recent survey on cross-language information retrieval in [8].

It is obvious that any retrieval method based on matching a

query in one language against documents in a different lan-

guage would fail when there are no cognates between this
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language pair (e.g., Chinese and English). For matching-

based retrieval algorithms to work, both the documents and

queries need to be expressed in the same language or con-

ceptual space as in the latent semantic indexing. A common
approach to cross-language information retrieval is to cou-

ple translation with monolingual information retrieval. One

can translate users' queries into the document language, or

translate documents into the query language, or translate

both the queries and documents into a third language, one

can translate queries or documents using a machine transla-

tion system. When such resource is not available, one can

use bilingual dictionaries, if available, to do word transla-

tion or phrase translation, or one can resort to parallel or

comparable bilingual corpora from which to mine transla-

tion dictionary for cross-language retrieval.

For the English-Chinese cross language retrieval experi-

ments reported below, we take the simple approach of trans-

lating queries to the document language, that is, we trans-

late the English queries into Chinese. We then apply the

monolingual retrieval ranking algorithm to rank Chinese

documents by their estimated probability of relevance to the

translated Chinese queries.

5.1 Topics Preprocessing

The topics were processed in three steps to generate the

queries before translation. First, the topics were tagged us-

ing Brill's part-of-speech tagger [1]. Second, noun phrases

are extracted from the tagged topics. Third, the single-word

terms and phrases are normalized using a morphological an-

alyzer. The following text shows the tagged text of the de-

scription field in topic CH58.

Are/VBP environmental/JJ protection/NN

laws/NNS being/VBG enforced/VBN in/IN

China/NNP and/CC Hong/NNP Kong/NNP ?/.

Each word is followed by its part-of-speech tag. The tags

NN and NNS represent singular nouns and plural nouns, re-

spectively; NNP represents the proper name, and JJ repre-

sents adjective. Then the tagged text is passed to a noun

phrase recognizer for noun phrase extraction. The recog-

nizer detects simple noun phrases based on the pattern of

the tags. The noun phrase patterns we used to extract noun

phrases can be concisely specified in a three-state automa-

ton as shown in Figure 1. The initial state is 0 and the fi-

nal state is 2. Any words tagged with part-of-speech tags

NN, NNS, NNP, NP and NPS are represented by the la-

bel NOUN, and words tagged with JJ, JJR, and JJS, which

are the positive, comparative and superlative form of an ad-

jective, are represented by the label ADJ. Any sequence of

words whose part-of-speech tags completes a path from the

initial state to the final state will be extracted as a noun

phrase, excluding the single-word nouns.

Figure 1. Simple noun phrase automaton

The noun phrases extracted from the above tagged text

are environmental protection laws and Hong Kong. The
words appearing in the stoplist were removed and then the

remaining single words and noun phrases are normalized

using a morphological analyzer [3], which reduces plural

nouns to their singular form and verbs to their base form.

Also, all words and phrases are converted to lower case.

The normalized single words and the simple noun phrases

constitute the English queries before translation.

5.2 Query Translation

After the preprocessing of the English topics, each query

now is comprised of single words and noun phrases. We
translate each query by looking up every single word and

noun phrase in a Chinese-English bilingual dictionary.

For BRKECA1 run, a query term (noun phrase or sin-

gle word) was looked up in the LDC bilingual wordlists.

The top two Chinese translation equivalents that occur most

frequently in the test document collection were retained as

translations for an English term when there are more than

two translations for that term. When there is no exact

matching for a single-word term, that term is not translated.

However when there is no exact matching for a noun phrase,

we proceed to match the sub-phrases against the dictionary

until there are some matches. If all sub-phrases matching

fails, we then look for exact matching for the component

words in the phrase. For example, if a three-word phrase

w\ W2W3 is missing in the dictionary, we will search the sub-

phrases W1W2 and ws\ and if there is no match for W1W2,

we will search wi and W2Wz in the dictionary. If none of

the sub-phrases is found in the dictionary, we translate this

phrase word-by-word by looking up each component word

in the dictionary, and take the Chinese translations of all

the component words in the phrase as the translation of the

phrase.

The Chinese translation equivalents were then seg-

mented into one or two-character words using the segmen-

tation method as described above. The documents in the

collection were segmented into one or two-character words

as well.
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For BRKECA2 and BRKECM1 runs, the noun phrases

and their constituent words were looked up in the online

KingSoft Chinese/English dictionary. The first Chinese

translation for a phrase or word was retained. The Chinese

translation equivalents were segmented into words using the

longest-matching method. These two runs used the word-

based document index for retrieval.

5.3 Manual Query Reformulation

It has been the policy of the Berkeley group to attempt

to create manual reformulations of TREC queries since

TREC-2. Manual queries usually result in additional rel-

evant documents found which enriches the value of the col-

lection when used for machine learning in the future. Ini-

tially this manual reformulation was done without reference

to the retrieval, i.e. by searching a comparable collection

using the original topic terms. The first of these was the

news title database available as part of the University of

California's electronic library catalog. Later, as the TREC
rules were relaxed to include manual relevant feedback, we

have utilized that technique for finding words from top doc-

uments of an initial search or by manually marking partic-

ular documents as relevant. These techniques were used in

our recent CLEF experiments for European languages.

For TREC-9 we created manual versions of the English

queries by searching the WWW with topic words and

taking pertinent text from the URLs found and inserting

it to the manual version of the query. For example topic

CH60 has description "Are China and Taiwan developing

any types of laser weapons?" Using the words 'China',

'laser weapons' in a GOOGLE search returns the url:

http://www.freerepublic.com/forurn/a363ee3c93414.htm

which has an initial sentence:

China's People's Liberation Army is building lasers to

destroy satellites and already has beam weapons ca-

pable of damaging sensors on space-based reconnais-

sance and intelligence systems, according to a Pen-

tagon report.

which was incorporated into the manual version of that

query. While the precision for our manual run BRKECM1
of .8875 was better than one automatic run BRKECA1 (pre-

cision 0.3821), it lagged our other run BRKECA2 (preci-

sion 0.9500).

One query for which manual augmentation worked well

was topic CH67 "Tiananmen Anniversary on Mainland"

which a www news archive provided the following addi-

tional sentences:

On June 21, the SCMP reported die detentions on

June 19 of 5 dissidents in Hangzhou. The 5 are ZHU
LUFU, HAN SHENDAI, WANG RONGQING, MAO
QINGXIANG, and LI BAGEN. The last three have

been detained several times already over the the past

month or two. The 5 are members of the China Democ-

racy Party. Information Centre of Human Rights and

Democratic Movement in China says that over 180

CDP members have been arrested in the past month,

and 3 1 are still in detention and awaiting trial.

and

the Free China Movement describing the arrest and

sentencing of ZHOU YONGJUN. Zhou snuck into

China in December to visit his parents. Zhou was jailed

for two years after the 1989 Tiananmen massacre and

subsequent crackdown. After his release 7 years ago he

was exiled.

The performance of this manual query increased ten-fold

to 0.2009 over the median precision of .0290 and our auto-

matic run precisions of 0.0026 and 0.0378.

Another query, CH79, "Livestock in China". A
GOOGLE search "China livestock" yielded a url at

Cornell University: http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/data-

sets/intemational/90014/ which offered statistical informa-

tion on China's agriculture production. Its descriptive sen-

tences:

Comprehensive data on Chinese animal agriculture in-

cluding production of red meats, milk, eggs, poultry

meats, and honey by region and province. Also in-

cludes inventory data on cattle, hogs, sheep, goats, and

draft animals.

were added to the manual query. The performance of

BRKECM1 for topic CH79 was 0.1496, almost three times

better than our best automatic run BRKECA2 (0.0545).

Overall, the precision of the manual run over 25 topics

was 0.1869. This was 28 percent better than the average

of medians for topics and 10.2 percent better than our best

automatic run (BRKECA1, overall precision 0.1680).

The use of web searches and direct cut-and-paste trans-

fer of new query words and sentences made manual refor-

mulation quite fast. Our estimate is that an average of 10

minutes per query was spent on manual rewrite, or slightly

more than four hours total.

5.4 Experimental Results

We performed three English to Chinese cross-language

retrieval runs. The title, description, and narrative fields

were used in all three runs. For BRKECA1, the queries

were translated into English by LDC dictionary lookup. The

Chinese translation equivalents were then segmented into

non-overlapping bigrams and unigrams. The evaluation re-

sult for the BRKECA1 run is presented in the third col-

umn in table 1. The evaluation results for BRKECA2 and

BRKECM1 are presented in in column 4 and 5 in table 1.

The Chinese translation equivalents for these two runs were

segmented into words using the longest-matching method.

And the segmented Chinese queries were searched against

the test document collection which was also segmented into

words using the same method. The best automatic English-
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tcchII BRKCCA1 BRKECA1 BRKECA2 BRKECM1
level (MONO) (CLIR) (CLIR) (CLIR)

at 0.00 0.7079 0.4296 0.3603 0.5624

at 0.10 0.4697 0.3325 0.2828 0.3561

0.4047 0.2655 0.2071 0.2900

at 0 ^ft 0.3720 0.2306 0.1852 0.2264

at 0 AH ft "377SW. J 1 0.1763 0.1555 0.1878

at 0.50 0.2769 0.1586 0.1393 0.1523

at 0.60 0.2445 0.1338 0.1269 0.1261

at 0.70 0.2165 0.1062 0.1052 0.1042

at 0.80 0.1874 0.0664 0.0892 0.0946

at 0.90 0.1368 0.0526 0.0833 0.0851

at 1.00 0.1155 0.0417 0.0721 0.0748

average

precision 0.2936 0.1680 0.1543 0.1869

relevant

retrieved 567 465 384 451

%of
mono 57.22% 52.55% 63.66%

Table 1. Evaluation results for one Chinese

monolingual run and three English to Chinese

cross-language retrieval runs.

Chinese cross-language retrieval performance is only about

57% of the monolingual retrieval performance. For 5 out

of the 25 topics, the precision for the cross-language re-

trieval is higher than that for the monolingual retrieval. On
the other hand, for 10 out of the 25 topics, the precision

for the cross-language retrieval is much lower than that for

the monolingual retrieval. The main reason is that some key

concept terms in those topics were either not translated at all

due to the limited coverage of the bilingual wordlist we used

or improperly translated. For example, the monolingual

precision is .5406 for topic CH78, but the cross-language

precision is only 0.0037 for the same topic. Topic CH78
is about motor vehicle fatalities in China. A key concept

term 'fatalities' was not translated because it is missing in

the LDC dictionary we used. The term 'silk' in topic 74

was translated into instead of the more appropriate

term " &£flj ". For topic CH63, the noun phrase 'energy

source (fis$K)' was translated into two Chinese words, ft

(energy) and (source). The main concept term 'three-

links CEiift)' in topic CH70 were translated word-by-word

into _E£ (three) and / (link). Not being able to

translate the term 'industrially' and mistranslating the term

'developed' in topic CH72 resulted in very lower preci-

sion in cross-language retrieval. The precision per topic for

the monolingual run and the three English-Chinese cross-

language runs are presented in table 2.

6 Conclusions

In summary, we performed three English-Chinese cross-

language information retrieval runs, one manual and two

U I\1\V_ v_ rv 1 RR rCFPA 1 Rpl/ PP A 7 DDI/ Cf^ \l\ 1

No V1V1W1Nw }
/pj JT>\ /"PI TD\

n 77aau.zzuu u.uy / j 0.1382

UZol.4 A 1 T7A
U. 1Z /U 0.2293 0.1928

ph^7 A IQOAU.ZVjy (J. 1 J4o 0.1435 0.1386

UrOo A AA"5iCU.UUjO A AAOOu.uuzz A AAOA0.0089 0.0059
a nni ^ A AAAAu.uuuu 0.0000 0.0000
1 AAAA 0.3821 0.9500 0.8875
A AAAA A A 1 O AU.U1Z4 0.0445 0.01 15
A CAAAU-jUUU A AOAA 0.0032 0.0019
a ifinn A AAA 1 0.01 14 0.1 1 18

LH04 U.JJJ4 A 1 1 Q£ 0.3128 0.3840
f\ 17Q*7 A 7A<Q 0.0133
i noon i aaaa

I .UUiHJ

PH67 \j. IjZ / U.UUzo A 1AAA

v_nuo n. 1 s?n^\J. 1 OOj U.IMJDO A AT3 O

\J. 14V 1
A 701 A a Ana A AC3 1

(J.lDJ 1

PU7A C\ 1 £Q7U. IDS /
A AA^7 A AAA lU.UUU1 0.0025

PU7

1

U.ZOU4 A 1 A Z£L U.U4o/ 0.2768
PUT)\_n /Z A OQ1 A a r\i i aU.UJ 14 0.0755 0.1174
PUT "X v. iyoo A "3 1 1 1 A f\f\f\AU.UUU4 A AT O A0.0789

CH74 0.2655 0.0004 0.5286 v. J / / z

CH75 0.1413 0.2922 0.1102 0.2883

CH76 0.5065 0.2140 0.1460 0.1495

CH77 0.0434 0.0263 0.0029 0.0043

CH78 0.5406 0.0037 0.0033 0.0145

CH79 0.1417 0.0188 0.0565 0.1496

Table 2. Precision per topic for the mono-
lingual run and three English-Chinese cross-

language runs.

automatic. We took a simple approach of translating queries

into document language by dictionary lookup in our cross-

language retrieval experiments. Even though the dictio-

nary used in the BRKECA2 run is much larger than the

one used in the BRKECA1 run, the retrieval performance

for BRKECA2 is slightly worse than that for BRKECA1.
We believe the inferior performance can be attributed to the

simple selection method and to the difference in word us-

ages. The performance of the best automatic run is only

about 57% of the monolingual performance. The main

performance-limiting factor is the limited coverage of the

dictionary used in query translation. Some of the key con-

cepts were either not translated or improperly translated.
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Abstract

In this paper we report on the effectiveness of query-biased summaries for a

question-answering task. Our summarisation system presents searchers with short

summaries of documents, composed of a series of highly matching sentences

extracted from the documents. These summaries are also used as evidence for a

query expansion algorithm to test the use of summaries as evidence for interactive

and automatic query expansion.

1. Introduction
The main focus of Glasgow's Interactive Track study was to investigate the use of summaries in interactive

searching.

Our experiments used a form of the query-biasing summarisation technique proposed by Tombros and Sanderson

[TS98], to create short document summaries that are tailored to the user's query. These summaries highlight the

main points of the document that pertain to the query. The summaries are based on highly matching sentences,

allowing users to view the context in which query terms are used within the document.

We hypothesised that this form of summarisation would be particularly effective for the time-limited, query-

answering task of the interactive track, in that summaries would allow users to filter out non-relevant documents

more effectively and target potentially relevant documents more quickly than either title alone or the full text of the

documents.

In addition, we investigated the use of summaries for relevance feedback (RF): by using the content of the

summaries, rather than the full-text of the documents, to generate query expansion terms.

Our experiments indicate that although RF is generally not considered helpful, summaries can provide a popular and

useful aid to finding relevant information.

The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we describe the system we used in these experiments including

details of the summarisation process, in section 3 we describe the interface, in section 4 we give details of the

experimental subjects and in section 5 we analyse the results. We conclude in section 6.

1

Corresponding author.
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2. System
In section 2.1 we outline the main components of our system and in section 2.2 we describe how the summaries are

created.

2.1 System architecture
Our experimental system was composed of three units:

1.

3.

retrieval system. The retrieval system (SMART) performs an initial query run using the query terms passed

from the interface. The list of retrieved document identifiers and document titles are passed to the interface for

display.

summariser. For each retrieved document, the summariser (described in section 2.2) generates a query-biased

summary, which is passed to the interface on demand.

interface. The interface displays the retrieved document identifiers, document titles and summary. The overall

look and feel of the interface is described in section 3.1. The interface is also responsible for logging user

interaction and generating query expansion terms (described in section 3.2).

Retrieval

system

Retrieved doc ids

Query terms
Summariser

Query terms

Retrieved doc ids

Doc full text

Doc titles

Summaries

Sv>s^ Interface

Figure 1: System architecture

2.2 Summariser
A document summary conventionally refers to a condensed version of a document that succinctly presents the main

points of the original document. Query-biased summarisation methods generate summaries in the context of an

information need expressed as a query by a user. Such methods aim to identify and present to the user individual

parts of the text that are more focused towards this particular information need than a generic, non-query-sensitive

summary. In this way summaries can serve an indicative function, providing a preview format to support relevance

assessments on the full text of documents [RSZ71].

Query-biased text summarisation is an emerging area of summarisation research that had not been addressed until

recently. Tombros and Sanderson looked into the application of such methods in information retrieval, evaluating

the indicative function of the summaries [TS98]. Their study showed that users were better able to identify relevant

documents when using the summaries than when using the first few sentences of a document. Recently the

TIPSTER funded SUMMAC project [MHKHOFCS98] provided a framework for the evaluation of different types

of summarisation systems. As part of that project, a number of query-biased summarisation systems were evaluated

by measuring their ability to help users identify documents relevant to a query.

The summaries generated by our system were indicative and query-biased, aiming to provide users working on an

interactive IR system with information on the relevance of documents retrieved in response to their query. The
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system is based on a number of sentence extraction methods that utilise information both from the documents of the

collection and from the queries submitted, and is a simplified version of the system described in [TS98].

Each document that was retrieved in response to a specific query was passed through the summarisation system, and

as a result a score for each sentence of each document was computed. This score represents the sentence's

importance for inclusion in the document's summary. Scores are assigned to sentences by examining the structural

organisation of each document, and by utilising the inverse document frequency (IDF) weights assigned to each

term. Information from the structural organisation of the documents was utilised in two ways. Terms occurring in

the title section of a document were assigned a positive weight (title score) in order to reflect the fact that headlines

of news articles tend to reveal the major subject of the article. In addition, a positive ordinal weight was assigned to

the first two sentences of each article, capturing the informativeness of the leading text of news articles. The EDF
weights of the terms in the collection were used as a source of evidence of attributing an overall measure of

importance for each sentence of the source documents. In order to establish such a measure, the sum of the IDF
weights of all the terms comprising a sentence was divided by the total number of terms in that sentence. In that way

an importance score was attributed to each sentence in the collection.

In addition to the scores assigned to sentences, information from the query submitted by the user was also employed

in order to compute the final score for each sentence. A query score was thus computed, intended to represent the

distribution of query words in a sentence. The rationale for this choice was that, by allowing users to see the context

in which the query terms occurred, they could better judge the relevance of a document to the query. The
computation of that score was based on the distribution of query terms in each sentence. This was based on the

belief that the larger the number of query terms in a sentence, the more likely that sentence conveyed a significant

amount of the information need expressed in the query. The actual measure of significance of a sentence in relation

to a specific query, was derived by dividing the square of the number of query terms included in that sentence by the

total number of the terms comprising the query.

The final score for each sentence is calculated by summing the partial scores discussed above. The summary for

each document is then generated by selecting the top-scoring sentences, and outputting them in the order in which

they appear in the original document. Summary length was defined to be 20% of the document's length, up to a

maximum of 6 sentences. Such a value seems to be in general agreement with suggestions made by [Ed64, BMR95].

Figure 3 shows the summary produced from the document in Figure 2, retrieved in response to the query 'America

national parks redwood trees'. In Figure 2 bold type marks those sentences that were extracted to form the

summary.

<DOC>
<DOCNO> SJMN91-06312178 </DOCNO>
<ACCESS> 06312178 </ACCESS>
<DESCRIPT> CALIFORNIA; TREE; PARK; US </DESCRIPT>
<LEADPARA> California's majestic redwood parks may be ceded to the federal

government under a cost-cutting proposal under study by state Parks and Recreation

Department officials, the officials said Wednesday.; The three parks — Jedediah Smith

Redwoods State Park and Del Norte Coast Redwoods State Park in Del Norte County, and Prairie

Creek Redwoods State Park in Humboldt County — are the crown jewels of the state park system

and home to 2,000-year-old redwoods, among the oldest living things on Earth. </LEADPARA>
<SECTION> California News </SECTION>
<HEADLINE> STATE MAY CEDE ITS 3 REDWOOD PARKS TO U.S. </HEADLINE>
<TEXT> The proposal emerged from a review ordered by state Parks and Recreation Director

Henry R. Agonia after the Wilson administration sent a directive to, state agencies asking them to

identify budget cuts. The state is facing a staggering $2 billion deficit in this year's $55.7 billion

budget.; The prospect of transferring California's redwood parks to the National Park Service

drew praise and criticism from environmentalists and park rangers Wednesday as word spread.;

"I'm strongly against it," state parks Superintendent Bill Beap said in a telephone interview from

Eureka. "These are the prime jewels of the state park system."; But the proposal was welcomed

by Sierra Club officials, who called it "a splendid idea." Edgar Wayburn, the club's vice
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president for conservation, noted that the neighboring National Redwood Park's

boundaries touch all three state parks. </TEXT>
<BYLINE> Los Angeles Times </BYLINE>

Figure 2: Sample document

<SUMMARY>
<TITLE> STATE MAY CEDE ITS 3 REDWOOD PARKS TO U.S.

</TITLE>

<DOCTD> SJMN91-06312178 </DOCID>
<LI>Califoraia's majestic redwood parks may be ceded to the federal government under a cost-

cutting proposal under study by state Parks and Recreation Department officials, the officials said

Wednesday. </LI>

<LI> " Edgar Wayburn, the club's vice president for conservation, noted that the neighboring

National Redwood Park's boundaries touch all three state parks. </LI>

</SUMMARY>

Figure 3: Summary produced from document SJMN91-06312178

3. Interface

3.1 Look and feel

The interface consists of four main components: list of 20 retrieved document titles and associated check boxes for

marking documents relevant, summary display, query box and suggested expansion terms.

A summary was generated on demand each time the user moved the mouse pointer over a document title. The

complete document could be viewed, in a separate window, by clicking on the document title.

Query expansion was both automatic (the top 6 expansion terms were automatically added to the query when the

user requested more documents), and interactive. The user could request suggestions for new query terms by

clicking the 'Get More Terms' button, the suggested terms appearing in the 'More Terms' box on the bottom left of

the screen. Each query, and suggested, term was displayed in this box; check-boxes were used to add/delete terms

from the query.

3.2 Relevance feedback
To assist users in modifying their queries, a query expansion facility was offered. Expansion terms were selected

from the summaries of marked relevant documents using Porter's term weighting function [PG88]. This is shown in

Equation 1, where r equals the number of relevant summaries containing a term, R is the number of relevant

documents, n is the number of documents in the collection containing the term, and /V is the number of documents in

the collection.

Porter =r/R
-n/

N

Equation 1: Porter term weighting function

This use of Porter's term weighting function differs from other applications in that r is based on the terms

appearance in a summary of a relevant document, rather than the whole document. The basis for this is that a query-

biased summary of a document may be a better source of relevant terms than the full-text of the document. This may

be especially true for long documents that cover many topics.

For this experiment we used only the summary to determine possible expansion terms, even if the user had viewed

the full-text of the document. A natural enhancement of this may be to vary the source of the expansion terms

according to the representation(s) of the document viewed by the user. For example if the user has only viewed a

summary before making an assessment, then the summary should be used for feedback, if the user has viewed the

full text of the document, then the full-text may be a better source of evidence for feedback.
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This method of calculating relevance weights has previously been shown to give good results [PG88, Efth95] for

automatic and interactive query expansion. The expansion terms produced in our case, however, were not always

useful. This was for two reasons: low numbers of relevant documents, and the processing of summaries for

relevance weighting.

The searchers tended to find relatively low numbers of relevant documents. If a searcher only found one relevant

document in the first display of documents (as many did) then the relevance weighting prioritised those terms that

only appeared in the relevant document. In this case, not only were these terms not useful for retrieving further

relevant documents but occasionally the terms turned out to be spelling errors in the original documents, e.g.

'armiofficV, 'withth\ and 'sovietunion
1

.

A flaw in our preparation of the summaries for relevance weighting was not to remove stop words from the

summaries before weighting. Consequently, a proportion of the suggested expansion terms consisted of labels such

as, 'docno' and
l

bylin\ This was shown to affect a small number of queries.

4.Experimental details

4.1 Subjects
All subjects were educated to graduate level in a non-computing, non-LIS discipline, and, with two exceptions, all

our subjects were postgraduate students recruited from the Information Technology course at Glasgow University.

None of the subjects had any formal training in information searching or retrieval, beyond basic training on the

university library search facilities.

The average age of the subjects was 23 years, and the average previous search experience was 3 years. All subjects

reported some experience with library systems but the majority of reported experience was gained using web search

engines using a point-and-click interface. None of the subjects had used either the control system (ZPRISE), the

experimental system or an TR system with summarisation facilities.

These subjects were relatively regular searchers, performing searches either daily or weekly, but were neutral as to

how much they enjoyed the process of searching for information.

4.2 Technical drawbacks
There were two main technical problems observed in our experiments, both related to the length of time taken to

produce summaries.

Summaries are produced on request, section 3.1, consequently speed is an important issue for this system. The

average time taken to produce a summary was 5 seconds, the range being 0.5-20 seconds. However in practice

summaries took longer than average to generate, somewhere of the order of 10 seconds on average. The main reason

for this is that the summarisation time is dependent on the length of the original document.

In our experiments, the retrieved documents tended to be longer than average, consequently the summaries took

longer than average to produce. This was criticised by several users, as discussed in section 5.2.

Secondly, summaries were requested by running the mouse pointer over a document title. This method was intended

to be an intuitive method of obtaining summaries. However, as users were unfamiliar with the interface, they often

scanned the pointer over several document titles unintentionally. This would not be a problem if summaries were

created instantaneously but, as summaries took longer than expected to create, this often had the unfortunate side-

effect of halting the interface until the summaries for the scanned documents had been produced. The user had then

to wait until all summaries were created before being able to issue any more commands.

A further, although minor, problem was that as soon as the user moved the pointer away from a document title, the

summary disappeared. This was criticised by several users who would have preferred the summary to remain visible

until a new summary was requested.
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5. Analysis
The experiments were run according to the matrix supplied by the track organisers, however technical problems

meant that we were unable to run the complete set of subjects. Our final submission consisted of the full results for

10 out of 16 subjects
2

. Hence the following analysis is partial.

5.1 Quantitative analysis

5.1.1 Interface

To examine the novel features of our interface we extended the TREC post-system questionnaire to include specific

questions on the use of summaries and RF.

The subjects were, on average, in favour of the summaries with an average score of 3.7
3
for the question "Were the

document summaries useful in answering the questions?" and 3.5 for the question
"Were the document summaries a

good representation of the full document text?". However, it is doubtful whether this second result was valid, as few

users actually compared the full-text with the summary.

9 of 10 subjects judged the length of the summary as "About righf\ the remaining subject said the summaries were

too short.

The subjects were less convinced about the benefits of RF with an average response of 2.7 for the question "Was
relevance feedback usefufi", 2.1 for the question "Did the system add good terms to your query?" and 2.5 for "How
well did you understand the relevance feedback option?".

RF was also shown to be unpopular in the exit questionnaires, we shall discuss this in more detail in section 5.2.

5.1.2 Topics

The subjects were generally unfamiliar with the topics before searching, the reported certainty before searching

being on average between 1.24 - 1.9. The certainty of the users increased after searching for all topics. The final

certainty ranged from 2.97 for topic 6, to 4.4 for topic 1. Although the pre-search certainty for both types of topics

were roughly the same (1.60 for multiple part topics, 1.59 for comparison topics), searchers reported a greater

degree of post-search certainty for multiple part topics (3.51 multiple part against 3.15 for comparison topics).

Although users found slightly more relevant documents for the multiple part topics (1.04 per search vs. 1.01 for

comparison topics), the greater reported certainty seems to come from the interaction rather than search success. For

the multiple part topics, subjects reported that these topics were easier to start a search on, and easier to search for
4

.

However they reported that they were less satisfied with searches on the multiple part topics (3.00 vs. 3.27

comparison) and would have liked more time to search on these topics (3.41 multiple part vs. 3.45 comparison).

There was a greater pre-search familiarity with the multiple part topics (1.96 vs. 1.78) not reflected in pre-search

certainty.

5.1.3 Systems
Users marked slightly more relevant documents on average with the control system (1.04 vs. 1.01 per query), found

it easier to start a search with the control system (3.58 vs. 3.36) and easier to search (3.05 vs. 3) but were overall

less satisfied with the control system (2.62 vs. 2.51). The subjects felt they would have preferred more time with

experimental system (2.62 vs. 2.81), possibly due to the time delay in producing the summaries.

From the exit questionnaires, the subjects claimed a relatively high level of understanding of the task (4.4), a fair

similarity with other searching tasks (3.5). The subjects did not feel there was a great difference between systems

(3.4).

2
Five subjects started searching on the control system, five on the experimental system.

3 These averages, and others in the remainder of the paper, are out of a possible 5, taken from the answers given in

the standard TREC questionnaires.
4
Ease to start (multiple part 4.46 vs. 3.97 comparison), ease to search (3.77 multiple part vs. 3.54 comparison).
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Of the ten subjects tested 6 claimed the experimental system was easier to learn to use (1 for ZPRJSE, 3 undecided),

7 found the experimental system easier to use (3 ZPRISE, none undecided), and 7 preferred the simplicity of the

experimental system (3 opting for ZPRISE).

5.1.4 Search statistics

In this section we analyse the search statistics regarding the number of documents retrieved, query terms entered and

documents assessed relevant for both systems. Table 1 summarises the basic search statistics.

Control

System

Experimental

System

Initial query terms 3.54 4.69

Query terms added 1.24 1.55

Iterations

(including initial ranking)

1.5 2.16

Documents assessed relevant by subject 1.04 1.01

Full texts viewed 2.94 1.19

Summaries generated 5.48

Table 1: Average search statistics per query

The searchers tended to use more query terms on the experimental interface than the control system and more terms

were added through query expansion. Very few terms were added through the interactive query expansion facility.

As noted before the searchers assessed slightly more relevant documents with the control system than the

experimental system.

The searchers appeared to do more iterations of feedback with the experimental system although this is slightly

deceptive as in fact they tended to do a new search more often than modify their existing query.

5.1.5 Search results

In Table 2 we outline the overall search results for our experiment. The users returned a higher proportion of non-

supporting documents on the control system (41.67% - sum of columns 4, 7 and 8 in Table 2) than on the

experimental system (36.84%), and a lower proportion of supporting documents with the control system (58.33%

control vs 63.16% experimental - sum of columns 2 and 5 in Table 2).

2:2 2:1 2:0 1:2 1:1 1:0 0:0

Control responses 8 6 1 9

Control average 33.33% 25.00% 4.17% 37.50%

Experimental responses 6 1 6 2 4

Experimental average 31.58% 5.26% 31.58% 10.53% 21.05%

Table 2: Summarised results - control system versus experimental system

2:2 2:1 2:0 1:2 1:1 1:0 0:0

Topics 1 -4 TREC average 13.91% 2.16% 0.96% 28.06% 9.35% 9.83% 35.73%

Our average 4.00% 48.00% 12.00% 36.00%

Topics 5 - 8 TREC average 46.60% 14.56% 38.84%

Our average 72.22% 5.56% 22.22%

Table 3: Summarised results - Glasgow results versus average results
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In Table 3 we compare our results from both systems with the average from the TREC participants. For the multiple

part topics (1-4), our subjects returned a smaller percentage of fully supporting documents than average but a higher

percentage of documents that supported a partial answer. The subjects also returned slightly more than average non-

supporting documents.

For the comparison topics (topics 5 - 8) the subjects returned noticeably higher percentage of supporting documents

and fewer non-supporting documents, suggesting that these topics were easier for our subjects, although in both our

control and experimental systems our searchers returned more documents for the multiple part topics.

Topic Control

unifliipU1UU

Control

total

Experimental

lininnp

Experimental

total

Total unique Total

TREC
Averages

1 1 5 1 3 1 13 7.62%

2 1 1 1 7 14.29%

3 2 6 2 5 3 17 17.65%

4 2 3 9 11 11 39 28.21%

5 3 7 3 4 5 7 71.43%

6 2 2 2 5 2 3 66.67%

7 5 9 1 1 6 23 26.09%

8 1 1 1 15 6.67%

Total 17 34 17 29 30

Average 50.00% 58.62%

Table 4: Document analysis results

In Table 4, we present an analysis of the overlap of the supporting documents found with the two systems. These

results attempt to capture the performance of subjects using either system to discover new documents that support

the answer to each query. Any document returned by a subject for a specific query that was marked by TREC
assessors as 'supporting the right answer for this query' was used in the calculations, irrespective of the score

assigned to that response. That means that even if a subject provided a wrong answer for a query based on a

document marked as 'supporting' by the assessors, that subject would still be credited with finding a document that

supports the correct answer for that query, and would be included in the calculations.

The Control unique and Experimental unique columns indicate the number of unique supporting documents

found by subjects for each of the two systems (Control or Experimental) for a specific query. The Control total and

Experimental total columns indicate the total number of documents marked by subjects for a specific query for

each of the two systems. The Total unique for query column displays the total number of unique supporting

documents for each query returned by both systems. Finally, the Total TREC column indicates the number of

documents for each query that were marked as 'supporting the right answer' from the TREC assessors.

The results indicate that, on average, subjects using the experimental system performed better at discovering

documents that could potentially support the right answer for a query. Subjects under both systems discovered the

same number of unique supporting documents (17), however subjects using the experimental system discovered

these documents in fewer attempts (29 vs. 34).

5.1.6 Search narrative

A question searchers have to answer is: Which Children's TV program was on the air longer: the original Mickey

Mouse club or the original Howdy Doody Show!

The searcher starts with the query containing terms, children's, TV, programs, Mickey, Mouse, Club, Howdy, Doody,

Show. That is basically used all the terms in the question description itself, suggesting the subject relied heavily on

the task given. The system returned twenty documents titles and the searcher went through the list of titles in order.
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The searcher viewed summaries of eighteen documents, these were not selected in the same order as the retrieved

list. In addition, the searcher viewed the full text of three documents out of the twenty displayed.

There was no relevance feedback iteration and no query modification. The users returned the answer to the query as

the Mickey Mouse show ran longer, based on the document, LA050690-0059. The confidence of the user in the

answer is Neutral.

5.2 Qualitative
Relevance feedback was not popular amongst our searchers. As noted in the previous section searchers on the

experimental system tended to enter new search terms rather than work with the modified query. We believe that the

high familiarity with web search engines in our subjects may have promoted this behaviour. The subjects also

claimed a poor understanding of relevance feedback. Each subject used the interactive option at least once. The RF
option was also relatively unpopular on the control system.

Topic 1, "What are the names of three US national parks where one can find redwoods?" caused our subjects some
difficulties as eight of the ten subjects returned document SJMN91-06312178 (shown in Figure 2), which discusses

State rather than National Parks. The text of this document does make the distinction between the two categories of

park, but we doubt whether the subjects read this document closely enough to pick up on this.

In answering the comparison topics, such as "Which painting did Edvard Munch complete first: '"Vampire" or

"Puberty"?", several subjects did not find any individual document that supplied an answer but managed to find an

answer by analysing information found in more than one document. For example, on the Munch topic, several users

found a date for the completion of "Vampire" in one document, a date for "Puberty" in a different document and

answered the question citing both documents as evidence.

Although our analysis is not conclusive, we believe that summaries may have resulted in some false positive

answers. In this case, the searcher assesses the summary relevant without reading the full text of the (non-

supporting) document.

A good example of this is the assessment of document AP890215-0071 for the topic "Name four films in which

Orson Welles appeared'. One summary produced for this document contained the sentence "Turner Entertainment

Co. said it will not colorize Orson Welles' black-and-white film classic "Citizen Kane" because the late director's

estate may have the right to prohibit it." which correctly identified the film Citizen Kane as being one of the films of

Orson Welles.

However the summary also contained the last sentence of the document, "Movie purists have previously lamented

the colorizing of such classics as "It's a Wonderful Life", "Casablanca" and "A Christmas Carol."" which led the

searcher to credit Mr Welles as appearing in these films, even though this was not supported by the text of the full

document. Although this may have affected some of our searchers, it may not be a real concern in an operational

environment in which users are not so restricted by time limitations.

All subjects liked the use of summaries but felt the summaries took too long to produce. The subjects also liked the

simplicity of the interface event if they ignored the RF and query expansion options.

6. Conclusion
Our research aim was to investigate the use of summarisation techniques for a question-answering task. Although

our subjects returned a low number of documents, the analysis showed that subjects returned a higher proportion of

supporting documents and a lower proportion of non-supporting documents with our summarisation system. The

subjects also viewed fewer full documents per relevant document found with the experimental system than the

control system. Although our experiments were only partially completed, these two findings indicate that our

experimental hypothesis that summaries can help users target relevant documents and eliminate non-relevant

documents more effectively is worth investigating further. In addition, the positive response from our subjects

towards the use of summaries indicate the summaries are not only effective but can also be a popular aid to

searching.
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The University of Iowa participated in the adaptive filtering and question answering tracks of

TREC9. The filtering system used was an extension of the one used in TREC-7 [1] and TREC-8

[2]. Question answering was done using a rule-based system that employed a combination of pub-

lic domain technologies and the SMART retrieval system.

1 - Adaptive Filtering:

Our approach to filtering involves a two-level dynamic clustering technique. Each filtering top-

ic is used to create a primary cluster that forms a general profile for the topic. Documents that are

attracted into a primary cluster participate in a topic-specific second level clustering process yield-

ing what we refer to as secondary clusters. These secondary clusters, depending upon their status,

are responsible for declaring, i.e., retrieving, documents for the topic.

As documents are temporally processed they are attracted to a primary cluster if their similarity

with the cluster vector is above a primary threshold. These documents enter the secondary cluster-

ing stage where again, based on similarity to cluster vectors and a secondary threshold, they either

join an existing secondary cluster or start a new one. If at some point the similarity between a sec-

ondary cluster and the primary cluster exceeds a third declaration threshold then the document

most recently added to the secondary cluster is retrieved for the user.

When deriving representations we use TF*IDF weights after stemming the terms using Porter's

stemmer. We also limit document vectors and cluster vectors to the best 100 and 200 stems respec-

tively.

In TREC-8 adaptation was explored at several different levels [2] . First a secondary cluster's

future behavior would depend upon past performance. If a secondary cluster declares a document

that turns out to be relevant then it is colored green. This means that it declares all documents that

join it in the future. If instead the declared document is non relevant then the cluster is colored red

and all future documents are not declared. A non relevant document that joins a green cluster

spawns an independent red cluster allowing the original cluster to remain green. Another adaptive

dimension was to have the primary cluster vector adapt as relevant judgements were obtained. A
version of Rochio's feedback method is built into the system for this purpose. A differential adap-

tation scheme is also built in for this purpose. The key distinction is that in the differential scheme

positive and negative term vectors are comprised only of terms not found in the other vector or in

the original query vector.
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Recent experiments conducted with TREC-8 data explored additional dimensions of adapta-

tion. For example, we experimented with adapting the primary threshold as the performance mea-

sure varied. For this, the performance measure such as the utility score was computed at regular

intervals when a "snapshot" of the system is taken. We also explored adaptation of secondary and

declaration thresholds. In all these the most profitable approach appears to be adaptation of the

break threshold using a step function that responds to changes in performance across snapshots.

Our OHSU runs use the system as described above with adaptation of the break threshold.

Other key extensions to the system for TREC-9 include the ability to specify the type of index

vectors to utilize. A phrase recognizer loads dictionaries of phrases derived from sources such as

the WordNet thesaurus and matched phrases are included into the document vectors. More recently

a rule-based entity recognizer has been developed that allows the indexing of documents by person

names, organizations, locations and events. OurMESH run includes this technology as well special

support for medical terminology. The MeSH hierarchy, an associated lexicon of synonyms and a

supplementary list of concepts such as drug names were used. The MESH run involved index vec-

tors that were populated using only the entities extracted from the source text.

OHSU Runs:

For TREC-9 we submitted two OHSU runs. These runs employed word based indexing, Roch-

io feedback for the profile adaptation and adaptation of the declaration threshold. Both OHSU runs

used the controlled vocabulary field (MeSH terms). The two runs differ only in their starting

threshold values. The primary, secondary and declaration thresholds were 0.3, 0.32, and 0.3 re-

spectively for OHSU1 and 0.25, 0.27, and 0.25 respectively for OHSU2. The declaration threshold

was adapted in each case using a step-wise strategy. Figure 1 shows the performance in terms of

utility for our OHSU1 run. The dashed bars represent median performance across systems for each

topic. There are 24 topics for which OHSU1 was better than the median and another 24 for which

it was below the median.

We conducted several experiments after the official submission deadline to better understand

the different aspects of our filtering system and its weak performance on the OHSU task. The first

question asked was whether the primary filter was effective. In other words how good was it at fil-

tering out non relevant documents while allowing through the relevant documents? Figure 2 shows

the percentages filtered through over time, with snapshots taken every 1000 documents. The figure

shows that if we divide the snapshots into three groups then the primary filter allows about 50%,

60% and then 59% of the relevant documents that arrive over the first, second and third sequence

of snapshots respectively. At the same time the percentage of non relevant documents allowed

through stays less than 1% of the number seen. We then examined the effectiveness of the second-

ary filter. Note that this analysis of the secondary filter was limited to those documents allowed

through by the primary filter. Figure 3 shows that the secondary filter was successful in reducing

the percentage of non relevant documents allowed through (dashed bars). However, at the same

time it also restricts the passage of relevant documents although not as severely. Next we took a

different track in our analysis and examined the effectiveness in adapting the declaration threshold.

Figure 4 displays these results. We can observe that if we eliminate break threshold adaptation per-

formance degrades significantly over time (dashed bars). In contrast, the adaptive mode is able to
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Figure 2: Assessment of Primary Filter

stay somewhat steady - although on the negative side of the performance axis. At this point we sus-

pected that our break threshold may not be restrictive enough. Figure 5 shows the effect of testing

this by contrasting a run where the break threshold was increased from the original 0.25 (dashed

bars) to 0.3 (solid bars).
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MeSh Run:

Figure 6 shows the performance in terms of utility score for our MESH run. As mentioned be-

fore for this task we employed a rule-based entity recognizer which uses the MeSH hierarchy, an

associated lexicon of synonyms and a supplementary list of concepts such as drug names. This run

involved index vectors that were populated using only the entities extracted from the source text.

Entity-based performance on the MeSH subset proved to be quite intriguing. In 92 of the topics

our system yielded the highest score - in some cases substantially higher than median performance.
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At the same time, in 147 of the topics our system yielded the lowest score - again in some cases

substantially lower than median performance. We conjecture that the pure entity scoring yields

high quality results - but for some topics our secondary cluster scheme is generating too many high-

relevance clusters that prove to be off-topic. This may be due in part to the score being generated

by ancestor/descendant MeSH term tree matches. Figure 7 presents performance (utility score) as
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a function of the number of relevant documents present for a given topic. The figure shows 500

data points one for each topic. One may observe a general trend that as the availability of relevant

documents improves, performance increases. Moreover, most of the scores are on the positive side

of the Y axis. Figure 8 explores a different aspect. Our process extracts MeSH descriptors for each

topic description from the MeSH hierarchy. In the figure we plot the maximum depth expressed by

the group of extracted MeSH phrases for a topic and plot this against utility score. There are 50

data points corresponding to the first 50 MeSH topics. One may observe that except for a few out-

liers there is a slight trend for scores to improve with the ability to identify deeper i.e., more specific
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MeSH phrases. Interestingly the same sort of analysis using minimal MeSH depth for the topic, as

shown in Figure 9, does not yield a recognizable trend. We also explored the effect of entity rec-

ognition on performance. Figure 10 represents the number of entities recognized on the Y axis and

performance on the X axis. The graph shows that barring a few exceptions there appears to be a

slight trend for performance to improve as the number of entities recognized increases.

In summary, the switch in domain from the newswire domain to MEDLINE proved to be chal-

lenging. The thresholds used in our submitted run were essentially our best guesses. For the future
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we also plan to explore different term weighting strategies as well as query expansion strategies

prior to starting the filtering run.

2 - Question Answering:

We submitted two runs for this track, UIQA001 and UIQA002. Both utilized only the top 50

documents that were retrieved and distributed by Singhal. UIQA001 gave the better performance

score with mean reciprocal rank of 0.227(strict) and 0.245 (lenient). The other run gave almost

identical scores. Our overall QA approach is shown in below.

Document processing:

1 . Extract only the textual parts of each document

2. Apply a sentence detection program to identify distinct sentences. We use the publicly avail-

able nxterminator program for this.

3. Apply part of speech tagging on each sentence

4. Apply our rule-based entity tagger on each sentence

5. Create a database of sentences formatted for the SMART retrieval system. Here each record

corresponds to a single sentence with 3 different fields. The first holds the original untagged

sentence, the second field holds the tagged sentence while the last field of the record holds

only the particular entities extracted from each sentence.

6. Retrieve the top N sentences for each query. Maintaining the three distinct fields for each sen-

tence record allows us to explore the relative merits of using different types of information for

retrieving the sentence most likely to contain the answer. Using SMART allows us to explore

different weighting schemes during retrieval.

7. Post process each of the N sentences to extract the top five 250-byte segments.

Query processing:

1 . Apply part of speech tagging on each query

2. Apply our rule-based entity tagger on each query. Notice in the case of the query where possi-

ble its focus (a specific entity type) is identified in addition to all the entities contained in the

query. This focus is utilized during the post processing step in 7 above.

The two runs differ very slightly in the post processing stage. Generally, this step includes

cleanup of the sentences to remove any non informative strings, reduction of each sentence to a

250 byte string around the query focus (if known), removal of duplicate answer strings, and selec-

tion of the top 5 phrases. The difference between the two is in the extent to which cleanup of the

sentences was done. As our results show, this did not influence performance in any way since the

two runs yield almost identical results.

Error analysis indicates much room for improvement. Due to insufficient time, we were able

to implement only very simplistic 250-byte segment selection strategies that proved to be a signif-

icant problem for our system. Secondly, our performance was limited by the availability of the an-

swer within the top 50 document sets distributed. Again with less time pressures we should be able

to explore the IK datasets and also conduct our own retrieval runs for the top IK or so documents.

The results indicate that our approach managed to extract the answers for about 38 to 40% of the

questions.
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Abstract

The University of Maryland team participated in the TREC-9 Cross-Language In-

formation Retrieval Track, with the goal of exploring evaluation paradigms for inter-

active cross-language retrieval. Participants were asked to examine gloss translations

of highly ranked documents and make relevance judgments, and those judgments were

used to produce a new ranked list in which documents assessed as relevant were pro-

moted and those assessed as nonrelevant were demoted. No improvement over fully

automatic ranking was found, which suggests that additional work on user interface

design and evaluation metrics is required.

1 Introduction

The principal goal of our research on cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) is, of

course, to build systems that are useful for some ultimate purpose. In the Text Retrieval

Conferences (TREC), ad hoc retrieval tasks such as the CLIR track are designed to model

the process of an individual user searching for one or more previously unseen documents on

some topic. Although some applications such as document alerting require fully autonomous

operation, we are particularly interested in interactive applications in which user and machine

seek to synergistically exploit the strengths of each to search more effectively together than

either could in isolation. Our principal goal in TREC-9 was to begin our exploration of this

synergy in the context of CLIR.

Interactive retrieval can be roughly divided into three stages: query formulation, search,

and browsing. In the context of CLIR, search has received the vast majority of the attention

(e.g., at the TREC, NTCIR, and CLEF evaluations). There has also been some attention

given to query formulation issues (e.g, user-assisted query translation), both in research

systems and in deployed applications (c.f., http://messene.nmsu.edu/ursa/arctos). We are,

however, aware of only two reported user studies that have explored issues related to inter-

active document selection by cross-language searchers. In one, Oard and Resnik adopted

a classification paradigm to evaluate browsing effectiveness in cross-language applications,

*Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory, College of Information Studies and Institute for Advanced

Computer Studies, oard@glue.umd.edu

'''Institute for Advanced Computer Studies, gina@umiacs.umd.edu

^Department of Linguistics, clarac@umiacs.umd.edu
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finding that simple gloss (i.e., word-by-word) translations allowed users to outperform a

Naive Bayes classifier [3]. In the other study, Ogden et al., evaluated a language-independent

thumbnail representation in the TREC-7 interactive track, finding that the use of thumb-

nail representations alone resulted in even better recall at 20 documents than was achieved

using English document titles [4]. The logical next step is to combine the best of both ex-

periments, working directly on retrieval results as Ogden et al. did, while focusing on the

marginal improvement over fully automatic processing as Oard and Resnik have done.

One obvious approach to this challenge would be to organize a TREC track at the

intersection of the present CLIR and interactive tracks. We used the TREC-9 CLIR track

for exploratory work in that direction, providing users with simple gloss translations of the

retrieved documents and allowing them to improve the ranked list by moving documents

that they believe to be relevant higher in the list and documents that they believe to be

nonrelevant lower. Since either change would improve mean uninterpolated average precision

if the user's judgment were correct, we adopted the change in mean uninterpolated average

precision between the automatically generated ranked list and manually corrected ranked

list as a metric for assessing the effect of the user's contribution.

2 Experiment Design

We initially conducted two small pilot studies to refine our user interface and experiment pro-

cedures using graduate students from our laboratory. Five graduate students from outside

our laboratory with no self-reported Chinese language skills were then recruited as partici-

pants for the experiments reported below. All were proficient or native speakers of English,

and all reported experience with document retrieval that was limited to the use of search

engines such as AltaVista or Google. We offered to buy pizza for our participants upon

completion of the experiment session, but all of them declined our offer!

The experiment was conducted during a single session. A Web-based user interface was

designed specifically to support these experiments. The participants were first provided with

an opportunity to become familiar with the system and the experiment protocol using two

topics from the TREC-5/6 Chinese collection. For the experiment itself, we divided the 25

TREC-9 CLIR topics into sets of five, and assigned one set to each participant (i.e., topics

CH55-CH59 to participant 1, topics CH60-CH64 to participant 2, etc.). The participants'

task was to sequentially perform a search using a query that was automatically derived from

the topic description and then judge the relevance of as many documents as time allowed

based on their understanding of the full topic description. This process involved four steps

for each topic:

• Topic selection. Participants were instructed to click on the appropriate topic number

from an initial selection page, resulting in display of the full topic description. After all

participants completed reading the topic description, the participants were instructed

to select the 'Search' button.

• Document selection. Selecting the search button resulted in addition of a ranked list of

document titles to the same window. For each document in the list, a gloss translation
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of the title and three radio buttons ('Relevant', 'Not relevant,' and 'No response') were

presented. The participant was given five minutes from the time he/she hit 'search'

to evaluate the relevance of as many documents as possible. We limited the displayed

portion of the ranked list to fifty documents because that was far more than any

participant in our pilot study could evaluate in 5 minutes. The participant could look

at the translation of any document by clicking on the translated title. The first time

this was done, a second window was created in which the translation was displayed.

The document selection window remained visible in order to facilitate recording the

relevance judgment and selecting the next document.

• Relevance judgment. If the participant was able to decide on the relevance of a doc-

ument based on either the translated title or the translated document, he/she could

select the 'Relevant' or 'Not Relevant' button for that document in the document se-

lection window. The third option, 'No Response,' was initially automatically selected,

and could be left selected if no judgment could be made.

• Recording relevance judgments. After five minutes, participants were instructed to

manually select a button to submit their relevance judgments. The judgments were

then recorded, and the topic selection screen was displayed to begin a new search.

We used a document translation strategy for CLIR, which is a natural choice when brows-

able translations must be immediately available. Our tools are designed to work with the

GB character set, so we used the commercial NJStar Communicator package to convert from

Big5 to GB. Fully automatic segmentation was then performed using the ch_seg package

from New Mexico State University. We performed a term-by-term translation from Chinese

into English using a balanced translation strategy to produce exactly two terms for each

Chinese term in the original documents. For Chinese terms with no known translation, the

untranslated Chinese term was converted to pinyin (without tone) and generated twice. For

Chinese terms with one known translation, that translation was generated twice. Terms

with two or more known translations resulted in generation of each of the "best" two trans-

lations once. The Brown Corpus served as a side collection to sort candidate translations in

decreasing order of English usage (see [1] for additional details on this process). In prior ex-

periments, we have found that such a balanced translation strategy significantly outperforms

a more naive (unbalanced) technique in which all known translations are included because

it avoids over-weighting terms that have many translations. The resulting English collection

was then indexed using Inquery (version 3.1pl), with the default kstem stemmer and the

default English stopword list.

We displayed the same 2-best balanced translations to the user. To improve readability,

we grouped alternate translations using parentheses and showed the most common transla-

tion first using a bold font. Query terms were highlighted in red in an effort to help guide

the user's eye to relevant passages. Our baseline for retrieval effectiveness was the mean

uninterpolated average precision achieved by the automatically generated ranked list.
1 We

used this as a basis for comparing three reranking approaches in our official run: Maximum,

Partial, and Balanced.

1 Our baseline run is unofficial, having been scored locally using the published relevance judgments.
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In Maximum reranking,
2 documents marked by the participants as relevant were moved

to the top of the list (position 1) and documents marked as irrelevant were moved to the

bottom (position 1000), with the relative order between documents marked in the same way
preserved. The remaining documents (labeled 'No Response') appeared in their original

(automatically computed) order between those two sets. If the participant's relevance judg-

ments were perfect (perfection here being defined by TREC assessors, of course), Maximum
reranking would produce the greatest possible improvement in mean uninterpolated average

precision. At least three possible sources of error are possible however:

• The participant might disagree with the TREC assessor's judgment of relevance, even

if they fully understood the document.

• The participant might not be able to accurately assess the relevance of the document

to the topic based on the gloss translation.

• The participant might select the wrong button by mistake.

Since moving a document all the way to the wrong end of the list could mask the beneficial

effect on our metric of several correct assessments, we also tried two more conservative

strategies. In Partial reranking,
3 documents marked as relevant were moved halfway to the

top of the list. For example, a document in position 11 would be moved to position 6 if the

participant marked it as relevant. Because of the way that uninterpolated average precision

is computed, achieving a similar effect from demoting nonrelevant documents requires that

the documents be moved further—we thus continued to move documents marked as 'not

relevant' to the bottom of the ranked list (position 1000).

It is not clear how far down the list a document marked as nonrelevant should be moved,

so we also tried a variant on Partial reranking that we called "Partial2". 4 As with Partial

reranking, in Partial2 reranking we moved documents judged as relevant up by 50% of the

distance to the top. When moving documents down, however, we limited their demotion to

10 times as far from the top of the list as they were in the automatically computed list. For

example, a document in position 2 would move to position 11.

3 Results and Analysis

As shown in Table 1, we found that the best effectiveness of these four conditions was

achieved by the Baseline (completely automatic) condition, although the differences were

not statistically significant at p < 0.05 by a paired two-tailed £-test. We performed a query-

by-query analysis to better understand this result and observed two important effects. First,

as table 2 shows, when relevant documents are moved down the list, there can be a severe

adverse impact on retrieval effectiveness, as these results on these two topics demonstrate.

This suggests that we should adopt a more conservative strategy towards demotion.

2
Official run 'TB.'

3
Official run 'mixed.'

4OfHcial run 'percent.'
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Baseline Maximum Partial Partial2

All topics 0.2477 0.1710 0.1801 0.2183

Without CH60-CH64 0.1947 0.1803 0.1917 0.1916

Table 1: Official results and contrastive results with one participant removed.

Topic Relevant Docs Baseline Maximum Partial Partial2

CH60 4 1 0.0031 0.0031 0.6429

CH62 1 0.5 0.0011 0.0011 0.025

Table 2: Degradation in average precision when the Baseline does well.

As it turns out, both of these topics were assigned to the same participant. On closer

inspection, it is clear that our results seem to be adversely affected by a single participant.

Each participant inspected the results of five queries and, due to time constraints, each query

was inspected by only a single participant. As table 1 shows, when the topics presented to

that participant (CH60-CH64) are excluded, virtually all of the differences are removed. We
observed that the participant in question had judged two to three times as many retrieval

results as other participants, and had marked the vast majority as not relevant, even when

the title alone seemed to us to provide explicit evidence that the document was indeed on

topic. These judgments are thus highly suspect, and in future studies it would clearly be

desirable to assign the same topic to more than one participant [2].

We conducted some additional post-hoc analysis to find the optimum way of using the

relevance judgments that we obtained. We grouped the relevance judgments into four cate-

gories:

TR Judged by the user as relevant based on the title

TN Judged by the user as not relevant based on the title

DR Judged by the user as relevant based on the document text

DN Judged by the user as not relevant based on the document text

For each category (and for the full set of user judgments), we computed the mean average

precision for what we call Balanced reranking, using the following formula:

ff = [R(l-A)\ (1)

X =
X !V (2)

where R! is the new rank, R is the original rank and A is a number between 0 and 1 that

specified the increment size. Equation (1) is used for upward movement of documents judged

to be relevant and equation (2) is used for downward movement of non-relevant documents.
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We call this Balanced reranking because moving a document down by an increment of size A
and then back up by an increment of size A would return it to its original position (except as

influenced by roundoff errors). We tried every value for A between 0.0 and 1.0 in increments

of 0.05.

Figure 1 shows the results of this post hoc analysis. None of the judgment subsets or

values for A produced more than a 1% relative improvement in uninterpolated mean average

precision. For higher values of A, it does appear that judgments based on examination of

the full text of a glossed document were more reliable than judgments based on examination

of the glossed title alone. When only titles were observed, the results suggest that decisions

that a document was relevant may have been more reliable than decisions that a document

was not relevant. Both results should be interpreted with caution, however. It is not possible

to conclude that glossed documents are more informative than glossed titles, for example,

because other factors (e.g., more careful participants) might explain the observed relationship

equally well. Similarly, the relative effect of relevant and not-relevant judgments is sensitive

to both the reliability of the judgments and the design of the Balanced reranking technique.
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Figure 1: Balanced reranking with various subsets of the user judgments.

One important qualitative observation that we made is that our participants seemed to

find the assessment process itself to be fairly difficult. NIST assessors are generally highly

trained analysts, but our participants were (by design) novice users. If we were to provide

more training before the study and more time to perform assessments, we might be able to

minimize the effect of this factor.
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4 Conclusion

We have tried to study interactive CLIR in the context of the present TREC CLIR track.

The study reported here, with only a single participant for each block of five queries, a limit

of five minutes to examine a full set of translations, and only a single interface design, is

clearly of such limited scope that it would be difficult to draw any firm conclusions. Viewed

as a pilot study for a more comprehensive interactive cross-language TREC evaluation, it

offers some useful insights into the challenges of conducting such evaluations that we expect

will inform our future work. Interactive reranking may ultimately have potential as a way

of assessing user-system synergy, but clearly several issues of user training and study design

remain to be worked out.
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This year the Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval (CUR) at the University of Massachusetts partici-

pated in three of the tracks: the cross-language, question answering, and query tracks. We used approaches

that were similar to those used in past years.

In the next section, we describe some of the basic processing that was applied across most of the tracks.

We then describe the details for each of the tracks and in some cases present some modest analysis of the

effectiveness of our results.

Although UMass used a wide range of tools, from Unix shell scripts, to PC spreadsheets, three major tools

and techniques were applied across almost all tracks: the Inquery search engine, query processing, and a a

query expansion technique known as LCA. This section provides a brief overview of each of those so that

the discussion does not have to repeated for each track.

1.1 Inquery

All three tracks used Inquery[Callan et al., 1992] as the search engine, sometimes for training, and always for

generating the final ranked lists for the test. We used Inquery V3.2, an in-house development version of the

Inquery system made available by the CIIR (V3.1). The differences between the two are not consequential

for this study.

The current belief function used by Inquery to calculate the belief in term t within document d is:

where n t is the number of documents containing term t, N is the number of documents in the collection,

"avg len" is the average length (in words) of documents in the collection, length(ci) is the length (in words)

of document d, and tftid is the number of times term t occurs in document d. The "tf" component is usually

referred to as an "Okapi tf" function [Robertson et al., 1995], and the "idf" component is the normalized

idf used by the CIIR for years.

1 Tools and Techniques

wt ,d = 0.4 + 0.6 x
tft ,d

tfM + 0.5 + 1.5
length(d) log N + 1

avg len
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1.2 Query Processing

The processing of queries—i.e., the transformation from TREC topic to InQuery query—was handled very

similarly to the way it was managed for TREC-8, though there were some small changes. It includes three

steps:

1. Basic Query Processing removes stop words and phrases (e.g., "relevant documents will include"), and

stop structures—i.e., sentences discussing criteria of non-relevance in the narratives. For removing the

stop structures the processor simply segments each sentence, then removes the sentence fragments that

contain the stop structure (e.g., "Documents discussing ... are not relevant"), but keep those clauses on

the negative part of the removed sentence (such as in "... not relevant, unless where the "unless"

clause should not be removed).

2. Query Formalizing identifies noun phrases (as in earlier TRECs), and proper names. The proper names
were transformed to use the ordered proximity-one operator (e.g., #passage25(#l (Golden Triangle),

which requires that the two words occur immediately adjacent in the text in that order; the passage

operator affects the weighting of the feature. For noun phrases we not only used the phrase operator but

also duplicated the single terms used by the phrase (e.g., #passage25(#phrase (tropical storms))

,

tropical, storms). Note that for proper names, the single term duplication was not done.

Query formalizing also identifies compound words, like wildlife and airport, that are formalized with

the synonym operator (e.g., #syn(#l (air port) airport)). Also as part of query formalization,

if there is any word concerned with foreign countries, like international, world, or Europe, a token

#foreigncountry is added to the query. If there is a term concern with the United States, then a

token #usa will be added. If both #foreigncountry and #usa are found in a query, all such tokens

are removed.

Finally a query is formed with the weighted sum operator (#wsum) with a weight for each term. For

those terms occurring in the title and description fields the weight 1.0 is used, while 0.3 is used for

those terms occurring in the narrative field. That is, we trust the title and the description more than

the narrative.

3. Query Expansion adds 50 LCA concepts to each query. These 50 concepts are collected from top 30

passages (the passage database is built with TREC volumns 1 through 5). This is the same process

that we used in past TRECs, but we did not use "filter-required" on the title words that has sometimes

been used. LCA is described next.

1.3 Local Context Analysis (LCA)

In SIGIR 1996, the CUR presented a query expansion technique that worked more reliably than previous

"pseudo relevance feedback" methods. [Xu and Croft, 1996] That technique, Local Context Analysis (LCA),

locates expansion terms in top-ranked passages, uses phrases as well as terms for expansion features, and

weights the features in a way intended to boost the expected value of features that regularly occur near the

query terms.

LCA has several parameters that affect its results. The first is the choice of LCA database: the collection

from which the top ranked passages are extracted. This database could be the test collection itself, but is

often another (perhaps larger) collection that it is hoped will broaden the set of likely expansion terms. In

the discussion below, if the LCA database is not the test collection itself, we identify what collection was

used.

LCA's other two parameters are the number of top passages used for expansion, and the number of expansion

features added to the query. The LCA features were put into a query construct that allows a weighted average

of the features. Assuming n features, f\ through fn ,
they are combined as:
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#wsum( 1.0 1.0 fl

1 - (t - 1) * 0.9/s /,

1 - (n - 1)0.9/5 /„ )

Here, s is scaling factor that is usually equal to n. The weighted average of expansion features is combined
with the original query as follows:

#wsum( 1.0 1.0 original-query w
\ca,

Ica-wsum )

where twjca is the weight that the LCA features are given compared to the original query. Note that the

final query is a weighted combination of the original query and the expansion features.

2 Cross-language Track

The TREC-9 cross-lingual track was done on three collections, Hong Kong Commercial Daily, Hong Kong
Daily News, and Ta Kong Pao, totaling 127938 documents. All documents were encoded in BIG5 font. Since

most Chinese tools work only for the GB font, the collection was converted into GB with the converter,

hcS 1
. The database was built using Inquery's Chinese version of build (called "hanbuild") with each Chinese

character indexed as a term.

In order to do the cross-lingual run, a machine translator is required to translate the English query into the

target language, Chinese. A dictionary-based translation was used. The title and description fields of the

topics were selected for constructing the queries in the source language, English. For each English query

term (i.e., word or phrase), the translator consulted an English-Chinese dictionary, and replaced the English

term with Chinese entries found in the dictionary. Using such a simple translator has weaknesses. The

dictionary has a limited number of entries, so there may not be translations available for some English words

or phrases. Also, there are multiple translations in Chinese for most English words, introducing ambiguities.

An effort was made to both enlarge the dictionary and add query terms based on LCA to counteract the

weaknesses.

2.1 Cross-language dictionary

The dictionary was built primarily from the English to Chinese dictionary obtained on-line from LDC. 2
.

When experiments were run trying to translate the English version of the topics given in TREC-5 and

TREC-6, this dictionary of 110,818 entries was found not to have translations of some critical English terms.

In order to enlarge the dictionary, two Chinese-English dictionaries, one from the LDC 3 and one from

elsewhere on the Web4 were converted into English-Chinese dictionaries and merged with the original. With

the merged dictionary performance on training queries improved.

The process of converting and merging the Chinese-English dictionary into English-Chinese was simple. Each

English word or phrase given as a translation of the Chinese entry became an English entry with the original

Chinese word as its translation. Explanations in parentheses or brackets were omitted. The conversion

process merged identical converted English entries. For example, there are three Chinese entries concerning

nuclear power,

1 Available at http://www.cnd.org/software/UNIX.html.
2 http://morph.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/Chinese/
3http://morph.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/Chinese/
4 http://www.chinapage.com/dictionary/dictionary.html
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^JkM /a nuclear power (country)/
/nuclear power/

tcrotI /nuclear power/

The converted English entries axe identical, so they are merged as

nuclear power /&kM /f^fe /=KO£ /

The converted English-Chinese dictionaries were merged with the original. If an entry already existed in

the dictionary the new Chinese translations were just merged, otherwise a new English entry was added.

After the merge, the resulting dictionary had 120,003 entries. This was the dictionary used in all training

experiments described below.

Four smaller English-Chinese word lists were added to the dictionary. They were ITglossary5
(1361 entries),

Economy-Indus-glossary6
(2037 entries), computer-terms7

(602 entries), and sehk-stock8 (2419 entries). After

reformatting these dictionaries and merging them, the dictionary had 124,013 entries. This dictionary was

used in the cross-lingual, TREC-9, final runs.

2.2 Cross-language query translation

The query translation was based on the English-Chinese dictionary lookup. The lookup procedure was a

binary search on the alphabeticly sorted dictionary. The query text was segmented automatically with a list

of stopwords. Each stopword indicated a new segment. A dictionary lookup was done for every sequence of

English words within a segment (a potential phrase) from long sequence to short recursively. The translator

first tried to find English phrases from the dictionary. If none were found, it translated single words. For

example, in the description of query 1 of TREC-5 Chinese track, there is a sequence:

most-favored nation status

The translator first looks in the dictionary for most-favored nation status. If it is not found, it then trys most-

favored nation. If most-favored nation is found in the dictionary then the output is its Chinese translation

otherwise it tries nation status. If a phrase lookup fails, the translator will do simple stemming of the

plural head noun, in this case most-favored nations to most-favored nation. If no phrase is found in the

dictionary, the translator translates single words. When a word-lookup fails the translator tries a stemmed

or unhyphenated lookup. If all lookups fail the untranslatable term is discarded.

Name translations are important for queries about particular people, organizations, companies; or locations.

There does not seem to be a dictionary covering proper names. An attempt was made to translate proper

names using a parallel corpus. This approach was aborted because of time limitations.

When an English phrase or word was translated to a Chinese word consisting of more than one Chinese

character, the multi-character word was represented by a proximity operator which forced the glyphs to

be in order and adjacent. If more than one Chinese translation existed for an English phrase or word, all

translations were wrapped in a synonym operator which treats all translations as the same word. While this

avoids the exclusive use of wrong translations, it risks retrieving irrelevant material.

5http://www.iscs.nus.sg/ colips/archives/glossary/glossary.html
6http :/ /news,cens .com/glossary/
7http://home.ust.hk/ lbsun/terms.html
8http://www.sehk.com.hi/index.asp?id=glossary.htm
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2.3 Cross-language query expansion

Query expansion can be done either before translation, after translation, or both before and after translation.

Experiments were done expanding the English query prior to translation with LCA (described in Section 1.3).

The expansion terms were chosen from TREC volumes 1-5.

Translated queries were also expanded using LCA. The translated query was used to extract expansion words

from the top ranked passages of the original, TREC-9, Chinese database. The chosen passage size was 1500

words. Segmented words were used for expansion concepts. The segmenter was an improved version of

the automatic segmenter used previously by the CIIR.[Ponte and Croft, 1996] It is based on hidden Markov
models.

Stop phrases and phrases containing stopwords, digits and Chinese punctuation were automatically filtered

from the expanded query.

Experiments were done using English topics from the TREC-5 and TREC-6 Chinese track. The results could

be assessed using the available relevance judgements from this track.

The best results were found, using Chinese LCA only, selecting the top 20 passages and expanding the query

with ten concepts. The expansion section of the query was weighted by 1.25 and each expansion concept

was assigned a weight value w(i) = 1.0 — 0.9(i — l)/70 where i was the rank of the concept.

The experiments on TREC-6 Chinese LCA only were: a) Top 30 passages adding 5,10,15,20,30 ,40,and 50

terms, b) Top 20 passages adding 5,10,15,20,30 ,40,and 50 terms.

The experiments run on TREC-6 English LCA only were: a) Top 20 passages adding 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40,

50 terms, b) Top 30 passages adding 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 terms.

The experiments on TREC-6 with both English and Chinese LCA were: a) Top 20 passages in English,

adding 10 terms. Top 20 passages in Chinese adding 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 terms, b) Top 30 passages in

English, adding 10 terms. Top 30 passages in Chinese adding 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 terms.

2.4 Cross-language, monolingual contrast

In the monolingual run queries were processed in much the same way as was done for TREC-6. Queries were

composed from the title and description fields of the topics. The queries in BIG5 font were converted to GB
using the hc3 converter9

.

Segmentation was done at query time. The automatic segmenter was the same as that used for the cross-

lingual run. Every segmented Chinese word was wrapped in a proximity operator, forcing its characters to be

ordered and adjacent. When more than one word, represented by a single character, occurred in a sequence,

the characters were enclosed in a phrase operator and restricted to be within 25 terms of each other. This

was to correct for possible errors in the segmenter. Single isolated terms were down weighted by 0.3.

Stop phrases and terms were automatically filtered from the query.

Queries were expanded using LCA. The expansion concepts were extracted from the top 10 passages of the

TREC-9 converted Chinese database of passages and concepts. The expansion was similar to the cross-

lingual run, segmented words being used as concepts. The expansion part of the query was weighted by 2.0

and 40 weighted concepts were added. The weights of the concepts were the same as those in the cross-lingual

run. The expansion words were automatically filtered to remove stop phrases.

Experiments were run on TREC-6 to find the best configuration of number of top passages, number of

9http://www.cnd.org/softwaxe/UNIX.html
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expansion concepts and weight of the expansion section of the query. The experiments were done with a

weight of 2.0 and 2.5 for the expansion part, with the number of expansion terms at 10, 20,30,40, 50,60 and

70, and with the top 10,20 and 30 passages.

2.5 Cross-language conclusions

The submission consisted of four runs.

INQ7XL-1 was an official automatic run. It was cross-lingual using Chinese LCA only. The top twenty

passages and ten expansion terms were used. The weight of the expansion part of the query was 1.25.

INQ7XL-2 was an official run. It was an official monolingual run using Chinese LCA. The top ten passages

and forty expansion terms were used. The weight of the expansion part of the query was 2.0.

INQ7XL-3 was an optional run. It was cross-lingual using both English and Chinese LCA. The top 30

passages and 20 expansion terms were used for English and the top 20 passages and 10 expansion terms were

used for Chinese. The weight of the expansion part of the query was 1.25

INQ7XL-4 was an optional run. It was cross-lingual using only English LCA. The top 30 passages and 20

expansion terms were used. The weight of the expansion part of the query was 1.25.

2.6 Cross-language results

The following table summarizes the cross-language results. We include the counts of comparisons with other

systems because it gives a sense of where our approach worked well relative to others, and where it did not.

AvgPrec comparison

Run AvgPrec best >avg =avg <avg

INQ7XL1 0.2416 3 12 0 10

LNQ7XL2 0.2681 1 10 5 9

INQ7XL3 0.2425 2 17 1 5

LNQ7XL4 0.2201 1 15 0 8

The table shows that all approaches were somewhat similar in their performance relative to other systems.

Not surpringly, INQ7XL2, the monolingual run, did the best overall, though it is not clear why that is true

from the table (i.e., the distribution compared to other sites is different, but almost seems worse). Looking at

other results shows that INQ7XL2 had a substantially higher precision at 20 and at 100 documents retrieved,

meaning that staying within a single language did a better job at the high-precision end of the curve.

3 Question Answering Track

Our work in the question answering track is similar to the previous year. Numerous post hoc experiments

indicated that performance on the TREC-8 long (250-byte) answer runs could have been improved by using a

different query generator and a different passage selection method. This prompted us to submit two 250-byte

runs to test if this result was an artifact of the nature of the TREC-8 question set, or generally applicable

to question processing.

For the first run, INQ9AND, we generated initial queries from the questions by stripping the question words

(who, what, where). We then added in the following expansions, which were derived from the TREC-8
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questions:

1. a few synonyms, such as #syn(length long), #syn(far distance)

2. a few alternations, such as #syn(#uw5(between somewhere and here) #uw5(from here to somewhere))

3. a proximity operator around superlative constructions, #5(largest mountain)

The resulting query was then wrapped in a probabilistic and (#and) operator. This approach resulted in

roughly 10% higher performance on the TREC-8 question set.

The second run, INQ9WSUM, used the query generator from TREC-8, augmented with the the expansions

listed above. These queries use the weighted sum (#wsum) operator, with all of the weights equal to 1.0

for the additional expansions. These augmentations produced a small (roughly 3%) improvement over the

official INQ635 run from TREC-8.

For both runs, we used the LCA expansion of these queries to retrieve the top 20 documents. We then used

the unexpanded query to retrieve the top passage from the top 5 documents from that set of 20. Based

on our experiments with the TREC-8 questions, the unexpanded queries produce better answer passages

than the LCA expanded queries. The passages are then reordered so that the rank order of the passages

matches the rank order of the 20 documents retrieved with the LCA expanded query. The reordering step is

performed because the LCA expanded queries tended to rank the answer containing documents higher than

the unexpanded queries in our experiments with the TREC-8 question set.

Comparing the two runs, INQ9AND edges out INQWSUM on the aggregate score, 34.6% versus 33.6%. This

is nowhere near the difference seen on the TREC-8 question set. Additionally, if we break down the scores

by comparison against the median ranks for all of the systems, we find

INQ9AND INQ9WSUM
above 159 (23.3%) 171 (25.1%)

equal 370 (54.3%) 344 (50.4%)

below 153 (22.4%) 167 (24.5%)

that there is little difference between the two. INQ9WSUM produced 3 more answers than INQ9AND, and

it produced 16 fewer rank 1 answers than INQ9AND (154 vs. 170). From this we conclude that there is

some benefit from the changes based on the TREC-8 question set, but that the nature of the questions make
them less than representative of real questions.

4 Query Track

The TREC-9 query track included 43 query files, variations of topics 51-100. There were three categories of

the variations:

1. Very short: (2-3 words) based on topic.

2. Sentence: natural language, based on topic and judgements.

3. Manual Feedback: Manual NL sentence based on reading 5 or so relevant documents without reference

to the topic (done by someone who doesn't have the topics memorized and who might use different

vocabulary than the topic). This is an attempt to get a sentence which might use different vocabulary

than the topic.
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In this running of the track, we should get some feeling for whether query processing and expanding can im-

prove the performance. So we did many experiments for different query processing techniques, and parameter

settings for LCA query expansion.

4.1 Gathering queries

The queries were gathered from undergraduates in an information systems course at the University of Mas-
sachusetts. The information needed for query formulation was put on Web pages and the students were asked

to formulate queries and submit them as part of a homework exercise. They received points for handing in

validly formatted queries; there was no check to ensure that the quality of their queries were reasonable.

The students were randomly assigned two sets of five topics, based upon the last two digits of their student

ID number (processing in advance determined that generated an even distribution over all the topics). The
students were given these instructions:

Each topic is listed with lots of descriptive information. In addition, there is a list of 5 or

more documents that are known to be relevant to the topic. For each topics in set A of your

batch do the following:

• [short] Read the topic and come up with a short 2-3-word query that describes the topic

as succinctly but completely as you can manage. You can think of this as queries that

someone is likely to type on the Web, though that is not how they'll be used. Note that the

<title> of the topic is not an example of a short query. An example of short query might

be "popping corn methods."

• [long] Now look at about 5 of the relevant documents for that same topic and generate a

new and improved version of the query, this time coming up with a natural language, full

sentence question or sentence that is on the topic specified, but also captures what it is

about the relevant documents that makes them similar. Note that the relevant documents

are known to be relevant, so there has to be something. An example might be, "What are

the methods for popping corn that do not use a microwave?"

.

Then for the five topics in set B of your batch, do the following:

• [notopic] Look at about 5 of the relevant documents for the topic-without looking at the

topic-and decide what it is about those documents that makes them all related to each

other. Form a natural language, full-sentence statement or question that you think would

be appropriate for retrieving those documents. For example, "How did people used to pop

popcorn?" might be a query describing a bunch of documents that talk about ways to pop

corn that seem to avoid talking about the microwave. Obviously there is a large amount of

judgement here, so do not expect that everyone will have the same queries.

A total of 69 students provided queries in each of the three categories, meaning that 345. queries were

provided in each category. Because some students failed to hand in the assignment, not all topics were

evenly distributed. The end result was that the queries could be combined into five different sets of 50

queries for each of the different categories (long, short, notopic). The queries were combined somewhat

randomly, though all five of any students queries were included in the same file. That means that any set of

50 queries includes queries generated by 10 different students.

Query sets INQ_a through INQ.e were created in Autumn 1998 and submitted for TREC-8 (in the same

manner). Query sets INQ_f through INQ.j were created in Autumn 1999 and submitted for TREC-9.

Note that the generated queries were never checked for quality. It is theoretically possible that a student

could submit nonsense queries. Some small problems of that nature happened and forced all participating

sites to re-run their query track runs for some query sets.
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4.2 Processing queries

For the query processing we ran experiments with four different query processors, the TREC-8 processor,

the two QA processors described in the previous section, and another. The experiment results showed that

the modified query processor performed better than all others.

The major difference between the modified one and the one used for TREC-8 concerns the handling of proper

names. The TREC-8 query processor used to treat proper names differently from other phrases. When the

TREC-8 processor identified a proper name, it used the unit proximity operater (i.e., #1) for a stronger

constraint for the proper name occurrence. For the other phrases, it used the phrase operator (i.e., #phrase)

and duplicated every single phrase term (i.e., terms occurring in the phrase). For example, in the topic 52,

the country name South Africa was treated as a proper name, in the formatted query, it was

#passage25(#l(South Africa))

If South Africa was treated as other phrases, it would be

#passage25(#phrase(South Africa)) South Africa

The modification to that process loosens the constraint and treats all proper names as phrases. Overall

experimental results from 5 query sets from TREC-8 (i.e., INQ3a, INQ3b, INQ3c, INQ3d, INQ3e) suggested

this modification can improve the performace from 2% to 14%, with the average improved precision being

4.4%. However, this modification cannot guarantee improving the performance for every query, in which

proper names occur. For example, the current processor can improve the topic 52 (containing South Africa)

and 91 (containing US Army) with increased the average precision +83.5% and +860.2% respectively; but

for the topics 69 (SALT II) and 70 (Baby M), the current processor makes the performance worse with

decreased average precision -13.8% and -15.1% respectively.

There were two sets of experiments run for figuring out the best parameter setting for running LCA query

expansion. One set was run with INQ3a and the other one was with INQ3d. In TREC-8 we did not run

such experiments, we just borrowed the setting from the previous results of ad-hoc runs. The setting used in

TREC-8 was selecting 50 expanded concepts from top 30 passages. For determining TREC-9 LCA setting

we ran experiments trying from top 10 to 50 passages, and selected from 10 to 50 concepts for both query

file INQ3a and INQ3d. The results showed that using top 50 passages and expanding 50 concepts can always

improve the performance, the average precision was about 4% higher than using the TREC-8 settings (i.e.,

top 30 passages and 50 expanded terms).

We ran all 43 query sets that were part of the track using each of three different approaches: the query as

is, basic query processing, and the addition of query expansion. More specifically:

• INQ7a — The queries were run by InQuery as is. InQuery stopped and stemmed the queries and

treated them as if they were entered with InQuery's default #sum operator. That operator calculates

the belief of every query term for a document, and then averages them.

• INQ7p — The queries were first passed through the query processing described above.

• INQ7e — After query processing, the queries were then expanded using LCA as described above.

For those who are curious: the INQ stands for InQuery, the name of the system used; the number 7 is an

historical artifact of submission numbering from the start of the CIIR's participation in TREC; "a" and "p"

and "e" should be self-explanatory.
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4.3 Query track results

Overall, the three query processing approaches worked as expected. Query processing improved the quality

of the queries, and expanding them improved the accuracy more. A brief summary over all 43 query sets

shows:

Run Rank
Below

Average

Above

Average

Top
Rank AvgPrec

INQ7a* 8 6 37 0 0.1799

INQ7p* 6 2 41 0 0.1848

INQ7e* 2 0 41 2 0.2288

Where "rank" respresents where (on average) the indicated run was in the set of 18 runs submitted. Note
that the ranking is over query sets: so there were two query sets (of 43) that INQ7e did better than any of

the other 18 runs.

4.4 Query track analysis

We did some more careful analysis of two of the queries to get a sense of how variant forms of the query

failed or did not. In several parts of this analysis, we ran queries using the InQuery engine.

4.4.1 Analyzing Q51, Airbus subsidies

The original "query" was: Document will discuss government assistance to Airbus Industrie, or mention a

trade dispute between Airbus and a U.S. aircraft producer over the issue of subsidies.

In looking at the various queries, there seemed to be four classes of terms that might be included in queries:

1. Key terms were terms without which the query did very poorly. For the query, any query without the

term airbus did very poorly. The term as a query on its own yielded an average precision of 0.3364.

Queries without that query tended to score about 0.01 average precision.

2. Supporting terms are those that are not useful on their own, but that improve results when they are

included wiht a key term. For this query, the words subsidy, Europe, and government fell into this

category. Some example queries and the effect on average precision:

Airbus 0.3364

Airbus subsidy 0.6029

Airbus Europe 0.4553

Airbus government 0.5543

Airbus subsidy Europe government 0.6483

3. Co-supporting terms help the query if supporting terms are present, but hurt the query if the supporting

queries are missing. The word industry falls into that category here:

Airbus 0.3364

Airbus subsidy Europe government 0.6483

Airbus subsidy Europe government industry 0.6572

Airbus industry 0.3200

4. Noise terms are those that always hurt performance. For this query, McDonnell is an example of a

noise term, even though on its surface it seems like it might be a useful term:
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Airbus

Airbus McDonnell

Airbus subsidy Europe government

Airbus subsidy Europe government McDonnell Douglas

We also found several terms that affected the quality of the result, ranging from misspellings (e.g., "Con-

cortium" or "Mcdonnel" ) to unusual stemming operations ( "Boeing" to "boee" ) . The spelling errors clearly

caused problems; the stemming areas are more amusing than anything else, since both queries are documents

were stemmed with the same techniques. (Ironically, misspelling "McDonnell" turns out to be a win since

"McDonnell" is a noise term.)

4.4.2 Analyzing Q93, NRA backing

The original "query" was: What backing does the National Rifle Association have?

We analyzed this query looking at the content of the query: what topics were mentioned and which were

necessary. We found:

• Almost all queries had either NRA or National Rifle Association in them. The former was substantially

less effective than the latter.

• Queries that included gun did well, but handgun (without gun also) performed terribly. When gun

was combined with National Rifle Association the queries did very well.

• Words related to "support" or "backing" were important but there was no obvious pattern to what

worked or did not.

• Additional "filler" words (e.g., "congress" or "people") had a range of effects, and those effects varied

across systems. That is, "people" might hurt the query on one system, but have no effect on another.

For this query, we also looked at the effect of query expansion on the queries. We found that expanding

queries with NRA made them as good as the original National Rifle Association queries, but that that latter

set of queries doubled or tripled in effectiveness when expanded! The query expansion also removed the

system differences do to handling of filler words.

5 Conclusions

We participated in three tracks this year. In the cross language track, we experimented some techniques for

crossing the character encoding boundaries. Our efforts were moderately successful, but we do not believe

that our approach worked well in comparison to other techniques.

In the question answering track, we focused on bringing answer-containing documents to the top of the

ranked list. This is an important sub-task for most methods of tackling Q&A, and we are pleased with

our results. We are now looking at alternate ways of thinking about that task that leverage the differences

between retrieval for Q&A and for IR.

Finally, we continued to participate in the query track, providing large numbers of query variants, and

running our system on the huge number of resulting queries. Our analysis showed how query expansion

compensates for some of the problems that can occurs in query formulation.

0.3364

0.2253

0.6483

0.4104
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Abstract

We describe the structure and functioning of an answer-extraction system built from the

ground up, in only three man-months, using shallow text-processing techniques. Underlying

these techniques is the attribution to each question of a goal type serving to characterize the

outward form of candidate answers. The goal type is used as a filter during long-answer ex-

traction, essentially a small-scale IR process which returns 250-byte windows rather than whole

documents. To obtain short answers, strings matching the goal type are extracted from these

windows and ranked by heuristics. TREC-9 performance figures show that our system has diffi-

culty dealing with brief, definition-based questions of the kind most likely to be posed by users.

We propose that specialized QA strategies be developed to handle such cases.

1 System Overview

In the following we shall refer to our system by the working title XR3
, which stands for extraction

de Reponses Rapide et Robuste, or "fast and robust answer extraction". This choice of name
reflects the idea that in QA, answers are not known beforehand, but are sought in raw text

with the aid of hints supplied by the user. That, at any rate, was the assumption which arose

from our acquaintance with the TREC-8 test set; more recent experience with the TREC-9
questions suggests that answer generation from a knowledge base will indeed be an indispensable

component of future QA systems.

XR3
is composed of two distinct halves: the first returns long answers consisting of exactly

250 characters, while the second extracts short answers consisting of no more than 50 characters.

The unified view in Figure 1 shows that the second round of processing recycles output from

the first, and that they share certain intermediate results.

Input to XR3 consists of a question and a small collection of source documents. Regardless of

whether these documents are paired a priori with the question or identified on the fly, they are

expected to contain a valid answer with high likelihood. For the purpose at hand, we used Amit

Singhal's lists of relevant documents (as determined by an IR process which used the question

as a query). We deem these to be of sufficient quality in light of our finding that 97% of the

top-200 documents per TREC-8 question contain at least one valid answer. Time constraints

prevented us from implementing our own IR process, but for the sake of broad coverage we used

all 1000 documents per question issued for TREC-9.

A pattern-matching analysis of the question identifies a set of keyterms (keywords and

keyphrases), a goal, and possibly a date, all of which are used in the extraction and scoring

of 250-character windows. The best five of these may be directly submitted in the long-answer

category, and that is exactly what we did for TREC-9. Internally, we refer to this as the IR

run, since our scoring heuristic employs as a primary criterion the occurrence of keyterms. The

best 100 of these windows are funneled to the second portion of XR3
,
although not all of them

will be used. Depending on the value of a system parameter, 10 to 20 are skimmed off the
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Figure 1: Process flow in XR3
: short answers are extracted from long answers; some results of question

analysis are shared.

top (we settled on 10 prior to the TREC-9 runs) and, in a crucial application of the question

goal which was identified earlier, exact answers are extracted. These strings are guaranteed to

contain no more than 50 characters, but are typically a fifth that long, being precise expressions

which name "Mount Everest" and "four miles" and other things considered to be potential an-

swers. In any event, they are ripe for submission in the short-answer category. Expanding the

string to a full 50 characters, and then to 250 characters, yields a second run in each category.

In sum, then, we submitted four runs to TREC-9: two in the long-answer category, and two in

the short-answer category (although one of these consists of our exact answers).

2 Long Answers

Let us note that the needs of QA are nearly satisfied by information retrieval systems, but for

two shortcomings. The sheer size of a document returned by IR means that it is unlikely to

fall within reasonable estimates of what constitutes an answer. And then there is no guarantee

that this document will be relevant to some question on the user's mind, nor does the IR task

require that a document be of any value to the user.

The quickest way around the first of these obstacles is to abandon orthodox conceptions of

the document as an intact, coherent narrative. If we redefine the "document" as a string found

in some portion of the corpus and not exceeding, say, 250 characters in length, then an IR

system would, formally, also be a QA system. The second difficulty is the thornier one, but it

is safe to say that if we were in possession of a function which maps questions to useful queries

— if, that is, we had some idea of what words and phrases tend to occur in the vicinity of the

answer to a given question — then IR alone would be adequate to the QA task.

These are the very principles by which our system extracts long answers. The first portion

of xr3 may be described as a lightweight IR engine adapted to the requirements of QA, having
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been furnished with a front-end utility which translates questions into queries and with shallow

heuristics at the back end for scoring its results.

2.1 Windowing

We henceforth consider the data set not primarily as a collection of documents, but as a series

of text windows, which are defined in XR3 as follows. Given a list of keyterms, a window is any

sequence of 250 characters found within a single document and containing a keyterm as near

its center as possible. Of course, the focal keyterm should be precisely centered in all but the

extremal windows, comprising the first and last 250 characters of a document, where it may be

situated to the left or right of center, respectively. Apart from these two special cases, which

may take hits from several keyterms, no window should be extracted more than once under

our regime. In a more pragmatic sense, however, we are bound to end up with a great deal of

redundancy. A non-extremal cluster of keyterm occurrences in the source text will result in the

extraction of several windows that differ from one another by only a few words: these windows

are semantically more or less equivalent, and would tend to receive identical scores.

The prospect of having our final list of top 50 or top 5 windows cluttered by superfluous

windows is a disconcerting one, so we impose a limit on the amount of overlap permitted between

any two windows in the form of a system parameter, called the maximum windowing margin,

which is set at the beginning of a run and stays constant thereafter. With a margin of 0.1, for

instance, we would take each cluster of windows whose offsets (distances from the beginning of

the document) vary by fewer than 0.1 x 250 = 25 characters, arbitrarily choose one, and discard

the rest.

We have been unable to settle on an optimal value for this margin, nor is it clear that there is

one at all. It stands to reason that a very restrictive margin value such as 0.1 leads to the loss of

viable windows, while high values such as 0.9 are insufficiently discriminating. But for the broad

middle range between 0.2 and 0.8, the give-and-take of these two opposing trends, along with

the perturbations resulting from the variation of other system parameters, make it impossible

to arrive at an informed decision. Seeing this, we resolved to hold the margin constant at the

unexceptionable value of 0.5, without pausing to wonder how many valid answers were falling

through the cracks.

2.2 Keyterm Extraction

The process by which XR3 assembles a query for its IR phase stands on the premise that words

appearing in a question should, in the source text, be found in proximity to a valid answer. Our

approach may be unique in that selected question tokens are used verbatim in the search query,

without taking into account synonymy or even morphology. Our aversion to the use of synonyms

issues at least in part from the report of the University of Ottawa's team at TREC-8, which notes

that the results of their own brute-force QA system suffered from synonym sensitivity [ML99].

Furthermore, synonym occurrence is not necessarily valuable in early-phase extraction. The
intuitive argument in favor of synonymy is that verbs and adverbs used in relation to an answer

string are far more susceptible to variation than are the nouns, and certainly the proper nouns,

found in a question. But expanding the IR query with sense-related words is likely to result

in a large number of extraneous windows: if a question asks for the identity of someone who

"won" the Nobel Prize, then the presence within a window of such words as "acquire"
,
"gain"

,

and "accomplish" may be misleading rather than useful.

Precisely because verbs and adverbs found in the question are subject to such a wide variety

of rephrasings, we ignore them altogether, presuming that it is sufficient to collect all windows

which make reference to, say, the Nobel Prize. In general, we regard the presence of some

noun in the question as a qualifying condition for the presence of an answer. With that, we
lose much of the need for stemming or morphological variation. Once those tokens tagged as

determinants and prepositions and so forth have been discarded, only nouns and proper nouns,

these latter having been identified on the basis of capitalization, are admitted into the search
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goal type occurrences

PNOUN 124

TIMEPOINT 23

CARDINAL 22

UNKNOWN 13

LINEAR 7

MONEY 6

PERCENTAGE 2

TIMESPAN 1

MEANS 1

REASON 1

AREA 0

VOLUME 0

MASS 0

Table 1: TREC-8 goal frequencies — number of times each type of goal was identified by the final version

of XR3 among questions 1-200 of the TREC-8 test set.

query. A second pass over the question adds groupings of adjectives, participles, and nouns, in

order to capture such potentially useful noun phrases as "world energy output" and "managing

director"

.

2.3 Goal Identification and Extraction

A further condition windows should meet is that they each contain at least one expression

corresponding to the goal of the question, which we understand as a loose characterization of

the answer. For example, if it is clear from the form of a question that one is being asked to

name a river— perhaps because it reads "Name a river which ..." — then we accept no window

unless it contains something that could conceivably be the name of a river, such as a proper

noun. Thirteen goal types are currently distinguished by XR3
, as listed in Table 1. A goal should

have the dual virtues of being easily identified in the question and easy to extract from source

text. Identification is accomplished by a series of regular expressions which rely on the presence

of trigger words ("Who ..." —
> PNOUN) and patterns ("How much . . . earn/spend/cost/. .

.

" -»

MONEY). If a question runs the gauntlet without drawing fire, the goal type is assumed by default

to be PNOUN, which we take to be a fairly safe bet for questions of the type seen in TREC-8.
Extraction from the source text of strings matching the goal is again performed by regular

expressions. Hand-crafted patterns and trigger words, such as lists of unit names associated with

MONEY or with TIMESPAN, are applied throughout, except for the extraction of proper nouns. Here

we apply a novel method which begins by extracting all capitalized words and groups thereof

appearing beyond the first word of a sentence. The less trivial cases, where we must consider

the very first word of a sentence, are resolved by comparing that word to known prepositions,

or, in the extremity, by comparing it to proper nouns that have already been identified in the

middle of a sentence.

As a final criterion, windows must match the date (if any) specified by the question. This

highly specialized tactic was developed in response to these 11% of questions from the TREC-8
test set which named a specific year, as in Which team won the Super Bowl in 1968?{l§)} In

order for a window to be eligible under these circumstances, it must either contain the specified

date (permitting some variation, such as '68 for 1968) or it must be drawn from a document

published on that date.

1
After each question we parenthetically indicate its number, from 1 to 893, in the conventional TREC order.
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score recall group bonus type factor date factor

597 91% n i i
i

529 91% n iX i n

557 93% n 10 1X

.562 90% 1 1 1
J.

.562 91% 1 1 10

.563 93% 0 10 10

.583 93% 1 10 1

.592 93% 1 10 10

Table 2: Parameter optimization — automatic evaluation on runs obtained by varying values of three key

scoring parameters; performed only on questions 1-100 of the TREC-8 test set.

2.4 Scoring Long Answers

The answer-bearing potential of a window is measured first of all by the number of keyterms

it contains — or rather by the variety of keyterms, since we do not take into account multiple

occurrences of the same term. Weight values may range from 0 (so that the term is effectively

ignored) or 1 (no greater weight than ordinary terms) to arbitrarily high values such as 20 (which

would mean that such terms are worth as much as 20 ordinary ones). The sum obtained from

the linear combination of keyterm hits (0 or 1) with their respective weights is then multiplied

by some constant if the window was determined to suit the question goal, and by a final constant

awarded for date correspondence. To be quite precise, the score is calculated as follows. Given

keyterms K\, . .

.

,
Kn , we know of two corresponding sequences: C\, . .

.

,
cn where Cj is capBonus

if Ki is capitalized, 1 otherwise; and gi,-..,gn where
<fc

is groupBonus if Ki is a phrase, 1

otherwise. The function f(Ki) returns 1 if Ki is present in the window under consideration, 0

otherwise. The partial score is given by

n

This score is then multiplied by a goal factor and a date factor as necessary. Experiments

show that it is worthwhile to set these factors to a value high enough so that windows not meeting

the goal and date criteria effectively drop out of sight in the final ranking. Increasing both factors

from 1 to 10 improves the TREC score by a margin of 0.03. This gain, if not spectacular, is

significant and strikingly consistent regardless of fluctuation in system parameters.

2.5 Results of Long-Answer Extraction

In making the quantitative observations above, we rely on TREC scores determined by an

automatic evaluation which applies the extended set of Perl patterns derived from last year's

judgments, producing an inflated estimate of the true score, i.e., that which would be awarded

by a human jury. Once system parameters have been fully tuned, XR3 achieves a score of 0.511

on questions 1-200, which compares favorably to the results posted by last year's participants.

We do, of course, possess the considerable advantage of having seen the questions beforehand.

However, let it be noted that all pattern-matching rules were written for the first 100 ques-

tions, and all system parameters were optimized for the same set. Evaluation on the remaining

questions gave us no reason to make changes of any significance to the IR portion of XR3
.

Furthermore, automatic evaluation consistently yields TREC scores over 0.5 on any subset of

questions save for the last 25, where performance suffers badly, dropping well below 0.4. We
attribute this hiccup to the far greater brevity of the last 25 questions, which contain only 3.2

keyterms on average, compared to 5.7 for the set as a whole.
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link type example
existence

attribute

time

location

reason

means

Who is the Queen of Holland? (136)

How tall is the Matterhorn? (161)

When was Yemen reunified? (130)

Where is Inoco based? (20)

Why are electric cars less efficient in the north-east than in California? (159)

How did Socrates die? (198)

Table 3: Link types — the six types of question link identified by xr3
, with a characteristic example of

each; the link is understood to be a relationship between the named focus and an unnamed answer.

3 Exact Answers

We go to the trouble of extracting self-contained answers from a shortlist of 250-character

windows not only for the sake of submitting them in a new category, but with the hope of

improving performance in the old one. It turns out that the prospects for finding exact answers

are fairly bright, considering the density with which valid answers occur near the top of our

long-answer list. The first five windows contain at least one valid answer about two-thirds of

the time according to our automatic evaluation on the TREC-8 test set, while the number-one

window alone is hit with 40% probability.

At the heart of our exact-answer extraction process is the assignment to each question of

a goal, which previously played so marginal a role in window filtering. Now, however, for a

given set of windows we know of a set of substrings which are of the form required by the

question under consideration. The goal identification and extraction processes were designed

very conservatively, emphasizing recall rather than precision; thus, we can state with reasonable

confidence that if any one of the windows contains a valid answer, then one of our strings will

constitute a valid answer.

3.1 Question Analysis

We have forsaken the computationally expensive and mostly impossible task of formal parsing

in favor of something more modest, something that captures less information but stands a

better chance of being fully realized. Our pet theory this year was that all questions explicitly

describe a relationship between something unknown — to wit, the answer — and something

quite concrete. The "something unknown" is already described by our goal, so it remains to

identify the link and the focus. To us, the focus of a question is that portion of it which must

absolutely be found within a window, whether verbatim or in some variant form, if we are to

believe that this window can contain a valid answer. It is not clear whether every question

contains such an expression, but we will proceed on the assumption that it is there. Given the

question What was the monetary value of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989?(2), for instance, the

focus should be identified as "Nobel Peace Prize"; in the source text, we would then look for

strings bearing some lexical resemblance to it.

A question's link is not so much identified as interpreted from its syntactical structure.

Of the six possible link types (see Table 3), the one most relevant to the above question is

presumably existence — that, at any rate, is the truth according to XR3
. It might be argued

that attribute would be a more intuitively correct interpretation, but such quibbles are beside

the point. The utility of a question analysis is sharply limited by the accuracy of the source-text

analysis against which we intend to compare it, and as things stand, this latter is so much more

difficult a task that even our very rough characterization of the question will suffice.

The link and focus are both determined through pattern matching. We view the question as a

sequence of phrases hinging on stopwords, which are here defined as prepositions, determinants,
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question components content of window

Which team won the Super pre terback, Namath, one of the first since Babe Ruth to make
Bowl in 19689(116) a fortune playing a game. With Namath as their leader,

the AFL's 1968

answer New York Jets

post went into

focus Super Bowl
right III as an 18-point underdog and won, 16-7, against the NFL

champion Baltimore Colts, wh
How many people live in left everything. If they bought someone out, where would they

the Falklands? (101) go? Mr Di Telia denied that payments would be made to

encourage people to leave the

focus Falkland Islands

pre and settle elsewhere. He said, 'We want to be very respect-

ful of these

answer 2,000

post people. They have liv

Table 4: Schematization of candidate windows — the text of each 250-character window is broken up into

five named fields, here separated by carriage returns; note that in the first case, the answer occurs earlier

than the focus, but the contrary is true in the second case.

pronouns, and common verbs such as "is" and "does". These stopwords are perceived as falling

naturally into certain patterns which betray the semantic relationships between the adjoined

phrases.

3.2 Window Schematization

Once XR3 has decomposed a question with the aid of stopwords and so inferred its goal. link,

and focus, it attempts to unify this description of the question with syntactical structures found

in the source text. We assume that all viable windows will contain something resembling the

question focus (which we shall simply call a "focus" in the interest of brevity) . Furthermore, the

window must contain at least one candidate answer (hereafter, an "answer") — an expression

matching the question's goal. We then take the string lying between the focus and the answer,

and try to ascertain whether it is related to the question link. That is not to say that the

remaining portions of the window are of no interest; nonetheless, we restrict our attention to

this particular string for the sake of simplicity and computational tractability.

In order to carry out such an assessment, XR3 considers every possible focus-answer pairing

found in a given window, and for each of these the window is subdivided into five components

in one of the two ways illustrated in Table 4. If the answer is to the left of the focus, the

appropriate scheme is {.pre,' answer, post (inter), focus, right'], whereas the converse calls for

{left, answer, pre (inter), focus, post], where pre and post are understood in relation to the

answer.

3.3 Scoring Exact Answers

The overall score awarded to an answer and its attendant apparatus is a linear combination of

three partial scores. The first consists of the IR score previously determined for the window

from which this answer was extracted. The second component, our link score, is calculated by

one of six groups of regular expressions according to the value of the question link. These are

triggered by patterns which have proven, in our experience, to be strongly associated with the

link. In the case of existential links, one of the more prominent trends involves constructions of
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run score

longl .511

exact .331

short .386

long2 .524

Table 5: Best results obtained by automatic evaluation on TREC-8 questions 1-200.

the form answer, a/an/the . . .focus, as in "Colin Powell, an American general" or "Everest,

the world's highest peak". Thus, we reward those answer schemes where the connecting string

begins with a comma and a determinant.

The third component is something called the extra score, which is determined by ancillary

considerations. Foremost among these is a special treatment for those questions whose goal has

been determined to be some number of specific units, such as CARD(calories) . Also taken

into consideration are the presence of words found in the question but not in the focus (as a

precaution against focusing error) and additional hits scored by a simple stemming mechanism

based on regular expressions.

3.4 Answer Expansion

Once all the goal-type expressions extracted for a given question have been scored and ranked

we can offer the top five as exact answers, even though there is no such category in the TREC-9
evaluation. These strings tend to be rather shorter than the 50 characters allowed in the short-

answer category — about 10 characters long — so we may easily cast our net a little wider by

adding characters to the left and right until the limit is reached. The strings which result from

such an expansion tend to suffer from the same redundancy problem experienced in the first

phase of long-answer extraction: very often, several 50-character windows will end up covering

the same cluster of exact answers. Again, XR3 makes use of a maximum windowing margin to

discard superfluous answers. This is done without disturbing the order of the remaining answers,

so that they remain ranked in a useful way, namely, that determined by the exact-answer score.

The top five may then be offered as a second submission in the short-answer category.

The expansion to long answers is accomplished with even greater ease, since we have retained

the 250-character windows from which the exact answers were extracted. Each of these is now

awarded the score of the corresponding exact answer, the entire collection is sorted, redundancies

are cast out, and the result is an ostensibly improved list of long answers.

3.5 Results of Short-Answer Extraction

The limited selection of scoring criteria described above was distilled from a far broader field.

Most speculative heuristics fell by the wayside as they failed to boost scores in the context

of XR3
's performance on the TREC-8 test set. Among these were functions which measured

resemblance between the designated focus and the candidate focus; calculated the average dis-

tance of all keyterms from the candidate answer; and employed a more comprehensive stemming

algorithm than the one currently in use. In the end, we arrive at the scores displayed in Table

5. Recall that the first run was produced by means of our 250-character windowing mechanism,

while the remaining three all derive from exact-answer extraction.

Our score of 0.331 for exact answers seems to be a decent performance: it would, in theory,

have ranked fourth out of the 18 short-answer runs at TREC-8. Note that these exact answers

were extracted from only the 10 best long answers. Any more than that and scores suffer,

presumably because the scoring algorithm does fairly well at reshuffling high-quality windows

but is too naive to recognize low-ranking junk for what it is. Using only the IR score to rank
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run irvJi(i^-y assessment -f- 1— from mean % from mean mean over all runs

icngi 3S2 4-01% .OOU

exact .149 -.069 -32% .218

short .179 -.039 -18% .218

long2 .366 +.016 +4.6% .350

Table 6: Official results achieved on questions 201-893 of the TREC-9 set, with comparison to arithmetic

mean of all runs submitted in the respective category (50 or 250 characters). Recall that our exact answers

are 10 characters long on average, and that the first run is our IR run.

exact answers, rather than the entire tripartite formula, results in a not much worse TREC
score of 0.237, demonstrating the pervasive influence of brute-force IR.

Sheer chance also has a role to play, given that the expansion to 50 characters results in

a markedly improved TREC score of .386. Final expansion to 250-character windows leads to

an expected — but unexpectedly small — improvement over the first run, from .511 to .524.

Surprisingly, these TREC scores remain fairly even across the entire range of goal types, whereas

one might have expected the frequent and coarse PN0UN extraction to fare poorly against the

more specialized types, such as MONEY and SPECTIME.

4 Evaluation

4.1 TREC-9 Performance

The first column of figures in Table 6 gives the "strict" TREC-9 assessment of each of our runs,

while the last column indicates the mean of the TREC scores assessed over all runs in each

category. Clearly, XR3 has suffered a general and sizeable decrease in performance — this year's

long answers result in a lower score than last year's short answers. We attribute this in part to

the many features of this year's test set which were not present at TREC-8.

Questions 201 through 893 tend be much shorter than the first 200, offering 3.8 keyterms

on average as opposed to 5.7 with the earlier set. In addition, a notable number are of the

form What is X?, whereas these were entirely absent from the TREC-8 set, with the exception

of What is Head Start? (115) . It is not clear that such requests for information as Who is

Anubis? (222) and Where is the Danube? (226) fit the description of "short-answer, fact-based

questions," as the QA Track Guidelines would have it. What is clear, however, is that these

are precisely the sorts of questions that users want to ask and do end up asking today, even in

queries submitted to commercial search engines.

We noted an unusual number of misspellings among the questions: Superbowl, Nicholas Cage,

applicances, and Pittsburg, for instance, are all erroneous, and a system which made no attempt

at error correction, such as ours, had to suffer the consequences. There was also a high incidence

of reverse question construction, such as Colin Powell is most famous for what? (835) , as well

as a heavy reliance on synonym-based back-formation, especially among the last 193 questions.

We were, of course, given ample warning that these features would be present, and made some

effort to construct regular expressions for the decomposition of reverse-syntax questions.

4.2 Discussion

Our results demonstrate the viability of goal-augmented IR as a preliminary phase in QA, with

several important qualifications. First, given that the brute-force IR portion relies on collocation

alone, this approach will provide good answers only for questions which provide good clues.

Second, the goal identification and extraction mechanism is much better at excluding worthless

windows than at seeking out promising ones. In the most pragmatic terms, this means that we
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can expect fairly high recall (80 to 90% for the top 100 long answers) but fairly low precision

(30 to 40% at the first rank). Further and deeper NLP seems to be in order.

It appears that the engineering problems of QA, concerning such things as corpus manage-

ment, text cleaning, and retrieval of fixed-size passages on the basis of keywords and keyphrases,

are largely resolved in our implementation, and that what remains is the fundamental question

of how an automatic process can be made to recognize the correspondence between a ques-

tion (Who was President Cleveland's wife? (11)) and its answer ("... Grover Cleveland married

Frances Folsom..."). Questions, due to their limited syntactical complexity, are relatively easy

to deal with. The most difficult problem in QA remains the analysis of source text, and a

good way to handle it seems to be the goal-driven approach, which isolated small, answer-rich

snippets of text rather than attacking the whole.

4.3 Future Work

We suggest that a high-performance QA system can be built from a more fine-grained scheme of

goal identification and extraction than our current, rather rudimentary one which has achieved

a degree of success commensurate with its small scope. It would be best to begin with a subcate-

gorization of proper nouns into such sharply delimited concepts as tall buildings, popular brand

names, and famous composers. This would, in effect, be a taxonomy of named entities conceived

for the purpose of QA. The extraction of such highly-specialized named entities requires that

we have on hand a collection of exhaustive word lists. We propose to compile a wholly new
collection by an automatic process performed on a large conventional dictionary.

In addition, we are excited by the prospect of broadening the reach of QA — and perhaps

increasing its precision — by opening the floodgates to the Internet. A simple HTTP interface

to an online search engine would permit the same sort of information-retrieval processes which

our system currently applies on the TREC corpus to be used on documents drawn from the

world over. It remains to be seen whether the Web yields useful text passages, but it would

be interesting to experiment with the use of various sources, including the "hardwired" corpus,

various online works of reference, and the Internet at large, in order to see whether answer

confidence may be increased through the correlation of multiple occurrences.

5 Conclusion

Our experiments show that a textual pattern-matching mechanism, properly engineered, can

produce satisfactory results on verbose questions of the kind found in the TREC-8 test set. The

appeal of such an approach is further amplified when we consider its ease of implementation

and modest computational demands. The reason for its success is transparent: in order to elicit

a very specific answer, users are often compelled to provide a context-rich question. We have

demonstrated the viability of collocation in a full-fledged QA system when it is bolstered by the

specialized processes of goal identification and goal extraction. These processes, furthermore, are

prerequisite to the extraction of exact-answer strings. It is equally clear that pattern matching

is less effective in dealing with terse questions and with those which ask for a definition.- In our

view, the increasing heterogeneity of questions will have to be met by increasingly specialized

QA methods. In particular, we conjecture that definition-based questions are best answered

from works of reference, and that one of the vital ingredients in general-purpose QA is an array

of tightly constrained goal categories.
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Abstract

In this year's filtering track, we implemented a system called RELIEFS that tries to

learn about the prediction capability of words or conjunctions of words for the relevance of

documents. The novelty of the system resides in two main points. First, the features used in the

prediction involve both : the implication D->Q (from document to query), and the reverse

implication Q->D. This is different from usual approaches where only the first of the implication

is used. Therefore, the relevance estimation of a document combines the probability that a

document containing a term is relevant, and the reverse probability - the probability that a term

appears in relevant documents. The second novelty is that, in addition to the use of words as

prediction elements, we also consider word combinations (conjunctions). However, not all

combinations are significant. Therefore, an incremental algorithm is developped to select only

the meaningful conjunctions. To limit the number of conjunctions, we do not use a cut on

conjunction length. Rather, we eliminate the conjunctions A&B that bear the same information

as A or as B. Our first results prove the feasibility of the approach. Other experiments are

ongoing in order to fully evaluate this approach.

1. Introduction

The goal of our participation in TREC9 is to experiment the following two ideas for information

filtering :

The first idea is about the use of the two implications D->Q (from document to query) and

Q->D. Usually, in Information Retrieval, relevance evaluation is based on the evaluation of D->Q

(van Rijsbergen, 1986). If one considers a document as a set of terms, and a query as a

specification of what we are looking for, the implication D->Q may be decomposed to the

judgment of "if the term is present then the document is relevant" for each term of the document.
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Even if some authors signal the importance of the reverse implication (Q->D) (Nie, 1988), the

relation has not been integrated in relevance evaluation. This relation has been taken into account

in probabilistic models as a way to calculate D->Q. In our approach we will consider both

implications simultaneously, the consideration of the reverse implication Q->D means in practice

that we have to consider the relation "if the document is relevant then the term is present in the

document". From a pragmatic point of view, the use of Q->D may be justified by the fact that it

allows us to favour terms which have been met many times in relevant documents, comparing to

rare terms for which the presence in relevant document is a coincidence. The two implications

may be illustrated as two relationships between terms and relevance as in Fig 1. The two

relationships are different in nature and both are important for judging the relevance of a

document. Therefore, we will integrate both of them in our approach.

The second important aspect in our approach is the use of term combinations. Usually, the

learning for adaptive filtering system consists of updating the weights of terms and not term

conjunctions. This is because the assumption that terms are independent. It is also due to the fact

that considering term combinations would lead to a combinatory explosion. Some methods tried

to consider term combinations, but usually limited themselves to a certain length. This solution is

not totally satisfactory since the length constraint can not be completely justified. Morever, the

number of combinations is still very high. We propose here to update all the implications

whithout loosing any information. The economy principle we propose is based on the observation

that if two terms tj and t2 are always present simultaneously (in the same documents), it is useless

to create the information tj&t, since this information is the same as tj (or t2). In this way, many

combinations can be eliminated. We use an incremental algorithm (Brouard, 2000) to determine

whether a combination should be added and its weight be updated.

relevance knowing term

Figure 1 - Relationships between terms and relevance
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2. System description

The goal of RELIEFS system is to find words or conjunctions of words that are good

predictors of document relevance. The RELIEFS processing can be decomposed in three steps:

1. Selection of N document words from the document, 2. Estimation of the document's relevance,

3. Revision of word's predictability.

2.1 Step 1 : Selection of N document words

All the document words are compared with the words which have been extracted from the

query, the document examples given for learning and the documents which have been previously

selected. The considered words or word conjunctions are elements of prediction pj. They are

sorted by the value of their predictability of relevance. This predictability is estimated as the

product between the relative frequency of relevance knowing p ;
and the reverse frequency, i.e.

FiR/WiiFtWi/R). If less than N words (in our experiments we choose N=20) can be selected in this

way, this selection is completed first by the document words which are related to the query words

and finally by the document words in their lecture order. The relatedness between words is

estimated using both implications on the training set (Ohsumed 87). In our solution of additional

words, those that are related to sereval query words are given priority.

2.2 Step 2 : Evaluation of the relevance

Considering the elements of prediction which appear in the document, the score of the

document is computed as follows :

k

^F(R/ Pi*).F(Pi*tR)

i*=l

n

£f(*/ Pi ).F{Pi IR)

i'=l

where F{RI p,)is the relative frequency of relevance given the presence of the element of

prediction pj in this document, F(/?/p,)is the reverse relative frequency and i* are the indices of

the elements of prediction which are present in the document. In RELIEFS, the relevance of a

document is estimated as the sum of the implication products for all the elements of prediction

present in the document divided by the sum of the implication products for all the elements of

prediction. In the example of Fig 2, word5 and word8 are elements of prediction and appear in

the document, the implication products of these elements are taken into account and increase the

score of the document.

2.3 Step 3 : Updating relative frequencies

If the evaluation of step2 is larger than a defined threshold, then the N words selected in

the first step are submitted to an updating process on their relative frequencies, and new

conjunctions are also built. The building condition of a conjunction A&B is that F(A/B) and
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F(B/A) are different from 1. This condition allows us to avoid building useless conjunctions (i.e

A&B is equivalent to A or/and to B).

Figure 2 - Relevance evaluation in RELIEFS

2.4 Threshold adaption

We tried to adjust the thresholds with a very simple mechanism. When a selected

document is irrelevant, the threshold is increased with a small value. Each time a document is not

selected, the threshold is decreased. The initial threshold is computed on the basis of the score of

the two first relevant documents and the amplitude of the threshold modification is based on the

difference between the average score of the two last relevant documents and the two last

irrelevant documents. Initially, we considered an average of 0 for irrelevant documents. So the

change tends to be larger at the begining than at the end. Morever, the product of the change scale

by a constant allows us to vary more globally all the thresholds.

3. Results & Discussion

We have submitted two runs on Ohsumed collection. The first one considers higher

thresholds than the second one (the constant used in the product with the change scale is larger).

Its utility score is positive (+1.1). We submitted it for comparison on utility criteria. The

comparison is favourable since about 60% of the scores are above the median (table 1).

below-median at-median above-median

reliefl 12 14 37

Table 1 : Comparison on utility criteria of adaptive filtering run.
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We considered also smaller thresholds (decreasing the constant) for a second run in order

to increase the number of selected documents which was too small for optimizing precision since

when less than 50 document are selected a penalty is applied. This time, the utility score is

approximately -1 and the corrected precision is approximately 0.17 (0.28 if not corrected). The

comparison of our result with other systems optimized for precision is not favourable (table 2).

However, it is to be noted that our system is not tuned to optimized the precision but utility.We

think that the results could be improved if we set lower thresholds in order to keep more

documents and then to avoid the under-50 penalty.

below-median at-median above-median

reliefs2 42 11 10

Table 2 : Comparison on precision criteria of adaptive filtering run.

Globally, these very first results are encouraging, in particular for utility. They show that

using a small number of words (20) to represent documents can perform as well as traditional

information filtering systems in which much more words are considered. However, it is also

necessary to consider word conjunctions.

4. Conclusion

In our information filtering approach, we take into account two implications, D->Q and

Q->D. Morever, we developped a solution in order to take into account word conjunctions.

Further experiments will be done to evaluate more precisely the avantages of each of these

aspects.
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Summary

The web and its search engines have resulted in a

new paradigm, generating new challenges for the IR

community which are in turn attracting a growing

interest from around the world. The decision by

NIST to build a new and larger test collection based

on web pages represents a very attractive initiative.

This motivated us at TREC-9 to support and

participate in the creation of this new corpus, to

address the underlying problems of managing large

text collections and to evaluate the retrieval effective-

ness of hyperlinks.

In this paper, we will describe the results of our

investigations, which demonstrate that simple raw

score merging may show interesting retrieval perfor-

mances while the hyperlinks used in different search

strategies were not able to improve retrieval effective-

ness.

Introduction

Due to the huge number of pages and links,

browsing cannot be viewed as an adequate searching

process, even with the introduction of tables of con-

tents or other classifying lists (e.g., Yahoo!). As a

result, effective query-based mechanisms for accessing

information will always be needed. Search engines

currently available on the web are not able to ade-

quately access all available information [Lawrence

99], as they are inhibited by many drawbacks

[Hawking 99].

In the first chapter, we will describe our experi-

ments on the web track in which a large web text col-

lection is divided into four sub-collections in order to

keep inverted file size below the 2 GB limit. The
second chapter will verify whether or not hyperlinks

improved retrieval effectiveness based on four different

link-based search models.

To evaluate our hypothesis, we used the SMART
system as a test bed for implementing the OKAPI
probabilistic model [Robertson 95]. This year our

experiments were conducted on an Intel Pentium

III/600 (memory: 1 GB, swap: 2 GB, disk: 6x35
GB) and all experiments were fully automated.

1. Distributed collections

To evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of various

merging strategies, we formed four separate sub-

collections (see Appendix 1). In this study, we
assumed that each sub-collection used the same in-

dexing schemes and retrieval procedures. A distri-

buted context such as this more closely reflects local

area networks or search engines available on the

Internet than the meta search engines, where different

search engines may collaborate to respond to a given

user request [Le Calve 00], [Selberg 99].

The following characteristics would more

precisely identify our approach. A query was sent to

all four text databases (no selection procedure were

applied) and according to the four ranked lists of

items produced, our search system merged them

into a single result list presented to the user

(Section 1.2). Before we describe the collection

merging approaches, Section 1.1 will identify

retrieval effectiveness measures achieved by various

search models with the whole collection and with

each of our four sub-collections.

1.1. Performance of sub-collections

From the original web pages, we retained only

the following logical sections: <TITLE>, <H1>,

<CENTER>, <BIG>, with the most common tags

<P> (or <p>, together with </P>, </p>) being re-

moved. Text delimited by the tags <DOCHDR>,
</DOCHDR> were also removed. For long

requests, various insignificant keywords were also

removed (such as "Pertinent documents should

include ..."). Moreover, search keywords appearing

in the Title part of the topics were considered to

have a term frequency of 3 (this feature has no

impact on short requests).
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For the web track, we conducted different experi-

ments using the OKAPI probabilistic model in which

the weight wjj assigned to a given term tj in a docu-

ment Dj was computed according to the following

formula:

Wy =
K + tf:

with K = ki

'J

(1 -b) + b
Ji_
avdl

where tfy indicates the within-document term fie-

quency, and b, kj are parameters. K represents the

ratio between the length of Dj measured by lj (sum of

tfy) and the collection mean denoted by advl.

To index a request, the following formula was

used:

tfn

'qj
k3+ tf

qj

ln[(N-df) )/dfj]

where tfqj indicates the search term frequency, dfj the

collection-wide term frequency, N the number of

documents in the collection, and k3 is a parameter.

To adjust the underlying parameters of the OKAPI
search model, we used advl = 900, b = 0.7625,

k] = 1.5, and k3 = 1000. These parameter values

were set according to the best performance achieved

on the WT2g (TREC-8). A slightly different parame-

ter setting was suggested by Walker et al. [98]

whereby advl = 900, b = 0.75, k] = 1.2, and

k3 = 1000. When using our parameter values, the

corresponding label will be "OKAPI" while the

second setting will be identified by adding an "R".

Two different query formulations were considered:

(1) using only the Title section (T), or (2) all three

logical sections (Title, Descriptive and Narrative,

noted T-D-N). The data in Table 1 shows that re-

trieval effectiveness is significantly enhanced when

topics include more search terms.

In order to build a single collection, we selected

the first 500 retrieved items of 13 search strategies

(corresponding to OKAPI and different vector-space

approaches) and we added all relevant documents not

retrieved by our various search models.

Table 1 provides a summary of the results of our

various experiments. In this case, we reported the

non-interpolated average precision at eleven recall

values, based on 1 ,000 retrieved items per request.

From this data we can see that the parameter setting

used by Walker's et al. results in better performance

(e.g., in the WEB9.1 sub-collection, the average pre-

cision increases from 19.47 to 20.30 (+4.3%)).

It is recognized that pseudo-relevance feedback

(blind expansion) is a useful technique for enhancing

retrieval effectiveness. In this study, we evaluated

the OKAPI search model with and without query

expansion in order to verify whether or not this tech-

nique might improve retrieval performance when

faced with different query formulations.

In this study, we adopted Rocchio's approach

[Buckley 96] where the parameter settings were cho-

sen according to experiments done with the WT2g
from the TREC data (TREC-8).

For a short request the values a=0.75, (3=0.25

were assigned and the system was allowed to add to

the original query those 50 search terms extracted

from the 12-best ranked documents. For long

queries, the parameters were set as follows: a=0.7,

[3=0.3 and the search engine was allowed to add to

the original query those 40 search terms extracted

from the 15 best-ranked documents. The resulting

retrieval effectiveness is depicted in Table 1 under

the label "XQ".

After examining sub-collections WEB9.1 and

WEB9.3, there was some improvement in results, as

depicted in Table 1 . For example, based on our pa-

rameter setting and examining the WEB9.1 sub-col-

lection, the average precision increased from 19.47

(label "OKAPI") to 21.44 (label "OKAPIXQ")

(+10.1%). However, for the other two sub-collec-

tions, the average precision decreased (e.g. in

WEB9.4, the average precision decreases from 19.26

to 18.24 (-5.3%)).

1.2. Merging procedure

Recent works have suggested solutions in which

answer lists were merged in order to produce a

unique ranked list of retrieved records. As a first

approach, we might assume that each sub-collection

contains approximately the same number of

pertinent items and that the distribution of the

relevant documents is the same across the answer

lists. Based only on a ranking of the retrieved

records, we might interleave the results in a round-

robin fashion. According to previous studies [Voor-

hees 95], [Callan 95], the retrieval effectiveness of

such interleaving schemes is around 40% below the

performance achieved by a single retrieval scheme

technique, with a single huge collection representing

the entire set of documents. The third column of

Table 2 confirms this finding but to a lesser extent

(around -26.1% when dealing with short queries or -

17.0% when examining Title, Descriptive and

Narrative fields in the topics).
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Average Precision

WEB9.1 WEB9.2 WEB9.3 WEB9.4 WFRQ
Query Title only 46 queries 44 queries 43 queries 46 queries 50 queries

Model 749 rel 600 rel 608 rel 660 rel 2,617 rel.

Okapi 19.47 20.85 16.09 19.26 19.55

OkapiR 20.30 21.32 16.52 19.51 19.86

OkapiXQ 21.44 20.89 17.73 18.24 19.43

OkapiNRXQ 21.70 20.67 18.98 18.33 19.31

Query T-D-N

Okapi 32.61 30.26 28.09 28.44 27.25

OkapiNR 33.25 30.19 29.01 28.49 27.52

OkapiXQ 28.10

OkapiNRXQ 34.41 28.25 31.18 26.69 28.30

Table 1: Average precision ofisolated sub-collections and the whole test collection

In order to account for the score achieved by

the retrieved document, we might formulate the

hypothesis that each sub-collection is managed by

the same search strategy and that the similarity

values are therefore directly comparable [Kwok

95]. Such a strategy, called raw-score merging,

produces a final list, sorted by the retrieval status

value computed by each separate search engine.

However, as demonstrated by Dumais [94],

collection-dependent statistics in document or

query weights may vary widely among sub-collec-

tions; and therefore, this phenomenon may invali-

date the raw-score merging hypothesis.

The fourth column of Table 2 indicates the re-

trieval effectiveness of such merging approaches,

depicting a relatively interesting performances in

our case (degradation of around -5.3% for long re-

quests or -14.9% for short queries). Thus, the

raw-score merging seems to be a simple and valid

approach when a huge collection is distributed

across a local-area network and operating within

the same retrieval scheme.

As a third merging strategy, we may normalize

each sub-collection's similarity value (SIM(D,, Q))

by dividing it by the maximum value in each re-

sult list. The fifth column in Table 2 shows its

average precision, depicting surprisingly poor re-

trieval effectiveness (average reduction of -19.6%

for short queries and -16.2% for long requests).

As a fourth merging strategy, Callan et al. [95]

suggest using the CORI approach, which will first

compute a score Sj for each sub-collection as

follows:

score (tj
|

dbj) = defB + (1-defB)
df

;

log
db + 0.5

Cf;

df: + K

ldb
(l-b) + b L-=! with K = k-

log(db + l) L avldb.

where tj indicates a search keyword, dbj the ith

collection, dfj the number of documents in the ith

collection containing term tj, cfj the number of

collections containing term tj, db the total (num-

ber of collections equals to four in our case), ldbj

the number of indexing terms included in the ith

corpus, avldb the mean value of ldbj, where defB,

b and k are three parameters. Xu & Callan [98]

suggest assigning values to these constants

(defB=0.4, k=200, and b=0.75, values used in

this study). The previous equation is defined for

one search term, and the score for a given collec-

tion is simply the sum over all keywords included

in the current request.

The sub-collection score (noted Sj) is the first

component used to merge the retrieved items. To

obtain the score of a given retrieved item of the ith

collection, the similarity between the request and

the document is multiplied by a coefficient wj

computed as follows:

Wj = 1 + dbs • [(si - Sm ) / Sm ]
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Average Precision (% change)

Query Title merge merge merge merge
50 queries 50 queries 50 queries 50 queries 50 queries

2617 rel 2617 rel 2617 rel 2617 rel 2617 rel

Model one coll round raw-score norm, score CORI

Okapi 19.55 13.88 (-29.0%) 17.59 (-10.0%) 15.94 (-18.5%) 15.83 (-19.0%)

OkapiR 19.86 14.44 (-27.3%) 17.81 (-10.3%) 16.37 (-17.6%) 15.99 (-19.5%)

OkapiXQ 19.43 14.54 (-25.2%) 15.96 (-17.9%) 15.07 (-22.4%) 15.31 (-21.2%)

OkapiNRXQ 19.31 14.89 (-22.9%) 15.87 (-17.8%) 15.44 (-20.0%) 15.28 (-20.9%)

-26.1% -14.9% -19.6% -20.2%

Query T-D-N

Okapi 27.25 22.82 (-16.3%) 26.56 (-2.5%) 23.39 (-14.2%) 26.81 (-1.6%)
!

OkapiNR 27.52 23.19 (-15.7%) 26.75 (-2.8%) 23.94 (-13.0%) 26.87 (-2.4%)

OkapiXQ 28.10 23.09 (-17.8%) 25.99 (-7.5%) 23.28 (-17.2%) 25.94 (-7.7%)

OkaNRXQ 28.30 23.22 (-18.0%) 25.93 (-8.4%) 22.57 (-20.2%) 25.84 (-8.7%)

-17.0% -5.3% -16.2% -5.1%

Table 2: Average precision ofdifferent mergingprocedures

where dbs indicates the number of the selected col-

lections (all in our case), Sj the score achieved by

the ith collection and Sm the mean score over all

collections. According to our evaluation, the

mean average precision results in a degradation of

around 20.2% for short queries and 5.1% for long

requests. It is interesting to note that both the

raw-score merging and the CORI approach result

in good performances when dealing with long re-

quests yet a decrease in performance when using

short requests.

Figure 1: Starting situation for our link-based approaches

2. Link-based retrieval

Various retrieval strategies have been suggested

in order to take account of hyperlinks, based on

the assumption that links between documents in-

dicate useful semantic relationships between re-

lated web pages [Kleinberg 98], [Brin 98],

[Chakrabarti 99]. For example, Chakrabarti et al.

[99] stated:

"Citations signify deliberate judgment by

the page author. Although some fractions of

citations are noisy, most citations are to

semantically related material. Thus the

relevance of a page is a reasonable indicator

of the relevance of its neighbors, although

the reliability of this rule falls off rapidly

with increasing radius on average." [Chak-

rabarti 99, p. 550-551]

With small variations, similar hypotheses are also

cited by other authors [Kleinberg 98]. In order to

verify the retrieval effectiveness of such

assumptions, we have evaluated four different

search strategies, namely our spreading activation

approach in Section 2.1, our PAS search model in

Section 2.2, Kleinberg's algorithm in Section 2.3

and the PageRank approach in Section 2.4. These

search strategies will be described briefly using a

small example.

As a first step, the search strategy computes the

similarity between the given query and the docu-

ments, with values noted as SIM(Dj, Q). These

values are depicted inside a rectangle in Figure 1

.

In this case, we can see that the first five retrieved
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documents are Ds, D4, D9, Di and D2. At this

point various retrieval schemes will take note of

the hyperlinks so that the retrieval effectiveness

might hopefully be improved.

2.1. Spreading activation

In a first link-based strategy, we chose the

spreading activation (SA) approach [Crestani 00].

In that method, the degree of match between a web

page Dj and a query, as initially computed by the

IR system (denoted SIM(Dj, Q)), is propagated to

the linked documents through a certain number of

cycles using a propagation factor. We used a

simplified version with only one cycle and a fixed

propagation factor X for all links. In that case, the

final retrieval status value of a document Dj linked

to m documents is computed according to the

following equation:
k

RSV(Di) = SIM(Di, Q) + X • ]£ SM(D j,Q)

j=i

Using all the incoming and outgoing links,

and for different values of the parameter X, in most

cases did not result in retrieval improvement

within the WT2g corpus [Savoy 01]. In order to

be more selective in the spreading phase, we only

consider in this study the best outgoing and the

best incoming link for each of the k best-ranked

documents (the constant k was fixed to 15 in this

paper and the parameter X to 0.05). But, what do

we mean by the best link?

Instead of considering the m web pages linked

to a given document, we only consider the in-

coming link coming from the best ranked docu-

ment. For the outgoing links, we adopt a similar

point of view, taking into account only the link

starting from the given document to the best rank

web page.

For example, based on Figure 1, we do not fol-

low all outgoing from D4 but we activate only the

hyperlink to D2 (the rank of this document is bet-

ter than for the others). Similarly, the best

incoming link is the link between Ds to D4.

Fixing the parameter A. to 0.1 and k to 5, the final

retrieval status value of D4, noted RSV(D4), will

be:

RSV(D4) = SIM(D4, Q) + X • SIM(E>2, Q) +

X • SIM(D8 , Q) =

90 + 0.1 • 60 + 0.1 • 100 = 106

The similarity value of non-retrieved docu-

ments (e.g., D20 in our example) will be set ac-

cording the similarity achieved by the last re-

trieved item (10 in our example, 1,000 in the

evaluation). The evaluation of other web pages

included in our example is given in Table 3.

2.2. Probabilistic argumentation system

In a second set of experiments, we used our

probabilistic argumentation systems (PAS)

[Picard 98], in which we used a simplified version

of our approach, whereby the final retrieval status

value of a document (or its degree of support, de-

noted DSP(Dj)) might only be affected by its di-

rect neighbors. In this case we do not need to

keep track of inferences, and can derive a simple

formula which might be considered to be a more

refined spreading activation method. Instead of

propagating a document's similarity value, we
propagated its probability of being relevant.

In this approach, we must therefore first com-

pute the relevance probability of a document Dj.

To achieve this, we suggest using logistic regres-

sion methodology [Bookstein 92] and the natural

logarithm of its rank as an explanatory variable.

Such a computation will be noted p(Dj
j

rank) [Le

Calve 00] and in accordance with the following

formula:

a+p-ln(rank)

P[D,lrank] =

^ eg+p
,lD(rank)

in which a et (3 are parameters set to 0.7 and -0.8

respectively.

In a second step, this probability of relevance

will be modified according to the neighbors of a

given document. The individual contribution of a

linked document Dj to Dj is given by

[p(Dj
I

rank) • p(link)], instead of the [SIM(Dj, Q) •

a] used with the spreading activation technique.

Just as with the spreading activation experi-

ments, using all incoming or outgoing links did

not demonstrate any improvement, except in some

cases when using the WT2g test collection

[Savoy 01]. We then decided to include only the

most important sources of evidence, the same way

as for spreading activation. For example, we con-

sidered the initial rank of document Dj, the best

incoming document Din and the best outgoing

document Dout-

This link-based retrieval approach will thus

multiply the probability of linked document rele-

vance by the probability of the link, denoted
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p(linkjn ) for incoming hyperlinks or p(linkoUt) for

outgoing links. The final degree of support

corresponding to document Dj is computed as

follow:

DSP(D;) = 1 - (1 - p(Dj
|

rank)) •

[1 - P(Din
I

rank) • p(linkm )]
•

[1 - p(Dout |

rank) • p(linkoUt)]

Fixing p(linkjn )=0.1 and p(linkout)=0.2, and

based on the situation depicted in Figure 1 , com-

putation of degree of support for Document 1 as

follows:

DSP(Di) = 1 - (1 - p(Di
|

rank)) •

[1 - p(D9
|

rank) • p(linkin )]

[1 - p(Dio
|

rank) • p(linkoUt)]
=

1 -(1 -0.3991)- [1 -0.4554-0.1] • [1 -

0.2762 • 0.2] =

1 - (0.6009) • [0.95446] [0.94476] =

1 - 0.5418 = 0.4582

Table 4 lists other results pertaining to the

best ten retrieved items of Figure 1 . For the re-

sults based on the web test collection, link

probabilities are fixed as p(linkjn ) = 0.062,

p(linkout) = 0.051, probability estimates are de-

fined in [Savoy 01]. Finally, documents not be-

longing to the top 1000 have a similarity value

equal to the similarity value obtained for the

1 000th retrieved item.

2.3. Kleinberg's algorithm

As a third link-based approach, we have ap-

plied Kleinberg's algorithm [Kleinberg 98]. In

this scheme, a web page pointing to many other

information sources must be viewed as a "good"

hub while a document with many web pages

pointing to it is a "good" authority. Likewise, a

document that points to many "good" authorities

is an even better hub while a web page pointed to

by many "good" hubs is an even better authority.

For document Dj after c+1 iterations, the up-

dated formulas for the hub and authority scores

Hc+1 (D
i
)andAc+1 (D

i ) are:

AC+1 (D,) = X H c
(Dj)

Dj=parent(Dj)

Hc+1
(Di)= J Ac

(Dj)

Dj=child(Di)

Rank SIM(Di, Q) RSV(Di)

1 8 100 8 109

2 4 90 4 106

3 9 80 9 87

4 1 70 1 78

5 2 60 2 69
6 42 50 42 50
7 93 40 93 40
8 10 30 10 37
9 49 20 49 20
10 6 10 20 16

6 10

Table 3: Retrieval status value obtained by the spreading activation

Rank Di SIM(D;,Q) p(Dj
|

rank) D, DSP(Di)

1 8 100 0.6682 8 0.7038

2 4 90 0.5363 4 0.5982
•

3 9 80 0.4554 9 0.4989

4 1 70 0.3991 1 0.4582 !

5 2 60 0.3572 2 0.4211

6 42 50 0.3244 42 0.3244

7 93 40 0.2980 10 0.3051

8 10 30 0.2762 93 0.2980

9 49 20 0.2577 20 0.2690

10 6 10 0.2419 49 0.2577
11 0.2419 6 0.2419

Table 4: Computation ofthe degree ofsupport ofour PAS search model
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which is computed for the k best-ranked docu-

ments (defined as the root set) retrieved by a clas-

sical search model, together with their children

and parents (which defined the base set). The hub

and authority scores were updated for five itera-

tions (while the ranking did not change after this

point), and a normalization procedure (dividing

each score by the sum of all square values) was

applied after each step.

As an example, we will refer to the initial

situation shown in Figure 1 . We fixed k = 5 and

our root set was {Dg, D4, D9, D\, D2}, leading

to the following base set {Dg, D4, D9, Di, D2,

Dgo, D40, D41, D 42 ,
D20, D25, D49, D10}.

Initially, the hub and authority score for each

document is set to 1 . In the first iteration, the

hub score for D4 corresponds to the sum of the

authority values for its children (D40, D41
, D42,

D2) while its authority score is the sum of the hub

scores of its parents (Dg, D49). For other items

belonging to the basic set, computation of these

scores is depicted in Table 5.

After five iterations and using the normaliza-

tion procedure, we obtained the ranked list de-

picted in Table 6. Taking the five best-ranked

documents obtained by the traditional search en-

gine into account and the top five documents re-

trieved according to the authority scores, we note

that the intersection included only one item,

namely D2.

2.4. PageRank algorithm

Brin & Page [98] suggest a link-based search

model called PageRank that first evaluated the

importance of each web page based on its citation

partem. As for the spreading activation approach,

the PageRank algorithm reranked the retrieved

pages of a traditional search schemes according to

the PageRank values assigned to the retrieved

items.

In this approach, a web page will have a higher

score if many web pages point to it. This value

increases if there are highly scoring documents

pointing to it. The PageRank value of a given

web page Di, value noted as PR(Di), having D\

,

D2, ... Dm pages pointing to Dj, is computed ac-

cording to the following formula:

PR(D0 = (1 -d) + d-[(PR(Di)/C(Di))

+ • • - + (PR(Dm) / C(Dm))]

where d is a parameter (set to 0.85 as suggested

by [Brin 98] and C(Dj) are the number of outgo-

ing links for web page Dj.

The computation of the PageRank value can be

done using an iterative procedure (five iterations

were computed in our case). After each iteration,

each PageRank value was divided by the sum of

all PageRank values. Finally, as initial values,

PR(Di) were set to 1/N where N indicates the

number of documents in the collection.

Based on our example, the result list achieved

by using the PageRank algorithm is depicted in

Table 8.

2.5. Evaluation

The retrieval effectiveness of the four link-based

search model are shown in Table 9. From this

table, it seems clear that links do not seem an ap-

propriate source of information about document

contents, and they seem to provide less informa-

tion than do the bibliographic references or co-cita-

tion schemes used in our previous studies [Savoy

96]. The poor results depicted by Kleinberg's ap-

proach or PageRank algorithm raise some ques-

tions: Is our implementation without bugs? Can

other teams confirm these findings? Have the

underlying parameters the good values?

Our official runs were produced using the raw-

score merging, where three were based only on the

Title portion of the requests (NEtm, NENRtm,
NENRtmLpas) and three were based on all logical

sections of the queries (NEnm, NEnmLpas,

NEnmLsa). Three of them were link-based re-

trievals (ending by Lpas or Lsa indicating the

PAS or spreading activation approach).

For the two types of requests, our official runs

included a spelling check performed automatically

by the Smalltalk-80 system. This feature has a

positive effect for short queries (e.g., 15.96 vs.

17.54 (+9.9%)) but not for long ones (25.99 vs.

24.99 (-3.8%)).

Conclusion

The various experiments carried out within the

web track demonstrated that:

- Hyperlinks do not result in any significant im-

provement (at least as implemented in this

study). Link information seems to be mar-

ginally useful when the retrieval system pro-

duces relatively high retrieval effectiveness;
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Pseudo-relevant feedback techniques (blind

query expansion) usually result in significant

improvement but setting the underlying pa-

rameters based on another test collection may
lead to a decrease in retrieval effectiveness;

Longer topic descriptions (Title, Description

and Narrative) improve the retrieval perfor-

mance significantly over short queries built

only from the Title section;

- It seems that the raw-score approach might be a

valid first attempt for merging result lists pro-

vided by the same retrieval model.
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H°(Di) Author comput A1 (DO A°(Di) Hub comput H!(Di)

8 0 1 + 1 2

4 1 + 1 2 1+1+1+1 4

9 0 1 + 1 2

1 1 1 1 1

2 1 + 1 2 1 1

40 1 1 0

41 1 1 0

42 1 1 o
!

49 0 1 1

80 1 1 0

20 1 + 1 2 0

25 0 1 + 1 2

10 1 + 1 2 0

Table 5: Computation ofthe hub and authority scoresfor our example

Rank SIM(Di, Q) Di A5
(Di) H5(Dj)

1 8 100 2 0.1239 4 0.1501

2 4 90 42 0.0762 25 0.0723

3 9 80 41 0.0762 9 0.0241

4 1 70 40 0.0762 8 0.0241

5 2 60 20 0.0667 2 0.0222

6 42 50 4 0.0413 49 0.0148

7 93 40 10 0.0413 1 0.0148

8 10 30 80 0.0254
|

80 0

9 49 20 1 0.0254 42 0

10 6 10 9 0 41 0

Table 6: Computation ofthe hub and authority scores afterfive iterations

Rank SIM(Di, Q) Rank D, PR(D0

1 8 100 1 10 0.2710

2 4 90 2 4 0.2548

3 9 80 3 2 0.2146

4 1 70 4 1 0.1849

5 2 60 5 42 0.1797

6 42 50 6 93 0.15

7 93 40 7 49 0.15

8 10 30 8 9 0.15

9 49 20 9 8 0.15

10 6 10 10 6 0.15

Table 8: Ranked list obtained in our example by the traditional and the PageRank approach
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without normalizat. with normalization

D, prVdY) PR 5

(TJU prVd )

1 0.1736 0.2138 0.1925 0.1849
2 0.1854 0.2863 0.2138 0.2146
4 0.2208 0.3413 0.2775 0.2548
6 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

9 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

10 0.2208 0.3954 0.2775 0.2710
20 0.2681 0.5846 0.3625 0.3547
22 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

25 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

40 ft 1 £1 8 ft ITX U.i / Yd ft 1 7Q7U. 1 ly 1

41 0.1618 0.2225 0.1713 0.1797
42 0.1618 0.2225 0.1713 0.1797
49 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

60 0.1972 0.2775 0.235 0.2198

80 0.1736 0.2138 0.1925 0.1849

93 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

100 0.1972 0.4861 0.235 0.2762

Table 7: Computation ofthe PageRank values with and without normalization

Average Precision

Query Title

Model

merge
raw-score SA PAS Kleinberg PageRank

Okapi 17.59 14.64 17.57 0.18 2.82

OkapiR 17.81 14.59 17.76 0.19 2.79

OkapiXQ 15.96 13.43 15.91 0.17 2.37

OkapiNRXQ 15.87 13.48 15.85 0.17 2.69

Query T-D-N

Okapi 26.56 23.80 26.43 0.36 3.09

OkapiNR 26.75 24.10 26.65 0.25 3.14

OkapiXQ 25.99 22.27 25.87 0.31 3.11

OkaNRXQ 25.93 22.57 25.82 0.25 3.13

Table 9: Average precision ofdifferent link-based approaches

Official run name Corresponding run name Average Pre. # > Median # Best

NEtm OKAPIXQ 17.54 41 3

NENRtm OKAPIRXQ 17.43 41 2

NENRtmLpas OKAPIRXQ + PAS 17.36 40 1

NEnm OKAPIXQ 24.99 45 4

NEnmLpas OKAPIRXQ + PAS 24.88 43 0

NEnmLsa OKAPIRXQ + SA 21.85 41 0

Table 10: Summary ofour official runsfor the web track
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Appendix 1: Statistics describing our various sub-collections

Collection WEB9.1 WEB9.2 WEB9.3 WEB9.4 WEB9
Size (in MB)
# of documents

2,799 MB
414,914

2,754 MB
423,965

2,790 MB
442,711

2,690 MB
410,506

11,032 MB
1,692,096

# of relevant doc.

# of queries

mean
standard error

maximum
for # query

rrunimum

for # query

749

46

16.2826

25.0986

157

(#q:495)

1

(#q:461)

600

44

13.6364

21.826

105

(#q:495)

1

(#q:461)

608

43

14.1395

21.3637

133

(#q:495)

1

(#q:464)

660

46

14.3478

22.1873

124

(#q:495)

1

(#q:456)

2617

50
;

52.34

84.1405

519

(#q:495)

1

(#q:473)

size invert, file doc.nn

# indexing terms

max df

n 674.2 MB
3,428,795

189,386

642.1 MB
2,827,067

207,892

655.6 MB
3,607,359

228,922

635.4 MB
3,537,393

191,208

Indexing time (real) 1:05:17 1:00:28 1:00:18 1:00:49

Table A.l: Some statistics about thefour sub-collections ofthe Web corpora
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1 Introduction

This paper describes the participation by researchers

from KUN (the Computing Science Department of the

Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, The Netherlands) in

the TREC-9 Filtering Track. As first-time TREC par-

ticipants, our group participated in all three subtasks

— adaptive, batch, and routing — while concentrating

mainly on adaptive tasks. We have made use of two dif-

ferent systems:

• FilterIt, for the adaptive and batch-adaptive 1

tasks: a pure adaptive filtering system developed in

the context of our TREC-9 participation. It is based

on the Rocchio algorithm.

• LCS, for the routing and batch filtering tasks: a

multi-classification system based on the Winnow al-

gorithm.

In adaptive filtering, our contribution has been three-

fold. Firstly, we have investigated the value of retrieved

documents as training examples in relation to their time

of retrieval. For this purpose we have introduced the no-

tion of the half-life of a training document. Secondly,

we have introduced a novel statistical threshold selec-

tion technique for optimizing linear utility functions. The
method can be also applied for optimizing other effective-

ness measures as well, however, the resulting equation

may have to be solved numerically. Thirdly and most

importantly for adaptive long-term tasks, we have devel-

oped a system that allows incremental adaptivity. We
have tried to minimize the computational and memory
requirements of our system without sacrificing its accu-

• Computing Science Institute, Faculty of Mathematics and In-

formatics, University of Nijmegen, Postbus 9010, 6500 GL Ni-

jmegen, The Netherlands,

tel: +31 6 51 408838, fax: +31 24 3553450,

e-mail: avgerinoacs.kun.nl, http://www.cs.kun.nl/~avgerino

tOn sabbatical leave from INSA de Lyon.
1We see the batch-adaptive task as an adaptive rather than a

batch filtering task.

racy. In the batch and routing tasks, we have experi-

mented with the use of the Winnow algorithm, including

a couple of small improvements.

From the two topic-sets given, we have experimented

only with the 63 OHSUMED queries. We did not submit

any runs on the 4904 MeSH topics; these were simply too

many to be processed by our present systems in a reason-

able time and space. All experiments were done using a

keyword-based representation of documents and queries,

with traditional stemming and stoplisting, although our

long-term intention is to use phrase representations [2],

and apply more sophisticated term selection methods [3].

Table 1 summarizes our official TREC-9 runs.

Next, we will briefly describe the pre-processing applied

to the data. The FilterIt and LCS systems are described

in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5 we give an

overall view to how our systems performed in relation to

other participants.

2 Stream pre-processing

We used only the title and abstract fields (.T and .W tags)

of the OHSUMED documents; their MeSH-headings were

discarded. The pre-processing of the documents and top-

ics was minimal and quite traditional. It consisted of (in

the order of application): replacement of all non-letters

by spaces, deletion of all one-letter words, lowercasing,

stoplisting
2

,
stemming3

, deletion of all one-letter stems,

and DF-stoplisting (removal of the top-100 stems with

the highest document frequencies in ohsumed. 87).

In summary, our pre-processing was quick-and-dirty.

There was no special treatment of proper names, all num-

bers were lost, and we made no use of multi-word terms

such as phrases or word clusters. Moreover, we used no

external resources such as online dictionaries or thesauri.

2We used the standard stoplist of the SMART system,

english. stop, available from:

ftp : //ftp . cs .Cornell . edu/pub/ smart

/

3We used the Porter stemmer of the Lingua: :Stem (version 0.30)

library extension to Perl
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xasK Topics Optimized for System Run-tag

adaptive (^\T1Q T TA IT? T~»UribUMhiL) TOTTiyu FilterIt KUJNal ly U

cLUd-pLlVc who \J iviHiU TQTT TTtt tt?d Ttr lb 1 bKi 1 in. u in az iyu
adaptive nWQTTA/nr'nWnoUiVl.Ej.L' TQP1 yJr r ILTERIT VTTTVTo 1 TOPr\ U IN ai 1 y.r

dCldpilvc UXlJ \J IVlHilJ TQPi yr r Ibl titil I r\ U In az 1 yjr

batch-adaptive OHSUMED T9U FilterIt KUNbaT9U
batch OHSUMED T9U LCS KUNb
routing OHSUMED LCS KUNrl
routing OHSUMED LCS KUNr2

Table 1: TREC-9 filtering runs submitted by KUN.

3 The FilterIt System

The FilterIt system, which we used for performing the

adaptive and batch-adaptive tasks, has been developed

in the context of our TREC-9 participation. It is a pure

adaptive filtering system based on Rocchio's method [10].

Rocchio's method performs well in a situation where only

a few training documents are available, see e.g. [9], and

this is exactly the case in the adaptive task. In such a

situation, the initial query becomes important and the

method can moreover deal in a suitable way with the

topic descriptions.

We have modified the formula traditionally used for rel-

evance feedback in order to allow for weighing of training

documents according to their time-stamps. Moreover, the

implementation of the algorithm we will present, allows

very accurate incremental training of classifiers, without

using any document buffers, so its memory and compu-

tational power requirements are low. In order to limit

further the memory requirements of our system per topic,

we also use a form of on-the-fly term selection.

Our system adapts queries and thresholds indepen-

dently for each topic, meaning that the filtering model

for a topic is updated after the retrieval of every single

document for that topic. In the runs optimized for the

T9P measure, threshold adaptations are even triggered

independently of document retrievals.

For optimizing the filtering thresholds, we have intro-

duced a new statistical technique which takes into account

the relative density of relevant to non-relevant documents

seen in the stream, and their score distributions. Most

of the quantities that our technique requires can be up-

dated incrementally, but a small document buffer seems

unavoidable.

3.1 Incremental Query Training

The version of Rocchio's method traditionally used for

relevance feedback is

Q = <*Qo+0±Y, D -iTmT, D
> w

1 1 Den 1 1 DeM

where Qq the initial query, TZ and Af the sets of relevant

and non-relevant documents respectively, and |.| denotes

the number of elements in a set. The parameters a, fi,

and 7 control the relative contribution of the initial query,

and that of the relevant and non-relevant documents to

the new query Q. All components which end up with

negative weights in Q are removed.

The initial query and the documents are usually repre-

sented by vectors weighted in a tf.idf fashion4 . While the

tf components are usually independent of corpus statis-

tics, the idf components depend on the collection. Since

in filtering the whole collection is not available in ad-

vance, the idf components should be updated over time

(incremental idf). Therefore, it would be more suitable

for filtering to keep these quantities separately. As a re-

sult, queries and documents in our system are only tf-

weighted, e.g., a document Di is represented by

Di = {tfil ,...,tfiK}\ (2)

where K the total number of terms known by the system

at one point in time. Any document or query is a sparse

array since it contains far less non-zero components than

K, so they are implemented by hash arrays.

Since all vectors are only tf-weighted, we have moved

the impact of idfs into the similarity function, which for

a query Q and a document D has been defined as:

S(Q, D) = Q IDFDT
, (3)

where IDF is the diagonal matrix diag(idfx ,...,idfK),

and XT denotes the transposed array of X. Such an im-

plementation allows, at any time, the usage of the latest

idf values.

4
tf.idf denotes here the family of weighting schemes which weigh

a term proportionally to its frequency in a document or query and

inversely proportional to its frequency across the collection. In prac-

tice, tf and idf are implemented by some monotonically increasing

functions of the corresponding frequencies. We consider the deci-

sion to use a tf.idf-type weighting scheme as an architectural choice,

while the exact form of the functions is an implementational choice.

We give our implementational choice in Section 3.3.
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Now, formula 1 can be calculated incrementally by sim-

ply re-writing it as

Qn = 0i QQ+ P±-Bn - 1^-Cn , (4)

where Bn , Cn are the accumulated sums of the term fre-

quency vectors of relevant and non-relevant documents

respectively, and Rn , Nn are the numbers of documents

in each category5
. When document Dn is retrieved, Q n is

calculated in two steps. First, all time-dependent quan-

tities (everything on the right side of the formula which

has the subscript n) in the last formulation are updated.

Then, the query Qn is calculated using the updated quan-

tities.

Summarizing, the architecture we have just described

allows the most accurate incremental training with Roc-

chio. No training documents have to be discarded, as

would have been necessary in a sliding window adaptive

system. Moreover, no document buffers are necessary,

except Bn and Cn in which all training documents are

accumulated. In order to achieve all these, the only re-

quirement is that tfs are static in the sense that they can

be calculated only once when a document arrives.

Of course, there is another minor concession we make

here, that is to allow counting registers of infinite width

(the values of the components of Bn , Cn , and the vari-

ables Rn ,
Nn can grow up to infinity). Double precision

arithmetic approximates this assumption well. In any

case, when a number approaches the maximum width, all

quantities can be divided by a constant without invali-

dating the model.

3.2 Convergence, Responsiveness,

and Decay

The goal of the incremental training we have described

so far is to gradually converge to a perfect classifier.

All training documents, irrespective of their time of re-

trieval, are taken into account with equal importance in

constructing the classifier. Systems that implement this

kind of converging adaptivity we shall call asymptotically

adaptive. The use of an asymptotically adaptive system

for filtering implicitly assumes that topics are stable, i.e.

there are no topic drifts.

If there are topic drifts, the position of the perfect

classifier moves in the document-space. Therefore, it is

5The convention we use for the subscript n is: n is the total

number of training documents available (relevant and non-relevant).

Training documents are the ones given at the time of bootstrapping

(as for the batch-adaptive task), and all retrieved ones during fil-

tering since their relevance judgment can be seen. Thus, Qn is the

classifier built using n training documents. If r of them are relevant,

then Rn - r and Nn — n — r, and Bn ,
Cn contain the sum of r and

n — r document vectors respectively.

beneficial for a filtering system to be capable of track-

ing a topic rather than converging. This capability can

be achieved by weighing more heavily training documents

that are retrieved recently. We call such systems locally

adaptive. The choice between local adaptivity and asymp-

totic adaptivity should be made depending on whether

convergence or responsiveness is more important. More
about various forms of adaptivity for filtering systems and

the nature of topics in filtering can be found in [1].

In TREC-9, topics are assumed to be stable, suggest-

ing that an asymptotic behaviour would be more proper.

However, the OHSUMED collection consists of docu-

ments collected in a period of five years and it is likely that

for a topic the content of its relevant documents changes

over the years, e.g., think of new treatments developed

for the same sickness. The effect of such document con-

tent drifts is equivalent to user interest drifts in the sense

that the idea of relevance changes.

In order to weigh training documents differently, we re-

place the average vectors in the Rocchio formula of Eq. 1

with weighted averages. This does not invalidate the mo-

tivation of the formula. For instance, the average vector

of relevant documents becomes

|

C| Den Z-'v-Dizn 1
* i:Di€n

where l x represents the weight with which the document

Di contributes to the average.

A heavier weighting of recently retrieved training doc-

uments may be implemented by a decay operation with

half life h, i.e. the age that a document must be before it

is half as influential as a fresh one in updating the query.

If a document Di is retrieved at time ti, and the current

time is tn , we set

where tn ,
t x , and h are measured in the same units, e.g.,

months.

Whether the initial query Qq should decay or not de-

pends on the nature of a topic. For a drifting user inter-

est, Qq should decay. For a stable interest with document

content drifts (as we argued to be true for TREC-9), any

of the two choices can be motivated (it rather depends on

how Qq is formulated) . For our official TREC-9 runs, we

chose to decay Qq.

The decay operation can be performed incrementally.

When Dn is retrieved, and assuming that it is found to

be relevant, then it is easy to show that average vectors,

e.g., the one of relevant documents, can be updated as:

irB" =
, P

1

(
lBn-i + on ) ,

i = o.5^
//l)

,

where g = tn — tn-\ stands for the elapsed time since

the previous query update (i.e., since Q n-\ was calcu-

lated). Therefore, when a document is retrieved, all
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time-dependent quantities of equation 4 are multiplied

by the current decay factor I before they are updated

with the new document. To maintain correct decaying

weights, even the quantities which are not going to be

updated have to be multiplied, e.g. even if Dn is relevant,

Nn = lNn-i and Cn = lCn-i-
In TREC-9, time is estimated on the number of docu-

ments seen in the stream. It is given that the stream pro-

duces, on average, around 6,000 documents per month.

Therefore, for a half life of m months, we set h = 6, 000m,

and g is simply the number of documents filtered since the

previous query update.

3.3 Term Weighting

For term weighting, we "borrowed" the Ltu formula from

[11]. In the Ltu weighting scheme, L is the term frequency

factor, t is the inverted document frequency factor, and

u is the length normalization of the document or query.

The t factors were initialized from ohsumed.87. Then
we used incremental idf: upon the arrival of a new doc-

ument and before any other calculation is performed, all

quantities that contribute to the t factors are updated

The application of the Ltu formula in adaptive filtering

presents a small problem. The average number of unique

terms per document changes over time, therefore, the

term weights of past documents should be re-calculated as

well. We chose to calculate this average document length

on ohsumed . 87 and assume that it will not change in the

future. This allows to calculate the u factor once and for

all, when a document arrives. The assumption that the

average document length will remain the same in the fu-

ture is not far from reality for the OHSUMED collection,

since there is no special reason why medical researchers

should write abstracts of different lengths over time.

Summarizing and using our notation, the exact form of

the term weighting we used is:

tf=Lxu', idf=t, (7)

where u' is the same as u but with the average document

length fixed on its ohsumed.87 value (that was 40.8 after

the pre-processing). This form presents static tf compo-

nents, in the sense that they are calculated once when a

document arrives without the need to re-calculate them

in the future, and dynamic idfs. These features allow for

incremental training, as we have shown in Section 3.1.

3.4 On-the-fly Term Selection

It is empirically known that as the size of a corpus grows,

the number of unique words seen grows with the square-

root of the number of documents. In case of multi-word

terms (phrases), the number of such enriched terms grows

even faster. Therefore, the number of components of Bn

and Cn vectors grows, at least, with the square-root of

the number of retrieved documents n. To limit the size

of these vectors we use term selection.

In fact, term selection is more critical for the threshold

optimization technique we will describe in Section 3.5.

The incremental application of the optimization tech-

nique requires matrices as large as the square of the

size of Bn or Cn ,
consequently the memory requirements

may explode soon if no term selection is used (see Sec-

tion 3.5.3).

Term selection was applied for each topic indepen-

dently, before every incremental update of the corre-

sponding query. Our on-the-fly term selection consists

of the following steps. First, a query is constructed using

information only from relevant instances and the current

IDF matrix:

Qn,rel = U Qo + $j^B^j IDF (8)

Then, we rank all terms of Qn ,rei according to their

weight, and select only the top-A; ones and the terms oc-

curring in Qo. The rest of the terms are discarded and

removed from all quantities kept by the system for the

topic (e.g., Bn and Cn ). Then, Qn is calculated using the

reduced data.

This technique limits the memory required for filtering

a topic. However, the size of the IDF matrix still grows by

the time, as previously unseen terms occur in documents

of the stream. We consider IDF as stream data rather

than topic data, since it is the same for all topics being

filtered at any point in time. Therefore, we do not limit

its size.

3.5 The Score-Distributional

Threshold Optimization

Let us assume that for some topic a training stream of

n documents is available, of which r are relevant. After

the filtering the stream with some query and a threshold,

each document may be classified under one of the four

categories shown in the contingency table:

relevant non-relevant

retrieved H, N+
non-retrieved R- iV_

total r n — r

The variables N+, R-, and iV_ refer to the num-

ber of documents in each category. Given any evaluation

measure M and a query, a filtering threshold 9 can be

selected so as to optimize the measure on the training

stream. In this Section, we outline a threshold optimiza-

tion technique which can be applied for any evaluation

measure of the form M(R+, N+, J?_, iV_), i.e. M is any

function of the document counts in each category.
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The idea is to describe a dataset of document scores

with their probability density function. There are two

such functions, one for relevant and one for non-relevant

document scores. Then, these functions are multiplied

by the corresponding numbers of document scores used

for their estimation, so that the area below each curve

amounts to the number of documents. Now, each variable

of the contigency table can be expressed as a function of

6 by integrating a range on the corresponding curve,

e.g. R+{9) = fd
°° rPr (x) dx where Pr is the probability

density of relevant document scores. The threshold which

optimizes M is a solution of

dM(R+ (8),N+ (9),R-(d),N.(0)) = 0 (9)

Depending on the exact form of function M, equation 9

may not have analytical solutions and it should be solved

numerically.

3.5.1 Score Distributions

In [4] we prove that a Gaussian limit appears for the dis-

tribution PT of relevant document scores. Furthermore,

we show that the distribution approaches the Gaussian

quickly, such that corrections go to zero as I/Kq, where

Kq the length of the query. Empirically, Gaussian shapes

form at around Kq — 250.

For non-relevant documents, we show in the same study

that a Gaussian limit is not likely, and if it appears, then

only at a very slow rate with Kq. Empirically, we have

never seen Gaussian shapes even for all dimensions re-

sulted from massive expansion of queries. Our empirical

data, however, point out that the right tail of the distribu-

tion can be very well approximated with an exponential.

Figure 1 shows the empirical score distributions for

TREC topic 352 on the Financial Times collection. We
collected these data as follows. First, we trained a classi-

fier using all relevant documents and an equal number of

the top-scoring non-relevant using the query zone6 . Then,

we calculated the scores of relevant and non-relevant doc-

uments for the classifier. The middle plot shows the

empirical distribution of relevant document scores, and

the corresponding Gaussian multiplied by the number of

scores. The left plot shows the empirical distribution of

the top-100 non-relevant scores, and exponential curves

of the form cie
_C2X

fitted on the top 100, 50, 25, and 10

scores. It seems that at least 50 or more scores are needed

for an accurate threshold estimate. The right plot shows

the optimal T9U threshold. As we will prove in Sec-

tion 3.5.2, the optimal T9U threshold is the intersection

of the probability densities of relevant and non-relevant

document scores, weighted as 2r and n — r respectively.

3.5.2 Optimizing Linear Utility Functions

Let U any linear utility function of the form

U{\iMMM) = X iR+ + X2N+ + \3R_ + A4AL ,
(10)

where Ai,A2,A3,A4 denote the gain or cost associated

with each document that falls in the corresponding cate-

gory. The linearity of such measures allows for analytical

solutions of Eq. 9, since the integrals describing the docu-

ment counts cancel out with the derivative of the measure.

Consequently, and after a few calculations, Eq. 9 becomes

ApPr (0) = Pnr (0), A
A3 " Ax

Ao — A4
P =

n — r
(11)

p is the relative density of relevant to the non-relevant

documents in the training stream. For T9U, A = 2. PT

and Pni are the density functions of the probability dis-

tributions of relevant and non-relevant document scores.

Let Px be a Gaussian density with mean //r and stan-

dard deviation o~T , and PnT an exponential density of the

form cie~ C2X estimated on the right tail of the distribution

of the non-relevant scores. Then, the solution of Eq. 11,

i.e. the optimal threshold, is:

_ J {b - VA)/o
+00

if A > 0

if A < 0
b
2 — ac

,

1 ,

, 0 = — C2

3 For the query-zoning method, see Section 3.6.2 or [12].

(12)

Note that since the exponential corresponds to the top

non-relevant scores, it does not extend accurately to low

scores. Consequently, the method gives more accurate

results when there is no contribution of N- into the utility

score, i.e. for A4 = 0, which holds for T9U.

3.5.3 Incremental Mean and Deviation

The method we have described for threshold optimization

uses the mean of the relevant document scores and their

standard deviation. In general, means and deviations can

be calculated incrementally. However, in the case of fil-

tering every update of the query causes the scores of the

previous training documents to change. The choice that

we have made in Section 3.1 to have query and docu-

ments only {/-weighted and keep idfs separately, allows

for incrementality also here.

For query Q n , the average score of r relevant documents

Di,...,Dr with scores si, . .
. , sr can be written as

Air = -(«1 + 1" S r )
r

= - {Qn IDFDj + • • + Qn IDFDj)
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Figure 1: Score distributions and the optimal T9U threshold.

1
r

1
= -QnlDFYD? = -Qn IDFBl .

nr * * r
(13)

2=1

Obviously, the individual document scores s\, . .
. , sr are

not needed, but only the accumulated sum of the relevant

document vectors Bn . Using Bn , the current query Q n ,

and the most recent IDF matrix, the mean score can

be calculated accurately and incrementally. This way of

keeping an average score accurate has been seen before in

[6]; we have merely re-formulated it, using matrices, for

compactness.

The standard deviation may be obtained from the for-

mula of = /ir
2

^ —
A*

2
, where is the mean of the squares

of the relevant document scores. The proof of the incre-
(2)

mental formula for /j.t is more complex; here we give

only the final formula:

^ = - (Q n IDF) 5dyad
,
n (Qn IDFf ,

r

'dyad Di (14)

i-l

Consequently, a K x K matrix i?dyad,n is required for

keeping the deviation of the scores accurate, however, this

matrix can be updated incrementally. K grows with a

square-root, so jBdyad,n grows linearly in time. This makes

term selection indispensable (see Section 3.4).

3.5.4 Optimizing T9P

The S-D threshold optimization we have introduced in

Section 3.5 can be applied to optimize T9P. However, in

this case Eq. 9 does not have analytical solutions, there-

fore it has to be solved numerically. Regrettably, we did

not bother to do that.

The technique we used lowers the threshold after every

"quiet" month with respect to how many documents are

missing according to the pro-rata adjusted minD value.

It goes as follows:

1. right after a query update, start collecting the doc-

ument scores in the range [jj.nr ,6], where /j,nT is the

mean score of the iV+-documents and 9 the optimal

S-D threshold for U = R+ - N+.

2. if after one month of documents nothing is retrieved,

calculate how many should have been retrieved by

the current time (pro-rata).

3. check how many are missing:

m = pro-rata— retrieved.

4. if m > 0, lower the threshold to s T

top-m score seen below 9.

where sm the

The method works, in the sense that it retrieves around

minD(= 50) documents or more. Moreover, it retrieves

the ones that score the highest. It assumes, however, that

the distribution of relevant documents in the stream is

uniform (or their relative density is approximately con-

stant), in general a false assumption. Another draw-

back of the method is that it optimizes the threshold for

U — R+ — N+ and not for precision. All of these, we
believe, make our submitted T9P runs moderately satis-

factory.

After all, we should have at least tried to solve Eq. 9

numerically. Although analytical formulas are mathemat-

ically more elegant, in practice, numerical methods are

efficient and easy to implement.

3.6 Experiments with FilterIt

The FilterIt system presents two features which we are

interested in comparing their effectiveness with other sys-

tems: the threshold optimization for linear utility func-

tions (see Section 3.5.2), and the decay of training docu-

ments (see Section 3.2). The tuning parameters were nu-

merous, and the runs allowed for submission to TREC-9
were limited to 4 for adaptive and to 2 for batch filtering

(including batch-adaptive). Moreover, we submitted one
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of the two batch filtering runs with the LCS system de-

scribed in Section 4. These limits do not allow extensive

comparisons, and some choices had to be made.

Our strategy in deciding what to submit was as follows.

For the two of the four adaptive runs we did not use any

of the two features but rather conventional techniques.

In this way, we expected to have at least two runs with

conventional effectiveness, in case our techniques would

have failed. The other two adaptive and the single batch

filtering run combine all the new features. All parameters

were set at "safe" values, as these were determined by our

experiments with the Financial Times (FT) collection.

More aggressive settings have yielded better effectiveness

on FT, however, we do not believe that these generalize

in all collections.

3.6.1 Rocchio Parameters, and
Initial Query Elimination

All adaptive runs use a = fi = 7 for Rocchio. These

tasks start with a query and only 2 relevant training doc-

uments. In pilot runs on FT, traditional settings with

a < P seemed to overfit the classifiers on those 2 relevant

documents. Therefore, such small training sets should not

be trusted and the initial query Qq should be weighted

fairly high, e.g., as high as a = 0. As a filter is collect-

ing more and more relevant documents, the contribution

of the initial query can gradually be eliminated. Con-

sequently, we moreover multiply Qq with 10/(i?n + 10)

while calculating the new query Qn . We do not use such

an initial query elimination for the runs with decay since

the initial query decays anyway.

For the batch-adaptive task, a is set at the one-fourth

of p. Since larger training sets are given for this task,

the danger of overfitting is smaller. When using query

zones, [12] have shown that (3 = 7 is a reasonable setting.

This also explains why we set 0 = 7 also for the adaptive

tasks. Thresholding document scores during filtering can

been seen as a form of on-the-fly query zoning. Any non-

relevant documents retrieved in this way are indeed the

most interfering with the query. This setting has worked

out well for us in our experiments on FT-

3.6.2 Submitted Runs

Table 2 summarizes the runs we submitted, their param-

eter settings, and the final results obtained.

KUNalT9U and KUNalT9P do not use decay, term

selection, or the threshold optimization described in this

article. The threshold per topic is set at the midpoint

of the average scores of relevant and non-relevant docu-

ments. In fact, for KUNalT9U we set thresholds at the

one-third of the distance between the non-relevant and

the relevant mean score to reflect the fact that the gain of

retrieving a relevant document is double than the cost of

retrieving a non-relevant one (definition of T9U). There-

fore, the thresholds should be lower than the midpoints

to retrieve more relevant documents.

KUNa2T9U and KUNa2T9P use a decay for training

documents with half life set to 2 years; we have found

this value reasonable for filtering medical articles. Term
selection cutoff is set at the top-500 terms; a light cutoff

because our threshold optimization seems to require at

least 250 terms in a classifier (Section 3.5.1), and more-

oever, long classifiers are necessary when tracking rele-

vance drifts [1]. Thresholds are S-D optimized, however,

not exactly as we have described in this article.

Our S-D method was in an early stage at the time of

submition. What we did was to approximate the N+
document scores with a Gaussian. Repeatedly adapting

a query causes the distribution of non-relevant retrieved

document scores to look more like a bell-shaped distri-

bution. This is an artifact of re-training, however, and

does not correspond to what is really happening below

the threshold. Nevertheless, it has worked out resonably,

suggesting that a Gaussian approximation may be usable

since it still gives some estimation of the spread of the

non-relevant scores; however, it is of dubious accuracy.

We will come back to this in Section 3.6.3.

For KUNbaT9U (batch-adaptive) we basically use the

same settings as for KUNa2T9U, except for the Rocchio

parameters. Moreover, we apply document sampling and

query zoning [12]. The training stream (ohsumed.87)

consists of around 54,000 documents, and only a few of

them are relevant for a topic. For efficiency reasons we do

random sampling with probability 0.1 to reduce the num-

ber of non-relevant training documents. Then we apply

query zoning to select and use for training only the top-r

scoring non-relevant documents, where r is the number

of relevant training documents. We calculate the query

zone with formula 1 for 7 = 0.

The adaptive runs do not show large differences in ef-

fectiveness, mainly because of the modest parameter set-

tings for term selection cutoff, half life value, and the fact

that the S-D threshold optimization technique is triggered

only when at least 5 relevant and 5 non-relevant training

documents are made available. Many topics did not reach

these numbers, so they were actually filtered with thresh-

olds set at weighted midpoints.

3.6.3 More Runs

In this Section, we provide the extras runs we made in

order to find where some the parameters of FilterIt

peak, and determine which techniques actually work. All

runs reported here use (unless otherwise is noted): query

zoning to select for training only the top-r non-relevant

documents, term selection cutoff set at 500, no decay, and

thresholds set at weighted midpoints for T9U.
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Runs
KUNalT9U

|
KUNa2T9U

|
KUNalT9P KUNa2T9P KUNbaT9U

Task adaptive batch-adapt.

Rocchio a = P = 7 4a = P = 7

Q zoning top-r

Qo elimination 10/(10 + #n )
no 10/(10 + #n )

no no

T-opt. for T9U T9U T9P T9P T9U
T-opt. method (jur + 2/inr )/3 S-D (Mr + Mnr)/2 S-D S-D

half life oo 2 yrs OC 2 yrs 2 yrs

T.S. cutoff 500 500 500

Result +16.8 + 17.3 0.258 0.231 + 19.4

Table 2: Parameter settings for adaptive and batch-adaptive submitted runs.

Document Sampling and Query Zoning. We have

investigated the effect of sampling the non-relevant docu-

ment space. We have run a batch-adaptive task with 3 dif-

ferent samples. Table 3 presents T9U and F-measure re-

sults. All samples are made by selecting randomly one out

sample T9U Fx

A (official)

B
C

19.5

19.8

19.1

0.406

0.406

0.403

Table 3: The effect of sampling the non-relevant training

document space.

of ten non-relevant training documents from ohsumed. 87.

Then query zoning is applied before training the initial

classifier. The results do not show significant differences.

Term Selection. Figure 2 shows the impact of our

term selection method (see Section 3.4) for different cutoff

values. The runs are batch-adaptive using sample A. The

average T9U seems to peak between 500 and 125 terms.

Decay. We have experimented with different half-life

values on an adaptive task. Figure 3 shows that the av-

erage T9U peaks somewhere between 2 and 8 years of

half life. However, further analysis has revealed that ef-

fectiveness peaks at considerably different half-life values

across topics. An optimization of half-life per topic — if

we only had a way to do that — would have resulted in

great improvements of the average T9U.

the top-50 non-relevant training documents7
. When the

non-relevant training document buffer exceeds 50 docu-

ments, we sort them according to their scores and discard

the lowest scoring one. The results are presented in the

last column, labeled as Filterlt-ba. They show an im-

provement in the average T9U from 19.4 to 21.3.

TERM SELECTION CUTOFF vs T9U

2000 1000 500 250 125 68 34

cutoff

TERM SELECTION CUTOFF vs PRECISION. RECALL, and F1

0 38 -

2000 1O00 500 250 125 68 34

cutoff

Threshold Optimization. In [13] we give the TREC-
9 evaluation table of our submitted batch and batch-

adaptive runs. We have made a supplemental batch-

adaptive run with the revised S-D threshold optimization

as described in this paper, i.e. by fitting an exponential on

Figure 2: The effect of term selection.

7Note that we have not optimized any other parameter accord-

ing to our post-official runs; we have merely used a better S-D

optimization.
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HALF-UFE vs T9U

18 |
1 1 1

17 -

16

15 -

14 -

13 I 1 1 1 1 L

Inflnito 8 4 2 1

yaare

HALF-UFE vs PRECISION, RECALL, and F1

macro-average Precision —
macro-average Recall —K—

macro-average F1
"

infinite 8 4 2 1

years

Figure 3: The effect of decay.

One could argue that setting thresholds with the

weighted midpoint method works out comparably to

the S-D optimization (compare e.g. KUNalT9U to

KUNa2T9U), but this is not the case. In fact, the good

performance of the weighted midpoint method has been

purely accidental; the same goes for the aforementioned

Gaussian fit on non-relevant document scores. The mean
score of non-relevant documents jj.nT has been estimated

on the top-scoring non-relevant documents. This pro-

duces a relatively large /znr , which in its turn results in

tight thresholding. When we have tried to increase the

number of non-relevant documents, the weighted mid-

point method as well as the Gaussian fit have greatly

failed: the more non-relevant documents are used for

training, the lower the //nr , thus lower thresholds. The
methods fall too easily into the selectivity trap of retriev-

ing too many (mostly non-relevant) documents. The re-

vised S-D optimization as described in this article has

proved much more reliable and robust in a range of set-

tings, consistently avoiding such selectivity traps.

4 The LCS System

The routing and batch filtering tasks were carried out by

the LCS system8
[9]. The system is based on the Win-

now mistake-driven learning algorithm [8]. The Winnow
algorithm has, to our knowledge, not been used before

in TREC. It can cope well with large numbers of terms,

which is certainly the case here: after pre-processing, the

training set had some 52,000 different terms.

4.1 The Winnow Algorithm
and Improvements

During training, the Balanced Winnow algorithm [8, 7]

iteratively computes two weights wfc and w~c for every

term i and class (topic) C. These winnow weights are

used to compute the score S(D,C) of a document D for

the class C as:

S(D, C) = ]T«C ~ «£c) *
, (15)

i€D

where u^d is the term strength (weight) of term i in

document D. Classification is achieved by thresholding

S{D, C) using a threshold 9.

Winnow is mistake- driven in the sense that it adjusts

the weights w^c and w~c only if their current value, dur-

ing an iteration, leads to a misclassification. If a relevant

document scores below 9, then the winnow weights for

the terms occurring in the document are multiplicatively

updated using a promotion factor Alpha. Similarly, for a

non-relevant document scoring above 9, the weights are

demoted using a demotion factor Beta. The threshold

9 is considered fixed, and the learning stops when there

are no weight updates during an iteration, or earlier even

in order to avoid over-training. Topic descriptions were

considered as normal documents, since Winnow provides

no special mechanism for dealing with requests.

The implementation of Winnow in LCS is similar to

the one described in [7], with two modifications:

1. the document terms u^d are Itc weighted [5], without

the vector length normalization factor. Traditionally,

m
t
D are set either to the frequency of i within D, or

to the square-root of the frequency. In experiments

on the FT corpus, Itc has proved to work definitely

better than the former, and slightly better than the

latter.

2. Winnow weights were initialized for training as:

+ 29 - 0
W
^c ~ ADS '

W
*'c ~ ADS '

8Esprit project DOcument ROuting (DORO),
http : / /www . cs . kun . nl/doro
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ADS = AVG, Y,i£D Ui,D
'D '

size{D)
'

where size(D) is the number of unique terms in docu-

ment D. This initialization improves Winnow's con-

vergence speed.

The convergence speed of the Winnow algorithm (the

number of iterations needed to learn a stable classifier) de-

pends rather critically on the initial values of the weights.

In [7], all positive weights are initialized as d/d, where 9

is the threshold and d the average number of "active fea-

tures" in documents. This choice ignores collection statis-

tics for terms. In our initialization, an average document

obtains an initial score equal to 9. Since term strengths

are taken into account, fewer iterations are needed.

4.2 Threshold Setting

by Cross-evaluation

The Winnow algorithm has a "natural" threshold 9 =
1.0 for separating relevant from non-relevant documents,

putting equal importance on precision and recall. T9U
stresses recall more than precision, however. The S-D

threshold optimization, as described in section 3.5, has

not (yet) been implemented in the LCS, so the nec-

essary threshold optimization was performed by cross-

evaluation.

The training set (ohsumed.87) was split into n subsets

of the same size, which each in turn was used as optimiza-

tion test set while all the other subsets, together with the

topic descriptions, were used as optimization training set.

The scrap of the split was included into the optimiza-

tion test set. After training Winnow with n — 1 subsets,

the documents of the remaining subset (optimization test

set) were ranked according to their scores. Then, by going

down the rank, the threshold value that optimized T9U
was found. We performed the cross-evaluation for n = 2,

3 and 4, and we took the mean of all (2 + 3 + 4 = 9)

optimal threshold values.

4.3 Experiments with LCS

4.3.1 Submitted Runs

We set the Winnow parameters to the values that gave

the best results on the FT corpus (Table 4). We use the

thick separator heuristic [7]: instead of a single threshold

9, a threshold range [9~ : 9+ ] is used. There is a promo-

tion whenever a relevant document obtains a score below

9+ and a demotion when a non relevant document gets

a score over 9~
. This heuristic achieves a better separa-

tion between relevant and non-relevant documents. The

asymmetry around the standard threshold (1.0) forces the

algorithm to perform more promotions than demotions on

the early iterations. This compensates for the asymmetry

ti orom <~>+ orpdrdixicLci value

Alpha 1.1

.beta 0.9

9+ 1.3

0- 0.9

Maxlters 30

Table 4: Winnow Parameters.

between the numbers of relevant and non-relevant train-

ing documents, speeding up convergence.

We have submitted 2 routing runs, KUNrl and KUNr2.
LCS has originally been developed for mono- classification

tasks, i.e., each document belongs to exactly one class.

This means that the relevant training documents for one

class are considered as non-relevant training documents

for all other classes. That is certainly not the case in

filtering, so we had to do separate runs per topic assum-

ing two classes: relevant and non-relevant. The routing

results KUNrl were produced like this.

The approach of separate runs is correct but obviously

inefficient. So, we also tried to process all topics at once

(KUNr2), hoping that they do not have relevant doc-

uments in common, or even if they do, the impact of

this dubious approach on effectiveness would not be that

great. Luckily, in the given dataset, it was not: the av-

erage uninterpolated precision was practically the same.

We obtained 0.237 for KUNrl and 0.234 for KUNr2.

The batch filtering run KUNb was obtained through

the thresholding of the rankings of KUNrl. Threshold-

ing was performed by the cross-evaluation method we de-

scribed in Section 4.2.

4.3.2 More Runs

The KUNb results, obtained with separate thresholds per

topic calculated by cross-evaluation, can be compared

with those obtained by a simpler method: a uniform

threshold for all topics. We can choose as a uniform

threshold any value in the threshold range; such a choice

should give the same result if the classification is per-

fect. But two values are special: 1.0 (average document

score before training), and 1.1 (the center of the threshold

range)

.

Table 5 shows that the results for 9 = 1.0 are worse

than those for 9 — 1.1. Moreover, a uniform thresh-

old set at 1.1 gives slightly better results than the sep-

arate thresholds computed by cross-evaluation. It seems

that the cross-evaluation method has failed, mainly be-

cause the training sets had relatively small numbers of

relevant training documents. Splitting the sets for cross-

evaluation, made the things even worse.
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Run T9U
separate #'s via cross-evaluation (KUNb) 5.0

uniform 9 = 1.0 -3.5

uniform 9 — 1.1 6.0

best possible thresholdings on KUNrl 17.9

Table 5: Different thresholdings on Winnow.

The best possible thresholdings on the rankings of

KUNrl would have obtained an average T9U of 17.9; not

very great either, considering that the largest possible

average T9U for the given test set is 104.9. This implies

that the rankings achieved are not very good.

5 Overall Comparison

and Discussion

In [14] we give the TREC-9 evaluation table of our sub-

mitted routing runs with the LCS system. The right-

most column, Filterlt-r, corresponds to a supplemen-

tal routing run with the FilterIt system. Obviously,

FlLTERlT gives better rankings than LCS; the correspond-

ing average uninterpolated precision figures are 0.373 and

0.237. Thresholding the rankings of Filterlt-r with the

optimal S-D thresholds (as these were estimated by the

method described in section 3.5.2) we obtained a (non-

adaptive) batch run with FilterIt. Its results are pre-

sented under the label Filterlt-b in [13]. An average

T9U of 14.8 is obtained in contrast to 5.0 obtained by

LCS.

Since Filterlt-r and Filterlt-b are not post-factum

optimized, it seems that we should have submitted all

runs, for all filtering tasks, with the FilterIt system.

The Filterlt-r routing run, with an average precision

of 0.373, would have ranked us as second best system; the

first system scored at 0.385. The Filterlt-b batch run,

with an average T9U of 14.8, would have ranked us clearly

as the best system; the best official batch run scored at

7.5. The official TREC-9 comparison tables of the tasks

we have participated can be found in [15]. At an rate, we

are very satisfied with the performance of the FilterIt

system in our official runs. We have clearly achieved the

best scores in all adaptive and batch-adaptive tasks op-

timized for T9U. Compare the 17.3 (KUNa2T9U) and

19.4 (KUNbaT9U) to the 10.7 and 13.6 of the second

best systems in the corresponding tasks. The official T9P
runs are also satisfactory; our best run has achieved 0.258

(KUNalT9P), a rather comparable effectiveness to the

0.294 of the best system. After all, we have not opti-

mized exactly for T9P, but for some other related utility

measure, in order to simplify the calculations (see Sec-

tion 3.5.4).

Why are the results with the LCS less satisfactory? Ac-

cording to our experience, Winnow performs better than

Rocchio when large numbers (hundreds) of relevant train-

ing documents are available for each class. This was not

the case in the batch and routing tasks of TREC-9 where

some topics had very few relevant training documents.

This may largely be responsible for Winnow 's weak per-

formance. Furthermore, with 30 iterations in the learning

phase, there is some evidence of overtraining.

Why are the results with FilterIt so good? Let us

summarize the methods we have used: accurate and incre-

mental adaptivity as soon as a single training document
becomes available (in contrast to re-training in batches),

local adaptivity (training documents of decaying value

in time), on-the-fly term selection (in contrast to just

cutting off classifiers), the S-D threshold optimization

(note that we are talking about "optimization" rather

than "setting"), and initial query elimination. Moreover,

all parameter settings (e.g. Rocchio's a, 13, 7, term selec-

tion cutoff, half life) have either been empirically deter-

mined on the Financial Times collection or at least moti-

vated. There is evidence as well that Ltu weighting and

query zoning have contributed considerably to effective-

ness. The FilterIt system is a typical example of: the

whole is more than the sum of its parts.

6 Conclusions and
Further Research

In this first-time contribution to TREC, we have focussed

mainly on the adaptive tasks. Our contribution to adap-

tive filtering has been threefold:

• We have investigated the value of retrieved docu-

ments as training examples in relation to their time

of retrieval. For this purpose, we have introduced the

notion of the half-life of a training document. The

approach has presented promising results.

• We have introduced the Score-Distributional (S-D)

threshold optimization method, capable of optimiz-

ing any effectiveness measure defined in terms of the

traditional contingency table. The method has found

to be very effective, and it can moreover be applied

incrementally.

• We have developed a system that allows incremental

adaptivity, minimizing its computational and mem-
ory requirements without sacrificing too much of ac-

curacy.

In overall, we are very satisfied with our adaptive results;

we have clearly achieved the best utility scores in all adap-

tive and batch-adaptive tasks that we have participated.
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The results of the batch and routing tasks are less satis-

factory, but at least the feasibility of using the Winnow
algorithm in these applications has been demonstrated.

Summarizing, our TREC-9 participation has motivated

a great deal of research. As a result, we have finalized

the S-D threshold optimization in [4], and we have re-

considered the nature of the filtering task in [1]. Our

plans for further research include: finding a way of de-

tecting relevance drifts in order to select appropriate half

life values, and to revise the term selection method we

have introduced in [3].
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Information Space based on HTML Structure

Gregory B. Newby*

UNC Chapel Hill

Abstract

The main goal for the Information Space system for TREC9 was early precision. To facilitate this, an

emphasis was placed on seeking matches from only the TITLE, HI, H2 and H3 tags in the Web (wtlOG)

and large Web (wtlOO) document collections. Ranking of documents was based on a combination of

Boolean union sets, term weights, and principal components analysis (PCA). Very large sparse

cooccurrence matrices were created for term weighting and PCA. The Information Space system is part of

a larger general software package called IRTools.

Introduction

This year's TREC entry for the Information Space system builds on past years, with some
specific goals. Due to 2000 being the first year with Web data for the main task for

TREC (instead of newswire and other data, as in past years), it seemed desirable to make
use of the structure of HTML. As casual observation of the popular Web search engines

(Google, Lycos, etc.) reveals, these systems provide additional weight to terms occurring

in the <TITLE> tags of documents, in addition to searching through the terms in each

document.

The Information Space (IS) main Web task entry for this year focused only on tags in the

<^ITLE>, <H1>, <H2>, and <H3> tags in the datasets. This was intended to facilitate

early precision, by matching the short TREC topic title or title plus description statements

to terms in these tags. The submission for the main Web task was 6 days late, and

therefore not judged (although it was counted by NIST as an "official" run). Post hoc

analysis of some queries indicate that if results were judged, they probably would not

have been substantially better than the non-judged results found in the conference

proceedings.

IS also made an entry to the large Web task or VLC. The 100GB VLC (wlOO) was

processed similarly to the main Web task, by focusing only on terms in the same set of

tags (title, hi, h2 and h3). Because this run was also submitted late, by nearly 2 weeks, it

was not judged. Due to the small number of official VLC submissions and small number

ofjudged documents, no useful recall or precision statistics are available.

This paper will present an overview of the procedure used to index and retrieve from the

wtlOg and wlOO datasets, followed by a brief discussion of the large co-occurrence

matrices generated. Then, system-based and relevance-based performance outcomes are

discussed. It is concluded that query expansion did not serve well to facilitate early high

precision. Furthermore, a lack of sophisticated term weighting also hurt results.

* Contact data: gbnewby@ils.unc.edu, http://ils.unc.edu/gbnewby. CB 3360 Manning Hall, Chapel Hill,

NC, 27599-3360 USA.
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The IRTools Software

IS is part of a set of software tools for IR experimentation under development by the

author and his colleagues. The software is called the "Information Retrieval Toolkit," or

IRTools. The purpose of IRTools is twofold:

1 . To provide an integrated collection of C++ classes designed to facilitate IR

experimentation; and

2. To incorporate design for large-scale practical use.

Although modern information scientists have always relied on software for their

experiments, relatively few have chosen to make their software freely available to others.

For those who have shared, the software is often not suitable for re-use in other

experimental settings - due to either lack of documentation, cross-platform instability, or

non-modular design. IRTools is intended to help address the shortage of software for

retrieval experimentation.

Another problem that has often hindered information scientists is the difficulty of

demonstrating the scalability of their ideas. IRTools places and emphasis on high

performance data structures, file structures and algorithms (Newby, 2000b). Real-world

functionality will include the ability to update the document collection (e.g., by spidering

the Web periodically). IRTools' goal is to index billions of documents, with hundreds of

millions of unique terms, and over a terabyte of aggregated data.

IRTools is designed modularly, as a library of C++ classes. Currently, IRTools is over

25,000 lines of code including test programs. It makes extensive use of the standard

template library (STL). The plan for IRTools is to incorporate the functionality of all

major types of experimental IR: probabilistic retrieval, the vector space model, latent

semantic indexing, simple Boolean retrieval, and others. IRTools will make it easier and

faster for information scientists to perform experiments or expand software. The

software development is supported in part by a grant from the NSF under their

information technology and research (ITR) program. The project homepage is

http://irtools.sourceforge.net .

Information Space Techniques for TREC9

Information Space, or IS, is an approach to information retrieval that is similar to latent

semantic indexing (LSI). Over the past several years, IS has incorporated different

specific techniques to achieve particular goals. IRTools will enable more of these goals

to be integrated - for example, the TREC9 IS programs did not have good facilities for

term weighting, even though the utility of term weighting using IS techniques was

demonstrated in TREC8 (Newby, 2000a; Newby 1998).
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The main distinction between LSI and IS is that LSI utilizes a singular value

decomposition (SVD) on the term by document matrix, while IS utilizes principal

components analysis (PCA) on the term by term matrix. In both LSI and IS, the

distinguishing point from the vector space model (VSM) is that terms are not assumed to

be mutually unrelated. The basic process is the same, however: document vectors are

computed based on the vectors for terms they contain. A query vector is similarly

computed, and the closest documents to the query are retrieved.

Although LSI and IS are comparable, and have a similar intellectual heritage in the

mathematics of linear algebra, they actually operationalize a significantly different goal.

With both LSI and IS, only k columns of the eigenvectors from the SVD or PCA process

are used, rather than all N columns for each of the /V terms. With LSI, all columns of the

eigenvectors would in fact result in a vector space in which all terms are mutually

orthogonal - in other words, the same fundamental model of the VSM. Thus, the k-

dimensional vector space representing term relations in LSI is an approximation of an

orthogonal term space. By reducing k, LSI attempts to account for assumed "errors" in

the original term by document matrix.

With IS, all TV columns of the eigenvectors would result in a vector space in which term

relations are identically scaled to the numeric relations among terms in the original term

by term input co-occurrence matrix. Thus, the ^-dimensional vector space representing

term relations in IS is an approximation of the relations among terms actually measured

in the term by term matrix.

These differences are moderated by the other differences in how the techniques are

actually applied. For most purposes, it is accurate to characterize IS as similar to LSI.

The author has written a more extensive treatment of this subject which has been

submitted elsewhere for publication.

The specific techniques used for both the main Web and VLC in TREC9 are as follows:

Phase 1: Indexing

1. Only terms in the <TITLE>, <H1>, <H2> and <H3> tags were processed. All

terms in other tags were ignored, as was any document metadata for the wtlOg or

wlOO collections. Documents without these tags were ignored.

2. All terms with fewer than 20 characters and consisting only of alphabetical

characters A-Z (case insensitive) were indexed. No stemming was applied.

3. A term by term co-occurrence matrix was built for all the indexed terms for all the

documents they occurred in. This resulted in a very large and very sparse matrix.

Phase 2: Retrieval

1 . Only terms that had been indexed were used; others were stopped. In addition,

the SMART stoplist was employed, along with a few additional stop words

consisting of HTML tags.

2. Query terms were expanded (by 100 terms for wtlOg, and 25 terms for wlOO).

The top co-occurring terms for each query term were added to the query.
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3. All documents with any of the expanded query terms were selected for further

consideration; the rest of the documents were assumed to be non-relevant.

4. The full (sparse) co-occurrence matrix for all of the expanded query terms was
used to calculate the full (dense) correlation matrix for the terms.

5. PCA was performed on this correlation matrix:

a. The eigenvectors of the correlation matrix were computed

b. Term vectors were computed as the dot product of that term's eigenvector

and the terms standardized (z) scores from the original co-occurrence

matrix.

6. Each document under consideration was located at the geometric center of the

expanded query terms it contained (terms it contained that were not part of the

expanded query were ignored).

7. The query was located at the geometric center of its terms.

8. The query and document locations were normalized to unit length.

9. Distances from each document to the query were ranked, and the closest retrieved.

Note that the choice of the geometric distance versus cosine is arbitrary for unit length

vectors: the ranking is the same. But for non-uniform vector lengths, the geometric

distance is more accurate than the cosine, as the cosine only considers the angle of

incidence between vectors, not the difference.

Large Co-Occurrence Matrices

A difficulty of working with co-occurrence matrices with large numbers of terms is that

the number of updates to the matrix during indexing can be daunting. Consider that for a

document with 1000 terms, (1000 x 1000-l)/2 or 499500 term pairs exist, and must be

considered for updating the term by term co-occurrence matrix. Even if term ordering or

term counts are ignored, the number of possible term pairs per document can be large.

One approach to avoiding a very large number of term pairs for each document is to

consider co-occurrence only within subdocuments (this is also conceptually appealing).

A subdocument might be considered as a term plus its surrounding terms (a sliding

window), terms within the same paragraph, or terms within the same sentence. Another

obvious approach, employed by IS for TREC9, is to only consider terms within the same

tag set. Here, the co-occurrence matrix was computed based only on terms that were

found together within a title, hi, h2 or h3 tag.

This resulted in a manageable number of term pairs for most documents, as HTML titles

and hi, h2 and h3 tags tend to contain fewer than a dozen terms. This also added to the

sparsity of the matrix, which helps with storage. Were every cell in a term by term

matrix to be filled, the storage size on disk would be N times N (for N terms) times the

size of each datum stored. For the 1.2M unique terms identified in the wlOO collection

and 4 bytes per integer, this is well over 5 terabytes.
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Using a variation on the Harwell-Boeing sparse matrix format, IS only stored the non-

zero cells on disk. The storage required using the IS variation on the H-B format is:

S(3*N + 2(C) + 2(N))

where:

S is the number of bytes per integer

N is the number of terms (aka rows)

C is the total number of non-zero column entries

Using this format with the number of non-zero co-occurrence scores reported in Table 1,

about 304Mbytes were required to store values for the co-occurrence matrix for the 1.2M

unique terms from wlOO, a savings of well over 99%. In fact, this is nearly twice as

much storage would be required to store only Vi of the matrix with no loss of information,

as the matrix is symmetric. Both sides were used during the retrieval phase described

above, so the symmetric matrix was converted to a full matrix after indexing was

completed.

Table 1: Term co-occurrence matrix properties

Dataset

Term
count

Non-zero co-

occurrence scores Sparsity

wttOg 310050 27233214 0.00028329

w100 1 207560 34982212 0.00002399

Indexing and Retrieval System-Based Performance Measures

For TREC8, IS was able to index w 100 in 5 hours, and process all 10K VLC queries in

about 52 seconds. The TREC9 implementation did not strive for such high system

performance measures: term co-occurrence added significantly to the indexing overhead,

as did identification of tag sets within documents. Indexing time for the wlOO was about

120 hours; the wtlOg took about 20 hours.

As for TREC8, all indexing and retrieval was completed on UNC's Sun Enterprise Server

10000, a high-end server that was shared with many other processes. The ES 10000 had

36 processors and 20GB of memory, but IS utilized only one processor at a time and

operated in less than 2GB of memory. A high-speed disk subsystem with a tape-to-disk

robot enabled virtually unlimited storage with latency of less than a minute for staging

the files to be indexed.

Retrieval for the wtlOg took well under .1 seconds per query. Query processing involved

minimal disk access: the key to the inverted index was read into memory, as was the term

hash and full co-occurrence matrix. Disk access was needed to get inverted index entries

(that is, the list of documents containing each expanded term) and to map document ID

numbers to TREC document strings.
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For the wlOO, retrieval time depended on what sort of query expansion was used. When
simple query expansion by 25 terms was used, as described above, queries were

completed in an average of .21 seconds across the 10K topic statements. A more
sophisticated query expansion model was attempted, in which several iterations and

permutations on the co-occurrence matrix were made. The retrieval performance for this

variation is not known, because the wlOO runs were not judged, but the system

performance of over 9 seconds per query is not favorable.

Table 2: System performance for indexing and retrieval

Build index wtlOg 20 hours

w100 120 hours

Index size wtlOg .58GB

w100 2.7GB

Retrieval time wtlOg .1 sec/query

w100 .21 sec/query method 1 : simple expansion

w100 9.7 sec/query method 2: complicated expansion

Retrieval Performance

Because the results for wtlOg were not judged, there is some risk of bias in interpretation

of the TREC performance measures. However, an informal evaluation of non-judged

documents for a set of 6 topics gave the author some confidence that the retrieval

performance measures are reasonably indicative of IS' performance in TREC9.

Because there are essentially no judgments for the VLC that are useful for evaluating the

wlOO submission discussed above, no retrieval performance measures can be discussed

here.

For the main Web task, recall from above that the main goal for this year's work was to

have high early precision by utilizing the structure ofHTML documents. The reasoning

was that terms in the title, hi, h2 and h3 tags were most indicative of a document's

content. Thus, indexing and retrieval focused on terms in those tags.

In hindsight, it was poor judgment to apply query expansion. In reading through highly-

ranked documents, many documents had expanded terms but no query terms. More

effective term weighting would have helped avoid this problem, although computation of

term weights was hindered by the particular file structures employed (because counts of

the frequency of term occurrences were not kept at a document levei, only a tag level).

A better approach would have been to bypass the use of the co-occurrence matrix entirely

in order to develop baseline retrieval performance. In other words, to perform simple

ranked Boolean retrieval based only on terms occurring in the targeted tag sets. Although

this would have resulted in several TREC9 topics with no results, a far larger dataset

(either w 100 or, more interestingly, the Web as a whole), presumably would have

produced results for all 50 topic statements.
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A challenge in seeking strong retrieval performance combined with strong system-based

performance measures is the conflict in the number of documents that can be evaluated.

Conceptually, IS (like LSI) would like to evaluate the relationship between every single

document in the collection and a query. This is because the IS technique (like LSI)

enables matching based on concepts even when terms do not match. However, for

practical purposes this is not feasible: evaluating all 18M wlOO documents would take

too long.

There may be a solution to managing the size of the problem for computing all possible

document relations, as discussed in the author's submission to the TREC8 proceedings.

But in the meantime, the time-tested approach for JR is to only consider the subset of

documents that contain terms of interest - either the query terms themselves, or the query

terms plus expanded terms.

Based on the previous paragraphs, the IS system was implemented to evaluated a larger

subset of documents than would be evaluated based on a simple Boolean matching of

query terms, but far smaller than the complete document set. This is a goal consistent

with traditional goals of the IS approach, but (again, in hindsight) probably not a good

match for efforts at high early precision based on a limited number ofHTML tags.

The specifics of retrieval performance are as follows. For wtlOg, four variations on the

steps described above were submitted:

1. iswt: title-only

2. iswtd: title + description

3. iswtdn: title + description + narrative

4. isnnwt: title + description + narrative, but with "not" or "non-relevant" phrases

automatically removed

Retrieval performance for all four sets was not outstanding. Table 3 shows that the

overall number of relevant documents retrieved @ 1000 is fairly low, with under 10% of

relevant documents identified by any set. Intuitively, this would be the retrieval

performance statistic most likely to be hurt by non-judged sets.

Table 3: Relevant retrieved @ 1000

iswt iswtd iswtdn isnnwt

Best 1 2 2 1

>= Median 3 3 4 1

Worst 12 11 13 24

Total relevant retrieved 242 236 172 126

% total relevant retrieved 9.25% 9.02% 6.57% 4.81%

Retrieval performance based on average precision tells approximately the same tale. IS

tended to have scores above the median when the median scores were relatively low.

without ever achieving average precision over 0.33.
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Table 4: Average precision

iswt iswtd iswtdn isnnwt

Best 1 2 2 1

>= Median 8 7 7 5

Worst 13 12 12 24

What of early precision? Precision at 10 docs (P@ 10) across the 4 sets was not as high

as hoped. None of the sets achieved perfect precision at 5 or 10 documents. Fewer than

Vi of the queries for all sets resulted in any relevant documents at all in the top 10, which

is disappointing. However, as shown in Table 5, these were numerous queries with

numbers of relevant documents in the top 5 or 10 documents presented.

Table 5: Precision at 5 and 10 documents

P@5 score iswt iswtd iswtdn Isnnwt

0.8 0 1 0 0

0.6 1 2 3 0

0.4 4 7 3 6

0.2 12 13 16 11

P@ 10 score iswt iswtd iswtdn isnnwt

0.5 0 1 0 0

0.4 2 1 2 0

0.3 4 10 4 2

0.2 5 1 4 4

0.1 11 16 14 13

The main trends evident from examining the TREC9 topics and IS retrieval performance

are variability in the HTML document use of tags, and failure of query expansion.

Variability is, as mentioned above, perhaps less of a problem in a larger dataset (wlOO or

the whole Web). Exact matches of title or title + description terms were fairly rare.

Furthermore, more effective retrieval would necessitate additional examination of the

terms within the documents, not only the four tags used here.

From this result, we tentatively conclude that better retrieval from HTML documents

would involve multiple phases or ranking schemes. At one level, documents with

matching <TrTLE> or other key HTML tags should be given high consideration. At

another level, more typical IR techniques should be employed in order to identify

potentially useful documents that do not have the query terms in the <TITLE> or other

targeted tags. Then, ranking schemes need to be developed to assess which documents

from these two sets of candidates are best for retrieval.

For query expansion, as mentioned above, the danger is in retrieving documents on

unrelated topics due to the variability in human language. There is little reason to doubt
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the general utility of query expansion based on the results here, and in fact prior IS

entries to TREC have discussed the utility of the term correlation matrix for identifying

synonyms.

For query expansion, we suggest that relatively inexpensive approaches, such as the co-

occurrence matrix applied here, must be used with caution. More expensive approaches

would, presumably, result in fewer ambiguous terms being used - such approaches might

be applied at the indexing phase, the query phase, or the document ranking phase.

Approaches could include dictionary lookups of term meanings and relations, more
detailed statistical analysis (including LSI), and part of speech tagging. In fact, all three

approaches and other variations have been used by IS in the past, and will be

incorporated for further experimentation in ERTools.

Conclusion

Early precision was not achieved to the extent hoped for. The main problems were query

expansion, which added some inappropriate terms to some topic statements, and reliance

on only the <TITLE>, <H1>, <H2> and <H3> tags. For future work, terms from other

tags will be included in the index, and query expansion will be employed more

selectively.

Continued development of IRTools and the IS techniques it contains is anticipated to

make it easier to incorporate multiple techniques without a large investment in

programming time. A comparison of the relative contributions of the effects of such

factors as stemming, PCA and LSI techniques, query expansion, term weighting and

other approaches is needed to assess the situations in which each technique is most

important for high precision or other goals.
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Abstract

This report describes the participation at the Web track of the TREC-
9 of the Information Management Systems research group of the Depart-

ment of Electronics and Computer Science at the University of Padova

(Italy). TREC-9 has been our first participation to TREC and, then, to

the Web track. In the following, we describe the experimental approach

we have chosen, the research hypotheses and questions, the problems we
encountered, the results we reached and our conclusions. We consider

this experience as the first step towards the participation to the next Web
tracks.

1 Experimental Approach

The approach we have taken to address the problems and the research questions

regards both the scientific side and the implementation side. As regards to the

scientific side, we employed an experimental approach that mixes both classical

advanced information retrieval (IR) techniques, and connectivity-based algo-

rithms for IR on the Web. Figure 1 depicts the whole process being described

below. Specifically, we have chosen those classical IR techniques, i.e. passage

retrieval and blind relevance feedback, which have proven to be effective to pro-

duce good retrieval results [1]. Moreover, we are interested to test whether

the connectivity-based algorithms, which have been proposed in different Web
contexts, are effective tools to improve classical techniques. As regards to the

implementation side, we developed in-house software and employed other soft-

ware modules that are publicly available.

* Correspondence author: Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informatica - Via Gradenigo, 6/

A

- 35131 Padova - Italy - E-mail: melo@dei.unipd.it - Telephone: +39-049-827-7802 - Fax:

+39-049-827-7826
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Figure 1: The experimental process. Bold text refers to the submitted runs.

Baseline. First 10 passages - title and paragraphs - are extracted from each

document and indexed using a stop-list augmented with Web stopwords, the

Porter's stemming algorithm, and by keeping non-stemmed words; for example,

the word "White" has been stored together with "white" . Title-only and title-

description queries are automatically generated, and indexed as passages did.

For each query, top 10,000 passages are retrieved and ranked by F-4 [2]. The
lists of retrieved passages are reweighted through blind relevance feedback by

considering top 100 passages as relevant. The lists of newly 10, 000 retrieved

passages are mapped to retrieved documents. The document score is the sum
is the of the scores of the mapped passages.

Connectivity-based algorithm. A modified version of the HITS (Hyper-

link Induced Topic Search) algorithm is applied on the provided link files, where

the link weight is the baseline score;

Similarity-based algorithm. In- and out-links are weighed using similarity

among documents; the similarity between two documents is the average similar-

ity between the passages of a document and the passages of another document;

Connectivity-based algorithm using similarity. The modified HITS al-

gorithm is applied on the weighted link files, where the weight of the link between

two documents is the content similarity between the documents.

We have then submitted six runs - three runs for each query type, i.e. topic

title-based queries and topic description and title-based queries:

• baseline: F-4-based passage ranking and query term reweighing using

blind relevance feedback (PuShortBase, PuLongBase);
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• modified HITS: baseline lists are re-ranked using authority weights that

are computed considering links equally (PuShortAuth, PuLongAuth);

• modified HITS with weighted links: baseline lists are re-ranked using

authority weights that are computed weighing links by text similarity

(PuShortWAuth, PuLongWAuth).

1.1 Web stopword list

Stoplists are fundamental tools to reach effective and efficient indexing and

retrieval results. So far, different stoplists have been developed for different lan-

guages and application domains. Differently from classical document collection,

the Web is a potentially infinite universe which is about many different subjects

and is a container of many different languages. Thus, a search engine should

be provided with many different stoplists to consider such a myriad. However,

a word, which is a stopword in a stoplist of an application domain or for a

language, could be a keyword within another application domain or for another

language.

Web pages are often rich of terms, words or sentences including strings that

represents words of languages and protocols of the Internet and of the Web.

Actually, Web pages are written using a mark-up language, such as HTML
or XML. Therefore, these sort of documents contain both text encoding the

information that are explicitly communicated to the user, and text representing

"net-stopwords" , i.e. mark-up language or Internet words being used to write

the page down and to allow for the transmission of the page through networks.

Indexing algorithms does sometimes extract "net-stopwords" and have to decide

if to keep them as keywords.

To address the problem of the presence of "net-stopwords" , we have devel-

oped a list of 65 stopwords that are considered very frequent in Web pages, and

that can be considered as "net-stopwords". Examples of "net-stopwords" are

HTML words, such as "www" or "html", or the most common strings that are

used to compose electronic mail or Web addresses, such as "com" or "net".

We computed the frequency distribution of the most used words in the train-

ing set. We realized that the classical stoplist is still valid for IR applications

on the Web. Furthermore, we identified additional words and we selected very

frequent words that are about the World Wide Web and not about a specific

domain.

1.2 Passage Retrieval

We used passage retrieval because Web pages are often long or multi-topic doc-

uments. Using the mark-up information and some numerical parameters, such

as passage size, we have extracted passages from the Web pages and have used

these passages as source of evidence to index and retrieve documents. From

each document, we have extracted the following passages:
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• meta-data fields, such as authors' names, keywords, and description, iden-

tified by the <META> tag,

• page title, identified by the <TITLE> tag,

• paragraphs, identified by the <P> tag,

• headings, identified by the <H1>, <H2>, and <H3> tags.

We have chosen these tags assuming these passages are likely to include most

part of the discriminating keywords. Moreover, we assumed that some tags

play a specific role to carry the semantic content description of Web pages; for

example, page authors are likely to use headings to give weight to the keywords

being stored in the headed passages. Similarly, we assumed that page title

often contains important keywords, and that paragraphs are effective ways to

structure the relevant information. We also assumed that meta-data are effective

means to represent relevant information, and to identify relevant document.

Indeed, meta-data, e.g. like keywords and description, are manually filled by the

page's authors and then they are likely to describe the semantic content precisely

and exhaustively. However, we realized that a very low percentage of documents

include manually filled meta-data that are the result of an intellectual work

of content description, while many of the documents with meta-data include

automatically filled fields, such as the page In total, we have extracted 8.6

million passages. The engine retrieved and scored passages before building the

list of retrieved documents, composer product name, that are poor semantic

content descriptors.

The formula gp(d) = 9(di) has been used to compute the document

score starting from the passage scores, where: iVd is the number of passages

di,i = 1, ...,Nd of d, g(di) = J2k=i ^ ci*' K *s tne number of index terms,

qk = 1 if index term k occurs in the query, tit = 1 if index term k occurs in

di, C{ is the relevance term weight computed using the distribution of terms in

passages.

1.3 Connectivity-based Algorithms

We employed the HITS (Hyper-link Induced Topic Search) algorithm [4] to re-

rank the baseline document list. The document list has been given as input to

the algorithm and each document has been assigned an authority and a hub

weights. Authority weights has been used to rank the list, so that the most

authoritative pages are placed on the top of the list.

1.4 Similarity-based Link Weighing

HITS and the modified version we used in our experiments ignore the semantic

content of the linked documents, then, links between documents with a dis-

similar content are treated equally to links between documents about similar
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content. To test if semantic content affects the effectiveness of connectivity-

based algorithms, we weigh the links being provided with the test collection

using a similarity function.

Inter-document similarity-based reweighing is computed as follows. We are

provided with two link files - in-link and out-link files. Given a link file, a new
weighted link file is computed. After weighing link files, we obtain two weighted

link files being similar to the provided link files, but links are weighted using a

linear combination of the manual weight, and the similarity between the linked

documents. This linear combination uses the coefficient a.

The weight of the link between d and c is a + (l — a)sim(d, c), where a is the

weight given to the manual link and sim(d,c) is the inter-document similarity

between d and c (a = 0.5, in the submitted runs). Figure 2 depicts an example

of combination of Web links and similarity links; for example, the weight of the

Web link from A to B is a + (1 — a)|(.5 + .4 + .2) which is the average passage

similarity link weight.

Webjink
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.5 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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aaaaaaaaaaaa:
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automatic -

'

similarity
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aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Figure 2: An example of combination of Web link and similarity link. Light

arrows represent Web links starting from a passage and ending to a page. Heavy

arrows represent similarity link between passages.

2 Development Approach

We have chosen to implement mainly in-house the software being necessary to

carry experiments out. We have preferred to supervise the underlying algorithms

and to make changes to the software whenever it was necessary.

As regards to the step of passage extraction, we developed a tool to extract

passages from Web pages. The tool was originally been designed as a software

agent that follows the Web links to retrieve the Web pages; indeed, it is a robot.

This robot has been developed within the National InterData research project

[5]. For the purposes of the TREC experiments, a different version of the robot

has been designed and developed because the data to be retrieved were locally
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stored, and not on the Web. Moreover, the data are encoded in SGML also and

then the tool has been modified to deal with this additional format. To only

extract the tagged text, our robot employed a tool for HTML syntax analysis,

called Tidy, that is reported in [6]. Tidy allows for correcting HTML syntax by

adding, for example, missing end tags.

We reused the TACHIR software library to implement the indexing and

retrieval engine [7]. The indexing, retrieval and connectivity analysis software

has entirely been implemented in C++ and persistence has been managed using

GNU Database Manager (GDBM) [8].

3 Experimental Hypotheses and Questions

In carrying our experiments out, we have made some hypothesis, which are

listed in the following:

• Passage retrieval and blind relevance feedback are useful. Past research

and experiments have shown that extracting passages and using blind rel-

evance feedback are effective means to improve performance. We have

therefore employed those methods and produced baseline results that al-

ready incorporates them. Thus, we made no comparison with experiments

without passage retrieval and blind relevance feedback.

At training phase, we tested that passage retrieval and blind relevance

feedback for query term reweighing are effective means to improve perfor-

mance. Training was performed using the WT2G test collection and the

TREC-7 and TREC-8 topic sets. We then decided to use passage retrieval

and blind relevance feedback as method to produce the baseline results.

• Only a part of a Web page can be indexed to reach acceptable levels of

effectiveness. We assumed that the representation of relevant information

are concentrated in few passages and few passage types. Specifically, we

assumed that we could concentrate indexing on only some tags (some tags

are useful, others are useless), only the top part of the document, only the

initial part of passages.

• The documents are written using the Latin alphabet and in English. We
have therefore developed no software being dependent to specific alphabet

or language. Apart the Web stoplist, only an English stoplist has been

used and only the Porter's

Our experiments aimed to test the impact on effectiveness of connectivity-

based algorithms, similarity-based link weighing and connectivity-based algo-

rithms. Specifically, we wanted to test whether the use of the modified version

of the HITS algorithm increases the levels of effectiveness reached through the

baseline results. Moreover, we wanted to test whether weighing the links em-

ployed to perform the modified version of the HITS algorithm increases the

levels of effectiveness reached through the baseline results. In other words, we
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tested whether adding information about the semantic content of the linked

documents is useful.

4 Official Results

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) depict the results reached through the baseline methods

using the short query and the long query version, i.e. queries being based on

the topic title only, and queries being based on the topic title and description.

In both Figures, we reported the best, the median and our precision level after

100 retrieved documents for each topic. Each bar of a histogram refers to a

topic and depicts the proportion of a precision level - best, median and our -

with respect to the percentage of documents being relevant to the topic. The
grey (bottom) part of a bar refers to the best result, the dark (middle) part of a

bar refers to the median result, the light (top) part of a bar refers to our result.

Table 1 reports the official results expressed as average R-Precision (precision

after R docs retrieved).

Baseline

Unweighted Similarity-based

Authorities Hubs Authorities Hubs

Title-only 18.2% 18.9% 18.9% 18.9% 18.9%

Title+description 16.7% 11.7% 16.7% 16.7% 16.7%

Table 1: The official results.

On average, our results are worse than the median results. In some cases,

our result is far less than the median, and then of the best result. Note that,

in some cases, our result is comparable to or better than the median or to the

best result.
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The results reached using topic title and description-based queries are com-

parable to those reached using topic title-based queries. Indeed, no significant

improvements have been reached using longer queries. On average, long query

results are better than short query results.

The results reached using the connectivity-based algorithms - modified HITS
and similarity weighing links - give no significant variations of the baseline

results. The pictorial description of those results would be very similar, and

would be equal for many topics.

5 Problems

As we have participated to TREC at the first time, we encountered plenty of

problems, mainly because of the need of interleaving implementation issues and

methodological problems. This meant that we had to sacrifice some method-

ological solutions to finish the experiments on time and to cope with some
implementation deficiencies. As consequence, we had to limit: The number of

passage types - we used only meta-data, paragraphs and headings; the number
of retrieved passages - only 10,000 passages are retrieved for each query; the

number of passage words - we considered 20 words per passage only; the use of

query expansion - queries were not expanded after blind relevance feedback.

Moreover, we had implementation problems. We think that W3C HTML
Tidy is too "severe"

,
yet is a useful and powerful tool to extract passages from

Web pages. We encountered other problems related to the presence of Web pages

written in Japanese that created some difficulties for our passage extraction

software. We had to eliminate these documents semi-automatically. We have

"lost" some pages because of the presence of frames and CGI script calls. In

one case, we found a page being splitted into two parts - a part is read by the

browser if it is enable to process frames, otherwise, the browser reads the other

part. The part that is activated if the is enable to process frames stores a call to

a CGI scripts and no other data is stored. The other part stores the text that

has been indexed, but that is different from the text that would be produced

by the CGI script, if called. Therefore, our software indexed the "explicit" text,

by the judges maybe assessed the text being produced by the CGI script. We
encountered some problems in dealing with passage extraction from very long

and non-tagged texts, such as those included by <PRE> tags. Of course, we were

unable to cope with "wrong" query words, such as "nativityscenes"

.

6 Conclusions

After this first experience, we learned a lot about basic issues of text retrieval

and about advanced issues of Web page retrieval. Basically, we learned that

investing human resources is the most crucial factor affecting results. We believe

that we can invest more time to the methodological issues at the next TREC
because many implementation problems have been addressed at this TREC.
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It is necessary to index all the document - all the tags because they are very

often used for presentation purpose and not for carrying semantics; this means
that, for example, headings carry no more information than other pieces of text.

All the of the document parts because a document can be relevant because there

can be a relevant passage on the bottom; this is the case of long documents,

especially, but also for short and structured documents, such as list of items

that include links. All the passage because there can be many long passages

that store relevant information in the middle or at the end of the text.

Passage retrieval requires too large data files if implementing passages as

individual documents. We had then to cut passages off, but we have lost many
useful information; alternative data structures that employ proximity-based col-

locations are currently under investigation. More sophisticated document scor-

ing system is necessary. Summing passage scores is a rather simplistic way to

compute the score of the document which passages belong to. There can be

irrelevant very large documents with many short high scored small passages or

few high scored large passages.

The connectivity-based experiments gave no variations probably because

we applied no expansion of the root page set by adding in-linked and out-

linked pages. Thus, the root page set was equal to the base page set and the

connectivity-based algorithms have made no significant changes to the original

ranking. The use of the baseline document score and of the similarity-based

link weight gave no contributions.

Our experiments confirmed that in classical IR, documents are organized

texts and text organization carries some semantics about the document content;

on the contrary, Web documents are sometimes more structured than classical

documents, but this structure carries little semantics about the document con-

tent. In classical IR, end users are expert persons about the application domain,

then queries are well formulated and often the query vocabulary correspond to

the vocabulary used by the document authors. On the contrary, Web queries

are formulated by non-expert persons because the Web collection are not about

an application domain.
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Abstract

The PISAB Question Answering system is based on a combination of Information Extraction and

Information Retrieval techniques. Knowledge extractedfrom documents is modeled as a set of entities

extractedfrom text and by relations between them.

During the learning phase we index documents using the entities they contain. In the answering

phase we exploit the index previously built in order to focus the search for the answer to just the most

relevant documents. As answers to a question we select from these documents the paragraphs

containing entities most similar to those in the question.

PISAB has been submitted to the TREC-9 Conference, achieving encouraging results despite it

current prototypical development stage.

Introduction

The problem of finding answers to questions on a large document collection, could in principle be

solved by creating a knowledge base with the information extracted from documents and then querying

such knowledge base. Unfortunately this approach is not yet feasible, since it requires advanced

techniques of natural language processing, knowledge extraction, knowledge representation and

reasoning, which are beyond the current state of the art.

On the other hand, Information Retrieval techniques are quite effective in retrieving documents

relevant to a certain subject, so in particular those which might contain the answer to a question.

Information Extraction techniques help identifying certain kinds of information, but their capabilities

are quite domain dependent and limited to entities with predefined patterns. Neither of these techniques

is sufficient to address the Question Answering problem, but we have explored a way of combining

them to build a complete question answering system.

The approach

The meaning of a document might be expressed in terms of entities and relations between them.

Entities are the semantic equivalent of nouns present in the document, while relations correspond to

verbs. For example, the information contained in the following phrase:

"John reads a book"

can be represented by means of the entities "John" and "book", and by the relation "reads" that links

subject and object. Relations need not be binary: prepositional phrases and various kinds of syntactic

adjuncts allow expressing rc-ary relations.
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Intuitively an entity refers to an object in the real world or to a concept, or in general to an element of

the semantic domain of the document contents. In this semantic domain entities have attributes and are

related to other entities [Attardi 86]. Within documents only syntactic representations of the entities are

present, expressed in one of several forms:

• Proper nouns: Microsoft;

• Pronouns reference: Microsoft ... It;

• Descriptions in terms of attributes values: the world largest software company;

• Descriptions in terms of relations among entities: the Redmond company.

Suitable natural language processing techniques are available for extracting entities expressed in the

first two ways. The case of entities referenced by proper nouns is referred in the literature as Named
Entity extraction. The case of pronouns is called coreference and anaphora resolution. Techniques for

dealing with objects expressed by means of attributes or relations descriptions are less common.

Our system tries to locate the syntactic boundary of each kind of entity expression and, in the first

two cases, it attempts to solve the references. The architecture of our system consists of an Entity

Tagger, which performs a superset of the functions of a Named Entity tagger, and a coreference

module (of still limited capabilities in our prototype).

Entity Tagger

The Entity Tagger works mainly at the syntactic level, exploiting features provided by lexical

analyzers, like part of speech tags, cases, gazetteers and contexts rules.

For example, given the phrase "The TREC-9 Conference was held in Maryland in November 2000"

the Entity Tagger produces:

< TREC-9 Conference> was held in <Maryland> in <November 2000>.

The Entity Tagger is capable of dealing with structured entities. Numeric dates, Web addresses,

numbers, monetary expressions are examples of structured entities, which are expressed according to

specific syntactic rules. Suitable Information Extraction modules are invoked in a pre-processing stage

of the Entity Tagger in order to recognize structured entities.

Semantic Tagger

Having determined the syntactic boundaries of an entity, the system tries to classify it according to a

predefined semantic ontology, i.e. it tries to assign to each expression the proper semantic category of

the referred object.

For example, given the phrases:

<Washington> is in <North America>.

<George Washington> didn't like <apples>.

<Washington> threatens <lraq> to start <the war>.

the semantic tagger is capable of disambiguating the three senses of the term "Washington" within

each phrase, classifies each occurrence accordingly, and produces:
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The PISAB Question Answering System

[Washington/LOCATION ] is in [North America/LOCATION].

[George Washington/PERSON] didn't like [apples/FOOD].

[Washington/ORGANIZATION] threaten [Iraq/ORGANIZATION] to start [the war/ACT].

To perform classification, the semantic tagger exploits a thesaurus and a set of context rules, which

allow inferring the semantic category of any entity (not just of a Named Entity). The semantic ontology

used for classification is a two level tree extracted from the is-a relation of the WordNet [WordNet]

thesaurus.

Chunk] :T], Chunk2'.T2, ... Chunkn:Tn
AND

Attribute-Conditions(Chunkj, .
. ,
Chunky

—xidd-Score (Chunkysem- Vector)

Figure 1 - Structure of a Context Rule

Cj.NamedEntity, C2'Verb, CiiEntity

AND
(C2-HeadWord.rootForm= "be" AND
C3.semantic_approximation=semx)

—> add-Score(Chunki,semx)

Figure 2- The is-a context rules

In its general form, a context rules states that if the context surrounding an entity matches a certain

syntactic pattern and certain conditions on semantic attributes of the entities involved are met, then the

context provides evidence that the entity belongs to a certain semantic category, expressed as a numeric

weight. For example, the rule in Figure 2, applied to fragment "John is the chief director of states

that the entities <John> and <the chief director> most likely have similar meanings. Entity

classification is probabilistic based: the semantic tagger computes the likelihood that an entity belongs

to each semantic category, and selects the category with the highest likelihood.

The pair of an entity instance and its semantic category makes what we call a concept, for instance

(George Washington, PERSON).

Concept Indexing and retrieval

Our QA system is based on a concept-oriented indexing and search engine which stores the concepts

extracted from documents using IE techniques. The underlying intuition is that both the documents

relevant to a question and the question itself must be about the same semantic objects. Therefore

documents are indexed according to the semantic entities extracted from them, and they are searched

then through to the semantic entities extracted from queries. We expect the search will match only a

small set of documents, strictly related to the question, within which to focus further search for the

answer, since it is most likely that they contain such answer.

This document-filtering step has also efficiency benefits, since it reduces the number of documents

that must be considered in subsequent steps.

Architecture

The overall architecture of PISAB Question Answering System is illustrated in Figure 3:
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Relevant
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Semantic annotation encoding |

Concepts extraction

Document reader

Figure 3 - Architecture of PISAB Question Answering System.

The learning subsystem extracts concepts from documents (i.e. semantic classified entities), by means

of the semantic tagger. Concepts are used as indexes for the analyzed documents in a document

retrieval system.

The first step in the answering phase is to extract concepts from the question. Then a query for the

document retrieval system is constructed, made up from these concepts, but with different weights

assigned to each concept according to its role in the question. For example, a concept that seems to be

the focus of the question is weighted more than one that is not. (The focus is a concept that describes
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The PISAB Question Answering System

semantically the answer entities. For example: in "What U.S. President did ..." the Question Focus is

"U.S. President" and the AnswerType is PERSON).
This is done by analyzing the question and building an abstract representation of it consisting of

several semantic slots, including:

• Question type: who/where/when/which/how, ...

• Main verb

• Description of the concept to find (Focus)

• Semantic category of the candidate answer (Answer type)

• Other contextual concepts (Context)
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Figure 4 PISAB prototype Web Interface.

Shown are: question, choice of IR search method, results of NLP analysis of question, filled semantic slots and

sketch of generated query.

To increase the robustness of document relevance ranking we combine concept weighting with a

traditional IR scoring function: the cosine distance between the text and the query. Adding such term-

related score mitigates the effects of errors in entity extraction and classification. The query is finally

expanded by means of a thesaurus, including variants of concepts and terms present in the question, for

improving matching likelihood.

The expanded query is used to retrieve documents relevant for the question. The most relevant ones,

according to the search engine rank, are further analyzed in order to extract the candidate answers. We
split the document into paragraphs (or sentences) and rank them according to an estimate of relevance

to the query. We have a concept occurrence, also called a "semantic hit", when a paragraph contains an

inflection of a question's concept or an entity with the same semantic category of the Question Focus

Each occurrences is weighted according to the associated semantic slot and all weights are added up to

obtain a score for each paragraph.

Finally, from each top ranked paragraph we extract the best scoring text window: this will be one of

the candidate answer to be displayed to the user, as shown in Figure 5.
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It has kept the 1991 Nobel peace prize winner , (GREF: aung san suu kyi) -
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Figure 5 - Candidate Answers.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes our participation in the TREC-9 Spo-

ken Document Retrieval (SDR) track. The THISL SDR sys-

tem consists of a realtime version of a hybrid connection-

ist/HMM large vocabulary speech recognition system and

a probabilistic text retrieval system. This paper describes

the configuration of the speech recognition and text retrieval

systems, including segmentation and query expansion. We
report our results for development tests using the TREC-8
queries, and for the TREC-9 evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The TREC-9 Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) track fol-

lowed on from the TREC-8 track, using the same audio col-

lection: 902 shows (502 hours) ofUS broadcast news mate-

rial covering the period February-June 1998. The collection

contained 21 754 individual news items, totalling 389 hours

of news material. The basic task was to retrieve the set of

stories relevant to each of 50 topics.

There were three principal dimensions of variation to be

investigated in this year's evaluation:

Story Boundaries The main task assumed unknown story

boundaries. Each episode was treated as a continuous

audio stream and it was the task of the SDR system

to find the location (time) of the relevant news stories.

The known story boundary condition, in which stories

are segmented manually and irrelevant material such

as adverts are removed, was used as a contrast.

Query Length Previous SDR tracks used short (sentence

length) queries. In TREC-9, a terse query was also

provided for each topic, which typically contained 2-

3 words, to reflect queries submitted to web search

engines.

Cross-Recognizer Effects In addition to the baseline rec-

ognizer and reference (subtitle) transcripts, we also

used the transcripts produced by other evaluation par-

ticipants (Cambridge University and LIMSI). This il-

"Now at: SoftSound, Cambridge CB4 OWS, UK

luminates the effect of speech recognizer word error

rate on SDR system performance.

Much of the paper describes experiments on the devel-

opment test set, using the TREC-8 SDR queries. Since that

evaluation included short queries only, we generated terse

queries ourselves: our TREC-8 terse queries are thus not

comparable with similar queries that have been generated

by other groups. In our development experiments we took

average precision on the short queries as our primary metric.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes

the speech recognition component of the system, which is

based on the Abbot hybrid connectionist/HMM large vo-

cabulary speech recognizer, running in real-time mode. Sec-

tion 3 outlines the text retrieval system that we have used,

together with a discussion of the algorithms employed for

query expansion and segmentation. Section 4 presents the

results we obtained on the TREC-9 SDR track and further

discussion of some of the issues raised ends the paper, along

with some conclusions.

2. SPEECH RECOGNITION

2.1. Abbot

Abbot (Robinson et al., 1996) is a connectionist/HMM

system (Bourlard and Morgan, 1994) which estimates pos-

terior phone probabilities given the acoustic data at each

frame. This discriminative approach differs from that used

by most recognizers in that it does not include a generative

model of the data. That is, the joint probability of the acous-

tics and word sequence is not estimated; instead an estimate

of the posterior probability of the word sequence given the

acoustic data is provided. This may be interpreted as a prob-

abilistic finite state acceptor model (Hennebert et al, 1997).

A recurrent network (RNN) trained as a phone classi-

fier (Robinson, 1994) is used as the principal posterior prob-

ability estimator. This approach is attractive since fewer pa-

rameters are required for the connectionist model (the pos-

terior distribution is typically less complex than the like-

lihood) and connectionist architectures make very few as-

sumptions on the form of the distribution. Additionally,
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this approach enables the use of posterior probability based

pruning in decoding (Renals and Hochberg, 1999).

We produced two sets of transcriptions of the audio data

for the TREC-9 evaluation, referred to as SI and S2. Both

systems used the same language model (LM) and search

components. The SI system was configured to run in re-

altime, while the S2 system used a richer acoustic model.

2.2. SI Acoustic Model

The SI acoustic model comprised two RNNs each of which

estimated 54 context-independent posterior phone probabil-

ities for each frame of acoustic data. Both networks were

trained using a sequence of 12th order perceptual linear pre-

diction features (Hermansky, 1990) (plus log energy). One

network estimated the phone probabilities for the current

frame conditioned on the past sequence of acoustic features.

The second network was trained using a frame sequence that

was reversed in time, and thus estimated the phone proba-

bilities conditioned on the future. The two estimated proba-

bility streams were averaged in the log domain to produce a

final set of probability estimates. The models were trained

using the 104 hours of Broadcast News training data re-

leased in 1997 (the first half of the complete broadcast news

training set).

2.3. S2 Acoustic Model

The acoustic model for the S2 system was obtained by log

domain merging of the probability estimates produced by

the RNNs used in the SI system with those produced by an

acoustic model using modulation-filtered spectrogram fea-

tures. This is essentially the system used by the SPRACH
group in the 1998 broadcast news evaluation (Cook et al.,

1999; Robinson et al., 2001).

The modulation-filtered spectrogram (MSG) was devel-

oped by Kingsbury et al. (1998) as a feature representa-

tion that is robust to the signal variations caused by rever-

beration and noise. The robustness is obtained by empha-

sising modulation in the speech spectral structure occur-

ring at rates of 16Hz or less (as measured with a critical-

band-like resolution) and adapting to slowly-varying com-

ponents of the speech signal (a form of automatic gain con-

trol). MSG feature processing involves first calculating an

auditory-like spectrum, then filtering the amplitude in each

frequency band by two parallel banks of filters, one low-

pass below 16Hz, and the second bandpass between 2Hz

and 16Hz. Each channel is then passed, in series, through

two feedback Automatic Gain Control units with time con-

stants of 160ms and 640ms. The resulting spectra are used

as features; orthogonalization (e.g. via the discrete cosine

transform) provides no benefit for these features in our ex-

perience with connectionist models. However, we do in-

crease the robustness of the system to environmental condi-

tions by normalizing the statistics of every feature channel

to zero mean and unit variance over each segment, or over

entire recordings if no segmentation is performed.

The MSG acoustic model used an MLP containing 8000

hidden units trained on the full 200 hours broadcast news
training set, with the training data downsampled to 4 kHz
bandwidth. Experiment has previously indicated that al-

though the word error rate of the bandlimited MSG-based
system is higher than that of the PLP-based SI system, the

errors are different and the overall performance may be im-

proved by merging the two.

2.4. Language Modelling and Search

The same backed-off trigram LM was used by both the SI

and S2 systems (Robinson et al., 2001). Approximately

450 million words of text data were used to generate the

model, comprising: the Broadcast News acoustic training

transcripts (1 .6M words); the 1996 Broadcast News LM text

data (150M words); and the 1998 North American News
text data (LA Times/Washington Post (12M words), Associ-

ated Press World Service (100M words), NY Times (190M
words)). The models were trained using version 2 of the

CMU-Cambridge SLM Toolkit (Clarkson and Rosenfeld,

1997) using Witten-Bell discounting. We used a lexicon

containing 65 432 words, including every word in the broad-

cast news training data. The dictionary was constructed us-

ing phone decision tree smoothed acoustic alignments. The

LM and lexicon were constructed from material pre-dating

the acoustic data and were fixed throughout the evaluation.

For both systems we used a large vocabulary stack de-

coder Chronos (Robinson and Christie, 1998).

2.5. Results

Table 1 gives the word error rate estimates obtained using

the SI and S2 systems. These estimates were obtained using

a 10 hour sample of the test corpus defined by NIST.

3. TEXT RETRIEVAL

3.1. Basic Text Retrieval System

We used a standard probabilistic system using a short stop

list of 132 words (with an additional stop list of 78 words

System Sub. Del. Ins. WER
SI 22.0 6.1 3.9 32.0

S2 20.0 5.4 3.8 29.2

Table 1: Word error rates (WER) for the SI and S2 speech

recognition systems, estimated using a 10 hour subset of the

corpus.
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when processing a query), the Porter stemming algorithm

and term weighting similar to that used in the Okapi sys-

tem. Specifically, following Robertson and Sparck Jones

(1997), we used the following function CW(t,d) to com-

pute the combined relevance weight between a term t and a

document d:

CW(t,d) =
CFW{t)*TF{t,d)*(K + l)

K{(1 -b)+ b*NDL(d)) + TF(t,d)
' (1)

TF(t,d) is the frequency of term t in document d, NDL{d)

is the normalized document length of d:

NDL(d) =
DL(d)

DL
(2)

where DL{d) is the length of document d (ie the number of

unstopped terms in d). CFW(t) is the collection frequency

weight of term t and is defined as:

CFW(t) = log
N

N(t)
(3)

where N is the number of documents in the collection and

N(t) is the number of documents containing term t. The

parameters b and K in (1) control the effect of document

length and term frequency.

The procedure for merging was as follows. The ranked

list of (presumed) relevant segments was processed in best

first order. Segments that could be potentially merged with

the current segment must: (1) come from the same episode;

(2) overlap in time; and (3) be within a rank A r of the current

segment. If these conditions are met then the two segments

are merged. If the scores of the two segments are within a

factorm of each other, and the ranks are within < Ar
then

we assume an equal merge; otherwise the higher ranked

segment dominates the other. In an equal merge, the score

of the merged segment is set to be the maximum score of the

two segments increased by a factor s, and the reference time

is set to be the mid-point of the segment. For a dominating

merge, the score and reference time of the merged segment

are set to be the same as for the highest scoring component

segment. The merging process is iterated until convergence,

with parameters Ar and A-^ halved on each iteration.

The overall segmentation procedure is summarized as

follows:

1. Entire news episode decoded into a stream of text

2. For indexing, the text stream is split into documents

using a fixed length rectangular window with a frame

length of re and a frame shift of ts

3.2. Segmentation

Since the core task of the SDR track involves the situation

where story boundaries are unknown, segmentation of the

audio stream assumes some importance. Unlike some other

broadcast news speech recognition systems (eg, Odell et al.

(1999)), we do not perform any acoustic segmentation in

the recognition phase (the audio stream is decoded directly);

anyway, there is no good correlation between segments ob-

tained purely from low-level audio features and story seg-

ments required for information retrieval. Although other ap-

proaches, such as those investigated in the TDT programme,

are of some interest, we have no evidence of their suitability

for spoken document retrieval.

Thus we have retained the simple approach used last

year, based on overlapping rectangular windows of the au-

dio stream 1
. At query time, those relevant segments which

overlap are merged. Previously for this type of automatic

segmentation, we have used (1) with b = 0, since each seg-

ment is the same length. However with short segments (30s)

this can result in a large number of identical scores, with no

good way of breaking the tie. Since the segments do not

contain identical numbers of terms — and since we need a

tie-breaker — we have used a small non-zero value for b

(typically 0.1).

1 Also used successfully with an SDR system for a 3 000 hour archive

of BBC news broadcasts.

3. At retrieval time a list of 5R segments are retrieved,

and the above merging process is carried out. We
conducted a number of development experiments to

obtain values for the segment merging parameters:

Ar = 1600, Af = 200, m = 0.95 and s = 1.005

4. The top R merged segments are then returned.

Previously we have used tg = 30s and ts = 15s. We con-

ducted a variety of experiments looking at the effect of vary-

ing the frame shift, with a constant frame length fa = 30s)

— our hypothesis was that the possible cost of redundant

segments of decreasing the frame shift might be offset by

the segment merging algorithm. The results (table 2) indi-

cated a frame shift of ts = 9s to be a good tradeoff between

average precision and index size.

This merging scheme was developed using the TREC-8

development set. Given the several heuristically set param-

eters, there is a distinct possibility of over-tuning. An alter-

native approach (Johnson et al., 2000) merged all segments

originating within 4 or 5 minutes of each other from a single

episode. While this approach may well prove to be robust in

actual usage, we believed it may be counter-productive for

the SDR track since different relevant documents are some-

times located within less than 4 minutes of each other (ow-

ing to adverts, etc.)
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Short Queries Terse Queries

Shift/s AveP R-P AveP R-P

6 0.526 0.524 0.486 0.490

9 0.526 0.518 0.477 0.485

12 0.518 0.508 0.487 0.476

15 0.510 0.507 0.470 0.477

20 0.498 0.492 0.459 0.467

Table 2: Varying segmentation frame shift (ts ), affect on

average precision and R-precision, for development test on

TREC-8 queries, with te = 30s.

3.3. Query Expansion

Following experiments on TREC-7 and TREC-8 data (Ab-

berley et al., 1999; Renals et al., 2000) we have applied a

query expansion approach whereby the relevance of poten-

tial expansion terms to original query terms is obtained by

a product of term frequencies weighted by collection fre-

quency weights. Specifically, the query expansion weight

QEW(Q, e) for a potential expansion term e and a query Q,

across a set of nr (pseudo) relevant documents is defined as:

QEW{Q,e) = CFW{e) J CFW{t) £ TF{e,d
l ) TF{t,d{).

teQ i=i

(4)

QEW(Q, e) is used to rank the expansion terms, and the top

nr are chosen to expand Q. nr is chosen such that only those

documents with a relevance score of greater than rf-W
(rf < 1) are used. The expanded query terms are weighted

by (nt — rank+ l)/nt, with terms in the existing query given

an additional weight of 1.

In TREC-7 and TREC-8 we obtained significant ben-

efits from query expansion using a parallel corpus largely

consisting of newspaper and newswire text from the same

period as the target broadcast news corpus. In TREC-9 we

constructed a parallel corpus from the following sources:

• TREC-7 SDR reference transcripts (North American

broadcast news, covering parts of June 1997 - Jan-

uary 1998): C.0.7M words

• TREC-7 SDR LM text data (LA Times and Wash-

ington Post, September 1997 - April 1998): C.14M

words.

• TREC-8/9 SDR newswire LM text data (New York

Times and AP Newswire, January 1998 - June 1998):

c.30M words (AP), c. 17M words (NYT).

This gave a total of 135 774 documents with an average doc-

ument length of 32 1 words and a standard deviation of 303

words. When carrying out parallel corpus query expansion

Short Queries Terse Queries

QE AveP R-P AveP R-P

None 0.336 0.356 0.351 0.376

Self Only 0.436 0.446 0.432 0.438

Parallel Only 0.499 0.504 0.462 0.476

Self+Parallel 0.490 0.504 0.464 0.478

Self then Parallel 0.490 0.489 0.493 0.492

Parallel then Self 0.526 0.518 0.477 0.485

Table 3: Query expansion using target and parallel corpora,

with TREC-8 queries. Self+Parallel indicates that query ex-

pansion occurs on a corpus made up of the union of the

target and parallel corpora; Self then Parallel indicates that

QE is first performed on the target corpus, to produce an

expanded query which is then expanded a second time us-

ing the parallel corpus. Parallel then Self uses the parallel

corpus first, then the target corpus.

experiments on TREC-8, we found that 50% of the docu-

ments used for QE were from the AP newswire, 36% from

the LA Times/Washington Post corpus, 12% from the New
York Times and 2% from the TREC-7 reference transcripts.

In addition to the parallel corpus query expansion, we
also experimented with query expansion using blind feed-

back on the main (target) corpus (also using (4)). Table 3

shows the results of query expansion purely using the target

corpus, purely using the parallel corpus and various con-

figurations using both (parallel then self, self then parallel,

self and parallel simultaneously). Using our primary metric

of average precision with short queries, it appears that ex-

panding the query first on the parallel corpus, then on the

target corpus is best. However, this result does not hold for

terse queries. So far we have not investigated this effect fur-

ther. Using a parallel corpus augmented with a copy of the

target corpus produced similar results to the parallel corpus

alone, as virtually all the documents used for query expan-

sion came from the parallel corpus— probably a side-effect

of mixing short 30s segments with whole stories.

4. RESULTS

In the TREC-9 SDR track we performed experiments on

the main unknown story boundary (SU) condition and the

contrast known story boundary (SK) condition. The same

transcriptions were used in each case. Although different

text retrieval parameters were used for the SU and SK con-

ditions, the parameters were not dependent on the form of

the queries (short or terse). In all cases a query expansion

approach of first expanding on the parallel corpus, then on

the target corpus was adopted. Table 4 summarizes the pa-

rameter settings that we used.

As well as transcriptions produced by our own recogniz-
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Parameter SU SK

Basic Text Retrieval

b 0.1 0.7

K 1.0 1.0

Parallel QE
0.7 0.7

kpqe 1.0 1.0

nrmaxp^E 10 10

mPQE 20 20

rf
PQE 0.75 0.75

Self QE
0.1 0.7

KSQE 1.0 1.0

nrmax?QE 40 10

mSQE 10 10

rf
PQE 0.75 0.75

Segment Merging

Ar 1600

A/ 200

in 0.95

s 1.005

Table 4: Parameters used for TREC-9 Evaluation Runs, b

is the length parameter and K the discounting parameter in

the weighting function. The additional query expansion pa-

rameters are nt (number of terms to add), nrmax (maximum

number of pseudo-relevant documents) and rf (multiple of

best relevance score that a document must be greater than

to be used in QE). The segment merging parameters (de-

scribed in section 3.2) control the ranking distance thresh-

old below which merging may occur (Ar
), the ranking dif-

ference (A-^) and score multiple (m) to determine whether a

merge is equal or dominating, and the factor to increase the

score by in the case of an equal merge (s).

ers (SI and S2), we also used the following transcriptions:

1. Reference transcriptions prepared from closed cap-

tions (Rl);

2. Baseline speech recognizer transcription prepared by

NIST(B1);

3. Speech recognition transcriptions prepared by LIMSI

(LIMSI1 and LIMSI2);

4. Speech recognition transcriptions prepared by Cam-

bridge University (CUHTK).

Results for the SU case in the TREC-9 SDR track are

presented in table 5. The average precisions are, in all cases,

20-25% lower (relative) than for TREC-8. This suggests

that the TREC-9 queries may have been more difficult in

Transcriptions Short Queries Terse Queries

IT) vv 12rv rVVCx K-r Aver K-r

Rl 10.3 0.409 0.419 0.418 0.425

SI 32.0 0.392 0.399 0.392 0.396

S2 29.2 0.399 0.410 0.393 0.401

Bl 26.7 0.387 0.401 0.384 0.398

CUHTK 20.5 0.373 0.388 0.373 0.387

LIMSI 1 21.5 0.377 0.405 0.386 0.391

LIMSI2 21.2 0.395 0.407 0.397 0.421

Table 5: TREC-9 SDR track evaluation results for story

boundary unknown (SU) condition.

Transcriptions Short Queries Terse Queries

ED WER AveP R-P AveP R-P

Rl 10.3 0.509 0.489 0.492 0.477

SI 32.0 0.464 0.441 0.475 0.463

S2 29.2 0.465 0.435 0.478 0.463

Bl 26.7 0.462 0.447 0.469 0.451

Table 6: TREC-9 SDR track evaluation results for story

boundary known (SK) condition.

some way, or that the system was over-tuned to the TREC-
8 queries. Secondly, we see that the performance on the

terse queries is similar to that on short queries. Note that we

optimised our system using short queries on TREC-8.

Finally, following the trend of previous evaluations, the

link between word error rate and text retrieval accuracy is

very weak. Indeed, out of all the speech recognition tran-

scriptions, the highest average precision on short queries is

achieved using S2 (with a WER of 29%).

For contrast, results for the SK case in the TREC-9 SDR
track are presented in table 6. These results follow the same

form as the SU results, indicating that the low average pre-

cisions (compared with TREC-8) are not due to the segmen-

tation/merging procedure. The relative gap between SK and

SU average precision is 10-20%.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Terse and Short Queries

The topics for which we get a substantially better perfor-

mance from short queries compared with terse queries fall

into two basic types: those where the terse query is little

more than an abbreviation — eg, "I L O" (130), "N B A"

(165) - and those where the terse query is expressed us-

ing different words or incompletely compared with the short

query (136,155,156,171). The first case might be improved

by better acronym processing, the second ought to be dealt

with by query expansion. More analysis is required.
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5.2. Query Expansion

Previously we used parallel corpus QE only, having found

that query expansion on the target corpus did not give a re-

liable improvement. From our experiments on TREC-8, it

seems that first expanding on the parallel corpus, with the

resultant expanded query being expanded again using the

target corpus gives a reliable improvement. An interesting

factor to be investigated is that query expansion seems to

have different behaviour on terse and short queries.

5.3. Non-lexical Information

Although we were able to compute various types of non-

lexical information (eg, named entities, speaker changes,

sentence boundaries) we chose not to use such information

in this evaluation. In the case of named entities, this was

because we did not have a principled way of using them. In

the case of richer boundary information, we did not feel that

this would be rewarded under the evaluation metrics in use.

For example, in discussions with broadcast archive users of

our system, it has been apparent that returning clips that be-

gin and end at natural boundaries would enhance their ap-

preciation of the system; the single reference time method

of denoting segments does not give any credit for accurate

begin/end points.

5.4. Standard QE Corpus

A great deal of effort has gone into standardizing the acous-

tic model and LM training data for speech recognition, to

enable better evaluation of the underlying models and algo-

rithms. It would be of interest to increase this standardiza-

tion, by specifying a baseline query expansion corpus, to be

used in a contrast run (at least).

6. CONCLUSION

Our major conclusions are as follows:

• There is only a weak link between speech recogni-

tion accuracy and spoken document retrieval preci-

sion and recall;

• Query expansion using both a parallel text corpus and

the target corpus is reliable and extremely effective;

• Simple fixed segmentation, followed by query-time

segment merging is reliable, causing a degradation of

10-20% compared with the hand-segmented case.
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1 Introduction

The system entered by the University of Sheffield in the question answering track of TREC-
9 represents a significant development over the Sheffield system entered for TREC-8 [6] and,

satisfyingly, achieved significantly better results on a significantly harder test set. Nevertheless,

the underlying architecture and many of the lower level components remained the same. The
essence of the approach is to pass the question to an information retrieval (ER) system which uses

it as a. query to do passage retrieval against the test collection. The top ranked passages output

from the IR system are then passed to a modified information extraction (IE) system. Syntactic

and semantic analysis of these passages, along with the question, is carried out to identify the

"sought entity" from the question and to score potential matches for this sought entity in each of

the retrieved passages. The five highest scoring matches become the system's response.

2 System Description

2.1 Overview

The key features of the system setup, as it processes a single question, are shown in Figure 1.

Firstly, the (indexed) TREC document collection and the question are passed to an IR system

which treats the question as a query and returns top ranked passages from the collection. As the

IR system we used the Okapi system [8]
1

. Following this, the top ranked passages are run through

a text filter to remove certain text formatting features which cause problems for downstream

components. Finally, the question itself and the filtered top ranked passages are processed by

a modified version of the LaSIE information extraction system [5], which we refer to below as

QA-LaSIE. This yields a set of top ranked answers which are the system's overall output.

The reasoning behind this choice of architecture is straightforward. The IE system can perform

detailed linguistic analysis, but is quite slow and could not process the entire TREC collection

for each query, or even realistically pre-process it in advance to allow for reasonable question

'Current address: Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies, Carleton University, Ottawa, K1S 5B6, Canada.

sscottQccs . carleton. ca.

Software available at: http://dotty.is.city.ac.uk/okapi-pack/. For TREC-8 we both used the NIST-

supplied top documents and passages from UMass's INQUERY system [2] which UMass kindly provided for us.

Our switch from INQUERY to Okapi was prompted by the acquisition of Okapi and Okapi expertise in-house.
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Figure 1: System Setup for the Q & A Task

answering performance during the test run. IR systems on the other hand are designed to process

huge amounts of data. By using an IR system as a filter to an IE system we hope to benefit from

the respective strengths of each.

In the next section we describe how we have parameterised Okapi for the QA task. The
following section briefly describes the base LaSIE system and the succeeding section describes

how it has been modified and extended to yield QA-LaSIE. Of the text filtering module we say no

more, as it is of little intrinsic interest and was simply a convenient way of avoiding modifications

to various components in LaSIE to deal with idiosyncrasies in the TREC collection texts.

2.2 Okapi

The Okapi IR system is based on the probabilistic retrieval model [7]. Since we used the system

"off the shelf", we discuss here only the parameterisation adopted for the QA task, and not the

underlying model. Aside from using a slightly modified version of the stop list provided with

Okapi, no parameterisation of the indexing process took place. However, to utilise the passage

retrieval capabilities of Okapi a number of parameters need to be set for the searching process. We
set the minimum number of paragraphs to be returned to 1, the maximum number to 3, and the

paragraph step unit to 1 (this parameter determines how much the sliding passage window moves

between comparisons in the passage ranking process). Determining that the maximum number of

paragraphs per passage should be 3 was a matter of some experimentation, and it interacted with

the decision about how many passages to select per question (because of processing times in the

IE system).

Our experimentation was carried out using the TREC-8 QA track question set, but the TREC-
9 document collection (the latter is a superset of the TREC-8 collection). Looking at the top 5,

10 and 20 documents returned for each question we discovered that these document sets contained

answers for 160, 175 and 184 of the 198 TREC-8 questions respectively. We then tried experi-

menting with passage retrieval using the Okapi default settings for minimum passage length (1

paragraph) and maximum passage length (20 paragraphs), and keeping the best passage only if

the retrieval engine's score for it was higher than for the entire document. For 158 of the questions

this resulted in an answer being found in the top 5 passages - a loss of only 2 over the full docu-

ment approach. Deciding, therefore, that passage retrieval was worthwhile, we experimented with

the maximum passage length parameter. By reducing it to 3 paragraphs, and always preferring

best passages to full documents, even if the full document score was higher, we discovered no

answers were lost (i.e. the top 5 best passages per question still contained answers for 158 of the

questions). Furthermore, running the passages of maximum length 3 through the QA-LaSIE sys-

tem led to considerably higher mean reciprocal rank (MRR scores) than using the full documents,

presumably because there were fewer distractors.

Given the significantly smaller amount of text to be processed by QA-LaSIE using passages

of at most 3 paragraphs, we were encouraged to examine more top passages per question. By
considering the top 20 best passages we discovered that 164 questions had answers in the retrieved
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passage sets; and the MRR scores of QA-LaSIE against these were higher than for the top 5 best

passages per question. These then were the parameters we finally settled upon for the TREC-9
evaluation: top 20 passages per question with maximum passage length 3 paragraphs.

2.3 LaSIE

The LaSIE system used to perform detailed question and text analysis is largely unchanged in

architecture from the IE system as entered in the last Message Understanding Conference evalu-

ation (MUC-7) evaluation [5]. The principal components of the LaSIE system are the first eight

modules shown in Figure 2 as executed interactively through the GATE Graphical Interface [3].

The system is essentially a pipeline of modules each of which processes the entire text before the

next is invoked. The following is a brief description of each of the component modules in the

system:

Tokenizer Identifies token boundaries (as byte offsets into the text) and text section boundaries

(text header, text body and any sections to be excluded from processing).

Gazetteer Lookup Identifies single and multi-word matches against multiple domain specific

full name (locations, organisations, etc.) and keyword (company designators, person first

names, etc.) lists, and tags matching phrases with appropriate name categories.

Sentence Splitter Identifies sentence boundaries in the text body.

Brill Tagger [1] Assigns one of the 48 Penn TreeBank part-of-speech tags to each token in the

text.

Tagged Morph Simple morphological analysis to identify the root form and inflectional suffix

for tokens which have been tagged as noun or verb.

Parser Performs two pass bottom-up chart parsing, pass one with a special named entity gram-

mar, and pass two with a general phrasal grammar. A 'best parse' is then selected, which

may be only a partial parse, and a predicate-argument representation, or quasi-logical form

(QLF), of each sentence is constructed compositionally.

Name Matcher Matches variants of named entities across the text.

Discourse Interpreter Adds the QLF representation to a semantic net, which encodes the sys-

tem's background world and domain knowledge as a hierarchy of concepts. Additional infor-

mation inferred from the input using this background knowledge is also added to the model,

and coreference resolution is attempted between instances mentioned in the text, producing

an updated discourse model.

For standard IE template filling tasks, a final Template Writer module reads the discourse model

produced by the Discourse Interpreter, derives template slots fills and writes out the filled tem-

plates.

2.4 QA-LaSIE

The QA-LaSIE system takes a question and a set of passages delivered by the IR system and

returns a ranked list of proposed answers for the question. Figure 2 shows the end-to-end QA-

LaSIE system as entered in TREC-9. Four key adaptations have been made to move from the

base IE system described in the previous section in a system capable of carrying out the QA task:

1. a specialised grammar was developed to analyse questions and added to the parser;

2. the discourse interpreter was modified to allow the QLF representation of each question to

be matched against the discourse model of a candidate answer text, using the coreference

mechanism;
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3. an answer identification procedure which scored all discourse entities in each candidate text

as potential answers was added to the discourse interpreter;

4. a TREC Question Answer module was added to examine the discourse entity scores across

all passages, determine the top 5, and then output the appropriate answer text.

Further detailing these alterations will not communicate the essence of the QA-LaSIE approach to

question answering. Therefore, in the following subsections we describe the key processes involved

in the QA-LaSIE approach to question answering, including, where necessary, further information

about the general approach to text processing taken in LaSIE.

GATE 1.5.1 (March 1993)

File View layout Options Utilities TREC-QA MODULES Help

Tokenest
Gazetteer Sentence

Lookup Splitter

A
BrfflTagger

Tagged
Morpti

1KEC
Question

Answer

Discourse

Interpreter

Name
Matcher

budiart

Earser

Ft
Collection: (none) Document: (none)

Figure 2: QA-LaSIE System Modules

2.4.1 Parsing: Syntactic and Semantic Interpretation

In the LaSIE approach, both candidate answer passages and questions are parsed using a unification-

based feature structure grammar. As input the parser receives one sentence at a time and along

with the original words of that sentence also receives: a part-of-speech tag from the Penn tagset

for each word, morphological information for each noun and verb (word root plus affix), and zero

or more phrases tagged as named entities. As output the parser produces as representation of the

sentence in a "quasi-logical form" - a predicate-argument representation that stands somewhere

between the surface form of the sentence and a fully interpreted semantic representation in a

standard logical language. In particular the QLF representation defers issues of quantifier scoping

and of word sense disambiguation.

To take a simple example, the sentence fragment Morris testified that he released the worm . .

.

is parsed and transduced to the representation

person(el) , name (el , 'Morris') , gender (el , mas c) , uncertain (el .person)

,

testify(e2), time(e2,past) , aspect (e2 , simple) , voice (e2 , active)

,

lsubj (e2,el)

,

release(e3), time (e3
,
past) , aspect (e3 , simple) , voice (e3 , active)

,

pronoun(e4 ,he)

,

lsubj (e3,e4)

worm(e5) , number (e5 , sing) , det(e5,the)

,

lobj (e3 ,e5)
,

proposition(e6) ,

main_event (e6 , e3)

,

lobj (e2,e6)
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The name information is derived from the Gazetteer lookup stage (where Morris is recorded as a
male first name), the tense information from the morphological analysis stage, and the grammatical
role information from annotations on context-free rules in the grammar. In this case these rules

encode that in English sentences which consist of a noun phrase followed by a verb phrase, which
in turn consists of a verb in the active voice and a sentential complement, the noun phrase prior to

the verb is the subject and the sentence following it is the object. For common nouns and verbs,

the lexical root of the word becomes a predicate in the QLF language.

Both noun phrase heads and verb group heads are given unique discourse entity references of

the form en . This allows modification relations (e.g. of prepositional phrases) or grammatical

role information (e.g. subject and object relations) to be captured via binary predicates holding

of these entities. In cases where parsing fails to capture all this information (e.g. when only

simple noun phrase, verb group, prepositional phrase or relative clause chunks are found and not

a spanning parse for the sentence) then partial QLF information can be returned, making the

system robust in the face of grammatical incompleteness.

Each sentence in a candidate answer passage is analysed in this fashion. In addition so is the

question, using a special question grammar. This grammar produces a QLF for the question in

much the same style as above. For example, a question such as Who released the internet worm
in the late 1980s? would be analysed as:

qvar(el), qattr (el ,name)
,
person(el)

,

release(e2), time(e2,past)
,
aspect (e2 , simple) , voice(e2, active) , qcon(e2,verb)

,

lsubj (e2,el)

,

worm(e3), number (e 3, sing) , det (e3 ,the)

,

lobj (e2,e3)

,

name (e4 Internet ') , qual(e3,e4)

Note the use of the special predicate, qvar (question variable), to indicate the 'entity' requested

by the question. In this case the qvar can also be typed because who tells us the entity of concern

is a person, and we presume (by encoding this in the transduction rules) that the attribute we

are seeking here is a name (and not, e.g., a definite description such as a guy at MIT). In other

cases where the interrogative pronoun is more generic (e.g. what) the type of the qvar and the

attribute sought of it may not be so readily determinable.

2.4.2 Discourse Interpretation of Candidate Answer Texts

Once a text has been parsed and each sentence has been assigned a QLF representation as discussed

in the preceding section, the next component of QA-LaSIE, the discourse interpreter, integrates

the texts into a discourse model. The discourse model is a specialisation of a semantic net which

supplies the system's background domain knowledge. For EE applications, this domain-specific

background knowledge assists in extraction tasks, by allowing template slot values to be inferred

from it together with information supplied in the text being analyzed. However, for the TREC
QA task there is no specific domain, and so this role of the semantic net is not relevant (though

a very basic "generic" world model is employed).

The real function of the semantic net in the QA task is to provide a framework for integrating

information from multiple sentences in the input. As the QLF representation of each sentence is

received by the discourse interpreter, each entity is added as an instance node in the semantic net

associated with its type node (the single unary predicate in which it occurs) - e.g. given worm(e5)

,

e5 is linked to the worm node in the net, if it already exists, and to a new node labelled worm if

not. Added to each such entity node is an attribute-value structure, or property fist, containing

all the attribute and relational information for this entity (all the binary predicates in which it

occurs in the input).
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In addition to adding a sentence's QLF to the semantic net in this fashion, one further node is

added representing the sentence itself. This sentence entity has a sequence number indicating the

sentence's position in the text, and also has an attribute recording the entity numbers of every

entity occurring in the text. Thus, the discourse model aims to model not only the content of the

discourse, but simple aspects of the discourse structure itself.

After each sentence has been added to the discourse model, the main task of the discourse

interpreter commences. This is to determine coreference relations between entities in the current

sentence and entities already added to the model from previous sentences in the input. There is

not space to detail this algorithm here (see [4]), but in essence it relies upon factors including the

semantic type compatibility, attribute compatibility, and textual proximity of potential coreferents.

Once a coreference has been established between two entities, the two are merged by replacing

all references to the two entity numbers by references to just one of them. However, the surface

realisations which initially served as triggers for the creation of each distinct entity node are

retained as attributes of the merged entity, and can be used later, e.g. to generate a text string

as an answer.

2.4.3 Answer Identification

Given that a discourse model for a candidate answer passage has been constructed as just de-

scribed, the QLF of the question is added to this model and treated as sentence 0. The corefer-

ence procedure is run and as many coreferences as possible are established between entities in the

question and those in the passage2 .

In the TREC-8 version of QA-LaSIE this procedure was the primary question answering mech-

anism: if the qvar was resolved with an entity in the text then this entity became the answer; if

not, then no answer was proposed. This approach had several major drawbacks. First, it permit-

ted only one answer per question, whereas the QA track allows up to five answers to be proposed.

Second, it was very fragile, as coreference tends to be difficult to establish.

Given these weaknesses, the TREC-9 system follows a significantly different approach. Instead

of attempting to directly corefer the qvar with an entity in the text, entities in the text are scored

in a way which attempts to value their likelihood as answers. The best scores are then used to

select the answers to be returned from the passage.

The details of this approach are as follows. The discourse model is transversed twice, sentence

by sentence:

1. Sentence Scoring On the first pass, the sentences are given an integer score. The entities

in the question are interpreted as "constraints" and each sentence in the answer text gets

one point for each constraint it contains. This has the effect that sentences which contain

entities that have been detected as coreferring with entities in the question will be rewarded.

Typically this will be sentences which contain named entities mentioned in the question, or

sentences which have definite noun phrases or pronouns which have already been resolved

(as part of discourse interpretation of the passage).

2. Entity Scoring On the second pass, the system looks in each sentence for the best possible

answer entity. To be considered a possible answer, an entity must be an object (not an

event), and must not be one of the "constraints" from the previous step. If the qvar has

a tt qattr (see 2.4.1 above), then the entity must also have the specified attribute to be

considered a possible answer. The entities in a given sentence axe compared to the qvar and

scored for semantic similarity, property similarity, and for object and event relations.

2The standard coreference procedure uses a distance metric to prefer closer to more distant potential coreferences.

Clearly this is irrelevant for questions which are not part of the original text. Hence we have switched off the

distance-preference heuristic for coreference in this case.
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Semantic and property similarity scores are determined as for generic coreferencing. A
semantic similarity score between 0 and 1 is computed, depending on how closely semantically

related two things are. For instance, if the qvar has the type person, then an entity that also

has type person will receive a semantic similarity of 1. In general, the semantic similarity is

related to the inverse of the path length that links the two semantic types in the ontology.

If the two semantic types are on different branches of the hierarchy, the score is 0.

The property similarity score is also between 0 and 1 and is a measure of how many properties

the two instances share in common and how similar the properties are.

The object and event relations scores were motivated by failure analysis on the original

system and were tuned through test runs. The object relation score adds 0.25 to an en-

tity's score if it is related to a constraint within the sentence by apposition, a qualifying

relationship, or with the prepositions o/or in. So if the question was Who was the leader

of the teamsters?, and a sentence contained the sequence . . . Jimmy Hoffa, Leader of the

Teamsters, . . . then the entity corresponding to Jimmy Hoffa would get the object relation

credit for being apposed to Leader of the Teamsters.

The event relations score adds 0.5 to an entity's score if:

(a) there is an event entity in the QLF of the question which is related to the qvar by a

lsubj or lobj relation and is not the be event (i.e. derived from a copula construction),

and

(b) the entity being scored stands in the same relation (lobj or lsubj) to an event entity of

the same type as the qvar does. So if the question was, What was smoked by Sherlock

Holmes ? and the answer sentence was Sherlock Holmes smoked a pipe, then the entity

a pipe would get the event relations credit for being in the lobj relation to the verb to

smoke.

This represents a significant weakening of the requirement in our TREC-8 system that the

qvar had to match with an entity in the answer text which stood in the same relation to its

main verb as the qvar did with the main verb in the question, as well the main verbs and

other complements being compatible. Here a bonus is awarded if this the case; there it was

mandatory.

Finally, the entity score is normalized to bring it into the range [0,1]. This is motivated by

the idea that if two sentences have equal scores from step 1. above, the entity score should

break the tie between the two, but should not increase their scores to be higher than a

sentence that had a better score from step 1. Normalizing the score improved performance

slightly in tests on the Tree 8 questions.

3. The Total Score For every sentence, the "best" answer entity is chosen according to the

Entity Scoring as described above. The sentence and entity scores are then added together

and normalized by dividing by the number of entities in the question plus 1 The sentence

instance is annotated to include the total score, the best entity (if one was found), and the

"exact answer". The exact answer will be the name of the best entity if one was identified

during parsing. Otherwise this property is not asserted.

2.4.4 Answer Output

The answer output procedure gathers the sentence total scores, as described in the preceding

section, from each sentence in each of the passages analyzed by QA-LaSIE, sorts them into a

single ranking, and outputs answers from the overall five highest scoring sentences.

We submitted four runs to the TREC-9 evaluation, two in the 50-byte category and two in the

250 category. These four runs axe explained below:
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System Run Mean Reciprocal Rank Correct Answers Rank in Class

shef-trec8 50 .081 N/A 15/17

okapi-baseline 50 .157 N/A 14/17
shef50ea 50 .329 89/164 4/17

shef50 50 .368 98/164 3/17

shef-trec8 250 .111 N/A 22/24

okapi-baseline 250 .395 N/A 11/24

shef250 250 .490 127/164 4/24

shef250p 250 .506 130/164 4/24

Table 1: Development Results on TREC-8 Questions

shef50ea This is the "exact answer" run, submitted in the 50-byte category. If a high scoring

sentence was annotated with a trec9_exact_answer attribute then this is assumed to be the

answer. If there is no "exact answer", then the code looks for a trec9_answer_entity and

outputs the longest realization of that entity as the answer. If there is no "answer entity"

,

which can happen occasionally, then a default string is output. In all cases, the string is

trimmed to 50 bytes if necessary, by trimming characters from the left hand side.

shef50 For this run, the system looks for the first occurrence of the trec9_answer_entity in

the sentence and then outputs 50 bytes of the sentence centered around that entity. The
50-bytes will never go outside of the answer sentence (if the first occurrence is the first word,

then the 50 bytes will be the first 50 bytes of the sentence, and so on). If the sentence is

shorter than 50 bytes, then the full sentence is output as the answer. If there is no answer

entity, the middle 50 bytes are output.

shef250 Same as shefSO, but up to 250-bytes or the full sentence is output (whichever is shorter).

shef250p For this run, the answer for shef250 is computed, then the answer is padded to 250

bytes if necessary by adding characters from the file to both ends, going outside the confines

of the sentence if necessary.

3 Results

In the next two sections we describe results obtained from the system, first during development,

and then in the TREC-9 test run.

3.1 Development Results

Our development setup consisted of the 200 TREC-8 questions, the TREC-9 document collection

(a superset of the TREC-8 collection), and Perl patterns for identifying correct answers for the

TREC-8 questions in proposed answer strings, made available by Ellen Voorhees following the

TREC-8 evaluation. These resources allowed us to modify our system, re-run against the 198

TREC-8 questions and score our results in a tight modify-evaluate loop.

One initial baseline experiment was to see if QA-LaSIE was actually adding value over a

naive approach that simply used Okapi passage retrieval with a maximum passage length of one

paragraph and then trimmed this paragraph to 50 or 250 bytes. Taking the top 5 one paragraph

passages for each query in the development set and trimming them to the central 50 or 250 bytes

led to MRR scores of 0.157 for the 50 byte responses and .395 for the 250 byte responses. This

totally naive approach would have placed 14-th of 17 in the TREC-8 50-byte system ranking and
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System Run Mean Reciprocal Rank % Correct Answers in Top 5 R ^» n Ir inrxcLIln. Ill

Strip* T .on i onfLjC LLxKZ i 1 1,
StrictOil Iv-

1

1 ATI 1

+

Class

shef50ea 50 1 79 93 fi 9^ 7

shef50 50 91 7 31 1Ol.l 10 1oz.l £* L
J OO

median ^of 35] 50 .227

mean (of 35) 50 .220 .227 31.0 32.2

shef250 250 .330 .343 48.5 49.4 28/43
shef250p 250 .345 .357 50.9 51.3 23/43
median (of 43) 250 .349

mean (of 43) 250 .351 .363 49.0 50.5

Table 2: TREC-9 Results

joint 11-th of 24 in the 250-byte system ranking. In both cases these results were considerably

higher than our own entries in TREC-8.
Thus, we started with a sobering baseline to contend with. However, following development

of the new approach described above in section 2.4.3 and numerous experiments with various

parameter settings we arrived at the best development results presented in Table 1. For comparison

the Sheffield results from TREC-8 and the Okapi baseline experiment results are also included in

this table.

3.2 Final Evaluation Results

Mean reciprocal rank scores for the four Sheffield runs are shown in Table 2, for both lenient and

strict scorings. We have also computed the percentage of questions for which a correct answer was

present in the top 5 answers returned by system. The final column shows the system's rank in the

various answer categories, with respect to the number of participating systems (this is calculated

with respect to the strict scoring of mean reciprocal rank). Also included are the median and

mean scores for systems participating in each category. From these figures it can be seen that in

both 50 and 250 byte categories the better Sheffield system is close to, but just slightly below,

the median and mean (shef50 is third highest below median, and shef250p second highest below

median).

4 Discussion

At this point we do not have the information to allow us to apportion faults between Okapi and

QA-LaSIE. In training on the TREC-8 questions (but against the TREC-9 document collection)

Okapi was returning answer-containing passages for about 83% of the questions. On this basis

the best QA-LaSIE mean reciprocal rank scores obtained in development were around .37 for the

50-byte runs and just over .50 for 250-byte runs, as presented above in Table 1.

Thus the TREC-9 test results represent a significant drop with respect to training results.

Nevertheless, with respect to our best TREC-8 MRR results (.081 for the 50-byte run, .111 for

the 250-byte run), these figures represent a very significant improvement, especially given that the

question set is significantly larger and the questions are "real" , as opposed to what were artificially

created back-formulations in many cases in TREC-8. And, they validate the central hypothesis

of our TREC-9 work that we should abandon our previous rigid approach in which answer text

entities either met constraints imposed by the question or did not, in favour of a looser approach

which scored potential answer entities in terms of various factors which suggested that they might

be an answer.
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Abstract

The paper reports on the experiment conducted by the University of Sheffield in the Interactive Track of

TREC-9 based on the Okapi probabilistic ranking system. A failure analysis of results was undertaken to

correlate search outcomes with query characteristics. A detailed comparison of Sheffield results with the

aggregate for the track reveals that the time element, topic type, and searcher characteristics and behaviour

are interdependent success factors. An analysis of the ranking of documents retrieved by the Okapi system

and deemed relevant by the assessors also revealed that more than 50% appeared in the top 10 and 80% in

the top 30. However the searchers did not necessarily view these and over half of the items deemed relevant

by the assessors and examined by the searchers were actually rejected.

1. Introduction

The experiment for TREC-9 as in previous rounds in which Sheffield has participated

was based on the Okapi system. Although the experimental design included two versions

of the system, one with relevance feedback and one without, it was envisaged that the five

minute time limit for searching each of the interactive queries for Trec-9 would offer little

opportunity for searchers to use the feedback facility for query reformulation. Our aim

was thus to focus on the characteristics of the two types of queries introduced for the

TREC-9 interactive task and assess their relative impact on the performance of both the

searchers and the system.

The graphical user interface of the Okapi systems remained exactly the same as in the last

three rounds ofTREC and includes:

• a query box

• a working query window containing system generated candidate terms for query

expansion

• a scrollable window displaying a ranked list of the top fifty retrieved items

• a window for collecting documents marked as relevant and saved by the searcher

• a separate overlapping window for viewing items selected from the hitlist where

searchers have to make a relevance judgement.

The standard questionnaires for the interactive track were used for data collection

including: session entry, pre-search, post search, post-system and session exit. In addition

transaction logs and talk aloud protocols provided system data and user perceptions in the

course of the search. However subjects were not very forthcoming in talking aloud due to
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the time constraint imposed on them and consequently the protocols provided very

limited insight.

Sixteen searchers participated in the experiment and fourteen were Masters students in

the Information Studies Department. None had used the Okapi system before, although

most had some knowledge of ranking systems either through their general use of search

engines on the Web or through a course on information retrieval in their programme of

study. Half had between two to three year's online experience, with searching the Web
and library catalogues being the most common types of systems. The other half was

deemed to be novice users with a year or less experience.

2. Results and query characteristics

The TREC-9 interactive task included two types of topics. For the first set 901-904,

searchers had to find a given number of different answers to a question, e.g. three

national parks, a Roman site in France, four Orson Welles films, and three countries

importing Cuban sugar. In essence these topics were not dissimilar from those used in the

Interactive Track for TREC-7 and TREC-8, where searchers had to find as many different

instances or answers as possible. The main difference in TREC-9 was that searchers had

only five minutes to complete the task as opposed to twenty minutes in the previous

rounds.

The second set of queries 905-908 required a single correct answer between two possible

choices, e.g. the longest running TV programme, the painting completedfirst, the last

Chinese dynasty, the country with the larger population. In arriving at a correct answer

searchers had to find appropriate supporting evidence in different documents and save

those documents.

The results of the Sheffield respondents compared to the aggregate performance of the

participants in the track are presented in Tables la, lb. The following will discuss these

results in relation to the characteristics of each of the eight individual topics.

Table 1a: Sheffield results compared to the aggregate for Type 1 topics, 901-904

Response /

Topic number 901 902 903 904

All answers are Shef Agg Shef Agg Shef Agg Shef Agg

supplied and supported

(2,2) 8

(7%)

4

(25%)

18

(18%)

3

(3%)

r
(6%)

29

(27%)

All answers are

supplied and some

supported (2,1)

2

(2%)

1

(6%)

7

(7%)

All answers are

supplied and none are

supported (2,0)

3

(3%)

1

(1%)
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Some answers are

supplied, and all are

supported (1,2)

1

(6%)

38

(35%)

- - 8

(50%)

44

(41%)

7

(44%)

35

(33%J
Some answers are

supplied and some

supported (1,1)

1

(6%)

2

(2%)

- - 3

(19%)

23

(22%)

2

(13%)

14

Some answers are

supplied and none are

supported (1,0)

1

(6%)

6

(6%)

- - 3

(19%)

27

(25%)

1

(6%;

8

(8%)

No answers are

supplied and none are

supported (0,0)

13

(82%)

50

(47%)

12

(75%)

80

(82%)

2

(12%)

6

(6%)

4

C25%;

13

(72%;

Total number of

searchers 16 107 16 98 16 106 16 106

Table 1b: Sheffield results compared to the aggregate for type 2 topics 905-908.

Response

/

Topic number 905 906 907 908

All answers are

supplied and supported

(2,2)

Shef

8

(50%)

Agg

65

(61%)

Shef

8

(50%)

Agg

41

(41%)

Shef

9

(56%)

Agg

77

(74%)

Shef Agg

9

(25%)

All answers are

supplied and none are

supported (2, 0)

3

(19%)

9

(9%)

4

(25%)

32

(22%)

7

(44%)

15

(14%)

5

(31%)

No answers are

supplied and none are

supported (0,0)

5

(31%)

32

(30%)

4

(25%)

37

(37%)

13

(12%)

11

(69%)

78

(75%)

Total number of

searchers 16 106 16 100 16 105 16 101

901: What are the names ofthe three US nationalparks where one can find redwoods?

Sheffield respondents performed poorly on this query compared to the aggregate with 1

3

out of 16 finding no correct answers and the remaining 3 providing only partial answers,

one of which was unsupported. The nil answers, which were twice as high as the

aggregate, appear to have been influenced by some ambiguity in differentiating the

meaning between "national" and "state" parks. The question may have presented some

cultural bias, as a high proportion of our searchers were international students with no

previous knowledge of the topic as indicated in the pre-search questionnaire.

902: Identify a site with Roman ruins in present day France?

The Sheffield results are comparable to the rest of the track with a quarter successful

answers and three quarters of searchers unable to find a correct answer. The polarised
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results may be due to the combination of evidence required to arrive at an answer, i.e. the

name of the country, the specific location as well as the type of ruin. Furthermore only 7

documents were identified by the TREC assessors as providing an answer in the retrieved

pool, a small number compared to other topics (See Table 3).

903: Namefourfilms in which Orson Welles appeared

Once again our searchers produced comparable results with 13 out of 16 producing partial

answers, but only halfprovided partial supporting evidence. This question was somewhat

of a trick question in that most references referred to films directed by Welles and it

would appear that there was some amount of guesswork in identifying films in which he

was also an actor. The one Sheffield searcher, who got all the correct answers with

supporting documents, had a special interest in film studies and was confident about the

answer prior to searching the system. Three other searchers had also indicated pre-

knowledge on this topic with a high degree of confidence.

904: Name three countries that imported Cuban sugar during the period oftime covered

by the document collection

Only one Sheffield searcher identified three countries compared with over a quarter of the

aggregate. In addition twice as many Sheffield searchers did not succeed in finding any

answers at all, 25% compared to 12%. This topic was also undertaken in TREC-8. The

performance then was equally poor even though searchers had twenty minutes to search.

It was found that although searchers were essentially looking for labels, i.e. names of

countries, they had to engage with the content of the document to ensure that the correct

context was covered. Although the time limit may have been a factor in TREC-9, it

obviously doesn't account for the poorer performance compared to other participants in

the track.

905: Which children's TVprogram was on air longer: the original Mickey Mouse Club or

the original Howdy/Doody show?

Comparable results were obtained with the overall track with half of the searchers

choosing the correct answer with supporting evidence. However a third of all searchers in

the track provided no answer at all. As in question 902 on Roman ruins in France, few

relevant documents provided the answer (See Table 3). In fact the searchers commonly

saved two documents, one was deemed by the assessors to support the answer whereas

the other didn't.

906: Which painting did Edward Munch complete first: Vampire or Puberty?

Sheffield performed slightly better than the aggregate with 50% getting the right answer

with the correct supporting documents and 25% not finding the answer. Surprisingly 25%
provided the right answer with no correct supporting evidence. Since only three
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documents were judged to be relevant by the assessors (see Table 3), it would appear that

searchers were able to make correct deductions or an informed guess.

907: Which was the dynasty ofChina: Qing or Ming?

Sheffield searchers outperformed the aggregate on this query with all identifying the

correct answer, although just under half did not back it up with correct documents. Five

of our searchers indicated that they knew the answer before searching, which may in part

account for this discrepancy.

908: Is Denmark larger or smaller in population than Norway?

Just under a third of Sheffield searchers got the right answer but without supporting

evidence compared with a quarter in the overall track who did provide correct supporting

evidence. However in both cases around three quarters failed to fmd the answer all

together. Again the high failure rate could have been related to the need to piece together

different evidence over multiple documents in a short space of time.

Table 2 presents a summary of the adjusted score obtained for each answer which was

correctly identified and supported by an appropriate document. The difference in the level

of performance between the two different types of topics 901 - 904 and 905-908 are

clearly demarcated and reflect the overall pattern of performance in the track. It may be

that the time limit was a critical success factor whereby it was more difficult to fmd

correct multiple answers in the first type of topic and easier to fmd single answers in the

second type.

Table 2: Sheffield adjusted score for correct supported answers for each topic out of the

maximum obtainable score.

Topic no 901 902 903 904 905 906 907 908

Adjusted

score

3 out of

48

(6%)

4 out of

16

(25%)

19 out

of 64

(30%)

23 out

of 48

(48%)

8 out of

16

(50%)

8 out of

16

(50%)

9 out of

16

(56%)

0 out of

16

(0%)

3. Searcher performance vs system performance

In an attempt to isolate user effect on system performance, the session logs were analysed

to ascertain what proportion of relevant documents identified by the assessors were

actually retrieved by the system. Table 3 compares the number of documents judged as

relevant by the assessors for each topic and the average retrieved by the system in the
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initial ranked hitlist of the top 50 documents retrieved for all of the searches. It would

appear that poor searcher performance reported in Table 2 for topics 901 and 908 are not

really borne out it terms of the average number of actual relevant documents retrieved by

the system in the retrieved sets of 50 documents displayed to the searcher. Three quarters

or more unique assessed relevant documents are retrieved by the system in all but one

topic (908) in the first iteration which provides some evidence of the system's high level

of performance.

Table 3 Assessed relevant documents retrieved in the top 50.

Topic no

i oiai nuniDer or

unique assessed
ifcrltrvcsill UUto (JUL (Jl

the possible

maximum

/Average no ot

assessed relevant

UUUo 1 fc?ll IcvcU

901 10/13 (77%) 5.6 (43%)

902 6/ 7 (86%) 1 .87 (27%)

903 13/17 (76%) 5.6 (33%)

904 29/39 (74%) 11 (44%)

905 7/7 {100%) 3.2 (46%)

906 3/3 (100%) 2.4 (80%)

907 20/23 (87%) 7 (30%)

908 9/15 (60%) 2.6 (17%)

Tables 4a, 4b compare the total number of assessed relevant documents examined by

searchers for each of the topics with the number actually saved or deemed relevant by the

searchers and those which were not deemed to be relevant. Overall 53% of documents

deemed relevant by the assessors were examined but actually rejected by searchers. There

were more documents rejected for type 1 topics than for type 2, 46% compared to 39%.

Table 4a: Assessed relevant documents viewed and saved in the top 50, Type 1

Topics 901-904

Topic no No of relevant docs
viewed

No of relevant

docs saved

No of relevant docs
not saved

901 29 13 (45%) 16 (55%)

902 12 4 {33%) 8 (67%)

903 15 11 (73%) 4 {27%)

904 24 10 (42%) 14 (58%)
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Total 70 38 (54%) 42 (46%;

Table 4b: Assessed relevant documents viewed and saved in the top 50, Type 2

Topics 905-908

Topic no No of documents
viewed

No of documents
saved

No of documents
Not saved

905 25 14 (56%) 11 (44%)

906 18 9 (50%) 9 (50%)

907 9 8 (89%) 1 (11%)

908 2 2 (100%)

Total 54 33 (61%) 21 (39%)

Overall

Total 134 71 (47%) 63 (53%)

Table 5 presents the ranking position of all the assessed relevant documents retrieved by

the system but not necessarily viewed by the searchers. More than half appeared in the top

10 of the hitlist displayed to the searchers and 80% in the top 30.

Table 5: Assessed relevant document ranking for all searches for each topic.

Topic Top 10 Top 20 Top 30 Top 40 Top 50

901 55 (65%) 8 (9%) 3 (4%) 1 (1%) 18 (21%)

902 19 (76%) 4 (16%) 2 (8%)

903 37(44%) 15 (18%) 13 (15%) 10 (12%) 9 (11%)

904 53 (36%) 30 (20%) 29 (20%) 17 11(%) 20 (13%)

905 38 (70%) 7 (13%) 5 (9%) 3 (6%) 1 (2%)

906 31 (97%) 1(3%)

907 36 (43%) 14 (17%) 13 (15%) 10 (12%) 1 1 (13%)

908 19 (59%) 7 (22%) 3 (9.5%) 3 (9.5%)

Totals 288 (53%) 79 (14%) 72(13%; 44(9%; 62 (11%)
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4. Discussion of success factors

Although more failure analysis can be carried out on the data, a number of interdependent

success factors appear to contribute to the above results including: time, topic type, and

searcher characteristics and behaviour. Firstly there appeared to be some degree of

correlation between topic type and the amount of time available for searching. 28% of

searchers indicated that they didn't have enough time to undertake type 1 topics and 14%
deemed they had enough time. In the case of type 2 topics there was little difference

between those who felt they had enough or not enough time, 20% as opposed to 18%>.

Searchers' perceptions regarding the time available also related to their level of

satisfaction with the search outcome. There appeared to be a higher degree of confidence

in the outcome of type 2 topics.

The discrepancy between the overall track performance in the two types of topics is not

easily reconciled with our findings in the analysis of the degree of complexity of the

TREC-8 topics and searching behaviour (1). In TREC-8 we found that in order to arrive

at a relevance judgement, more complex topics required some interpretation on the part of

the searcher and a higher degree of engagement with the contents of documents being

examined. Less complex topics on the other hand were more easily understood at the

outset and by enlarge relevant documents were identified by scanning for highlighted

query terms in the documents. Hence it could be said that in general complex topics are

likely to require more effort from the searcher than less complex ones. In the current

round the differences in the level of engagement with the documents was not easily

discernible in the time allowed for each search. However it would seem that the number

of different answers required for type 1 topics was more demanding than the single

answer required for type 2. The short time element may have been a more important

success factor here than the complexity of the topic.

A third element, which contributed to the success/failure of the search outcomes, relates

to the behaviour and the characteristics of the searchers themselves. Although type 2

topics required searchers to engage with the documents viewed to accumulate evidence

for the correct answer, there was a substantial number of correct answers from Sheffield

searchers which were not supported by appropriate documents 30% (Table lb). The

reason could be two-fold: firstly informed guesses could be made on partial evidence and

secondly it may have been difficult for searchers to ascertain which document provided

the correct evidence. The number of assessed relevant documents, which were viewed

and rejected by searchers, would support this element of uncertainty, i.e. the difficulty in

identifying the correct evidence and knowing which documents to save. In comparing the

system performance with regard to actual assessed relevant documents retrieved by the

system and the actual search outcomes for the topics, it is clear that search outcomes are

highly dependent on the searchers themselves. Searchers either fail to examine relevant

documents, or disagree with the assessors' judgements.
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5. Conclusions

Since the Interactive Track was first established, much effort has been put into defining

an appropriate search task. Although there is evidence to show that a realistic and reliable

experimental setting can be created through simulated tasks (2), the search task for the

current round of the Interactive Track was not ideal. In particular whilst it may be a

common and realistic scenario for a searcher to want to find an answer as quickly as

possible, the five minute time constraint in an experimental setting had an adverse effect.

The participants in the experiment not only had to find the correct answer(s) but also had

to provide the correct evidence, i.e. identify the documents which provided the right

answer. Providing the evidence proved to be difficult and led to second guessing. With

hindsight it may have been better for searchers to have had more time to engage with the

documents to avoid readily rejecting items which did in fact contain the supporting

evidence.

In addition to highlighting the limitations of the task, the current experiment also

demonstrated the importance of comparing both user and systems performance in

interactive searching. Although it is recognised a ranked output may not be the best way
of presenting results (3), little research has been carried out to date on how searchers

handle and interpret ranked output.
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1. Introduction: Question Answering

IR techniques have proven quite successful at locating within large collections of documents

those relevant to a user's query. Often, however, the user wants not whole documents but brief

answers to specific questions: How old is the President? Who was the second person on the

moon? When was the storming of the Bastille? Recently, a number of research projects have

investigated the computational techniques needed for effective performance at this level of

granularity, focusing just on questions that can be answered in a few words taken as a passage

directly from a single text (leaving aside, for the moment, the answering of longer, more complex

answers, such as stories about events, descriptions of objects, compare&contrast discussions,

arguments of opinion, etc.).

The systems being built in these projects exhibit a fairly standard structure: all create a query

from the user's question, perform IR with the query to locate (segments of) documents likely to

contain an answer, and then pinpoint the most likely answer passage within the candidate

documents. The most common difference of approach lies in the pinpointing. A 'pure IR'

approach would segment each document in the collection into a series of mini-documents,

retrieve the segments that best match the query, and return them as answer. The challenge here

would be to make segments so small as to be just answer-sized but still large enough to be

indexable. A 'pure NLP' approach would be to match the parse and/or semantic interpretation of

the question against the parse and/or semantic interpretation of each sentence in the candidate

answer-containing documents, and return the best match(es). The challenge here would be to

perform parsing, interpretation, and matching fast enough to be practical, given the large volumes

of text to be handled.

Answering short questions thus becomes a problem of finding the best combination of word-level

(IR) and syntactic/semantic-level (NLP) techniques, the former to produce as short a set of likely

candidate segments as possible and the latter to pinpoint the answer(s) as accurately as possible.

Because language allows paraphrasing and inference, however, working out the details is not

entirely straightforward. In this paper we describe the Webclopedia, a system that uses a

classification of QA types to facilitate coverage, uses a robust syntactic-semantic parser to

perform the analysis, and contains a matcher that combines word- and parse-tree-level

information to identify answer passages. Section 2 outlines the Webclopedia approach and

architecture; Section 3 describes document retrieval and processing. Section 4 describes the QA
Typology, Section 5 the parsing, and Section 6 the matching.
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2. Webclopedia

Webclopedia's architecture, shown in Figure 1, follows the pattern outlined in Section 1:

Parsing of question: The CONTEX parser (see Section 5) is used to parse and analyze the

question, assisted by BBN's IdentiFinder (Bikel et al., 1999).

Question analysis: To form a query, single- and multi-word units (content words) are extracted

from the parsed query. WordNet synsets are used for query expansion. See Section 3.

IR: The IR engine MG (Witten et al. 1994) is used to return and rank the top 1000 documents.

Segmentation: To decrease the amount of text to be processed, the documents are broken into

semantically coherent segments. Two text segmenters were tried—TexTiling (Hearst, 94), C99
(Choi, 00); the first is used.

Ranking of segments: For each segment, each sentence is scored using a formula that rewards

word and phrase overlap with the question and expanded query words. The segments are ranked.

Parsing of segments: CONTEX also parses each sentence of the top-ranked 100 segments.

Pinpointing: For each sentence, three steps of matching are performed (see Section 6); two

compare the parses of the question and the sentence; the third moves a fixed-length window over

each sentence and computes a goodness score based on the words and phrases contained in it.

Ranking of answers: The candidate answers' scores are compared and the winning answer(s) are

output.

IR
• Steps: create query from question (WordNet-expand)

retrieve top 1000 documents

• Engines: MG (Sydney)—(Lin)

AT&T (TREC)—(Lin)

Segmentation

• Steps:segment each document into topical segments

• Engines: fixed-length (not used)

TexTiling (Hearst 94)—(Lin)

C99 (Choi 00)—(Lin)
MAXNET (Lin 00, not used)

Input question

Parse question

Create query

Retrieve documents

Segment documents

Rank segments

Ranking

• Steps: score each sentence in each segment,

using WordNet expansion

rank segments

• Engines: FastFinder (Junk)

Matching
• Steps: match general constraint patterns against parse trees

match desired semantic type against parse tree elements

match desired words against words in sentences

• Engines: matcher (Junk)

Parse top segments

Question parsing

• Steps: parse question

find desired semantic type

• Engines: IdentifFinder (BBN)

CONTEX (Hermjakob)

Segment Parsing

• Steps: parse segment sentences

• Engines: CONTEX (Hermjakob)

Match segments against question

Rank and prepare answers

Ranking and answer extraction

• Steps: rank candidate answers

extract and format them

• Engines: part of matcher (Junk)

Output answers

QA typology

• Categorize QA types in t. onomy (Gerber)

Constraint patterns

• Identify likely answers in relation to other

parts of the sentence (Gerber)

Figure 1. Webclopedia architecture.
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3. Information Retrieval and Document Ranking

Analyzing the Question to Create a Query

We parse input questions using CONTEX (Section 5) to obtain a semantic representation of the

questions. For example, we determine that the question "Who is Johnny Mathis' high school

track coach?" is asking for the name of person. The question analysis module identifies noun

phrases, nouns, verb phrases, verbs, adjective phrases, and adjectives embedded in the question.

These phrases/words are assigned significance scores according to the frequency of their type in

our question corpus (a collection of 27,000+ questions and answers), secondarily by their length,

and finally by their significance scores, derived from word frequencies in the question corpus.

We remain indebted to BBN for the use of IdentiFinder (Bikel et al., 1999), which isolates proper

names in a text and classifies them as person, organization, or location.

Expanding Queries

In order to boost recall we use WordNet 1.6 (Fellbaum 1998) to expand query terms and place all

the expanded terms into a Boolean expression. For example, "high school" is expanded to:

"(high&school)|(senior&high&school)|(senior&high)|high|highschool"

It is obvious that such brute force expansion has undesirable effects. The expanded "high school"

query contains "high". This will make "high school" relatively less significant, since "high" is a

very common word. We did not try to fix this problem in this year's TREC evaluation, but are

planning to improve the expansion procedure next year.

Retrieving Documents

We use MG (Witten et al. 1994) as our search engine. Although MG is capable of performing

ranked query, we only use its Boolean query capability. For the entire TREC9 test corpus, the

size of the inverse index file is about 200 MB and the size of the compressed text database is

about 884 MB. The stemming option is turned on. Queries are sent to the MG database, and the

retrieved documents are ranked according to their ranking from query analysis. For example:

Johnny&mathis&((high&school)|(senior&high&school)|(senior&high)|high|highschool)

will be sent to the database first. If the number of documents returned is less than a pre-specified

threshold then we retain this set of documents as the basis for further processing. The threshold is

set to 5,000 in our TREC9 evaluation. If nothing is returned then we relax the query by taking

the next query term in our query rank list. In this case, it is "high school track coach". If more

than 5,000 documents are returned we drop the query expansion and use the original query terms

instead. For this example, the query will be "Johnny&mathis&high&school&track&coach".

In some cases, it is impossible to get the number of returned documents down to 5,000. For

example, the question "What is the meaning of life?" will return an enormous amount of

documents since all the words in the query are very common. We plan to address this problem by

adding proximity and order constraints to the query process.

Ranking Documents

If the total numbers of documents returned by MG is N, we would like to rank the documents to

maximize answer recall and precision in the topmost K « N, in order to minimize the parsing
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and subsequent processing. In this phase we set K= 1,000. Our document ranker uses the

following scoring method:

• Each question word gets a score of 2

• Each synonym gets a score of 1

• Other words get a score of 0

Normally common words are ignored unless they are part of a phrase in question word order, in

which case they get a score of 2 along with other words in the phrase. Based on these scores, the

total score for a document is:

Document score = sum of word scores / number of different words

Segmenting Documents

Splitting each document into topical segments to be input to the matcher is based on the

assumption that important contextual information for pinpointing answers tends to occur within a

local context. This is mostly true for the setup of TREC9 Q&A. Furthermore, CONTEX does

not use information outside sentence boundaries. This step helps the system focus on smaller

regions of text where answers are most likely to be found.

We tried two text segmenters, TextTiling (Hearst 1994) and C99 (Choi 2000). They perform at

almost the same level, though TextTiling is faster.

Ranking Segments

The resulting segments are re-ranked using the same ranker described earlier. This time, only the

topmost 100 segments are passed to the parser (and then to the matcher for answer pinpointing).

Retrieval Results

We evaluated our IR front end in 6 separate experiments using the 238 training questions

obtained from NIST. The resulting answer distributions within the top 1 ,000 segments are shown

in Table 1

.

N < = 5 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 500 1000

Test0=38 1 2 1 5 22 23 25 27 28 28 29 29 30 36 36

% 19% 23% 34% 36% 39% 42% 44% 44% 45% 45% 47% 56% 56%

Test1=52 27 31 38 39 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 48 48

% 42% 48% 59% 61% 64% 64% 64% 64% 64% 64% 64% 75% 75%

Test2=64 23 29 38 41 43 46 47 47 47 48 48 56 56

% 36% 45% 59% 64% 67% 72% 73% 73% 73% 75% 75% 88% 88%

Test3=52 1 7 21 24 27 29 30 31 32 32 32 32 44 46

% 33% 40% 46% 52% 56% 58% 60% 62% 62% 62% 62% 85% 89%

Test4=55 34 39 46 48 48 50 50 50 50 51 51 54 54

% 62% 71% 84% 87% 87% 91% 91% 91% 91% 93% 93% 98% 98%

Test5=54 25 30 34 38 40 41 42 43 43 45 45 51 51

% 46% 56% 63% 70% 74% 76% 78% 80% 80% 83% 83% 94% 94%

Overall 138 165 202 216 226 235 239 241 242 246 247 289 291

% 44% 52% 64% 69% 72% 75% 76% 77% 77% 78% 78% 92% 92%

Table 1 . Percentage of topmost N segments containing an answer after retrieval and ranking.
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It is interesting to see that the system gets about 52% of answer segments within the top 10 and

reaches only 78% within the top 100. And even in the top 1000 segments, 8% of the answers are

missing. This indicates that further improvement of the IR front end is critical.

4. The QA Typology

There are many ways to ask the same thing. Likewise, there are many ways of delivering the

same answer. Such variations form a sort of semantic equivalence class of both questions and

answers; speaking approximately, any form of the question can be answered by any form of the

answer. Since the user may employ any version of his or her question, and the source documents

may contain any version(s) of the answer, an efficient system should group together equivalent

question types and answer types. Any specific question can then be indexed into its type, from

which all equivalent forms of the answer can be ascertained. These QA equivalence types can

help with both query expansion (for IR) and answer pinpointing (for NLP).

However, the equivalence is fuzzy; even slight variations introduce exceptions: who invented the

gas laser? can be answered by both Ali Javan and a scientist at MIT, while what is the name of

the person who invented the gas laser? requires the former only. This inexactness suggests that

the QA types be organized in an inheritance hierarchy, allowing the answer requirements

satisfying more general questions to be overridden by more specific ones 'lower down'.

Previous work in automated question answering has often categorized questions by question word

alone or by a mixture of question word and the semantic class of the answer (Srihari and Li,

2000; Moldovan et al., 2000). To ensure full coverage of all forms of simple question and

answer, we have been developing a QA Typology as a taxonomy of QA types, becoming

increasingly specific as one moves from root downward. Instead of focusing on question word or

semantic type of the answer, our classes attempt to represent the user's intention, including for

example the classes Why-Famous (for Who was Christopher Columbus? but not Who discovered

America?, which is a Proper-Person QA type) and Abbreviation-Expansion (for What does
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Figure 2. Portion of Webclopedia QA Typology.
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To create the QA Typology, we analyzed 17,384 questions and their answers (downloaded from

answers.com); see (Gerber, 2001). The Typology contains 94 nodes, of which 47 are leaf nodes;

a section of it appears in Figure 2.

Each Typology node has been annotated with examples and typical patterns of expression of both

Question and Answer, as indicated in Figure 3 for Proper-Person.

Question examples Question templates

Who was Johnny Mathis' high school track coach? who be <entity>'s <role>

Who was Lincoln's Secretary of State?

Who was President of Turkmenistan in 1994? who be <role> of <entity>

Who is die composer of Eugene Onegin?

Who is the CEO of General Electric?

Actual answers

Lou Vasquez, track coach of...and Johnny Mathis

Signed Saparmurad Turkmenbachy [Niyazov],

president of Turkmenistan

...Turkmenistan's President Saparmurad Niyazov.

...in Tchaikovsky's Eugene Onegin...

Mr. Jack Welch, GE chairman...

...Chairman John Welch said ...GE's

Figure 3. Portion of QA Typology nod

Answer templates

<person>, <role> of <entity>

<person> <role-title*> of <entity>

<entity>'s <role> <person>

<person>'s <entity>

<role-tide> <person> ... <entity> <role>

<subject>|<psv object> of related role-verb

annotations for Proper-Person.

5. Parsing

Some answers returned by a youthful Webclopedia showed the need to ensure that the answer

found is of the right kind semantically:

Q: Where are zebras most likely found?— A: in the dictionary

Q: Where do lobsters like to live? — A: on the table / at the same rate as regular lobsters

and in the right range numerically:

Q: How many people live in Chile? — A: nine

We use CONTEX, a parser that is trained on a corpus to return both syntactic and semantic

information, to help.

CONTEX is a deterministic machine-learning based grammar learner/parser that was originally

built for MT (Hermjakob, 1997; Hermjakob and Mooney, 1997), where a smaller version of

CONTEX (lexically restricted English) reached a labeled precision rate of 89.8% when trained on

256 sentences. Over the past few years it has been extended over the past years to handle

deployment on new languages, including Japanese and Korean (Hermjakob, 2000). The Japanese

version of the parser, trained on 4096 sentences and tested on lexically unrestricted sentences,

achieves 91.4% labeled precision and 91.1% labeled recall for parse trees with a word level

granularity, and a bunsetsu level dependency accuracy rate of 84.5%. For English, CONTEX
parses of unseen sentences measured 87.6% labeled precision and 88.4% labeled recall, after

being trained on 2048 sentences from the Penn Treebank in March 2000. The robustness and the
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fact that the parser produces a complete parse tree for every test sentence, makes it very useful for

Webclopedia.

CONTEX works as follows. As with statistical systems, the grammar learning system also

induces its rules from training data; however, it makes better use of linguistic knowledge and

other knowledge resources. When presented with a set of parse trees, the learning system

automatically derives the sequence of Shift-Reduce parsing operations required to produce each

tree. To determine which specific action to take at any point, it considers features of the left and

right contexts of the current word. These features include words, parts of speech, lexical and

semantic features, etc. In cases of ambiguity, it asks the trainer to identify which feature(s) to pay

attention to. Viewing ambiguity as a decision making problem, the system builds a variant of a

decision tree to handle the ambiguity in future, using the feature(s) within the context as well as

background knowledge in the form of lexicons, ontologies, and any results from topic detection,

etc. The appropriate features are indicated manually, by the trainer, if he or she decides they are

needed. The decision structure however differs from a traditional grammar in two ways: (1) it is

more, in the sense that it does not only provide a space of possible analyses, but in fact selects

what it believes is the best analysis, and (2) it has a very operational character in that it directly

drives the shift-reduce parser. The grammar as represented by the decision structure therefore has

a somewhat different character from the traditional static grammar resource.

Manual guidance allows CONTEX to require far fewer treebanked sentences for training.

CONTEX derives much of its strength from the integration of different types of background

knowledge, even if those knowledge resources are incomplete. In this way it is a good example

of the hybridization of statistical and symbolic techniques. Machine learning algorithms

automatically select the most relevant features that best support specific run time parse decisions.

This approach employs human and machine each to best advantage: linguists are good at parsing

individual sentences, but less good at keeping all the complexity and generalization of a full

grammar under control, while machines are excellent at managing and generalizing large sets of

individual data points. The result is a rapid traversal of the learning space toward a robust, wide-

coverage grammar and parser.

Webclopedia required four extensions to CONTEX.

First, the grammar had to be extended to handle questions. This was achieved by adding approx.

250 manually parsed questions to the Penn Treebank, on which the system's English grammar

has been trained. Of these questions, 100 were obtained from NIST's TREC-8 QA corpus and

150 from elsewhere.

Second, the semantic type ontology in CONTEX was extended, both to include QA types and to

include many more Objects from our ontology SENSUS. It now contains about 10,000 nodes.

Third, the results of BBN's IndentiFinder locating proper names had to be taken into account.

Fourth, the parse tree output had to be augmented to carry question-related information. The

semantic type of the desired answer, as determined by CONTEX, we call the Qtarget. CONTEX
returns a ranked list of Qtargets, in order of specificity, drawn from its ontology. For example,

the expression

(((c-date) (c-temp-loc-with-year)) ((eq c-temp-loc)))

indicates that the system should try to match a specific date or specific year (both first choice)

over a more general temporal expression like "after the war".)

Beside the Qtargets that refer to concepts in CONTEX' s concept ontology (see first example in

Figure 4), Qtargets can also refer to part of speech labels (see first example), to constituent roles

or slots of parse trees (see second and third examples), and to more abstract nodes in the QA
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Typology (see later examples). For questions with the Qtargets Q-WHY-FAMOUS, Q-WHY-
FAMOUS-PERSON, Q-SYNONYM, and others, the parse tree also provides a slot Qargs that

contains additional information helpful for matching (see final examples).

Semantic ontology types (I-EN-CITY) and part of speech labels (S-PROPER-NAME):

What is the capital of Uganda?

QTARGET: (((I-EN-CITY S-PROPER-NAME)) ((EQ I-EN-PROPER-PLACE)))

Parse tree roles:

QTARGET: (((ROLE REASON)))

QTARGET: (((SLOT TITLE-P TRUE)))

Q-WHY-FAMOUS
Q-WHY-FAMOUS-PERSON
Q-DEFINITION

Q-DEFINrnON

Q-SYNONYM
Q-SYNONYM
Q-YES-NO-QUESTION

Q-TRUE-FALSE-QUESTION

Qargs for additional information:

Who was Betsy Ross? QTARGET: (((Q-WHY-FAMOUS-PERSON))) QARGS: (("Betsy Ross"))

How is "Pacific Bell" abbreviated? QTARGET: (((Q-ABBREVIATION))) QARGS: (("Pacific Bell"))

What are geckos? QTARGET: (((Q-DEFIMTION))) QARGS: (("geckos" "gecko") ("animal"))

Figure 4. QA-related information, returned in the parse tree of the question.

6. Answer Matching

Given the instantiated QA patterns, the Qtargets and Qargs lists, and the potential answer-bearing

text segments (also parsed by CONTEX), the Matcher module performs three attempts to

pinpoint the answer:

• match QA patterns,

• match Qtargets and Qargs,

• (if all else fails) move a word-level window across the (unparsed) text, scoring each position.

The window scoring function is as follows:

Score = (500 / (500+w))*(l / r) * I^II 1

5

*eWq)'-5

]

Factors:

• w: window width (modulated by gaps of various lengths: "white house" ^"white car and

house")

• r: rank of Qtarget in list returned by CONTEX
• /: window word information content (inverse log freq)

• q: # different question words, and specific rewards (bonus q=3.0)

• e: penalty for question word expansion using WordNet synsets (e=0.8)

• b: boosting for main verb match, target words, proper names, etc. (b=2.0)

• u: (value 0 or 1) indicates whether a word has been "subsumed" by the Qtarget model and

should not contribute (again) to the score. For example, "In what year did Columbus

discover America?" the subsumed-words are {what, year}.

Why can't ostriches fly?

Name a film in which Jude Law acted.

QA Typology nodes:

What are the Black Hills known for?

Who was Whitcomb Judson?

What is Occam's Razor?

A corgi is a kind of what?

What is another name for nearsightedness?

Aspartame is also called what?

Should you exercise when you're sick?

True or false: Chaucer was an actual person.
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Unless required, we will not try to develop a more sophisticated scoring function, preferring to

focus on the modules that employ information 'deeper' than the word level.

7. Experiments and Results

We entered the TREC-9 short form QA track, and received an overall Mean Reciprocal Rank

score of 0.318, which put Webclopedia in essentially tied second place with two others. (The

winning system far outperformed all the others.)

A sample analysis of the relative performance of the three modules appears in Table 2. It is clear

that the QA patterns made only a small contribution, and that the Qtarget made by far the largest

contribution. Interestingly, the word-level window match lay somewhere in between.

Date IRhits QA pattern Qtarget Window Total

6/17 78.1 05.5 26.2 10.4 30.3

Table 2. Correct answers attributable to each module.

We are pleased with the performance of Qtargets. They indicate the value of trying to locate the

desired semantic type from the meaning of the question. Together with the parse structure, they

also help with pinpointing the answer closely: our average answer window length was approx. 25

bytes.

We are not however satisfied with the manually built QA patterns. First, it is too difficult and

takes too long to build them by hand (the 500 we have were assembled by simply combining

approx. 25 question patterns with 25 answer patterns). Second, the patterns are not robust in the

face of small variations of phrasing. We aim instead to build the QA patterns automatically.
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Abstract

Although at first sight, the web track might seem a copy of the ad hoc track, we discovered that some small

adjustments had to be made to our systems to run the web evaluation. As we expected, the basic language model

based IR model worked effectively on this data. Blind feedback methods however, seem less effective on web data.

We also experimented with rescoring the documents based on several algorithms that exploit link information. These

methods yielded no positive result.

1 Introduction

The basic idea for the web track run was to modify our ad-hoc system for the main web task and perform some
experiments with the link structure information. We did not know to what scale we would have to re-engineer our

systems to be able to deal with 10 giga bytes of data which is about 5 times larger than the ad-hoc collection. We
applied the same IR model based on an interpolated unigram language model which had proven to be succesful on

several data collections and tasks: Ad hoc, CLER, SDR and filtering. The model will be presented in Section 2.

2 Retrieval Model

All runs were carried out with an information retrieval system based on a simple unigram language model. The basic

idea is that documents can be represented by simple statistical language models. Now, if a query is more probable

given a language model based on document d\, than given e.g. a language model based on document dz, then we
hypothesise that the document di is more relevant to the query than document ofe • Thus the probability of generating a

certain query given a document-based language model can serve as a score to rank documents with respect to relevance.

P(TU T2 ,--- ,Tn \Dk)P(Dk ) = P(Dk)l[XP(Ti\Dk ) + (l-X)P{Ti) (1)

i=i

In the above formula, T\

,

.., Tn represents a query, P{Dk) is the a priori probability of relevance of a document. The

product term consists of the probability of a term given a document P[Ti\Dk) interpolated with the marginal P(Tj).

For the a priori P(Dk) we usually take:

P(Dt) = *S- (2,

E 7=i dlenj

"The TNO and University of Twente team is a continuation of the "TwentyOne" cooperative team which participated in previous TREC evalua-

tions.
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This choice can be motivated by the fact that empirical studies by Singhal [4] have shown that there is usually a linear

relationship between probability of relevance and document length.

The model was implemented in a vector product form supported by the TNO search engine. Our system was able

to index the 10 Gigabyte dataset in roughly 20 hours on a SUN ultrasparc 300 Mhz. No re-engineering was necessary,

except for the HTML entity conversion, which broke on several non-conforming documents.

3 Content only Experiments

We experimented with several variants for the estimator of the marginal P(Ti) in formula (1). We compared an

estimator based on the document frequency:

P(Ti) = dft/N (3)

with an estimator based on the collection frequency:

TV V N
P(Ti) = ^tfii/^£tfij- (4)

j= l 2=1 j= l

and an estimator based on the term frequency averaged over all documents:

N
P(Ti) = ^(tf^/dlen,) (5)

j=l

In these estimators, iV is the number of documents and V the indexing vocabulary.

A second experiment dealt with score normalisation. Score normalisation is not necessary for the web task, but is

relevant for other tasks like CLER and topic tracking. We had found that dividing the RSV by the query length helps

to normalize scores across topics. This makes sense because the RSV is composed of a sum of log terms, (cf. [3]

for a description of the vector space implementation of the model, which is based on taking the log of the probability,

thereby converting the product into a summation) However, when we choose a model which includes a document

prior P{Dk), the RSV is not a sum of query term related addends anymore, because the document prior is a constant

probability, independent of the query length, which is even added when the query has zero length. We assumed that

we could correct for this problem by assuming that both the document prior and the query dependent score component

(the first term) are independent sources of evidence, in that case we can add a weighting component 0 , which controls

the ratio of the prior evidence component in the final RSV.

RSV(Q, D k ) = l/Tn Tn\og(XiP(Ti\Dk ) + (1 - \>)P(Tl )) + 0\ogP(D k ) (6)

Ti=Ti

Experiments showed however, that the assumption that both sources of evidence are independent, is not true. The

original model where the document prior is seen as an internal component of the model and where the sum component

is not normalised separately showed the best performance. This leaves the RSV normalisation problem (which is not

relevant for the web task) yet unsolved. We hypothesize that the document priors are especially helpful as an additional

probabilistic knowledge source, when the system does not have a lot of information about the topic of interest (e.g.

the query is short). For more informative queries, the influence of the a priori knowledge that longer documents tend

to be more often significant is small, because this effect is implicitly coerced by the retrieval model. The longer the

query, the lower the probability that a short document contains all query terms.

We tested several blind feedback methods on the TREC8 2 Gigabyte small web task. We did not find a consistent

improvement, for title queries the performance was even hurt. We decided to refrain from feedback in the TREC9
web runs. We think the blind feedback was especially troubled by the presence of typos, which are abundant in web

documents. These typos receive a high weight in most pseudo feedback strategies, because of there low document

frequency. A more detailed analysis is required to study whether this is the only problem.

Table 1 gives the results of the content only runs. We have focussed on title only runs, because we feel these are

most real-life and challenging.
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runtag official run description average precision

tnout9t2 yes title run with 0.5 doc priors 0.1801

tnoutfl yes full run without doc priors 0.2178

df-estimator no title with doc priors 0.1871

df-estimator no title without doc priors 0.1465

cf-estimator no title with doc priors 0.1884

avtf-estimator no title with doc priors 0.1871

df-estimator no full with doc priors 0.2240

Table 1 : Content-only results

The first of the official runs (tnout9t2) is a title run based on the third (average tf) estimator with a lambda value

of 0.01 to enhance coordination, a prior weight /3 of 0.5 while dividing the first term by the query length (according

to formula (6)), the second official run (tnoutgfl) is a full run based on the first estimator using the standard model of

(1) without document priors. In the full run terms from the title receive a triple weight, terms from the description run

receive a double weight and terms from the narrative section a single weight. This choice was motivated by some post

hoc experiments on prior collections.

We have done some additional experiments. First we modified our tokenizer to allow query terms with digits to

enter the fuzzy matching process. This brought a small but insignificant improvement (only one topic changed).

We also re-tested the different estimators in combination with standard document priors and different lambda

values. It turned out that the choice of a lambda value of 0.80-0.90 was best for all three estimators, with very

small performance differences the table shows results for lambda=0.1. The second estimator, based on the collection

frequencies scored best, but practically spoken, the three estimators work about as well.

We have made some additional plots to check whether the assumption that probability of relevance is linearly

correlated with document length holds for a number of collections:

0.01

0.0001

1e-05

0.001 r

10000 100000

Figure 1: P(D\l) for the TREC7 Ad Hoc collection

Figures 1,2, 3 and 4 show plots of P(-D/c isRel|dlen fc G bin*). Similar to Singhal, we binned the documents from
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Figure 2: P(D\l) for the TREC8 Ad Hoc collection
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Figure 3: P(D\l) for the TREC8 small web collection
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Figure 4: P(D\l) for the TREC9 main web collection

the qrel file, but we took bins on a log scale. Subsequently, we computed

pm . D „ ,, v P(dlen
fc € bin

fc |£ fc isRel).P(D fc
isRel)

P(D fc isRel dlen fc € bin*) = —— ——
(7)

P(d\enk € bin*)

The plots for the web collections seem quite comparable and distinct from the adhoc plots, which in turn are also

quite comparable. Especially shorter Ad Hoc documents are relatively much more relevant than their web counterparts.

This could be explained by the fact that shorter web documents are often just placeholders for links or pictures. We
might be able to improve the performance of our runs by taking this fact into account while estimating document

priors.

4 Exploitation of links

We used different link-based techniques to recalculate the scores for the top 1000 documents retrieved by a title-only,

content-only run (tnout9t2). Although in last year's TREC, adding link information didn't seem to help, we hope

that the higher density of links in this year's collection can improve the results. Below, we first discuss the different

approaches and then compare the results to the original content-only run.

We used two different approaches. The first one is the well-known Kleinberg algorithm of hubs and authorities

[2]. We took the top N documents with their in and out links and computed hubs and authoroties on that set. We then

normalised the content only scores in the same way the scores are normalised in the kleinberg algorithm (equation 8).

The normalised scores and kleinberg scores are then summed.

(j\
score(d)

newscore{d) = = —7 (8)

Zd£docs(scor<d))

The second approach is based on co-citation [5] and bibliographic coupling [1]. The assumptions behind the use

of these measures to adjust the document scores are the following. If the set of documents that document A refers to is

similar to the set of documents that document B refers to, then document A and B are similar. If the set of documents
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that refer to A is similar to the set of documents that refer to B, then A and B are similar. First we analysed last year's

results. We propagated the relevance judgements along the links and computed the following scores:

Inlinkrel(d) = Eieiniinks(d) relevancyji)

#inlinks(d)
(9)

Outlinkrel(d) = Y,ieoutiinks(d) relevancyji)

#outlinks(d)
(10)

Cociterel(d) = 52ieiniinks(d) Outlinkrelji)

#outlinks(d)
(11)

Bibcouplrel(d) = ^outiinks(d) Inlinkrelji)

#inlinks(d)
(12)

In table 2 the average scores are shown for the whole collection, the assessment pool and the relevant set. Relevant

documents have higher cocitation and bibliographic coupling scores than an average (judged) document. We used this

information to recalculate the scores of a topic only run in the following way. We took the top N retrieved documents

and propagated their scores allong their in and outlinks calculating cocitation and bibcoupling scores analogously to

the cocitation and bibliographic coupling relevancies in equations 11 and 12. We used the resulting cocitation and

bibliographic coupling scores to weigh the original content-only scores.

Relevance Inlinkrel Outlinkrel Cociterel Bibcouplrel

Collection (WT2g)

Assessment pool

Relevant set

0.00921076

0.050987634

1

0.012829736

0.010024281

0.064735196

0.004616373

0.004668967

0.026876365

0.00728053

0.010140689

0.126311025

0.006673368

0.010697012

0.137629731

Table 2: Average indirect relevancy

Due to some misunderstanding about the calculation of the scores, in the official content-link runs the content-only

scores are reweighed by multiplying the content-only scores and the link scores (i.e. cocitation scores). However, the

original content-only scores are composed of a sum of logarithms of different weights. In unofficial runs (with runtags

ending in log), the link scores are properly combined with the content only scores. The results for the different runs

can be seen in table 3

Adding link information decreases or at the best doesn't influence the average precision. When we take a closer

look at the different link runs and compare them to the content only title run, we see that most runs hardly differ

from it. The only run that differs a lot is tnout9t21k50. In this run, the authority scores are added to the normalised

runtag official run description average precision

tnout9t2 yes title only content run 0.1801

tnout9t21k50 yes Weinberg on top 50 0.0488

tnout9t21cl0 yes cocitation on top 10 0.1630

tnout9t21c50 yes cocitation on top 50 0.1337

tnout9t2.klein501og no Weinberg on top 50 0.1803

tnout9t2.cocl01og no cocitation on top 10 0.1786

tnout9t2.coc501og no cocitation on top 50 0.1784

tnout9t2.bibl01og no bibcoupling on top 10 0.1691

tnout9t2.bib501og no bibcoupling on top 50 0.1642

Table 3: Content-Link results
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content only scores. This means that the link information is regarded equally important as the content information.

In all the other runs, link information was only used to reweigh the content information. When we use Weinberg

authority scores for reweighing (tnout2.klein501og), this doesn't change the results of the content run . Even though

this year's collection is bigger and has more links than last year's collection, the use of link information does not seem

to improve the retrieval results. One of the reasons for this might be that TREC topics are not suitable for using link

information because they are too specific. This year's TREC topics on average have only 47.4 relevant documents, so

the changes of being many links between them are rather small. Another reason is that there's a lot of garbage in the

link information. The basic assumption behind these link based methods is that pages are topically related if they are

linked to each other. Obviously, this isn't necessarily the case. Many links on the web refer to creators of the page,

sponsors, friends or other pages without a topical relation to the source page of the link. Classifying links in advance

into meaningful and meaningless links on the basis of for example the anchor text might help.

5 Conclusion

To our surprise, the web task turned out to be more difficult than we expected. Firstly, web documents (even though

the collection has been cleaned) contain a lot of trash, often in the form of of incorrect HTML. The HTML parsing

component had to be adjusted to be able to handle this kind of material. Secondly, web documents contain a lot of

misspellings. These are often very rare terms. When such terms occur in a pseudo feedback document, they will

have a bad influence on the pseudo feedback process, because these terms will receive a high weight. Finally, the

title only queries posed a problem. Some queries contained typos, involving digits (topic 487). Our engine simply

discarded those terms. The tokenizer has to be updated as well to deal with years. Four-digit years were important

query concepts in quite a few queries, they were discarded by our term extraction module.

The content-only runs were finally run with some small variants of our standard IR model. Both the full and

title runs perform well (33 resp 37 topics) above median, confirming the adequacy of the model. The runs which

additionally analyzed link information in order to rescore the runs, were not able to improve on average precision.

This confirms the general result of the TREC8 web runs. We hope to improve the link analysis in the future by looking

at the anchor texts.
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1 Introduction

MultiText has participated in TREC each year since TREC-4 [3, 2, 7, 8, 6]. For TREC-9 we

concentrated our efforts on the question answering (QA) track and also submitted runs for the

Web track.

The MultiText system incorporates a unique technique for arbitrary passage retrieval, which

was used in all of our TREC-9 experiments. The technique efficiently locates high-scoring passages,

where the score of a passage is based on its length and the weights of the terms occurring within it.

Passage boundaries are determined by the query, and can start and end at any term position. If a

document ranking is required, the score of a document is computed by combining the scores of the

passages it contains. Versions of the technique have been described in our previous TREC papers

and elsewhere [4]. Our TREC-8 paper [6] provides a concise overview of the current version.

Our TREC-9 QA experiments extended our TREC-8 work. For TREC-8 we simply stripped

stopwords from the question, applied the passage retrieval technique, and submitted 250 or 50 bytes

centered at each of the top five passages. Considering that no use was made of the structure of the

question or the meaning of words within it, relatively good results were achieved. For TREC-9 we

applied both question pre-processing, to a generate a query that is more likely to retrieve passages

that contain the answer, and passage post-processing, to select the best 250 or 50 byte answer from

within a passage. Both the pre-processor and post-processor make use of a question parser, which

generates the query to be executed against the target collection and a set of selection rules that

are used to drive a set of pattern matching routines in the post-processor.

In addition, we participated in all aspects of the Web Track, submitting runs over both the

10GB and 100GB collections, 10GB runs incorporating link information, and 10GB runs using

both title-only and title-description queries.

2 Question Answering Track

Our question answering system consists of three main components (Figure 1). The parsing compo-

nent performs the pre-processing of questions, feeding the resulting queries and selection rules to

the passage retrieval component and the passage selection component. The passage retrieval com-

ponent executes the queries over the target corpus, retrieving the ten best passages. The passage

selection component applies the selection rules to the passages to produce a ranked set of five 50-

or 250-byte answers.
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Question Query
Parsing

Passage
CorpusRetrieval

Passages
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Passage Answers

Selection

Figure 1: Overview of QA processing

2.1 Passage Retrieval for Question Answering

The MultiText passage retrieval algorithm is used to identify locations in documents where answers

are likely to occur. For each question, ten passages are retrieved and passed to the passage selection

component for analysis. These ten passages consist of the highest-scoring passages where no two

passages are taken from the same document.

For passage retrieval purposes, each document D in the corpus is treated as an ordered sequence

of words:

D = di d2 d3...dm .

At each word position (l...m) various terms are indexed indicating information about the word.

These indexed terms include the word itself, the stemmed word and in some cases a token indicating

that the word's position corresponds to the start of a name, a number, a monetary value, or other

potential answer value.

A query is treated as a set of terms:

Q = till 92, 93, •••},

where each term is a word, a phrase, a truncated word, a word with stemming applied or a disjunc-

tion of terms. Document and query terms are matched using the expected semantics. For example,

the query used for question 425 ("How many months does a normal human pregnancy last?") is

months normal human pregnancy "$last" <duration>

The term "$last" indicates that "last" should be matched under stemming (matching "lasts",

"lasting", etc.). The term <duration> matches positions in the document where possible time

values have been identified during indexing of the corpus.

An extent [u, u), with 1 < u < v < m is used to represent a subsequence of D beginning at

position u and ending at position v:

du du+i du+2---dv .
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An extent (u, v) satisfies a term set T C Q if the subsequence of D defined by the extent matches

all the terms from T. An extent [u, v) is a cover for T if (it, v) satisfies T and the subsequence

corresponding to (it, v) contains no subsequence that also satisfies T. That is, there does not

exist an extent (it', v') with either u < it' < v' < v or it < it' < v' < v that satisfies T. The
MultiText System uses a fast algorithm to compute covers for all subsets of Q over all documents

in a collection [4].

Passages are assigned scores based on their lengths and on the weights assigned to the query

terms they match. A term t is assigned an IDF-like weight:

w t = \og(N/ft),

where ft is the number of times that t is matched in the corpus and N is the sum of the lengths of

all the documents in the corpus. A standard IDF weight is not used since in-document frequencies

are not stored in the MultiText index.

The weight assigned to a set of terms T C Q is the sum of the weights assigned to each term in

T:

W(T) = ][>.

If an extent (it, v) is a cover for the term set T then it can be assigned a score combining the length

of the extent and the weight of its matching terms:

C(T,u,v) = W{T) - |T|log(u-u+l). (1)

Once the ten highest-scoring extents from distinct documents were determined, the centerpoint

of each extent was computed (u+ v)/2 and a 200-word passage centered at this point was retrieved

from the corpus. These 200-word passages were then used for final passage selection.

The ability of the algorithm to locate potential answers is illustrated by Figure 2. The figure

is based on the top passage retrieved for each of the 200 TREC-8 questions. The queries used

to retrieve these passages were generated using our TREC-9 parser, described in Section 2.2. A
50-byte window was slid across each passage a byte at a time, and for each location of the window

a regular expression was used to check for an answer to the corresponding question. These regular

expressions were taken from the QA evaluation script distributed to track participants by Ellen

Voorhees. For each possible location of the window's center relative to the center of the retrieved

passage, the figure plots the number of questions for which an answer was found in the window.

The graph has an obvious spike within ±100 bytes of the centerpoint.

2.2 Parsing Questions

The parser has two functions: 1) to generate better queries so that the passage retrieval engine can

generate the best candidate passages, and 2) to generate selection rules so that the post-processor

can select the best 50-byte or 250-byte answers from the passages.

As a baseline for comparison, we use our simple but effective TREC-8 technique. For this

baseline, query terms are exactly those in the question, except for stop words, with no stemming

or expansion of any sort. The post-processor merely truncates or expands the top five retrieved

passages to form the run. After TREC-8 we observed a number of shortcomings in this baseline

technique, which we aim to address with the parser.

In the baseline, stopwords like "how", "when", "first" are eliminated, sometimes eliminating

the crux of the question at the same time. In the majority of cases the eliminated words are useless
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Figure 2: Answer location relative to passage center (TREC-8 data)

as search terms, but in a significant minority of cases the eliminated words would have been useful,

and in many other cases the eliminated words contain potentially valuable information about the

nature of the question.

In the baseline, words are not stemmed at all. Our experience with the Adhoc, Web, and VLC
tasks in previous TREC experiments convinced us that stemming compromises early precision,

which is all-important for question answering. Nonetheless, a variant of an exact question word

would have often been a better search term. For example, given the question "When did John

Kennedy die?", the variant "died" is more likely to appear in the answer than "die". Synonyms

like "killed", "shot", or "assassinated" may also glean correct answers. However, in preliminary

experiments we found that naive thesaurus expansion, like stemming, compromised early precision,

and was overall a detriment to question answering.

We and others [9] have observed that many of the questions can be categorized (Who, What,

Where, How far, How many, etc) and that answers to questions of a particular category often

contained particular terms. For example, answers to "How far" questions almost certainly contain

a number and a unit of distance. Answers to "How many" questions also contain a number and

a unit, but the unit term depends on the question rather than the question category alone. For

example, the answer to "How many angels can dance on the head of a pin?" almost certainly

contains a number followed by "angel" or "angels"

.

Some categories contain more subtle information about the form of the answer. The answer to

"What is the capital of Uraguay?" almost certainly contains the name of a city, or, to be more

specific, a capital city. This particular question is common enough in the TREC-8 questions that

one might consider handling "capital" as a special case, but we wished to find a more general

solution. "What river flows through Kansas City?" is more subtle still. With appropriate analysis

one could deduce that the answer is a river, and enumerate the possible answers, or one could make
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use of the verb "flows" to deduce that a likely form of the answer is the name of the river followed

by some conjugation of "flow"

.

The parser attempts to infer some of this information from the question and use it to generate

the queries and selection rules. The queries and the selection rules capture the results of the

parsing in different forms. The queries consist of terms that are likely to appear close to answer.

The selection rules explicitly contain category and part-of-speech information, as well as lexical

patterns that cannot be matched by the passage retrieval system.

2.2.1 Implementation of the Parser

After considering a number of approaches to question analysis, we developed our own context-

free grammar and parser. We considered using shallow (finite-state) patterns but rejected them

because: 1) it appeared that the patterns would be as complex as a context-free grammar; 2) we

were concerned about over-fitting our analysis to the training data; and 3) we wanted the structure

of a parse tree as a framework for question analysis. We also investigated existing natural language

parsers, in particular Cooper's CPSG [5] and the Link Grammar Parser [10]. Neither appeared to

parse the training questions well, and in both cases we estimated that building an interface for the

parser and its output was as complex as parsing the question directly.

Part-of-speech analysis is a necessary complement to context-free parsing, as it is not possible

to write a grammar whose vocabulary incorporates all possible words in the question. Instead,

generic words like <verb>, <noun>, etc. are recognized by a separate component. We did not

find a publicly available part-of-speech tagger suitable to our needs. Instead we used WordNet to

determine whether each word of the question was likely a noun, verb, adjective, or adverb. Parts

of speech not recognized by WordNet (articles, pronouns, prepositions) were explicitly enumerated

in the grammar. We used a simple strategy suggested in the WordNet documentation [1]: We
assumed that the probability of a word being a particular part of speech was proportional to the

number of senses listed for that part-of-speech. For example, the word "head" has 30 noun senses, 6

verb senses, 2 adjective senses, and no adverb senses, so we assign probabilities 0.79, .16, .05, and e

to these senses. In addition, explicit words in the grammar (like articles, pronouns, and important

other words) are given their own categories with high probabilities.

The parser uses Earley's algorithm to determine all possible parses and selects the one that is

most probable; the probability of a rule is the product of the probabilities of the terms on its right

side, multiplied by an optional weight factor associated with the rule. For example, the probability

of matching the rule

NOUNPHRASE -> <adjective> NOUN 0.9

is the probability of matching <adjective> times the probability of matching NOUN times 0.9. The

grammar contains only 80 production rules (see appendix).

2.2.2 Analysis of the Parse Tree

The most probable derivation tree is walked by an attribute evaluator. The evaluator accumulates

each of the important words and its part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, or adverb) and attempts

to identify the subject and predicate of the question. Quoted phrases and capitalized sequences of

words are identified. The category of the question is identified for various phrasings. For example

"Name the capital of Uruguay" , "What is the capital of Uruguay?" , and "What is Uruguay's capi-

tal?" all yield the same result. Special forms involving "How" are recognized as specific categories.

Finally, an attribute "instanceof" is computed which identifies a hypernym of the answer. For the
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examples above, this attribute is "capital". The parse tree and the computed attributes are written

to an intermediate file which is processed by the query generator.

The query generator uses the attributes to formulate queries and selection rules. It deduces more
specific answer categories using the "instanceof" and other attributes as well as its knowledge of a

few specific words. For example, if the "instanceof" attribute is one of "value", "debt", "earnings",

etc. the answer category is assumed to be "money". If the question category is "How long" the

answer category may be "distance" or "time interval". For each possible answer category, the

generator may add compound terms that retrieve likely answers. For example, the answer category

"time interval" causes a term like ("hours" + "minutes" + "weeks"+ . . . +"aeons") to be added to

the query. The generator further generates a selection rule that would identify a number followed

by one of these terms.

Quoted or capitalized phrases were added as query terms in addition to each of their constituent

words. Possessive adjectives were expanded. For example, queries for the capital of Uruguay would

all include the term ("Uruguay 5 s"+"of Uruguay"+"of the Uruguay"). Verbs were stemmed and

irregular verbs were expanded to include all conjugations. Nouns, adjectives, and adverbs were not

stemmed. Pronouns, articles and prepositions were omitted from the query. We had intended to use

WordNet and a number of special-purpose dictionaries to expand a large number of "instanceof"

attributes. Unfortunately, time did not permit.

All of the attribute and category information was written to yet another intermediate file,

which was read by the post-processor. A separate pattern file translated some answer categories

and "instanceof" attributes into lexical patterns.

2.3 Passage Selection

For each question, the passage selection post-processor receives a list of ten ranked passages from the

retrieval engine and category information from the parser. In addition, the post-processor consults

external databases containing lists of countries, states, cities, proper names, etc. Post-processing

then proceeds with the following steps:

1) Determine the answer category from the parser output.

2) Scan the passages for patterns matching the answer category.

3) Assign each possible answer term an initial score based on its rarity.

4) Decrease or increase the the term scores depending on various quality heuristics.

5) Select from the passages the (50-byte or 250-byte) answer that maximizes the sum

of the term scores it contains.

6) Set the scores of all terms appearing in the selected answer to zero.

7) Repeat steps 5 and 6 until five answers are selected.

In the first step, the answer categories yielded by the parser are reduced by the pre-processor to

one of "Proper" (person, name, company, etc.), "Place" (city, country, date, etc.), "Time" (date,

duration, weekday, etc.), "How" (much, many, far, long, etc.), or "Other". The "How" category

includes special subcategories for monetary values, numbers, distances and other measurements.

Next the passages are scanned using the patterns for the given category (step 2). These pattern

generally consist of regular expressions with simple hand-coded extensions. For example, the pat-

tern for "Proper" is simply [~A-Za-zO-9] [A-Z] [A-Za-z] + ["A-Za-zO-9] , which matches a capital

letter followed by one or more letters surrounded by white space or punctuation. Repeated strings

are considered more likely to be the answer, as are strings found in highly ranked passages and

strings found near the center of passages.
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The third step is to assign a score to the term, using the formula

ct \og(N/ft),

where ft is the number of times the term appears in the corpus, N is the sum of the lengths of all

the documents in the corpus, and ct is the number of retrieved passages in which the term appears.

The fourth step modifies the scores using a number of heuristics. First, the score is modified

according to its distance from the center of the the retrieved passage. The score is multiplied

by 1 — distance/ 1000, lowering the scores for terms that are farther from the center. Then the

score is modified depending on the rank of the passage in which it was found. It is multiplied by

1 — rank/'1000, giving a lower score to terms from passages ranked lower by the retrieval engine.

The term score is also modified using additional patterns specific to the answer category. Some
patterns are "boosters" which increase the score, while some are "reducers" which decrease the

score. For example for a "Proper" answer category, the occurrence of "Mr." before the term is a

booster, whereas being part of a "Date" pattern is a reducer. The exact values of the boosters and

reducers were determined and adjusted manually using the training data.

For each 50- or 250-byte substring of the passages, its score is simply the sum of the scores

of the terms within it. The best answer is the substring of the required length with the highest

score. This answer is selected for inclusion in the run, and the scores of all terms appearing in it

are reduced to zero (step 6). The next best answer is then selected, and this process repeats until

five answers are generated (step 7). The purpose of reducing the term scores to zero after selection

is to eliminate duplication. However, there is a still a risk that part of the answer may appear in

an incorrect passage and the reduction in weight might cause the correct answer to be missed.

Consider the question "Who is the leader of India?" (question 215). The highest-scoring terms

and their scores (scaled by 1/1000) are "Sikhs" (27), "Vishwanath" (22) ,
"Pratap" (20), "Tamil" (16),

"Farooqui"(8), "Wire" (7), "Nadu" (5), "Madras" (3), "Punjab" (3), "Indian" (2), "Velupillai" (1.6),

"urges" (1.5), "Hindu" (1.1), "Prabhakaran"(9.8), "Gandhi" (0.7), "Dixit" (0.7), "Participation" (0.7),

and "Singh" (0.6). The top five 50-byte passages returned by the postprocessor are:

1) . Indian Prime Minister Vishwanath Pratap Singh f

2) . Front. INDIA LEADER URGES SIKHS' PARTICIPATION.

3) PUNJAB PEACE. From Times Staff and Wire Reports.

4) unist Party of India) leader, Mr M. Farooqui . "Bu

5) d Monday. J.N. Dixit said Velupillai Prabhakaran,

2.4 Results

The officials results from our QA runs are summarized in Figure 3. Two of the runs (uwmt9qas0

and uwmt9qal0) were generated by the method described in Section 2.3. The other two (uwmt9qasl

and uwmt9qall) were generated by a similar technique that used a different (and less successful)

approach to pattern matching.

Along with the official strict and lenient mean reciprocal ranks, in its last column the figure lists

the results of our own internal judging of the 250-byte runs, which was undertaken immediately

after the QA runs were submitted. Since we could only submit two official runs, we performed

our own judging to examine the individual effects of the various QA processing components. The

results of are presented in Figure 4.

The values in Figure 4 are for questions 201-700 only, since the remaining questions are rephras-

ing of previous questions. The first row of the figure gives the mean reciprocal rank for a baseline
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run id

length

(bytes)

strict lenient MultiText

official judgements official judgements judgements

uwmt9qas0

uwmt9qasl

uwmt9qal0

uwmt9qall

50

50

250

250

0.321 0.339

0.257 0.264

0.456 0.475 0.486

0.460 0.465 0.456

Figure 3: Mean reciprocal ranks over all QA questions

strict lenient

official judgements official judgements judgements

MultiText

baseline

parser-generated queries

uwmt9qal0

uwmt9qall

0.464

0.457

0.471

0.460

0.414

0.464 ( + 12*/.)

0.502 (+217.)

0.472 ( + 147.)

Figure 4: Mean reciprocal ranks for 250 byte runs over QA questions 201-700 only

run that duplicates the method used for our TREC-8 QA submissions. The queries used for this

run were obtained by stripping the stopwords from the questions, and answer selection consisted

of truncating or extending the top five retrieved passage to the appropriate length. The next row

shows the effect of the parser. For this run, the queries were generated by the parser, but passage

selection post-processing was not preformed. As with the baseline run, the answer was produced

by truncation or extension of the retrieved passages. The last two rows give the mean reciprocal

rank over questions 201-700 using both the official judgements and our judgements. For our best

250-byte run, the use of the question parser gave a 12% improvement over the baseline technique,

and passage selection gave a further 8% improvement, for an overall improvement of 21%.

We submitted six runs for the small (10GB) Web track and three runs for the large (100GB) Web
track. Document ranking for all of the runs was based on the same version of our cover density

ranking algorithm that we used for our TREC-8 experiments [6]. New for TREC-9 was the use of

a 4-gram index for the small Web track and some limited use of document links. Cover density

ranking is an extension of the passage retrieval technique described in section 2.1, in which the

score of a document is computed from the scores of the passages it contains.

Figure 5 summaries our submissions for the small Web track. Three runs use only page content

for ranking. The first (uwmt9wl0g0) uses words from the title only; the second (uwmt9wl0gl)

uses words from both the title and description. For both runs, query terms were generated by

normalizing the words to lower case and eliminating stopwords. The terms were not stemmed

since it was our experience in earlier TREC Web experiments that stemming adversely effects the

precision in the top 20 or so documents. The third content-only run (uwmt9wl0g4) is based on the

title only, but in contrast to the other runs, this run uses 4-gram indexing for retrieval.

Web queries and documents often contain significant spelling errors, and our use of 4-grams

was planned to address this problem. For indexing, each word in each document was split into

3 Web Track
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run id run description avg. prec. prec. @ 10

uwmt9wl0g0

uwmt9wl0gl

uwmt9wl0g2

uwmt9wl0g3

uwmt9wl0g4

uwmt9wl0g5

title-only, content-only

title-description, content-only

title-only, content-link (from uwmt9wl0g0)

title-description, content-link (from uwmt9wl0gl)

4-gram, title-only, content-only

4-gram, title-only, content-link (from uwmt9wl0g4)

0.165 0.238

0.133 0.260

0.163 0.236

0.134 0.262

0.181 0.240

0.179 0.240

Figure 5: Small Web track results

overlapping 4-grams. For example, the word "tomato" would be split into the terms "toma",

"omat" and "mato". Each word was split individually; 4-grams did not span multiple words or

contain punctuation or white space. Cover density ranking requires that the word position of each

term be available in the index, and in this case all 4-grams generated by a word were treated as

occurring at the word's position. Words consisting of less than 4 characters were indexed directly.

We were surprised at the relative difference between the title-only run using words (uwmt9wl0g0j

and the title-only run using 4-grams (uwmt9wl0g4). The 4-gram run achieved a 9% better average

precision but similar precision at 5-20 documents. We had expected the 4-gram run to exhibit

better performance on those queries that contained significant spelling errors, and this hypothesis

was confirmed in a limited way. However, only a few of the titles actually contained spelling errors,

and most of the performance difference appears to be due the matching of morphological variants

by the 4-gram queries. This result is in contrast to our earlier experience with stemming.

We were also surprised at the relative difference between the title-description run (uwmt9wl0gl)

and the corresponding title-only run (uwmt9wl0g0), with the title-only run achieving a 24% better

average precision.

The remaining three small Web track runs (uwmt9wl0g2, uwmt9wl0g3, and uwmt9wl0g5) rep-

resent our first attempt to use link information for TREC experiments. Each run was generated

from one of the content-only runs by using link information in an additional re-ranking step. The

re-ranking had little impact on retrieval effectiveness.

The table of Figure 6 summaries our submissions for the large Web track. Our three TREC-
9 submissions repeat our submissions for the TREC-8 large Web track and the figure directly

compares the two years. The runs may also be compared with our small Web word-based, title-

only run (uwmt9wl0g0) which uses similar queries and essentially the same ranking method. All

three large Web runs use the topic words mapped to lower case with stopwords eliminated. The

first run (uwmt9wl00g0) uses these terms without change. The second run (uwmt9wl00gl) extends

these terms with a simple stemmer for plurals. The third run (uwmt9wl00g2) uses only the three

terms having the greatest term weights (wt ). The difference between our TREC-8 and TREC-9

results is quite dramatic considering that the only difference is in the selection of the query subset

for judging and the actual judging itself.
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run id

TREC-9
avg. prec. prec. @ 10

TREC-8
avg. prec. prec. @ 10

uwmt9wl00g0

uwmt9wl00gl

uwmt9wl00g2

0.351 0.454

0.328 0.427

0.336 0.427

0.478 0.586

0.487 0.580

0.470 0.590

Figure 6: Large Web track results
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Appendix - The Grammar
START -> NUH SENTENCE

SENTENCE -> Capital S .9
I S

S -> VP

I NP .8

I name NP

I
what TOBE the NAHE AJPREP NP 1.2

I NP VP

I AV DID NP VP

I NP DID NP VP

I NP TOBE W
I NP TOBE NP

I AJ TOBE NP

I AJP TOBE NP

NAHE -> name I names I term I terms I abbreviation I acronym

DID -> did I does I
sill

I
were I was I do 1 has I had ] have

TOBE -> is I was I will be t were 1 are I have I has

I
contains I Punc-* s

VP -> w
I W NP

I W NP AVP

W -> V

I W AVP

I W COSJ V

NP -> IN

I NP COHBA AJP COBHA

I NP CONJ NN

CONJ -> and I or I Punc-,

NN -> N

I ART N

N -> Soun 1 PRON ] AJ N I NUH I STR I
Capital Noun I Capital PRON

I Gerund Noun I name I Initial Noun I
Acronym Noun I Capital a I US

US -> Acronym us l.i I

I Initial u Initial s 1.1

I Capital united Capital states 1.1 I Acronym usa 1.1

i Initial u Initial s Initial a 1.2

AJ -> Adjective

I Noun I Initial Noun ! Capital Noun I Acronym Noun

I PRON I Initial PRON I
Capital PRON I Acronym PRON

I Noun Punc-' I Initial Noun Punc-' I Capital Noun Punc-'

I Noun Punc-' s 1 Initial Noun Punc-' s I Capital Noun Punc-' s

I Acronym Noun Punc-' I Acronym Noun Punc-' s

I AV Adjective

I
Capital Adjective

I Initial Adjective

I Acronym Adjective

! US

I NUH

AJP -> AJPREP NP

I AJINTRO VP

I AJINTRO NN VP

I AJPREP Gerund VP

I Gerund VP

AVP -> COBHA AV COBRA

I
AVPREP NP

I AVINTRO NP VP

I AVINTRO VP

V -> Verb

I Verb AV 1.1

I AV V
I Verb V

I to V

I Gerund Verb

I Capital Verb 0.2

I Initial Verb 0.2

1 Acronym Verb 0.2

AV -> Adverb I AV Adverb I Capital Adverb 0.2

I Initial Adverb 0.2 t Acronym Adverb 0.2

AVINTRO -> while
I during I after I before I when I like I as I upon

AJINTRO -> who I whom I which
I
that I whose I Punc-, I to I at I off

AJPREP -> of I over I by I at
I in I between

I under
I from I for

I upon I on I with I about
I around I Punc-, I off I up I down

I into

AVPREP -> over
I by I at I in I to I into I under

I from I for I via I on I onto
I with I about

I around I Punc-. AVPREP
I since I during I upon

PRON -> his I her I it I its I their I this

I that
I what

I our I us I them I he

I she I who ! whom 1 hers
I
which

ART -> the I a I an

NUB -> DIG

STR -> COHBA Punc-" STUFF Punc-" COBHA

DIG -> Number

STUFF -> H I STUFF W

H -> Punc-, I Punc-.
I Punc-?

I ART I AVPREP I AJPREP I AVINTRO I AJINTRO I Punc-, I Capital

t Acronym I Initial I Noun I Verb I Adverb 1 Adjective I Number

COHHA ->

I Punc-,
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TREC-9 Results

APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the evaluation results for TREC-9 runs. The initial pages list each of the

runs (identified by the run tags) that were included in the different tracks. Associated with each tag

is the organization that produced the run and additional information such as whether the queries

were produced manually or automatically as appropriate. Following the run list is a description of

the evaluation measures that are common to many tracks. When a track uses different measures,

the evaluation measures are described in the track report. The remainder of the appendix contains

the evaluation results themselves, in the order given in the run list.
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CROSS-LANGUAGE TRACK

Tag vjrjj[<tnizdLiun ivionoiinguai Run Type
BBJN lechnologies Cross

A j. _ . Op T>v XT
Automatic, T+D+N

BBN9XLB BBN lecnnologies Cross
A . • » 1 • T™V X T
Automatic, T+D+N

T> T> \TnVTBBN9XLC BBN Technologies Cross Automatic, T+D+N
BBN9MONO BBN Technologies Mono A i r '1 1 I—V X T

Automatic, T+D+N
CHUHK00CH1 Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong Mono A a * T . T~"v XT

Automatic, T+D+N
CHUHKOOXbL 1 Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong Cross

A . _ . • >-|-< t~n XT
Automatic, T+D+N

rautyxll Fudan Univ. Cross Automatic, T+D
rautyxlZ Fudan Univ. Cross Automatic, T+D
rautyxll Fudan Univ. Cross Automatic, D
rautyxl4 Fudan Univ. Mono Automatic, T+D
n L . m -.1o j-LIbmciya IBM i.J. Watson ( i orktown Heights) Cross Automatic, T+D+N
iDinciys irjivi i .j. waison { i orKtown rieigntsj Cross Automatic, T+D+N
Ibmcl9m 10M i j . watson { i orKtown rieignts ) Mono Automatic, l+D+N
A - 1 /*\

. - - 1-

Apl9xcmb f„L_. TT . 1 * TT— ' , A ATJohns Hopkins Univ., APL Cross Automatic, T+D+N
Apl9xtop

T _ 1 _ T T | * TT A T*>T
Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Cross Automatic, T+D+N

Apl9xwrd
T _ 1 _ TT. I - _TT A AT
Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Cross Automatic, T+D+N

Apl9xmon
T _ 1 TT_ f TT A TIT
Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Mono Automatic, T+D+N

KAJST9xlmt
-\r a TOT"KAIST Cross Automatic, T+D

T/ * TOTA 1 _KAlST9xlqm T/" a TOTKAIM Cross Automatic, T+D
KAIST9xlqt KAIST Cross Automatic, T+D
KAIST9xlcn IV A TOT*KAIM Mono Automatic, T+D
msrcnl Microsoft Research, China Cross Automatic, T+D+N
msrcn2 Microsoft Research, China Cross A -* - - * * -

rT^ i TA XTAutomatic, l+D+N
msrcn3 Microsoft Research, China Mono A .it i I, , i

*
i

rT* i TA i X.TAutomatic, l+D+N
1 WezciLltdn MINIS- lextWise Labs Cross A iii- I. it* T i TA TVTAutomatic, 1+D+JN

TWmono3CItdn MNIS-TextWise Labs Mono Automatic, T+D+N
Ecirntual National Taiwan Univ. Cross Automatic, T+D
Ecirntuco National Taiwan Univ. Cross Automatic, T+D
PirOXHxD Queens College, CUNY Cross Automatic, T+D+N
n'_Av J

"

PirOXdm
/^\„____ /"^ — ll S~^T TATA/Queens College, CUNY Cross Automatic, T+D+N

t-» _/\VL J
PirOXhnd

/-V.. 11 /^T TXTVrQueens College, CUNY Cross
A a— j ' _ rT . T*^ XT
Automatic, T+D+N

n;-AV««PirOXon /A *- /""^l 1 /""""T TATA/"Queens College, CUNY Mono Automatic, T+D
T> ...

'
i 1 (~\C\ 1RmitclOOl RM11 Univ.A_olK(J Cross Automatic, T+D

Kmitciuuz KM11 UniV./CoLKU Cross Automatic, T+D
RmitclUUi KMH UniV./L.SLKvJ Cross Automatic, T+D
RmitcI004 RM11 Univ./ColKO Mono Automadc, T+D
Transezbigl

T1 ~ _ T~"~7 T _Trans-EZ Inc. Cross Automatic, T+D
Transezbig2 Trans-EZ Inc. Cross Automatic, T+D
Transezbig3 Trans-EZ Inc. Cross Automatic, T+D
Transezmono Trans-EZ Inc. Mono Automatic, 1 +D
BRKECA1 Univ. of California, Berkeley Cross Automatic, T+D+N
BRKECA2 Univ. of California, Berkeley Cross Automatic, T+D+N
BRKECM1 T T X" 1 • c n 11

Univ. of California, Berkeley Cross Manual

BKKCLA1 Univ. of California, Berkeley Mono Automatic, T+D+N
TB Univ. of Maryland Cross Automatic, T+D+N
mixed Univ. of Maryland Cross Automatic, T+D+N
Percent Univ. of Maryland Cross Automatic, T+D+N
INQ7XL1 Univ. of Massachusetts Cross Automatic, T+D
INQ7XL3 Univ. of Massachusetts Cross Automatic, T+D
INQ7XL4 Univ. of Massachusetts Cross Automatic, T+D
INQ7XL2 Univ. of Massachusetts Mono Automatic, T+D
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FILTERING TRACK

lag O voztn i ii\Hrtn Pun HP \7T\
-Ivilli I V PC 1 lrtHirii7ofiAnv7piIIIllZ<iLlOn

Measure
i opic sei

CMUDERll Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DIR) Adaptive T9P MESH
CMUDIR11 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DIR) Adaptive T9P MESH-SAMPLE
CMUDER12 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DER) Adaptive T9P MESH-SAMPLE
CMUDER13 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DER) Adaptive T9U MESH-SAMPLE
CMUDER14 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DER) Adaptive T9P OHSU
CMUDER15 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DER) Adaptive T9U OHSU
CMUDIR16 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DER) Adaptive T9P OHSU
CMUDIR17 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DER) Adaptive T9U OHSU
CMUDER18 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DER) Adaptive T9U MESH
CMUDER18 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (DER) Adaptive T9U MESH-SAMPLE
CMUCAT2 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (CAT) Adaptive T9P MESH
CMUCAT2 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (CAT) Adaptive T9P MESH-SAMPLE
CMUCAT3 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (CAT) Adaptive T9P OHSU
CMUCAT5 Carnegie Mellon Univ. (CAT) Adaptive T9P OHSU
CMUCAT1 * I r 11 TT" / /""*l A T"* \

Carnegie Mellon Univ. (CAT) Batch T9P MESH
CMUCAT1 /""* i f ii TT* / /—^ a THX

Carnegie Mellon Univ. (CAT) Batch T9P MESH-SAMPLE
y™1X ATT TO A * 1 1 JCMUCAT4 /"*> * # 11 T T * / /—•! a t>n

Carnegie Mellon Univ. (CAT) Batch T9P OHSU
v""!"» <"X T/"l A rp yCMUCAT6 /"* H /t 1 1 T T / /"-"< a np\

Carnegie Mellon Univ. (CAT) Batch T9P OHSU
FDUT9AF1 Fudan University Adaptive T9P OHSU
FDUT9AF2 Fudan University

A 1 .

Adaptive T9U OHSU
FDUT9AF3 Fudan University Adaptive T9P OHSU
FDUT9AF4 Fudan University Adaptive T9P OHSU
FDUT9AF5 Fudan University Adaptive T9P MESH
FDUT9AF5 Fudan University Adaptive T9P MESH-SAMPLE
FDUT9AF6 Fudan University Adaptive T9P MESH-SAMPLE
FDUT9AF7 Fudan University Adaptive T9U MESH-SAMPLE
FDUT9BF1 Fudan University Batch-Adaptive T9U OHSU
FDUT9BF2 Fudan University Batch-Adaptive T9P OHSU
FDUT9BF3 Fudan University Batch-Adaptive T9P MESH
TT*V T t Tt T~"mtFDUT9BF3 Fudan University Batch-Adaptive T9P MESH-SAMPLE
FDUT9BF4 Fudan University Batch-Adaptive T9P MESH-SAMPLE
Mer9r2 rn tt1 /otpIRIT/SIG Routing Avg. Precision TOT

T

OHSU
mer9rl ERIT/SIG Routing Avg. Precision OHSU
mer9bl ERIT/SIG Batch T9U OHSU
mer9b2 ERIT/SIG Batch T9U OHSU
S2RNrl Informatique-CDC, DTA Routing Avg. Precision OHSU
S2RNr2 Informatique-CDC, DTA Routing Avg. Precision OHSU
S2RNsamp Informatique-CDC, DTA Routing Avg. Precision

*ft AT~*PT T Oil A T"»T T~"MESH-SAMPLE
KAIST9bfms KAIST Batch T9P Ik A POTT O A Ii iTiT T*^MESH-SAMPLE
KAIST9bfol KAIST Batch T9P OHSU
KAIST9bfo2 KAIST Batch T9P OHSU
KUNalT9P Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen Adaptive T9P OHSU
KUNal 19U Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen Adaptive TOT T ATTCT

I

UrloU

KUNa2T9P Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen Adaptive T9P OHSU
KUNa2T9U Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen Adaptive T9U OHSU
KUNb Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen Batch T9U OHSU
KUNbaT9U Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen Batch-Adaptive T9U OHSU
KUNrl Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen Routing Avg. Precision OHSU
KUNr2 Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen Routing Avg. Precision OHSU
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FILTERING TRACK (continued)

ia
ft

liroQfi i Til t i <in Run Tvnp VrpilIIIl£<lllUII

Measure

1 AffllP VAT

kddaf903 KDD LabsAVaseda Univ. Adaptive T9U OHSU
kddaf904 KDD LabsAVaseda Univ. Adaptive T9U OHSU
kddaf905

T/"pv7~\ T t_ /TT T J T TKDD LabsAVaseda Univ. Adaptive T9U OHSU
kddaf906

T,TT""\T-v T 1- ITT T 1 TT *KDD LabsAVaseda Univ. Adaptive T9U OHSU
ok9flpo Microsoft Res., Ltd. Adaptive T9P OHSU
ok9fluo Microsoft Res., Ltd. Adaptive T9U OHSU
ok9flus Microsoft Res., Ltd. Adaptive T9U MESH-SAMPLE
ok9f2pra Microsoft Res., Ltd. Adaptive T9P MESH
ok9f2pm Microsoft Res., Ltd. Adaptive T9P MESH-SAMPLE
ok9f2po Microsoft Res., Ltd. Adaptive T9P OHSU
ok90uo Microsoft Res., Ltd. Adaptive T9U OHSU
ok9f3us Microsoft Res., Ltd. Adaptive

T^AT TT9U MESH-SAMPLE
ok9bi2po Microsoft Res., Ltd. B atch-Adaptive T9P TOT TOHSU
ok9bfr2po Microsoft Res., Ltd. Batch-Adaptive T9P OHSU
ok9btr2ps Microsoft Res., Ltd. Batch-Adaptive T9P Tl jTPOTT OA! /PIT T""1MESH-SAMPLE
ok9rf2po Microsoft Res., Ltd. Routing Avg. Precision

ATTOT

T

OHSU
ok9rfr2po Microsoft Res., Ltd. Routing Avg. Precision OHSU
ok9rrr2ps Microsoft Res., Ltd. Routing Avg. Precision

H 4 1 1PIT OA* j | vt T-"MESH-SAMPLE
pircT9Ul

/-\ /~1 _ 1 1 /^T T\TT/
Queens College, CUNY Adaptive TAT TT9U OHSU

pircT9U2 Queens College, CUNY Adaptive T9U OHSU
antadaptOOl Rutgers Univ. (Kantor) Adaptive T9P OHSU
antadaptOOl Rutgers Univ. (Kantor) Adaptive T9P OHSU
antadapt002

T"\ , T T /TT" . \
Rutgers Univ. (Kantor) Adaptive T9P OHSU

antadapt002 Rutgers Univ. (Kantor) Adaptive T9P OHSU
antrpmsOO Rutgers Univ. (Kantor) Routing Avg. Precision MESH-SAMPLE
antrpnmsOO Rutgers Univ. (Kantor) Routing Avg. Precision

* ITPPTT /"I A * rrvT t—

•

MESH-SAMPLE
antrpnohsuOO Rutgers Univ. (Kantor) Routing Avg. Precision

rvTTnr t

antrpohsuOO Rutgers Univ. (Kantor) Routing Avg. Precision OHSU
scaiOO Seoul National Univ. Batch T9U OHSU
scaiOOm Seoul National Univ. Batch T9U MESH-SAMPLE
IOWAF001 Univ. of Iowa Adaptive T9U OHSU
IOWAF002 Univ. of Iowa Adaptive T9U MESH-SAMPLE
IOWAF003 Univ. of Iowa Adaptive T9P OHSU
reliefs 1 Univ. of Montreal Adaptive T9U OHSU
reliefs2 Univ. of Montreal Adaptive T9P OHSU
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QUESTION ANSWERING TRACK

Tag Organization Maximum Answer

Length
ALI9A250 Alicante Univ. 250

ALI9A50 Alicante Univ. 50

ALI9C250 Alicante Univ. 250

ALI9C50 Alicante Univ. 50

clrOObl CL Research 50

clr00b2 CL Research 50

clrOOsl CL Research 250

clr00s2 CL Research 250

cnxrole2 Conexor Oy 50

PISAO Dipartimento di Informatica (Pisa) 250

PISAB Dipartimento di Informatica (Pisa) 250

PISAS Dipartimento di Informatica (Pisa) 50

FDUT9QL1 Fudan Univ. 250

FDUT9QL2 Fudan Univ. 250

FDUT9QS

1

Fudan Univ. 50

FDUT9QS2 Fudan Univ. 50

ffiMKA250 IBM T.J. Watson Ctr. (Hawthorne) 250

IBMKA50 IBM TJ. Watson Ctr. (Hawthorne) 50

EBMKR250 IBM T.J. Watson Ctr. (Hawthorne) 250

IBMKR50 IBM T.J. Watson Ctr. (Hawthorne) 50

ibmhlt00250 IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr. (Yorktown) 250

ibmhlt0050 IBM T.J. Watson Res. Ctr. (Yorktown) 50

ICrjc99a Imperial College of Sci., Tech. & Med. 50

ICrjc99b Imperial College of Sci., Tech. & Med. 250

KAIST9qal KAIST 50

KAIST9qa2 KAIST 250

KUQA250a Korea Univ. 250

KUQA250b Korea Univ. 250

KUQA50a Korea Univ. 50

KUQA50b Korea Univ. 50

lcat050 LIMSI 50

lcat250 LIMSI 250

lcix250 LEVISI 250

msq9L250 Microsoft Research Ltd. 250

msq9L50 Microsoft Research Ltd. 50

MTR00L1 The MITRE Corp. 250

MTR00S1 The MITRE Corp. 50

qntuaOl National Taiwan Univ. 250

qntua02 National Taiwan Univ. 250

qntua03 National Taiwan Univ. 250

NTTD9QAalL NTT DATA Corp. 250

NTTD9QAalS NTT DATA Corp. 50

NTTD9QAa2S NTT DATA Corp. 50

NTTD9QAML NTT DATA Corp. 250
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QUESTION ANSWERING TRACK (continued)

Tag Organization Maximum Answer
Length

pirOqal 1 queens uonege, uuin i 250
pir0qal2 queens couege, l.uin i 250

pirOqasl niioonc Cr\\\arxp- C~\ fNTV 50

pir0qas2 Anpanc Cr\\\c*na f~"T TWVV,/uecns v_oiiege, cuin i 50

Scai9QnA2 Seoul National Univ. 50

Scai9QnA3 Seoul National Univ. 250

LCCSMU1 Southern Methodist Univ. 250

LCCSMU2 Southern Methodist Univ. 50

SunOne Sun Microsystems 250
SunToo Sun Microsystems 250

SUT9bn3c050 Syracuse Univ., CNLP 50

SUT9bn3c250 Syracuse Univ., CNLP 250

SUT9p2c3c050 Syracuse Univ., CNLP 50

SUT9p2c3c250 Syracuse Univ., CNLP 250

ualberta Univ. of Alberta 50

UIQA001 Univ. of Iowa 250

UIQA002 Univ. of Iowa 250

INQ9AND Univ. of Massachusetts 250

ENQ9WSUM Univ. of Massachusetts 250

UdeMexct Univ. of Montreal 50

UdeMlngl Univ. of Montreal 250

UdeMlng2 Univ. of Montreal 250

UdeMshrt Univ. of Montreal 50

shef250 Univ. of Sheffield 250

shef250p Univ. of Sheffield 250

shef50 Univ. of Sheffield 50

shef50ea Univ. of Sheffield 50

uwmt9qal0 Univ .of Waterloo 250

uwmt9qal 1 Univ. of Waterloo 250

uwmt9qas0 Univ. of Waterloo 50
uwmt9qasl Univ. of Waterloo 50

ISIOA50 USC/ISI 50

xeroxQA91 Xerox Research Centre Europe 250

xeroxQA9s Xerox Research Centre Europe 50
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Explanation of QA Results

The score for an individual question is the reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct response was

found, or 0 if no correct response was found in the top 5 responses. The score for the run as a whole is

the mean of the reciprocal ranks over the 682 test questions. The scores reported here are for the "strict"

evaluation in which judgments of Unsupported were treated as incorrect. Also reported is the number of

questions for which no correct response was found and the average length in bytes of the correct answer

strings (that figured in the mean reciprocal rank computation).

The graph plots the score for a given run against the median score for each question. The median scores are

computed separately over runs with a maximum answer length of 50 bytes and runs with a maximum answer

length of 250 bytes. The median score is printed as a cross hatch, and the question ids along the x-axis are

sorted by decreasing median score. An arrow runs from the median score to the score for the current run.

If the run's score is greater than the median, the arrowhead is filled; otherwise the arrowhead is empty. If

no arrow appears, then the run's score is identical to the median score for that question.

The order of the questions in the graphs is given in the following two tables.
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Table 1: Question number by decending median for

214 226 230 269 281 287 299 363

491 509 526 556 614 625 649 742

220 229 270 271 272 283 303 310

381 428 440 445 453 462 464 481

585 643 659 692 69S 727 772 774

838 852 859 887 893 215 249 250

405 422 470 505 523 559 593 597

689 724 767 776 801 803 828 833

891 223 242 251 282 294 335 409

668 671 678 687 707 741 831 837

447 496 500 517 590 602 617 623

829 836 201 202 203 204 205 206

217 218 219 221 222 224 225 227

238 239 240 241 243 244 245 246

258 259 260 261 262 263 264 266

278 279 280 284 285 286 288 289

300 301 302 305 306 307 308 309

319 320 321 324 325 326 329 330

342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349

357 360 361 364 366 367 368 370

385 387 388 389 390 391 392 393

401 402 403 404 407 408 410 411

419 420 421 423 424 425 426 427

436 437 438 439 441 442 444 446

459 465 466 467 468 471 472 473

483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490

506 507 508 510 512 513 514 516

528 529 530 531 532 533 534 535

543 544 545 546 547 548 549 550

560 561 562 563 564 565 566 568

577 578 579 580 581 582 583 584

596 599 600 601 604 606 607 608

619 620 621 622 624 626 627 628

638 640 641 644 645 646 647 648

660 661 662 665 666 667 669 670

680 681 682 683 684 685 690 691

702 703 704 705 706 708 709 710

719 720 721 722 725 726 728 729

737 738 739 740 743 744 745 746

754 755 756 757 758 759 760 761

770 771 778 779 780 781 782 783

791 792 793 795 797 798 799 805

814 815 816 817 818 820 821 830

844 845 846 847 848 849 850 854

864 865 866 867 868 869 870 871

879 880 881 882 884 890 892

runs with maximum answer length 50 bytes

369 372 373 448 452 469 474

773 777 819 825 827 853 210

327 328 338 362 374 378 380

494 495 504 511 515 567 573

775 800 802 804 823 824 826

256 304 358 359 365 375 386

603 605 612 639 642 664 686

834 851 857 883 885 886 888

454 460 461 463 503 520 658

889 231 265 296 312 323 406

631 632 688 696 716 723 822

207 208 209 211 212 213 216

228 232 233 234 235 236 237

247 248 252 253 254 255 257

267 268 273 274 275 276 277

290 291 292 293 295 297 298

311 313 314 315 316 317 318

331 332 334 336 337 340 341

350 351 352 353 354 355 356

371 376 377 379 382 383 384

394 395 396 397 398 399 400

412 413 414 415 416 417 418

429 430 431 432 433 434 435

449 450 451 455 456 457 458

475 476 477 478 479 480 482

492 493 497 498 499 501 502

518 519 521 522 524 525 527

536 537 538 539 540 541 542

551 552 553 554 555 557 558

569 570 571 572 574 575 576

586 587 588 589 592 594 595

609 610 611 613 615 616 618

629 630 633 634 635 636 637

650 651 652 653 654 655 657

672 673 674 675 676 677 679

693 694 695 697 699 700 701

711 712 713 714 715 717 718

730 731 732 733 734 735 736

747 748 749 750 751 752 753

762 763 764 765 766 768 769

784 785 786 787 788 789 790

806 807 808 809 810 812 813

832 835 839 840 841 842 843

855 856 858 860 861 862 863

872 873 874 875 876 877 878
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Table 2: Question number by decending median for runs with maximum answer length 250 bytes

214 220 226 230 239 242 246 247 269 270 278 281 287 289 294

299 304 306 307 323 328 335 338 342 354 358 359 363 369 372

373 374 386 409 426 440 441 442 448 451 452 454 456 462 464

468 469 474 476 491 495 505 515 523 526 556 559 560 585 592

597 602 612 614 618 625 639 643 649 671 698 742 748 750 767

772 773 776 777 800 801 802 803 804 820 821 822 823 824 825

826 827 831 832 833 834 837 838 851 853 857 859 887 888 889

892 202 207 210 215 229 232 250 256 263 265 271 272 282 283

303 310 337 340 346 351 362 365 375 378 380 391 392 405 413

417 419 421 430 439 445 447 453 455 461 463 467 470 481 494

503 504 511 514 516 517 525 530 543 547 562 567 570 576 590

593 606 617 621 627 631 632 638 648 658 659 668 677 681 683

688 692 696 704 705 723 724 727 746 749 751 752 768 774 775

818 819 828 829 835 836 846 847 848 849 852 883 884 885 891

893 223 253 296 305 309 320 389 395 402 414 422 428 434 449

460 482 500 509 510 529 531 539 558 569 573 601 620 622 623

634 642 644 664 667 670 676 678 686 687 702 707 715 717 743

747 860 862 870 871 872 886 209 222 312 348 368 379 381 393

410 444 459 479 497 502 528 561 581 595 690 708 714 716 741

764 770 778 780 806 843 845 861 231 233 234 237 248 249 251

279 300 311 327 371 388 406 408 429 438 473 496 520 542 589

600 605 607 637 651 655 6S9 710 762 779 201 203 204 205 206

208 211 212 213 216 217 218 219 221 224 225 227 228 235 236

238 240 241 243 244 245 252 254 255 257 258 259 260 261 262

264 266 267 268 273 274 275 276 277 280 284 285 286 288 290

291 292 293 295 297 298 301 302 308 313 314 315 316 317 318

319 321 324 325 326 329 330 331 332 334 336 341 343 344 345

347 349 350 352 353 355 356 357 360 361 364 366 367 370 376

377 382 383 384 385 387 390 394 396 397 398 399 400 401 403

404 407 411 412 415 416 418 420 423 424 425 427 431 432 433

435 436 437 446 450 457 458 465 466 471 472 475 477 478 480

483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 492 493 498 499 501 506 507

508 512 513 518 519 521 522 524 527 532 533 534 535 536 537

538 540 541 544 545 546 548 549 550 551 552 553 554 555 557

563 564 565 566 568 571 572 574 575 577 578 579 580 582 583

584 586 587 588 594 596 599 603 604 608 609 610 611 613 615

616 619 624 626 628 629 630 633 635 636 640 641 645 646 647

650 652 653 654 657 660 661 662 665 666 669 672 673 674 675

679 680 682 684 685 691 693 694 695 697 699 700 701 703 706

709 711 712 713 718 719 720 721 722 725 726 728 729 730 731

732 733 734 735 736 737 738 739 740 744 745 753 754 755 756

757 758 759 760 761 763 765 766 769 771 781 782 783 784 785

786 787 788 789 790 791 792 793 795 797 798 799 805 807 808

809 810 812 813 814 815 816 817 830 839 840 841 842 844 850

854 855 856 858 863 864 865 866 867 868 869 873 874 875 876

877 878 879 880 881 882 890
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SPOKEN DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL TRACK

Tag Organization Language Boundary
IVlOClcl

CUlUK-DlSK v^diuDriagc univ. Fixed Known
CUniK-DllK v_cimunagc univ. Fixed Known
cuhtk-rlsk Cambridge Univ. Fixed Known
cuniK-niK v^amDncige univ. Fixed Known
cuhtk-slsk Cambridge Univ. Fixed Known
cuntK-sltk Cambridge Univ. Fixed Known
cuhtk-blsu Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-blsun Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-bltu Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuniK-Diiun ^dmuncigc univ. Fixed Unknown
cuniK-crsu-cuniKyys i p i u LaiuDnQgc univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crsu-limsi 1 u Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crsu-limsi2u ^amonuge univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crsu-nist99blu Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-srsu-shef1 u Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crsu-shef2u Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crtu-cuhtk99s 1 p 1 u Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crtu-limsi 1 u Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crtu-Iimsi2u Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crtu-nist99blu Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crtu-shef 1 u Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-crtu-shef2u v_ainuriagc univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-rlsu v, jmDiiugc univ. Fixed UMHOwn
cuhtk-rlsun (_auiDncige univ. Fixed T Inl'nrtiKtiuiuuiown

cuhtk-rltu Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-rltun Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-slsu Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-slsun Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-sltu Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
cuhtk-sltun Cambridge Univ. Fixed Unknown
limsi-rlsk T T\,fCT r^l\VD C Fixed Known
limsi-rltk T TA/TCT rxro c Fixed Known
limsi-slsk-limsi2u T TA/tCT <~,M"DQLUVlol-L-iNKo Fixed Known
limsi-sltk-limsi2u T TA/tQT fKTDQ Fixed Known
limsi-blsu T T\/fCT CKTD QLJJVlol-L-lNKo Rolling unKnown
limsi-bltu T TA/fCT f'XFDCLlMM-L-iNKo Rolling Unknown
limsi-rlsu T TTVvfCT PXTDC Fixed Unknown
limsi-rltu T TA/fCT PMDC Fixed Unknown
hmsi-s 1 su-hmsi2u T IMCT P\TT)CLlMM-LJNRi> Fixed Unknown
limsi-sltu-limsi2u

T TAJCT PMn cLlMM-CNRb rixed Unknown
snei-D

i

sk u .oneiiieiu/ u .^amonage/oonoounay ii^oi Koinng fillUWIl

shef-bltk U.Sheffield/U.Cambndge/SoftSound/ICSI Rolling Known
shef-rlsk U.Sheffield/U.Cambndge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Known
shef-rltk U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Known
shef-slsk-sheflu U.Sheffield/U.Cambndge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Known
shef-sltk-sheflu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Known
shef-s2sk-shef2u U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Known
shef-s2tk-shef2u U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Known
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SPOKEN DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL TRACK (continued)

Tag Organization Language Boundary
Model Condition

shef-blsu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Rolling Unknown
shef-bltu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Rolling Unknown
shef-crsu-cuhtk 1 p 1 u U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-crsu-cuhtk 1 u U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-crsu-limsilu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-crsu-limsi2u U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-crtu-cuhtk 1p 1 u U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-crtu-cuhtklu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-crtu-limsilu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-crtu-Iimsi2u U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-rlsu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-rltu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-slsu-sheflu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-sltu-sheflu U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-s2su-shef2u U.Sheffield/U^ambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
shef-s2tu-shef2u U.Sheffield/U.Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI Fixed Unknown
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WEB TRACK

Tag Organization Ouerv Method Run Type Tonic Fields

AttOOlOgb AT&T Labs Automatic Content-Only t

AttOOlOgbe AT&T Labs Automatic Content-Only t

AttOOlOgbl AT&T Labs Automatic Content-Only t

AttOOlOgbt AT&T Labs Automatic Content-Only t

AttOOlOglf AT&T Labs Automatic Content-Link t

AttOOlOglv AT&T Labs Automatic Content-Link t

Acsys9mw0 Australian National Univ./CSIRO Manual
CWI00O1 CWI, The Netherlands Automatic Content-Only t+d

CWI0002 CWI, The Netherlands Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

CWI0000 CWI, The Netherlands Automatic Content-Only t

CWI0010 CWI, The Netherlands Automatic Content-Only t

DcuOOca Dublin City Univ. Manual

DcuOOla Dublin City Univ. Manual

DcuOOlb Dublin City Univ. Manual

Dcu(X)lc Dublin City Univ. Manual

Flab9atd2N Fujitsu Labs Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t+d

Flab9atdN Fujitsu Labs Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t+d

Flab9atdnN Fujitsu Labs Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

Flab9atN Fujitsu Labs Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t

Hum9td4 Hummingbird Communications Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t+d

Hum9tde Hummingbird Communications Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t+d

Humt9dn Hummingbird Communications Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

Hum9te Hummingbird Communications, Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t

IitOOtd IIT/AAT/NCR Automatic Content-Only t+d

IitOOtde IIT/AAT/NCR Automatic Content-Only t+d

IiOOt IIT/AAT/NCR Automatic Content-Only t

IitOOm IIT/AAT/NCR Manual

Mer9WtdMr IRIT/SIG Automatic Content-Only t+d

Mer9Wtnd IRIT/SIG Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

Mer9WtO IRIT/SIG Automatic Content-Only t

Mer9Wtl IRIT/SIG Automatic Content-Only t

Apl9all Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

Apl91tdn Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic Content-Link t+d+n

Apl9td Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic Content-Only t+d

Apl9tdn Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

Apl91t Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic Content-Link t

Apl9t Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic Content-Only t

Jscbt9wcsl Justsystem Corp. Automatic Content-Only t

Jscbt9wlsl Justsystem Corp. Automatic Content-Link t

Jscbt9wls2 Justsystem Corp. Automatic Content-Link t

Jscbt9wcll Justsystem Corp. Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

Jscbt9wlll Justsystem Corp. Automatic Content-Link t+d+n

Jscbt9wll2 Justsystem Corp. Automatic Content-Link t+d+n

NRKlm NeurOK, LLC Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

NRKprf20 NeurOK, LLC Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

NRKselO NeurOK, LLC Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

NRKse20 NeurOK, LLC Automatic Content-Only t+d+n
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WEB TRACK (continued)

Tag Organization Ouerv Method Run Type Topic Fields

UCCS1 Pam Wood Automatic Content-Only t

UCCS2 Pam Wood Automatic Content-Only t

UCCS3 Pam Wood Automatic Content-Only d

UCCS4 Pam Wood Automatic Content-Only d

pirOWtl Queens College, CUNY Automatic Content-Only t

pirOWTTD Queens College, CUNY Automatic Content-Link t+d

pirOWatd Queens College, CUNY Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

pirOWtd2 Queens College, CUNY Automatic Content-Only t+d

pirOWttd Queens College, CUNY Automatic Content-Only t+d

ric9dpn RICOH Co., Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t+d

ric9dpx RICOH Co., Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t+d

ric9dsx RICOH Co., Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t+d

ric9tpx RICOH Co., Ltd. Automatic Content-Only t

ric9dpxL RICOH Co., Ltd. Manual

rmitNFGweb RMIT University/CSIRO Manual

rmitNFLweb RMIT University/CSIRO Manual

rmitWFGweb RMIT University/CSIRO Manual

rmitWFLweb RMIT University/CSIRO Manual

Sab9web2 Sabir Research, Inc. Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

Sab9web3 Sabir Research, Inc. Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

Sab9web4 Sabir Research, Inc. Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

Sab9web5 Sabir Research, Inc. Automatic Content-Link t+d+n

Sab9webl Sabir Research, Inc. Automatic Content-Only t

Scai9Webl Seoul National Univ. Automatic Content-Only t+d

Scai9Web2 Seoul National Univ. Automatic Content-Only t+d

Scai9Web4 Seoul National Univ. Automatic Content-Only t+d

Scai9Web3 Seoul National Univ. Automatic Content-Only t

xvsmmain State Univ. ofNY at Buffalo Automatic Content-Only t+d

xvsmtdn State Univ. ofNY at Buffalo Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

xvsmtitle State Univ. ofNY at Buffalo Automatic Content-Only t+n

xvsmman State Univ. ofNY at Buffalo Manual

tnout9fl TwentyOne Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

tnout9t2 TwentyOne Automatic Content-Only t

tnout9t21cl0 TwentyOne Automatic Content-Link t

tnout9t21c50 TwentyOne Automatic Content-Link t

tnout9t21k50 TwentyOne Automatic Content-Link t

NEnm Universite de Neuchatel Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

NEnmLpas Universite de Neuchatel Automatic Content-Link t+d+n

NEnmLsa Universite de Neuchatel Automatic Content-Link t+d+n

NENRtm Universite de Neuchatel Automatic Content-Only t

NENRtmLpas Universite de Neuchatel Automatic Content-Link t

NEtm Universite de Neuchatel Automatic Content-Only t

iswtd Univ. ofNC at Chapel Hill Automatic Content-Only t+d

iswtdn Univ. of NC at Chapel Hill Automatic Content-Only t+d+n

isnwt Univ. ofNC at Chapel Hill Automatic Content-Only t

iswt Univ. ofNC at Chapel Hill Automatic Content-Only t
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WEB TRACK (continued)

lag Organization Ouerv Method Kun lvne Top
riiononAuin Univ. of Padova Automatic uontent-JLink t

ruonorttsase Univ. of Padova Automatic Lontent-Unly t

ruononw Autn Univ. of Padova Automatic L-ontent-Lmk t

Mill /iTi ct A 1 1 1

n

TTni\/ nf PijHni/5 r\U lull la LIL v^onicni-LinK i+u

PuLongBase Univ. of Padova Automatic Content-Only t+d

PuLongWAuth Univ. of Padova Automatic Content-Link t+d

uwmt9wl0gl Univ. of Waterloo Automatic Content-Only t+d

uwmt9wl0g3 Univ. of Waterloo Automatic Content-Link t+d

uwmt9wl0g0 Univ. of Waterloo Automatic Content-Only t

uwmt9wl0g2 Univ. of Waterloo Automatic Content-Link t

uwmt9wl0g4 Univ. of Waterloo Automatic Content-Only t

uwmt9wl0g5 Univ. of Waterloo Automatic Content-Link t
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Common Evaluation Measures

Recall

A measure of the ability of a system to present all relevant items.

number of relevant items retrieved
recall =

number of relevant items in collection

• Precision.

A measure of the ability of a system to present only relevant items.

. . number of relevant items retrieved
- precision = —

:
—

total number of items retrieved

Precision and recall are set-based measures. That is, they evaluate the quality of an unordered

set of retrieved documents. To evaluate ranked lists, precision can be plotted against recall after

each retrieved document as shown in the example below. To facilitate computing average per-

formance over a set of topics— each with a different number of relevant documents— individual

topic precision values are interpolated to a set of standard recall levels (0 to 1 in increments of .1).

The particular rule used to interpolate precision at standard recall level i is to use the maximum
precision obtained for the topic for any actual recall level greater than or equal to i. Note that

while precision is not defined at a recall of 0.0, this interpolation rule does define an interpolated

value for recall level 0.0. In the example, the actual precision values are plotted with circles (and

connected by a solid line) and the interpolated precision is shown with the dashed line.

Example: Assume a document collection has 20 documents, four of which are relevant

to topic t. Further assume a retrieval system ranks the relevant documents first, second,

fourth, and fifteenth. The exact recall points are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Using the

interpolation rule, the interpolated precision for all standard recall levels up to .5 is 1,

the interpolated precision for recall levels .6 and .7 is .75, and the interpolated precision

for recall levels .8 or greater is .27.
1.0'-
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System Results Description

The results from the cross-language, spoken document retrieval, and web tracks were evaluated

with trec_eval. trec_eval was written by Chris Buckley when he was at Cornell University and
can be obtained by anonymous ftp from Cornell in the directory pub/smart at ftp.cs.cornell.edu.

An evaluation report comprised of a header (containing the task and organization name). 3 tables,

and 2 graphs has been created for each run evaluated with trec.eval.

Tables

I. "Summary Statistics" Table

Table 1 is a sample "Summary Statistics" Table

Table 1: Sample "Summary Statistics" Table.

Summary Statistics

Run Cor7Alclt-automatic, title

Number of Topics 50

Total number of documents over all topics

Retrieved: 50000

Relevant: 4674

Rel_ret: 2621

A. Run
A description of the run. It contains the run tag provided by the participant, and

various details about the runs such as whether queries were constructed manually or

automatically.

B. Number of Topics

Number of topics searched in this run (generally 50 topics are run for each task).

C. Total number of documents over all topics (the number of topics given in B).

i. Retrieved

Number of documents submitted to NIST. This is usually 50,000 (50 topics x 1000

documents), but is less when fewer than 1000 documents are retrieved per topic.

ii. Relevant

Total possible relevant documents within a given task and category.

iii. Rel_ret

Total number of relevant documents returned by a run over all the topics.

II. "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

Table 2 is a sample "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

A. Precision at 11 standard recall levels

The precision averages at 11 standard recall levels are used to compare the performance

of different systems and as the input for plotting the recall-precision graph (see below).

Each recall-precision average is computed by summing the interpolated precisions at the

specified recall cutoff value (denoted by ^2 P\ where P\ is the interpolated precision at
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Table 2: Sample "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

Recall Level Precision Averages

Recall Precision

0.00 0.6169

0.10 0.4517

0.20 0.3938

0.30 0.3243

0.40 0.2715

0.50 0.2224

0.60 0.1642

0.70 0.1342
n anU.cU

0.90 0.0472

1.00 0.0031

Average precision over all

relevant docs

non-interpolated 0.2329

recall level A) and then dividing by the number of topics.

NUM

E Px
A = {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . .

. , 1.0}

NUM
• Interpolating recall-precision

Standard recall levels facilitate averaging and plotting retrieval results.

B. Average precision over all relevant documents, non-interpolated

This is a single-valued measure that reflects the performance over all relevant documents.

It rewards systems that retrieve relevant documents quickly (highly ranked).

The measure is not an average of the precision at standard recall levels. Rather, it is

the average of the precision value obtained after each relevant document is retrieved.

(When a relevant document is not retrieved at all, its precision is assumed to be 0.)

As an example, consider a query that has four relevant documents which are retrieved

at ranks 1, 2, 4, and 7. The actual precision obtained when each relevant document

is retrieved is 1, 1, 0.75, and 0.57, respectively, the mean of which is 0.83. Thus, the

average precision over all relevant documents for this query is 0.83.

"Document Level Averages" Table

Table 3 is a sample "Document Level Averages" Table.

A. Precision at 9 document cutoff values

The precision computed after a given number of documents have been retrieved reflects

the actual measured system performance as a user might see it. Each document precision

average is computed by summing the precisions at the specified document cutoff value

and dividing by the number of topics (50).

B. R-Precision

R-Precision is the precision after R documents have been retrieved, where R is the
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Table 3: Sample "Document Level Averages" Table.

Document Level Averages

Precision

At 5 docs 0.4280

At 10 docs 0.3960

At 15 docs 0.3493

At 20 docs 0.3370

At 30 docs 0.3100

At 100 docs 0.2106

At 200 docs 0.1544

At 500 docs 0.0875

At 1000 docs 0.0524

R—Precision (precision after

R docs retrieved (where R is

the number of relevant docu-

ments))

Exact 0.2564

number of relevant documents for the topic. It de-emphasizes the exact ranking of the

retrieved relevant documents, which can be particularly useful in TREC where there are

large numbers of relevant documents.

The average R-Precision for a run is computed by taking the mean of the R-Precisions

of the individual topics in the run. For example, assume a run consists of two topics,

one with 50 relevant documents and another with 10 relevant documents. If the retrieval

system returns 17 relevant documents in the top 50 documents for the first topic, and 7

relevant documents in the top 10 for the second topic, then the run's R-Precision would

be 5oJ-_io or o.52.
2

Graphs

I. Recall-Precision Graph

Figure 1 is a sample Recall-Precision Graph.

The Recall-Precision Graph is created using the 11 cutoff values from the Recall Level Pre-

cision Averages. Typically these graphs slope downward from left to right, enforcing the

notion that as more relevant documents are retrieved (recall increases), the more nonrelevant

documents are retrieved (precision decreases).

This graph is the most commonly used method for comparing systems. The plots of different

runs can be superimposed on the same graph to determine which run is superior. Curves

closest to the upper right-hand corner of the graph (where recall and precision are maximized)

indicate the best performance. Comparisons are best made in three different recall ranges: 0

to 0.2, 0.2 to 0.8, and 0.8 to 1. These ranges characterize high precision, middle recall, and

high recall performance, respectively.

II. Average Precision Histogram.

Figure 2 is a sample Average Precision Histogram.
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Recall-Precision Curve

I.0-]

0.8-

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10

Recall

Figure 1: Sample Recall-Precision Graph.

Average Precision

1.0-1 .

0.5-

-0.5-

1

i
"" '

I i *

350 360 370 380 390 400

Topic

Figure 2: Sample Average Precision Histogram.

The Average Precision Histogram measures the average precision of a run on each topic

against the median average precision of all corresponding runs on that topic. This graph is

intended to give insight into the performance of individual systems and the types of topics

that they handle well.
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TREC-9 Interactive Track Results

The TREC-9 Interactive Track results are described at a high level

in the track overview earlier in these proceedings. Full detail is

available on the track website:

http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/t9i/t9i.html

Each of the following six pages presents the results aggregated for

one of the six participating systems presented in the following order:

• Chapman University

• CSIRO / RMIT University

• Glasgow University (partial)

• Oregon Health Sciences University

• Rutgers University

• Sheffield University

Results for questions 5-8 (involving binary decisions) are on the left.

Those for questions 1-4 (find n things of a given sort) are on the right.

The questions ordered from roughly the easiest (on top) to the hardest

(on the bottom).
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TREC-9

Interactive Track Results - Chapman University

s ; 15

Requested ilems .supplied All

Supplied "enis -upp-ned All None
AxVWIKlll oufdHHC CUtegUfio

20-

10-

5-;

0-
eJUolcd item« -uppLcd

*opp->ricd

7. Which was the last dynasty of China: Qing or Ming? 4. Name three countries that imported Cuban sugar...

J5-

! I is :

'

. T." <-

Requested item* supplied: All

Supplied items supported: All None
Assessment outcome ctrtegurici

5. Which children's TV program was on the air longer,

the original Mickey Mouse Club or the original Howdy
Doody Show?

kcLTaciioJ items supplied:

Supplied items nipponcd

All AH Some Same
Some None All Some

AmetiHDcnt aulcwnt calecorirc

Some
Naac

3. Name four films in which Orson Welles appeared.

Requested items supplied: All

Supplied items supported: All None
Anetunrol outcome categories

6. Which painting did Edvard Munch complete first:

"Vampire" or "Puberty"?

j l 10

i i 5

Requested ii

Supplied itc

ms supplied,

s supported

1 Some Some
k All Some
I nulrumc catecurm

1 . What are the names of 3 US national parks where

one can find redwoods?

? « 20-

- 1

Rcvjuc-lcd ilcirii supplied

Supplied items vuppuned:

8. Is Denmark larger or smaller in population than

Norway?

L = 5-

Rtutc-^iJ item- >uppbcd

Supplied iiem> -.upponed None

2. Identify a site with Roman rums in present day France.
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TREC-9

Interactive Track Results - CSIRO/RMIT University

Rcifw^ia] it

Soppltcd nci

. -upplred

AMMiufnt outcome catccorie*

7. Which was the last dynasty of China: Qing or Ming?

Requc-tcd ii i- -uppbcd

Mippvincd

All All Some Some
Siime N.mc All Some

Asmumtat gulcwi; ciUcgoricK

4. Name three countries that imported Cuban sugar....

? £ :o

Reqsoted t

Supplied lis

s supplied All

iupponed All None
A.ssexsnKOt wjicimt categories

5. Which children's TV program was on the air longer:

the onginaJ Mickey Mouse Club or the original Howdy
Doodv Show?

Z 10

-i 5

Requeued iion> supplied: All

Suppbed item* ttipponcd: All

AU Ail Some Some
Some Nooc All Some

As*e*unrnl outcome ortcguries

Some
None

3. Name four films in which Orson Welles appeared.

Requt-icd liemi mpfIted:

Supplied items supported: None
Assessment outcome categories

6. Which painting did Edvard Munch complete first:

"Vampire" or "Puberty"?

S | 15

1 Z 10

Supplied net

. >upplied:

,upported Some None
AMvsxmcnt

me Some
VII Some
categories

Some
None

1 . What are the names of 3 US national parks where

one can find redwoods?

8. Is Denmark larger or smaller in population than

N ,0 2. Identify a sue with Roman ruins in present day France.
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TREC-9

Interactive Track Results - Glasgow University (partial)

RcqvcOcd rtcirii tapplied

Supplied item* supported

7. Which was the lost dynasty of China: Qing or Ming?

Reuuotcd ilcm- applied II Some Some
nc All Some

4. Name three countries trial imported Cuban sugar....

si 10

LI 5

Rcoacstod items (applied: All

Supplied items supported All Sane
\s*esajnrnl outcome cafegtM-ics

5. Which children's TV program was on the air longer:

the original Mickey Mouse Club or the original Howdy
Doody Show?

12 5

Requested item> >uppbcd

Supplied itemt soppurml

All Some Some
te None All Some
\vx-udmeul uutcuoK cmi r%

None

3. Name four films in which Orson Welles appeared.

t s 15-

RcxpKSlcd items soppbed:

Supplied items supported:

6. Which painting did Edvard Munch complete first:

"Vampire" or "Puberty"?

25-

1 i 15-!

1 £

Li S-'

Requeued r

Supplied lie

tli sopplicd

t supported

Some Some

e All Some
outeome cwlctiuScs

Some
Noue

1 . What are the names of 3 US national parks where

one can find redwoods?

?- 20

s 1 15

Requeued rtcm, supplied All

Supplied items supported AU

8. Is Denmark larger or smaller in population than

Norway?

Sf- 20-

| : io-

r£
x

0-
Rcqucstcd items supplied At]

Supplied items supported All

2. Identify a sue with Roman ruins in present day France.
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Interactive Track Results

TREC-9

- Oregon Health Sciences University

i ; 15

i I

Rcijuoled ikms supplied

Supplied Hems supported.

••uiomik c»lceoi

7. Which was the last dynasty of China: Qing or Ming?

= i

Rcqac^icd items supplied

SappJiol iuzdu supported:

i outcome c*lee«iSeN

5. Which children's TV program was on the air longer:

the original Mickey Mouse Club or the original Howdy

Doody Show 0

25

?s 20

Requested items supplied Alt

Supplied items supported All None

sucMKflt outcome categories

6. Which painting did Edvard Munch complete first:

"Vampire" or "Puberty"?

20

z I
10

Requested items uippljcd:

Supplied items supported:

AU AD Some Some
Some None AU Some

AsAewnenl outcome categories

Some
None

4. Name three countries that imported Cuban sugar..

?s 20

I § is

if
10

Reuvcsicd itaa> applied

SaprtUoJ items wapponcd:

AD Some Some
Noac AU Some

uutownr a(ct<m

3. Name four films in which Orson Welles appeared.

Rcqocsied «terns soppbed

Soppbed iicms supported

AU Ail Some Some
Some None All Some

Atxuncnt outturn* calepNies

1 . What are the names of 3 US national parks where

one can find redwoods?

25-

RequcMcu Menu >upplicJ- All Ml None

Suppled item> >unp»ned All »n< —
AS****mcftt iMlcoflK CMlecKTe^

8. Is Denmark larger or smaller in population than

Norway?

25

e

1 S 15 m= i
. 1 10

I| 5 we--*
X n
^ 0

pplied: AU AU None

Supplied items ^pponctl: AH None —
Av^cmw nl (xjir<»m< cate^K-ic*

2. Identify a site with Roman ruins in present day France.
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TREC-9

Interactive Track Results Rutgers University

t i
10

i ncm« supplied- All

Supplted itan> Mipponed All

= a.

S
£I0

Requested nerm supplied

Supplied items supported

WsfMnwni outeixnr cutez-irie*

All All Some Some
Some Nooc All Some

Some

7. Which was the last dynasty of China: Qing or Ming? 4. Name three countries that imported Cuban sugar....

25-

| 1 15

I s.

-
f io

1-5
-2 5

led items svpplicd: All

i items supported All

A^tfvnum Mjtcufnc caieeurtes

5. Which children's TV program was on the air longer:

the original Mickey Mouse Club or the original Howdy

Doody Show?

£ B.

U 5

RoqwaUd items suppled All All Some Some
Some Noac All Some

Auenmieol outturn categoric*

3. Name four films in which Orson Welles appeared.

S S 15

i 1

S.= 5

0-
Rn|M Bed items supplied

Supplied items supported

AiAexsmem outcome c»tef>nes

6. Which painting did Edvard Munch complete first:

"Vampire" or "Puberty"?

I S >

I
1

Requested riaiu supplied.

Soffplied items sapponed:

All All Some Some

Some None AH Some
Assessment outcome categories

Some
None

I . What are the names of 3 US national parks where

one can find redwoods?

is-.

f - 20

* X IS

Requested hems supplied:

Supplied items siipponcd:

AyiCMntni «-utcon»e falrcine*

8. Is Denmark larger or smaller in population than

Norway?

i I
15

= s.

II s

0- —
Requested Hans- supplied: All

Supplied items supported All

2. Identify a site with Roman ruins in present day France.
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Interactive Track

TREC

Results

-9

Sheffield University

RofvedoJ tirm> supplied: All

Supplied nans tupptirtcd: All

Avmsmrnt otrtc. wrse cnirpmn

7. Which was the last dynasty of China: Qing or Ming?

25-

hi. 20-

15-

10-

i =
c = S-_

d nor
0-
applied:

Supplied ilenu supported:

AU Some Some
None AU Some

il MltCtMDC CMtqpMiM

S*imc

None

4. Name three countries that imponed Cuban sugar..

— d
= L

Requested items supplied:

Supplied items supported:

5. Which children's TV program was on the air longer:

the original Mickey Mouse Club or the original Howdy

Doody Show?

c —
20

IN
£ a.

II"

Requested items supplied

Supplied items suppored

All AU Some Some
Some Nooc AU Some

Aj—Ajuneul oylcuunc categories

None

3. Name four films in which Orson Welles appeared.

Requested items supplied. AU
Supplied items supported: AU

6. Which painting did Edvard Munch complete first:

"Vampire" or "Puberty"?

Is,

Rdfuesicd items supplied: AU
Supplied ilenu supported AU

AU AD Some Some

Some None All Some
Axwsxmeot oulcnaw categoric*

None

1 . What are the names of 3 US national parks where

one can find redwoods?

? £ 20

i : 14

T ; io

C *
i- = i
t =

0
ReM»c>tcd items s pplicd All All None

Supplied ucms supported All None
ciime categories

8. Is Denmark larger or smaller in population than

Norway?

= 5.

s E
'o

Requested items supplied AU
Supplied items Mipponed AH None

Avs«r^sn»cnl uuteumc eatecuriiro

2. Identify a site with Roman ruins in present day France.
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Query Track

Six groups participated in the TREC-9 Query Track, with each group running each of 43 different querysets

using one or more variants of their retrieval system. A queryset consists of one query for each of 50 topics

(TREC topics 51-100) where each query is from the same category of queries. Three different query categories

were used.

1. Short: 2-4 words selected by reading the topic statement.

2. Sentence: a sentence—normally less than one line—developed after reading the topic statement.

3. Sentence-Rel: a sentence developed after reading a handful of relevant documents. The topic statement

was not used for this category of query.

Twenty-one of the querysets were used last year in the TREC-8 query track; the remaining 22 querysets

were developed for this year's track.

(Table describing querysets on next page.)
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Query Track

Queryset Group Category

APLla Johns Hopkins/APL Short

APL2a Johns Hopkins/APL Sentence

INQla U. Massachusetts Short

INQlb U. Massachusetts Short

INQlc U. Massachusetts Short

INQld U. Massachusetts Short

INQle U. Massachusetts Short

INQlf U. Massachusetts Short

INQlg U. Massachusetts Short

INQlh U. Massachusetts Short

INQli U. Massachusetts Short

INQlj U. Massachusetts Short

INQ2a U. Massachusetts Sentence

EMQ2b U. Massachusetts Sentence

INQ2c U. Massachusetts Sentence

INQ2d U. Massachusetts Sentence

INQ2e U. Massachusetts Sentence

INQ2f U. Massachusetts Sentence

INQ2g U. Massachusetts Sentence

INQ2h U. Massachusetts Sentence

INQ2i U. Massachusetts Sentence

INQ2j U; Massachusetts Sentence

INQ3a U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

INQ3b U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

INQ3c U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

INQ3d U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

INQ3e U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

INQ3f U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

INQ3g U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

INQ3h U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

INQ3i U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

INQ3j U. Massachusetts Sentence-Rel

Sab la Sabir Research Short

Sablb Sabir Research Short

Sable Sabir Research Short

Sab Id Sabir Research Short

Sab2a Sabir Research Sentence

Sab3a Sabir Research Sentence-Rel

UoMla U. Melbourne Short

UoMlb U. Melbourne Short

UoM2 U. Melbourne Sentence

acsla ACSys Project Short

pirla Queens College, CUNY Short
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Query Track

Eighteen runsets were submitted (a runset is the results of running one version of a retrieval system for all

43 querysets).

Runset Group Description

IN7a U. Massachusetts INQUERY. words only

IN7e U. Massachusetts INQUERY. words -hstructure+expansion

IN7p U. Massachusetts INQUERY
;
words+structure

SUN Sun Microsystems modified Nova without query formulation

Sunl Sun Microsystems modified Nova with query formulation

Saba Sabir Research SMART, words only

Sabe Sabir Research SMART, words-t-full expansion

Sabm Sabir Research SMART, words+modest expansion

UoMd U. Melbourne MG, document-based

UoMl U. Melbourne MG, locality-based

hum4 Hummingbird SearchServer 4.0 which used an older linguistic package

humA Hummingbird approximate text searching for misspelling correction

humB Hummingbird baseline run with emphasis on document length & IDF
humD Hummingbird document length de-emphasized

huml Hummingbird terms in more than 15% of rows not discarded

humK Hummingbird keyword fields not indexed

humV Hummingbird normal emphasis on IDF

ok9u Microsoft Okapi, words only, no expansion
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Query Track

.Mean and standard deviation of the average precision scores for eacli query in a queryset further averaged

over the 18 runsets. This average gives gives an indication of the quality of a queryset as a whole.

QuerySet Average Standard Deviation

APLla 0.1737 0.1814

APL2a 0.1618 0.1654

INQla 0.1587 0.1863

INQlb 0.1887 0.1961

INQlc 0.2054 0.2046

INQld 0.1731 0.2015

INQle 0.2041 0.2304

INQlf 0.2142 0.224S

INQlg 0.1911 0.1837

INQlh 0.1769 0.1941

INQli 0.1907 0.2054

INQlj 0.1745 0.180S

INQ2a 0.1310 0.1426

INQ2b 0.1470 0.136S

INQ2c 0.2021 0.1888

INQ2d 0.1659 0.1681

INQ2e 0.2023 0.185S

INQ2f 0.1859 0.1844

INQ2g
.

0.1711 0.1657

INQ2h 0.1558 0.1765

INQ2i 0.1494 0.138S

INQ2j 0.1485 0.1681

INQ3a 0.1023 0.1247

INQ3b 0.1003 0.1279

INQ3c 0.1053 0.1233

INQ3d 0.1311 0.1567

INQ3e 0.1559 0.1777

INQ3f 0.1182 0.1446

INQ3g 0.1115 0.1555

INQ3h 0.1000 0.1134

INQ3i 0.1135 0.1271

INQ3j 0.1385 0.1565

Sab la 0.2123 0.2063

Sablb 0.2244 0.2035

Sable 0.2327 0.2144

Sabld 0.2095 0.1980

Sab2a 0.2187 0.1704

Sab3a 0.2077 0.1849

UoMla 0.2089 0.2091

UoMlb 0.1969 0.1936

UoM2 0.2299 0.1795

acsla 0.2186 0.2065

pirla 0.2127 0.1840
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Query Track

Mean and standard deviation of the average precision scores for each query over all querysets and runsets.

This average gives an indication of the difficulty of a topic.

Query Average Standard Deviation Query Average Standard Deviation

51 0.4356 0.1531 76 0.1020 0.0604

52 0.4779 0.2089 77 0.2447 0.1426

53 0.1781 0.1248 78 0.4651 0.2718

54 0.3136 0.1813 79 0.1214 0.0829

55 0.4308 0.1842 80 0.0436 0.0318

56 0.3388 0.2220 81 0.1292 0.0683

57 0.2418 0.1498 82 0.3744 0.1070

58 0.4668 0.2134 83 0.0647 0.0708

59 0.0939 0.1057 84 0.0139 0.0104

60 0.0403 0.0301 85 0.1295 0.0781

61 0.2838 0.1370 86 0.2181 0.1351

62 0.2459 0.0879 87 0.0301 0.0356

63 0.1198 0.0417 88 0.1214 0.0992

64 0.1680 0.0489 89 0.0576 0.0561

65 0.1455 0.0764 90 0.1935 0.1265

66 0.1614 0.1396 91 0.0189 0.0232

67 0.0503 0.0695 92 0.0240 0.0219

68 0.1022 0.1097 93 0.3336 0.1204

69 0.1426 0.1295 94 0.0980 0.0635

70 0.5126 0.1824 95 0.0321 0.0189

71 0.0736 0.0797 96 0.0375 0.0338

72 0.0425 0.0435 97 0.0590 0.0270

73 0.0463 0.0544 98 0.1706 0.0489

74 0.0045 0.0124 99 0.2842 0.0598

75 0.0166 0.0170 100 0.1260 0.1479

Mean of Mean Average Precision over all the querysets in a run set. This average gives an indication of the

quality of each system version.

Runset Average Runset Average

IN7a 0.179944

IN7e 0.228798

IN7p 0.184818

SUN 0.057144

Sunl 0.067650

Saba 0.192354

Sabe 0.251604

Sabm 0.232126

UoMd 0.161174

UoMl 0.153868

hum4 0.171264

humA 0.174064

humB 0.173220

humD 0.177120

humi 0.173596

humK 0.171252

humV 0.164798

ok9u 0.191674
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Technical Publications

Periodical

Journal of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology—Reports NIST research

and development in metrology and related fields of physical science, engineering, applied mathematics,

statistics, biotechnology, and information technology. Papers cover a broad range of subjects, with major

emphasis on measurement methodology and the basic technology underlying standardization. Also included

from time to time are survey articles on topics closely related to the Institute's technical and scientific

programs. Issued six times a year.

Nonperiodicals

Monographs—Major contributions to the technical literature on various subjects related to the

Institute's scientific and technical activities.

Handbooks—Recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice (including safety codes) devel-

oped in cooperation with interested industries, professional organizations, and regulatory bodies.

Special Publications—Include proceedings of conferences sponsored by NIST, NIST annual reports, and

other special publications appropriate to this grouping such as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliographies.

National Standard Reference Data Series—Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical

properties of materials, compiled from the world's literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a

worldwide program coordinated by NIST under the authority of the National Standard Data Act (Public

Law 90-396). NOTE: The Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data (JPCRD) is published

bimonthly for NIST by the American Institute of Physics (AIP). Subscription orders and renewals are

available from AIP, P.O. Box 503284, St. Louis, MO 63150-3284.

Building Science Series—Disseminates technical information developed at the Institute on building

materials, components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods, and

performance criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety

characteristics of building elements and systems.

Technical Notes—Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of

a subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the

subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NIST under the sponsorship of

other government agencies.

Voluntary Product Standards—Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce
in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish nationally recognized

requirements for products, and provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of

the characteristics of the products. NIST administers this program in support of the efforts of private-sector

standardizing organizations.

Order the following NIST publications—FIPS and NISTIRs—from the National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA 22161.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUB)—Publications in this series

collectively constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The Register serves as the

official source of information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NIST pursuant to

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended, Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat.

1127), and as implemented by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973) and Part 6 of

Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations).

NIST Interagency or Internal Reports (NISTIR)—The series includes interim or final reports on work

performed by NIST for outside sponsors (both government and nongovernment). In general, initial

distribution is handled by the sponsor; public distribution is handled by sales through the National Technical

Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, in hard copy, electronic media, or microfiche form. NISTIR's

may also report results of NIST projects of transitory or limited interest, including those that will be

published subsequently in more comprehensive form.
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